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I, Tal Lavian, Ph.D., declare as follows: 

I. INTRODUCTION AND QUALIFICATIONS 

B. Introduction 

1. My name is Tal Lavian, and I am a lecturer and Industry Fellow in the

Center of Entrepreneurship and Technology (“CET”) at the UC Berkeley College 

of Engineering. 

2. I have been engaged by counsel for Petitioner T-Mobile US, Inc. and

T-Mobile USA, Inc. (“Petitioner”) to investigate and opine on certain issues 

related to U.S. Patent Nos. 8,559,369 (“the ’369 Patent”) and 9,042,306 (“the ’306 

Patent”), both entitled “Wireless Internet System and Method” (collectively, the 

“Challenged Patents”).  

3. Specifically, Petitioner has asked me to provide my opinions related

to all claims of the ’369 Patent and all claims of the ’306 Patent (the “Challenged 

Claims”).  Because of their similarity, I have offered a single declaration for both 

patents. 

4. I understand that the Challenged Patents are assigned to Barkan

Wireless Access Technologies, L.P. (“Patent Owner”). 

5. In this declaration, I will discuss the technology related to the

Challenged Patents, including an overview of that technology as it was known at 
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the time of the earliest priority date of the Challenged Patents, which is February 

22, 2006, according to Petitioner’s counsel.  This overview of the relevant 

technology provides some of the bases for my opinions with respect to the 

Challenged Patents. 

6. This declaration is based on the information currently available to me. 

To the extent that additional information becomes available, I reserve the right to 

continue my investigation and study, which may include a review of documents 

and information that may be produced, as well as testimony from depositions that 

may not yet be taken. 

7. In forming my opinions, I have relied on information and evidence 

identified in this declaration, including but not limited to the Challenged Patents, 

the prosecution history of the Challenged Patents, and the documents identified in 

this declaration and in the exhibit list provided in the petitions against the 

Challenged patents. 

8. I have also relied on my own education and experience in the field of 

Networks and Telecommunications technologies and systems that were already in 

use prior to, and within the timeframe of the earliest priority date of the claimed 

subject matter in the Challenged Patents (February 22, 2006). 
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C. Summary of My Opinions 

9. The Challenged Patents purport to describe a method for providing 

wireless Internet connection to WiFi-enabled devices by enabling mobile 

computing devices to become access points by running specific software.  The 

two Challenged Patents are related in that the ’306 Patent is a continuation of the 

’369 Patent, so that both Challenged Patents share the same specification, and 

have similar claims, especially for the independent claims.  I typically reference 

the ’306 Patent specification when making specific citations to the specification, 

but since the Challenged Patents have identical specifications, any discussion of a 

reference to either patent’s specification should be presumed to apply equally to 

both patents.  

10. As I will explain below, the claims of both Challenged Patents do not 

recite any feature that would have been regarded as novel or non-obvious to a 

person of ordinary skill in the art.  By February 22, 2006 (the earliest priority date 

of the Challenged Patents), communication over computer networks was well-

known, including wireless local area and cellular networks.  One of these 

references, U.S. Patent No. 7.756,393 to Milind M. Buddhikot et. al. 

(“Buddhikot”) was filed two and a half years before the earliest priority date of for 
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the Challenged Patents.  Buddhikot discloses a gateway for mobile access that 

discloses the supposedly inventive features of the Challenged Patents.  

11. As I will explain below, the claims recite functionalities which were 

standard features of IEEE 802.11 standards as well as IETF standards including 

Mobile IP, IPsec, DHCP and network address translation (NAT) which were well 

known and widely adopted and implemented years before the Challenged Patents. 

12. It is my opinion that claims 1-13 of the ’369 Patent and claims 1-68 of 

the ’306 Patent are invalid as obvious.  Additionally, as explained below, it is my 

opinion that claim 13 of the ’369 Patent is invalid as anticipated under the 

patentability standard of 35 U.S.C. § 102. 

13. For the purpose of my analysis in this declaration only and based on 

the disclosure and file history of the Challenged Patents, I will provide my 

proposed construction of certain terms in claims 1-13 of the ’369 Patent and 

claims 1-68 of the ’306 Patent in detail in a later part of this declaration. 

14. The subsequent sections of this declaration will first provide my 

qualifications and experience and will then detail my analysis and observations. 

My analysis in this declaration is intended to supplement Petitioner’s petitions for 

inter partes review of the Challenged Patents.  In addition to the analysis and 

citations contained in this declaration, I have reviewed Petitioner’s petitions for 
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inter partes review of the Challenged Patents.  I agree with the analysis contained 

in the petitions.  The citations to prior art references contained therein, whether or 

not also cited in this declaration, form the basis for my opinion that the 

Challenged Claims of the Challenged Patents are invalid. 

D. Qualifications and Experience 

15. I have more than 25 years of experience in the networking, 

telecommunications, Internet, and software fields.  I received a Ph.D. in Computer 

specializing in networking and communications, Science from the University of 

California at Berkeley in 2006 and obtained a Master’s of Science (“M.Sc.”) 

degree in Electrical Engineering from Tel Aviv University, Israel, in 1996.  In 

1987, I obtained a Bachelor of Science (“B.Sc.”) in Mathematics and Computer 

Science, also from Tel Aviv University. 

16. I am currently employed by the University of California at Berkeley 

and was appointed as a lecturer and Industry Fellow in the Center of 

Entrepreneurship and Technology (“CET”) as part of UC Berkeley College of 

Engineering.  I have been with the University of California at Berkeley since 2000 

where I served as Berkeley Industry Fellow, Lecturer, Visiting Scientist, Ph.D. 

Candidate, and Nortel’s Scientist Liaison, where some positions and projects were 

done concurrently, others sequentially. 
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17. I have more than 25 years of experience as a scientist, educator and 

technologist, and much of my experience relates to telecommunications, network 

communicators, computer networking, mobile and wireless technologies.  For 

eleven years from 1996 to 2007, I worked for Bay Networks and Nortel Networks.  

Bay Networks was in the business of making and selling computer network 

hardware and software.  Nortel Networks acquired Bay Networks in 1998, and I 

continued to work at Nortel after the acquisition.  Throughout my tenure at Bay 

and Nortel, I held positions including Principal Scientist, Principal Architect, 

Principal Engineer, Senior Software Engineer, and led the development and 

research involving a number of networking technologies.  I led the efforts of Java 

technologies at Bay Networks and Nortel Networks.  In addition, during 1999-

2001, I served as the President of the Silicon Valley Java User Group with over 

800 active members from many companies in the Silicon Valley.   

18. Prior to that, from 1994 to 1995, I worked as a software engineer and 

team leader for Aptel Communications, designing and developing mobile wireless 

technologies, mobile wireless devices and network software products. I worked on 

development of two-way wireless OFDM technology, in the 915 MHz band, uner 

the FCC part 15. The technology was a continuation of military research for low 

power, wideband OFDM to reduce wireless transmission detectability.  From 
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1990 to 1993, I worked as a software engineer and team leader at Scitex Ltd., 

where I developed system and network communications tools (mostly in C and 

C++).  

19. I have extensive experience in communications technologies 

including wireless technologies, routing and switching architectures and protocols, 

including Multi-Protocol Label Switching Networks, Layer 2 and Layer 3 Virtual 

Private Networks, and Pseudowire technologies.  Much of my work for Nortel 

Networks (mentioned above) involved the research and development of these 

technologies.  For example, I wrote software for Bay Networks and Nortel 

Networks switches and routers, developed network technologies for the Accelar 

8600 family of switches and routers, the OPTera 3500 SONET switches, the 

OPTera 5000 DWDM family, and the Alteon L4-7 switching product family.  I 

wrote software for Java based device management including software interface to 

the device management and network management for the Accelar routing switch 

family network management system.  

20. I am named as a co-inventor on more than 100 issued patents and I co-

authored more than 25 scientific publications, journal articles, and peer-reviewed 

papers.  Furthermore, I am a Senior Member of the Institute of Electrical and 

Electronics Engineers (“IEEE”). I am also certified under the IEEE WCET 
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(Wireless Communications Engineering Technologies) Program, which was 

specifically designed by the IEEE Communications Society (ComSoc) to address 

the worldwide wireless industry’s growing and ever-evolving need for qualified 

communications professionals. 

21. Since 2007, I have been serving as a Principal Scientist at my 

company Telecomm Net Consulting Inc., where I develop network communication 

technologies and provide research and consulting in advanced technologies, mainly 

in computer networking and Internet technologies. In addition, I serve as a Co-

Founder and Chief Technology Officer (CTO) of VisuMenu, Inc., since 2010 and 

to the present, where I design, and develop architecture of visual IVR technologies 

for smartphones and wireless mobile devices in the field of network 

communications. I have worked on wireless and cellular systems using a variety of 

modulation technologies including time-division multiple-access (TDMA), code-

division multiple-access (CDMA), and orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing 

(OFDM). I have additionally worked on various projects involving the 

transmission and streaming of digital media content. 

22. The above outline of my experience with communications systems is 

not comprehensive of all of my experience over my years of technical experience.  

Additional details of my background are set forth in my curriculum vitae, attached 
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as APP. A to this Declaration, which provides a more complete description of my 

educational background and work experience.  I am being compensated for the 

time I have spent on this matter.  My compensation does not depend in any way 

upon the outcome of this proceeding.  I hold no interest in the Petitioner (T-

Mobile US, Inc. and T-Mobile USA, Inc.) or the Patent Owner (Barkan Wireless 

Access Technologies, L.P.). 

E. Materials Considered 

23. The analysis that I provide in this Declaration is based on my 

education and experience in the fields of telecommunications, network 

communications, and wireless networking, as well as the documents I have 

considered including the Challenged Patents, which both claim priority to back to 

a provisional application filed on February 22, 2006.  I understand from counsel 

that there is a dispute about the Challenged Patents’ priority date which has no 

impact on the invalidity arguments presented by the Petitions, so for purposes of 

this Declaration, I have assumed February 22, 2006 as the relevant priority date.  

My opinion does not change if a different time of invention is claimed.   

24. I reviewed various documents including patents and publications 

dated prior to February 22, 2006 describing the state of the art at the time of the 

alleged invention of the Challenged Patents.  I have reviewed the documents 
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provided in the exhibit list to the petition and the documents cited in my 

declaration, including those cited in the appendix list.  Documents I have 

reviewed—including prior art documents relied upon as actually disclosing the 

limitations of the claims—including those in the exhibit list of the petitions 

against the ’306 and ’369 patents, also included with my declaration.  

25. Other documents I have reviewed not listed in the table above include 

certain websites that are publicly available on the Internet, and when they are 

referenced in this report, their web address is cited. 
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II. BASIS FOR MY OPINION AND STATEMENT OF LEGAL 
PRINCIPLES 

26. My opinions and views set forth in this declaration are based on my 

education, training, and experience in the relevant field, as well as the materials I 

have reviewed for this matter, and the scientific knowledge regarding the subject 

matter that existed prior to February 22, 2006. 

A. Claim Construction 

27. It is my understanding that, when construing claim terms, a claim 

subject to inter partes review receives the “broadest reasonable construction in 

light of the specification of the patent in which it appears.”  

B. Anticipation 

28. It is my understanding that in order for a patent claim to be valid, the 

claimed invention must be novel.  It is my understanding that if each and every 

element of a claim is disclosed in a single prior art reference, then the claimed 

invention is anticipated, and the invention is not patentable according to pre-AIA 

35 U.S.C. § 102 effective before March 16, 2013. In order for the invention to be 

anticipated, each element of the claimed invention must be described or 

embodied, either expressly or inherently, in the single prior art reference.  In order 

for a reference to inherently disclose a claim limitation, that claim limitation must 

necessarily be present in the reference.   
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C. Obviousness 

29. Counsel has advised me that obviousness under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. § 

103 effective before March 16, 2013 is the basis for invalidity in the Petitions. 

Counsel has advised me that a patent claim may be found invalid as obvious if, at 

the time when the invention was made, the subject matter of the claim, considered 

as a whole, would have been obvious to a person having ordinary skill in the field 

of the technology (the “art”) to which the claimed subject matter belongs. I 

understand that the following factors should be considered in analyzing 

obviousness: (1) the scope and content of the prior art; (2) the differences between 

the prior art and the claims; and (3) the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art. I 

also understand that certain other factors known as “secondary considerations” 

such as commercial success, unexpected results, long felt but unsolved need, 

industry acclaim, simultaneous invention, copying by others, skepticism by 

experts in the field, and failure of others may be utilized as indicia of 

nonobviousness.  I understand, however, that secondary considerations should be 

connected, or have a “nexus”, with the invention claimed in the patent at issue.  I 

understand that a person of ordinary skill in the art is assumed to have knowledge 

of all prior art. I understand that one skilled in the art can combine various prior 

art references based on the teachings of those prior art references, the general 
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knowledge present in the art, or common sense.  I understand that a motivation to 

combine references may be implicit in the prior art, and there is no requirement 

that there be an actual or explicit teaching to combine two references. Thus, one 

may take into account the inferences and creative steps that a person of ordinary 

skill in the art would employ to combine the known elements in the prior art in the 

manner claimed by the patent at issue.  I understand that one should avoid 

“hindsight bias” and ex post reasoning in performing an obviousness analysis.  

But this does not mean that a person of ordinary skill in the art for purposes of the 

obviousness inquiry does not have recourse to common sense. I understand that 

when determining whether a patent claim is obvious in light of the prior art, 

neither the particular motivation for the patent nor the stated purpose of the 

patentee is controlling.  The primary inquiry has to do with the objective reach of 

the claims, and that if those claims extend to something that is obvious, then the 

entire patent claim is invalid. I understand one way that a patent can be found 

obvious is if there existed at the time of the invention a known problem for which 

there was an obvious solution encompassed by the patent’s claims.  I understand 

that a motivation to combine various prior art references to solve a particular 

problem may come from a variety of sources, including market demand or 

scientific literature. I understand that a need or problem known in the field at the 
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time of the invention can also provide a reason to combine prior art references and 

render a patent claim invalid for obviousness.   I understand that familiar items 

may have obvious uses beyond their primary purpose, and that a person of 

ordinary skill in the art will be able to fit the teachings of multiple prior art 

references together “like the pieces of a puzzle.”  I understand that a person of 

ordinary skill is also a person of at least ordinary creativity. I understand when 

there is a design need or market pressure to solve a problem and there are a finite 

number of identified, predictable solutions, a person of ordinary skill has good 

reason to pursue the known options within his or her technical grasp.  If these 

finite number of predictable solutions lead to the anticipated success, I understand 

that the invention is likely the product of ordinary skill and common sense, and 

not of any sort of innovation.  I understand that the fact that a combination was 

obvious to try might also show that it was obvious, and hence invalid, under the 

patent laws. I understand that if a patent claims a combination of familiar elements 

according to known methods, the combination is likely to be obvious when it does 

no more than yield predictable results.  Thus, if a person of ordinary skill in the art 

can implement a predictable variation, an invention is likely obvious.  I 

understand that combining embodiments disclosed near each other in a prior art 

reference would not ordinarily require a leap of inventiveness.  
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1. Motivation to Combine 
30. I have been advised by counsel that obviousness may be shown by 

demonstrating that it would have been obvious to modify what is taught in a single 

piece of prior art to create the patented invention. Obviousness may also be shown 

by demonstrating that it would have been obvious to combine the teachings of 

more than one item of prior art. I have been advised by counsel that a claimed 

invention may be obvious if some teaching, suggestion, or motivation exists that 

would have led a person of ordinary skill in the art to combine the invalidating 

references. Counsel has also advised me that this suggestion or motivation may 

come from the knowledge of a person having ordinary skill in the art, or from 

sources such as explicit statements in the prior art. Alternatively, any need or 

problem known in the field at the time and addressed by the patent may provide a 

reason for combining elements of the prior art. Counsel has advised me that when 

there is a design need or market pressure, and there are a finite number of 

predictable solutions, a person of ordinary skill may be motivated to apply 

common sense and his skill to combine the known options in order to solve the 

problem. The following are examples of approaches and rationales that may be 

considered in determining whether a piece of prior art could have been combined 
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with other prior art or with other information within the knowledge of a person 

having ordinary skill in the art: 

(1) Some teaching, motivation, or suggestion in the prior art that 

would have led a person of ordinary skill to modify the prior art 

reference or to combine prior art reference teachings to arrive at the 

claimed invention; (2) Known work in one field of endeavor may 

prompt variations of it for use in the same field or a different field 

based on design incentives or other market forces if the variations 

would have been predictable to a person of ordinary skill in the art; 

(3) Combining prior art elements according to known methods to 

yield predictable results; (4) Applying a known technique to a 

known device, method, or product ready for improvement to yield 

predictable results; (5) Applying a technique or approach that would 

have been “obvious to try” (choosing from a finite number of 

identified, predictable solutions, with a reasonable expectation of 

success); (6) Simple substitution of one known element for another 

to obtain predictable results; or (7) Use of a known technique to 

improve similar products, devices, or methods in the same way; 
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III. PERSON OF ORDINARY SKILL IN THE ART 

31. I understand that an assessment of claims of the Challenged Patents 

should be undertaken from the perspective of a person of ordinary skill in the art 

as of the earliest claimed priority date, which I understand is February 22, 2006.  I 

have also been advised that to determine the appropriate level of a person having 

ordinary skill in the art, the following factors may be considered: (1) the types of 

problems encountered by those working in the field and prior art solutions thereto; 

(2) the sophistication of the technology in question, and the rapidity with which 

innovations occur in the field; (3) the educational level of active workers in the 

field; and (4) the educational level of the inventor. 

32. The perceived problem and the purported solution identified in the 

Challenged Patents are generally related to the fields of mobile devices and 

wireless network communications, and specifically to the field of wireless mobile 

device communications.  Therefore, a person of ordinary skill in the art would 

need education and work experience in these fields. 

33. In my opinion, a person of ordinary skill in the art (“POSITA”) as of 

February 22, 2006, would possess at least a bachelor’s degree in computer science 

and/or electrical engineering or comparable experience, plus at least four years of 

practical experience in the design or development of telecommunications, network 
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communications systems, and wireless network-based communication between 

computer systems.  A master’s degree with at least two years of practical 

experience in the same fields would also be acceptable. 

34. Although my qualifications and experience exceed those of the 

hypothetical person having ordinary skill in the art defined above, my analysis and 

opinions regarding the Challenged Patents have been based on the perspective of a 

person of ordinary skill in the art as of February 22, 2006,.  I have familiarity with 

the above described POSITA as I frequently deal with individuals of the above-

described experience level, by reviewing their work.    

35. The Challenged Patents deal with core concepts and architecture of 

wireless network communication devices.  In short, the Challenged Patents 

describe a Wi-Fi hotspot where a computing device provides an access point for 

other Wi-Fi enabled devices to access the Internet.  E.g., ’306 patent at 11:33-41.  

The computing device provides standardized networking services—a NAT, and a 

DHCP to provide IP addresses to the Wi-Fi enabled devices.  Id. at 11:63-12:2. 

36. The ideas contained therein were mainstream at the time of the 

invention.  Indeed, the concepts including wireless access points communicating 

with each other and with stations, secure traffic, tunneling, proxy servers, mobile 

IP, dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP), network address translation 
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(NAT), and basic failover/redundancy functionality were well-known and 

incorporated into a large portion of network architectures and devices at the time 

of the Challenged Patents.  Because the technology involved in the Challenged 

Patents involves largely off-the-shelf components and functionality, and engineer 

with about 4 years of experience would be well-versed in the concepts discussed 

in the Challenged Patents. 

IV. CLAIM CONSTRUCTION  

37. I understand that a claim in an unexpired patent subject to inter partes 

review must be given its “broadest reasonable construction in light of the 

specification of the patent in which it appears,” which is different from the manner 

in which the scope of a claim is determined in litigation.  I apply the “broadest 

reasonable construction” standard in my analysis below.  For those claims not 

explicitly listed, I have applied a plain and ordinary meaning. 

A. “access point” (“AP”) (’306 Patent claims 1, 16, 43 and ’369 
Patent claims 1, 8, 13) 

38. In my opinion, the broadest reasonable construction of “access point” 

is a “a device that connects a computer to a network.”   

39. The Challenged Patents’ specification frequently describe the access 

point as a device that connects a computer to a network.  See e.g., ’306 patent at 

2:35-61, 3:3-16, 3:36-43, 4:7-54, 5:20-51, 6:26-34, 11:42-46, Figs. 1-2.  The 
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specification provides 802.11 (WiFi) as an example access point, but a POSITA 

would understand that the claimed access point refers to other network access 

points as well. 

40. The dependent claims of both Challenged Patents also make clear that 

other network access points are claimed.  Claims 5, 28, and 50 of the ’306 Patent 

state that the “AP is a cellular cell.”  Claims 7, 30, and 52 of the ’306 Patent 

require the first and second APs to be two different wireless protocols (i.e., they 

cannot both be 802.11).  Claim sets 4/27/49; 6/29/51; and 8/31/530 of the ’306 

Patent recite that access points are included in a cellular network, controlled by 

the cellular network, and included in a terrestrial wireless network, respectively.  

Claims 5 and 10 of the ’369 Patent state that the “computing device” accessing the 

first AP “is a cellular phone.”  A POSITA would understand that a cellular phone 

would be used to access cellular access points.  In light of the dependent claims of 

both Challenged Patents, a POSITA would understand the BRI of the claimed 

“access point” cannot be exclusive to a single protocol and instead must be “a 

device that connects a computer to a network.” 

41. Further, in my opinion, Patent Owner’s technology tutorial makes 

clear that they believe that the “access point” to encompass all types of networks.  
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As shown in a technology tutorial that they submitted to the court, they’ve 

identified a cell station as an access point.  EX1037 at 16.   

 

42. As shown below, from the same document, the tethering device that 

Patent Owner believes they invented connects Wi-Fi connected devices to the 

Internet via a 3G wireless link.  As shown below, in my opinion, it is clear that 

Patent Owner believes that the access point can be either a Wi-Fi access point or a 

3G base station access point.   
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43. Moreover, in my opinion, the Patent Owner believes that the 

construction of the claimed access point is “a device that connects a computer 

to a network” because the Patent Owner submitted this construction in litigation.  

(EX1024 at 3-4.)  Patent Owner also stated that the claimed access point 

encompasses both a cellular network access point (EX1036 at 1, EX1024 at 3) 

and a Bluetooth access point (EX1036 at 7, EX1025 at 1) in its infringement 

contentions.  This is also consistent with how the term “access point” is used in 

the art, which frequently refers to the access point being a device that connects a 

computer to a network.  See, e.g., EX1027, U.S. Patent No. 7,660,584 at 3:38-40 

(Nortel patent stating that a 3GPP base station is also referred to as an access 
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point); EX1026, U.S. Patent No. 6,636,491 at Abstract (Nokia patent referring to a 

GGSN access point), see also EX1029 Newton’s Telecom Dictionary at 80; 

EX1028 IEEE Dictionary at 7. 

44. In my opinion, this construction is within the BRI, especially so 

because Patent Owner believes it to be.  

B. “AP Identification” (“APID”) (’306 Patent claims 1, 16, 43 and 
’369 Patent claims 1, 8, 13) 

45. As described above, the broadest reasonable construction for “access 

point” is “a device that connects a computer to a network.”  Consistent with 

that construction, in my opinion, the broadest reasonable construction for “AP 

Identification” is “identifier for the access point.”   

46. As explained above, “access point” is not restricted to any particular 

network or protocol.  Likewise, APID is not restricted to any network or protocol.  

The language of APID is not restricted anywhere in the Challenged Patents to a 

particular network such as 802.11, which utilizes a SSID.  This is consistent with 

Patent Owner’s belief—Patent Owner stated that an APID can be either base 

station’s cell ID (EX1036 at 1, EX1025 at 1), a Bluetooth ID, or a WiFi ID 

(EX1036 at 7, EX1025 at 7) in its infringement contentions. 

47. In my opinion, this construction is within the BRI, especially so 

because Patent Owner believes it to be.  
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C.  “proxy server” (’306 Patent claims 1, 16, 43 and ’369 Patent 
claims 1, 8) 

48. In my opinion, the broadest reasonable construction of “proxy 

server” is “a server (a computer system or an application) that acts as an 

intermediary for requests from clients seeking resources from other servers.”   

49. This is supported by the Challenged Patents’ specification, which 

repeatedly refers to a “proxy server” as a “trusted network site” at the end of 

the secure tunnel.  E.g., ’306 patent at 6:35-53, 11:28-12:2, 14:35-15:19, 16:26-

27, 20:49-21:17, 29:27-46, 29:57-65, Figs. 1-2.  Moreover, dependent claims like 

claims 41-42 of the ’306 Patent specify the proxy server can perform additional 

services, like DHCP and NAT. 

50. Patent Owner agrees with this construction—it was provided by 

Patent Owner in litigation.  EX1024 at 1.  Further illustrating the breadth of Patent 

Owner’s belief, Patent Owner’s Infringement Contentions identify a “packet data 

network server” at the end of the secure tunnel as a proxy server.  EX1036 at 10, 

EX1025 at 12.  Patent Owner believes that a proxy server is merely an 

intermediary, e.g., a server that routes traffic to Google.com, for instance.  Patent 

Owner provided a claim construction tutorial to the District Court (below) 

explaining that the proxy server forwards data traffic to Google.com.   
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51. In my opinion, this construction is within the BRI, especially so 

because Patent Owner believes it to be.  

 

D. “communication module” (’306 Patent claims 1, 16, 43 and ’369 
Patent claims 1, 8) 

52. In my opinion, no construction is necessary.  However, if the Board 

deems this phrase a “means plus function” term under §112, where I believe a 

construction may be required to be presented, in my opinion the disclosed 

structure is “software in a computing device” and the corresponding function is 

“wireless communication.” 
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53. The Challenged Patents’ specification is replete with discussion of 

software that utilizes the computer’s wireless interface to wirelessly communicate 

with other devices and the Internet.  E.g., ’306 patent at Fig. 1, 6:1-13, 9:42-10:45, 

13:45-14:3, 15:20-40, 16:15-35, 17:34-45.  Furthermore, during prosecution, the 

examiner indicated that this term should be governed by §112, sixth paragraph, 

requiring identification of sufficient structure.  EX1004 at 478-479.  The examiner 

identified the corresponding structure as a “[s]oftware module in a STA or 

software module in a laptop” and invited Patent Owner to modify or amend if it 

disagreed.  Id.  Patent Owner did not, and because of their concession, a POSITA 

would view the Examiner’s structure to be within the BRI. 

E. “AP module” (’306 Patent claims 1, 16, 43 and ’369 Patent 
claim 1) 

54. In my opinion, no construction is necessary.  However, if the Board 

deems this phrase a “means plus function” term under §112, where I believe a 

construction may be required to be presented, in my opinion the disclosed 

structure is “software in a computing device” and the corresponding function is 

“providing an access point.” 

55. As described above, the specification is replete with reference to 

software that provides an access point.  E.g., ’306 patent at Fig. 1, 6:1-13, 9:42-

10:45, 13:45-14:3, 15:20-40, 16:15-35, 17:34-45.  When example software 
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(Vagabee) is run, it interacts with the computer’s networking interface to make it 

an access point.  Id. at 6:9-13.  Further, like “communication module,” the 

Examiner rejected the “AP module” in the parent ’369 application, identifying the 

structure as a “[s]oftware module in a STA or software module in a laptop,” 

and invited Patent Owner to modify or amend if it disagreed.  EX1004 at 478-479.  

Patent Owner did not, and because of their concession, a POSITA would view the 

Examiner’s structure to be within the BRI. 

F. “connects to the IP based network . . . concurrently with 
connecting to the IP based network through the second AP” (’306 
Patent claims 20 and 57) 

56. In my opinion, the broadest reasonable construction is “algorithm to 

seamlessly choose between two separate wireless channels to send and receive 

IP packets.” 

57. The Challenged Patents’ specification describes a device that has the 

ability to communicate via two separate wireless channels.  E.g., ’306 patent at 

9:28-30.  This allows the device to access one channel or the other.  Id. at 6:14-21.  

The specification describes particular instances where the software would choose 

one interface over another (e.g., load balancing (6:17-21), hand-overs (6:22-25), 

or connection quality (2:1-6)).  A POSITA would understand that this phrase 
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requires some algorithm to seamlessly choose between channels, but that the 

particular algorithm used is not claimed in the Challenged Patents.  

58. With respect to “concurrently,” in my opinion a POSITA would 

understand that this does not mean simultaneous—a particular packet is not 

simultaneously sent on both channels.  A POSITA would understand that one 

channel would be used to send a particular packet, and later in time, the 

algorithm would have the ability to send a later packet on either one of the 

two channels.   

G. The following table summarizes the above claim construction 
analysis. 

Claim Term Broadest Reasonable Construction 
“access point” (“AP”)  “a device that connects a computer to a network.”  

“AP Identification” (“APID”) “a device that connects a computer to a network.” 

 “proxy server”  “a server (a computer system or an application) 
that acts as an intermediary for requests from 
clients seeking resources from other servers.”   

“communication module” “software in a computing device” and the 
corresponding function is “wireless 
communication.” 

“AP module” “software in a computing device” and the 
corresponding function is “providing an access 
point.” 
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Claim Term Broadest Reasonable Construction 
“connects to the IP based 

network . . . concurrently with 
connecting to the IP based 

network through the second 
AP” 

“algorithm to seamlessly choose between two 
separate wireless channels to send and receive IP 
packets.” 
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V. OVERVIEW OF THE CHALLENGED PATENTS AND PRIOR ART 

59. I have reviewed and analyzed the prior art references and materials 

listed in above.  In my opinion, each and every limitation of claims 1-13 of the 

’369 Patent are obvious over Buddhkot/Lord (claims 1-7); 

Buddhikot/Lord/Fajardo (claims 8-11); Buddhikot/Lord/Fajardo/Aarnio (claim 

12); Buddhikot (13), and claim 13 is anticipated by Vucina. 

60. In my opinion, each and every limitation of claims 1-68 of the ’306 

Patent are obvious over Buddhikot/Lord (claims 1-12, 14-22, 26-31, 34-37, 39-40, 

43, 47-53, 56-63, 65-66) Buddhikot/Lord/Moran (claims 23-25, 41-42, 44-46, 67-

68); Buddhikot/Lord/Abhishek (claims 32-33, 54-55); Buddhikot/Lord/Kim 

(claims 13, 38, 64). 

61. Additionally, at the priority date of the Challenged Patents, one of 

skill was familiar with the then-current ANSI/IEEE Standard 802.11, 1999 Edition 

[APP. A] and prior iterations of that standard in versions IEEE 802.11[a-j] [APP. 

B-L].  For example, one of skill would understand the analysis of the 802.11 

standard in the IEEE 802.11 WDS Clarification IEEE 802.11-05/0710r0 published 

in July 2005 [APP. M].  This understanding of the 802.11 wireless network 

standard—as well as other networking services discussed in the Challenged 

Patents and prior art like Mobile IP [APP. N-P], IPSec [APP. Q], and DHCP 
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[APP. R]—forms part of the background knowledge that one of skill would have 

at the priority date of the Challenged Patents. 

62. I observe that the claims of the Challenged Patents reveal significant 

redundancy and duplication—other independent and dependent claims recite 

substantially the same and in many cases identical language as claims 1-15, 17, 

20, 23-25, 32-37, and 41-42 of the ’306 Patent.  I am aware that the Petitioner may 

use my analysis of these claims to show the unpatentability of other claims that 

recite substantially the same limitations.  My focus on these claims does not 

suggest that my opinions do not apply to other claims; to the contrary, to the 

extent other claims recite the same language or impose the same limitations, my 

analysis applies. 

63. I am informed that Buddhikot qualifies as prior art because it issued 

from an application filed on October 20, 2003, which is more than a year before 

the earliest application to which the Challenged Patents can claim priority 

(February 22, 2006), and it was published May 12, 2005.  I am informed that Lord 

qualifies as prior art because it issued from an application filed July 21, 2000, and 

it was published on July 13, 2004.  I am informed that Kim qualifies as prior art 

because it was published on November 4, 2004.  I am informed that Abhishek 

qualifies as prior art because it was published on May 27, 2004.  I am informed 
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that Moran qualifies as prior art because it was filed in English designating the US 

on January 17, 2005, claiming priority to January 15, 2004, and published on July 

28, 2005.  I am informed that Fajardo qualifies as prior art because it was filed 

August 31, 2005, claiming priority to a July 14, 2005 provisional application.  I 

am informed that Vucina qualifies as prior art because it was filed on May 21, 

2004, and published on November 24, 2005.  I am informed that Aarnio qualifies 

as prior art because it was filed December 21, 2004. 

64. Before explaining how the prior art applies to the claims, I will briefly 

summarize the state of the art, the Challenged Patents, and each piece of prior art 

and provide an overview of how I have applied it. 
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A. Brief Description and Summary of the State of the Art at the 
Time of the Alleged Invention 

65. The Challenged Patents purport a “computing device” that functions 

as a “wireless access point (AP)”. The computing device can “wirelessly 

communicate with other wireless enabled computing devices”. The computing 

device can connect to “an IP based network” via wireless access points using a 

“public IP address”.  The computing device can secure the traffic by 

“tunnel[ing] data traffic… to a proxy server.”  In addition, devices which 

communicate with the proxy server through the computing device can have a 

“second public IP address”. The Challenged Patents require that wireless access 

points have identification (APID).  

a) Essentially claiming the fundamentals of 802.11 
wireless network standard architecture 

66. The Challenged Patents are essentially claiming the fundamentals 

of 802.11 wireless network standard architecture with end-to-end 

connectivity services provided by the standard of the Internet protocol suite, 

including IP addressing, Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), Network 

Address Translation (NAT), basic encapsulation inherent to protocol stack 

layering and tunneling.   
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b) Claiming the fundamental of networking layer 
architecture and the separation between layers (layer 2 
and layer 3)  

67. The Challenged Patents are also claiming forms of integrating 

between technologies, when in reality such integrations are inherent to the design 

of the standards defining the technologies and the overall architecture they were 

designed to support.  For example, layer 2 protocols are unaware of layer 3 

encapsulation, hence are unrelated to end-to-end connectivity, routing or 

tunneling.  Any claim which attempts to relate between layer 2 functionality and 

layer 3 or higher functionality is simply a repetition of standards, well know 

research, and best design practices which were well known and widely accepted.  

68. The existing technologies which I describe in more detail below 

enabled all the capabilities described in the claims of the Challenged Patents 

including: wireless connectivity between computing devices, wireless connectivity 

between computing devices and access points, wireless connectivity between 

access points and other access points using the same protocols and wireless 

connectivity between devices or access points which use different wireless 

protocols (e.g. 802.11 to 3G).  
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c) Claiming the fundamentals of networking 
standards  

69. I also describe how mobile stations are able to maintain connectivity 

with servers and other computers over the Internet while they move between 

mobile networks. This problem was understood and solved by the ANSI, IEEE, 

and IETF years before the Challenged Patents when it defined Mobile IP. Mobile 

IP is an architecture which allows a mobile station to be known by its ‘home’ IP 

address and receive data packets using a ‘foreign’ IP address which is tunneled 

from it home address.  

70. The existing technologies (e.g. IPsec, NAT and proxy servers) and 

widely used best practices involving these technologies addressed the need to 

secure traffic as well as the need to secure computing devices from unauthorized 

access. Tunnels use protocol encapsulation which by definition enables a device at 

the end of a tunnel to be reached through a second “public IP address” which is 

distinct from its first “public IP address”. This is a standard behavior which can be 

used with or without a proxy server. The Challenged Patents claim that a proxy 

server provides a tunnel end-point is simply a private case of many possible uses 

of proxy servers in the context of securing traffic and devices. I show this in detail 

below.  
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d) Products available in the market  
71. The teachings of the Challenged Patents were present in several 

technological standards related to computer networking in general and wireless 

networking specifically that existed long before the Challenged Patents’ priority 

date of February 22, 2006, and these standards were well known to one of skill. 

1. 802.11 Wireless Local Area Networks 

72. 802.11 is an IEEE standard which before the time of the invention had 

been adopted worldwide.  The IEEE first published the wireless 802.11 standard 

in 1997 [APP. C].  By the time of the filing of the Challenged Patents, the IEEE 

had published a revision [APP. D] as well as ten updates [APP. D-M]. 

73. At the time of the Challenged Patents wireless LAN technology was 

widely used in home, corporate and public locations.  The Challenged Patents 

themselves are based on the fact that 802.11 was widely used.  As the Challenged 

Patents acknowledge: “Currently, there is a growing number of WiFi public hot-

spots (or access points). These access points allow WiFi enabled devices (which 

we refer to as STA) that are in their coverage area to connect to the internet.” 

’306 Patent at 1:30-33.  The Challenged Patents describe standard 802.11 process 

including ‘discovery’, ‘authentication’ and ‘association.’  Id. at 3:24:35.  
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74. A wireless network uses radio signals instead of cables. A device 

which supports wireless communications uses an antenna instead of a physical 

port. A small office wireless network is depicted in the figure below1: 

 

75. “The network consists of three cells, handled by access points X, Y, Z. 

This type of wireless LAN allows users to access the Internet from laptops 

equipped with wireless cards.” APP. S at 6-2. The wireless cards have the 

antennas as well as the circuits required to transform radio signals to and from 

digital signals.  

76. IEEE 802.11 wireless nodes communicate with each other using radio 

frequency signals in the ISM (Industrial, Scientific, and Medical) band. For 

example, 802.11 g/b use bands between 2.4 GHz and 2.5 GHz. Neighboring 

                                           
1 APP. S, page 6-2 
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channels are 5 MHz apart. The preferred channel separation between the channels 

in neighboring wireless networks is 25 MHz (five channels). This means that you 

can apply up to three different channels within your wireless network. In the 

United States, only 11 usable wireless channels are available, so it is 

recommended to start using channel 1, grow to use channel 6, and add channel 11 

when necessary, because these three channels do not overlap.2 

e) 802.11 Standard  

77. The following are from the 802.11 wireless standard at the time of the 

Challenged Patents, App. B, section 3. They describe key 802.11 wireless 

elements and services. 

• Access point (AP): Any entity that has station functionality and provides 
access to the via the wireless medium (WM) for associated stations to 
distribution services.  This is depicted in the figure below (APP. B page 
11). Each access point is itself a station (STA – see below) that also 
provides access to a distribution system (DS – see below).   

                                           
2 APP. T at 2-2, 2-3. 
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• Ad hoc network: A network composed solely of stations within mutual 
communication range of each other via the wireless medium (WM). An 
ad hoc network is typically created in a spontaneous manner. The 
principal distinguishing characteristic of an ad hoc network is its limited 
temporal and spatial extent. These limitations allow the act of creating 
and dissolving the ad hoc network to be sufficiently straightforward and 
convenient so as to be achievable by nontechnical users of the network 
facilities; i.e., no specialized “technical skills” are required and little or 
no investment of time or additional resources is required beyond the 
stations that are to participate in the ad hoc network. The term ad hoc is 
often used as slang to refer to an independent basic service set (IBSS). 

• Association: The service used to establish access point/station (AP/STA) 
mapping and enable STA invocation of the distribution system services 
(DSSs). 

• Authentication: The service used to establish the identity of one station 
as a member of the set of stations authorized to associate with another 
station. 

• Basic service set (BSS): A set of stations controlled by a single 
coordination function. 

• Distribution: The service that, by using association information, delivers 
medium access control (MAC) service data units (MSDUs) within the 
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distribution system (DS). 
• Distribution system (DS): A system used to interconnect a set of basic 

service sets (BSSs) and integrated local area networks (LANs) to create 
an extended service set (ESS).  

• Distributed system medium (DSM): The medium or set of media used 
by a distribution system (DS) for communications between access points 
(APs) and portals of an extended service set (ESS).  

• Extended service set (ESS): A set of one or more interconnected basic 
service sets (BSSs) and integrated local area networks (LANs) that 
appears as a single BSS to the logical link control layer at any station 
associated with one of those BSSs.  

• Infrastructure: The infrastructure includes the distribution system 
medium (DSM), access point (AP), and portal entities. It is also the 
logical location of distribution and integration service functions of an 
extended service set (ESS). An infrastructure contains one or more APs 
and zero or more portals in addition to the distribution system (DS). 

• Independent basic service set (IBSS): A BSS that forms a self-
contained network, and in which no access to a distribution system (DS) 
is available. 

• Mobile station: a type of station that uses network communications 
while in motion. 

• Portal: The logical point at which media access control (MAC) service 
data units (MSDUs) from a non-IEEE 802.11 local area network enter the 
distribution system (DS) of an extended service set (ESS). 

• Station (STA): Any device that contains an IEEE 802.11 conformant 
medium access control (MAC) and physical layer (PHY) interface to the 
wireless medium (WM). 

• Wireless Distribution System (WDS): the IEEE published 
clarifications of this term, see APP. N. 

• Wireless medium: The medium used to implement the transfer of 
protocol data units (PDUs) between peer physical (PHY) entities of a 
wireless local area network (LAN). 
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f) Microsoft’s Feature description and implementation 
in standard Windows 2000 and Windows XP’s Internet 
Connection Sharing  

78. Microsoft supported “Internet Connection Sharing” at least since 

Windows 2000 which was released in February 2000. This capability was 

supported by Windows XP (2003), and all other versions of windows that 

followed.  This feature enables a Windows machine to create an ad-hoc wireless 

network and route Internet traffic through an Internet connection.  

 

79. This is a regular Windows user or server machine, with a wireless 

network card and all the features of such a machine including a monitor (as well 

as a keyboard and mouse). The machine uses a second network interface to 

connect to the Internet.  
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g) FreeBSD’s Feature Detailed Description and  
Implementations 

80. The FreeBSD distribution of UNIX enabled configuring a computer 

with a wireless card as an access point. For example, the reference cited is for 

FreeBSD version 5.3 which was released on November 6, 2004.3  The 

configuration is done by software which is part of the operating system or loaded 

by the operating system.4  A FreeBSD computer with bridging software could 

configure one or two wireless cards to act as an AP and an STA, simultaneously 

or separately. This is an earlier implementation of software and hardware which 

implements the capability described in the Challenged Patents. 

                                           
3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FreeBSD 

4 https://docs.freebsd.org/doc/5.4-RELEASE/usr/share/doc/handbook/network-

wireless.html 
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h) Feature description in the 802.11-1999 standard, and 
in tutorial of the feature in an 802.11 tutorial 

81. Access points add a level of management and security which can 

segment the network and prevent nodes which cannot authenticate from 

connecting.  This is described in detail in the standard APP. B page 26 section 

5.7.5, page 29 section 6.1.2, and page 60-64 section 8.1.2-8.1.4.  

82. APP. N explains specifically that any STA and AP can connect based 

on the standard. It is important to note that this is a clarification of the standard, 

specifically emphasizing that access points can communicate directly based on the 

protocol as it was defined by the standard in 1999. Based on the standard, it would 

be clear to a POSITA that an access point could connect to another access point as 

a station, since an access point is first and foremost a satiation (STA).   

83. Moreover, the specific link architecture between access points (AP to 

AP) is also supported by the standard.  This form of connectivity was based on the 

address fields which the 802.11 had defined precisely for that purpose.  The 

following are some key excerpts from APP. N which highlight WDS (Wireless 

Distribution System) features which are part of the 802.11 standard.  APP. N 

states: This document clarifies the term ‘WDS’ as defined and described in IEEE 

802.11-1999, noting that the term is actually NOT defined and described and there 

is much confusion on this point.  To prevent further confusion, the author 
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recommends reducing the use of or deprecating the term in favor of the underlying 

mechanism”.  Id. at 1. 

84. The 802.11-1999 standard (APP. B) defines the four address fields of 

an 802.11 packet in using two tables: 

  

APP. N at 2 (summarizing the standard, APP. B). 
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i) 802.11-1999 Standard - WDS 4-Address Format 

85. APP. B (and in fact the first version of the standard published in 

1997), clearly mentioned “Wireless distribution system (WDS) frame being 

distributed from AP to another AP.”  APP. B at 7.1.3.1 (underline added). 

86. APP. B further clarifies what was stated by the standard from its 

inception. According to APP. B, “WDS is simply a mechanism [emphasis in 

original] for constructing 802.11 frames using the 4-address format, as shown in 

the last row of Table 4 (shown above) and subsequently the last row of Table 

5/710-T01 (shown below).  The application of the four-address addressing type 

and procedures for operating STAs that uses that type of addressing are not 

defined or described by IEEE 802.11-1999.  The 4-address format enables the 

implementation of devices that move MPDUs between various points, i.e. a relay 

type device.  For example, the 4-address mechanism can be used to build some 

special products, like: 

a) A point-to-point (or bldg-to-bldg) bridge 

b) A wireless Access Unit (AU), aka repeater AU (i.e. an AU, which 

includes an AP, with a wireless backhaul connection to a real AU 

which in turn has a direct connection to the uplink network) 

c) An infrastructure mode STA with bridging capabilities, 

d) An 802.11 DS where the DSM is constructed from 802.11 STAs (the 

elusive, true, ‘wireless distribution system’).” APP. N at 3. 
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87. APP. N combines the original tables mentioned in APP. B while 

maintaining four possible 802.11 links ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, ‘D’. The table specifically 

elaborate the details from Clause #5.6 of the 802.11-1999 Standard (see right 

column of the table)  
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APP. N at 3 (yellow highlighting added). 

88. The table above discloses that the 4A Mode can be used to construct a 

number of different types of devices, products and/or systems. Row ‘D’ address 

structuring allows packets to be sent from source to destination through multiple 

access points along the route.  

89. A POSITA would know that BSSs are uniquely identified by the 

MAC address of their access points, and that MAC addresses are globally unique. 

This satisfies the requirement for a unique “identification (APID)” mentioned in 

the Challenged Patents.  
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Source: APP. B page 39. 

j) 802.11-1999  Tutorial – Using WDS 4-Address Formal 

90. APP. N shows seven sample implementations based on the four types 

of WDS address field uses. Note that the diagrams indicate the type of address 

field configuration with labels assigned to the links.  
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91. A POSITA would understand that the “Wireless Access Unit” in the 

figure above is a combination of an access point AP and a station STA.   

92. A POSITA would understand that it is also possible to combine such 

topologies.  
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93. Based on the existing technologies it is clear that neither the 

connections between stations and computers functioning as access points, nor 

computers functioning as access points and other computers functioning as access 

points, that are described in the Challenged Patents, are either novel or inventive. 

These capabilities were foreseen by the standard years before the patents. 

k) Basic implementation of Bridging/Repeating  

94. Moreover, it is technically feasible to build the system described in 

the Challenged Patents without requiring WDS at all. In this case the system is a 

direct implementation of basic 802.11 capabilities where each computer acts as a 

local AP while sending packets as a station on interfaces which are not in the BSS 

from which a packet was received. A POSITA would know that this was and still 

is a basic bridging/repeating (and routing) logic used to forward packets to 

destination which are not in the local physical network segment. 

l) Product implementations in the market 

95. It was clear to manufacturers that these architectures could be 

supported by upgrading firmware and software of wireless devices. These 

mechanisms had already been used in products which supported wireless bridging 

and repeating were available on the market before the invention.   
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96. For example, D-Link AirPlus Enhanced Wireless Access Point5 with a 

wireless repeating function which was added in October 2002. 

m) D-Link Air-Plus Enhanced 2.4Ghz Wireless Access 
Point (DWL 90AP+) 

 

                                           
5 https://www.smallnetbuilder.com/wireless/wireless-reviews/24589-

dlinkdwl900apreview  
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97. D-Links’s AirPlus Enhanced Wireless Access Point is a “computing 

device” which also an “access point” which can connect to an “IP based network” 

as well as communicate wirelessly with other computing devices.  

n) 3Com’s Office Connect Wireless 11a/b/g Access Point 

98. Another example is 3Com’s OfficeConnect® Wireless 11a/b/g Access 

Point 3CRWE454A726 which enabled building complete wireless networks based 

on WDS.  See APP. AG.  The figures below depict some bridging configurations 

of the 3Com’s OfficeConnect®. The “WDS link” uses the 802.11 four-address 

format frame discussed in section V.A.1.e. 

                                           
6 http://www.endoftether.net/docsPages/manuals/3comWirelessAccessPoint-

ConfiguringWDS.pdf  
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99. The following figure depicts a repeating configuration, in which 

3CRWE454A72 connects wirelessly to an “IP based network” (STA1 and 

STA2) on one side and to another 3CRWE454A72 on another wireless link. The 

“WDS link” uses the 802.11 four-address format frame discussed in section 

V.A.1.e. 
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100. The 3CRWE454A72 runs a web server which allows users to 

configure WDS links through a browser interface: 
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101. 802.11 provides standard mechanisms for creating ad hoc and 

managed connections between clients and access points.  

102. A computer with a wireless card and appropriate software can 

function as a station as well as an access point.  

2. Mobile IP 

103. Mobile IP is an IETF standard, and was well-known and often used 

architecture at the time of the Challenged Patents. 

104. A common analogy to explain Mobile IP is when someone moves his 

residence from one location to another; say, from Boston to New York. The 

person drops off the new mailing address at the New York post office, which 

notifies the Boston post office of the new mailing address. When the Boston post 

office receives mail for a person, it knows to forward the mail to that person's 

New York address. 

105. For instance, the figure below shows two access points—AP1 and 

AP2—within the same subnet 15.76.222.  
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106. The WLAN client is initially associated with AP1 and assigned the IP 

address 15.76.222.11.  The user issues a huge HTTP download and walks out of 

the coverage area of AP1 and is now associated to the new access point AP2. 

Because both the access points are serving the same subnet, the client’s IP address 

is retained.  The download continues without any hiccups.  In this case, the 

roaming occurs at Layer 2.  Layer 2 roaming is very fast and reliable across 

similar network media within the same subnet or network topology.  

107. Take a case where AP1 is in subnet 15.76.222/24 and AP2 is in subnet 

16.138.52/24, as illustrated in the next figure. The client is assigned 15.76.222.11 

when connected to AP1.  
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When it associates with AP2, it cannot retain the same address; hence, it gets a new 

address 16.138.52.112 from the 16.138.52 subnet's DHCP server.  The HTTP 

download is a TCP session breaks because the source address changed from 

15.76.222.11 to 16.138.52.112. The question is how to retain the address 

15.76.222.11 when a mobile node moves to the new subnet 16.138.52 so that the 

existing application sessions are not disrupted.  Mobile IP solves this problem by 

introducing two new network entities called “Home Agent” (HA) and “Foreign 

Agent” (FA).  The HA is typically in a gateway router at the home network, and a 

FA is typically a gateway router in the foreign network. 
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108. The mobile node is any host (e.g. laptop) running the Mobile IP client. 

The mobile node is always assigned one permanent IP address; in this case, 

15.76.222.11.  In Mobile IP terminology, the permanent address is known as the 

“home address” and the subnet 15.76.222 is the “home network.”  The mobile 

node implements a virtual network adapter that is assigned to the home address. 

All application layer packets are routed via this adapter. These packets are then 

sent over the physical WLAN interface, which is assigned 16.138.52.112. The 

WLAN adapter's address changes depending on the network it is connected to and 

this temporary address is called the “care-of” address. 

109. The following figure explains how Mobile IP works: 
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The default gateway acts as the HA. The mobile node notifies its new care-of 

address by sending a Mobile IP registration packet. The registration packet is sent 

over UDP at port 434 of the HA.  

110. The HA sends back the reply after updating its registration table. The 

registration table consists of home address and care-of address mapping. The 

packets sent by the host running the web server known as the “correspondent 

node” (CN) are intercepted by the HA. These packets are then sent to the care-of 

address 16.138.52.112. 

111. The HA encapsulates the original IP packet sent by the CN in another 

IP packet with the destination address as the care-of address 16.138.52.112 and 

the source address as the HA address 15.76.222.1. The process is known as 

“tunneling” (see APPS. U-W ).  

112. The mobile node's WLAN adapter receives the tunneled packets, 

extracts the original packets, and passes them to the virtual adapter. Because the 

host application interfaces only with the virtual adapter, it is transparent to 

changes in the care-of address. When the mobile node goes back to the 15.76.222 

network, it deregisters by sending a registration packet with a lifetime equal to 0. 

If it moves to another subnet, it registers its new care-of address and deregisters 

the previous one. 
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113. The mobile node (can send the packets directly to the CN without 

tunneling as shown below: 

 

114. In the presence of an FA, each mobile node is not assigned a care-of 

address. Instead, the FA's address is used as the care-of address in the registration 

table and the mobile node registers with the HA via an FA. The packets sent from 

the CN are tunneled via the HA and sent to the FA. The FA decapsulates them and 

sends the original packets directly to the mobile node's WLAN adapter MAC 

address.   FA maintains a routing table with the mobile node's home address and 
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the WLAN adapter's MAC address as in the figure below. The mobile node 

detects an FA by listening to agent advertisements broadcast by the FA. 

 
 
115. Mobile IP can work together NAT (network address translation) as 

described in APP. Z. An example is provided below. 
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▪ The mobile node requests for IP-in-UDP tunneling when it sends 
the registration packet. The registration packet contains the tuple 
{192.168.1.110:2001, 15.76.222.1:434}. 

▪ The router uses port address translation to map many internal 
addresses and TCP/UDP ports in the subnet 192.168.1 to a single 
external address 15.76.222.100. For the registration UDP packet, 
the router is mapped from 192.168.1.110:2001 to 
15.76.222.100:1656. 

▪ The HA receives the registration request with source IP 
15.76.222.100 and a UDP port 1656. The HA maintains the 
registration table mapping home address 15.76.222.11 to the care-
of address and UDP port 15.76.222.100:1656. 

▪ When a packet addressed to the mobile node reaches the HA, it 
encapsulates the packet in another UDP packet and sends it to the 
port 1656 that was used for registration. 

▪ Once the packet reaches the NAPT-enabled wireless router, it is 
forwarded to 192.168.1.110:2001. 

▪ The mobile node decapsulates and extracts the original packet. 
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116. Mobile IP and its use were well known to the Challenged Patents, and 

discussed in the specification.  E.g., ’306 Patent at 4:13-33.  

117. The ‘306 patent describes the “care of” address as the fixed address7 

at 4:19-20. 

118. Mobile IP is also mentioned in Buddhikot and discussed in detail in 

Sharma.   

3. Security: IPsec, SSH, Packet filters, VPNs, Proxy Servers 

119. Security products have been well known since the early 1990s.  By 

the time of the invention it is hard to envision an organization large or small that 

did not deploy such technologies to shield internal networks from malicious 

access from external networks.  

120. Packet filtering was available as part of FreeBSD from version 4 

(March 2000) onward. 

                                           
7 In my opinion, the ’306 patent contains an error at 4:19-20 where it 

describes the “care of” address as the fixed address.  The fixed address 

referenced is supposed to be the Mobile IP home address.   
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121. Checkpoint pioneered firewall technology, releasing its first 

commercial product Firewall-1 in 1993. Checkpoint later released VPN-1 which 

included stateful inspection (U.S. Patent 5,606,668). By the time of the invention 

Firewall-VPN technology from Checkpoint was available on Windows, Solaris, 

and Red Hat Linux.8  

122. Cisco introduced its first PIX firewall in 1994. PIX products 

supported network address translation NAT and IPsec virtual private network 

VPN functions years before the invention. For example, PIX 506 was released in 

2000 and supported among others (red highlighting added to the figure below):9 

                                           
8 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Check_Point_VPN-1 

9 http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/security/pix-506-firewall/model.html 
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123. Proxy servers have been part of secure architectures for as long as 

security products have been available. A proxy is a program that receives the 

traffic destined for another computer. Proxies sometimes require user 

authentication; they then verify that the user is allowed to connect to the 

destination, and then they connect to the destination service on behalf of the user.  

124. Firewall architectures are depicted in the figure below.  
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125. Source: APP. X, original colors. Red indicates ‘outside networks.’  

Blue indicates internal networks.  

126. APP. X references many more sources which were published prior to 

the invention (see APP. X References) including firewalls, securing network 

perimeters, packet classifiers, protection from denial of service attacks, firewall 

friendly FTP, security in the Internet architecture, IP proxies, Cisco PIX, packet 

filtering in IP routers, ICMP tunneling, IPsec, NAT, transport level proxies, 

enhanced network security with packet filters, software bridges with packet 
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filtering, SOCKS protocol, toolkit for internet firewalls and intrusion detection 

and prevention. 

a) Thirty-eight IETF RFCs that specify aspects of IPsec, 
encryption and tunneling, all of which were well known 
before 2006 

127. The Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) defines the security services at 

the network layer by enabling a system to select required security protocols, 

determine the algorithms to use for the services, and put in place the cryptographic 

keys required to provide the requested services. I have provided a references to 

thirty-eight IETF RFCs that specify aspects of IPsec, encryption and tunneling, all 

of which were well known before 2006.  These are just the tip of the iceberg of the 

huge body of knowledge and practices regarding IPsec and its included 

technologies (e.g. IPsec AH, IPsec ESP, IPsec IKE, IPsec ISAKMP – all 

mentioned in the RFCs).  IPSec is a well-known network protocol that is used to 

establish secure tunnels from a client to an end-point gateway.  To tunnel, a client 

encapsulates a packet and sends it to the end-point gateway.  EX1017 at p. 3-5, 

§3.2.1; EX1018; EX1019 at p. 10, §3.2; EX1016 at 3:54-60, 4:27-21 (stating that 

IPSec is a standard protocol suite that encapsulates and tunnels traffic). 

b) Packet encapsulation (tunneling) 
128. Packet encapsulation (tunneling) works by: (1) taking an original out-

going packet having an original header, destination, and source address; and (2) 
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encapsulating the entirety of the original packet as a new packet with a new 

header.  See also EX1016 at 4:29-39; EX1014 at 96-108.  The header of the 

encapsulated packet specifies the end-point gateway as the destination address for 

the packet.  See also EX1016 at 4:29-39.  At the end-point gateway, the packet is 

de-capsulated and forwarded onto the original destination address (i.e., acts as a 

proxy of the client). There could be multiple levels of encapsulation. 

129. As an example, a packet intended for Google.com (IP address of 

216.58.193.206) would be encapsulated as a new packet with a header addressed 

to a tunnel end-point gateway (Example IP address 201.1.2.3).  The packet would 

be tunneled to the end-point gateway at 201.1.2.3 and the end-point gateway 

would de-capsulate the packet. De-capsulation removes the proxy’s (outer) 

destination address 201.1.2.3, leaving the final destination address of Google. The 

proxy then sends the packet to Google.com with the address 216.58.193.206. The 

packet could be encrypted at the client to be decrypted at the end of the end-point 

gateway, the intended recipient (Google.com), or encrypted twice requiring teach 

intermediary to decrypt the data.   

130. Sharma also reviews IPsec and SSH: “The internet Security Protocol 

(IPsec) is a suite of protocols designed to provide security services for the Internet 

Protocol (IP).”  EX1016 at 4:42-44. “The IPsec protocol suite provides an 
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architecture with the overall pieces.” Id. at 4:54-55. “The particular protocol this 

invention uses for public key exchange and encrypting channels is the Secure 

Shell (SSH) protocol now being standardized by the Internet Engineering Task 

Force (IETF).  The protocol is described collectively in the IETF draft Request for 

Comment documents: draft-ietfsecsh-architecture-12 .txt.” Id. at 6:13-19. “The 

invention uses the Secure Shell Protocol to effect automatic configuration for both 

Mobile IP and IPsec.”  Id. at 6:41-43. 

131. Packet filtering is discussed in Buddhikot: “This embodiment uses 

dynamic MAC-address based filtering in the gateway 40.”  Buddhikot at 9:15-16. 

“The first HTTP access is intercepted by the packet filter 223.”  Id. at 9:45-46. 

132.   APP. Y provides examples of how packet filters (access lists) are 

configured on Cisco IOS: 

 

APP. Y at 1. 
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APP. Y at 2-3. 
 

4. DHCP and NAT part of TCP/IP Suit 

133. Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) enables network 

administrators to automate the assignment of IP addresses in a network. DHCP 

was well known and widely adopted in the industry more than ten years prior to 

the invention. See APP. R for a list of RFCs.  DHCP provides both public and 
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private IP addresses.  NATs can set aside a set of public IP addresses, which they 

translate from a set of private IP addresses.  RFC2663 at p. 11, §4.1.1. 

134. NAT was the well-known “network address translation” service that 

provided mapping for when private IP addresses were allocated to devices that 

needed to reach an outside network.  A NAT can provide a many-to-one mapping 

can occur where many private IP addresses are mapped to a single public IP 

address.  A NAT can also provide many-to-many mappings where many private 

IP addresses are mapped to different public IP addresses, where there could be a 

1-1 correspondence for each private-public IP address. 

B. Summary of the Challenged Patents 

1. Specification of the Challenged Patents. 

135. The Challenged Patents have identical specifications, so I will address 

them together.  I typically reference the ’306 Patent specification for particular 

citations, but any discussion of either patent’s specification should be presumed to 

apply equally to both patents. 

136. The Challenged Patents describe a method for enabling a WiFi-

enabled device (STA) to connect to the Internet through a second WiFi-enabled 

device. The first STA is connected to the Internet through an access point (AP). 

This access point has a unique service set identified (SSID). The first STA uses 
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dedicated software that the user installs to enable it to function as a second 

wireless access point. The second access point has a unique SSID. The second 

STA connects to the AP created on the first STA. This connection enables the 

second STA to connect to the Internet through the first STA.  ’306 Patent at 

Abstract; 5:58:63. 

137. The main idea is depicted in Fig. 1: 

 

138. Fig. 1 illustrates “a wireless system for connecting mobile devices to 

the Internet through an access point. It may use a novel method for performing the 

deployment of APs, i.e., the method that allows devices to function at the same 

time as STAs and as APs. For example, a laptop 11 is connected to the Internet 

through access point AP 10, and at the same time, laptop 11 shares its connection 
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for other STAs by operating as an AP. Thus, other STAs 12 and 13 look at laptop 

11 as an AP, and can connect through it to the Internet.” Id.  at 11:33-42. 

139. Trademarked software called Vagabee is used. “STAs can download 

the Vagabee™ software, Vagabee software includes the functionality of the 

software of the first STA, to open new Aps.”  Id. at 6:2-4.  

140. Laptops are the “preferred embodiment” for running the software.  Id. 

at 6:28;12:3-4.  However, the Challenged Patents do not specify any hardware 

requirements for the laptops which implement the invention. A POSITA would 

understand that the hardware, software and firmware would have had to be 

compatible with the “Vagabee” software.  Moreover, a POSITA would understand 

that in terms of 802.11 capabilities, this software does not add new functionality. 

APs could connect to other network elements (switches, routers, gateways) before 

the invention, and STAs could connect to APs – both are familiar elements of 

802.11 standards (see APP. B, APP. N).  

141. Based wireless distribution system (WDS) features it would be 

possible to represent the topology in Fig. 1 in the following manner: the DS is in 

bottom left corner of the diagram could be constructed from one or more access 

points or bridges/repeaters, one of which is connected to a none wireless network 

including a connection to an Internet link. The ‘laptop’ is a combination of what 
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APP. N shows as combinations of ‘ACM_STA’ and ‘4A STA’, which is a logical 

combination of common elements enabled by software running on the laptop 

using a standard wireless card which is compatible with the operating system. 

There is nothing which requires a leap of inventiveness in this construction. It has 

been identified by APP. B as what it calls a ‘wireless access unit’ (e.g. slide 10).  

 

142. The diagram shows two topologies from APP. N on the left (original 

colors) vs. FIG. 1 of the Challenged Patents on the right. Highlighting added to 

Fig.1 to indicate familiar elements found in APP. N.  
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143. The building block of the Challenged Patents is the ‘laptop’ and the 

‘software’. This is the combination of access point (ACM-STA) and station (4A 

STA) which APP. B identifies as ‘wireless 

access unit’.  The Challenged Patents yield 

very predictable results based on the common 

elements and capabilities defined and 

recommended by the standard. 

144. The figure above depicts a fundamental property of networks which 

applies to wireless networks described in the Challenged Patents as well. Even the 

most complex networks are built from a finite number of familiar known 

elements. The Challenged Patents use familiar elements without applying any 

changes which require a leap of inventiveness.   

145. Fig. 2. of the Challenged Patents would be represented very similarly, 

only one or more STAs would be replaced by the ‘blue’ access point component 

which could be a laptop running “Vagabee” software, or other 802.11 

bridging/repeating/signaling software. This is very similar to the FreeBSD 

computer. It would not require a leap of inventiveness to see how the “Vagabee” 

software which enables many of the functions of the Challenged Patents can be 
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developed using the FreeBSD components described in the technology section 

V.A.1.c.  

146. Again I emphasize that based on the existing technology a computer 

with a wireless card could connect a station to a second computer functioning as 

an access point, while the computer functions as an access point in its own BSS. 

The existing technology also enabled a computer to connect as an access point to 

the second computer. This mode is highlighted in the figure below.  

  

FIG. 2. Highlighting added to indicate functions which are mentioned in the 

standards: blue indicates an access point AP, red indicates and STA, green 

indicates a distribution system DS.  The letters indicate the types of address field 

configurations as they are defined by the standard (APP. B, APP. N ). 
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147. A POSITA would understand that connecting any number of APs to 

one another to form a path is a reuse of a familiar element defined by the 802.11 

standard which allows APs to be connected to one another. In fact, it is this 

fundamental linking ability which enables networks to be built from familiar 

elements of smaller networks and devices.  

148. It is also possible to configure “laptop 11 [so that it] will run a 

Network Address Translation (NAT) and a DHCP server as part of his protocol 

stack. Running DHCP enables laptop 11 to provide an Internet address to STAs 

that connect to it. Running a NAT allows laptop 11 to connect other STAs through 

it, while keeping conformance with regards to AP 10-To AP 10 all the 

communication appears to be originating form laptop 11.”  ’306 Patent at 11:63-

12:2.  

149. The TCP/IP protocol suit was well known. Given the state of the 

technology at the time of the Challenged Patents, a POSITA would know that that 

this is a combination of familiar elements i.e. NAT and DHCP on the laptop. 
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FIG. 1 – highlighting added to indicate the ‘private network’ and the software 

elements which enable this configuration. 

150. This also addresses a security requirement: “To prevent STAs from 

accessing the inner network, laptop 11 blocks all traffic from the guest STAs to 

internal addresses 55 (i.e., addresses that appear only in local networks and not in 

the public internet, such as 192.168.*.*, or 10.*.*.*, and 172.16.0.0-

172.31.255.255).” Id. at 14:54:57.  

151. A POSITA would know that these are commonly used methods of 

packet filtering which were well known in existing technology.    
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152. Access within the private network can be restricted as well: “laptop 11 

agrees to act as an APs, but it does not agree to allow STA 13 and STA 14 to 

access his inner network (i.e., it allows STA 13 and STA 14 to access the internet 

through his network but does not allow them to access computers in his network. 

For example, a private server 40 should not be accessible to them).”  Id. at 14:37-

42. This is shown in the highlighted and overlays of traffic paths added to Fig. 3 

below.  

 

FIG. 3 – colored elements added: traffic is sent through the green paths, while ‘red’ 

traffic destined to the server is dropped. 

153. Packet filtering at all levels of the protocol stack were well known 

technologies at the time of the invention.  It would be obvious to a POSITA that 
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The filtering described in the Challenged Patents is an implementation of standard 

methods without any inventiveness.  

154. “Devices function at the same time as STAs and as APs. This allows a 

STA to also create a new AP for connecting other STAs to the Internet there 

through.”  Id. at 5:59:61. A POSITA would know that this is an implementation of 

WDS and is not novel. Moreover, it can be implemented with standard off-the-

shelf software using a wireless card which is supported by the operating system as 

shown in the technology section (FreeBSD example).  

155.  “An STA can connect through two or more APs simultaneously.”  Id. 

at 6:15; 12:57-58.  The STA can switch connections by “first establish[ing] a new 

connection and then the old connection is terminated, practically leaving the STA 

connected.” Id. 6:23-25. This is referred to as “soft-handovers.”  Id. at 9:36:39; 

13:1-4.  Fig. 3 shows STA 14 connected “through both laptop 11 and laptop 21.”  

Id. at 12:59:62. 
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FIG. 3, red oval, green path and brown path highlighting added.   

156. Connecting to one or multiple APs is a function of the 802.11 

standard described above. There is nothing in the standard which precludes a 

station from associating with multiple access points. It does not require a leap of 

creativity to connect one STA to two APs.  Moreover, using dual connections for 

redundancy is a well know best-practice is network design.  This allows the 

network to remain connected if a link is disconnected for whatever the reason. 

Based on these principles it is common sense to switch connections in an order 

which prevents all links from being disconnected at any point in time.  This is the 

same logic children apply when swinging between the rungs of monkey bars – 

letting go of one hand only after the other hand has a firm grip on the next rung.  

157. “When laptop 11 and laptop 21 use the same WiFi channel, STA 14 

connects to both laptops by creating two protocol stacks on the MAC (Media 
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Access Control) layer. When laptop 11 and laptop 21 operate on different 

channels, STA 14 agrees with laptop 11 and laptop 21 on period of times in which 

laptop 11 sends packets to STA 14, and periods of time 10 in which laptop 21 

sends packets to STA 14.”  Id. at 13:5-11.  

158. These are standard capabilities of WDS, 802.11 and connectivity 

between devices in general. The ability to connect on different channels is part of 

the 802.11 standard.  The list of channels available is defined by each country.  

159. It is also possible to hide the data sent to and from an STA from the 

AP which it uses: “On the other hand, STA 13 wishes to use laptop's 11 network, 

but might not wish laptop 11 to be able to tap into the data that STA 13 exchanges 

with Internet servers.  The current disclosure addresses these two problems using 

a novel method.  First, external STAs are not allowed to access to the inner 

network by not allowing them to access to local IP addresses.  Second, STA 13's 

privacy is protected by tunneling its sensitive traffic to a trusted network site 50, 

and STA 13 accesses the internet through its tunnel to the trusted network site 50, 

which acts as a proxy of STA 13.”  Id. at 14:42-52; 15:1-14. 
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FIG. 3 – green tunnel overlay added.  

160. There is nothing novel about this feature.  A POSITA would know 

that tunneling was (and still is) a mainstream expected method of sending traffic 

through devices and networks 

which should not be able to see 

the contents of the data.  Using 

proxy servers was also well 

known and widely practiced 

years before the Challenged 

Patents. 

161. Handover (switching a connection from one access point to another) 

can be done very quickly: “to practically almost complete the process of the 
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handover before it even started.” Id. at 18:59-60. An example is depicted in FIGs 

12 and 13 (red marking added). 

 

162. “STA 11 is in conversation with TN 41 (TN-Termination node, the 

node with which STA 11 communicates, shown in FIG. 13), and STA 11 is 

moving from AP 31 towards AP 32. Also assume that a node GN 21 (GN-

Governing Node, a node that is non-exclusively responsible for the mobility 

management in a certain geographic area for a given time, shown in FIG.13) is in 

contact with STA 11, and it is assisting STA 11 during the hand over process. 

STA 11 currently has an IP address, which was allocated to it by AP 31. To 

complete the handover, STA 11 should be associated with AP 32, have an IP 

address assigned by AP 32, complete any second authentication that is required, 

and have TN 41 be aware of the new IP address, so it can forward the 

conversation to the new location.”  Id. at 18:62-19:8; 19:21-20:61.  
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163. This method of assigning addresses is the standard method which is 

used by Mobile IP to assign ‘care-of-addresses’ to devices as they move from one 

networks to another.  

164. “We assume that the APs are divided into location areas, and for each 

location area there is a node in the network that is in charge of this location area. 

For example, assume GN 21 is in charge of a location area composed of AP 31, 

AP 32, and AP 33.”  Id. at 26:19:23. 

165. This is a standard feature of 802.11 where APs do not overlap in order 

to minimize interference and maximize the cost-effectiveness of the solution.  

166. Handover coordination is done through a Governing Node (GN) 

which knows about all the APs in its area. A governing node can preset a 

connection between an AP and an STA which is moving into its area in the 

following sequence: STA 12 in instructed by the GN to “impersonate STA 11 

towards AP 32… and complete a connection process with AP 32 on behalf of 

STA 11.”  Id. at 19:25-27. STA 12 “communicates these parameters [IP address] 

to GN 21.”  Id. at 19:33. “GN 21 communicates the parameters to STA 11 … and 

thus, STA 11 does no longer need to perform the connection process.”  Id. at 

19:35-37. 
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167. Indeed, the Challenged Patents make extensive use of a combination 

of familiar elements without making a leap of innovation and without providing 

significant increases in efficiencies or alleviating market pain points in a cost 

effective manner. The Challenged Patents provide negligible, if any, improvement 

to hand-over time, at the cost of replicating exiting methods and devices with 

proprietary software.  Moreover, the Challenged Patents provide proprietary 

configuration methods which a POSITA would understand goes against 

mainstream skillsets related to designing and configuring DHCP, NAT, packet 

filtering, proxy servers, tunnels, VPNs and access points.  

2. ’306 Patent Claims. 

168. The ’306 Patent has 68 claims, of which three (1, 16, and 43) are 

independent.  Other than the fact that Claims 1 and 16 are systems claims and 

Claim 43 is a method claim, the independent claims are all very similar to Claim 

1.  Likewise, the dependent claims of the ’306 Patent repeat each other two or 

three times, depending on if they first appear after Claim 1 or Claim 16. As a 

result, only Claims 1-15, 17, 20, 23-25, 32-37, and 41-42 of the ’306 Patent are 

really “unique,” and even some of these “unique” claims are very similar to one 

another. 
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169. Each limitation of the Challenged Patents’ claims will be compared in 

detail to the prior art below, but in short, Claim 1 discloses a wireless hotspot 

device that acts as a wireless access point for other computing devices, while itself 

connecting wirelessly to another access point that allows for the hotspot device—

which must itself have a user interface and display—and the other connected 

computing devices to access an IP-based network, like the Internet.  The 

connecting devices use distinct public IP addresses, and their connection must 

have a secure tunnel to a proxy server in the IP-based network.   

170. The focus of the ’306 Patent dependent claims vary.  Some emphasize 

that the hotspot device should connect over a cellular network.  Others are 

concerned with security aspects of the wireless connections.  Still others are 

concerned with the services that provide IP address allocation and mapping, like 

DHCP and NAT.   

171. All of the ’306 Patent claims will be compared to the prior art in detail 

below. 

3. ’369 Patent Claims. 

172. The ’369 Patent has 13 claims, of which three (1, 8, and 13) are 

independent.  Claim 1 of the ’369 Patent is practically identical to Claim 1 of the 
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’306 Patent, and Claim 1’s dependent claims are very similar to dependent claims 

in the ’306 Patent. 

173. Independent Claim 8 of the ’369 Patent is similar to Claim 1, except 

that it has additional disclosures about data buffering in the event of a lost 

connection. 

174. Independent Claim 13 of the ’369 Patent is concerned with the ability 

of the hotspot device to serve as multiple access points simultaneously. 

175. All of the ’369 Patent claims will be compared to the prior art in detail 

below. 

C. Summary of the Prior Art References 

1. Summary of Buddhikot 

176. Buddhikot discloses “A gateway for mobile access includes a foreign 

agent that receives user profile data and session state data from a home 

authentication, authorization and accounting (AAA) system of a mobile node, and 

a dynamic packet filter that performs multi-layer filtering based on the user profile 

data. The foreign agent transfers a session from a first network to a second 

network without session interruption, using the session state data, when the 

mobile node moves from the first network to the second network. The packet filter 

permits Internet access by the mobile node without passing Internet data requested 
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by the mobile node through the first network.”  Buddhikot at Abstract.  This 

provides “an improved system for integrating 3G and 802.11 access.”  Id. at 3:1. 

177. In certain embodiments, Buddhikot teaches a MobileHotSpot 

Gateway 1440 that provides Wi-Fi connectivity for computing devices, allowing 

them to connect to the Internet via a wireless base station. 

178. The motivation to connect between the local area wireless 802.11 and 

wide area wireless 3G is described: “802.11 Access Points can cover areas of only 

a few thousand square meters, making them suitable for enterprise networks and 

public hot-spots such as hotels and airports. On the other hand, wireless networks 

built using the 3G standards require significant capital investments, support 

limited peak rates that range from 64 Kbps to nearly 2 Mbps as a maximum, but 

offer a much wider area of coverage that enables ubiquitous connectivity. The 

deployment of architectures that allow users to seamlessly switch between these 

two types of network would present several advantages to both service providers 

and users. …3G operators and wireless Internet Service Provides (WISP) could … 

ultimately facilitate the ubiquitous introduction of high-speed wireless data.”  Id. 

at 1:24-40.  

179. “When the user travels to a place, such as an airport concourse, where 

there is such an 802.11 service provider, his machine should be able to 
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transparently switch to the 802.11 access.  When the user leaves the coverage of 

the 802.11 provider, his machine should seamlessly switch to the 3G access.”  Id. 

at 4:29-34. 

180. Buddhikot responds to market pressures to seamlessly connect mobile 

users with wireless LAN access to the Internet using wide area 3G networks.  The 

Challenged Patents solve a network configuration and network accessibility 

problem by combining existing technologies in a non-trivial manner to provide a 

complete solution which connects between wireless LANs and wireless WANs.  

181.  “The 802.11 provider desires a secure mechanism through which it 

can authenticate the user by interacting with the Authentication, Authorization and 

Accounting (AAA) server of the 3G carrier.”  Id. at 4:40-43. 

182. “When the switching occurs, the user may have several ongoing 

network sessions (e.g., network radio, voice chat. etc), and these sessions should 

be transparently maintained.” Id. at 4:43:46  

183. “The switching should happen automatically and transparently 

without the user's intervention.” Id. at 4:47-48. 

184. “The 802.11 provider should be able to honor the service level, such 

as QoS (Quality of Service) guarantees, that the carrier has agreed to provide to 
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the user, while enforcing the policies that the user's contract with the 3G carrier 

foresees.”  Id. at 4:48-52. 

185. Buddhikot describes a “loosely-coupled Internetworking” which is 

based on an “802.11 gateway” which is added to the 802.11 network.  Id. at 6:15-

17.  This is depicted in FIGs 1 and 2 (annotations added below). 

 

186. In a loosely coupled architecture “the gateway 40 connects to the 

Internet 25 and preferably does not have a direct link to 3G network elements.”  

Id. at 6:18-20. “Each gateway system 40 preferably serves multiple 802.11 access 

points 41 in a hot-spot, and controls the traffic from these APs 41 before it can 

reach the back-haul link 31. Although FIG. 1 shows the access points 41 directly 

connected to the gateway 40, an access point can be indirectly connected to the 
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gateway by way of an Ethernet switch or hub, or other local area network (LAN) 

switch or hub.”  Id. at 7:7-14.  

187. “A mobile node 100a-100c that roams into a hot-spot 22 preferably 

obtains 802.11 access under the control of the gateway 40. After successful 

authentication and Mobile-IP registration, the gateway 40 allows the mobile node 

100a-100c to access the network (Internet 25, and possibly, core network 27).”  

Id. at 7:20-25. 

188. The functions of the gateway are depicted in FIG 2 (annotations added 

below):  
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189. “The gateway 40 also preferably provides QoS services and collects 

accounting data. The gateway 40 also preferably integrates a number of optional 

sub-systems, as shown in FIG. 2, including: web cache 211, web server 212, local 

portal 213, Mobile IP foreign agent 221, Mobile-IP home agent 222, QoS module 

231, DHCP server 232, Internet Protocol filter 233, RADIUS server 241, 

accounting daemon 242, and dynamic firewall 270.”  Id. at 7:25:32.  

190. All the Gateway 40 subsystems preferably include a persistent, non-

volatile (e.g., on-disk) database 250 to store information about each client's 

session.  Thus, the state of the gateway 40 can be preserved and restored even in 

the event of a system reboot, making the gateway fault tolerant.  The database 250 

stores information that has already been processed, such as rules and address 

information.  An IPC service 260 provides inter-process communications among 

all of the various modules 211, 212, 213, 221,222,231,232,233,241,242.”  Id. at 

7:32-41.  

191. The gateway provides “Internet access only to legitimate users. 

Therefore, the WLAN gateway 40 authenticates the users.”  Id. at 8:25-27. 

192. Buddhikot also teaches tunneling to gateway that acts as a proxy with 

IPSec/VPN.  “The gateway does not provide data-link encryption. For enhanced 
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privacy external end-to-end privacy solutions such as IPSec10/VPN may be 

used.” Id. at 9:48-58.  Buddhikot also teaches encrypting traffic.  Id. 

193. Gateway 40 “preferably implements a very scalable and efficient 

Mobile-IP agent function 202 which supports the rolls of both Home agent 222 

and Foreign agent 221 (HA and FA, respectively).”  Id. at 10:33-36. 

194. The MobileHotSpot Gateway 1440 is capable of running under two 

public IP address management schemes—Mobile IP and Simple IP, both of which 

give a client device a unique public IP address.  E.g., Buddhikot at 6:34-36, 10:33-

43, 16:20-52.  Under the Mobile IP framework, a mobile node uses its home 

address as its public IP address across networks.  Id. at 10:44-55, 9:36-43, 14:54-

56.  Under the Simple IP framework, a mobile client obtains its public IP address 

via DHCP, and performs a browser log-in to access the Internet.  Id. at 16:21-52 

195. A mobile node which supports mobile IP has two IP addresses. “Some 

embodiments also preferably support Mobile-IP tunnels.”  Id. at 13:37-38.  The 

wording is somewhat redundant because Mobile-IP implies tunnels and tunnel 

endpoints have different IP addresses than the addresses of their source and 

destinations.  The point is that Buddhikot supports mobile IP technology.  
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196. As mentioned above the gateway (40) contains a foreign agent (221). 

The figure below depicts a mobile IP configuration where the gateway (the 

transparent orange box) is used as such a foreign agent connecting ‘mobile 

node(s) A’ to the Internet. Each such node would have its fixed IP address on its 

home network, as well as a ‘care-of-address’ which it received from the foreign 

agent. 

 

197. Depending on the type of gateway used the connection to the Internet 

is provided by an ISP. The connection is either wired or (for gateways of type 40) 

or 3G wireless (gateways of type 1440 – see below).   

a) Another embodiment: the gateway also has a 
“wireless backhaul link” 

198. There is another embodiment of the gateway described above. In this 

embodiment the gateway also has a “wireless backhaul link” (id. at 23:45) which 
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enables the gateway to connect to 3G. FIG. 13 shows an exemplary network 

implementation. The gateway 1440 is very similar to gateway 40 discussed above, 

with an additional wireless backhaul connection. In this topology mobile nodes 

connect to a local 802.11 network, which is connected by the gateway to a G3 

access/core network through which the mobile nodes can access the internet.   

  

199. For example: “Subscribers can access the Internet in buses, trains, or 

hotspots using 802.11 in the same manner as they do at home and at work, to 

connect to the backhaul wireless data channel such as EV-DO, UMTS, 1xRTT, 

GPRS, or other such wireless packet data channel. The client may have both an 

802.11 card and a 3G card. The client uses 802.11 to connect to the gateway 1440, 
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and the gateway 1440 connects to the rest of the Internet by a wide area wireless 

link.”  Id. at 23:52-59. 

200. A block diagram of the mobile hot spot gateway is depicted in FIG. 14 

(annotation added): 

 

201. The NAT component 1433 enables the gateway to map between 

public and private IP addresses. The presence of a DHCP component 1432 implies 

that the gateway can allocate IP addresses to mobile nodes which use its LAN(s) 

as (a) home network(s).  

202. Figure 14 shows the details of element 1440 which is depicted in the 

full network context in Figure 13.  
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FIGs 13 and 14 (colors added).  Red indicates stations, e.g. laptops or PDA’s.  

Blue indicates a wireless access point.  Green indicates components of a 

distribution systems which connect to the internet. FIG 14 (1440) depicts the 

details of FIG 13 element 1440.  
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203. Buddhikot is an innovative combination of common elements in a 

manner which solves the problem of connecting between local wireless networks 

and wide area wireless networks, in a manner which allows users to seamlessly 

access the Internet from devices which are not equipped with wide area wireless 

interfaces.  

2. Summary of Lord US 6,763,012 

204. Mobile IP discussed above is one example where devices can have 

multiple IP addresses which are assigned by a gateway. Lord describes another 

complementary scenario where IP addresses are assigned by a “mobile terminal” 

(MT) to “terminal equipment” (TE). 

 

205. Lord describes the motivation for the invention as a need to provide “a 

user [who] may carry a plurality of devices (for example, a Personal Digital 

Assistant (PDA), a laptop computer, a mobile telephone, etc.) that are capable of 

communicating with each other over a wired or wireless network. These devices 
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may be connected to each other over a small Local Area Network (LAN) or a 

wireless LAN utilizing technologies such as Bluetooth, for example. It would be 

desirable to provide two-way connectivity to PDNs such as the Internet for all of 

the devices connected to the user's LAN.”  Lord at 1:42-50. 

206. The network architecture is depicted in FIG. 1: 

 

207. Lord teaches an Internet connected mobile terminal 12 that is 

connected to a base station access point and also to laptops 14 via Wi-Fi.  

Specifically, “a Mobile Station (MS) 11 includes a Mobile Terminal (MT) 12 

which handles the GPRS air interface 13, and a plurality of Terminal Equipment 

(TEs) 14 which are connected through a wired or wireless LAN 15 to the MT. On 

the PDN side of the air interface is a Base Station Controller (ESC) 16, a Serving 
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GPRS Support Node (SGSN) 17, the GPRS PDN 18, and a Gateway GPRS 

Support Node (GGSN) 19 which may be used to connect to other networks.”  Id. 

at 3:34-42.  The mobile terminal 12 (e.g., a cell-phone) allows the laptops 14 to 

access the Internet.  Id.   

208. Lord describes a solution where “In one aspect, the present invention 

is a method of connecting a plurality of devices, each having a unique IP address, 

through a single MT and a single wireless link to a PDN. The plurality of devices 

are connected to the MT on a network such as a LAN.”  Id. at 2:21-25 (emphasis 

added) .  Lord “preferably” provides public IP addresses for its devices via DHCP.  

Lord at 4:41-51, Abstract, 5:5-7.  Lord also virtually separates the mobile 

terminals on the LAN (2:32-38) to create separate logical connections.  Lord at 

3:56-60.   

209. It is important to point out that the address assignment and 

connection between the LAN and the PDN is done by the MT. The MT can be 

a mobile phone, as shown in FIG. 1. 

210. The figure below highlights the complementary relationship between 

Buddhikot and Lord. The figure of the top is Buddhikot Fig. 13. The figure on the 

bottom is Lord Fig. 1. Colors were added to highlight similar components.  
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3. Summary of Kim U.S. Pub. No. 2004/0218611 

211. Kim teaches functionality of a well-known extension of the NAT—

the Network Address Port Translation (NAPT).  Kim at ¶¶ 10-14, Fig. 1; EX1021, 

p. 11, §4.1.2.   
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4. Summary of Abhishek U.S. Pub. No. 2004/0103278 

212. Abhishek teaches a network of 802.11 access points.  Abhishek Fig. 1, 

¶ 27.  Any one of computers and access points shown below can route packets 

through the multiple 802.11 access points to the Internet, accessible via the wired 

network 24.  See also Abhishek at ¶¶ 27-30. 

 

5. Summary of Moran PCT App. No. WO2005/069577 

213. Moran discloses a system that uses Mobile IP with an IPSec/VPN 

tunnel, where its home agent acts as the tunnel end-point and VPN gateway.  

Moran at Abstract, 3:23-25.  The home agent provides both VPN, IPSec, and 
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Mobile IP related services, including de-capsulation of Mobile IP and IPSec 

tunnels (e.g., 13:28-30) and VPN and Mobile IP related services (e.g., 14:29-

15:10).  The home agent acts as the gateway router for the home network that the 

mobile node can connect to.  Moran at 6:17-31; see also id. at 7:1-34. 

6. Summary of Fajardo U.S. Pub. No. 2007/0014259 

214. Fajardo is an application from Toshiba  that teaches a buffering node 

that facilitates hand-off when a mobile node roams to a new location.  Fajardo at 

¶31, ¶49, Abstract.  The buffering node intercepts packets that are destined to an 

Internet location, temporarily buffers them, and forwards them to an Internet 

location after handoff.  Id. at ¶82.  Prior to moving to a new netowrk, a mobile 

node signals the buffering node of its intent to roam, and then the buffering node 

starts to buffer traffic.  Id. at ¶80.   

215. Fajardo teaches buffering both incoming and outgoing traffic.  Id. at 

¶50, ¶100.  Fajardo teaches that buffering out-bound traffic can be beneficial to 

the mobile node’s software applications (id. at ¶39), can provide a recovery 

mechanism if handoff fails (id. at ¶102), and to save power (¶51).   

216. Fajardo teaches an out-bound buffering situation in Figure 3, below, 

where prior to hand-off a mobile node is connected to a first access router 318.  Id. 

at ¶99, Fig. 3.  The mobile node has a buffer node 310 that “serves as a buffering 
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service to outgoing packets for the [mobile node] during the handoff period.”  Id. 

at ¶101.  After handoff, the buffer node 310 forwards packets to the new care-of 

address of the mobile node (Id. at ¶95), which a POSITA would understand to be 

the access routers’ 314 IP address, or an original addressed destination (id. at 

¶102; see also id. at ¶¶93-96), depending on whether the buffer node is buffering 

ingress or egress traffic.  As shown below, flow link 312 illustrates the buffered 

traffic between the correspondent node 304 over the Internet and the mobile node 

(id. at ¶99) and a POSITA would understand this traffic to be sent to the 

correspondent node 304 after hand-off. 
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217. Figure 3 shows the buffer node at the mobile node, but Fajardo makes 

clear that in the particular embodiment of Figure 3 that “[t]he BN [buffer node] 

may also be located within the previous access point to assist in buffering packets 

when the MN is actively scanning for finding a new access point or testing 

connectivity to a new access point.”  Fajardo at ¶103; see also id. at ¶97 (stating 

that the buffer node can be at either access router or at the mobile node), ¶51 

(stating that the buffer node may be located in the access point to assist the mobile 

node). 

7. Summary of Vucina U.S. Pub. No. 2005/0261970 

218. Vucina teaches an access point that provides multiple virtual access 

points (Vucina at Figs. 5-6, ¶¶167-190) that provide Internet access via different 

carriers (id. at Abstract).  Vucina also teaches providing tunneling, among other 

services, for client devices connected to the virtual access points.  Id. at ¶¶81, 105-

106, 177. 

8. Summary of Aarnio U.S. Patent No. 7,606,559 

219. Aarnio is a Nokia patent that teaches a system for forwarding content, 

where a Wi-Fi capable (Aarnio at 7:56-62) and 3G capable (id. at 8:53) mobile 

terminal device can request to transfer media content from a source server to a 

destination server (id. at Abstract, 11:53-65) on the Internet (id. at 17:50-52).  
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After the source server completes the upload, it wirelessly sends an upload 

confirmation message to the mobile node.  Id. at Fig. 8A, 17:60-63. 

VI. PATENT OWNER DID NOT INVENT THE HOT-SPOT 

220. As an initial matter, Patent Owner did not invent the Wi-Fi/3G 

hotspot.   

221. It is clear that Patent Owner believes that they invented the Wi-Fi 

hotspot.  They have made multiple representations of claim scope that clearly 

indicate their belief.  See EX1024, EX1025, EX1036, EX1037.  This is most 

clearly shown by a technology tutorial they submitted in the District Court 

litigation.  The below is extracted from this tutorial, where Patent Owner provided 

an illustration of the tethering concepts it believed it invented.  EX1037 at 3. 
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222. This technology was clearly well-known.  This illustration mirrors 

Buddhikot and Lord, which both illustration Wi-Fi hotspots allowing devices to 

connect to cellular networks.  Buddhikot Fig. 13 and Lord Fig. 1 are shown below.   
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223. The other part of the ’306 and ’369 patents claim tunneling data to an 

end-point gateway.  They’ve described the claimed proxy server as “a server (a 

computer system or an application) that acts as an intermediary for requests from 

clients seeking resources from other servers.”  EX1024 at 1.  As shown in Patent 

Owner’s claim construction tutorial, below, this is simply browsing Google.com 

with some intermediary server.  EX1037 at 16.  This is simple routing of traffic.   

 

224. In my opinion, the claims of the ’306 and ’369 patents are invalid. 
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VII. UNPATENTABILITY OF the ’306 patent 

A. Buddhikot And Lord Render Claims 1-12, 14-22, 26-31, 34-37, 39-
40, 43, 47-53, 56-63, 65-66 Obvious  

225. Rational and Motivation to Combine: In my opinion, a POSITA 

would have been motivated to combine Buddhikot and Lord, with an expectation 

of success, because they provide compatible disclosures.  Lord and Buddhikot 

teach similar methods for assigning IP addresses: client devices can be assigned 

public IP addresses using DHCP, or instead use private IP addresses where a NAT 

is used to route traffic to the private IP address.  Lord at 4:67-5:13; Buddhikot at 

16:34-52.  In addition, a POSITA would have been motivated to combine by 

Buddhikot’s teaching of DHCP to allocate public IPs for a hot-spot with Lord’s 

detailed discussion of DHCP.  Buddhikot teaches using DHCP (Buddhikot at 

16:17-43, 24:38-55), in brief, and Lord provides further detail and implication 

specifics regarding how DHCP can be used to allocate public IP addresses (Lord 

at 3:43-4:13, 5-5-13).   

226. In my opinion, a POSITA would have been motivated to combine 

Buddhikot and Lord because Lord focuses on the connectivity aspect of the hot-

spot and IP address allocation and Buddhikot provides additional focus on 

security and authentication.  As mentioned above, Lord teaches DHCP and 

address allocation particulars, and Buddhikot teaches security related features 
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(e.g., IPSec/VPN and SSL (9:43-56, Fig. 15), authentication (10:3-31), firewalls 

(10:55-67), various types of proxies (Figs. 2 and 14)) along with utilizing the 

Mobile IP standard.  A POSITA looking to set up a mobile hotspot architecture 

would have been concerned with how to allocate public IP addresses, as well as 

how to provide end-to-end security for the connecting devices, motivating them to 

combine disclosures from Lord and Buddhikot.   

227. In my opinion, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary 

skill in the art to combine Buddhikot with his knowledge of the existing standards 

and technologies, with no change to their respective functions. A POSITA would 

know that the existing 802.11 technologies enabled a computing device with a 

wireless card, whether it is a computer (laptop, desktop, server) or a wireless 

access point to function as a station as well as an access point if it had the 

appropriate software which supported wireless standards and enabled packet 

forwarding accordingly. Buddhikot provides a specific implementation of such 

general functionality.  The ability to connect to an “IP based network” via the “first 

wireless access point” is an inherent capability 802.11 or any wireless network or 

any layer 2 network whose packets can contain layer 3 packets. Buddhikot 

provides a specific implementation of this inherent capability.  Wireless access 

points support many wireless protocols including 802.11 and 3G protocols. 
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Gateway devices convert between packet structures of different protocols. A 

POSITA would have understood that Buddhikot makes specific use of such a 

conversion which is done between an 802.11 and 3G access points.  A POSITA 

would know that the Internet is a very large IP based network that is used to 

connect computers using IP addresses. A POSITA would know that any form of 

connectivity is made of wired or wireless segments where wireless segments are 

connected by access points communicating with each other, or wireless access 

points which have a wired connection.   

228. In my opinion, a POSITA would have been motivated to combine 

Buddhikot and Lord because they are focused on the same issue: how to integrate 

WLANs and cellular networks to achieve maximum connectivity.  Buddhikot at 

1:40-62; Lord at 1:62-2:18; They provide the same general network architecture 

as a solution, where client devices connect via Wi-Fi to a gateway device (a hot-

spot), which itself connects to the Internet via a cellular network.  See Buddhikot 

at Fig. 13 and Lord at Fig. 1.  Because Buddhikot and Lord present a similar 

solution to a similar problem with complementary focuses on different issues, 

POSITA would have been motivated to combine them.  

229. In my opinion, a POSITA would have been motivated to combine 

Lord and Buddhikot because they represent research by leaders in telecom.  Lord 
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was assigned to Ericsson and Buddhikot was assigned to Lucent.  A POSITA 

looking at hot-spots and networking, would have been motivated to look at 

research conducted by Ericsson and Lucent.  It was normal practice for industry 

leaders to look at each-other’s technology, to receive good implementation ideas, 

and a POSITA would have been motivated to do the same.  

1. Element-by-Element Analysis of the Challenged Claims 

230. Claim 1, Preamble:  The Claim 1 preamble recites: “A computing 

device comprising:” 

231. In my opinion, a computing device would have been obvious to a 

POSITA for wireless access point, gateway, firewall, proxy or packet filtering 

device. It would have been obvious in light of Buddhikot itself, that the gateway is 

a computing device, as it comprises of all these functions.  Importantly, the 

gateways taught by Buddhikot run on Linux, which a POSITA would know is an 

operating system which runs on a computing device. In addition, such elements 

were implemented in standard software distributions of Linux packages. Buddhikot 

discloses a “gateway operation with wireless backhaul” mode of operation. “FIGS. 

12-14 show another exemplary embodiment in which the gateway 1440 has a 

wireless backhaullink 1423 and is capable of functioning in a mobile environment. 

The MobileHotSpot Gateway 1440 combines an 802.11 AP 1445, a Wireless 
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modem 1435 for Backhaul, and a Public Access Gateway. The backhaul link 1423 

is established via a 3G wireless data channel such as CDMA 1 x Evolution Data 

Only (EV-DO), UMTS, 1xRTT, GPRS, or CDMA 1x Evolution Data and Voice 

(EV-DV). Subscribers can access the Internet in buses, trains, or hotspots using 

802.11 in the same manner as they do at home and at work, to connect to the 

backhaul wireless data channel such as EV-DO, UMTS, 1 xRTT, GPRS, 55 or 

other such wireless packet data channel. The client may have both an 802.11 card 

and a 3G card. The client uses 802.11 to connect to the gateway 1440, and the 

gateway 1440 connects to the rest of the Internet by a wide area wireless link 

(because the user does not have a wired link such as Ethernet or Sonet link 

available).” Id. 23:43-61.  

232. Buddhikot teaches a MobileHotSpot Gateway 1440 (the claimed 

computing device) that “permits wireless communication between the gateway and 

a wireless network.”  Buddhikot at 23:44-48; see also id. at 3:6-29, Figs. 1-3, 12, 

and 14 (illustrating other embodiments of the claimed computing device). 

233. In my opinion, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary 

skill in the art to combine Buddhikot with his knowledge of the existing standards 

and technologies, with no change to their respective functions. A POSITA would 

know that the existing 802.11 technologies enabled a computing device with a 
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wireless card, whether it is a computer (laptop, desktop, server) or a wireless 

access point to function as a station (STA) as well as an access point (AP) if it had 

the appropriate software which supported wireless standards and enabled packet 

forwarding accordingly. Buddhikot provides a specific implementation of such 

general functionality.   

234. The ability to connect to an “IP based network” via the “first wireless 

access point” is an inherent capability 802.11 or any wireless network or any layer 

2 network whose packets can contain layer 3 packets. Buddhikot provides a 

specific implementation of this inherent capability. 

235. Wireless access points support many wireless protocols including 

802.11 and 3G protocols. Gateway devices convert between packet structures of 

different protocols. A POSITA would have understood that Buddhikot makes 

specific use of such a conversion which is done between an 802.11 and 3G access 

points.   

236. A POSITA would know that the Internet is a very large IP based 

network that is used to connect computers using IP addresses. A POSITA would 

know that any form of connectivity is made of wired or wireless segments where 

wireless segments are connected by access points communicating with each other, 

or wireless access points which have a wired connection.   
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237. A person of ordinary skill in the art would have understood that there 

were many prior art ways to satisfy the preamble of Claim 1, one of which is 

disclosed by Buddhikot. 

a)  “at least one communication module adapted to:”  
 

238. Element [1.A]:  Claim 1, Element [1.A] recites: “at least one 

communication module adapted to:”  

239. Buddhikot teaches a MobileHotSpot Gateway 1440, which contains 

inter alia mobility software as the claimed communication module.  Buddhikot at 

24:19-26; see also id. at Fig. 2 Element 202, 221, 222 (annotated in red below), 

Fig. 5.  The mobility software manages clients that move across different wireless 

technologies (Buddhikot at 10:33-54, 18:31-43), interacts with both the wireless 

802.11 access point 1445 and the wireless modem 1435 to send traffic to from the 

clients to the Internet.  Buddhikot at 24:26-35, 23:46-49, Fig. 14 (yellow, below).  

A POSITA would understand that various other drivers, communication stacks, 

and protocols in the MobileHotSpot Gateway 1440 provide communication 

services to 802.11 and wireless modem interfaces.   
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(1)  “(1) wirelessly connect said computing device 
to an IP based network via a first wireless access 
point (AP) having a first AP Identification (APID); 
and” 

240. Element [1.A.1]:  Claim 1, Element [1.A.1] recites: “(1) wirelessly 

connect said computing device to an IP based network via a first wireless 

access point (AP) having a first AP Identification (APID); and” 

241. A POSITA would have known that a wireless access point must have 

an access point identification (APID). A POSITA would know that APIDs are 

defined and required by the 802.11 standard. In fact, 802.11 cannot function 

without APIDs, therefore the claim element is simply restating parts of the 

standard. Buddhikot teaches that the MobileHotSpot Gateway 1440 is wirelessly 

connected through a wireless backhaul link to the Internet (an IP based network) 
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through a base station 1459 (first wireless access point (AP)).  Buddhikot at 23:44-

24:18, Figs. 12-13 (base station annotated in green below).  A POSITA would 

understand that the base station 1459 (the claimed access point) has a cell ID (the 

claimed access point ID) because it would have been obvious to a POSITA that 

base stations have unique cell IDs.  See also EX1030 at 5:25-55; EX1028 at 212.   

 

242. In my opinion, Petitioner’s application of [1.A, 1.A.1, and 1.A.2 

(illustrated in more detail below)] is consistent with Patent Owner’s belief of the 

BRI of [1.A, 1.A.1, and 1.A.2].  Patent Owner’s Infringement Contentions against 

Petitioner state that the first access point and APID correspond to a cellular base 
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station and cell ID, respectively.  EX1025 at 1 (annotated excerpt below); EX1037 

at 13.   

 

243.  In my opinion, it would have been obvious for a POSITA to have the 

MobileHotSpot Gateway connect to a 802.11 access point instead of a base station 

access point.  This combination would have been obvious in light of Buddhikot 

alone, or further in view of Buddhikot and Lord.  First, Buddhikot teaches 

providing LAN intermediaries between its gateways and its 802.11 access points.  

Buddhikot at 7:11-19.  802.11 is a wireless LAN, which the Buddhikot disclosure 

is replete with, and a POSITA would have found it obvious to provide a WLAN 

(802.11) intermediary between a 802.11 access point and a gateway.  As I have 

previously described in ¶95-102, 802.11 intermediaries were well-known in the 

art to a POSITA.  See also Abhishek at Abstract; EX1031 at Fig. 1., ¶¶7, 35.  As a 

demonstrative, shown below is an annotated excerpt of Fig. 1, which shows 
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Buddhikot’s teaching of a LAN intermediary (which would have been obvious for 

a POSITA to be 802.11) between access gateway 40 and access point 41.  

Accordingly, it would have been obvious for a POSITA to have the 

MobileHotSpot Gateway 1440 connect to an 802.11 intermediary access point, 

before connecting to the backhaul network to access the Internet.   

 

244. Second, in my opinion, it would have been obvious to combine Lord’s 

teaching of using any wireless network with Buddhikot’s teachings.  Lord teaches 

an Internet connected mobile terminal 12 (annotated in blue, below) that is 

connected to a base station access point (green) and also to laptops 14 (red) via a 

wireless LAN using the mobile terminal’s 802.11 access point.  Lord at 3:29-42, 
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Fig. 1.  Lord states that the architecture of Fig. 1, although displaying a GPRS 

network (i.e., using a base station access point), can be used in any type of 

wireless PDN (packet data network).  Lord at 3:31-33, 3:19.  A POSITA 

understands that a PDN refers to “[a] network that uses packet switching 

techniques” (EX1029 at 787, IEEE Dictionary), which would encompass 802.11.  

See also Lord at 3:47.  Accordingly, in my opinion, a POSITA would have 

combined Lord’s teachings of having its mobile terminal act as a Wi-Fi hot-spot 

and connect to an 802.11 access point with Buddhikot’s teachings.   

 

245. In my opinion, a POSITA would have been further motivated to 

combine Lord and Buddhikot because connecting to an 802.11 access point, 

instead of a base station access point, is a known technique that would yield 

predictable results.  A POSITA would understand that this was commonplace in 
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the art—802.11s for wireless meshes was in development and proposed by the 

priority date of the ’306 patent.  EX1032.  Furthermore, as described above in 

¶¶78-102, providing 802.11 bridges, repeaters, and ad-hoc networks was well-

known in the art.  Abhishek at Abstract.  A POSITA would understand that base 

station and 802.11 access points are known methods to wirelessly communicate 

data, and are can be easily substitutable.   

246. A POSITA would have found it obvious that an 802.11 access point 

would have an SSID.  This is described in both EX1012 at ¶180-184 and EX1033 

at 4:13-16. 

(2) “(2) wirelessly communicate with other 
wireless enabled computing devices;” 

 

247. Element [1.A.2]:  Claim 1, Element [1.A.2] recites: “(2) wirelessly 

communicate with other wireless enabled computing devices;” 

248. A POSITA would know that wireless access points can communicate 

with computing devices and with each other based on the 802.11 protocol 

standards. This is further emphasized in the standard clarification mentioned 

above. Buddhikot discloses that the MobileHotSpot Gateway 1440 (the claimed 

computing device) wirelessly communicates with other wireless enabled 

computing devices.  Buddhikot at Fig. 14.  The mobility software (the claimed 
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communication module) utilizes the 802.11 interface (see, e.g, Fig. 14, Element 

1446) of the MobileHotSpot Gateway 1440 to communicate with and authenticate 

the mobile nodes 100a-100c (circled in red, below).  Buddhikot at 7:20-30, 13:48-

59, 18:31-41, 9:44-52, 16:34-52.   

 

b)  “a user interface and display adapted to allow a 
user of said computing device to interact with 
destinations over the IP based network, through the first 
wireless AP, using a first public IP address associated 
with the computing device; and” 

249. Element [1.B]:  Claim 1, Element [1.B] recites: “a user interface 

and display adapted to allow a user of said computing device to interact with 

destinations over the IP based network, through the first wireless AP, using a 

first public IP address associated with the computing device; and” 
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250. Buddhikot teaches that the MobileHotSpot Gateway 1440 (the 

claimed computing device) interacts with destinations over the Internet (the 

claimed IP based network), through the 3G base station 1459 (the claimed first 

wireless AP), using a public IP address associated with the MobileHotSpot 

Gateway 1440.  The MobileHotSpot Gateway 1440 is connected to the Internet 

via base station 1459, using its public IP address (the first public IP address).  

Buddhikot teaches that the MobileHotSpot Gateway 1440 can have a statically or 

dynamically configured public IP address (Buddhikot at 24:64-25:1-3), that can be 

obtained from a DHCP (id. at 25:29-34).  In addition, Buddhikot teaches using the 

Mobile IP standard (id. at 6:34-36), where the MobileHotSpot Gateway 1440 can 

have a Mobile IP foreign agent (Fig. 14, Element 1421) having a “care of” address 

(25:2-3), which a POSITA would understand to be a public IP address.  Finally, 

the MobileHotSpot Gateway is an Internet connected gateway, and a POSITA 

would understand that it would use its public IP address to communicate with 

Internet servers.11  See also Buddhikot at 22:43-49 (describing FTP), 24:52-55 

(describing a NAT which interfaces public/private IPs), 6:30-45 (stating that the 

                                           
11 In addition, Buddhikot’s gateways run on Linux (7:43-52, 10:58, 16:52), a robust 

Internet-capable operating system that provides many Internet applications. 
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gateway interacts with the Home AAA services), 10:33-43 (stating that the foreign 

agent communicates with the home agent).   

251. In my opinion, providing a user interface and display for the 

MobileHotSpot Gateway 1440 would have been obvious in light of Buddhikot 

itself.  Importantly, the gateways taught by Buddhikot run on Linux.  Buddhikot at 

7:43-52, 10:58, 16:52.  A POSITA would understand that Linux was robust and 

provided GUIs, Internet connectivity stacks and applications (e.g., SSH, VPN, and 

Internet browsers).   

252. In my opinion, a POSITA would understand that providing a display 

and a user interface with Linux would provide predictable results.  This would be 

as simple as plugging a display into a display port to access the Linux GUI.  

Further, a POSITA would understand that the gateway’s Linux software can be 

accessed via a remote display using remote access tools (e.g., SSH) via the 

Internet.  A POSITA would have been motivated to provide a display and user 

interface for the gateways—an employee installing, configuring, updating, and 

testing the gateways would necessarily need to access the gateways via an input 

like a display and user interface.  A POSITA would understand that providing a 

display and user interface would be the normal and expected operation of the 

gateways running on Linux.  Accordingly, in light of Buddhikot’s Linux teachings 
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for its gateway, a POSITA would have found it obvious to provide a display and 

user interface for the gateways, like the MobileHotSpot Gateway 1440.  For the 

same reasons, as discussed with Linux, a POSITA would have likewise been 

motivated to provide a display and user interface with Buddhikot’s gateways 

because they can be “implemented in off-the-shelf rack-mountable PC servers.”  

Buddhikot at 7:50-52.  A POSITA would understand “PC” to refer to a Microsoft 

Windows based implementation, and would further understand that Windows is a 

GUI focused operating system synonymous with GUI access. 

253. It would have further been obvious to combine Buddhikot with Lord.  

Lord teaches an Internet connected mobile terminal 12 (annotated in blue, below) 

that is connected to a base station (green) and also to laptops 14 (red) via Wi-Fi.  

Lord at 3:29-42, Fig. 1.  As can be seen in Fig. 1, the mobile terminal 12 is an 

Internet connected cellular phone, which in my opinion, clearly teaches a display 

and a user interface.  See also Lord at 1:42-50.  A POSITA understands that the 

Internet connected cellular phone would provide a user interface and display.  

Indeed, by 2006, sophisticated operating systems for cellular phones (e.g., 

Windows CE and Blackberry) were ubiquitously available and included Internet 

capable applications, displays, and user interfaces.   
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254. In addition to the motivations to combine described above, a POSITA 

would have been motivated to combine Lord and Buddhikot because they both 

describe handhelds that have 3G and 802.11 interfaces.  Buddhikot discloses a 

“preferred service scenario” where a “user has a laptop/handheld that has both a 

3G and an 802.11 interface.”  Buddhikot at 4:17-19.  A laptop or handheld both 

have a user interface and display to allow the user to access an IP based network, 

like the Internet.  As described above, Lord teaches a mobile terminal 12 that has 

a user interface and display.  A POSITA would have been further motivated to 

combine Lord’s teachings of a user interface and display with Buddhikot’s 

teachings of a MobileHotSpot Gateway.  As described above, both Lord and 

Buddhikot provide a Wi-Fi/Cellular gateway.  Buddhikot describes its 

MobileHotSpot Gateway as mobile.  Buddhikot at 23:44-49.  Lord’s mobile 
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terminal is a cellular phone, which a POSITA would understand to be a mobile 

appliance.  A POSITA would have been motivated to combine the teachings of 

Lord and Buddhikot to arrive at an Internet connected MobileHotSpot.  Such a 

combination would yield predictable results, as Lord already provides the Wi-

Fi/3G bridging technology.   

c) “an AP module adapted to:” 
255. Element [1.C]:  Claim 1, Element [1.C] recites: “an AP module 

adapted to:” 

256. Buddhikot teaches that the MobileHotSpot Gateway 1440 (the 

claimed computing device) includes an 802.11 Access Point 1445.  Buddhikot at 

23:46-39, 23:66-24:3, Fig. 14 (annotated in orange, below).  The 802.11 Access 

Point 1445 provides Wi-Fi access.  Id. at 10:33-44.  A POSITA would understand 

that the 802.11 access point has corresponding software to provide wireless 

functionality.  
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(1) (1) provide a given device of the other wireless 
enabled computing devices with access to the IP 
based network by causing said computing device to 
serve the given device as a second AP having a second 
APID, distinct from the first APID, and provide the 
given device access to the network via the first AP; 
and” 

257. Element [1.C.1]:  Claim 1, Element [1.C.1] recites: (1) provide a 

given device of the other wireless enabled computing devices with access to the 

IP based network by causing said computing device to serve the given device 

as a second AP having a second APID, distinct from the first APID, and 

provide the given device access to the network via the first AP; and” 

258. Buddhikot teaches a computing device (the MobileHotSpot Gateway 

1440 annotated in blue, below) that provides a given device of the other wireless 

enabled computing devices (the mobile nodes 100B/C, red) with access to the IP 
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based network (the Internet) via the first AP (the Base Station 1459, green).  

Buddhikot at 23:46-61, 6:30-45.   

 

259. As illustrated above and as described in more detail in [1.C], the 

MobileHotSpot Gateway 1440 (the claimed said computing device) serves as an 

802.11 access point for the mobile nodes (the claimed serve the given device as a 

second AP).  A POSITA would understand that the 802.11 access point has a 

SSID (the claimed second APID).  See also Buddhikot at 17:16-62 (stating that 

the client would need 802.11 ESSIDs to connect to the 802.11 access point).  This 

is described in both EX1012 at ¶180-184 and EX1033, U.S. Patent No. 6,950,628 

at 4:13-16.  A POSITA understands that the SSID is an alphanumeric identifier 

used to identify a Wi-Fi access point (e.g., “AirPort WiFi,” “Ted’s WiFi,” etc.), 
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allowing devices to connect to it.  The SSID (the claimed second APID) for the 

MobileHotSpot Gateway’s 802.11 access point is distinct from the base station’s 

Cell ID (the claimed first APID).   

(2) “(2) tunnel data traffic from the given device, 
through said computing device, through the first AP, 
through the IP network, to a proxy server, such that 
the proxy server acts as a proxy of the given device 
and the data traffic is secure from said computing 
device and first AP” 

260. Element [1.C.2]:  Claim 1, Element [1.C.2] recites: “(2) tunnel data 

traffic from the given device, through said computing device, through the first 

AP, through the IP network, to a proxy server, such that the proxy server acts 

as a proxy of the given device and the data traffic is secure from said 

computing device and first AP” 

261. As explained in [1.C] and [1.C.1] Buddhikot teaches that data traffic 

from the mobile node (the claimed given device), is directed through the 802.11 

access point, through the MobileHotSpot Gateway (the claimed computing 

device), to the Internet through the base station (the claimed first AP).   

262. Buddhikot also teaches that the data traffic is tunneled (e.g., with 

IPSec tunneling) from the mobile node through the Internet to a tunnel end-point 

(the claimed proxy server acting as a proxy of the given device), to provide “end-

to-end privacy solutions.”  Buddhikot at 17:44-50, 18:66-19:3.  Because of 
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Buddhikot’s teaching of IPSec, a POSITA would understand the tunnel end-point 

gateway would necessarily exist for the mobile node to connect to.  A POSITA 

would understand that, with tunneling (e.g., IPSec), a client encapsulates packets, 

then tunnels them to an end-point gateway that de-capsulates them and sends them 

to an intended recipient on behalf of the client.  EX1017 at 3-5, §3.2.1; EX1018; 

EX1019 at 10, §3.2; EX1016 at 3:54-60, 4:27-39; EX1015 at 9, §1.6; EX1014 at 

96.  Capsulation is also discussed at ¶¶127-129.  A POSITA would understand 

that packets are tunneled from a mobile node to a tunneled-to end-point gateway, 

which is a proxy server that acts as a proxy of the mobile node.  A POSITA would 

understand that tunneling traffic to a proxy server is a commonly employed 

feature of Internet communication.  Indeed, Buddhikot is replete with discussion 

of Mobile IP tunneling.  See, e.g., Buddhikot at 13:37-38, 15:16-18, 19:40-42, 

22:4-5, 21:61-62; see also ’306 patent at 4:25-29 (recognizing IP tunneling 

capability).   

263. In addition to the above, Buddhikot also teaches providing a VPN 

(virtual private network) end-point gateway.  Buddhikot at 17:44-50, 18:66-19:3.  

Because of Buddhikot’s teaching of VPN, a POSITA would understand that a 

VPN gateway would necessarily exist for the mobile node to connect to.  VPNs 

are well-known in the art to provide inter alia access to a VPN and the Internet, 
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through the VPN.  See also U.S. Patent No. 8,411,650 at Abstract; Moran at 

Abstract.  A POSITA would understand that a VPN gateway would act as an entry 

point to a VPN, and would act as a proxy for the particular client.  See also 

EX1034, U.S. Patent No. 8,411,650 at 3:45-56, 3:8-12, 4:22-24.  Accordingly, a 

POSITA would understand that the VPN gateway would be a proxy server that 

acts as a proxy of the mobile node. 

264. The tunneled data traffic is secure from the MobileHotSpot Gateway 

1440 (said computing device) and the base station (the first AP).  Buddhikot 

teaches “end-to-end privacy” with IPSec/VPN or SSL encryption while stating 

that air-link only encryption is insufficient because it does not secure data from 

the 802.11 access point.  Buddhikot at 9:53-58.  Buddhikot at 17:44-50, 18:66-

19:3.  In other words, Buddhikot teaches IPSec/VPN or SSL to prevent the 

MobileHotSpot Gateway from snooping on client data packets.   

265. Shown below in annotated Fig. 15, is a block diagram of a client (e.g., 

Buddhikot at 4:9-10) showing an VPN/IPSec Control and Client Drivers, which 

illustrates that the VPN/IPSec encrypted tunnel starts at the mobile node, and 

would end at an end-point gateway.  See also Buddhikot at 18:66-19:3.  

Accordingly, utilizing IPSec/VPN (along with or without SSL), traffic would be 

tunneled from mobile node (the claimed given device) through the MobileHotSpot 
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Gateway 1440 (said computing device), through the base station (the first AP), to 

a tunnel end-point gateway (the proxy server that acts as a proxy for the given 

device).  This traffic would be secure from the MobileHotSpot Gateway and the 

base station access point.  Furthermore and addition to the above, Buddhikot 

provides an authentication proxy for its gateways (e.g., Fig. 2 Element 241), and it 

would have been obvious to include an authentication gateway as the end-point of 

the tunnel.   

 

(3) “and the given device operates on the network 
using a second public IP address distinct from the first 
public IP address, with the second public IP address 
associated with the given device.” 

 

266. Element [1.C.3]:  Claim 1, Element [1.C.3] recites: “and the given 

device operates on the network using a second public IP address distinct from 
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the first public IP address, with the second public IP address associated with 

the given device.” 

267. Buddhikot teaches that the MobileHotSpot Gateway’s public IP 

address (the claimed first public IP address) is distinct from the public IP address 

associated with the mobile node (the given device’s public IP address).  

Buddhikot teaches this separately in both its Mobile IP and Simple IP 

embodiments, discussed below.  Buddhikot at 6:30-45, 16:20-52.  

268. A POSITA would understand that, under the Mobile IP framework, 

the mobile node (the claimed given device) would retain a fixed public IP 

address—its home address, (the claimed second public IP address) obtained from 

a DHCP server in its home network.  See also  Buddhikot at 20:24-47, 14:54-56; 

RFC3344 at p. 5, §1.5; Sharma at 3:1-16.  The mobile node would use its home 

address in outgoing traffic as the source address even when it is in a foreign 

network.  Buddhikot at 14:54-56.  In the case that the mobile node is in a foreign 

network, e.g. within the network of the MobileHotSpot Gateway 1440, any packet 

addressed to the mobile node’s home address would be received by a home agent 

in the home network and forwarded to the MobileHotSpot Gateway 1440 via a 

care of public IP address.  Buddhikot at 14:54-56, 18:38-42; see also Sharma at 

3:9-27.  As described in [1.A], the MobileHotSpot Gateway 1440 has a Mobile IP 
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foreign agent 1421 and a public IP address which is used in the Mobile IP 

framework as a “care of” address.  See, e.g., Buddhikot at Fig. 14; id. at 24:26-27, 

25:1-23. A POSITA would understand that the MobileHotSpot Gateway’s “care 

of” and the mobile node’s “home address” to be two distinct public IP addresses  

.Buddhikot teaches this limitation with its Mobile IP embodiment.   

269. Buddhikot also teaches this limitation with its Simple IP embodiment.  

In Simple IP, “[o]nce the client starts up, it gets its IP address through DHCP.”  

Buddhikot at 16:38-39.  A POSITA would understand that this would provide the 

mobile node with a public IP address.  As described in [1.B], the MobileHotSpot 

Gateway obtains a public IP address, obtained statically or dynamically.  

Buddhikot at 24:64-25:1-3, 25:29-34.  A POSITA would understand that these 

two public IP addresses are distinct. 

270. Furthermore, Patent Owner would be incorrect to argue that the NAT 

disclosure (Buddhikot at 24:36-43) necessarily means that the mobile node only 

has a private IP address.  First and foremost, Buddhikot states that a NAT is not 

required to be on the MobileHotSpot Gateway.  Buddhikot at 24:40-43.  Absent a 

NAT on the MobileHotSpot Gateway, a POSITA would understand that the 

mobile node would necessarily receive a public IP address that is distinct from the 

MobileHotSpot Gateway’s public IP address.  Second, there is no indication that 
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the NAT performs many-to-one mappings or many-to-many mappings.  See also 

EX1035, U.S. Pub. No. 2005/0054343 at ¶¶5-6; EX1021, RFC2663 at p. 11, 

§4.1.1.  In the case of many-to-many mappings, a POSITA would understand that 

the mobile node would have a private IP, but that private IP would be mapped to a 

public IP that is distinct from the public IP of the gateway.  

271. Accordingly, Buddhikot’s Simple IP embodiment teaches this 

limitation.   

272. In my opinion, it would have been further obvious to combine 

Buddhikot’s teachings of a Wi-Fi/cellular hotspot with Lord’s teachings of 

providing unique public IPs for all devices in a Wi-Fi/cellular hotspot.  As 

described in [1.B], Lord teaches an Internet connected cellular phone that acts as a 

Wi-Fi hotspot.  Lord at 3:29-42.  Lord teaches providing each individual device 

on the network, including the mobile terminal 12 (the cell phone) and the terminal 

equipment 14 (the laptops), “a unique IP address, through a single MT and a 

single wireless link to a PDN” where “[p]referably, the invention provides public 

IP addresses rather than private IP addresses so that each device can be addressed 

from PDNs such as the Internet.”  Lord at 2:21-25, 4:41-51; see also id. at 3:18-

22. 
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273. In addition to the general motivations described above and in [1.B], a 

POSITA would have combined Lord and Buddhikot because providing unique 

public IP addresses was well-known, and would lead to predictable results.  Using 

the Internet with a public IP address is commonly known and practiced.  

Providing public IP addresses for all networked devices, as taught in Lord, is a 

simple substitution.  No matter any anticipated novelty argument Patent Owner 

can present to state that Buddhikot does not disclose public IP addresses, making 

them public IP addresses as taught in Lord instead is a simple substitution.   

2.  Dependent claims 2-12, 14, and 15 
274. Claim 2:  Claim 2 recites: “The computing device of claim 1 

wherein the second APID is associated with the proxy server.” 

275. As discussed above for limitation [1.C.1], the second APID is the 

SSID for the 802.11 access point in the MobileHotSpot Gateway.   

276. In my opinion, a POSITA would understand that the BRI for 

“associated” to be a weak association (i.e., the proxy server does not have to be 

the same server that provides the second AP).  As discussed above for limitation 

[1.C.2], the end-point of the tunnel is the “proxy server [that] acts as a proxy of 

the given device.”  Claim 2 states that the “second APID is associated with the 

proxy server,” but claim [1.C.2] states that the “data traffic is secure from said 
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computing device [(i.e., the hotspot)].”  (emphasis added).  Because data must be 

secure from the hotspot, a POSITA would understand that this claim does not 

place the proxy on the hotspot.   A POSITA would understand that the association 

would be weak and would include a connection point to access the proxy.   

277. In my opinion, a POSITA would understand that the MobileHotSpot’s 

SSID would be associated with the proxy server because it is a point along the 

client to proxy tunnel, and because the client must necessarily connect to the 

MobileHotSpot Gateway’s SSID (the second APID) before connecting to the 

tunnel gateway.  Accordingly, Buddhikot teaches this limitation.   

278. In my opinion, Buddhikot also teaches that its gateways (like the 

MobileHotSpot gateway) can have a proxy (e.g., Fig. 2 Element 241, annotated in 

yellow below) and other proxy type services (e.g., foreign 202 and home 222 

agents and web services 201).  Buddhikot at 24:36-55.  A POSITA would have 

found it obvious to include these services in the MobileHotSpot Gateway, or make 

the MobileHotSpot gateway itself (or any gateway embodiment disclosed in 

Buddhikot) be the end-point of the tunnel.   
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279. Claim 3:  Claim 3 recites: “The computing device of claim 1 

wherein the AP module is adapted to tunnel data traffic from the given device 

through said computing device, through the first AP, through the IP network, 

to a proxy server in response to at least activating data service for the given 

device through a captive portal web interface.” 

280. Claim 3 states that tunneling data traffic can occur in response to 

activating the data service via a captive portal web interface.  As explained in 

[1.C.2], the AP module tunnels traffic via the Internet to a tunnel end-point 

gateway (the proxy server).   

281. Buddhikot teaches, in its Simple IP embodiment, that a log-in is 

required before using the Internet.  Buddhikot at 16:25-29.  “Once the client starts 

up. . . the client’s web browser [is redirected to] to the local authentication page 
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served over a Secure Socket Layer (SSL) connection.”  Id. at 16:34-52.  These 

portals are included on any of the gateways.  Id. at Fig. 2, Element 213, Fig. 14, 

Element 1413 (annotated below).  Accordingly, Buddhikot teaches this limitation.   

 

282. Claim 4:  Claim 4 recites: “The computing device of claim 1 

wherein the first wireless AP is included in a cellular telephone network.” 

283. Buddhikot teaches a 3G cellular network base station access point 

(first access point).  Buddhikot at 23:44-24:18; Figs. 12-13 

284. Claim 5:  Claim 5 recites: “The computing device of claim 4 

wherein the first wireless AP is a cellular cell.” 

285. Buddhikot is a 3G cellular network base station access point, which is 

synonymous with a “cellular cell.”  Buddhikot at 23:44-24:18; Figs. 12-13.  

286. Claim 6:  Claim 6 recites: “The computing device of claim 1 

wherein the AP module is controlled by a network entity in a cellular system.” 
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287. Buddhikot teaches this limitation because, as described in claim 3, 

access to the Internet is controlled via an authentication entity.  Access to the 

cellular network needs to be granted/not-granted—“the Authentication, 

Authorization and Accounting (AAA) server of the 3G carrier”—which is a 

network entity in a cellular system—is responsible for “authenticat[ing] the user” 

for “the 802.11 provider,” i.e. the AP module as was discussed above for 

limitation [1.C].   

288. In my opinion, a POSITA would understand that the MobileHotSpot 

Gateway would be controlled by a network provider (i.e., a network entity in a 

cellular system). 

289. Claim 7:  Claim 7 recites: “The computing device of claim 1 

wherein the first wireless AP and the second wireless AP use different wireless 

communication protocols.” 

290. Buddhikot teaches a 3G cellular wireless connection for the first 

wireless AP, and an 802.11 access point for the second wireless AP, which are 

different wireless communications protocols.  Buddhikot at 23:45-50.  

291. Claim 8:  Claim 8 recites: “The computing device of claim 1 

wherein the first wireless AP is included in a terrestrial wireless network.” 

292. Buddhikot teaches a base station access point (the claimed first 
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wireless AP) which is included in a 3G network (the terrestrial wireless network).  

Buddhikot at 23:44-24:18.  

293. Claim 9:  Claim 9 recites: “The computing device of claim 1 

wherein the proxy server acts as a proxy of the given device for the given 

device to interact with destinations over the IP based network.” 

294. As discussed above [1.C.2], Buddhikot discloses a proxy server that 

acts as a proxy of the given device.  As also discussed in [1.C.2], at the end of an 

tunnel, the gateway de-capsulates a packet, and forwards that packet to the 

ultimate destination over the Internet.  As also discussed in [1.C.2], the gateway 

can provide VPN services, which a POSITA would understand to provide a VPN 

connection to the Internet.  A POSITA would understand that the tunnel endpoint 

and VPN gateway each interact with Internet destinations.   

295. Claim 10:  Claim 10 recites: “The computing device of claim 1 

wherein the AP module is adapted to prevent data packets destined for the 

user interface and display from being accessed by the given device.” 

296. Lord teaches that its mobile terminal 12 and laptops 14 are provided 

unique public IP addresses (Lord at 4:41-51), where each device is separated into 

a virtual one-to-one links.  Id. at 5:54-67, Abstract, 2:33-42.  A POSITA would 

understand that any traffic directed to the mobile terminal’s IP address (the 
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claimed computing device that has the AP module) would not be forwarded to any 

of the other Wi-Fi connected devices.   

297. Claim 11:  Claim 11 recites: “The computing device of claim 1 

wherein the AP module is adapted to disconnect the given device after a 

predetermined period.” 

298. Buddhikot discloses that “time and duration data” for a network “user 

session” can be obtained for “time-based” pricing for that session.  Buddhikot at 

13:65-14:10.  Further, as discussed in claim 3, Buddhikot discloses a log-in 

process before accessing the Internet.  Buddhikot at 16:34-42.  It was obvious to 

POSITA that after the time period, the user would be disconnected from the 

Internet by the MobileHotSpot Gateway.   

299. Claim 12:  Claim 12 recites: “The computing device of claim 1 

wherein the second public IP address is shared by the given device with at 

least one other device of the other wireless enabled computing devices.” 

300. As discussed above for limitation [1.C.3], Buddhikot teaches a Mobile 

IP implementation where a mobile node (given device) has a home address (second 

public IP address) which it retains in the foreign network.  Buddhikot discloses 

Wi-Fi enabled user Laptops and PDAs.  Buddhikot at 2:28-29, Figs. 12-13, 

Elements 100B and 100C.  Buddhikot states that 100B and 100C represents 
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devices of individual users (i.e., user C has two devices).12  Buddhikot at 24:9.  A 

POSITA would understand that, under a Mobile IP implementation, a user’s two 

devices could share the same care-of-address.  

 

301. Furthermore, the gateways also “support[] private addressing 

schemes, using the NAT implementation.”  Buddhikot at 16:34-52 (emphasis 

added).  It was obvious to a POSITA that a NATed network can provide many-to-

one mappings (i.e., where the devices behind the NAT share a single public IP 

address to the external world).  See also EX1035, U.S. Pub. No. 2005/0054343 at 

¶¶5-6; RFC2663 at p. 11, §4.1.1.  Accordingly, even if Mobile IP were not 

                                           
12 A POSITA reading this and Fig. 13 would also understand that an individual 

user can have a PDA/Laptop.   
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implemented, it would have been obvious for a POSITA to provide a single public 

IP address via the NAT functionality.   

302. Claim 14:  Claim 14 recites: “The computing device of claim 1 

wherein the AP module is adapted to prevent the given device from accessing 

internal IP addresses associated with the computing device.” 

303. Buddhikot teaches a dynamic firewall (e.g., Linux IP Filter 

architecture) that protects the gateway (the claimed given device) against traffic 

coming from malicious clients.  Buddhikot at 10:55-59, 11:4-8.  A POSITA would 

understand that the Linux IP Filter architecture allows the gateway to specify 

filtering rules to restrict traffic to or from a group of IP addresses.  A POSITA 

would further understand that a user of the gateway can therefore disallow traffic 

to the internal IP addresses of the gateway by specifying so in the filtering rules.  

A POSITA would have had found it obvious to specify that a client on the Wi-Fi 

network is not allowed to access other clients on the Wi-Fi network.  Indeed, 

having security measures in place to prevent other Wi-Fi hotspot connected users 

from accessing one’s laptop would have been the normal and expected operation 

of a Wi-Fi hot spot.  Furthermore, in my opinion, a POSITA would have had 

found it obvious to specify that a client on the Wi-Fi network is not allowed to 
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access other clients on the Wi-Fi network though MAC address filtering, for 

example.   

304. In addition, Lord discloses virtually separating the physical network 

connection for each device on its WLAN connected to the Internet (Lord at 2:33-

39), which creates separate logical connections with each device (id. at 3:57-62).  

A POSITA would understand that, because these connections are logically 

separated and have a public IP address, that the mobile terminal would treat them 

as Internet traffic.  A POSITA understands that a NAT and a firewall would 

prevent Internet traffic from accessing internal IP addresses of the router.   

305. Having security measures in place to prevent other Wi-Fi hotspot 

connected users from accessing one’s laptop would have been the normal and 

expected operation of a Wi-Fi hot spot.  In my opinion, a POSITA would have 

expected security  preventing Wi-Fi connected devices from accessing each-other 

when connecting to a public Wi-Fi.   

306. Claim 15:  Claim 15 recites: “The computing device of claim 1 

wherein the AP module is adapted to restrict the given device from accessing a 

predetermined set of IP addresses.” 

307. As described in claim 14, in my opinion a POSITA would have found 

it obvious to restrict one Wi-Fi hotspot connected device (given device) from 
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accessing the other devices (the predetermined set of IP addresses the all other 

devices that the given device is prevented access to).  Furthermore, a POSITA 

would have also understood to set the predetermined set of IP addresses specified 

in a filtering rule used in the Linux IP Filter Architecture.  

3. Independent claim 16  
308. Claim 16, Preamble:  The Claim 16 preamble recites: “A system 

comprising:” 

309. The teachings of the system, with respect to the claimed devices, was 

explained with respect to elements of claim 1.   

310. Element [16.A]:  Claim 16, Element [16.A] recites: “a first wireless 

access point (AP) connected to an IP based network, the first wireless AP 

having a first AP Identification (APID);” 

311. [16.A] is substantively similar to limitation [1.A.1], and is taught for 

the same reasons. 

312. Element [16.B]:  Claim 16, Element [16.B] recites: “a proxy server 

connected to the IP based network and adapted to act as a proxy of at least a 

subset of computing devices that connect via the first wireless AP; and” 

313.  [16.B] is substantively similar to a portion of limitation [1.C.3] , and 

is taught for the same reasons. 
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314. Element [16.C]:  Claim 16, Element [16.C] recites: “a first 

computing device having a user interface, wherein the first computing device 

is adapted to: wirelessly connect to the IP based network via the first wireless 

AP; wirelessly communicate with other wireless enabled computing devices;” 

315. [16.C] is substantively identical to limitation [1.A.2] combined with a 

portion of limitation [1.B], and is taught for the same reasons.  For clarity, the first 

computing device maps to the claimed computing device of claim 1 (i.e., the hot-

spot).   

316. Element [16.D]:  Claim 16, Element [16.D] recites: “enable a user of 

the first computing device to interact, through the user interface, with 

destinations over the IP based network, through the first wireless AP, using a 

first public IP address associated with the first computing device;” 

317. [16.D] is substantively identical to a portion of limitation [1.B], and is 

taught for the same reasons. 

318. Element [16.E]:  Claim 16, Element [16.E] recites: “provide a 

second computing device of the other wireless enabled computing devices with 

access to the IP based network by causing the first computing device to serve 

the second computing device as a second AP having a second APID, distinct 

from the first APID, and provide the second computing device access to the IP 
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based network via the first AP; and” 

319. [16.E] is substantively identical to limitation [1.C.1], and is taught for 

the same reasons.  For clarity, the second computing device maps to the given 

device of claim 1 (i.e., the client device connected to the hot-spot).  

320. Element [16.F]:  Claim 16, Element [16.F] recites: “tunnel data 

traffic from the second computing device, through the first computing device, 

through the first AP, through the IP network, to the proxy server, wherein the 

proxy server acts as a proxy of the second computing device and the data 

traffic is secure from the first computing device and” 

321. [16.F] is substantively identical to limitation [1.C.2], and is taught for 

the same reasons. 

322. Element [16.G]:  Claim 16, Element [16.G] recites: “the first AP 

and the second computing device operates on the IP based network using a 

second public IP address distinct from the first public IP address, with the 

second public IP address associated with the second computing device.” 

323. [16.G] is substantively identical to limitation [1.C.3] , and is disclosed 

for the same reasons. 

4. Dependent claims of Claim 16 
324. Element 17[a]:  Claim 17, Element 17[a] recites: “The system of 
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claim 16 wherein the first computing device is further adapted to: provide a 

third computing device of the other wireless enabled computing devices with 

access to the IP based network by causing the first computing device to serve 

the third computing device as the second AP having the second APID, distinct 

from the first APID, and provide the third computing device access to the IP 

based network via the first AP; and” 

325. [17.A] adds another Wi-Fi device to the hotspot.  As explained in 

[1.C.1], Buddhikot and Lord teach providing hotspot access multiple clients.  

Buddhikot at Fig. 13; Lord at Fig. 1. 

326. Element 17[b]:  Claim 17, Element 17[b] recites: “tunnel data 

traffic from the third computing device, through the first computing device, 

through the first AP, through the IP network, to the proxy server, wherein the 

proxy server acts as a proxy of the third computing device and the data traffic 

is secure from the first computing device and the first AP and the third 

computing device operates on the IP based network using a third public IP 

address distinct from the first public IP address, with the third public IP 

address associated with the third computing device.” 

327. [17.B] applies the tunneling and IP address limitations [16.F] and 

[16.G] (which are substantively identical to limitations [1.C.2] and [1.C.3]) to the 
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extra connected device added by [17.A].  As a result, this limitation is disclosed for 

the same reasons as discussed for limitations [1.C.2], [1.C.3]. and [17.A].   

328. Claim 18:  Claim 18 recites: “The system of claim 16 wherein the 

second APID is associated with the proxy server.” 

329. This claim is substantively identical to claim 2, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

330. Claim 19:  Claim 19 recites: “The system of claim 16 wherein the 

proxy server acts as a proxy of the second computing device for the second 

computing device to interact with destinations over the IP based network.” 

331. This claim is substantively identical to claim 9, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

332. Claim 20:  Claim 20 recites: “The system of claim 16 wherein the 

second computing device connects to the IP based network through a third AP 

having a third APID, distinct from the first APID and the second APID, 

concurrently with connecting to the IP based network through the second 

AP.” 

333. Claim 20 describes the second computing device (the hotspot) 

connecting to a third access point to access the Internet, separate from the claimed 
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first access point (the base station).  It also describes the ability to seamlessly 

choose between the two interfaces.   

334. Buddhikot teaches an interface selection algorithm, which probes for 

the best wireless network (i.e., there are multiple cellular network cells—at least a 

third AP having a third APID) to use for Internet traffic.  Buddhikot at 20:48-52; 

The algorithm may choose between wireless networks based on signal strength or 

priority (id. at 20:54-57, 21:18-32) and that there can be any number of wireless 

interfaces (id. at 20:64-65).  Buddhikot also teaches an interface driver that 

intercepts packets from the TCP/IP stack, and seamlessly determines which 

interface to use to send the packets.  Id. at 19:36-42, 19:47-53.   

335. Claim 21:  Claim 21 recites: “The system of claim 16 wherein the 

first computing device is adapted to prevent data packets destined for the user 

interface from being accessed by the second computing device.” 

336. This claim is substantively identical to claim 10, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

337. Claim 22:  Claim 22 recites: “The system of claim 16 wherein the 

first computing device is adapted to disconnect the second computing device 

from the second AP after a predetermined period.” 

338. This claim is substantively identical to claim 11, and is disclosed for 
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the same reasons. 

339. Claim 26:  Claim 26 recites: “The system of claim 16 wherein the 

first computing device is adapted to tunnel data traffic from the second 

computing device through the first computing device, through the first AP, 

through the IP network, to a proxy server in response to at least activating 

data service for the second computing device through a captive portal web 

interface.” 

340. This claim is substantively identical to claim 3, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

341. Claim 27:  Claim 27 recites: “The system of claim 16 wherein the 

first wireless AP is included in a cellular telephone network.” 

342. This claim is substantively identical to claim 4, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

343. Claim 28:  Claim 28 recites: “The system of claim 27 wherein the 

first wireless AP is a cellular cell.” 

344. This claim is substantively identical to claim 5, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

345. Claim 29:  Claim 29 recites: “The system of claim 16 wherein the 

second AP is controlled, at least in part, by a network entity in a cellular 
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system.” 

346. This claim is substantively identical to claim 6, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

347. Claim 30:  Claim 30 recites: “The system of claim 16 wherein the 

first wireless AP and the second wireless AP use different wireless 

communication protocols.” 

348. This claim is substantively identical to claim 7, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

349. Claim 31:  Claim 31 recites: “The system of claim 16 wherein the 

first wireless AP is included in a terrestrial wireless network.” 

350. This claim is substantively identical to claim 8, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

351. Claim 34:  Claim 34 recites: “The system of claim 16 wherein the 

tunneled data traffic includes data packets for use in conducting a IP based 

phone call.” 

352. Buddhikot teaches that a user’s “ongoing network sessions (e.g., 

network radio, voice chat etc)…should be transparently maintained” when a user 

switches from the 3G cellular to the 802.11 network.  Buddhikot at 4:35-64.  A 

POSITA would understand “voice chat” over the Internet to include an IP based 
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phone call.  In my opinion, it was obvious to POSITA that data traffic tunneled 

through the Internet would include “data packets for use in conducting an IP based 

phone call.”   

353. Claim 35:  Claim 35 recites: “The system of claim 16 wherein the 

tunneled data traffic includes data packets representing data to be uploaded 

to a remote server from the second computing device.” 

354. In my opinion, a POSITA would understand that data traffic tunneled 

through to an IP based network like the Internet would include “data to be 

uploaded to a remote server.”  Moreover, Buddhikot teaches FTP, so it is obvious 

to a POSITA that a file could be uploaded to an external server because FTP is 

well-known to be used for upload and download.  Buddhikot at 22:43-49.  

Uploading data is an expected use of the Internet to a POSITA. 

355. Claim 36:  Claim 36 recites: “The system of claim 16 wherein data 

packets received by the second computing device from a destination through 

the proxy server, through the IP network, through the first AP, through the 

first computing device, through the second AP include at least one of a 

picture, video, or audio.” 

356. In my opinion it was obvious to a POSITA that data traffic received 

through the Internet would include “a picture, video, or audio.”  Buddhikot 
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teaches that when a user switches from the 3G cellular network to an 802.11 

network, the user’s “ongoing network sessions (e.g., network radio, voice chat 

etc)…should be transparently maintained” and “network radio” over an IP based 

network is a type of audio data (as is “voice chat”).  Buddhikot at 4:35-64.  

Transferring picture, video, or audio is an obvious and common use of the 

Internet, well known to POSITA.   

357. Claim 37:  Claim 37 recites: “The system of claim 16 wherein the 

second public IP address is shared by the second computing device with at 

least one other device of the other wireless enabled computing devices.” 

358. This claim is substantively identical to claim 12, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

359. Claim 39:  Claim 39 recites: “The system of claim 16 wherein the 

first computing device is adapted to prevent the second computing device 

from accessing internal IP addresses associated with the first computing 

device.” 

360. This claim is substantively identical to claim 14, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

361. Claim 40:  Claim 40 recites: “The system of claim 16 wherein the 

first computing device is adapted to restrict the second computing device from 
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accessing a predetermined set of IP addresses.” 

362. This claim is substantively identical to claim 15, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

5. Claim 43 
363. Claim 43, Preamble:  The Claim 43 preamble recites: “A method 

comprising:” 

364. As discussed for Claim 1, Buddhikot discloses a “gateway for mobile 

access” for client devices, which can perform the method in Claim 43 and its 

dependent claims.  Buddhikot at 23:45-50. 

365. Element [43.A]:  Claim 43, Element [43.A] recites: “wirelessly 

connecting a first computing device to an IP based network via a first wireless 

access point (AP) having a first AP Identification (APID), wherein the first 

computing device wirelessly communicates with other wireless enabled 

computing devices;” 

366. [43.A] is substantively identical to limitation [1.A], and is taught for 

the same reasons. 

367. Element [43.B]:  Claim 43, Element [43.B] recites: “enabling a user 

of the first computing device to interact, through a user interface of the first 

computing device, with destinations over the IP based network, through the 
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first wireless AP, using a first public IP address associated with the first 

computing device;” 

368. [43.B] is substantively identical to limitation [1.B], and is taught for 

the same reasons. 

369. Element [43.C]:  Claim 43, Element [43.C] recites: “providing a 

second computing device of the other wireless enabled computing devices with 

access to the IP based network via the first wireless AP by causing the first 

computing device to serve the second computing device as a second AP having 

a second APID, distinct from the first APID, and provide the second 

computing device access to the IP based network via the first AP; and” 

370. [43.C] is substantively identical to limitations [1.C] and [1.C.1], and is 

taught for the same reasons. 

371. Element [43.D]:  Claim 43, Element [43.D] recites: “tunneling data 

traffic from the second computing device, through the first computing device, 

through the first AP, through the IP network, to a proxy server, wherein the 

proxy server acts as a proxy of the second computing device and the data 

traffic is secure from the first computing device and the first AP and” 

372. [43.D] is substantively identical to limitation [1.C.2], and is taught for 

the same reasons. 
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373. Element [43.E]:  Claim 43, Element [43.E] recites: “the second 

computing device operates on the IP based network using a second public IP 

address distinct from the first public IP address, with the second public IP 

address associated with the second computing device.” 

374. [43.E] is substantively identical to limitation [1.C.3], and is taught for 

the same reasons. 

6. Dependent Claims of Claim 43 
375. Claim 47:  Claim 47 recites: “The method of claim 43 wherein the 

second APID is associated with the proxy server.” 

376. This claim is substantively identical to claim 2, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

377. Claim 48:  Claim 48 recites: “The method of claim 43 further 

comprising tunneling data traffic from the second computing device through 

the first computing device, through the first AP, through the IP network, to a 

proxy server in response to at least activating data service for the second 

computing device through a captive portal web interface.” 

378. This claim is substantively identical to claim 3, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

379. Claim 49:  Claim 49 recites: “The method of claim 43 wherein the 
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first wireless AP is included in a cellular telephone network.” 

380. This claim is substantively identical to claim 4, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

381. Claim 50:  Claim 50 recites: “The method of claim 49 wherein the 

first wireless AP is a cellular cell.” 

382. This claim is substantively identical to claim 5, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

383. Claim 51:  Claim 51 recites: “The method of claim 43 wherein 

tunneling data traffic is controlled, at least in part, by a network entity in a 

cellular system.” 

384. This claim is substantively identical to claim 6, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

385. Claim 52:  Claim 52 recites: “The method of claim 43 wherein the 

first wireless AP and the second wireless AP use different wireless 

communication protocols.” 

386. This claim is substantively identical to claim 7, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

387. Claim 53:  Claim 53 recites: “The method of claim 43 wherein the 

first wireless AP is included in a terrestrial wireless network.” 
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388. This claim is substantively identical to claim 8, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

389. Claim 56:  Claim 56 recites: “The method of claim 43 wherein the 

proxy server acts as a proxy of the second computing device for the second 

computing device to interact with destinations over the IP based network.” 

390. This claim is substantively identical to claim 9, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

391. Claim 57:  Claim 57 recites: “The method of claim 43 wherein the 

second computing device connects to the IP based network through a third AP 

having a third APID, distinct from the first APID and the second APID, 

concurrently with connecting to the IP based network through the second 

AP.” 

392. This claim is substantively identical to claim 20, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

393. Claim 58:  Claim 58 recites: “The method of claim 43 further 

comprising preventing data packets destined for the user interface from being 

accessed by the second computing device.” 

394. This claim is substantively identical to claim 10, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 
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395. Claim 59:  Claim 59 recites: “The method of claim 43 further 

comprising disconnecting the second computing device after a predetermined 

period.” 

396. This claim is substantively identical to claim 11, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

397. Claim 60:  Claim 60 recites: “The method of claim 43 wherein the 

tunneled data traffic includes data packets for use in conducting a IP based 

phone call.” 

398. This claim is substantively identical to claim 34, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

399. Claim 61:  Claim 61 recites: “The method of claim 43 wherein the 

tunneled data traffic includes data packets representing data to be uploaded 

to a remote server from the second computing device.” 

400. This claim is substantively identical to claim 35, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

401. Claim 62:  Claim 62 recites: “The method of claim 43 wherein data 

packets received by the second computing device from a destination through 

the proxy server, through the IP network, through the first AP, through the 

first computing device, through the second AP include at least one of a 
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picture, video, or audio.” 

402. This claim is substantively identical to claim 36, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

403. Claim 63:  Claim 63 recites: “The method of claim 43 wherein the 

second public IP address is shared by the second computing device with at 

least one other device of the other wireless enabled computing devices.” 

404. This claim is substantively identical to claim 12, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

405. Claim 65:  Claim 65 recites: “The method of claim 43 further 

comprising preventing the second computing device from accessing internal 

IP addresses associated with the first computing device.” 

406. This claim is substantively identical to claim 14, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

407. Claim 66:  Claim 66 recites: “The method of claim 43 further 

comprising restricting the second computing device from accessing a 

predetermined set of IP addresses.” 

408. This claim is substantively identical to claim 15, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 
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B. Buddhikot, Lord, and Moran Render Claims 23-25, 41-42, 44-46, 
and 67-68  

1. Motivation to Combine Moran With Buddhikot and Lord 

409. Section VI.A provide detailed analysis regarding rational and 

motivation to combine Buddhikot and Lord. A POSITA would have been 

motivated to combine Moran with Buddhikot because they both teach using IPSec 

tunnels, VPN, and Mobile IP.  Moran at Abstract; Buddhikot at 9:53-58, 17:44-49, 

18:66-19:3.  A POSITA would have further been motivated to combine Buddhikot 

and Moran because Buddhikot describes using IPSec and VPN and Moran 

provides a verbose description on how IPSec/VPN can be achieved with Mobile 

IP.  A POSITA would have understood Buddhikot to suggest to a POSITA to seek 

out references like Moran that teach how to implement VPN and IPSec.  A 

POSITA would have been motivated to combine Moran and Buddhikot because 

they’re in analogous fields with similar focuses—they are all directed towards 

mobile devices, and all seek to improve upon the ability for mobile devices to 

roam across cellular networks.  Moran at 8:8-16; Buddhikot at 10:3-32.  A 

POSITA would have been motivated to combine Moran and Buddhikot because 

Moran describes an improved home agent.  Buddhikot describes using 

IPSec/VPN, but not describe the tunnel endpoint location; Moran describes the 

home agent as the endpoint.  Moran at Abstract; Buddhikot at 9:53-58.  Further, 
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both Buddhikot and Moran are directed at security.  Moran at 8:9-15; Buddhikot 

at Abstract.  A POSITA would look at Buddhikot’s security disclosures, and seek 

extra security with an IPSec/VPN implementation such as one taught in Moran. 

2. Element-by-Element Analysis of the Challenged Claims 

410. Element [23.A]:  Claim 23, Element [23.A] recites: “The system of 

claim 16 wherein the proxy server allocates the second public IP address for 

the second computing device and” 

411. As described in [1.C.2], Buddhikot teaches that a tunnel is established 

from the mobile node (the second computing device) to a tunnel end-point (the 

claimed proxy server), and also teaches establishing a VPN session from the 

mobile node to a VPN gateway (the claimed proxy server).  As also explained in 

[1.C.3], the home agent allocates the home IP address.   

412. It would have been obvious to have the tunnel end-point be the home 

agent.  Moran teaches that the Mobile IP home agent (which it describes as T-HA, 

e.g., 4:20-5:9) acts as the VPN gateway (Moran at 3:1-6, 3:23-25, 4:20-25, Figs. 

1-3) and tunnel end-point gateway (e.g. of an IPSec tunnel, id. at 13:28-30, Figs. 

1-3),  The T-HA forwards out-going and receives in-coming traffic for the mobile 

node.  Id. at 3:1-6.  Moran also teaches that the home agent allocates the mobile 
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node’s home address through the I-HA (internal home agent).  Id. at 7:9-10, 7:27-

30, 14:30-15:3. 

413. Element [23.B]:  Claim 23, Element [23.B] recites: “forwards data 

packets destined for the second public IP address to a current IP address 

associated with the second computing device, wherein the current IP address 

is distinct from the first public IP address and the second public IP address.” 

414. [23.B] describes basic Mobile IP functionality and adds that a mobile 

node roamed and obtained a new care-of address for the foreign agent router it is 

at (the claimed current IP address).  A POSITA would understand that, in Mobile 

IP, a mobile node can roam and obtain a new foreign agent care of address, which 

is registered at the home agent.  See also Moran at 15:5-11.  As described in more 

detail in [1.C.3] and [23.A], a POSITA would understand that the home agent (the 

claimed proxy) would forward packets received at the home address (the claimed 

second public IP address) to the roamed to care-of address (the claimed current 

address).  See also Moran at 15:10-11.  The mobile device’s roamed to care-of 

address (the claimed current address) is distinct from the roamed-from 

MobileHotSpot Gateway’s public IP address (the claimed first IP address) and the 

home address (the claimed second public IP address).  

415. Element [24.A]:  Claim 24, Element [23.A] recites: “The system of 
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claim 23 wherein the proxy server replaces the current IP address with the 

second public IP address in data packets destined for other servers on the IP 

based network,” 

416. As described in claim 23, a new foreign agent care-of address is 

obtained when a device roams.   

417. Moran teaches that its home agent (the claimed proxy server) replaces 

the new care-of address (the current IP address) with the home address (second 

public IP address) in data packets destined for servers on the IP based network.  

This is because the home agent de-capsulates packets from the foreign care-of 

address and sends then on the network using the home address.   

418. As taught in Moran, two separate tunnels terminate at the home agent 

(the claimed proxy): (1) an IPSec tunnel; and (2) a Mobile IP tunnel, where the 

IPSec tunnel is encapsulated in the Mobile IP tunnel.  Moran at 6:24-26, 8:32-9:1.  

Moran also teaches that the foreign agent can be the entry point for the Mobile IP 

tunnel to the home agent (1:17-8), and that the mobile node can be the entry point 

for the IPSec tunnel (6:24-26, 7:10-13, 7:31-33).  Buddhikot likewise teaches that 

the mobile node can be the entry point for the IPSec tunnel.  Buddhikot at 9:53-

58.  Moran teaches that the home agent is the end-point of the tunnels.  Moran at 

7:33-8:4.  A demonstrative of the tunneling taught by Moran is provided below: 
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419. In my opinion a POSITA would understand that, at the home agent, 

the twice-encapsulated tunnel would have a source address of the foreign agent 

(the claimed current address).  A POSITA would understand that, after de-

capsulation of both the MobileIP and the IPSec tunnels, the data packet would 

now have a source address which is the mobile node’s home address (which the 

mobile node uses for all out-going traffic.  The home agent would forward the 

packet with the home address as the source to servers on the Internet.  See also 

Moran at 10:19-23.  The home agent (the proxy server) replaces the foreign agent 

care-of address (current IP address) with the home address (second public IP 

address) in data packets destined for other servers on the IP based network.   

420. Element [24.B]:  Claim 24, Element [23.B] recites: “wherein the 

data packets are tunneled from the second computing device, through the first 

computing device, through the first AP, through the IP network, to the proxy 

server.” 
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421. This limitation is substantially similar to [1.C.2], and is taught for the 

same reasons.  As also demonstrated in [24.A], an IPSec tunnel is established 

between the mobile node and home agent.   

422. Claim 25:  Claim 25 recites: “The system of claim 23 wherein the 

proxy server updates the current IP address associated with the second 

computing device in response to the second computing device connecting 

through a different AP.” 

423. As discussed in [23.A], in my opinion  a POSITA would have found it 

obvious to use the home agent gateway as the proxy.  As described in [1.C.3], 

Buddhikot teaches that the home agent updates a device’s newest care of address 

(the claimed updating the current IP address) whenever a mobile node (the 

claimed second computing device) enters a different foreign network (the claimed 

connects through a different AP).  See, e.g., Buddhikot at Fig. 14; id. at 24:26-27, 

25:1-23.  Moran teaches the same.  Moran at 15:5-7.  

424. Claim 41:  Claim 41 recites: “The system of claim 16 wherein the 

proxy server provides a dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP) service 

that assigns an IP address for the second computing device.” 

425. As described in [23.A], the home agent (the proxy server) allocates 

the mobile node’s home address (i.e., it assigns an IP address for the second 
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computing device).  A POSITA would understand that DHCP is the mechanism to 

allocate IP addresses, and would understand that the home agent would provide a 

DHCP service.  See also Buddhikot at 15:29-31; Lord at 2:29-32.   

426. Claim 42:  Claim 42 recites: “The system of claim 16 wherein the 

proxy server provides a network address translation (NAT) service that 

translates IP addresses for the second computing device.” 

427. As described in [23.A], the home agent is the proxy server.  In my 

opinion, a POSITA would understand that the mobile node (the second computing 

device) would sometimes be in the home network, where the home agent (the 

proxy server) would act as its router.  It would have been obvious for a POSITA 

to provide a NAT service at the home agent.   

428. Buddhikot teaches providing NATs at gateway routers.  Buddhikot at 

Fig. 14, 16:50-53, 24:38-44.  Moran suggests the usage of a NAT with the home 

agent (Moran at 8:26-28, 9:14) and illustrates the home agent as a gateway router 

(Figs. 1-3).  Further, in the typical operation of Mobile IP, a POSITA would 

understand it to be obvious to provide a NAT in order for the home agent to 

receive packets destined to the home address.   

429. . 

430. Element 44[a]:  Claim 44, Element 44[a] recites: “The method of 
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claim 43 further comprising: allocating, by the proxy server, the second public 

IP address for the second computing device; and” 

431. This limitation is substantively identical to limitation [23.A], and is 

disclosed for the same reasons. 

432. Element 44[b]:  Claim 44, Element 44[b] recites: “forwarding data 

packets destined for the second public IP address to a current IP address 

associated with the second computing device, wherein the current IP address 

is distinct from the first public IP address and the second public IP address.” 

433. This limitation is substantively identical to limitation [23.B], and is 

disclosed for the same reasons. 

434. Claim 45:  Claim 45 recites: “The method of claim 44 further 

comprising: replacing, by the proxy server, the current IP address with the 

second public IP address in data packets destined for other servers on the IP 

based network, wherein the data packets are tunneled from the second 

computing device, through the first computing device, through the first AP, 

through the IP network, to the proxy server.” 

435. This claim is substantively identical to claim 24, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

436. Claim 46:  Claim 46 recites: “The method of claim 44 further 
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comprising updating, by the proxy server, the current IP address associated 

with the second computing device in response to the second computing device 

connecting through a different AP.” 

437. This claim is substantively identical to claim 25, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

438. Claim 67:  Claim 67 recites: “The method of claim 43 wherein the 

proxy server provides a dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP) service 

that assigns an IP address for the second computing device.” 

439. This claim is substantively identical to claim 41, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

440. Claim 68:  Claim 68 recites: “The method of claim 43 wherein the 

proxy server provides a network address translation (NAT) service that 

translates IP addresses for the second computing device.” 

441. This claim is substantively identical to claim 42, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 
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C. Buddhikot, Lord, and Abhishek Render Claims 32-33 and 54-55 
Obvious 

1. Motivation to Combine Abhishek With Buddhikot and 
Lord 

442. Section VI.A provide detailed analysis regarding rational and 

motivation to combine Buddhikot and Lord. In my opinion, a POSITA would 

have been motivated to combine Buddhikot, Lord, and Abhishek because they are 

in the same field.  Buddhikot, Lord, and Abhishek are replete with discussion of 

802.11 access points to allow computing devices to obtain Internet access.   

443. Further, Abhishek describes Wi-Fi bridging functionality, which can 

be used to extend the range of wireless networks.  A POSITA would have been 

motivated to take teachings of Abhishek to extend the range (or overcome 

obstructions) of the 802.11 devices taught in Buddhikot and Lord.  Further, 

Abhishek teaches its usage in large-scale Wi-Fi deployments (e.g., ¶5), and a 

POSITA would have been motivated to provide Buddhikot’s MobileHotSpot 

Gateway and Mobile Nodes in large scale deployments. 

444. Furthermore, as described in more detail in [1.A.1], Buddhikot 

provides a suggestion to include LAN intermediaries (which a POSITA would 

understand to include 802.11 intermediaries) between its access points and 

Internet gateways.  Buddhikot at 7:11-19.  Abhishek teaches 802.11 
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intermediaries like those suggested by Buddhikot, and a POSITA would have 

accordingly been motivated to combine them.   

2. Element-by-Element Analysis of the Challenged Claims 

445. Claim 32:  Claim 32 recites: “The system of claim 16 wherein the 

second computing device is further adapted to provide a third wireless 

enabled computing device with access to destinations on the IP based network 

by causing the second computing device to serve the third device as a third AP 

having a third APID, distinct from the first APID and from the second APID, 

and provide the third device access to the IP based network via the second AP 

using the connection between the first computing device and the IP based 

network through the first AP.” 

446. In claim 32 the third device is connected to the second device (the 

mobile node) in a linear chain, rather than to the first device (the MobileHotSpot 

gateway).  In other words, this claim describes the second device (the mobile 

node) acting as a Wi-Fi bridge to connect other devices (the third device). 

447. As described above, Abhishek teaches providing access point bridges 

to provide an Internet connection.  Abhishek also states that these access points 

can be general purpose computers.  See, e.g., ¶¶ 29-30.  Accordingly, it would 
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have been obvious to provide a mobile node an access point that a third device can 

connect to.   

448. Claim 33:  Claim 33 recites: “The system of claim 32 wherein the 

second computing device restricts destinations on the IP based network 

accessible by the third device.” 

449. Buddhikot teaches a firewall to protect devices.  Buddhikot at 10:55-

59, 11:4-8.  In my opinion, a POSITA would understand that firewall specifies 

filtering rules to restrict traffic to or from a group of IP addresses.  In my opinion, 

a POSITA would understand that a firewall would prevent Internet traffic from 

accessing internal IP addresses of the router.  Lord teaches virtually separating 

connections for each device (Lord at 2:33-39, 3:57-62) and A POSITA would 

understand that, because these connections are logically separated and have a 

public IP address, that the mobile terminal hot-spot (the computing device) would 

treat them as Internet traffic, which is firewalled and restricted.   

450. Claim 54:  Claim 54 recites: “The method of claim 43 further 

comprising providing, by the second computing device, a third wireless 

enabled computing device with access to destinations on the IP based network 

by causing the second computing device to serve the third device as a third AP 

having a third APID, distinct from the first APID and from the second APID, 
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and provide the third device access to the IP based network via the second AP 

using the connection between the first computing device and the IP based 

network through the first AP.” 

451. This claim is substantively identical to claim 32, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

452. Claim 55:  Claim 55 recites: “The method of claim 54 further 

comprising restricting destinations on the IP based network accessible by the 

third device.” 

453. This claim is substantively identical to claim 33, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 
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D. Buddhikot, Lord, and Kim Render Claims 13, 38 and 64 Obvious  

1. Motivation to Combine Kim With Buddhikot and Lord 

454. Buddhikot, Lord, and Kim are all focused on networking.  Buddhikot 

and Lord describe a hotspot, and Kim describes communication techniques for 

communicating between network devices across different networks (Kim at 

Abstract).  Accordingly, in my opinion , a POSITA would have been motivated to 

combine Buddhikot, Lord, and Kim because they are in the same field.   

455. Further, Buddhikot teaches using a NAT.  Buddhikot at 16:50-53, 

24:40, 24:54.  Kim teaches functionality of a well-known extension of the NAT—

the Network Address Port Translation (NAPT).  Kim at ¶¶ 10-14, Fig. 1; see also 

RFC2663, p. 11, §4.1.2.  Because the NAPT is an extension of the NAT, a 

POSITA would have found it obvious to implement an extension of a protocol 

that Buddhikot teaches using.  NAPT is a common protocol well known to a 

POSITA.  It is simply a well-known way to route using a NAT.  NAPT is a 

common protocol well known to a POSITA.  It is simply a well-known way to 

route using a NAT.  In my opinion, A POSITA would view Buddhikot’s 

disclosure of a NAT to include a NAPT, or at least a suggestion to use a particular 

type of NAT function like NAPT.  A POSITA would understand that a NAPT is a 

subset of NAT functionality. 
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2. Element-by-Element Analysis of the Challenged Claims 

456. Claim 13:  Claim 13 recites: “The computing device of claim 12 

wherein data packets destined for each of the given device and the at least one 

other device are differentiated using different port numbers.” 

457. Buddhikot teaches using a NAT in the MobileHotSpot Gateway.  

Claim 13 is simply a recitation of the NAPT.  Kim teaches the NAPT 

functionality—it uses ports to determine which device to route an incoming 

packet to.  Kim at ¶¶ 10-14, Fig. 1.  It would have been obvious for a POSITA to 

combine the NAPT functionality as taught in Kim with Buddhikot’s teachings. 

458. Claim 38:  Claim 38 recites: “The system of claim 37 wherein data 

packets destined for each of the second computing device and the at least one 

other device are differentiated using different port numbers.” 

459. This claim is substantively identical to claim 13, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 

460. Claim 64:  Claim 64 recites: “The method of claim 63 wherein data 

packets destined for each of the second computing device and the at least one 

other device are differentiated using different port numbers.” 

461. This claim is substantively identical to claim 13, and is disclosed for 

the same reasons. 
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VIII. GROUNDS FOR UNPATENTABILITY OF THE ’369 PATENT 

A. Buddhikot and Lord Render Claims 1-7 Obvious 

1. Motivation to Combine Buddhikot With Lord 

462. The motivation to combine Buddhikot with Lord is the same as was 

discussed above under the ’306 Patent. 

2. Element-by-Element Analysis of the Challenged Claims 

463. Claim 1:  Claim 1 recites: “A computing device comprising: a 

communication module adapted to: (1) wirelessly connect said computing 

device to an IP based network via a first wireless access point (AP) having a 

first AP Identification (APID); and (2) wirelessly communicate with other 

wireless enabled computing devices ; a user interface and display adapted to 

allow a user of said computing device to interact with destinations over the IP 

based network, through the first wireless AP, using a first public IP address; 

and an AP module adapted to: (1) provide a given device of the other wireless 

enabled computing devices with access to the IP based network by causing 

said computing device to serve the given device as a second AP having a 

second APID, distinct from the first APID, and provide the given device 

access to the network via the first AP; and (2) tunnel data traffic from the 

given device, through said computing device, through the first AP, through 
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the IP network, to a proxy server, such that the proxy server acts as a proxy 

of the given device and the data traffic is secure from said computing device 

and first AP and the given device operates on the network with a public IP 

address distinct from the first public IP address.” 

464. Claim 1 of the ’369 Patent is substantively identical to Claim 1 of the 

’306 Patent, with only very minor cosmetic wording differences, and is therefore 

taught by Buddhikot and Lord for the reasons discussed above for Claim 1 of the  

’306 Patent. 

465. Claim 2:  Claim 2 recites: “A computing device according to claim 

1, wherein the second APID is associated with the proxy server.” 

466. Claim 2 of the ’369 Patent is substantively identical to Claim 2 of the 

’306 Patent, with only very minor cosmetic wording differences, and is therefore 

taught by Buddhikot and Lord for the reasons discussed above for Claim 2 of the  

’306 Patent. 

467. Claim 3:  Claim 3 recites: “A computing device according to claim 

2, wherein said AP module tunnels data traffic to the proxy server in 

response to the given device using the second APID.” 

468. Claim 3 states that tunneling data traffic can occur in response to a 

given device using the second APID.  As explained in ’306 Patent limitation 
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[1.C.2], Buddhikot’s 802.11 Access Point 1445 (the claimed AP module) tunnels 

traffic for the connecting mobile nodes (the claimed given device) via the Internet 

to a tunnel end-point gateway (the proxy server).  The mobile nodes themselves 

connect via the MobileHotSpot Gateway’s 802.11 access point which has its own 

SSID (the claimed second APID), as explained above in ’306 Patent limitation 

[1.C.1].   

469. Claim 4:  Claim 4 recites: “A computing device according to claim 

1, wherein said computing device is a mobile device.” 

470. As explained in ’306 Patent limitation [1.B], Buddhikot describes its 

MobileHotSpot Gateway (the claimed computing device) as mobile.  Buddhikot at 

23:44-49. 

471. Claim 5:  Claim 5 recites: “A computing device according to claim 

4, wherein said computing device is a cellular phone.” 

472. Lord teaches that the claimed computing device can be an Internet 

connected cellular phone, among other types of computing devices.  See, e.g., 

Lord at Fig. 1. 

473. Claim 6:  Claim 6 recites: “A computing device according to claim 

4, wherein said computing device is a laptop computer.” 
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474. Buddhikot discloses a “preferred service scenario” where a “user has a 

laptop/handheld that has both a 3G and an 802.11 interface.”  Buddhikot at 4:17-

19 (emphasis added).  Moreover, as discussed above, Buddhikot teaches its 

MobileHotSpot Gateway (the claimed computing device) can use “the Linux 

Operating System” and it was obvious to a POSITA that a computing device 

running Linux could be a laptop.  Buddhikot at 7:42-52.  Lord, meanwhile, 

teaches that “a user may carry a plurality of devices (for example, a Personal 

Digital Assistant (PDA), a laptop computer, a mobile telephone, etc.) that are 

capable of communicating with each other over a wired or wireless network…It 

would be desirable to provide two-way connectivity to PDNs such as the Internet 

for all of the devices connected to the user’s LAN.”  Lord at 1:42-51 (emphasis 

added). 

475. Claim 7:  Claim 7 recites: “A computing device according to claim 

1, wherein said computer device prevents the other wireless enabled 

computing devices from accessing its inner network.” 

476. Buddhikot teaches a dynamic firewall (e.g., Linux IP Filter 

architecture) that protects the gateway (the claimed given device) against traffic 

coming from malicious clients.  Buddhikot at 10:55-59, 11:4-8.  In my opinion, a 

POSITA would understand that the Linux IP Filter architecture allows the 
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gateway to specify filtering rules to restrict traffic to or from a group of IP 

addresses.  A POSITA would further understand that a user of the gateway can 

therefore disallow traffic to the inner network of the gateway by specifying so in 

the filtering rules.  A POSITA would have had found it obvious to specify that a 

client on the Wi-Fi network is not allowed to access other clients on the Wi-Fi 

network.  Indeed, having security measures in place to prevent other Wi-Fi 

hotspot connected users from accessing one’s laptop would have been the normal 

and expected operation of a Wi-Fi hot spot.  Furthermore, a POSITA would have 

had found it obvious to specify that a client on the Wi-Fi network is not allowed to 

access other clients on the Wi-Fi network though MAC address filtering, for 

example.  

477. In addition, Lord discloses virtually separating the physical network 

connection for each device on its WLAN connected to the Internet (Lord at 2:33-

39), which creates separate logical connections with each device (id. at 3:57-62).  

A POSITA would understand that, because these connections are logically 

separated and have a public IP address, that the mobile terminal would treat them 

as Internet traffic.  A POSITA understands that a NAT and a firewall would 

prevent Internet traffic from accessing the inner network of the router.   
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478. In my opinion, having security measures in place to prevent other Wi-

Fi hotspot connected users from accessing one’s laptop would have been the 

normal and expected operation of a Wi-Fi hot spot.   A POSITA would have 

expected security  preventing Wi-Fi connected devices from accessing each-other 

when connecting to a public Wi-Fi.   
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B. Buddhikot, Lord, and Fajardo Render Claims 8-11 Obvious  

1. Motivation to Combine Fajardo with Buddhikot and Lord 

479. Buddhikot and Fajardo (as well as the ’369 patent) are concerned with 

handovers for a mobile user roaming between wireless networks.  For example, 

Buddhikot is concerned with the “deployment of architectures that allow users to 

seamlessly switch between” wireless networks, and as discussed above, 

Buddhikot discloses security features and procedural aspects like IP address 

allocation for seamless wireless handovers, as well as linking heterogeneous 

wireless networks.  Buddhikot at 1:24-40.  Fajardo, meanwhile, is concerned with 

data loss during the same wireless handovers.  E.g., Fajardo at 5:26-38.  The ’369 

patent itself is concerned with allowing “for fast handovers in wireless networks, 

such as 802.11 networks.”  ’369 Patent at 2:3-11.  Like Buddhikot and Lord, 

Fajardo simply wants to permit “a mobile device with an IP-based wireless 

network interface” to move “from one network into another network.”  Fajardo at 

4:16-23.  As a result, Buddhikot, Lord, and Fajardo have disclosures that are 

compatible with each other regarding procedures for dealing with heterogeneous 

wireless networks, like Wi-Fi and cellular.  These references’ disclosures are 

therefore compatible with each other, and in the same field of endeavor, and a 

POSITA would have combined them.   
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480. Further, Buddhikot describes data loss as a concern, because it 

discloses “non-volatile storage device that stores the session state data, and means 

for transmitting the stored session state data to the client if the client loses a 

connection with the gateway and resumes the connection with the gateway.”  

Buddhikot at claim 20.  Fajardo expands on this simple disclosure by teaching an 

expanded data buffering scheme that allows for incoming and outgoing data to be 

stored and sent even if a device is disconnected.  Fajardo at Abstract.  In this way, 

Fajardo’s disclosures complement those of Buddhikot on the same data-loss issue, 

and one of skill would also have been motivated to combine them.  At the time of 

the ’369 patent’s invention, one of skill looking at Buddhikot’s disclosures on data 

loss prevention between heterogeneous wireless networks would have been 

motivated to investigate those data loss prevention aspects discussed in Buddhikot 

in greater detail, and that motivation and Buddhikot’s teaching would have 

inevitably led to Fajardo.  

481. In my opinion, a POSITA would have been motivated to combine 

Buddhikot with Fajardo because they both describe using Mobile IP (Fajardo at 

¶118; Buddhikot at 6:34-36), 802.11 (Fajardo at ¶12; Buddhikot at 23:46-49), and 

IPSec (Fajardo at ¶183; Buddhikot at 9:53-58). 
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2. Element-by-Element Analysis of the Challenged Claims 

482. Claim 8, Preamble:  The Claim 8 preamble recites: “A computing 

device comprising:” 

483.  [8.Preamble] is identical to ’306 Patent’s [1.Preamble] and is taught 

for the same reasons. 

484. Element [8.A]:  Claim 8, Element [8.A] recites: “a first 

communication module adapted to communicate over an IP network, using a 

first public IP address, via a first wireless access point (AP), the first wireless 

AP having a first AP Identification (APID);” 

485. [8.A] is substantially identical to ’306 Patent limitations [1.A, 1.A.1, 

and 1.A.2] and is taught for the same reasons. 

486. Element [8.B]:  Claim 8, Element [8.B] recites: “a second 

communication module adapted to wirelessly communicate, as a second 

access point (AP) having a second APID, with other wireless enabled 

computing devices and provide the other wireless enabled computing devices 

access to the IP network via the first wireless AP, wherein data traffic from 

the other wireless enabled computing devices is tunneled by the second AP 

through the first AP to a proxy server such that the proxy server acts as a 

proxy of the other wireless enabled computing devices and the data traffic is 
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secure from the first and second APs and the other wireless enabled 

computing devices operate on the IP network with a public IP address 

distinct from the first public IP address;” 

487. [8.B] is substantially identical to ’306 Patent limitations [1.C.1, 1.C.2, 

and 1.C.3] and is taught for the same reasons. 

488. Element [8.C]:  Claim 8, Element [8.C] recites: “data storage 

adapted to store data, addressed to a destination on the IP network, received 

wirelessly via said second communication module, from a given device of the 

other wireless enabled computing devices;” 

489. Both Buddhikot and Fajardo teach a data storage adapted to store data.  

Fajardo at Abstract, Figs. 1-3, ¶¶31, 49, 82, 85-87 (teaching a buffer node); 

Buddhikot at claim 20 (teaching non-volatile storage). 

490. Fajardo teaches that the buffer node buffers traffic (stores data) from a 

mobile node (given device) intended for a correspondent node on the Internet (a 

destination on the IP network).  As discussed above, and as illustrated below, 

Fajardo teaches a buffer node 310 (pink), that intercepts traffic between from the  

mobile node (red) to the correspondent node 304 (green).  Fajardo at ¶99; see also 

id. at Figs. 2-3, ¶¶97-103.  Buffering occurs when handoff is occurring.  See, e.g., 

Fajardo at ¶39. 
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491. Fajardo teaches that the buffer node can be placed at the first access 

router 318 (blue, above).  Fajardo at ¶103; see also id. at ¶¶51, 80, 97.  The 

connection between the mobile node and access routers is a wireless connection 

(id. at 10-18), including 802.11 (id. at ¶20). 

492. As described above, a POSITA would have been motivated to provide 

buffering services as taught in Fajardo with Buddhikot’s teachings to improve 

hand-off and decrease data loss.  Accordingly, a POSITA would have been 

motivated to provide Fajardo’s teachings of a buffer node in Budhikot’s teachings 

of a MobileHotSpot Gateway.   
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493. In my opinion, it would have been obvious to include a buffering node 

with a MobileHotSpot gateway that has a buffering node that intercepts data from 

the mobile node destined to an Internet destination. 

494. Element [8.D]:  Claim 8, Element [8.D] recites: “transmission logic 

adapted to transmit the stored data to the destination, over the IP network, 

after communications between said computing device and the given device 

are disconnected, such that data may be uploaded from a client device to said 

computing device and subsequently uploaded by said computing device to a 

destination on the internet.” 

495. Fajardo teaches transmitting buffered data to the correspondent node 

over the Internet.  As previously described, prior to handoff the buffer node 

buffers traffic between the mobile node and the correspondent node 304.  Fajardo 

at ¶99 (describing flow line 312), Fig. 3 Element 312 (annotated with arrow, 

below).  After handoff, the traffic continues to the correspondent node.  Fajardo at 

¶99 (describing flow line 316), Fig. 3 Element 316 (annotated with arrow, below).  

After handoff the packets that are buffered are forwarded to the destination 

address of each packet.  Fajardo at ¶102; see also id. at ¶¶93-96. 
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496. Fajardo teaches transmitting the buffered data after the given device 

(the mobile node) disconnects from the access point (the claimed said computing 

device, which as described above is the MobileHotSpot gateway taught in 

Buddhikot).  As taught in Fajardo, buffered packets are forwarded “when the 

handoff process is completed” (Fajardo at ¶28; see also id. at ¶31), which a 

POSITA understands to be when the mobile node disconnects from one access 

point to its new access point.  The forwarding process begins when the mobile 

node completes its handoff and signals to the buffer node to begin forwarding.  

Fajardo at ¶32. 

497. The data is uploaded from the mobile node (the client device) to the 

first access point (the claimed said computing device, which as described above is 

the MobileHotSpot gateway taught in Buddhikot), and subsequently uploaded by 
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the first access point to the correspondent node (the destination point).  As 

described above, the buffer node can be at the first access point.  Fajardo at ¶103; 

see also id. at ¶¶51, 80, 97.  As also described above, after handoff, buffered 

packets are forwarded to their intended destination.  Fajardo at ¶102; see also id. 

at ¶¶93-96.     

498. Claim 9:  Claim 9 recites: “A computing device according to claim 

8, wherein said computing device is a mobile device.” 

499. This claim is substantively identical to claim 4, and is taught for the 

same reasons. 

500. Claim 10:  Claim 10 recites: “A computing device according to 

claim 9, wherein said computing device is a cellular phone.” 

501. This claim is substantively identical to claim 5, and is taught for the 

same reasons. 

502. Claim 11:  Claim 11 recites: “A computing device according to 

claim 9, wherein said computing device is a laptop computer.” 

503. This claim is substantively identical to claim 6, and is taught for the 

same reasons. 
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C. Buddhikot, Lord, Fajardo, and Aarnio Render Claim 12 Obvious 

1. Motivation to Combine Aarnio with Buddhikot, Lord, and 
Fajardo 

504. Additional motivations to combine Buddhikot, Lord, and Fajardo are 

provided above. 

505. In my opinion, a POSITA would have been further motivated to 

combine Buddhikot, Lord, Fajardo, and Aarnio because they are all in similar 

fields.  Aarnio describes Wi-Fi capable (Aarnio at 7:56-62) and 3G capable (id. at 

8:53) mobile terminal devices.  See also id. at Fig. 5, 6:9-11.  Buddhikot and Lord 

likewise teach the same.  See Buddhikot at Fig. 13 and Lord at Fig. 1 

506. In my opinion, a POSITA would have been further motivated to 

combine Aarnio with Buddhikot, Lord, and Fajardo because they are 

complimentary.  Buddhikot describes an infrastructure, along with security 

elements.  Buddhikot at 9:43-56, Fig. 15, 10:3-31, 10:55-67, Figs. 2 and 14.  Lord 

provides particular infrastructure related teachings regarding how to use DHCP to 

allocate public IPs.  Lord at 3:43-4:13, 5-5-13.  Buddhikot and Fajardo discuss 

handoffs, and seek to improve efficiencies in mobile handoff.  Buddhikot at 1:24-

40, Fajardo at 5:26-38.  Fajardo teaches providing a buffer to store data during a 

handoff period.  Fajardo at Abstract, Figs. 1-3, ¶¶31, 49, 82, 85-87.  Buddhikot, 

Lord, and Fajardo teach an infrastructure, and Aarino describes an application to 
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use on a wireless infrastructure.  A POSITA would have been motivated to look at 

applications (like those taught in Aarnio) that can be used on the network 

infrastructure taught by Buddhikot, Lord, and Fajardo, and vice versa.  Indeed, a 

POSITA would be motivated to provide both a user-useful application and an 

infrastructure.   

507. In my opinion, a POSITA would have been further motivated to 

combine Fajardo and Aarnio because they both teach an intermediary to store 

data.  Fajardo teaches providing an intermediary with instructions to store data 

and then upload that stored data to an external server.  Aarnio likewise teaches an 

intermediary that stores data and receives an upload signal to upload data.   

508. In my opinion, a POSITA would have been further motivated to 

combine Aarnio with Fajardo because Aarnio describes the desire to transmit on 

higher latency networks and Fajardo is directed to instances when a mobile 

terminal is going through hand-off—a state that potentially has a considerable 

amount of packet loss.   

2. Element-by-Element Analysis of the Challenged Claims 

509. Claim 12:  Claim 12 recites: “A computing device according to 

claim 8, wherein the computing device is further adapted to send to the given 
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device, over the IP network, a confirmation once the data is completely 

transmitted to the destination.” 

510. As explained above, it is my opinion that the Buddhikot, Lord, and 

Fajardo teach claim 8.  The MobileHotSpot Gateway of Buddhikot teaches the 

claimed computing device, and it would have been obvious to include Fajardo’s 

teaching of a buffering in the MobileHotSpot Gateway teaching of Buddhikot.  As 

also discussed in [8.D], Fajardo further teaches that, upon a signal from the mobile 

node, that the buffering node transmits data to the destination over the Internet.   

511. Aarnio teaches a wireless command from a mobile terminal 10 that 

instructs an intermediary server (a source 102) to transmit content to a destination 

server (destination 104), upon.  See, e.g., Aarnio at 16:52-63; see also id. Fig. 8A.  

Upon completion of that transmission, the source agent 108 at the source 102 

“send[s] a transaction complete notification to the terminal to thereby notify the 

terminal that the source agent [at the source server] has completed the content 

upload to the destination.”  Aarnio at 17:57-65; see also Fig. 6, 8A.  Aarnio 

teaches that “the content can be uploaded to the destination across the Internet.”  

Aarnio at 17:50-52.   

512. In my opinion, a POSITA would have been motivated to include 

Aarnio’s intermediary source upload confirmation because Aarnio teaches an 
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improvement to Fajardo.  Aarnio’s intermediary provides an upload confirmation 

notice after it uploads its data to an external server.  In many instances, a POSITA 

would be concerned with data-loss during handover, and would need to know 

when certain data had not been properly sent.  A POSITA would understand that 

this would be necessary in particular applications where the transmission of data is 

important, from activities such as providing reliable financial transactions to the 

personal (e.g., ensuring uploaded media are not missing data that would degrade 

their quality or otherwise corrupt them).  Absent a confirmation, a POSITA would 

understand that the data would need to be re-sent, or that other software related 

remedial measures would need to occur.   

D. Claim 13 is Obvious Over Buddhikot 

1. Element-by-Element Analysis of the Challenged Claims 

513. Claim 13, Preamble:  The Claim 13 preamble recites: 

“Communication circuitry adapted to:” 

514. As discussed above for Claim 1 of the ’306 Patent, Buddhikot is 

replete with teachings providing communication circuitry within a gateway.  

Buddhikot at 23:44-24:18; Figs. 12-14. 
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515. Element [13.A]:  Claim 13, Element [13.A] recites: “(1) generate a 

second access point identification (APID) associated with an access point 

(AP) having a first APID;” 

516. This limitation is substantially similar to ’306 Patent limitation [1.C] 

in its disclosure of an 802.11 access point with an access point identification, 

which are taught by Buddhikot as discussed above under ’306 Patent limitation 

[1.C].   Buddhikot at 23:45-50; 17:55-61.  The difference from ’306 Patent 

limitation [1.C] is that this limitation is concerned with creating a second APID 

from the same device, and this functionality is also disclosed in Buddhikot, as 

described below. 

517. Buddhikot teaches that the communication circuitry generates a first 

and second APID (two SSIDs) associated with an access point (the gateway).  

Buddhikot teaches that “[e]ach gateway system 40 preferably serves multiple 

802.11 access points 41 in a hot-spot.”  Buddhikot at 7:11-19.  The 802.11 access 

points can be directly connected to the gateway.  Buddhikot at 7:11, Fig. 1.  As 

show in Fig. 1, the gateway the (access point) has at least two 802.11 access 

points (annotated in red, below).  As explained in ’306 Patent [1.A.1], it would be 

obvious to a POSITA that an 802.11 access point has an SSID.  EX1033, U.S. 
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Patent No. 6,950,628 at 4:13-16; see also Buddhikot at 17:16-62 (stating that the 

client would need 802.11 ESSIDs to connect to the 802.11 access point). 

 

518. Element [13.B]:  Claim 13, Element [13.B] recites: “(2) provide a 

tunnel for wireless devices connecting to said AP using the second APID.” 

519. This limitation is substantively the same as the secure tunneling 

portion of ’306 Patent limitation [1.C.2], and is taught by Buddhikot for the same 

reason, because it teaches end-to-end IPSec/VPN tunneling from the Wi-Fi 

enabled client device connected to the gateway.  See also Buddhikot at 9:53-58, 

17:44-50, 18:66-19:3, Fig. 15 (showing the client with an IPSec driver and 

control, and also Wi-Fi to connect to the hotspot).  It would have been obvious to 
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a POSITA that a Wi-Fi enabled device can connect to a Wi-Fi network using an 

SSID (i.e., to the AP using the second APID).   

E. Claim 13 is Anticipated By Vucina 

520. Buddhikot teaches providing a gateway as the claimed access point, 

and renders claim 13 obvious.  If the Board construes the access point to be 

restricted to an 802.11 access point, this feature is also taught in the art.  Indeed, 

providing multiple SSIDs for a single 802.11 access point is a very well-known 

technique in the art referred to as providing a “virtual access point.”  See also 

APP. AA, U.S. Pub. No. 2007/0206527 at Abstract; APP. AB, U.S. Pub. 

2004/0214572 at ¶41; APP. AC, U.S. Patent No. 7,860,978 at 9:54-61.  

521. Claim 13 is very simple and broad, and anticipated by Vucina as 

discussed below.   

1. Element-by-Element Analysis of the Challenged Claims 

522. Claim 13, Preamble:  The Claim 13 preamble recites: 

“Communication circuitry adapted to:” 

523. Vucina teaches communication circuitry.  As shown below, Vucina 

discloses an 802.11 (Vucina at ¶21) wireless access point 120 (id. at ¶62, ¶91).   
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524. Element [13.A]:  Claim 13, Element [13.A] recites: “(1) generate a 

second access point identification (APID) associated with an access point 

(AP) having a first APID;” 

525. Vucina teaches that the wireless access point generates two APIDs 

(e.g., VAP125A and 125B and their SSIDs).  For example, the wireless access 

point can generate a virtual access point 125A (red, below), having an SSID titled 

“Foobazco.”  Vucina at ¶180 and Fig. 6B; see also id. at ¶170.  A virtual access 

point 125B (green) having a different SSID called “Wellcent” can also be 

generated by the wireless AP.  Id. at ¶182 at Fig. 6B.  Accordingly, Vucina 

teaches this limitation. 
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526. A virtual access point is a term well-known in the art.  EX1003 at 

¶526.  Vucina teaches what a virtual access point is—“a wireless AP120 may be 

operable to appear as one of a plurality of different location wireless Aps, 

meaning that a single wireless AP may ‘pretend to be’ or behave as an access 

point dedicated to a particular location and/or carriers for each of a plurality of 

different locations and/or carriers.  In other words . . . wireless AP 120 may 

execute one or more software programs that allow it to act as a wireless AP or 

virtual AP (VAP) 125 for each of the plurality of locations and/or carriers.”     

527. Element [13.B]:  Claim 13, Element [13.B] recites: “(2) provide a 

tunnel for wireless devices connecting to said AP using the second APID.” 

528. Vucina teaches that the wireless access point provides a tunnel for 

wireless devices connecting to the second APID.  Vucina provides providing a 
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device (e.g., PCD110C) services including inter alia tunneling and VPN 

tunneling.  Vucina at ¶¶81, 105-106.  Other tunneling schemes taught include: 

“IPSec, GRE, PPTP, IP over IP, or other tunnel[s]” or combinations of tunnels.  

Id. at ¶106.  For example, Vucina teaches that its virtual access points 125 provide 

tunnels from the wireless access point to the network management device 105 

over the network 130.  Id. at ¶177; see also Figs. 5A-B.  A POSITA would 

understand that these aforementioned tunnels would be provided to any Wi-Fi 

network devices (e.g., PCD 110A-C (blue, below) via any VAP 125A-B, 

including the claimed second APID.  . 
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Research and Consulting:Telecommunications,Network 
Communications, and Mobile Wireless Technologies 
 

Scientist, educator, and technologist with over 25years of experience; co-author on over 25 
scientific publications, journal articles, and peer-reviewed papers; named inventor on over 100 
issued and filed patents; industry fellow and lecturer at UC Berkeley Engineering–Center for 
Entrepreneurship and Technology (CET) 
EDUCATION  
 

 Ph.D., Computer Science specializing in networking and communications, UC Berkeley 
 M.Sc., Electrical Engineering, Tel Aviv University 
 B.Sc., Mathematics and Computer Science, Tel Aviv University 
 

EXPERTISE 
 

Network communications, telecommunications, Internet protocols, and mobile wireless:  
 Communication networks: Internet protocols; TCP/IP suite; TCP; UDP; IP; VoIP; 

Ethernet; network protocols; network software applications; data link, network, and 
transport layers (L2, L3, L4) 

 Internet software: Internet software applications; distributed computing; cloud computing; 
Web applications; FTP; HTTP; Java; client server; file transfer; multicast; streaming media 

 Routing/switching: LAN; WAN; VPN; routing protocols; RIP; BGP; MPLS; OSPF; IS-IS; 
DNS; QoS; switching; packet switching; network infrastructure; network communication 
architectures 

 Mobile wireless: wireless LAN; 802.11; cellular systems; mobile devices; smartphone 
technologies 

 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS  

 Selected as principal investigator for three US Department of Defense (DARPA) projects 
 Directed research project on networking computation for the US Air Force Research Lab 

(AFRL) 
 Led and developed the first network resourcescheduling service for grid computing 
 Administered wireless research project for an undisclosed US federal agency 
 Managed and engineered the first demonstrated transatlantic dynamic allocation of 10Gbs 

Lambdas as a grid service 
 Spearheaded the development of the first demonstrated wire-speed active network on 

commercial hardware 
 Invented over 100 patents; over 50 prosecuted pro se in front of the USPTO 
 Created and chaired Nortel Networks’ EDN Patent Committee 

Tal Lavian, Ph.D. 

 

http://telecommnet.com 
http://cs.berkeley.edu/~tlavian 
tlavian@telecommnet.com 

 

1640 Mariani Dr.  
Sunnyvale, CA 94087 
(408)-209-9112 
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE  

University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, California 2000-Present 
Berkeley Industry Fellow, Lecturer, Visiting Scientist, Ph.D. Candidate, Nortel's Scientist 
Liaison  
Some positions and projects were concurrent, others sequential 

 Serves as an industry fellow and lecturer at the Center for Entrepreneurship and 
Technology (CET).  

 Studied network services, telecommunication systems and software, communications 
infrastructure, and data centers 

 Developed long-term technology for the enterprise market, integrating communication and 
computing technologies 

 Conducted research projects in data centers (RAD Labs), telecommunication infrastructure 
(SAHARA), and wireless systems (ICEBERG) 

 Acted as scientific liaison between Nortel Research Lab and UC Berkeley, providing 
tangible value in advanced technologies 

 Earned a Ph.D. in Computer Science with a specialization in communications and 
networking 

 
TelecommNet Consulting, Inc.(Innovations-IP) Sunnyvale, California 2006-Present 
Principal Scientist 
 Consults in the areas of network communications, telecommunications, Internet protocols, 

and smartphone mobile wireless devices 
 Provides architecture and system consultation for projects relating to computer networks, 

mobile wireless devices, and Internet web technologies 
 Acts as an expert witness in network communications patent infringement lawsuits  
 
VisuMenu, Inc., Sunnyvale, California 2010-Present 
Co- Founder and Chief Technology Officer (CTO) 

 Designs and develops architecture and system of visual IVR technologies for smartphones 
and wireless mobile devices in the area of network communications 

 Designs crawler/spider system for IVR / PBX using Asterisk, SIP, and VoIP 
 Deploys the system as cloud networking and cloud computing utilizing Amazon Web 

Services  

Ixia, Santa Clara, California 2008 - 2008 
Communications Consultant 

 Researched and developed advanced network communications testing technologies: 
• IxNetwork/IxN2X — tested IP routing and switching devices and broadband access 
equipment. Provided traffic generation and emulation for the full range of protocols: routing, 
MPLS, layer 2/3 VPNs, carrier Ethernet, broadband access, and data center bridging 
• IxLoad — quickly and accurately modeled high-volume video, data, and voice subscribers 
and servers to test real-world performance of multiservice delivery and security platforms 
• IxCatapult — emulated a broad range of wireless access and core protocols to test 
wireless components and systems that, when combined with IxLoad, provides an end-to-
end solution for testing wireless service quality 
• IxVeriWave — employed a client-centric model to test Wi-Fi and wireless LAN networks 
by generating repeatable large-scale, real-world test scenarios that are virtually impossible 
to create by any other means 
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• Test automation — provided simple, comprehensive lab automation to help test 
engineering teams create, organize, catalog, and schedule execution of tests 

 

Nortel Networks, Santa Clara, California 1996 - 2007 
Originally employed by Bay Networks, which was acquired by Nortel Networks 

Principal Scientist, Principal Architect, Principal Engineer, Senior Software Engineer 

 Held scientific and research roles at Nortel Labs, Bay Architecture Labs, and in the office of 
the CTO  

Principal Investigator for US Department of Defense (DARPA) Projects 

 Conceived, proposed, and completed three research projects: active networks, DWDM-
RAM, and a networking computation project for Air Force Research Lab (AFRL) 

 Led a wireless research project for an undisclosed US federal agency 
 
Academic and Industrial Researcher 

 Analyzed new technologies to reduce risks associated with R&D investment 
 Spearheaded research collaboration with leading universities and professors at UC 

Berkeley, Northwestern University, University of Amsterdam, and University of Technology, 
Sydney 

 Evaluated competitive products relative to Nortel’s products and technology 
 Proactively identified prospective business ideas, which led to new networking products 
 Predicted technological trends through researching the technological horizon and academic 

sphere 
 Designed software for switches, routers, and network communications devices 
 Developed systems and architectures for switches, routers, and network management  
 Researched and developed the following projects: 

 Data-Center Communications: network and server orchestration 2006-2007 
 DRAC: SOA-facilitated L1/L2/L3 network dynamic controller 2003-2007 
 Omega: classified wireless project for undisclosed US Federal Agency 2006-2006 
 Open platform: project for the US Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) 2005-2005 
 Network resource orchestration for Web services workflows 2004-2005 
 Proxy study between Web/grids services and network services 2004-2004 
 Streaming content replication: real-time A/V media multicast at edge 2003-2004 
 DWDM-RAM: US DARPA-funded program on agile optical transport 2003-2004 
 Packet capturing and forwarding service on IP and Ethernet traffic 2002-2003 
 CO2: content-aware agile networking 2001-2003 
 Active networks: US DARPA-funded research program 1999-2002 
 ORE: programmable network service platform 1998-2002 
 JVM platform:  Java on network devices 1998-2001 
 Web-based device management: network device management 1996-1997 

 
Technology Innovator and Patent Leader  

 Created and chaired Nortel Networks’ EDN Patent Committee  
 Facilitated continuous stream of innovative ideas and their conversion into intellectual 

property rights 
 Developed intellectual property assets through invention and analysis of existing 

technology portfolios 
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Aptel Communications, Netanya, Israel 1994-1995 
Software Engineer, Team Leader 
Start-up company focused on mobile wireless CDMA spread spectrum PCN/PCS 

 Developed a mobile wireless device using an unlicensed band [Direct Sequence Spread 
Spectrum (DSSS)] 

 Designed and managed a personal communication network (PCN) and personal 
communication system (PCS), which are the precursors of short text messages (SMS) 

 Designed and developed network communications software products (mainly in C/C++) 
 Brought a two-way paging product from concept to development 
 
Scitex Ltd.,Herzeliya, Israel 1990-1993 
Software Engineer, Team Leader 
Software and hardware company acquired by Hewlett Packard (HP) 

 Developed system and network communications (mainly in C/C++) 
 Invented Parallel SIMD Architecture 
 Participated in the Technology Innovation group 
 
Shalev, Ramat-HaSharon, Israel 1987-1990 
Start-up company 

Software Engineer  

 Developed real-time software and algorithms (mainly in C/C++ and Pascal) 
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PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS  

 IEEE senior member 
 IEEE CNSV co-chair, Intellectual Property SIG (2013) 
 President Next Step Toastmasters (an advanced TM club in the Silicon Valley) (2013-2014) 
 Technical co-chair, IEEE Hot Interconnects 2005 at Stanford University 
 Member, IEEE Communications Society (COMMSOC) 
 Member, IEEE Computer Society 
 Member, IEEE Systems, Man, and Cybernetics Society 
 Member, IEEE-USA Intellectual Property Committee 
 Member, ACM, ACM Special Interest Group on Data Communication (SIGCOM) 
 Member, ACM Special Interest Group on Hypertext, Hypermedia, and Web (SIGWEB) 
 Member, IEEE Consultants’ Network (CNSV) 
 Global Member, Internet Society (ISOC)  
 President Java Users Group – Silicon Valley Mountain View, CA,1999-2000 
 Toastmasters International 

 
ADVISORY BOARDS 

 Quixey –search engine for wireless mobile apps 
 Mytopia – mobile social games 
 iLeverage – Israeli Innovations  

 
PROFESSIONAL AWARDS 

 Top Talent Award – Nortel 
 Top Inventors Award – Nortel EDN  
 Certified IEEE-WCET - Wireless Communications Engineering Technologies 
 Toastmasters International - Competent Communicator (twice)  
 Toastmasters International - Advanced Communicator Bronze  
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Patents and Publications 
(Not an exhaustive list) 
Patents Issued 
 

US 9,184,989 Grid proxy architecture for network resources Link 

US 9,083,728 Systems and methods to support sharing and exchanging in a network Link 

US 9,021,130 Photonic line sharing for high-speed routers Link 

US 9,001,819 Systems and methods for visual presentation and selection of IVR menu Link 

US 8,949,846 Time-value curves to provide dynamic QoS for time sensitive file transfers Link 

US 8,929,517 Systems and methods for visual presentation and selection of IVR menu Link 

US 8,903,073 Systems and methods for visual presentation and selection of IVR menu Link 

US 8,898,274 Grid proxy architecture for network resources Link 

US 8,880,120 Device and method for providing enhanced telephony Link 

US 8,879,703 System method and device for providing tailored services when call is on-hold Link 

US 8,879,698 Device and method for providing enhanced telephony Link 

US 8,867,708 Systems and methods for visual presentation and selection of IVR menu Link 

US 8,787,536 Systems and methods for communicating with an interactive voice response 
system 

Link 

US 8,782,230 Method and apparatus for using a command design pattern to access and 
configure network elements 

Link 

US 8,762,963 Translation of programming code Link 

US 8,762,962 Methods and apparatus for automatic translation of a computer program 
language code 

Link 

US 8,745,573 Platform-independent application development framework Link 

US 8,731,148 Systems and methods for visual presentation and selection of IVR menu Link 

US 8,688,796 Rating system for determining whether to accept or reject objection raised by 
user in social network 

Link 

US 8,619,793 Dynamic assignment of traffic classes to a priority queue in a packet forwarding 
device 

Link 

US 8,572,303 Portable universal communication device Link 

US 8,553,859 Device and method for providing enhanced telephony Link 
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https://www.google.com/patents/US8949846
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https://www.google.com/patents/US8929517
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US-8929517-SYSTEMS-AND-METHODS-FOR-VISUAL-PRESENTATION-AND-SELECTION-OF-IVR-MENU.pdf
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https://www.google.com/patents/US8903073
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https://www.google.com/patents/US8898274
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US-8898274-GRID-PROXY-ARCHITECTURE-FOR-NETWORK-RESOURCES.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=8898274.PN.&OS=PN/8898274&RS=PN/8898274
https://www.google.com/patents/US8880120
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US-8880120-DEVICE-AND-METHOD-FOR-PROVIDING-ENHANCED-TELEPHONY.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=8880120.PN.&OS=PN/8880120&RS=PN/8880120
https://www.google.com/patents/US8879703
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US-8879703-SYSTEM-METHOD-AND-DEVICE-FOR-PROVIDING-TAILORED-SERVICES-WHEN-CALL-IS-ON-HOLD.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=8879703.PN.&OS=PN/8879703&RS=PN/8879703
https://www.google.com/patents/US8879698
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US-8879698-DEVICE-AND-METHOD-FOR-PROVIDING-ENHANCED-TELEPHONY.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=8867708.PN.&OS=PN/8867708&RS=PN/8867708
https://www.google.com/patents/US8867708
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US-8867708-SYSTEMS-AND-METHODS-FOR-VISUAL-PRESENTATION-AND-SELECTION-OF-IVR-MENU.pdf
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https://www.google.com/patents/US8787536
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=8787536.PN.&OS=PN/8787536&RS=PN/8787536
https://www.google.com/patents/US8782230
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US-8782230-METHOD-AND-APPARATUS-FOR-USING-A-COMMAND-DESIGN-PATTERN-TO-ACCESS-AND-CONFIGURE-NETWORK-ELEMENTS.pdf
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US-8782230-METHOD-AND-APPARATUS-FOR-USING-A-COMMAND-DESIGN-PATTERN-TO-ACCESS-AND-CONFIGURE-NETWORK-ELEMENTS.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=8782230.PN.&OS=PN/8782230&RS=PN/8782230
https://www.google.com/patents/US8762963
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US-8762963-TRANSLATION-OF-PROGRAMMING-CODE.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=8762963.PN.&OS=PN/8762963&RS=PN/8762963
https://www.google.com/patents/US8762962
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US-8762962-METHODS-AND-APPARATUS-FOR-AUTOMATIC-TRANSLATION-OF-A-COMPUTER-PROGRAM-LANGUAGE-CODE.pdf
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US-8762962-METHODS-AND-APPARATUS-FOR-AUTOMATIC-TRANSLATION-OF-A-COMPUTER-PROGRAM-LANGUAGE-CODE.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=8762962.PN.&OS=PN/8762962&RS=PN/8762962
https://www.google.com/patents/US8745573
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US-8745573-PLATFORM-INDEPENDENT-APPLICATION-DEVELOPMENT-FRAMEWORK.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=8731148.PN.&OS=PN/8731148&RS=PN/8731148
https://www.google.com/patents/US8731148
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US-8731148-SYSTEMS-AND-METHODS-FOR-VISUAL-PRESENTATION-AND-SELECTION-OF-IVR-MENU.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO2&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsearch-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&co1=AND&d=PTXT&s1=8731148.PN.&OS=PN/8731148&RS=PN/8731148
https://www.google.com/patents/US8688796
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US8688796-Rating-system-for-determining-whether-to-accept-or-reject-objection-raised-by-user-in-social-network.pdf
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US8688796-Rating-system-for-determining-whether-to-accept-or-reject-objection-raised-by-user-in-social-network.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/8688796
https://www.google.com/patents/US8619793
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US8619793-Dynamic-assignment-of-traffic-classes-to-a-priority-queue-in-a-packet-forwarding-device.pdf
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US8619793-Dynamic-assignment-of-traffic-classes-to-a-priority-queue-in-a-packet-forwarding-device.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/8619793
https://www.google.com/patents/US8572303
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US8572303-Portable-universal-communication-device.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/8572303
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http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US8553859-Device-and-method-for-providing-enhanced-telephony.pdf
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US 8,548,131 Systems and methods for communicating with an interactive voice response 
system 

Link 

US 8,537,989 Device and method for providing enhanced telephony Link 

US 8,341,257 Grid proxy architecture for network resources Link 

US 8,161,139 Method and apparatus for intelligent management of a network element Link 

US 8,146,090 Time-value curves to provide dynamic QoS for time sensitive file transfer Link 

US 8,078,708 Grid proxy architecture for network resources Link 

US 7,944,827 Content-aware dynamic network resource allocation Link 

US 7,860,999 Distributed computation in network devices Link 

US 7,734,748 Method and apparatus for intelligent management of a network element Link 

US 7,710,871 Dynamic assignment of traffic classes to a priority queue in a packet forwarding 
device 

Link 

US 7,580,349 Content-aware dynamic network resource allocation Link 

US 7,433,941 Method and apparatus for accessing network information on a network device Link 

US 7,359,993 Method and apparatus for interfacing external resources with a network element Link 

US 7,313,608 Method and apparatus for using documents written in a markup language to 
access and configure network elements 

Link 

US 7,260,621 Object-oriented network management interface Link 

US 7,237,012 Method and apparatus for classifying Java remote method invocation transport 
traffic 

Link 

US 7,127,526 Method and apparatus for dynamically loading and managing software services 
on a network device 

Link 

US 7,047,536 Method and apparatus for classifying remote procedure call transport traffic Link 

US 7,039,724 Programmable command-line interface API for managing operation of a network 
device 

Link 

US 6,976,054 Method and system for accessing low-level resources in a network device Link 

US 6,970,943 Routing architecture including a compute plane configured for high-speed 
processing of packets to provide application layer support 

Link 

US 6,950,932 Security association mediator for Java-enabled devices Link 

US 6,850,989 Method and apparatus for automatically configuring a network switch Link 
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http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US8537989-Device-and-method-for-providing-enhanced-telephony.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/8537989
https://www.google.com/patents/US8341257
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US8341257-GRID-PROXY-ARCHITECTURE-FOR-NETWORK-RESOURCES.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/8341257
https://www.google.com/patents/US8161139
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US8161139-METHOD-AND-APPARATUS-FOR-INTELLIGENT-MANAGEMENT-OF-A-NETWORK-ELEMENT.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/8161139
https://www.google.com/patents/US8146090
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US8146090-TIME-VALUE-CURVES-TO-PROVIDE-DYNAMIC-QOS-FOR-TIME-SENSITIVE-FILE-TRANSFER.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/8146090
https://www.google.com/patents/US8078708
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US8078708-GRID-PROXY-ARCHITECTURE-FOR-NETWORK-RESOURCES.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/8078708
https://www.google.com/patents/US7944827
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US7944827-CONTENT-AWARE-DYNAMIC-NETWORK-RESOURCE-ALLOCATION.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/7944827
https://www.google.com/patents/US7860999
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US7860999-DISTRIBUTED-COMPUTATION-IN-NETOWRK-DEVICES.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/7860999
https://www.google.com/patents/US7734748
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US7734748-METHOD-AND-APPARATUS-FOR-INTELLIGENT-MANAGEMENT-OF-A-NETWORK-ELEMENT.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/7734748
https://www.google.com/patents/US7710871
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US7710871-DYNAMIC-ASSIGNMENT-OF-TRAFFIC-CLASSES-TO-A-PRIORITY-QUEUE-IN-A-PACKET-FORWARDING-DEVICE.pdf
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US7710871-DYNAMIC-ASSIGNMENT-OF-TRAFFIC-CLASSES-TO-A-PRIORITY-QUEUE-IN-A-PACKET-FORWARDING-DEVICE.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/7710871
https://www.google.com/patents/US7580349
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US7580349-CONTENT-AWARE-DYNAMIC-NETWORK-RESOURCE-ALLOCATION.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/7580349
https://www.google.com/patents/US7433941
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US7433941-METHOD-AND-APPARATUS-FOR-ACCESSING-NETWORK-INFORMATION-ON-A-NETWORK-DEVICE.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/7433941
https://www.google.com/patents/US7359993
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US7359993-METHOD-AND-APPARATUS-FOR-INTERFACING-EXTERNAL-RESOURCES-WITH-A-NETWORK-ELEMENT.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/7359993
https://www.google.com/patents/US7313608
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US7313608-METHOD-AND-APPARATUS-FOR-USING-DOCUMENTS-WRITTEN-IN-A-MARKUP-LANGUAGE-TO-ACCESS-AND-CONFIGURE-NETWORK-ELEMENTS.pdf
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US7313608-METHOD-AND-APPARATUS-FOR-USING-DOCUMENTS-WRITTEN-IN-A-MARKUP-LANGUAGE-TO-ACCESS-AND-CONFIGURE-NETWORK-ELEMENTS.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/7313608
https://www.google.com/patents/US7260621
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US7260621-OBJECT-ORIENTED-NETWORK-MANAGEMENT-INTERFACE.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/7260621
https://www.google.com/patents/US7237012
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US7237012-METHOD-AND-APPARATUS-FOR-CLASSIFYING-JAVA-REMOTE-METHOD-INVOCATION-TRANSPORT-TRAFFIC.pdf
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US7237012-METHOD-AND-APPARATUS-FOR-CLASSIFYING-JAVA-REMOTE-METHOD-INVOCATION-TRANSPORT-TRAFFIC.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/7237012
https://www.google.com/patents/US7127526
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US7127526-METHOD-AND-APPARATUS-FOR-DYNAMICALLY-LOADING-AND-MANAGING-SOFTWARE-SERVICES-ON-A-NETWORK-DEVICE.pdf
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US7127526-METHOD-AND-APPARATUS-FOR-DYNAMICALLY-LOADING-AND-MANAGING-SOFTWARE-SERVICES-ON-A-NETWORK-DEVICE.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/7127526
https://www.google.com/patents/US7047536
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US7047536-METHOD-AND-APPARATUS-FOR-CLASSIFYING-REMOTE-PROCEDURE-CALL-TRANSPORT-TRAFFIC.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/7047536
https://www.google.com/patents/US7039724
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US7039724-PROGRAMMABLE-COMMAND-LINE-INTERFACE-API-FOR-MANAGING-OPERATION-OF-A-NETWORK-DEVICE.pdf
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US7039724-PROGRAMMABLE-COMMAND-LINE-INTERFACE-API-FOR-MANAGING-OPERATION-OF-A-NETWORK-DEVICE.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/7039724
https://www.google.com/patents/US6976054
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US6976054-METHOD-AND-SYSTEM-FOR-ACCESSING-LOW-LEVEL-RESOURCES-IN-A-NETWORK-DEVICE.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/6976054
https://www.google.com/patents/US6970943
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US6970943-ROUTING-ARCHITECTURE-INCLUDING-A-COMPUTE-PLANE-CONFIGURED-FOR-HIGH-SPEED-PROCESSING-OF-PACKETS-TO-PROVIDE-APPLICATION-LAYER-SUPPORT.pdf
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US6970943-ROUTING-ARCHITECTURE-INCLUDING-A-COMPUTE-PLANE-CONFIGURED-FOR-HIGH-SPEED-PROCESSING-OF-PACKETS-TO-PROVIDE-APPLICATION-LAYER-SUPPORT.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/6970943
https://www.google.com/patents/US6950932
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US6950932-SECURITY-ASSOCIATION-MEDIATOR-FOR-JAVA-ENABLED-DEVICES.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/6950932
https://www.google.com/patents/US6850989
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US6850989-METHOD-AND-APPARATUS-FOR-AUTOMATICALLY-CONFIGURING-A-NETWORK-SWITCH.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/6850989
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US 6,845,397 Interface method and system for accessing inner layers of a network protocol Link 

US 6,842,781 Download and processing of a network management application on a network 
device 

Link 

US 6,772,205 Executing applications on a target network device using a proxy network device Link 

US 6,564,325 Method of and apparatus for providing multi-level security access to system Link 

US 6,175,868 Method and apparatus for automatically configuring a network switch Link 

US 6,170,015 Network apparatus with Java co-processor Link 

US 8,687,777 Systems and methods for visual presentation and selection of IVR menu Link 

US 8,681,951 Systems and methods for visual presentation and selection of IVR menu Link 

US 8,625,756 Systems and methods for visual presentation and selection of IVR menu Link 

US 8,594,280 Systems and methods for visual presentation and selection of IVR menu Link 

US 8,548,135 Systems and methods for visual presentation and selection of IVR menu Link 

US 8,406,388 Systems and methods for visual presentation and selection of IVR menu Link 

US 8,345,835 Systems and methods for visual presentation and selection of IVR menu Link 

US 8,223,931 Systems and methods for visual presentation and selection of IVR menu Link 

US 8,160,215 Systems and methods for visual presentation and selection of IVR menu Link 

US 8,155,280 Systems and methods for visual presentation and selection of IVR menu Link 

US 8,054,952 Systems and methods for visual presentation and selection of IVR menu Link 

US 8,000,454 Systems and methods for visual presentation and selection of IVR menu Link 

EP 1,905,211 Technique for authenticating network users Link 

EP 1,142,213 Dynamic assignment of traffic classes to a priority queue in a packet forwarding 
device 

Link 

EP 1,671,460 Method and apparatus for scheduling resources on a switched underlay network Link 

CA 2,358,525 Dynamic assignment of traffic classes to a priority queue in a packet forwarding 
device 

Link 

 
  

APPENDIX A

https://www.google.com/patents/US6845397
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US6845397-INTERFACE-METHOD-AND-SYSTEM-FOR-ACCESSING-INNER-LAYERS-OF-A-NETWORK-PROTOCOL.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/6845397
https://www.google.com/patents/US6842781
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US6842781-DOWNLOAD-AND-PROCESSING-OF-A-NETWOR-MANAGEMENT-APPLICATION-ON-A-NETWORK-DEVICE.pdf
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US6842781-DOWNLOAD-AND-PROCESSING-OF-A-NETWOR-MANAGEMENT-APPLICATION-ON-A-NETWORK-DEVICE.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/6842781
https://www.google.com/patents/US6772205
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US6772205-EXECUTING-APPLICATIONS-ON-A-TARGET-NETWORK-DEVICE-USING-A-PROXY-NETWORK-DEVICE.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/6772205
https://www.google.com/patents/US6564325
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US6564325-METHOD-OF-AND-APPARATUS-FOR-PROVIDING-MULTI-LEVEL-SECURITY-ACCESS-TO-SYSTEM.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/6564325
https://www.google.com/patents/US6175868
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US6175868-METHOD-AND-APPARATUS-FOR-AUTOMATICALLY-CONFIGURING-A-NETWORK-SWTICH.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/6175868
https://www.google.com/patents/US6170015
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US6170015-NETWORK-APPARATUS-WITH-JAVA-COPROCESSOR.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/6170015
https://www.google.com/patents/US8687777
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US8687777-Systems-and-methods-for-visual-presentation-and-selection-of-IVR-menu.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/8687777
https://www.google.com/patents/US8681951
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US8681951-Systems-and-methods-for-visual-presentation-and-selection-of-IVR-menu1.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/8681951
https://www.google.com/patents/US8625756
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US8625756-Systems-and-methods-for-visual-presentation-and-selection-of-IVR-menu.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/8625756
https://www.google.com/patents/US8594280
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US8594280-Systems-and-methods-for-visual-presentation-and-selection-of-IVR-menu.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/8594280
https://www.google.com/patents/US8548135
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US8548135-Systems-and-methods-for-visual-presentation-and-selection-of-IVR-menu.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/8548135
https://www.google.com/patents/US8406388
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US8406388-Systems-and-methods-for-visual-presentation-and-selection-of-IVR-menu.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/8406388
https://www.google.com/patents/US8345835
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US8345835-SYSTEMS-AND-METHODS-FOR-VISUAL-PRESENTATION-AND-SELECTION-OF-IVR-MENU.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/8345835
https://www.google.com/patents/US8223931
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US8223931-SYSTEMS-AND-METHODS-FOR-VISUAL-PRESENTATION-AND-SELECTION-OF-IVR-MENU.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/8223931
https://www.google.com/patents/US8160215
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US8160215-SYSTEMS-AND-METHODS-FOR-VISUAL-PRESENTATION-AND-SELECTION-OF-IVR-MENU.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/8160215
https://www.google.com/patents/US8155280
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US8155280-SYSTEMS-AND-METHODS-FOR-VISUAL-PRESENTATION-AND-SELECTION-OF-IVR-MENU.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/8155280
https://www.google.com/patents/US8054952
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US8054952-SYSTEMS-AND-METHODS-FOR-VISUAL-PRESENTATION-AND-SELECTION-OF-IVR-MENU.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/8054952
https://www.google.com/patents/US8000454
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/US8000454-SYSTEMS-AND-METHODS-FOR-VISUAL-PRESENTATION-AND-SELECTION-OF-IVR-MENU.pdf
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/8000454
https://www.google.com/patents/EP1905211A1
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/EP1905210A1-TECHNIQUE-FOR-AUTHENTICATING-NETWORK-USERS.pdf
https://register.epo.org/espacenet/application?number=EP06787006
https://www.google.com/patents/EP1142213B1
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/EP1142213A2-DYNAMIC-ASSIGNMENT-OF-TRAFFIC-CLASSES-TO-A-PRIORITY-QUEUE-IN-A-PACKET-FORWARDING-DEVICE.pdf
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/EP1142213A2-DYNAMIC-ASSIGNMENT-OF-TRAFFIC-CLASSES-TO-A-PRIORITY-QUEUE-IN-A-PACKET-FORWARDING-DEVICE.pdf
https://register.epo.org/espacenet/application?number=EP00901402
https://www.google.com/patents/EP1671460A2
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/EP1671460A2-METHOD-AND-APPARATUS-FOR-SCHEDULING-RESOURCES-ON-A-SWITCHED-UNDERLAY-NETWORK.pdf
https://register.epo.org/espacenet/application?number=EP04794014
https://www.google.com/patents/CA2358525C
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/CA2358525-DYNAMIC-ASSIGNMENT-OF-TRAFFIC-CLASSES-TO-A-PRIORITY-QUEUE-IN-A-PACKET-FORWARDING-DEVICE.pdf
http://telecommnetworks.com/files/patents/Issued/CA2358525-DYNAMIC-ASSIGNMENT-OF-TRAFFIC-CLASSES-TO-A-PRIORITY-QUEUE-IN-A-PACKET-FORWARDING-DEVICE.pdf
http://brevets-patents.ic.gc.ca/opic-cipo/cpd/eng/patent/2358525/summary.html
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Patent Applications Published and Pending 
(Not an exhaustive list) 
 

US 20150058490 Grid Proxy Architecture for Network Resources Link 

US 20150010136 Systems and Methods for Visual Presentation and Selection of IVR Menu Link 

US 20140379784 Method and Apparatus for Using a Command Design Pattern to Access and 
Configure Network Elements 

Link 

US 20140105025 Dynamic Assignment of Traffic Classes to a Priority Queue in a Packet 
Forwarding Device 

Link 

US 20140105012 Dynamic Assignment of Traffic Classes to a Priority Queue in a Packet 
Forwarding Device 

Link 

US 20140012991 Grid Proxy Architecture for Network Resources Link 

US 20130080898 Systems and Methods for Electronic Communications Link 

US 20130022191 Systems and Methods for Visual Presentation and Selection of IVR Menu Link 

US 20130022183 Systems and Methods for Visual Presentation and Selection of IVR Menu Link 

US 20130022181 Systems and Methods for Visual Presentation and Selection of IVR Menu Link 
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beacon or probe response until it hears a beacon or probe response from a member of the IBSS with a match-

ing SSID.

All Beacon and Probe Response frames carry a Timestamp field. A STA receiving such a frame from another

STA in an IBSS with the same SSID shall compare the Timestamp field with its own TSF time. If the Timestamp

field of the received frame is later than its own TSF time, the STA shall adopt all parameters contained in the

Beacon frame.

11.1.5 Timing synchronízation for frequency-hopping (FH) PHYs

NOTE--This subclause pertains only to STAs using an FH PHY.

The TSF described here provides a mechanism for STAs in an FH system to synchronize their transitions

from one channel to another (their "hops"). Every STA shall maintain a table of all of the hopping sequences

that are used in the system. All of the STAs in a BSS shall use the same hopping sequence. Each beacon and

probe response includes the channel synchronization information necessary to determine the hop pattem and

timing for the BSS.

STAs shall use their TSF timer to time the aCurrentDwellTime. The aCurrentDwellTime is the length of
time that STAs shall stay on each frequency in their hopping sequence. Once STAs are synchronized, they

have the same TSF timer value.

STAs in the BSS shall issue an appropriate PLME service primitive for the PHY in use to tune to the next

frequency in the hopping sequence whenever

TSF timer MOD aCurrentDwellTime:0

11.2 Power management

11.2.1 Power management ¡n an infrastructure network

STAs changing Power Management mode shall inform the AP of this fact using the Power Management bits

within the Frame Control field of transmitted frames. The AP shall not arbitrarily transmit MSDUs to STAs

operating in a power-save (PS) mode, but shall buffer MSDUs and only transmit them at designated times.

The STAs that currently have buffered MSDUs within the AP are identified in a trafic indication map

(TIM), which shall be included as an element within all beacons generated by the AP. A STA shall determine

that an MSDU is buffered for it by receiving and interpreting a TIM.

STAs operating in PS modes shall periodically listen for beacons, as determined by the STA s Listenlnterval

and ReceiveDTIMs parameters of the MLME-Power-Mgt.request primitive.

In a BSS operating under the DCF, or during the contention period of a BSS using the PCF, upon determin-

ing that an MSDU is currently buffered in the AP, a STA operating in the PS mode shall transmit a short PS-

Poll frame to the AP, which shall respond with the corresponding buffered MSDU immediately, or acknowl-

edge the PS-Poll and respond with the corresponding MSDU at alater time. If the TIM indicating the buff-
ered MSDU is sent during a contention-free period (CFP), a CF-Pollable STA operating in the PS mode does

not send a PS-Poll frame, but remains active until the buffered MSDU is received (or the CFP ends). If any

STA in its BSS is in PS mode, the AP shall buffer all broadcast and multicast MSDUs and deliver them to all
STAs immediately following the next Beacon frame containing a delivery TIM (DTIM) transmission.

t28 Copyright @ 1999 IEEE. All rights reserved.
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A STA shall remain in its current Power Management mode until it informs the AP of a Power Management

mode change via a successful frame exchange. Power Management mode shall not change during any single

frame exchange sequence, as described in 9.7.

11.2.1.1 STA Power Management modes

A STA may be in one of two different power states

Awake: STA is fully powered.

Doze: STA is not able to transmit or receive and consumes very low power.

The manner in which a STA transitions between these two power states shall be determined by the STA s

Power Management mode. These modes are summarized in Table 23.

The Power Management mode of a STA is selected by the PowerManagementMode parameter of the

MLME-POWERMGT.request. Once the STA updates its Power Management mode, the MLME shall issue

an MLME-POWERMGT.confirm indicating the success of the operation.

Table 23-Power Management modes

Active mode or AM STA may receive frames at any time. In Active mode, a STA shall be in the

Awake state. A STA on the polling list of a PCF shall be in Active mode for
the duration ofthe CFP

Power Save or PS STA listens to selected beacons (based upon the Listenlnterval parameter ofthe
MLME-Associate.request primitive) and sends PS-Poll frames to the AP if the

TIM element in the most recent beacon indicates a directed MSDU buffered for
that STA. The AP shall transmit buffered directed MSDUs to a PS STA only in
response to a PS-Poll ÍÌom that STA, or during the CFP in the case of a CF-Pol-
lable PS STA. In PS mode, a STA shall be in the Doze state and shall enter the

Awake state to receive selected beacons, to receive broadcast and multicast
transmissions following certain received beacons, to transmit, and to await
responses to transmitted PS-Poll frames or (for CF-Pollable STAs) to receive

contention-free transmissions of buffered MSDUs.

To change Power Management modes, a STA shall inform the AP through a successful frame exchange initi-
ated by the STA. The Power Management bit in the Frame Control field of the frame sent by the STA in this

exchange indicates the Power Management mode that the STA shall adopt upon successful completion of the

entire frame exchange.

A STA that is changing from Doze to Awake in order to transmit shall perform clear channel assessment

(CCA) until a frame sequençe is detected by which it can correctly set its NAV, or until a period of time

equal to the ProbeDelay has transpired.

11.2.1.2 AP TIM transmissions

The TIM shall identify the STAs for which traffic is pending and buffered in the AP. This information is

coded in apartial virtual bitmap, as described in7.3.2.6.In addition, the TIM contains an indication whether

broadcast/multicast traffic is pending. Every STA is assigned an Association ID code (AID) by the AP as

part ofthe association process. AID 0 (zero) is reserved to indicate the presence ofbuffered broadcast/multi-

cast MSDUs. The AP shall identify those STAs for which it is prepared to deliver buffered MSDUs by

setting bits in the TIM's partial virtual bitmap that correspond to the appropriate SIDs.
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11.2.1.3T1M types

Two different TIM types are distinguished: TIM and DTIM. After a DTIM, the AP shall send out the buff-
ered broadcast/multicast MSDUs using normal fiame transmission rules, before transmitting any unicast

frames.

The AP shall transmit a TIM with every beacon. Every DTIMPeriod, a TIM of type "DTIM" is transmitted

within a beacon, rather than an ordinary TIM.

Figure 67 illustrates the AP and STA activity under the assumption that a DTIM is transmitted once every

three TIMs. The top line in Figure 67 represents the time axis, with the beacon interval shown together with
a DTIM Interval ofthree beacon intervals. The second line depicts AP activity. The AP schedules beacons

for transmission every beacon interval, but the beacons may be delayed if there is traffic at the TBTT. This is

indicated as "busy medium" on the second line. For the purposes of this figure, the important fact about

beacons is that they contain TIMs, some of which may be DTIMs. Note that the second STA with
ReceiveDTlMs set to false does not power up its receiver for all DTIMs.

The third and fourth lines in Figure 67 depict the activity of two STAs operating with different power

management requirements. Both STAs power-on their receivers whenever they need to listen for a TIM. This

is indicated as a ramp-up of the receiver power prior to the TBTT. The first STA, for example, powers up its

receiver and receives a TIM in the first beacon; that TIM indicates the presence of a buffered MSDU for the

receiving STA. The receiving STA then generates a PS-Poll frame, which elicits the transmission of the buff-
ered data MSDU from the AP. Broadcast and multicast MSDUs are sent by the AP subsequent to the trans-

mission of a beacon containing a DTIM. The DTIM is indicated by the DTIM count field of the TIM element

having a value of0.

DTIM interual
Time-axis

TIM (in Beacon) TIM DTIIV TIM DTIMTIM
rlll 

ne u'tiuitv I llri
-t

I

I

I I ''l_-', 
Broadcast

^^l\ Busy Medium/ \ Buffered Frame

PS Station

Poll

PS Station (exheme low Power)

Poll

Example: DTIIV at every 3 TIM intervals

Figure 67-lnfrastructure power management operation (no PGF operating)

11.2.1.4 AP operation dur¡ng the contention period

APs shall maintain a Power Management status for each currently associated STA that indicates in which
Power Management mode the STA is currently operating. An AP shall, depending on the Power Manage-

ment mode of the STA, temporarily buffer the MSDU or management frame destined to the STA. No

MSDUs or management frames received for STAs operating in the Active mode shall be buffered for power

management reasons.
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a) MSDUs, or management frames destined for PS STAs, shall be temporarily buffered in the AP. The

algorithm to manage this buffering is beyond the scope of this standard.

b) MSDUs, or management frames destined for STAs in the Active mode, shall be directly transmitted.

c) At every beacon interval, the AP shall assemble the partial virtual bitmap containing the buffer status

per destination for STAs in the PS mode, and shall send this out in the TIM field of the beacon. The

bit for AID 0 (zero) shall be set whenever broadcast or multicast traffic is buffered.

d) All broadcaslmulticast MSDUs, with the Order bit in the Frame Control field clear, shall be buff-
ered if any associated STAs are in PS mode.

e) Immediately after every DTIM, the AP shall transmit all buffered broadcast/multicast MSDUs. The

More Data field of each broadcast/multicast frame shall be set to indicate the presence of further

buffered broadcast/multicast MSDUs. If the AP is unable to transmit all of the buffered broadcast/

multicast MSDUs before the TBTT following the DTIM, the AP shall indicate that it will continue
to deliver the broadcast/multicast MSDUs by setting the bit for AID 0 (zero) of the TIM element of
every Beacon frame, until all buffered broadcast/multicast frames have been transmitted.

Ð A single buffered MSDU or management frame for a STA in the PS mode shall be forwarded to the

STA after a PS-Poll has been received from that STA. The More Data field shall be set to indicate the

presence of further buffered MSDUs or management frames for the polling STA. Further PS-Poll

frames from the same STA shall be acknowledged and ignored until the MSDU or management

frame has either been successfully delivered, or presumed failed due to maximum retries being

exceeded. This prevents a retried PS-Poll from being treated as a new request to deliver a buffered
frame.

g) An AP shall have an aging function to delete pending traffic when it is buffered for an excessive time
period.

h) Vy'henever an AP is informed that a STA changes to the Active mode, then the AP shall send buffered
MSDUs and management frames (if any exist) to that STA without waiting for a PS-Poll.

11.2.1.5 AP operation during the CFP

APs shall maintain a Power Management status for each currently associated CF-Pollable STA that indicates

in which Power Management mode the STA is currently operating. An AP shall, for STAs in PS mode,

temporarily buffer the MSDU destined to the STA.

MSDUs destined for PS STAs shall be temporarily buffered in the AP. The algorithm to manage this

buffering is beyond the scope of this standard.

MSDUs destined to STAs in the Active mode shall be transmitted as defined in Clause 9.

Prior to every CFP, and at each beacon interval within the CFP, the AP shall assemble the partial

virtual bitmap containing the buffer status per destination for STAs in the PS mode, set the bits in the

partial virtual bitmap for STAs the point coordinator (PC) is intending to poll during this CFP, and

shall send this out in the TIM field of the DTIM. The bit for AID 0 (zero) shall be set whenever

broadcast or multicast traffic is buffered.
All broadcast and multicast MSDUs, with the Order bit in the Frame Control field clea¡ shall be

buffered if any associated STAs are in the PS mode, whether or not those STAs are CF-Pollable.
Immediately after every DTIM (Beacon frame with DTIM Count field of the TIM element equal to

zero), the AP shall transmit all buffered broadcast and multicast frames. The More Data field shall be

set to indicate the presence of further buffered broadcast/multicast MSDUs. If the AP is unable to

transmit all of the buffered broadcast/multicast MSDUs before the TBTT following the DTIM, the

AP shall indicate that it will continue to deliver the broadcaslmulticast MSDUs by setting the bit for
AID 0 (zero) of the TIM element of every Beacon frame, until all buffered broadcaslmulticast
frames have been transmitted.
Buffered MSDUs or management frames for STAs in the PS mode shall be forwarded to the CF-

Pollable STAs under control of the PC. Transmission of these buffered MSDUs or management

frames shall begin immediately after transmission of buffered broadcast and multicast frames (if
any), and shall occur in order by increasing AID of CF-Pollable STAs. A CF-Pollable STA for which
the TIM element of the most recent beacon indicated buffered MSDUs or management frames shall

a)

b)
c)

d)

e)

Ð
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be in the Awake state at least until the receipt of a directed frame from the AP in which the Frame

Control field does not indicate the existence of more buffered MSDUs or management frames. After
acknowledging the last of the buffered MSDUs or management frames, the CF-Pollable STA operat-

ing in the PS mode may enter the Doze state until the next DTIM is expected.

g) An AP shall have an aging function to delete pending traffic buffered for an excessive time period.

The exact specification ofthe aging function is beyond the scope ofthis standard.

h) Whenever an AP detects that a CF-Pollable STA has changed from the PS mode to the Active mode,

then the AP shall queue any buffered frames addressed to that STA for transmission to that CF-
Pollable STA as directed by the AP's PC function (PCF).

11.2.1.6 Receive operat¡on for STAs in PS mode during the contention period

STAs in PS mode shall operate as follows to receive an MSDU or management frame from the AP when no

PC is operating and during the contention period when a PC is operating.

a) STAs shall wake up early enough to be able to receive the next scheduled beacon after Listenlnterval
from the last TBTT.

b) When a STA detects that the bit corresponding to its AID is set in the TIM, the STA shall issue a PS-

Poll to retrieve the buffered MSDU or management frame. If more than one bit is set in the TIM, the

PS-Poll shall be transmitted after a random delay uniformly distributed between zero and aCVy'min.

c) The STA shall remain in the Awake state until it receives the response to its poll, or it receives

another beacon whose TIM indicates that the AP does not have any MSDUs or management frames

buffered for this STA. If the bit corresponding to the STA s AID is set in the subsequent TIM, the

STA shall issue another PS-Poll to retrieve the buffered MSDU or management frame(s).

d) If the More Data field in the received MSDU or management frame indicates that more traffic for
that STA is buffered, the STA, at its convenience, shall Poll until no more MSDUs or management

frames are buffered for that STA.

e) When ReceiveDTIMs is true, the STA shall wake up early enough to be able to receive every DTIM.
A STA receiving broadcast/multicast MSDUs shall remain awake until the More Data field of the

broadcast/multicast MSDUs indicates there are no further buffered broadcasVmulticast MSDUs, or
until a TIM is received indicating there are no more buffered broadcaslmulticast MSDUs.

11.2.1.7 Receive operat¡on for STAs in PS mode during the CFP

STAs in PS mode that are associated as CF-Pollable shall operate as follows in a BSS with an active PC to

receive MSDUs or management frames from the AP during the CFP:

a) STAs shall enter the Awake state so as to receive the Beacon frame (which contains a DTIM) at the

start of each CFP.

b) To receive broadcast/multicast MSDUs, the STA shall wake up early enough to be able to receive

every DTIM that may be sent during the CFP. A STA receiving broadcast/multicast MSDUs shall
remain awake until the More Data field of the broadcast/multicast MSDUs indicates there are no

further buffered broadcast/multicast MSDUs, or until a TIM is received indicating there are no more

broadcast/multicast MSDUs buffered.

c) When a STA detects that the bit corresponding to its AID is set in the DTIM at the start of the CFP

(or in a subsequent TIM during the CFP), the STA shall remain in the Awake state for at least that

portion of the CFP through the time that the STA receives a directed MSDU or management frame

from the AP with the More Data field in the Frame Control field indicating that no further traffic is

buffered.

d) If the More Data field in the Frame Control field of the last MSDU or management frame received

from the AP indicates that more traffic for the STA is buffered, then, when the CFP ends, the STA
may remain in the Awake state and transmit PS-Poll frames during the contention period to request

the delivery of additional buffered MSDU or management frames, or may enter the Doze state
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during the contention period (except at TBT'ts for DTIMs expected during the contention period),

awaiting the start of the next CFP.

11.2.1.8 STAs operating in the Active mode

A STA operating in this mode shall have its receiver activated continuously; it does not need to interpret the

traffic announcement part of the beacons.

11.2.1.9 AP aging function

The AP shall have an aging function to delete buffered traffic when it has been buffered for an excesstve

period of time. That function shall be based on the Listenlnterval parameter of the MlME-Associate.request
primitive of the STA for which the traffic is buffered. The AP aging function shall not cause the buffered traf-
fic to be discarded after any period that is shorter than the Listenlnterval of the STA for which the traffic is

buffered. The exact specification ofthe aging function is beyond the scope ofthis standard.

11.2.2 Power management in an IBSS

This subclause specifies the power management mechanism for use within an IBSS.

11.2.2.1 Basic approach

The basic approach is similar to the infrastructure case in that the STAs are synchronized, and multicast
MSDUs and those MSDUs that are to be transmitted to a power-conserving STA are first announced during
a period when all STAs are awake. The announcement is done via an ad hoc traffic indication message

(ATfM). A STA in the PS mode shall listen for these announcements to determine if it needs to remain in the

awake state.

When an MSDU is to be transmitted to a destination STA that is in a PS mode, the transmitting STA first
transmits an ATIM frame during the AIIM Window, in which all the STAs including those operating in a PS

mode are awake. The ATIM Window is defined as a specific period of time, defined by aATIMWindow,
following a TBTI during which only Beacon or ATIM frames shall be transmitted. AIIM transmission
times are randomized, after a Beacon frame is either transmitted or received by the STA, using the backoff
procedure with the contention window equal to aCWminx. Directed ATIMs shall be acknowledged. If a STA
transmitting a directedAllM does not receive an acknowledgment, the STA shall execute the backoff proce-

dure for retransmission of the AIIM. Multicast ATIMs shall not be acknowledged.

lf a STA receives a directed AIIM frame during the AIIM Window, it shall acknowledge the directed ATIM
and stay awake for the entire beacon interval waiting for the announced MSDU(s) to be received. If a STA
does not receive an ATIM, it may enter the Doze state at the end of the AIIM Window. Transmissions of
MSDUs announced by ATIMs are randomized after the AIIM Window, using the backoff procedure

described in Clause 9.

It is possible that an AIIM may be received from more than one STA, and that a STA that receives an AIIM
may receive more than a single MSDU from the transmitting STA. ATIM frames are only addressed to the

destination STA of the MSDU.

An AIIM for a broadcast or multicast MSDU shall have a destination address identical to that of the MSDU

After the ATIM interval, only those directed MSDUs that have been successfully announced with an

acknowledged ATIM, and broadcast/multicast MSDUs that have been announced with an AIIM, shall be

transmitted to STAs in the PS mode. Transmission of these frames shall be done using the normal DCF-

access procedure.
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Figure 68 illustrates the basic power-save operation.
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Figure 68-Power management in an IBSS-Basic operation

The estimated power-saving state of another STA may be based on the power management information
transmitted by that STA and on additional information available locally, such as a history of failed transmis-

sion attempts. The use of RTS/CTS in an IBSS may reduce the number of transmissions to a STA that is in

PS mode. If an RTS is sent and a CTS is not received, the transmitting STA may assume that the destination

STA is in PS mode. The method of estimating the power management state of other STAs in the IBSS is out-

side the scope ofthis standard.

11.2.2.2lnitialization of power management within an IBSS

The following procedure shall be used to initialize power management within a new IBSS, or to leam about

the power management being used within an existing IBSS.

a) A STA joining an existing IBSS by the procedure in I 1.1.3.3 shall update its ATIM Window with the

value contained in the AIIM Window field of the IBSS Parameter Set element within the Beacon or

Probe Response management frame received during the scan procedure.

b) A STA creating a new IBSS by the procedure in 1 1 . I .3.3 shall set the value of the ATIM Window

field of the IBSS Parameter Set element within the Beacon management frames transmitted to the

value of its ATIM Window.

c) The start of the ATIM Window shall be the TBTT, defined in ll.L2.2. The end of the ATIM Window

shall be defined as
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TSF timer MOD Beaconlnterval : AIIMWindow.

d) The AIIM Window period shall be static during the lifetime of the IBSS.

e) An ATIM Window value of zero shall indicate that power management is not in use within the IBSS

11.2.2.3 STA power state transitions

A STA may enter PS mode if and only if the value of the AIIM Window in use within the IBSS is greater

than zero. A STA shall set the Power Management subfield in the Frame Control field of MSDUs that it
transmits according to the procedure in 7 .1.3.1 .l .

A STA in PS mode shall transition between Awake and Doze states according to the following rules

a) If a STA is operating in PS mode, it shall enter the Awake state prior to each TBTT.

b) If a STA receives a directed AIIM management frame containing its individual address, or a multi-
cast AIIM management frame during the ATIM Window it shall remain in the Awake state until the

end of the next ATIM Window.

c) If a STA transmits a Beacon or an AIIM management frame, it shall remain in the Awake state until the

end of the next AIIM Window regardless of whether an acknowledgment is received for the AIIM.
d) If the STA has not transmitted an AIIM and does not receive either a directed AIIM management

frame containing its individual address, or a multicast AIIM management frame during the ATIM
Window, it may retum to the Doze state following the end of the current AIIM Window.

11.2.2.4 ATIM and frame transmission

If power management is in use within an IBSS, all STAs shall buffer MSDUs for STAs that are known to be

in PS mode. The algorithm used for the estimation of the power management state of STAs within the IBSS

is outside the scope of this standard. MSDUs may be sent to STAs in Active mode at any valid time.

Following the reception or transmission of the beacon, during the ATIM Window, the STA shall

transmit a directed ATIM management frame to each STA for which it has one or more buffered

unicast MSDUs. If the STA has one or more buffered multicast MSDUs, with the Strictly Ordered

bit clear, it shall transmit an appropriately addressed multicast ATIM frame. A STA transmitting an

AIIM management frame shall remain awake for the entire current beacon interval.

All STAs shall use the backoff procedure defined in 9.2.5 .2 for transmission of the first ATIM fol-
lowing the beacon. All remaining AIIMs shall be transmitted using the conventional DCF access

procedure.

AIIM management frames shall only be transmitted during the ATIM Window.

A STA shall transmit no frame types other than RTS, CTS, and ACK Control frames and Beacon and

AIIM management frames during the AIIM Window.

Directed AIIM management frames shall be acknowledged. If no acknowledgment is received, the

AIIM shall be retransmitted using the conventional DCF access procedure. Multicast ATIM
management frames shall not be acknowledged.

If a STA is unable to transmit an ATIM during the ATIM Window, for example due to contention

with other STAs, the STA shall retain the buffered MSDU(s) and attempt to transmit the ATIM
during the nextATIM Window.

Immediately following the ATIM Window, a STA shall begin transmission of buffered broadcasV

multicast frames for which an ATIM was previously transmitted. Following the transmission of any

broadcast/multicast frames, any MSDUs and management frames addressed to STAs for which an

acknowledgment for a previously transmitted AIIM frame was received shall be transmitted. All
STAs shall use the backoff procedure defined in 9.2.5 .2 for transmission of the first frame following
the AIIM Window. All remaining frames shall be transmitted using the conventional DCF access

procedure.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Ð

c)
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h) A buffered MSDU may be transmitted using fragmentation. lf an MSDU has been partially transmit-
ted when the next beacon frame is sent, the STA shall retain the buffered MSDU and announce the

remaining fragments by transmitting an ATIM during the next AIIM Window.

D If an STA is unable to transmit a buffered MSDU during the beacon interval in which it was

announced, for example due to contention with other STAs, the STA shall retain the buffered MSDU
and announce the MSDU again by transmitting an AIIM during the next ATIM Window.

j) Following the transmission of all buffered MSDUs, a STA may transmit MSDUs without announce-

ment to STAs that are known to be in the Awake state for the current beacon interval due to an appro-

priate ATIM management or Beacon frame having been transmitted or received.

k) A STA may discard frames buffered for later transmission to power-saving STAs if the STA deter-

mines that the frame has been buffered for an excessive amount of time or if other conditions inter-

nal to the STA implementation make it desirable to discard buffered frames (for example, buffer
starvation). In no case shall a frame be discarded that has been buffered for less than aBeaconPeriod.

The algorithm to manage this buffering is beyond the scope of this standard.

1 1.3 Association and reassociation

This subclause defines how a STA associates and reassociates with an AP

11.3.1 STA assoc¡at¡on procedures

Upon receipt of an MLME-ASSOCIATE.request, a STA shall associate with an AP via the following proce-

dure:

a)

b)

The STA shall transmit an association request to an AP with which that STA is authenticated.

If an Association Response frame is received with a status value of "successful," the STA is now

associated with the AP and the MLME shall issue an MLME-ASSOCIAIE.confirm indicating the

successful completion of the operation.

If an Association Response frame is received with a status value other than "successful" or the Asso-

ciateFailureTimeout expires, the STA is not associated with the AP and the MLME shall issue an

MLME-ASSOCIATE.confirm indicating the failure of the operation.

c)

11.3.2 AP association procedures

An AP shall operate as follows in order to support the association of STAs.

a) Whenever an Association Request frame is received from a STA and the STA is authenticated, the

AP shall transmit an association response with a status code as defined in7.3.l .9.lf the status value

is "successful," the Association ID assigned to the STA shall be included in the response. If the STA
is not authenticated, the AP shall transmit a Deauthentication frame to the STA.

b) When the association response with a status value of "successful" is acknowledged by the STA, the

STA is considered to be associated with this AP.

c) The AP shall inform the distribution system (DS) of the association and the MLME shall issue an

MLME-ASSOCIATE.indication.

1 1.3.3 STA reassociation procedures

Upon receipt of an MLME-REASSOCIATE.request, a STA shall reassociate with an AP via the following
procedure:

a) The STA shall transmit a Reassociation Request frame to an AP.
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b) If a Reassociation Response frame is received with a status value of "successful," the STA is now

associated with the AP and the MLME shall issue an MLME-REASSOCIATE.confirm indicating

the successful completion of the operation.
c) If a Reassociation Response frame is received with a status value other than "successful" or the

ReassociateFailureTimeout expires, the STA is not associated with the AP and the MLME shall

issue an MLME-REASSOCIAIE.confirm indicating the failure of the operation.

1 1.3.4 AP reassociation procedures

An AP shall operate as follows in order to support the reassociation of STAs.

a) Whenever a Reassociation Request frame is received from a STA and the STA is authenticated, the

AP shall transmit a reassociation response with a status value as defined in 7 .3 .l .9 . If the status value

is "successful," the Association ID assigned to the STA shall be included in the response. If the STA

is not authenticated, the AP shall transmit a Deauthentication frame to the STA.

b) When the reassociation response with a status value of "successful" is acknowledged by the STA,

the STA is considered to be associated with this AP.

c) The AP shall inform the DS of the reassociation and the MLME shall issue an MLME-
R EAS SOC I ATE. indication.

11.4 Management information base (MlB) definitions

The MIB comprises the managed objects, attributes, actions, and notifications required to manage a station.

The definition of these managed objects, attributes, actions, and notifications, as well as their structure, is

presented in Annex D.
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12. Physical layer (PHY) serv¡ce specification

12.1 Scope

The PHY services provided to the IEEE 802.1 I wireless LAN MAC are described in this clause. Different
PHYs are defined as part of the IEEE 802.1 I standard. Each PHY can consist of two protocol functions as

follows:

a) A physical layer convergence function, which adapts the capabilities ofthe physical medium depen-

dent (PMD) system to the PHY service. This function is supported by the physical layer conver-
gence procedure (PLCP), which defines a method of mapping the IEEE 802.11 MAC sublayer
protocol data units (MPDUs) into a framing format suitable for sending and receiving user data and

management information between two or more STAs using the associated PMD system.

b) A PMD system, whose function defines the characteristics of, and method of transmitting and

receiving data through, a wireless medium (WM) between two or more STAs.

Each PMD sublayer may require the definition of a unique PLCP. lf the PMD sublayer already provides the

defined PHY services, the physical layer convergence function might be null.

12.2 PHY functions

The protocol reference model for the IEEE 802.1 I architecture is shown in Figure I 1. Most PHY definitions
contain three functional entities: the PMD function, the physical layer convergence function, and the layer
management function.

The PHY service is provided to the MAC entity at the STA through a service access point (SAP), called the

PHY-SAP, as shown in Figure I 1. A set of primitives might also be defined to describe the interface between

the physical layer convergence protocol sublayer and the PMD sublayer, called the PMD-SAP.

12.3 Detailed PHY serv¡ce specif¡cat¡ons

12.3.1 Scope and f¡eld of application

The services provided by the PHY to the IEEE 802.I I MAC are specified in this subclause. These services are

described in an abstract way and do not imply any particular implementation or exposed interface.

12.3.2 Overview of the service

The PHY function as shown in Figure I I is separated into two sublayers: the PLCP sublayer and the PMD
sublayer. The function of the PLCP sublayer is to provide a mechanism for transferring MPDUs between

two or more STAs over the PMD sublayer.

12.3.3 Overview of interactions

The primitives associated with communication between the IEEE 802.11 MAC sublayer and the IEEE
802.1I PHY fall into two basic categories:

a) Service primitives that support MAC peer-to-peer interactions;

b) Service primitives that have local significance and support sublayer-to-sublayer interactions.
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12.3.4 Basic service and options

All of the service primitives described here are considered mandatory unless otherwise specified.

12.3.4.1 PHY-SAP peer-to-peer serv¡ce primitives

Table 24 indicates the primitives for peer-to-peer interactions.

Table 24-PHY-SAP peer-to-peer service primitives

Primitive Request Indicate Confirm

PHY-DATA X X X

12.3.4.2 PHY-SAP sublayer-to-sublayer service primitives

Table 25 indicates the primitives for sublayer-to-sublayer interactions.

Table 25-PHY-SAP sublayer-to-sublayer serv¡ce primitives

12.3.4.3 PHY-SAP service primitives parameters

Table 26 shows the parameters used by one or more of the PHY-SAP service primitives.

Table 26-PHY-SAP service primitive parameters

Primitive Request Indicate Confirm

PHY-TXSTART X X

PHY-TXEND X X

PHY.CCARESET X X

PFIY-CCA X

PHY-RXSTART X

PHY.RXEND X

Parameter Associated primitive Value

DATA PHY-DATA.request
PHY-DATA.indication

Octet value X'00'-X'FF'

TXVECTOR PHY-TXSTART.request A set ofparameters

STATUS PHY-CCA.indication BUST IDLE

RXVECTOR PHY-RXSTART. indication A set of parameters

RXERROR PHY-RXEND.indication NoError, FormatViolation, Carrier-
Lost, UnsupportedRate
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12.3.4.4 Vector descriptions

Several service primitives include a parameter vector. This vector is a list of parameters that may vary

depending on the PHY type. Table 27 lists the parameter values required by the MAC or PHY in each of the

parameter vectors. Parameters in the vectors that are management rather than MAC may be specific to the

PHY and are listed in the clause covering that PHY.

Table 27-Vector descriptions

12.3.5 PHY-SAP detailed serv¡ce specification

The following subclause describes the services provided by each PHY sublayer primitive.

12.3.5.1 P HY-DATA. request

12.3.5.1.1 Function

This primitive defines the transfer of an octet of data from the MAC sublayer to the local PHY entity.

12.3.5.1.2 Semantics of the serv¡ce primitive

The primitive provides the following parameters:

PHY-DATA.request (DATA)

The DATA parameter is an octet of value X'00' through X'FF'.

12.3.5.1.3 When generated

This primitive is generated by the MAC sublayer to transfer an octet of data to the PHY entity. This primitive

can only be issued following a transmit initialization response (PHY-TXSTART.confirm) from the PHY

layer.

12.3.5.1.4 Effect of receipt

The receipt of this primitive by the PHY entity causes the PLCP transmit state machine to transmit an octet

of data. When the PHY entity receives the octet, it will issue a PHY-DATA.confirm to the MAC sublayer.

12.3.5.2 PHY-DATA. ¡ nd ication

12.3.5.2.1 Function

This primitive indicates the transfer of data from the PHY sublayer to the local MAC entity.

Parameter Associate vector Value

DATARATE TXVECTOR, RXVECTOR PHY dependent. The name ofthe
field used to specifu the Tx data rate
and report the Rx data rate may vary
for different PHYs.

LENGTH TXVECTOR, RXVECTOR PHY dependent
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12.3.5.2.2 Semantics of the service primitive

The primitive provides the following parameters

PHY-DATA. indication (DATA )

The DATA parameter is an octet of value X'00' through X'FF'

12.3.5.2.3 When generated

The PHY-DATA.indication is generated by a receiving PHY entity to transfer the received octet of data to the

local MAC entity. The time between receipt of the last bit of the provided octet from the wireless medium

and the receipt of this primitive by the MAC entify will be the sum of aRXRFDelay + aRxPLCPDelay.

12.3.5.2.4 Effect of rece¡pt

The effect of receipt of this primitive by the MAC is unspecified.

I 2.3.5.3 PHY-DATA.conf¡rm

12.3.5.3.1 Function

This primitive is issued by the PHY sublayer to the local MAC entity to confirm the transfer of data from the

MAC entity to the PHY sublayer.

12.3.5.3.2 Semantics of the service primitive

The semantics of the primitive are as follows:

PHY-DATA.confirm

This primitive has no parameters

I 2.3.5.3.3 When generated

This primitive will be issued by the PHY sublayer to the MAC entity whenever the PLCP has completed the

transfer of data from the MAC entity to the PHY sublayer. The PHY sublayer will issue this primitive in

response to every PHY-DATA.request primitive issued by the MAC sublayer.

12.3.5.3.4 Effect of receipt

The receipt of this primitive by the MAC will cause the MAC to start the next MAC entity request.

12.3.5.4 P HY-TXSTART. req uest

12.3.5.4.1 Function

This primitive is a request by the MAC sublayer to the local PHY entity to start the transmission of an

MPDU.
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12.3.5.4.2 Semantics of the service prim¡t¡ve

The primitive provides the following parameters:

PHY-TXSTART.request (TXVECTOR)

The TXVECTOR represents a list of parameters that the MAC sublayer provides to the local PHY entity in
order to transmit an MPDU. This vector contains both PLCP and PHY management parameters. The

required PHY parameters are listed ín 12.3.4.4.

12.3.5.4.3 When generated

This primitive will be issued by the MAC sublayer to the PHY entity whenever the MAC sublayer needs to

begin the transmission of an MPDU.

12.3.5.4.4 Effect of receipt

The effect of receipt of this primitive by the PHY entity will be to start the local transmit state machine

I 2.3.5.5 PHY-TXSTART.confirm

12.3.5.5.1 Function

This primitive is issued by the PHY sublayer to the local MAC entity to confirm the start of a transmission.

The PHY sublayer will issue this primitive in response to every PHY-TXSTART.request primitive issued by
the MAC sublayer.

12.3.5.5.2 Semantics of the service primitive

The semantics of the primitive are as follows:

PHY-TXSTART.confirm

There are no parameters associated with this primitive.

I 2.3.5.5.3 When generated

This primitive will be issued by the PHY sublayer to the MAC entity whenever the PHY has received a

PHY-TXSTART.request from the MAC entity and is ready to begin receiving data octets.

12.3.5.5.4 Effect of rece¡pt

The receipt of this primitive by the MAC entity will cause the MAC to start the transfer of data octets.

I 2.3.5.6 PHY-TXEN D.request

12.3.5.6.1 Function

This primitive is a request by the MAC sublayer to the local PHY entity that the current transmission of the

MPDU be completed.
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12.3.5.6.2 Semantics of the service primitive

The semantics of the primitive are as follows:

PHY-TXEND.request

There are no parameters associated with this primitive

1 2.3.5.6.3 When generated

This primitive will be generated whenever the MAC sublayer has received the last PHY-DATA.confirm from

the local PHY entity for the MPDU currently being transferred.

12.3.5.6.4 Effect of receipt

The effect of receipt of this primitive by the local PHY entity will be to stop the transmit state machine

12.3.5.7 PHY-TXEN D.conf¡rm

12.3.5.7.1 Function

This primitive is issued by the PHY sublayer to the local MAC entity to confirm the completion of a trans-

mission. The PHY sublayer issues this primitive in response to every PHY-TXEND.request primitive issued

by the MAC sublayer.

12.3.5.7.2 Semantics of the service primitive

The semantics of the primitive are as follows:

PHY-TXEND.confirm

There are no parameters associated with this primitive.

12.3.5.7.3 When generated

This primitive will be issued by the PHY sublayer to the MAC entity whenever the PHY has received a

PHY-TXEND.request immediately after transmitting the end of the last bit of the last data octet indicating

that the last data octet has been transferred.

12.3.5.7.4 Effect of receipt

The receipt of this primitive by the MAC entity provides the time reference for the contention backoffprotocol.

I 2.3.5.8 PHY-CCARESET.request

12.3.5.8.1 Function

This primitive is a request by the MAC sublayer to the local PHY entify to reset the clear channel assessment

(CCA) state machine.
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12.3.5.8.2 Semantics of the serv¡ce pr¡m¡t¡ve

The semantics of the primitives are as follows:

PHY-CCARESET.request

There are no parameters associated with this primitive.

I 2.3.5.8.3 When generated

This primitive is generated by the MAC sublayer for the local PHY entity at the end of a NAV timer. This

request can be used by some PHY implementations that may synchronize antenna diversity with slot timings.

12.3.5.8.4 Effect of receipt

The effect of receipt of this primitive by the PHY entity is to reset the PLCP CS/CCA assessment timers to

the state appropriate for the end ofa received frame.

I 2.3.5.9 PHY-CCARESET.confirm

12.3.5.9.1 Function

This primitive is issued by the PHY sublayer to the local MAC entity to confirm that the PHY has reset the

CCA state machine.

12.3.5.9.2 Semantics of the service primitive

The semantics of the primitives are as follows:

PHY-CCARESET.request

There are no parameters associated with this primitive.

I 2.3.5.9.3 When generated

This primitive is issued by the PHY sublayer to the MAC entity whenever the PHY has received a PHY-

CCARESET.request.

12.3.5.9.4 Effect of receipt

The effect of receipt of this primitive by the MAC is unspecified.

12.3.5.10 PHY-CGA. indication

12.3.5.10.1 Function

This primitive is an indication by the PHY sublayer to the local MAC entity of the current state of the

medium.

12.3.5.10.2 Semantics of the serv¡ce primitive

The primitive provides the following parameter:

PHY-CCA. indication (STATE)
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The STAIE parameter can be one of two values: BUSY or IDLE. The parameter value is BUSY if the chan-

nel assessment by the PHY sublayer determines that the channel is not available. Otherwise, the value of the

parameter is IDLE.

I 2.3.5.1 0.3 When generated

This primitive is generated every time the status of the channel changes from channel idle to channel busy or
from channel busy to channel idle. This includes the period of time when the PHY sublayer is receiving data.

The PHY sublayer maintains the channel busy indication until the period indicated by the length field in a
valid PLCP Header has expired.

12.3.5.10.4 Effect of receipt

The effect of receipt of this primitive by the MAC is unspecified.

12.3.5.1 1 PHY-RXSTART.indication

12.3.5.11.1 Function

This primitive is an indication by the PHY sublayer to the local MAC entity that the PLCP has received a

valid start frame delimiter (SFD) and PLCP Header.

12.3.5.11.2 Semantics of the service primitive

The primitive provides the following parameter:

PHY-RXSTART. indication (RXVECTOR)

The RXVECTOR represents a list of parameters that the PHY sublayer provides the local MAC entity upon

receipt of a valid PLCP Header. This vector may contain both MAC and MAC management parameters. The

required parameters are listed in 12.3.4.4.

12.3.5.11.3 When generated

This primitive is generated by the local PHY entity to the MAC sublayer whenever the PHY has successfully
validated the PLCP Header error check CRC at the start of a new PLCP PDU.

12.3.5.11.4 Effect of receipt

The effect of receipt of this primitive by the MAC is unspecified.

1 2.3.5.1 2 PHY-RXE N D. i nd ication

12.3.5.12.1 Function

This primitive is an indication by the PHY sublayer to the local MAC entity that the MPDU currently being
received is complete.

12.3.5.12.2 Semantics of the serv¡ce primitive

The primitive provides the following parameter:

PHY-RXEND. indication (RXERROR)
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The RXERROR parameter can convey one or more of the following values: NoError, FormatViolation, Car-

rierlost, or UnsupportedRate. A number of error conditions may occur after the PLCP's receive state

machine has detected what appears to be a valid preamble and SFD. The following describes the parameter

retumed for each of those error conditions.

NoError This value is used to indicate that no eror occurred during the receive process in the PLCP.

FormatViolatio¡r. This value is used to indicate that the format of the received PLCPPDU was in
eITOr.

CarrierLost. This value is used to indicate that during the reception of the incoming MPDU, the

carrier was lost and no further processing of the MPDU can be accomplished.
tJnsupportedRate. This value is used to indicate that during the reception of the incoming PLCP-
PDU, a nonsupported date rate was detected.

12.3.5.12.3 When generated

This primitive is generated by the PHY sublayer for the local MAC entity to indicate that the receive state

machine has completed a reception with or without errors.

12.3.5.12.4 Effect of receipt

The effect of receipt of this primitive by the MAC is unspecified.
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13. PHY management

The MIB comprises the managed objects, attributes, actions, and notifications required to manage a station.

The definition of these managed objects, attributes, actions, and notifications, as well as their structure, is

presented in Annex D.
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14. Frequency'Hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) PHY specification for the
2.4 GHz lndustrial, Scientific, and Medical (lSM) band

14.1 Overview

14.1.1 Overview of FHSS PHY

The PHY services provided to the IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN MAC for the2.4 GHz frequency-hopping

spread spectrum (FHSS) system are described in this clause. The FHSS PHY consists of the following two
protocol functions:

a) A physical layer convergence function, which adapts the capabilities ofthe physical medium depen-

dent (PMD) system to the PHY service. This function is supported by the physical layer conver-

gence procedure (PLCP), which defines a method of mapping the IEEE 802.11 MAC sublayer
protocol data units (MPDUs) into a framing format suitable for sending and receiving user data and

management information between two or more STAs using the associated PMD system.

b) A PMD system, whose function defines the characteristics of, and method of transmitting and

receiving data through, a wireless medium (WM) between two or more STAs.

14.1.2 FHSS PHY functions

The 2.4 GHz FHSS PHY architecture is shown in Figure I 1. The FHSS PHY contains three functional enti-

ties: the PMD function, the physical layer convergence function, and the physical layer management func-

tion. Each ofthese functions is described in detail in the following subclauses.

The FHSS PHY service is provided to the MAC entity at the STA through a PHY service access point (SAP)

called the PHY-SAP, as shown in Figure I L A set of primitives might also be defined that describe the inter-

face between the physical layer convergence protocol sublayer and the PMD sublaye¡ called the PMD-SAP.

14.1.2.1PLCP sublayer

To allow the IEEE 802.1 I MAC to operate with minimum dependence on the PMD sublayer, a PHY conver-

gence sublayer is defined. This function simplifies provision of a PHY service interface to the IEEE 802.11

MAC services.

14.1.2.2 Physical layer management entity (PLME)

The PLME performs management of the local PHY functions in conjunction with the MAC management

entity.

14.1.2.3 PMD sublayer

The PMD sublayer provides a transmission interface used to send and receive data between two or more

STAs.

14.1.3 Service specification method and notat¡on

The models represented by state diagrams in the following subclauses are intended as the primary specifica-

tions of the functions provided. It is important to distinguish, however, between a model and a real imple-

mentation. The models are optimized for simplicity and clarity of presentation, while any realistic

implementation may place heavier emphasis on efficiency and suitability to a particular implementation

technology.
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The service ofa layer or sublayer is the set ofcapabilities that it offers to a user in the next higher layer (or

sublayer). Abstract services are specified here by describing the service primitives and parameters that char-

acteize each service. This def,nition of service is independent of any particular implementation.

14.2 FHSS PHY-specific service parameter l¡sts

14.2.1 Overview

The architecture of the IEEE 802.11 MAC is intended to be PHY independent. Some PHY implementations

require medium management state machines running in the MAC sublayer in order to meet certain PMD

requirements. These PHY-dependent MAC state machines reside in a sublayer defined as the MAC sublayer

management entity (MLME). The MLME in certain PMD implementations may need to interact with the phys-

ical layer management entity (PLME) as part of the normal PHY-SAP primitives. These interactions are

defined by the PLME parameter list currently defined in the PHY Service Primitives as TXVECTOR and

RXVECTOR. The list of these parameters and the values they may represent are defined in the specific PHY

specifications for each PMD. This subclause addresses the TXVECTOR and RXVECTOR for the FHSS PHY.

All of the values included in the TXVECTOR or RXVECTOR described in this subclause are considered

mandatory unless otherwise specified. The I Mbils and 2 Mbils data rates are the only rates currently sup-

ported. Other indicated data rates are forpossible future use.

1 4.2.2 TXVECTO R parameters

The parameters in Table 28 are defined as paft of the TXVECTOR parameter list in the

PHY-TXSTART.request service primitive.

Table 28-TXVECTOR parameters

Parameter Associate primitive Value

LENGTH PHY-TXSTART.request (TXVECTOR) 14095

DATARATE PHY-TXSTART.request (TXVECTOR) 1 , 1 .5,2,2.5,3, 3 .5, 4, 4.5

14.2.2.1 TXVECTOR LENGTH

The LENGTH parameter has the value of I to 4095. This parameter is used to indicate the number of octets

in the MPDU that the MAC is currently requesting the PHY to transmit. This value is used by the PHY to

determine the number of octet transfers that will occur between the MAC and the PHY after receiving a

request to start a lransmission.

1 4.2.2.2 TXVECTO R DATARATE

The DATARATE parameter describes the bit rate at which the PLCP should transmit the PSDU. Its value can

be any of the rates as defined in Table 28, and supported by the conformant FH PHY.
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14.2.3 RXVECTOR parameters

The parameters in Table 29 are defined as part of the RXVECTOR parameter list in the

PHY-RXSTART.indicate service primitive.

Table 29-RXVECTOR parameters

Parameter Associate primitive Value

LENGTH PHY-RXSTART.indicate (RXVECTOR) 14095

RSSI PHY-RXSTART. indicate (RXVECTOR) (ÞRSSI Max

DATARATE PI{Y-RXSTART. request (RXVECTOR) t, 1 .5,2, 2.5, 3, 3 .5, 4, 4.5

1 4.2.3.1 TRXVECTOR LENGTH

The LENGTH parameter has the value of I to 4095. This parameter is used to indicate the value contained in

the LENGTH field that the PLCP has received in the PLCP Header. The MAC and PLCP will use this value

to determine the number of octet transfers that will occur between the fwo sublayers during the transfer of
the received PSDU.

14.2.3.2 RXVECTOR RSSI

The receive signal strength indicator (RSSI) is an optional parameter that has a value of 0 through RSSI

Max. This parameter is a measure by the PHY sublayer of the energy observed at the antenna used to receive

the curent PPDU. RSSI shall be measured between the beginning of the start frame delimiter (SFD) and the

end of the PLCP header error check (HEC). RSSI is intended to be used in a relative manner. Absolute accu-

racy ofthe RSSI reading is not specified.

14.3 FHSS PLCP sublayer

14.3.1 Overview

This subclause provides a convergence procedure to map MPDUs into a frame format designed for FHSS

radio transceivers. The procedures for transmission, carrier sense, and reception are defined for single and

multiple antenna diversity radios.

14.3.1.1 State diagram notat¡on

The operation of the procedures can be described by state diagrams. Each diagram represents the domain

and consists of a group of connected, mutually exclusive states. Only one state is active at any given time.

Each state is represented by a rectangle as shown in Figure 69. These are divided into two parts by ahorizon-
tal line. In the upper part the state is identified by a name. The lower part contains the name of any signal that

is generated. Actions described by short phrases are enclosed in brackets.

Each permissible transition between the states is represented graphically by an arrow from the initial to the

terminal state. A transition that is global in nature (for example, an exit condition from all states to the IDLE
or RESET state) is indicated by an open arrow. Labels on transitions are qualifiers that must be fulfilled
before the transition will be taken. The label UCT designates an unconditional transition. Qualifiers
described by short phrases are enclosed in parentheses.
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Terms to Terms to
exit state

K ey: ()
t1

+

UCT

= condition, for example, (if no_collision)

= action, for example, [resetPLSfunctions]
= logical AND

= logical OR
= unconditionaltrans¡tion

Figure 69-State diagram notat¡on example

State transitions and sending and receiving of messages occur instantaneously. When a state is entered and

the condition to leave that state is not immediately fulfilled, the state executes continuously, sending the

messages and executing the actions contained in the state in a continuous manner.

Some devices described in this standard are allowed to have two or more ports. State diagrams capable of
describing the operation of devices with an unspecified number of ports require qualifier notation that allows

testing for conditions at multiple ports. The notation used is a term that includes a description in parentheses

of which ports must meet the term for the qualifier to be satisfied (e.g., ANY and ALL). It is also necessary

to provide for term-assignment statements that assign a name to a port that satisfies a qualifier. The following

convention is used to describe a term-assignment statement that is associated with a transition:

a) The character ":" (colon) is a delimiter used to denote that a term assignment statement follows.

b) The character "<" (left arrow) denotes assignment of the value following the arrow to the term

preceding the arrow.

The state diagrams contain the authoritative statement of the procedures they depict; when apparent conflicts

between descriptive text and state diagrams arise, the state diagrams are to take precedence. This does not,

however, override any explicit description in the text that has no parallel in the state diagrams.

The models presented by state diagrams are intended as the primary specif,cations to be provided. It is

important to distinguish, however, between a model and a real implementation. The models are optimized

for simplicity and clarity of presentation, while any realistic implementation may place heavier emphasis on

efficiency and suitability to a particular implementation technology. It is the functional behavior of any unit

that must match the standard, not its intemal structure. The internal details of the model are useful only to

the extent that they specify the external behavior clearly and precisely.

14.3.2 PLGP frame format

The PLCP protocol data unit (PPDU) frame format provides for the asynchronous transfer of MAC sublayer

MPDUs from any transmitting STA to all receiving STAs within the wireless LAN's BSS. The PPDU illus-

trated in Figure 70 consists of three parts: a PLCP Preamble, a PLCP Header, and a PSDU. The PLCP

Preamble provides a period of time for several receiver functions. These functions include antenna diversity,

clock and data recovery and field delineation of the PLCP Header and the PSDU. The PLCP Header is used

to specify the length of the whitened PSDU field and support any PLCP management information. The

PPDU contains the PLCP Preamble, the PLCP Heade¡ and the PSDU modified by the PPDU data whitener.

<State Name>

<Message Sent>

< ... > (condition)

[Actions taken]
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80 bits 1 6 bits 12 bits 4 bits 1 6 bits Variable number of octets

Figure 7O-PLCP frame format

14.3.2.1PLGP Preamble

The PLCP Preamble contains two separate subfields; the Preamble Synchronization (SYNC) field and the

Start Frame Delimiter (SFD), to allow the PHY circuitry to reach steady-state demodulation and synchroni-

zation of bit clock and frame start.

14.3.2.1.1 Preamble SYNC field

The Preamble SYNC field is an 80-bit field containing an altemating zero-one pattern, transmitted starting

with zero and ending with one, to be used by the PHY sublayer to detect a potentially receivable signal,

select an antenna ifdiversity is utilized, and reach steady-state frequency offset correction and synchroniza-

tion with the received packet timing.

14.3.2.1.2 Start Frame Delimiter (SFD)

ThesFDconsistsofthe l6-bitbinarypattern0000 1100 l0ll ll01 (transmittedleftmostbitfirst).Thefirst
bit of the SFD follows the last bit of the sync pattern. The SFD defines the frame timing.

14.3.2.2 PLCP Header field

The PLCP Header field contains three separate subfields: a 12-bit PSDU Length Word (PLW), a 4-bit PLCP

Signaling field (PSF), and a 16-bit PLCP HEC field.

14.3.2.2.1 PSDU length word

The PSDU length word (PLW) is passed from the MAC as a parameter within the PHY-TXSTART.request
primitive. The PLW specifies the number of octets contained in the PSDU. Its valid values are X'001'-
X'FFF', representing counts of one to 4095 octets. The PLW is transmitted lsb first and msb last. The PLW is

used by the receiving STA, in combination with the 32133 coding algorithm specified in this clause, to deter-

mine the last bit in the packet.

PLCP Preamble PLCP Header

Whitened PSDU
Sync

Start Frame

Delimiter PLW PSF
Header Er-
ror Check
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14.3.2.2.2 PLGP Signaling field (PSF)

The 4-bit PSF is defined in Table 30. The PSF is transmitted bit 0 first and bit 3 last.

Table 30-PSF bít descriptions

1999 Edition

14.3.2.2.3 Header Error Check (HEC) f¡eld

The HEC field is a 16-bit CCITT CRC- 16 error detection field. The HEC uses the CCITT CRC- I 6 generator

polynomial G(x) as follows:

G(l: *16*tt2+x5+l

The HEC shall be the one's complement of the sum (modulo 2) of the following:

a) Theremainderof J x1:rl5+ rr4 +...+*+"1 +l;divided(modulo 2)by G(x),whereÈisthe
number of bits in the PSF and PLW f,elds of the PLCP Header;

b) The remainder after multiplication by -116 and then division (modulo 2) by G(x) of the content
(treated as a polynomial) of the PSF and PLW fields.

The HEC shall be transmitted with the coefficient of the highest term first.

As a typical implementation, at the transmitter, the initial remainder of the division is preset to all ones and

is then modified by division of the PSF and PLW fields by the generator polynomial, G(x). The one's

complement of this remainder is inserted in the HEC field with the msb transmitted first.

At the receiver, the initial remainder of the division is again preset to all ones. The division of the received

PSF, PLW, and HEC fields by the generator polynomial, G(x), results, in the absence of transmission elrors,

in a unique nonzero value, which is the following polynomial R(x):

Rft) : *lz+rll +rclo +x8 +x3 + x2 + xl + |

14.3.2.3 PLCP data whitener

The PLCP data whitener uses a length-127 frame-synchronous scrambler followed by a32133 bias-suppres-

sion encoding to randomize the data and to minimize the data dc bias and maximum run lengths. Data octets

are placed in the transmit serial bit stream lsb first and msb last. The frame synchronous scrambler uses the

generator polynomial S(x) as follows:

S(x) : x7+xa+l

Bit Parameter name Parameter values Description

U Reserved Default = 0 Reserved

l:3 PLCP BITRATE bt b2 b3
0 00
0 01
010
0ll
100
l0l
110
l11

: Data Rate
: 1.0 Mbils,
:1.5 Mbit/s,
:2.0 Mbils,
:2.5 Mbit/s,
:3.0 Mbit/s,
- 3.5 Mbils,
:4.0 Mbils,
:4.5 Mbils

This field indicates the data rate ofthe
whitened PSDU from I Mbils to
4.5 Mbils in 0.5 Mbit/s increments.
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and is illustrated in Figure 71. The 127-bit sequence generated repeatedly by the scrambler is (leftmost bit
used first) 00001110 11110010 11001001 00000010 00100110 00101110 10110110 00001100 11010100

11100111 10110100 00101010 11111010 01010001 l0ll1000 1111111. The same scrambler is used to
scramble transmit data and to descramble receive data. The data whitening starts with the first bit of the

PSDU, which follows the last bit of the PLCP Header. The specific bias suppression encoding and decoding
method used is defined in Figure 75 and Figure 80. The format of the packet after data whitening is as shown

in Figure 72.

Data in

lnitialize all registers w¡th ones
(De-)ScYambled

Data out

Figure 7l-Frame synchronous scrambler/descrambler

PPDU

Preamble f-3ãymbolbbik-ì

Stuff symbol Stuff symbol Stuff symbol
Data Octet

Figure 7?-PLCP data whitener format

14.3.3 PLGP state machines

The PLCP consists of three state machines, as illustrated in the overview diagram of Figure 73: the transmit
(TX), carrier sense/clear channel assessment (CS/CCA), and receive (RX) state machines. The three PLCP

state machines are defined in the subclauses below; Figure 73 is not a state diagram itself. Execution of the

PLCP state machines normally is initiated by the FH PLME state machine and begins at the CS/CCA state

machine. The PLCP returns to the FH PLME state machine upon interrupt to service a PLME service

request, such as PLME-SEI PLME-RESEI etc.

1 4.3.3.1 PLCP transmit procedure

The PLCP transmit procedure is invoked by the CS/CCA procedure immediately upon receiving a

PHY-TXSTART.request(TXVECTOR) from the MAC sublayer. The CSMA/CA protocol is performed by

the MAC with the PHY PLCP in the CS/CCA procedure prior to executing the transmit procedure.

14.3.3.1.1 Transmit state machine

The PLCP transmit state machine illustrated in Figure 74 includes functions that must be performed prior to,

during, and after PPDU data transmission. Upon entering the transmit procedure in response to a

PHY-TXSTART.request (TXVECTOR) from the MAC, the PLCP shall switch the PHY PMD circuitry from

receive to transmit state; ramp on the transmit power amplifier in the manner prescribed in 14.6; and transmit
the preamble sync pattem and SFD. The PLCP shall generate the PLCP Header as defined in 14.3.2.2 in

I ISync SFD PLCP Header I
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Enter from FH PLME Return to FH PLME
(on interrupt for SETFREQ,
PHY RESET, etc.)

PHY-TXSTART.request
(rxvECToR)

PHY-TXEND.confirm
(srArus)

PHY-RXSTART. i ndication
(RXVECTOR)

PHY-RXEND.indication
--- (RXERROR= no_error)

I

PHY-RXEND.indication
(RXERROR=type)

Figure 73-PLCP top-level state d¡agram

PHY-TXSTART.req

Figure 74-Transmit state machine

Transmit PSDUStart Transmit

. PHY-TXSTARÏ
confirm

Switch to Transmit

. PMD_TXRX.req
(RF_STATE=transmit)

lProcess data with PSDU

data whitener (see Data

Whitener Encoding
Procedure);
transm¡t wh¡tened datal
. PHY-DATA.req(DATA)
. PHY-DATA.confrm
. PMD_DATA.req
(TXD-UNIT)

downRamp on
. PMD_RAMP,req
(RAMP_STATE=on)
ldwelll

. PHY-TXEND.req

. PHY-TXENÐ.confirm

. PMD_RAMP.req
(RAMP_STATE=off)

Transmit Preamble

Switch to Rx

. PN¡D_TXRX.req

lsend 80 b¡t sync fìeld and

16 bit start frame deliml
. PMD_DATA.req
(TXD-UNIT)

Go to CS/CCA Proc
Transmit Header

[combine PLW, PSF, and

HEC; calculate header
bias (see Data Whitener
Encoding Procedure);
lransmit headerl
. PMD_DATA.req
(TXD-UNIT)
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sufficient time to send the bits at their designated bit slot time. The PLCP shall add the PLCP Header to the

start of the PSDU data.

Prior to transmitting the first PSDU data bit, the PLCP shall send a PHY-TXSTART.confirm message to the

MAC indicating that the PLCP is ready to receive an MPDU data octet. The MAC will pass an MPDU data

octet to the PHY with a PHY-DATA.request(DAIA), which the PHY will respond to with a PHY-DATA.con-

firm. This sequence of PHY-DATA.request(DATA) and PHY-DAIA.confirm shall be executed until the last

data octet is passed to the PLCP. During transmission of the PSDU data, each bit of the PSDU shall be

processed by the data whitener algorithm defined in Figure 75 and described in 14.3.2.3. Each PSDU data

octet is processed and transmitted lsb first and msb last.

Data whitener encoding algorithm:

f ff msb of stuff symbol = 1 then the next block is inverted; 0 = not inverted */

f Accumulate PLCP Header; begin stuffing on first bit of the PSDU y

/'*******+* Calculate number of 32-symbol BSE blocks requ¡red to send PSDU;
no padding is necessary when the number of symbols is not a multiple of 32 *********/

lnput parameter: number_of_PSDU-octets, rate; /* rate is 1 or 2*/
n u m ber_of_symbols= (nu m ber_of_PSD U_octets .8) /rate;
num ber_of_blocks_i n_packet = tru ncatet( n umber-of-symbols + 31 ) I 32)I;

/********* Accumulate the bias in the header to use in calculating the inversion state of the first
block of PSDU data *********/

Read in header {b(1),...,b(32)}; /" b(1) is first bit in "/
header_bias = Sum{weight(b(1 )),...,weight(b(32))};

/* calculate bias in header; weights are defined in Table 31Y
Transmit {b(1),...,b(32)}: /* no stuff¡ng on header */

accum=header_bias; f initialize accum "/
lnitialize scrambler to all ones;

/********* Whiten the PSDU data with scrambler and BSE encoder *********/

For n = 1 to number_of_blocks_in_packet
{

b(0) = 6 for 1 MbiVs; b(0)=96 for 2 MbiVs; f b(0) is the stuff symbol */

N = min(32, number-of-symbols); /* N= block size in symbols "/
Read in next symbol block {b(r ),...,b(N)i; f b(n) = {0,1} or {0,1,2,3};
1 - 8 octets, use PHY-DATA.req(DATA), PHY-DATA.confirm for each octet*/
Scramble {b(1),...,b(ttl)}; /* see 14.3.2.3*/
bias_next_block = Sum{weight(b(0)),...,weight(b(N))}; /* calculate bias with b(0)=9 .¡

/**"** if accum and bias of next block has the same sign, then invert block;
if accum=0 or bias_next_block=0, don't invert *****/

lf {[accum 
* bias_next_block > 0] then

{
lnvert {b(0),...,b(N)}; /* lnvert deviation, or, negate msb of symbol */

bias_next_block = - bias_next_block;
)

accum = accum + bias_next_block;
transm¡t {b(0),...,b(N)}; f b(0) is first symbol out */

number_of_symbols = number_of_symbols - N

Figure 75-Data whitener encoding procedure
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After the last MPDU octet is passed to the PLCP, the MAC will indicate the end of the frame wìth a

PHY-TXEND.request. After the last bit of the PSDU data has completed propagation through the radio and

been transmitted on the air, the PLCP shall complete the transmit procedure by sending a PHY-TXEND.cot-

firmto the MAC sublayer, ramp offthe power amplifier in the mannerprescribed in 14.6, and switch the

PHY PMD circuitry from transmit to receive state. The execution shall then return to the CS/CCA proce-

dure.

The weights assigned to each value of the symbols are defined in Table 3l for the 1 Mbit/s (2GFSK) and

2 Mbils (4GFSK) symbols.

Table 31-PLCP field bit descriptions

2GFSK 4GFSK Weight

10 3

I 2

il I

Center Center 0

0l -l
0 2

00 -3

1 4.3.3.1.2 Transmit state tim ing

The transmit timing illustrated in Figure 76 is defined from the instant that the PHY-TXSTART.reques\(TXVEC-

TOR) is received from the MAC sublayer. The PLCP shall switch the PMD circuitry from receive to transmit,

tum on and settle the transmitter, and begin transmitting the first bit of the preamble at the antenna within a

maximum of 20 ¡rs of receiving the PHY-TXSTART.requesI(TXVECTOR). The PLCP Preamble shall be trans-

mitted at I Mbils and be completed in 96 ¡rs. The PLCP Header shall be transmitted at I Mbils and be

completed in 32 ¡rs. The variable length PSDU shall be transmitted at the selected datarate. After the last bit of
the PSDU data has completed propagation through the radio and been transmitted on the air, the PLCP shall

send the PHY-TXEND.confirm to the MAC sublayer. The PLCP shall turn off the transmitter, reducing the

output energy to less than the specified off-mode transmit power within the time specified in 14.6. At the end of
the power amplifier ramp down period, the PLCP shall switch the PMD circuitry from transmit to receive.

14.3.3.2 Carrier sense/clear channel assessment (CS/CCA) procedure

The PLCP CS/CCA procedure is executed while the receiver is tumed on and the STA is not currently

receiving or transmitting a packet. The CS/CCA procedure is used for two purposes: to detect the start of a

network signal that can be received (CS) and to determine whether the channel is clear prior to transmitting

a packet (CCA).

1 4.3.3.2.1 CS/CCA state machine

Timing for priorify (PIFS, DIFS), contention backoff(slot times), and CS/CCA assessment windows is defined

relative to the end of the last bit of the last packet on the air. The CS/CCA state machine is shown in Figure 77.

The PLCP shall perform a CS/CCA assessment on a minimum of one antenna within a MAC contention back-

off slot time of 50 ¡rs. The PLCP shall be capable of detecting within the slot time an FH PHY conformant

signal that is received at the selected antenna up to 22 ¡rs after the start of the slot time with the synchronous

detection performance specified in 14.6.15.3. Subclause 14.6.15.3 specifies detection performance with
zero-one sync patterns and with random data patterns. If a start of a transmission is asynchronous with the BSS

and arrives after the start ofthe slot but at least l6 ¡rs prior to the end ofthe slot, the PLCP shall indicate a busy

channelpriortotheendof theslottimewiththeasynchronousdetectionperformancespecifiedin 14.6.15.3.
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The CCA indication immediately prior to transmission shall be performed on an antenna with essentially the

same free space gain and gain pattem as the antenna to be used for transmission. The method of determining

CS/CCA is unspecified except for the detection performance of a conformant method as specified in 14.6.15.3.

PHY-TXSTART-req
(TXVECTOR) received

PHY-CCARESET.Teq
received

Channel
ìdle

countdown
_timer=0

Channel
busy countdown

timer>0

Timeout

Valid SFD and PLCP
headerdetected

Figure 77-CS/CCA state machine

11 a PHY-TXSTART.request QXVECTOR) is received, the CS/CCA procedure shall exit to the transmit

procedure within I ¡s. If a PHY-CCARESET.request is received, the PLCP shall reset the CS/CCA state

machine to the state appropriate for the end of a complete received frame. This service primitive is generated

by the MAC at the end of a NAV period. The PHY shall indicate completion of the request by sending a

PHY-CCARESET.confirm to the MAC.

If a CS/CCA assessment retums a channel idle result, the PHY shall send a PHY-CCA.indicate(STA-

TUS:idle) to the MAC.

If a CS/CCA assessment returns a channel busy result, the PHY shall send a PHY-CCA.indicate(STA-

TUS:busy) to the MAC. Upon a channel busy assessment, the PLCP shall stop any antenna switching prior

to the earliest possible arrival time of the SFD and detect a valid SFD and PLCP Header if received. A valid

PLCP Header is defined as containing valid PLCP Length Word and PHY Signaling field values and a valid

HEC field. If a valid SFD/PLCP Header is detected, the CS/CCA procedure shall send a

PHY-RXSTART.indicate(RXVECTOR) message to the MAC sublayer and exit to the receive procedure.

The PLCP shall dwell and search for the SFD/PLCP Header for a minimum period longer than the latest

possible arrival time of the SFD/PLCP Header. Indication of a busy channel does not necessarily lead to the

successful reception ofa frame.

Start CS/CCA Procedure

Iset countdown_t¡mer ]

CS/CCA Assessment

Go to TX Procedure

(TXVECTOR)

Clear countdown timer

. PHY-CCARESET. confirm

Check countdown_timer Report Channel ldle

ICheck for
PHY-TXSTART.req or
PHY-CCARESEïreq;

Peform CS/CCA;
Update countdown_timer;

Reset CS/CCA
Assessment when

countdown_timer
zerol

. PMD _ANTSEL.req

[Test countdôwn_t¡mer] PHY-CCA.ind
(STATUS=idle)

Report Channel Busy

Report Channel Busy. PHY-CCA.ind
(STATUS=busy) . PHY-CCA.ind

(STATUS=busy)

SFD/PLCP HeaderSearch

Go to RX Procedure
lwait unt¡l valid SFD and
PLCP headerdetected or

timeout expiresl PHY-RXSTART,IND
(RXVECTOR)
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The octelbit count remaining may be a nonzero value when returning from the receive procedure if a signal
in the process of being received was lost prior to the end as determined from the Length field of a valid
PLCP Header. The countdown timer shall be set to the octet/bit count and used to force the CS/CCA indica-

tion to remain in the BUSY state until the predicted end of the frame regardless of actual CS/CCA indica-

tions.

However, if the CS/CCA procedure indicates the start of a new frame within the countdown timer period, it
is possible to transition to the receive procedure prior to the end of the countdown timer period. If the PHY

transitions to receive under these conditions, the countdown timer shall be reset to the longer of (1) the

remaining time of the current frame or (2) the length of the new frame.

When a nonzero countdown timer reaches zero, the PLCP shall reset the CS/CCA state machine to the state

appropriate for the end of a complete received frame and the CS/CCA indication shall reflect the state of the

channel.

If the receive procedure encountered an unsupported rate error, the PLCP shall keep the CS/CCA state at

Busy for the duration of the frame by setting the countdown timer to the value corresponding to the calcu-

lated time based on the information in the PLCP Header and the 33/32 expansion factor.

14.3.3.2.2 CS/CCA state timing

Timing for priority (PIFS, DIFS), contention backoff (slot times), and CS/CCA assessment windows is

defined relative to the end of the last bit of the last packet on the air. The PLCP shall perform a CS/CCA

assessment on a minimum of one antenna within a slot time. The appropriate CS/CCA indication shall be

available prior to the end of each 50 ¡rs slot time with the performance specified in 14.6. See Figure 78.

Ifa STA has not successfully received the previous packet, the perceived packet end time and slot boundary

times will have a higher uncertainty for that STA.

14.3.3.3 PLCP receive procedure

The PLCP receive procedure is invoked by the PLCP CS/CCA procedure upon detecting a portion of the

preamble sync pattern followed by a valid SFD and PLCP Header.

14.3.3.3.1 Receive state mach¡ne

The PLCP receive procedure shown in Figure 79 includes functions that must be performed while the PPDU is

being received. The PLCP receive procedure begins upon detection of a valid SFD and PLCP Header in the CS/

CCA procedure. The PLCP shall set a PPDU octet/bit counter to indicate the last bit of the packet, receive the

PPDU bits, and perform the data whitening decoding procedure shown in Figure 80 on each PPDU bit. The

PLCP shall pass correctly received data octets to the MAC with a series of PHY-DATA.indicate(DATA). Ãfær

the last PPDU bit is received and the last octet is passed to the MAC, the PLCP shall send a PHY-RXEND.|udï

cate(RXERROR=no_error) to the MAC sublayer. Upon error-free completion of a packet reception, the PLCP

shall exit the receive procedure and retum to the PLCP CS/CCA procedure with the octet/bit count set to 0.

If the PLCP Header was decoded without a CRC error but encountered an unsupported rate, then the PLCP

shall immediately complete the receive procedure with a PHY-RXEND.indicate (RXERROR

unsupported_rctte) to the MAC, and return to the CS/CCA procedure with the octet,/bit count remaining and

the data rate value contained in the PLCP Header.

If an error was detected during the reception of the PPDU, the PLCP shall immediately complete the receive

procedure with a PHY-RXEND.indicate(RXERROR-carrier_lost) to the MAC, and return to the CS/CCA
procedure with the octet/bit count remaining and the data rate value contained in the PLCP Header.
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Start Receive procedure Receive PLCPPDU

(RXVECïOR ) ILoad byte/bit length
counter;

RXERROR = no errorl

Data whitener decoding
(SeeData Whitener

Fìc¡n¡linn Þrneedr rrcì

. PMD*DATA.ind

IDecode data]

flf error detected, set
RXERROR = error typel
[Passoctets up to MAC]
. PHY-DATA.ind(DATA)

Complete RX procedure

Go to CS/CCA Proc . PHY-RXEND.ind
(RXERROR)

Ibyte/bitcount remaining
dataratel

ANSUIEEE Std 802.1 1 , 1999 Edition LOCAL AND METROPOLITAN AREA NETWORKS: WIRELESS LAN

error
detected

Figure 79-Receive state mach¡ne

Figure 80-Data whitener decoding procedure

Data whitener decoding algorithm

lf msb of stuff symbol = 1 then the next block is inverted; 0 = not inveñed */

Stuffing begins on first symbol of PLCP Header following the SFD */

Algorithm begins after verifying validity of header with HEC y

/********* Read header *********/

Read in header {b(t ),...,b(32)}; f b(1) is first bit in 7

Get number_of_PSDU_octets, rate from header; /* rate is 1 or 2 */

number_of_symbols = (nu mber_of_PSDU-octets.8)/rate
n u m ber_of_blocks_i n_packet = tru ncate{(number-oþymbols + 31 ) I 32);
lnitialize scrambler to all ones;

/********* De-whiten the PPDIJ data with BSE decoder and de-scrambler *********/

For n = 1 to number_of_blocks_in_packet
{

N = min(32, # of symbols remaining); /- N= block size in symbols */

Read in next block {b(0),...,b(N)i;/ * b(n) = {0,1} or {0,1,2,3} "/

lf {[msb of b(0)='l] then lnvert {b(1),...,b(N)} /* if invert bit=true */

/" see 14.3.2.3"/Descramble {b(l ),...,b(N)};
Send {b(1),...,b(N)} to MAC

f 1 - 8 octets: use PHY-DATA.\nd(DATA) for each octet. */

)
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14.3.3.3.2 Receive state timing

The receive state timing shown in Figure 81 is defined to begin upon detection of a valid SFD and PLCP

Header in the CS/CCA procedure. The PLCP shall begin receiving the variable length whitened PSDU

immediately after the end of the last bit of the PLCP Header. The PLCP shall send a PHY-RXEND.indi-

cate(RXERROR) after receiving the last PPDU data bit.

If any error was detected during the reception of the PPDU, the PLCP may send a PHY-RXEND.indi-
cate(RXERROR) and terminate the receive procedure before the last bit arrives.

14.4 PLME SAP layer management

14.4.1 Overview

This subclause describes the services provided by the FHSS PLME to the upper layer management entities.

The PLME/PMD services are defined in terms of service primitives. 'Ihese primitives are abstract represen-

tations of the services and are not intended to restrict implementations.

14.4.2 FH PHY specific MAG sublayer management entity (MLME) procedures

14.4.2.1 Overview

The specific MAC sublayer management entity (MLME) procedures required for operating the FHSS PHY
are specified in this portion of the subclause. The relationship between the MLME and FH PLME proce-

dures is also described.

1 4.4.2.2 FH synchronization

The MLME of a compliant FH PHY STA shall perform the FH time synchronization procedure as defined in

I 1.1.5. This procedure provides for synchronized frequency hopping for all compliant FH PHY STAs within
a single BSS or ad hoc network. The FH PLME accepts PLME-SET.request commands from the MLME to
change the tune frequency at the time determined by the MLME. The tune frequency is changed by updating

any combination of the Set, Pattem, and Index PHY MIB parameters.

14.4.3 FH PHY layer management entity state machines

14.4.3.1 Overview

This portion of this subclause describes the FH PHY layer management state machines to turn the PMD on/

off, reset the PLCP state machine, and change the frequency hop channel.

14.4.3.2 PLME state mach¡ne

The PLME state machine in Figure 82 begins with a PLME-SET.request (dotl ICurrentPowerState: ON) ,

which turns on the PHY circuitry resets the PLME and PLCP state machines, and sends a PLME-SET.coI-

firm.The MAC then sends a series of three PLME-SET.request primitives to update the dotllCurrentSet,
dotllCurrentPattern, and dotllCurrentlndex PHY MIB parameters, which together tune the PMD to the

selected channel. The PLME then transfers execution to the PLCP state machine as defined in 14.3.3.

Upon receiving a PLME request from a higher-level LME, the PLCP shall retum execution to the PLME

state machine and process the request. 
^ 

PLME-RESET.request shall cause a reset to the PLME and PLCP

state machines. Ã PLME-SET.request updating the dotl lCurrentlndex or a combination of the

dotllCurrentSet, dotllCurrentPattern, and dotllCurrentlndex shall cause the PLCP to terminate a receive
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or CS/CCA process and change frequency before returning to the PLCP state machine. A
PLME-SET.request(dotl ICurrentPowerState:OFF) shall cause the PLCP to terminate a receive or CS/CCA

process, power down the PMD circuitry and return the PLME state machine to the idle state.

PLME-SET.requests to any parameter other than the ones identified within this paragraph shall be executed

and control shall be retumed to the PLCP state machine. The MAC should not send a PLME request while
the PLCP is in the transmit state.

All PLME-GET.requests shall be processed in parallel and with no interruption to the execution of any state

machine in process.

PLME-SEïreq

PLME-SET.req(aCurrentPowerstate=OFF)

Figure 82-PLME state machine

14.4.3.3 PLME management primitives

The FH PLME uses the generic management primitives defined in 10.2 to manage all FH PHY parameters.

ldle Power down PMDPower up/Reset PHY

[Wait for PLME-SET.reqlPower up/reset PHYI
. PIVID_PWRMGNT.req

(mode=ON)
. PLME-SET.confÌrm

[Power down sequence]
. PIVID_PWRMGNITeq

(mode=OFF)
. PLME-SEïconfirm

(Dot1 1 CurrentPowerState=OFF)

Reset PHY

lReset PLCP, PLME,
PMD]

. PLME-RESEïcon
(status)

Set tune frequency

. PHY-CCA.ind
(STATUS=Busy)

. PMD_FREQ.req
(cHNL_rD)

[Dwell for freq hop
settling timel

PLIVIE-SET.confìrm
. PHY-CCA.ind
(STATUS=ldle)

[All other parameters]

PLCP State Machine

PLME-SET.req(dotl 1 CurrentSet)
and/or
PLME-SET.req(dot1'1 CurrentPattern)
and/or
PLME-SET.req(dot1 1 Currentlndex)

PLME-SET.req (other parameters)

PLME-RESET.req

[Check for PLME
commandsl
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14.5 FHSS PMD sublayer serv¡ces

14.5.1 Scope and f¡eld of application

The PMD services provided to the PLCP for the FHSS PHY are described in this subclause. Also defined in

this subclause are the functional, electrical, and RF characteristics required for interoperability of implemen-

tations conforming to this specification. The relationship of this specification to the entire FHSS PHY is

shown in Figure 83.

14.5.2 Overview of serv¡ces

In general, the FHSS PMD sublayer accepts PLCP sublayer service primitives and provides the actual means

by which the signals required by these primitives are imposed onto the medium. In the FHSS PMD sublayer

at the receiver the process is reversed. The combined function of the transmitting and receiving FHSS PMD

sublayers results in a data stream, timing information, and receive parameter information being delivered to

the receiving PLCP sublayer.

14.5.3 Overview of interactions

The primitives associated wìth the IEEE 802.11 PLCP sublayer to the FHSS PMD sublayer fall into the

following two basic categories:

a) Service primitives that support PLCP peer-to-peer interactions;

b) Service primitives that have local signif,cance and support sublayer-to-sublayer interactions.

'14.5.4 Basic service and opt¡ons

All of the service primitives described in this subclause are considered mandatory unless otherwise specified.

14.5.4.1 PMD_SAP peer-to-peer serv¡ce pr¡m¡tives

Table 32 indicates the primitives for peer-to-peer interactions.

Table 32-PMD-SAP peer'to'peer service pr¡m¡t¡ves

Primitive Request Indicate Confirm Response

PMD_DA?\ X X

PHY
L
A
Y
E
R

Figure 83-PMD layer reference model

<-
PLCP

Sublayer
PMD SAP

Sublayer
PMD <_

>
PHY

Layer
Managemenf

Entitv>
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1 4.5.4.2 PM D_SAP sublayer-to-sublayer serv¡ce pr¡m ¡t¡ves

Table 33 indicates the primitivés for sublayer-to-sublayer interactions.

Table 33-PMD-SAP sublayer-to-sublayer serv¡ce primitives

1 4.5.4.3 P M D_SAP service pri m itives parameters

Table 34 shows the parameters used by one or more of the PMD_SAP service primitives.

Table 34-List of parameters for PMD primitives

14.5.5 PMD_SAP detailed service specification

This subclause describes the services provided by each PMD primitive.

14.5.5.1 PMD_DATA.request

14.5.5.1.1 Function

This primitive defines the transfer of data from the PLCP sublayer to the PMD entity

Primitive Request Indicate Confirm Response

PMD TXRX X

PMD-PA_RAMP X

PMD_ANTSEL X

PMD TXPWRLVL X

PMD FREQ X

PMD RSSI X

PMD PWRMGMT X

Parameter Associate primitive Value

TXD UNIT PMD_DATA.request I Mbils: 0, I
2 Mbit/s: 0,1,2,3

RXD UNIT PMD DATA.indicate I Mbit/s: 0, 1

2 Mbit/s: 0, I 2,3

RF STATE PMD_TXRX.request TRANSMII RECEIVE

RAMP STATE PMD_PA_RAMP.request ON, OFF

ANTENNA STATE PMD_ANTSEL.request I to255

TXPWR LEVEL PMD_TXPWRLVL.request LEVELI, LEVEL2, LEVEL3, LEVEL4

CHNL ID PMD_FREQ.request 2-.80 inclusive

STRENGTH PMD RSSI.indicate 0 to RSSI Max

MODE PMD PWRMGMT.request ON, OFF
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14.5.5.1.2 Semantics of the service pr¡m¡t¡ve

The primitive shall provide the following parameter:

PMD_DATA.request (TXD_UNIT)

The TXD_UNIT parameter can take on one of two values: one or zero. This parametor represents a single

data bit. The effect of this parameter is that the PMD will properly modulate the medium to represent ones or

zeros as defined in the FHSS PMD modulation specifications for a given data rate.

I 4.5.5.1.3 When generated

This primitive is generated by the PLCP sublayer to request the transmission of a single data bit on the PMD
sublayer. The bit clock is assumed to be resident or part of the PLCP and this primitive is issued at every

clock edge once the PLCP has begun transmitting data.

14.5.5.1.4 Effect of receipt

The receipt of this primitive will cause the PMD entity to encode and transmit a single data bit.

1 4.5.5.2 P M D_DATA. i nd icate

14.5.5.2.1 Function

This primitive defines the transfer of data from the PMD entify to the PLCP sublayer.

14.5.5.2.2 Semantics of the serv¡ce primitive

The primitive shall provide the following parameter:

PMD DATA.indicate (RXD_UNIT)

The RXD_UNIT parameter can take on one of two values: one or zero. This parameter represents the current

state of the medium as determined by the FHSS PMD modulation specifications for a given datarate.

I 4.5.5.2.3 When generated

The PMD_DAIA.indicate is generated to all receiving PLCP entities in the network after a

PMD_DATA.request is issued.

14.5.5.2.4 Effect of receipt

The effect of receipt of this primitive by the PLCP is unspecified in this standard.

1 4.5.5.3 PMD_TXRX.request

14.5.5.3.1 Function

This primitive is used to place the PMD entity into the transmit or receive function.
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14.5.5.3.2 Semantics of the service primitive

The primitive shall provide the following parameter:

PMD_TXRX.request (RF_STATE)

The RF_STATE parameter can take on one of two values: TRANSMIT or RECEIVE. When the value of the

primitive is TRANSMII the RF state of the radio is transmit. If the value of the primitive is RECEIVE, the

RF state of the radio is receive.

I 4.5.5.3.3 When generated

This primitive is generated whenever the mode of the radio needs to be set or when changing from transmit
to receive or receive to transmit.

14.5.5.3.4 Effect of receipt

The receipt of this primitive by the PMD entity will cause the mode of the radio to be in either transmit or
receive.

1 4.5.5.4 PM D_PA_RAM P. request

14.5.5.4.1 Function

This primitive defines the start of the ramp up or ramp down of the radio transmitter's power amplifier.

14.5.5.4.2 Semantics of the serv¡ce primitive

The primitive shall provide the following parameter:

PMD_PA_RAMP.request (RAMP_STATE)

The RAMP_STAIE parameter can take on one of two values: ON or OFF. When the value of the primitive is

ON, the state of the transmit power amplifier is "on." If the value of the primitive is OF'F-, the state of the

transmit power amplifier is "off."

1 4.5.5.4.3 When generated

This primitive is issued only during transmit and to establish the initial state. It is generated by the PLCP at

the start of the transmit function to tum the transmitter's power amplifier "on." A power amplifier ramp-up
period follows the change of state from "off' to "on." After the PLCP has transferred all required data to the

PMD entity, this primitive again will be issued by the PLCP to place the transmit power amplifier back into
the "off' state. A power amplifier ramp-down period follows the change of state from "on" to "off."

14.5.5.4.4 Effect of rece¡pt

The receipt of this primitive by the PMD entity will cause the transmit power amplifier to tum on or off.

I 4.5.5.5 PMD_ANTSEL.request

14.5.5.5.1 Function

This primitive is used to select which antenna the PMD entity will use to transmit or receive data.
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14.5.5.5.2 Semantics of the serv¡ce pr¡m¡tive

The primitive shall provide the following parameter:

PMD_ANTSEL.request (ANTENNA_STAIE)

The ANTENNA_STAIE parameter can take on values from one to N (where 1/ is the number of antennas

supported). When the value of the primitive is a ONE, the PMD will switch to antenna I for receive or trans-

mit; if the value of the primitive is TWO, the PMD entity will switch to antenna 2 for receive or transmit, etc.

14.5.5.5.3 When generated

This primitive is generated at various times by the PLCP entity to select an antenna. During receive, this

primitive can be used to manage antenna diversity. During transmit, this primitive can be use to select a

transmit antenna. This primitive will also be used during CCA.

14.5.5.5.4 Effect of receipt

The receipt of this primitive by the PMD entity will cause the radio to select the antenna specified.

I 4.5.5.6 PMD_TXPWRLVL.request

14.5.5.6.1 Function

This primitive defines the power level the PMD entity will use to transmit data.

14.5.5.6.2 Semantics of the service primitive

The primitive shall provide the following parameter:

PMD_TXPWRLVL.request (TXPOWER_LEVEL)

The TXPOWER_LEVEL parameter can be one of the values listed in Table 35.

Table 35-Transmit power levels

TXPWR".LEVEL Level description

LEVELI Defined as TxPowerlevell in MIB

LEVELz Defined as TxPowerlevel2 in MIB

LEVEL3 Defined as TxPowerlevel3 in MIB

LEVEL4 Defined as TxPowerlevel4 in MIB

LEVEL5 Defined as TxPowerlevel5 in MIB

I-EVEL6 Defined as TxPowerlevel6 in MIB

LEVELT Defined as TxPowerlevelT in MIB

I,EVËL8 Defined as TxPowerlevel8 in MIB

I 4.5.5.6.3 When generated

This primitive is generated as part of the transmit sequence.
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14.5.5.6.4 Effect of receipt

The receipt of this primitive by the PMD entity will cause the transmit power level to be modify,

14.5.5.7 PMD_FREQ.request

14.5.5.7.1 Function

This primitive defines the frequency the PMD entity will use to receive or transmit data. Since changing the

radio frequency is not an immediate function, this primitive serves also as an indication of the start of this

process. The completion of this process is dictated by other PMD specifications.

14.5.5.7.2 Semantics of the service primitive

The primitive shall provide the following parameter:

PMD FREQ.request (CHANNEL_ID)

The CHANNEL_ID parameter can be one of the values listed in Table 38, Table 39, Table 40, or Table 41

14.5.5.7.3 When generated

This primitive is generated by the PLCP whenever a change to a new frequency is required.

14.5.5.7.4 Effect of receipt

The receipt of this primitive by the PMD entity will cause the radio to change to a new frequency defined by

the value of the CHNL ID.

14.5.5.8 PMD_RSS¡.ind¡cate

14.5.5.8.1 Function

This primitive transfers a receìver signal strength indication of the physical medium from the PMD sublayer

to the PLCP sublayer. This value will be used by the PLCP to perform any diversity or clear channel assess-

ment functions required by the PLCP or other sublayers.

14.5.5.8.2 Semantics of the serv¡ce primitive

The primitive shall provide the following parameter:

PMD_RSSI.indicate (STRENGTH)

The STRENGTH parameter can be a value from 0 to 15. This parameter is an indication by the PMD
sublayer of the magnitude of the energy observed at the selected antenna. This reported value is used to

generate the RSSI term in the PHY-RXSTART.ind(RXVECTOR) primitive and might also be used by any

diversity function. Since RSSI is only used in a relative manner by the MAC sublaye¡ this parameter is

defined to have no more than 16 values, ranging from 0 through RSSI_Max. The value zero is the weakest

signal strength, while RSSI_Max is the strongest signal strength.

I 4.5.5.8.3 When generated

This primitive is generated continually by the PMD entity to transfer a receive signal strength indication to

the PLCP.
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14.5.5.8.4 Effect of receipt

The effect of receipt of this primitive by the PLCP is unspecified in this standard.

I 4.5.5.9 PMD_PWRMGMT.request

14.5.5.9.1 Function

This primitive is used by the higher-layer entities to manage or control the power consumption of the PMD

when not in use. This allows higher-layer entities to put the radio into a sleep or standby mode when receipt

or sending ofany data is not expected.

14.5.5.9.2 Semantics of the serv¡ce primitive

The primitive shall provide the following parameter:

PMD_PWRMGMT.request (MODE)

The MODE parameter can have one of two values: ON or OFF. When the value of the parameter is ON, the

PMD entity will enter into a fully functional mode that allows it to send or receive data. When the value of
the parameter is OFF, the PMD entity will place itself in a standby or power-saving mode. In the low-power

mode, the PMD entity is not expected to be able to perform any request by the PLCR nor is it expected to

indicate any change in PMD state or status.

1 4.5.5.9.3 When generated

This primitive is delivered by the PLCP but actually is generated by a higher-layer management entity

14.5.5.9.4 Effect of receipt

Upon receipt of this primitive, the PMD entity will enter a fully functional or low power consumption state

depending on the value of the primitive's parameter.

14.6 FHSS PMD sublayer, 1.0 MbiUs

14.6.1 l MbiUs PMD operating specifications, general

In general, the PMD accepts convergence layer service primitives and provides the actual means by which
the signals required by these primitives are imposed on the medium. In the PMD sublayer at the receiver, the

process is reversed. The combined function of the transmitting and receiving PMD sublayers results in a data

stream, timing information, and receive parameter information being delivered to the receiving convergence

sublayer.

1 4.6.2 Regulatory requirements

Wireless LANs implemented in accordance with this standard are subject to equipment certification and

operating requirements established by regional and national regulatory administrations. The PMD specifica-
tion establishes minimum technical requirements for interoperability, based upon established regulations for
Europe, Japan, and North America at the time this standard was issued. These regulations are subject to revi-

sion, or may be superseded. Requirements that are subject to local geographic regulations are annotated

within the PMD specification. Regulatory requirements that do not affect interoperability are not addressed

within this standard. Implementors are referred to the following regulatory sources for further information.
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Operation in countries within Europe, or other regions outside Japan or North America, may be subject to

additional or alternative national regulations.

The documents listed below specifu the current regulatory requirements for various geographic areas at the

time this standard was developed. They are provided for information only, and are subject to change or revi-

sion at any time.

14.6.3 Operating frequency range

A conformant PMD implementation shall be able to select the carrier frequency (F") from the full
geographic-specific set ofavailable carrier frequencies. Table 36 summarizes these frequencies for a number

of geographic locations.

Table 36-Operat¡ng frequency range

Lower Limit Upper limit Regulatory range Geography

2.402 GHz 2.480 Gllz 2.400-2.4835 GHz North America

2.402 GHz 2.480 GHz 2A00-2.4835 GHz Europea

2.473 GHz 2.495 GHz 2.471-2.497 GHz Japan

2.44'7 GHz 2.473 GHz 2.445 2.475 GHz Spain

2.448 GHz 2.482 GHz 2.4465-2.4835 GHz France

NOTE The frequency ranges in this table are subject to the geographic-specific regulatory
authorities.

uExcluding Spain and France.

Geographic
areâ

Approval standards Documents Approval authority

Europe European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI)

ETS 300-328,
ETS 300-339

National type approval
authorities

France Règle technique applicable aux
équipements radioélectriques
de transmission de données à

large bande fonctionnant dans
la bande de fréquences à 2,4
GHz et utilisant la technique
de l'étalement de spectre
(Edition février 1995)

SP/DGPT/ATAS/23,
ETS 300-328,
ETS 300-339

Direction Générale des Postes
et Télécommunications
(DGPr)

Japan Association of Radio Industries
and Businesses (ARIB)

RCR STD-334 Ministry of Telecommunica-
tions (MKK)

North America
Canada
USA

Industry Canada (IC)
Federal Communications

Commission (FCC)

GL36
CFR47, Part 15, Sections

15.205, t5.209, t5.247

IC
FCC

Spain Supplemento Del Numero 164
Del Boletin Oficial Del
Estado (Published 10 July
I 99 I , Revised 25 June I 993)

ETS 3OO-328, ETS
300-339

Cuadro Nacional De Atribu-
cion De Frecuesias
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14.6.4 Number of operat¡ng channels

The number of transmit and receive frequency channels used for operating the PMD entity is 79 for the USA
and Europe, and23 for Japan. Table 37 summarizes these frequencies for a number ofgeographic locations.
This is more fully defined in Table 38 through Table 41.

Table 37-Number of operating channels

Minimum Hopping set Geography

75 '79 North America

20 '79 Europeu

Not applicable zt Japan

20 27 Spain

20 35 France

NOTE-The number of required hopping channels is subject to the
geographic-specifi c regulatory authorities.

uExcluding Spain and France

14.6.5 Operating channel center frequency

The channel center frequency is defined in sequential L0 MHz steps beginning with the first channel, chan-

nel 2.402 GHz for the USA and Europe excluding Spain and France, as listed in Table 38. The channel

centers for Japan, starting at2.473 GHz with I MHz increments, are listed in Table 39. The channel centers

for Spain and France are listed in Table 40 and Table 41, respectively.

Table 38-Requ¡rements in North America and Europe
(excluding Spain and France;values spec¡f¡ed in GHz)

Channel # Value Channel # Value Channel # Value

2 2.402 28 2.428 54 2.454

J 2.403 29 2.429 55 2.455

4 2.404 30 2.430 56 2.456

5 2.40s 3l 2.431 57 2.457

6 2.406 32 2.432 58 2.458

7 2.40'7 33 2.433 59 2.459

8 2.408 34 2.434 60 2.460

9 2.409 35 2.435 6l 2.461

10 2.410 36 2.436 62 2.462

ll 2.4t1 37 2.437 63 2.463

12 2.412 38 2.438 64 2.464
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Channel # Value Channel # Value Channel # Value

13 2.413 39 2.439 65 2.465

14 2.414 40 2.440 66 2.466

15 2.415 41 2.441 67 2.467

16 2.4t6 42 2.442 68 2.468

17 2.417 43 2.443 69 2.469

18 2.4t8 44 2.444 70 2.470

19 2.4t9 45 2.445 7t 2.471

20 2.420 46 2.446 72 2.472

21 2.421 47 2.44'7 '73 2.473

22 2.422 48 2.448 74 2.474

23 2.423 49 2.449 75 2.475

24 2.424 50 2.450 76 2.476

25 2.425 51 2.451 77 2.477

26 2.426 52 2.452 78 2.478

27 2.427 53 2.453 79 2.479

80 2.480

MEDTUM ACCESS CONTROL (MAC) AND PHYSTCAL (PHY) SPECTFTCATTONS ANSr/rEEE Std 802.',î 1, ',Î999 Edition

Table 38-Requirements in North America and Europe
(excluding Spain and France;values spec¡f¡ed in GHz) (continued)

Table 39-Requirements ¡n Japan
(values specified in GHz)

Channel # Value Channel # Value Channel # Value

73 2.473 8l 2.481 89 2.489

74 2.474 82 2.482 90 2.490

75 2.475 83 2.483 91 2.491

76 2.4"16 84 2.484 92 2.492

77 2.4'77 85 2.48s 93 2.493

78 2.478 86 2.486 94 2.494

79 2.479 87 2.48'7 95 2.49s

80 2.480 88 2.488
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Channel # Value Channel # Value Channel # Value

47 2.447 56 2.456 65 2.465

48 2.448 57 2.457 66 2.466

49 2.449 58 2.458 6'7 2.467

50 2.450 59 2.459 68 2.468

51 2.451 60 2.460 69 2.469

52 2.452 6t 2.461 70 2.470

53 2.453 62 2.462 71 2.471

54 2.454 63 2.463 '72 2.472

55 2.455 64 2.464 73 2.473

ANSI/IEEE Std 802.11, '1999 Edition LOCAL AND METROPOLITAN AREA NETWORKS:WIRELESS LAN

Table 40-Requirements in Spain
(values spec¡f¡ed in GHz)

Table 4l-Requ¡rements ¡n France
(values spec¡fied in GHz)

14.6.6 Occupied channel bandwidth

Occupied channel bandwidth shall meet all applicable local geographic regulations for I MHz channel spac-

ing. The rate at which the PMD entity will hop is govemed by the MAC. The hop rate is an attribute with a

maximum dwell time subject to local geographic regulations.

14.6.7 Minimum hop rate

The minimum hop rate shall be govemed by the regulatory authorities

Channel # Value Channel # Value Channel # Value

48 2.448 60 2.460 72 2.4't2

49 2.449 61 2.461 73 2.4'73

50 2.450 62 2.462 74 2.474

51 2.45t 63 2.463 '75 2.4'75

52 2.452 64 2.464 76 2.476

53 2.453 65 2.465 77 2.477

54 2.454 66 2.466 78 2.478

55 2.455 67 2.467 79 2.479

56 2.456 68 2.468 80 2.480

57 2.457 69 2.469 81 2.481

58 2.458 70 2.470 82 2.482

59 2.459 7l 2.471
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14.6.8 Hop sequences

The hopping sequençe of an individual PMD entity is used to create a pseudorandom hopping pattern utiliz-
ing uniformly the designated frequency band. Sets of hopping sequences are used to co-locate multiple PMD
entities in similar networks in the same geographic area and to enhance the overall efficiency and throughput
capacity of each individual network.

An FH pattern, {, consists of a permutation of all frequency channels defined in Table 38 and Table 39. For
a given pattern number, x, the hopping sequence can be written as follows:

F*-* {f, (t),f, (2),...f, (p)} (t)

where

f, (i) is the channel number (as defined in 14.6.4) for I 
th frequency in xth hopping pattern;

p is the number of frequency channels in hopping patt€m (79 for North America and most of Europe,
23 for Japan, 3 5 for France , 27 for Spain).

Given the hopping pattern number, x, and the index for the next frequency, i (in the range I top), the channel

number shall be defined to be as follows:

"f, (Ð
: [b(i) + x]mod (79) + 2
: t(, - l) x xl mod (23) + 73
: [b(¡) + x] mod (21) + 47
: lb(Ð + "rl mod (3s) + 48

in North America and most of Europe, with b(i) defined in Table 42

in Japan.

in Spain with b(i) defined in Table 43.
in France with b(i) defined in Table 44.

Table 42-Base-Hopp¡ng sequence b(i) Íor North America and most of Europe

I h(¡) t b(Ð t b(¡) t h(Ð I b(i) I b(ù I b(Ð , b(Ð

1 0 l1 76 21 18 31 l4 4l t4 5l 20 61 48 7l 55

2 ¿J t2 29 22 11 32 66 42 57 52 73 62 15 72 35

J 62 l3 59 z5 36 JJ 7 43 41 53 64 63 5 t3 53

4 8 t4 22 24 71 34 68 44 74 54 39 64 17 74 24

5 43 l5 52 25 54 35 75 45 32 55 13 65 6 IJ 44

6 16 16 63 26 69 36 4 46 '70 56 )t 66 67 /o 5l

7 7l 17 26 27 2l 37 60 47 9 57 65 67 49 77 38

8 47 18 77 28 3 38 27 48 58 58 50 68 40 78 30

9 l9 t9 3l 29 37 39 t2 49 78 59 56 69 I 79 46

l0 61 20 2 30 10 40 25 50 45 60 42 70 28
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Table 43-Base-Hopping sequence bfl for Spain

I b(ù t b(Ð I h(Ð

I 13 10 19 19 14

2 4 11 8 20 I

3 24 l2 ¿5 21 20

4 l8 l3 l5 22 7

5 5 t4 22 23 l6

6 12 15 9 24 2

7 J l6 21 25 ll

8 10 t7 0 26 t7

9 25 18 6 27 26

Table 44-Base-Hopp¡ng sequence b(i) for France

t b(Ð t b(Ð t b(Ð

I t7 l3 31 25 t5

2 5 t4 20 26 3

J l8 l5 29 27 ll
4 32 t6 22 28 30

5 23 t7 12 29 24

6 7 l8 6 30 9

7 16 t9 28 3l 27

8 4 20 14 32 t9

9 13 21 25 33 2

l0
'J

22 0 34 21

ll 26 23 8 35 34

12 10 24 I

The sequences are designed to ensure some minimum distance in frequency between contiguous hops. The

minimum hop size is 6 MHz for North America and Europe, including Spain and France, and 5 MHz for Japan.

The hopping pattern numbers x are divided into three sets. The sets are designed to avoid prolonged collision
periods between different hopping sequences in a set. Hopping sequence sets contain 26 sequences for North
America and Europe, and 4 sequences per set for Japan:

For North America and most of Europe:

x: {0,3,6,9,12,15,18,21,24,27,30,33,36,39,42,45,48,51,54,57,60,63,66,69,72,75}
x: {1,4,7,10,13,16,19,22,25,28,31,34,37,40,43,46,49,52,55,58,61,64,67,70,73,76}
x: {2,5,8,11,14,17,20,23,26,29,32,35,38,41,44,47,50,53,56,59,62,65,68,71,74,77}

Set I
Set 2
Set 3
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For Japan:

x : {6,9,12,15\
x: {7,10,13,161
x: {8,11,14,17\

Set I

Set 2

Set 3

For Spain:

x : {0,3,6,9,12,1 5,18,21,24}

x : {1,4,7,10,13,1 6,19,22,25}

x : {2,5,8,1 1,14,17,20,23,26}

For France:

x - {0,3,6,9,12,1 5,18,21,24,27,30}

x : {1,4,7,10,13,1 6,19,22,2s,28,3 l}
x : {2,5,8,1 1,14,17,20,23,26,29,32}

Set I

Set 2

Set 3

Set I

Set 2

Set 3

The three sets of hopping sequences for North America and most of Europe, of 26 patterns each, are listed in
Tables B.l, 8.2, and 8.3 in Annex B. Similarly, there are three sets for Japan of four patterns each. The three

sets for Spain have nine patterns each. The three sets for France have I 1 patterns each. The channel numbers

listed under each pattern refer to the actual frequency values listed in Table 38 and Table 39.

14.6.9 Unwanted em¡ssions

Conformant PMD implementations shall limit the emissions that fall outside of the operating frequency
range, defined in Table 36, to the geographically applicable limits.

14.6.10 Modulation

The minimum set of requirements for a PMD to be compliant with the IEEE 802.I I FHSS PHY shall be as

follows.

The PMD shall be capable of operating using two-level Gaussian frequency shift key (GFSK) modulation
with a nominal bandwidth bit-period (BT):0.5. The PMD shall accept symbols from the set { { 1}, {0} } from
the PLCP. The symbol {1} shall be encoded with a peak deviation of (+¿¡, giving a peak transmit frequency
of (Fç+fd), which is greater than the carrier center frequency (F"). The symbol {0} shall be encoded with a

peak frequency deviation of (-fd), giving a peak transmit frequency of (F.-/J.

An incoming bit stream at I Mbils will be converted to symbols at Fclk- 1 Msymbols/s, as shown in Table 45

Table 45-Symbol encod¡ng into carrier deviation (l MbiUs, 2-GFSK)

Symbol Carrier deviation

I 1/2 xh2xFclk

0 -l/2 xh2 x Fclk

NOTE--These deviation values are measured using the center sym-
bol of 7 consecutive symbols of the same value. The instantaneous
deviation will vary due to Gaussian pulse shaping.
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The deviation factor h2 for 2GFSK (measured as difference between frequencies measured in the middle of
0000 and 1111 patterns encountered in the SFD, divided by I MHz) will nominally be 0.32.

The minimum frequency deviation, as shown in Figure 84, shall be greater than 110 kHz relative to the

nominal center frequency F'". F¿ is the average center frequency of the last 8 bits of the Preamble Sync field,

measured as the deviation at the midsymbol. Midsymbol is defined as the point that is midway between the

zero crossings derived from a best fit to the last 8 bits of the Sync field. Maximum deviation is not specified,

but modulation is subject to the occupied bandwidth limits of 14.6.5.

The zero crossing error shall be less than +1/8 of a symbol period. The zero crossing error is the time differ-
ence between the ideal symbol periods and measured crossings of F". This is illustrated in Figure 84.

ldealZero Crossing

Fc+f;

Time

F.

Zero Crossing Error
Frequency

Figure 84-Transmit modulation mask

14.6.11 Channel data rate

A compliant IEEE 802.1 1 FHSS PMD shall be capable of transmitting and receiving at a nominal data rate

of 1.0 Mbit/s + 50 parts per million (ppm).

1 4.6.12 Ghannel switching/settling time

The time to change from one operating channel frequency, as specified in 14.6.3, is defined as 224 ¡ts. A
conformant PMD meets this switching time specification when the operating channel center frequency has

settled to within +60 kHz of the nominal channel center frequency as outlined in 14.6.3.

14.6.13 Receive to transmit switch time

The maximum time for a conformant PMD to switch the radio from the receive state to the transmit state and

place the start of the first bit on the air shall be 19 ps. At the end of this 19 ¡rs, the RF carrier shall be within
the nominal transmit power level range, and within the described modulation specifications.

Fc

Min.
Deviation

Min.
Deviation
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14.6.14 PMD transmit specifications

The following portion of this subclause describes the transmit functions and parameters associated with the

PMD sublayer. In general, these are specified by primitives from the PLCP, and the transmit PMD entity
provides the actual means by which the signals required by the PLCP primitives are imposed onto the

medium.

14.6.14.1 Nominal transmit power

The nominal transmit power of a frame is defined as the power averaged between the start of the first symbol

in the PLCP Header to the end of the last symbol in the PLCP Header. When in the transmit state, the trans-

mit power shall be within 2 dB of the nominal transmit power from the start of the Preamble SYNC field to

the last symbol at the end of the frame.

1 4.6.1 4.zTransmit power levels

Unless governed by more stringent local geographic regulations, the radiated emissions from compliant

devices shall meet IEEE Std C95.1-1991 limits for controlled or uncontrolled environments, in accordance

with their intended usage. In addition, all conformant PMD implementations shall support at least one power

level with a minimum equivalent isotropically radiated power (EIRP) of 10 mW

14.6.14.3 Transm¡t power level contro¡

If a conformant PMD implementation has the ability to transmit in a manner that results in the EIRP of the

transmit signal exceeding the level of 100 mW, at least one level of transmit power control shall be imple-

mented. This transmit power control shall be such that the level of the emission is reduced to a level at or

below 100 mW under the influence of said power control.

1 4.6.1 4.4 T¡ansmit spectrum shape

Within the operational frequency band the transmitter shall pass a spectrum mask test. The duty cycle

between Tx and Rx is nominally 50% and the transmit frame length is nominally 400 Us. The adjacent chan-

nel power is defined as the sum of the power measured in a I MHz band. For a pseudorandom data pattem,

the adjacent channel power shall be a function of the offset between channel number N and the assigned

transmitter channel M,where M is the actual transmitted center frequency and N is a channel separated from

it by an integer number of megahertz.

Channel offset:

lN-M-2 -20 dBm or -40 dBc, whichever is the lower power.

lN-M>3 -40 dBm or -ó0 dBc, whichever is the lower power.

The levels given in dBc are measured relative to the transmitter power measured in a 1 MHz channel

centered on the transmitter center frequency. The adjacent channel power and the transmitter power for this

subclause of the specification shall be measured with a resolution bandwidth of 100 kHz, a video bandwidth

of 300 kHz, and a peak detector, and with the measurement device set to maximum hold.

For any transmit center frequency M, two exceptions to the spectrum mask requirements are permitted

within the operational frequency band, provided the exceptions are less than -50 dBc, where each offset

channel exceeded counts as a separate exception. An exception occurs when the total energy within a given

I MHz channel as defined in 14.6.5 exceeds the levels specified above.
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1 4.6.1 4.5 Trans m it ce nter freq uency to lera nce

The PMD transmit center frequency shall be within +60 kHz of the nominal center frequency as specified in

t4.6.5.

1 4.6.1 4.6 lransm¡tter ramp per¡ods

The transmitter shall go from offto within 2 dB of the nominal transmit power in 8 ¡rs or less. The transmit-

ter shall go from within 2 dB of the nominal transmit power to off (less than -50 dBm) in 8 ps or less.

1 4.6.1 5 PMD receiver spec¡f¡cat¡ons

The following portion of this subclause describes the receive functions and parameters associated with the

PMD sublayer. In general, these are specified by primitives from the PLCP. The Receive PMD entity
provides the actual means by which the signals required by the PLCP primitives are recovered fiom the

medium. The PMD sublayer monitors signals on the medium and will return symbols from the set { { I } 
' 
{0} }

to the PLCP sublayer.

14.6.15.1 lnput signal range

The PMD shall be capable of recovering a conformant PMD signal from the medium, as described in related

subclauses, with a frame error ratio (FER) <3% for PSDUs of 400 octets generated with pseudorandom data,

for receiver input signal levels in the range from -20 dBm to the receiver sensitivity (as specified in

14.6.15.4), across the frequency band of operation.

14.6.15.2 Receive center frequency acceptance range

An IEEE 802.11 FHSS compliant PMD shall meet all specifications with an input signal having a center

frequency range of *60 kHz from nominal.

14.6.15.3 GCA power threshold

In the presence of any IEEE 802.11 compliant I Mbils FH PMD signal above -85 dBm that starts synchro-

nously with respect to slot times as specified in 14.3.3.2.1, the PHY shall signal busy, with a 90% probability of
detection, during the preamble within the CCA assessment window. In the presence of any IEEE 802.11 compli-

ant I Mbit/s FH PMD signal above -85 dBm that starts asynchronously with respect to slot times as specified in

14.3.3.2.1,the PHY shall signal busy, with a70o/oprobability of detection, during the preamble within the CCA

window. In the presence of any IEEE 802.1 i compliant I Mbils FH PMD signal above -ó5 dBm, the PHY shall

signal busy, witha7}Yoprobability of detection, during random data within the CCA window. This specification

applies to a PMD operating with a nominal EIRP of < 100 mW A compliant PMD operating at a nominal ouþut

power greater than 100 mW shall use the following equation to define the CCA threshold, where P, represents

transmit powe.. 
*

ccA threshold þreamble): - 85 dBm - [s 
* rog,o(ffi;¡ ot-

CCA threshold (random data): CCA threshold (preamble) + 20 dB

1 4.6.1 5.4 Receiver sens¡tiv¡ty

The sensitivity is defined as the minimum signal level required for an FER of 3o/o for PSDUs of 400 octets

generated with pseudorandom data. The sensitivity shall be less than or equal to -80 dBm. The reference sensi-

tivity is defined as -80 dBm for the 1 Mbit/s FH PHY specifications.
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1 4.6.1 5.5 Intermodulation

Intermodulation protection (IMp) is defined as the ratio of the minimum amplitude of one of two equal inter-

fering signals to the desired signal amplitude, where the interfering signals are spaced 4 MHz and 8 MHz
removed from the center frequency of the desired signal, both on the same side of center frequency. The IMp
protection ratio is established at the interfering signal level that causes the FER ofthe receiver to be increased

to 3% for PSDUs of 400 octets generated with pseudorandom data, when the desired signal is -77 dBm. Each

interfering signal is modulated with the FH PMD modulation uncorrelated in time to each other or the desired

signal. The PMD shall have the IMp for the interfering signal at 4 MHz and 8 MHz be >30 dB.

I 4.6.1 5.6 Desensitization

Desensitization (Dp) is defined as the ratio to measured sensitivity of the minimum amplitude of an interfer-

ing signal that causes the FER at the output of the receiver to be increased to 3%o for PSDUs of 400 octets

generated with pseudorandom data, when the desired signal is -77 dBm. The interfering signal shall be

modulated with the FHSS PMD modulation uncorrelated in time to the desired signal. The minimum Dp

shall be as given in Table 46. The spectral purity of the interferer shall be sufficient to ensure that the

measurement is limited by the receiver performance.

Table 46-1 MbiUs Dp

Interferer frequency" Dp minimum

M: N+2 30 dB

M= N+ 3 ormore 40 dB

uwhere M is the interferer frequency and /y' is the desired channel frequency

1 4.6.1 5.7 Receiver radiation

The signal leakage when receiving shall not exceed -50 dBm EIRP in the operating frequency range. The

FHSS PHY shall conform with out-of-band spurious emissions by regulatory bodies.

14.6.1 6 Operating temperature range

Two temperature ranges for full operation compliance to the FH PHY are specified. Type I is defined as 0 oC

to 40 'C and is designated for office environments. Type 2 is defined as -30 
oC to +70 'C and is designated

for industrial environments.

14.7 FHSS PMD sublayer,2.0 MbiUs

14.7.1 Overview

This subclause details the RF specification differences of the optional 2 Mbit/s operation from the baseline

I Mbils PMD as contained in 14.6. Unless otherwise specified in this subclause, the compliant PMD shall

also meet all requirements of 14.6 when transmitting at 2 Mbit/s. When implementing the 2 Mbit/s option,

the preamble and PHY Header shall be transmitted at I Mbit/s. STAs implementing the 2 Mbit/s option shall

also be capable of transmitting and receiving PPDUs at I Mbit/s.
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14.7.2 Four-Level GFSK modulat¡on

For an FHSS 2 Mbit/s PMD, the modulation scheme shall be four-level Gaussian frequency shift keying

(4GFSK), with a nominal symbol-period bandwidth product (BT) of 0.5. The four-level deviation factor,

def,ned as the frequency separation ofadjacent symbols divided by symbol rate,h4, shall be related to the

deviation factor of the 2GFSK modulation, h2, by the following equation:

h4lh2:0.45 + 0.01

An incoming bit stream at 2 Mbit/s will be converted to Z-bif words or symbols, with a rate of Fclk :
1 Msymbol/s. The first received bit will be encoded as the LMB of the symbol in Table 47 . The bits will be

encoded into symbols as shown in Table 47.

Table 47-Symbol encod¡ng into carrier deviation

I Mbit/s,2GFSK

Symbol Carrier deviation

I 1/2xh2xFclk

0 -1/2 xh2 xFclk

2 Mbit/s,4GFSK

Symbol Carrier deviation

10 3/2 xh4 xFclk

1l l/2xh4xFclk

0l -1l2xh4xFclk

00 -3l2xh4xFclk

NOTE-These deviation values are measured using the

center symbol of 7 consecutive symbols of the same value.
The instantaneous deviation will vary due to Gaussian pulse

shaping.

The deviation factor h2 for 2GFSK (measured as the difference between frequencies measured in the middle

of 0000 and I I 1 I patterns encountered in the SFD, divided by I MHz) will nominally be 0.32. The deviation

factor h2 will be no less than 0.30 (with maximum dictated by regulatory bandwidth requirement). Accord-

ingly, h4 (measured as a difference between the outermost frequencies, divided by 3, divided by I MHz) is
nominally 0.45 x 0.32:0.144, and it will be no less than 0.45 x 0.3 : 0.135.

The modulation error shall be less than +15 kHz at the midsymbol time for 4GFSK, from the frequency

deviations specified above, for a symbol surrounded by identical symbols, and less than +25 kHz for any

symbol. The deviation is relative to the actual center frequency ofthe RF carrier. For definition purposes, the

actual center frequency is the midfrequency between symbols I I and 01. The actual center frequency shall

be within +60 kHz of the nominal channel center frequency defined in 14.6.5 and shall not vary by more

than +10 kHzlms, from the start to end of the PPDU. The peak-to-peak variation of the actual center

frequency over the PPDU shall not exceed l5 kHz. Symbols and terms used within this subclause are illus-
trated in Figure 85.
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Figure 85-Four-Level GFSK transmit modulation

14.7.2.1 Frame structure for HS FHSS PHY

The high rate FHSS PPDU consists of PLCP Preamble, PLCP Header, and whitened PSDU. The PLCP Pre-

amble and PLCP Header format are identical to the I Mbils PHY, as described in 14.3.2. The whitened

PSDU is transmitted in 2GFSK, 4GFSK, or potentially a higher-rate format, according to the rate chosen.

The rate is indicated in a 3-bit field in a PLCP Header, having a value of I or 2 bits/symbol (or Mbit/second).

The PPDU is transmitted as four-level symbols, with the amount determined by number_of symbols :
(number_of PSDU_octets x 8)/rate.

The input bits are scrambled according to the method in 14.3.2.3

The scrambled bit stream is divided into groups of rate (1 or 2) consecutive bits. The bits are mapped into
symbols according toTable 47.

A bias suppression algorithm is applied to the resulting symbol stream. The bias suppression algorithm is

defined inl4.3.2.3,Figure72, and Figure 75. A polarity control symbol is inserted prior to each block of
32 symbols (or less for the last block). The polarity control signals are 4GFSK symbols 10 or 00. The algo-

rithm is equivalent to the case of 2GFSK, with the polarity symbol 2GFSK "1" replaced with 4GF'SK

symbol "10," and the 2GFSK polarity symbol "0" replaced with a 4GFSK symbol "00."

14.7.3 Ghannel data rate

The data rate for the whitened PSDU at the optional rate shall be 2.0 Mbit/s + 50 ppm'

14.7.3.1 Input dynamic range

The PMD shall be capable of recovering a conformant PMD signal from the medium, as described in related

subclauses, with an FER <3% for PSDUs of 400 octets generated with pseudorandom data, for receiver

input signal levels in the range from -20 dBm to the receiver sensitivity (as specified in 14.7.3.2), across the

lrequency band of operation.
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1 4.7 .3.2 Receiver sensit¡v¡ty

The sensitivity is defined as the minimum signal level required for an FER of 3o/o for PSDUs of 400 octets

generated with pseudorandom data. The sensitivity shall be less than or equal to -75 dBm. The reference

sensitivity is defined as -75 dBm for the 2 MbiVs FH PHY specifications.

14.7.3.31Mp

IMp is defined as the ratio to -77 dBm of the minimum amplitude of one of the two equal-level interfering

signals at 4 lr4Hz and 8 MHz removed from center frequency, both on the same side of center frequency, that

cause the FER of the receiver to be increase d to 3o/o for PSDUs of 400 octets generated with pseudorandom

data, when the desired signal is -72 dBm (3 dB above the specified sensitivity specified in 14.7.3.2). Each

interfering signal is modulated with the FH I Mbils PMD modulation uncorrelated in time to each other or
the desired signal. The FHSS optional 2 Mbit/s rate IMp shall be >25 dB.

14.7.3.4 Dp

Dp is defined as the ratio to measured sensitivity of the minimum amplitude of an interfering signal that

causes the FER of the receiver to be increase d to 3r'/o for PSDUs of 400 octets generated with pseudorandom

data, when the desired signal is -72 dB (3 dB above sensitivity specified in 14.7.3.2). The interfering signal

shall be modulated with the FHSS PMD modulation uncorrelated in time to the desired signal. The mini-
mum Dp shall be as given in Table 48.

Table 48-2 MbiUs Dp

Interferer frequencyâ DP minimum

M: N+2 20 dB

M: NJ= 3 ormore 30 dB

uwhere M is the interferer frequency and N is the desired channel frequency

14.8 FHSS PHY management information base (MlB)

14.8.1 Overview

The following is the MIB for the FHSS PHY.
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14.8.2 FH PHY attributes

This subclause defines the attributes for the FHSS MIB. Table 49 lists these attributes and the default values

Following the table is a description of each attribute.

Table 49-FHSS PHY attributes

Attribute Default value
Operational

semantics
Operational behavior

dotl lPHYType FHSS = X'01' Static Identical for all FH PI{Ys

dotl I RegDomainsSupported FCC: X'10'
IC - X'20'
ETSr : X'30'
Spain : X'3 I'
France: X'32'
MKK: X'40'

Static Implementation dependent

dotl 1 CurrentRegDomain x'00' Dynamic LME Implementation dependent

dotl lTempType Type
Type
Type

I : X'01'
2:X',j2',
3 : X'03'

Static Implementation dependent

dot I 1 SupportedDataRatesTX I Mbils: X'02'mandatory
2 Mbit/s : X'04' optional

Static Identical for all FH PHYs

dotl 1 SupportedDataRatesRX 1 Mbit/s : X'02' mandatory
2 Mbils: X'04'optional

Static Identical for all FH PHYs

dot I I SupportedTxAntennas Ant I : X'01'
AnI2: X'02'
Ant 3 : X'03'
Ant n: n

Static Implementation dependent

dotl lCurrentTxAntenna Ant 1 : default Dynamic LME Implementation dependent

dotl I SupportedRxAntennas Ant I : X'01'
Ant 2 : X'02'
Ant 3 : X'03'
Antn:n

Static Implementation dependent

dotl I DiversitySupport Available: X'01'
Not avail. : X'02'
Control avail. : X'03'

Static Implementation dependent

dot I 1 DiversitySelectionRx Ant 1 : X'01'
Anr2: X'02'
Ant 3 - X'03'
Ant 4: X'04'
Ant 5 : X'05'
Ant 6: X'06'
AntT : X'07'
Ant 8 : X'08'

Dynamic LME Implementation dependent

dot I I NumberSupportedPowerLevels Lvll : X'01'
Lvl2: X'02'
Lvl3 : X'03'
Lvl4: X'04'
Lvl5 : X'05'
Lvl6: X'06'
LvlT = X'07'
LvlS : X'08'

Static Implementation dependent

dotl lTxPowerlevell Factory default Static Implementation dependent

dotl lTxPowerLevel2 Factory default Static Implementation dependent

dotl lTxPowerlevel3 Factory default Static Implementation dependent
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Table 49-FHSS PHY attr¡butes (continued)

14.8.2.1 FH PHY attribute definitions

1 4.8.2.1.1 dotl 1 PHYType

The dotl lPHYType is FHSS. The LME uses this attribute to determine what PLCP and PMD are providing
services to the MAC. It also is used by the MAC to determine what MAC sublayer management state

machines must be invoked to support the PHY. The value of this attribute is defined as the integer 01 to indi-
cate the FHSS PHY.

1 4.8.2.1.2 dotl I RegDoma¡nsSu pported

Operational requirements for FHSS PHY are defined by agencies representing certain geographical regula-

tory domains. These regulatory agencies may define limits on various parameters that differ from region to

region. This parameters may include dotllTxPowerlevels, and dotllMaxDwellTime, as well as the total

number of frequencies in the hopping pattern. The values shown in Table 50 indicate regulatory agencies

supported by this document.

Since a PLCP and PMD might be designed to support operation in more than one regulatory domain, this

attribute can actually represent a list ofagencies. This list can be one or more ofthe above agencies and must

be terminated using the null terminator. Upon activation of the PLCP and PMD, the information in this list
must be used to set the value of the dotl lCurrentRegDomain attribute.

1 4.8.2.1 .3 dotl I C urrentReg Domai n

The dotl lCurrentRegDomain attribute for the FHSS PHY is defined as the regulatory domain under which
the PMD is currently operating. This value must be one of the values listed in the

dotl lRegDomainsSupported list. This MIB attribute is managed by the LME.

Attribute Default value
Operational

semantics
Operational behavior

dotl lTxPowerlevel4 Factory def. Static Implementation dependent

dotl lTxPowerlevel5 Factory def. Static Implementation dependent

dotl lTxPowerLevel6 Factory def. Static Implementation dependent

dotl lTxPowerlevelT Factory def. Static Implementation dependent

dotl lTxPowerLevelS Factory def. Static Implementation dependent

dotl I CurrentTxPowerlevel TxPowerlevell Dynamic LME Implementation dependent

dotl lHopTime 224 ¡ts Static Identical for all FFI PHYs

dot I I CurrentChannelNumber x'00' Dynamic PLME

dotl lMaxDwellTime 390 TU Static Regulatory domain dependent

dotl lCurrentSet x'00' Dynamic PLME

dotl I CurrentPattern x'00' Dvnamic PLME

dotl lCurrentlndex x'00' Dynamic PLME

dotl I CurrentPowerState X'01'off
X'02'on

Dynamic LME

NOTE The column titled "Operational semantics" contains two types: static and dynamic. Static MIB attributes are

fixed and cannot be modified for a given PHY implementation. MIB attributes defined as dynamic can be modified by
some management entity. Whenever an attribute is defined as dynamic, the column also shows which entity has con-
trol over the attribute. LME refers to the MAC sublayer management entity (MLME), while PHY refers to the physical

layer management entity (PLME).
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Table S0-Regulatory domain codes

Code point Regulatory agency Region

x'10' FCC United States

x'20' IC Canada

x'30' ETSI Most of Europe

x'31' Spain Spain

x'32', France France

x'40' MKK Japan

14.8.2.1.4 dotl I TempType

The parameter dotl lTempType defines the temperature range supported by the PHY. Type I equipment (X'01')

supports a temperature range of 0 'C to 40 oC. Type 2 equipment (X'02') supports a temperature range of -20 
oC

to +55 "C. Type 3 equipment (X'03') supports a temperature range of -30 
oC to +70 oC.

1 4.8.2.1.5 dotl I GurrentPowerState

The dotl lCurrentPowerState attribute for the FHSS PHY allows the MAC sublayer management entity to
control the power state of the PHY. This attribute can be updated using the PLMESET.request. The permissi-

ble values are ON and OFF.

1 4.8.2.1.6 dotl I Supported DataRatesTX

The dotl l supportedDataRatesTX attribute for the FHSS PHY is defined as a null terminated list of supported

data rates in the transmit mode for this implementation. Table 51 shows the possible values appearing in the

list.

Table 5l-Supported data rate codes (dotl lSupportedDataRatesTX)

Code point Data rate

x'02' I Mbit/s

x'04' 2 Mbit/s

x'00' Null terminator

1 4.8.2.1.7 dotl I Su pported DataRatesRX

The dotl I SupportedDataRatesRX attribute for the FHSS PHY is defined as a null terminated list of supported

data rates in the receive mode for this implementation. Table 52 shows the possible values appearing in the list.

1 4.8.2.1.8 aMPDUMaxLength

The aMPDUMaximumLength attribute for the FHSS PHY is defined as the maximum PSDU, in octets, that

the PHY shall ever be capable of accepting. This value for the FHSS PHY is set at 4095 octets. The recom-

mended value for maximum PSDU length in an FHSS PHY system is 400 octets at 1 Mbit/s and 800 octets

at2 Mbitls, which corresponds to a frame duration less than 3.5 ms. These values are optimized to achieve
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Table 52-Supported data rate codes (dotl lSupportedDataRatesRX)

Code point Data rate

x'02' I Mbils

x'04' 2 Mbit/s

x'00' Null terminator

high performance in a variety of RF channel conditions, particularly with respect to indoor multipath, chan-

nel stability for moving STAs, and interference in the 2.4 GHz band.

1 4.8.2.1 .9 dotl I SupportedTxAntennas

The dotl lsupportedTxAntennas attribute for the FHSS PHY is defined as a null terminated list of antennas

that this implementation can use to transmit data. Table 53 shows the possible values appearing in the list,

where N< 255.

Table 53-Number of transmit antennas

Code point Antennâ number

x'01' Tx Antenna I

x'02' Tx Antenna 2

x'03' Tx Antenna 3

Tx Antenna ly'

x'00' Null terminator

1 4.8.2.1.1O dotl I CurrentTxAntenna

The dotl lCurrentTxAntenna attribute for the FHSS PHY is used to describe the current antenna the imple-

mentation is using for transmission. This value should represent one of the antennas appearing in the

dotl 1 SupportedTxAntennas list.

1 4.8.2.1.1 1 dotl 1 Supported RxAnten na

The dotllsupportedRxAntennas attribute for the FHSS PHY is defined as a null terminated list of antennas

that this implementation can use to receive data. In the FHSS PHY primitives, one of these values is passed as

part of the PHY-RXSTART.indicate to the MAC sublayer for every received packet. Table 54 shows the possi-

ble values appearing in the list, where N I 255.
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Table S4-Number of receive antennas

Code point Antenna number

x'01' Rx Antenna I

x'02' Rx Antenna 2

x'03' Rx Antenna 3

Rx Antenna N

x'00' Null terminator

1 4.8.2.1.12 dotl I DiversitySupport

The dotllDiversitySupport attribute for the FHSS PHY is used to describe the implementation's diversity

support. Table 55 shows the possible values appearing in the list.

Table 55-Diversity support codes

Code point Diversity support

x'01' Diversity available

x'02' No diversitv

x'03' Control available

The value X'01' indicates that this implementation uses two or more antennas for diversity. The value X'02'

indicates that the implementation has no diversity suppoft. The value X'03' indicates that the choice of anten-

nas used during diversity is programmable. (See 14.8.2.1.13.)

1 4.8.2.1 .13 doti I DiversitySelection Rx

The dotl lDiversitySelectionRx attribute for the FHSS PHY is a null terminated list describing the recerve

antenna or antennas currently in use during diversity and packet reception. Table 56 shows the possible val-

ues appearing in the list, where 'Ày' 
< 255.

Table 56-Diversity select antenna codes

Code point Antennâ number

x'01' Rx Antenna 1

x'02' Rx Antenna 2

x'03' Rx Antenna 3

Rx Antenna ly'

x'00' Null terminator

The null terminated list can consist of one or more of the receive antennas listed in the

dotl l SupportedRxAntennas attribute. This attribute can be changed dynamically by the LME.
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1 4.8.2.1 .1 4 dotl 1 N um berS u pported Powerleve Is

The dotl lNumberSupportedPowerlevels attribute for the FHSS PHY describes the number of power levels

this implementation supports. This attribute can be an integer of value I through 8, inclusive.

1 4.8.2.1.1 5 dotl I TxPowerlevell -8

Some implementations may provide up to eight different transmit power levels. The dotllTxPowerLevels
attribute for the FHSS PHY is a list of up to eight power levels supported. Table 57 describes the list.

Table 57-Transmit power levels

Attribute Power level

TxPowerlevell Default setting

TxPowerlevel2 Level2

TxPowerlevel3 Level 3

TxPowerleve14 Level 4

TxPowerlevel5 Level 5

TxPowerl-eve16 Level 6

TxPowerl-evelT Level 7

TxPowerl-evelS Level 8

1 4.8.2.1.16 dotl 1 CurrentTxPowerlevel

The dotl lCurrentTxPowerlevel attribute for the FHSS PHY is defined as the current transmit output power

level. This level shall be one of the levels implemented in the list of attributes called dotl lTxPowerleveW
(where N is l-8). This MIB attribute is also used to define the sensitivity of the CCA mechanism when the

output power exceeds 100 mW. This MIB attribute is managed by the LME.

14.8.2.1.17 doti I HopTime

The dotl lHopTime attribute for the FHSS PHY describes the time allocated for the PHY to change to a new

frequency. For the FHSS PHY, this time period is 224 ¡ts.

1 4.8.2.1.18 dotl I C urrentGhannelN umber

The dotl lCurrentChannelNumber attribute for the FHSS PHY is defined as the current operating channel

number of the PMD. The values of this attribute correspond to the values shown in Table 38. This MIB
attribute is managed by the PLME and is updated as the result of a PLMESET.request to dotl lCurrentSet,

dotl lCurrentPattern, or dotl lCunentlndex.

1 4.8.2.1.19 dotl I MaxDwellT¡me

The dotl lMaxDwellTime attribute for the FHSS PHY is defined as the maximum time the PMD can dwell
<ln a channel and meet the requirements of the current regulatory domain. For the FCC regulatory domain,

this number is 390 TU (FCC:400 ms). The recommended dwell time for the FHSS PHY is 19 TU.
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1 4.8.2.1.20 dotl'l C urrentSet

The FHSS PHY contains three sets of hopping pattems. The dotllCurrentSet attribute for the FHSS PHY
defines what set the STA is using to determine the hopping pattern. Its value can be I , 2, or 3. This attribute
is managed by the PLME.

14.8.2.1.21 dotl I CurrentPattern

There are up to 78 patterns in each hopping set used by the F'HSS PHY. The dotl lCurrentPattem attribute
for the FHSS PHY defines thex value used in Equation (l) in 14.6.8 to calculate the current channel number.

Its value has various ranges, always within the overall range of 0 to 77, depending on the

dotl lCurrentRegDomain. This attribute is managed by the PLME.

14.8.2.1.22 dotl I Currentlndex

The FHSS PHY addresses each channel in the selected hopping pattem through an index. The

dotl lCunentlndex attribute for the FHSS PHY defines the i value used in the equation for f*(i) in 14.6.8 to
calculate the current channel number. Its value has various ranges, always within the overall range of I to 79,

depending on the dotl I CurrentRegDomain. This attribute is managed by the PLME.

1 4.8.2.1.23 dotl 1 CurrentPowerState

The parameter dotl lCurrentPowerState defines the operational state of the FHSS PHY. When this attribute
has a value of X'01', the PHY is "OFF." When this attribute has a value of X'02', the PHY is "ON." This
attribute is managed by the PLME.
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14.9 FH PHY characteristics

Following are the static FH PHY characteristics, provided through the PLME-CHARACTERISTICS service

primitive. The definitions of these characteristics are in 10.4.3.

Table 57a-FH PHY characteristics

Characteristic Value Notes

aSlotTime 50 Us

aSIFSTime 28 ps In order to account for variations between implementations, this
value has a tolerance as specified in9.2.3.1.

aCCATime 27 Vs This period includes the aRxRFDelay and the aRxPLCPDelay

aRxTxTurnaroundTime 20 ps

aTxPLCPDelay lps Implementors may choose to increase or decrease this delay as long
as the requirements of aRxTxTurnaroundTime are met.

aRxPLCPDelay 2 ¡ts Implementors may choose to increase or decrease this delay as long
as the requirements of aSIFSTime and aCCATime are met.

aRxTxSwitchTime l0 ps Implementors may choose to increase or decrease this delay as long
as the requirements of aRxTxTumaroundTime are met.

aTxRampOnTime 8¡rs Implementors may choose to increase or decrease this delay as long
as the requirements of aRxTxTumaroundTime are met.

aTxRampOffTime 8¡x

aTxRFDelay I ¡rs Implementors may choose to increase or decrease this delay as long
as the requirements of aRxTxTumaroundTime are met.

aRxRFDelay 4 ¡rs Implementors may choose to increase or decrease this delay as long
as the requirements of aSIFSTime and aCCATime are met.

aAirPropagationTime I ¡rs Variations in the actual propagation time are accounted for in the

allowable range of aSIFSTime.

aMACProcessingDelay 2 ¡ts Implementors may choose to increase or decrease this delay as long
as the requirements of aSIFSTime are met.

aPreambleLength 96 ps

aPLCPHeaderlength 32 tts

aMPDUDurationFactor 3 l 2s0000 This factor is calculated asl(33132) -ll x 109 to account for the

expansion due to the data whitener encoding algorithm.

aMPDtJMaxLength 4095 The recommended value for maximum PSDU tength in an FIISS
PHY system is 400 octets at I Mbit/s and 800 octets at 2 Mbit/s,
which corresponds to a frame duration less than 3.5 ms. These val-
ues are optimized to achieve high performance in a variety of RF
channel conditions, particularly with respect to indoor multipath,
channel stability for moving STAs, and interference inthe2.4 GHz
band.

aCWmin 15

aCWmax 1023
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15. Direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) PHY specification for the
2.4 GHz band designated for ISM applications

15.1 Overview

The PHY for the direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) system is described in this clause. The RF LAN
system is initially aimed for the 2.4 GHz band designated for ISM applications as provided in the USA
according to FCC 15.247, in Europe by ETS 300-328, and in other countries according to 15.4.6.2.

The DSSS system provides a wireless LAN with both a I Mbit/s and a 2 Mbils data payload communication

capability. According to the FCC regulations, the DSSS system shall provide a processing gain of at least

l0 dB. This shall be accomplished by chipping the baseband signal at l1 MHz with an l1-chip PN code. The

DSSS system uses baseband modulations of differential binary phase shift keying (DBPSK) and differential
quadrature phase shift keying (DQPSK) to provide the 1 Mbit/s and 2 Mbit/s data rates, respectively.

15.1.1 Scope

The PHY services provided to the IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN MAC by the2.4 GHz DSSS system are

described in this clause. The DSSS PHY layer consists of two protocol functions:

a) A physical layer convergence function, which adapts the capabilities ofthe physical medium depen-

dent (PMD) system to the PHY service. This function shall be supported by the physical layer

convergence procedure (PLCP), which defines a method of mapping the IEEE 802.11 MAC
sublayer protocol data units (MPDU) into a framing format suitable for sending and receiving user

data and management information between two or more STAs using the associated PMD system.

b) A PMD system, whose function defines the characteristics of, and method of transmitting and

receiving data through, a wireless medium (WM) befween two or more STAs each using the DSSS

system.

15.1.2 DSSS PHY functions

The2.4 GHz DSSS PHY architecture is depicted in the reference model shown in Figure 11. The DSSS

PHY contains three functional entities: the PMD function, the physical layer convergence function, and the

layer management function. Each of these functions is described in detail in the following subclauses.

The DSSS PHY service shall be provided to the MAC through the PHY service primitives described in

Clause 12.

15.1.2.1PLCP sublayer

To allow the IEEE 802.11 MAC to operate with minimum dependence on the PMD sublayer, a physical

layer convergence sublayer is defined. This function simplifies the PHY service interface to the IEEE 802.1 I

MAC services.

15.1.2.2 PMD sublayer

The PMD sublayer provides a means to send and receive data between two or more STAs. This clause is

concerned with the 2.4 GHz ISM bands using direct sequence modulation.

15.1.2.3 Physical layer management entity (PLME)

The PLME performs management of the local PHY functions in conjunction with the MAC management

entity.
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15.1.3 Service specificat¡on method and notation

The models represented by figures and state diagrams are intended to be illustrations of functions provided.

It is important to distinguish between a model and a real implementation. The models are optimized for
simplicity and clarity of presentation; the actual method of implementation is left to the discretion of the

IEEE 802.1 1 DSSS PHY compliant developer.

The service of a layer or sublayer is a set of capabilities that it offers to a user in the next-higher layer (or
sublayer). Abstract services are specified here by describing the service primitives and parameters that char-

acterize each service. This definition is independent of any particular implementation.

15.2 DSSS PLCP sublayer

15.2.1 Overview

This clause provides a convergence procedure in which MPDUs are converted to and from PPDUs. During
transmission, the MPDU shall be prepended with a PLCP Preamble and Header to create the PPDU. At the

receiver, the PLCP Preamble and header are processed to aid in demodulation and delivery of the MPDU.

15.2.2 PLGP frame format

Figure 86 shows the format for the PPDU including the DSSS PLCP Preamble, the DSSS PLCP Header, and

the MPDU. The PLCP Preamble contains the following fields: Synchronization (Sync) and Start Frame

Delimiter (SFD). The PLCP Header contains the following fields: IEEE 802.11 Signaling (Signal), IEEÐ

802.11 Service (Service), LENGTH (Length), and CCITT CRC-16. Each of these fields is described in

detail in 15.2.3.

Figure 86-PLCP frame format

15.2.3 PLCP field definitions

The entire PLCP Preamble and Header shall be transmitted using the I Mbit/s DBPSK modulation described

in 15.4.7. All transmitted bits shall be scrambled using the feedthrough scrambler described in 15.2.4.

15.2.3.1 PLCP Synchron¡zat¡on (SYNC) field

The SYNC field shall consist of 128 bits of scrambled ones. This field shall be provided so that the recelver

can perform the necessary operations for synchronization.

SIGNAL
8 bits

SERVICE
I bits

LENGTH
16 bits

cRc
16 bits

SYNC
128 bits

SFD
16 bits

PLCP Preamble
144 bits

PLCP Header
48 bits

MPDU

PPDU
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15.2.3.2 PLCP Start Frame Delimiter (SFD)

The SFD shall be provided to indicate the start of PHY-dependent parameters within the PLCP Preamble

The SFD shall be a l6-bit field, X'F340' (msb to lsb). The lsb shall be transmitted first in time.

1s.2.3.3 PLCP IEEE 802.11Signal (SIGNAL) field

The 8-bit IEEE 802.1 I signal field indicates to the PHY the modulation that shall be used for transmtsston

(and reception) of the MPDU. The data rate shall be equal to the signal field value multiplied by 100 kbils.
The DSSS PHY currently supports two mandatory modulation services given by the following 8-bit words,

where the lsb shall be transmitted first in time:

a) X'04' (msb to lsb) for I Mbit/s DBPSK
b) X'14'(msb to lsb) for 2 Mbils DQPSK

The DSSS PHY rate change capability is described in 15.2.5. This field shall be protected by the CCITT
CRC-16 frame check sequence described ín 15.2.3.6.

15.2.3.4 PLCP IEEE 802.11Service (SERVIGE) field

The 8-bit IEEE 802. 1 I service field shall be reserved for future use. The value of X'00' signifies IEEE 802.I I

device compliance. The lsb shall be transmitted first in time. This field shall be protected by the CCITT
CRC- I 6 frame check sequence described in 15.2.3.6.

15.2.3.s PLCP Length (LENGTH) field

The PLCP Length field shall be an unsigned l6-bit integer that indicates the number of microseconds (16 to

216-I as defined by aMPDUMaxLength) required to transmit the MPDU. The transmitted value shall be

determined from the LENGTH parameter in the TXVECTOR issued with the PHY-TXSTART.request prim-
itive described in 12.3.5.4. The length field provided in the TXVECTOR is in bytes and is converted to

microseconds for inclusion in the PLCP LENGTH field. The lsb shall be transmitted first in time. This field
shall be protected by the CCITT CRC-I6 frame check sequence described in 15.2.3.6.

15.2.3.6 PLCP CRC (CCITT CRG-16) field

The IEEE 802.1 I SIGNAL, IEEE 802.I I SERVICE, and LENGTH fields shall be protected with a CCITT
CRC-16 frame check sequence (FCS). The CCITT CRC-16 FCS shall be the one's complement of the

remainder generated by the modulo 2 division of the protected PLCP fields by the polynomial:

xl6 + xl2 +x5 + I

The protected bits shall be processed in transmit order. All FCS calculations shall be made prior to data

scrambling.

As an example, the SIGNAL, SERVICE, and LENGTH fields for a DBPSK signal with a packet length of
192 ps (24 bytes) would be given by the following:

0101 0000 0000 0000 0000 0011 0000 0000 (leftmost bit transmitted first in time)

The one's complement FCS for these protected PLCP Preamble bits would be the following:

0l0l 101I 0101 0111 (leftmost bit transmitted first in time)

Figure 87 depicts this example
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Transmit and Receive PLCP Header
CCITT CRC-1 6 Calculator

Serial Data

Output

Preset to
ones

1 ) Preset to all ones
2) Shift signal, service, length fields

Through the shift register
3) Take one's complement of remainder
4) Transmit out serial msb fìrst

CCITTCRC-I6Polynomial:G(x) =¡ + X + X + 1

Serial Data ln

lsb

Ser¡al Data Output

(msb first)

Figure 87-CCITT CRC-16 implementation

An illustrative example of the CCITT CRC-16 FCS using the information from Figure 87 follows in Figure 88
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msb lsb
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0
0
0
0
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I
0

n

0
0
0
0
0

1111111111111111
1110111 111011111
1101111110111110
1010111101011101
0101 1 '1 10101 1 'l 010
1011110101110100
01 1 01 0l 01 I 001 001
1 1010101 10010010
101 I 101 100000101
01 1 001 1 0001 01 01 I
1100110001010110
1000100010001 101
00000001 001 1 1 0l 1

0000001 001 1 101 1 0
000001001 1 101 100
0000100111011000
0001001 1 r01 10000
0010011101100000
0r00111011000000
1001110110000000
001 01 01 1 001 00001
01 01 01 1 001 000010
101 01 100100001 00
0101 100100001000
101 0001 0001 I 0001
0101 01 0001 00001 1

10101000100001 10
0100000100101 101
1 000001 001 01 1 01 0
0001 01 001 001 01 01

001 01 001 001 01 01 0
0l 0 I 001 001 01 01 00
1 01 001 001 01 01 000
0101101101010111

Figure 88-Example CRG calculat¡on

; initialize preset to 1's

; one's complement, result = CRC FCS parity

X, X' X, X. X' X' X, X' X' X'X X,X' X.. X, X.

ones complement
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15.2.4 PLCP/DSSS PHY data scrambler and descrambler

The polynomial G(z) : ,'7 + ,4 + | shall be used to scramble all bits transmitted by the DSSS PHY. The

feedthrough configuration of the scrambler and descrambler is self-synchronizing, which requires no prior

knowledge of the transmitter initialization of the scrambler for receive processing. Figure 89 and Figure 90

show typical implementations of the data scrambler and descrambleq but other implementations are possible.

The scrambler should be initialized to any state except all ones when transmitting

Scrambler Polynomial, G(z¡=7' + Z'o + 1

rial Data Out

SerialData ln

Figure 89-Data scrambler

Descrambler Polynomial; G(z)=7" + Z'o + 1

SerialData ln

Figure 90-Data descrambler

15.2.5 PLCP data modulation and modulation rate change

The PLCP Preamble shall be transmitted using the I Mbit/s DBPSK modulation. The IEEE 802.1I SIGNAL

fielcl shall indicate the modulation that shall be used to transmit the MPDU. The transmitter and receiver

shall initiate the modulation indicated by the IEEE 802.11 SIGNAL field starting with the first symbol (1 bit
for DBPSK or 2 bits for DQPSK) of the MPDU. The MPDU transmission rate shall be set by the DATA-

RAIE parameter in the TXVECTOR issued with the PHY-TXSTART.request primitive described in

t5.4.4.r .

15.2.6 PLGP transmit procedure

The PLCP transmit procedure is shown in Figure 9l

In order to transmit data, PHY-TXSTART.request shall be enabled so that the PHY entity shall be in the

transmit state. Further, the PHY shall be set to operate at the appropriate channel through station manage-

ment via the PLME. Other transmit parameters such as DATARATE, TX antenna, and TX power are set via

the PHY-SAP with the PHY-TXSTART.requesI(TXVECTOR) as described in15.4.4.2.

XOR 2.5 2-6 z-72.1 2.2 z-3 24

XO

2.5 2-6 z-7z-1 z-2 z-3 24

XOR XOR
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Figure 91-PLCP transmit procedure

Based on the status of clear channel assessment (CCA) indicated by PHY-CCA.indicate, the MAC will assess

that the channel is clear. A clear channel shall be indicated by PHY-CCA.indicate(IDLE). If the channel is

clear, transmission of the PPDU shall be initiated by issuing the PHY-TXSTART.request (TXVECTOR) primi-

tive. The TXVECTOR elements for the PHY-TXSTART.request are the PLCP Header parameters SIGNAL
(DATARATE), SERVICE, and LENGTH, and the PMD parameters ofTX_ANTENNA and TXPWR_LEVEL.
The PLCP Header parameter LENGTH is calculated from the TXVECTOR element by multiplying by 8 for

I MbiVs and by 4 for 2 Mbils.

The PLCP shall issue PMD_ANTSEL, PMD_RAIE, and PMD TXPWRLVL primitives to configure the PHY.

The PLCP shall then issue a PMD_TXSTART.request and the PHY entity shall immediately initiate data

scrambling and transmission of the PLCP Preamble based on the parameters passed in the PHY-

TXSTART.request primitive. The time required for TX power-up ramp describe d in 15 .4.7 .7 shall be included

in the PLCP synchronization field. Once the PLCP Preamble kansmission is complete, data shall be exchanged

between the MAC and the PHY by a series of PHY-DATA.request(DATA) primitives issued by the MAC and

PHY-DATA.confirm primitives issued by the PHY. The modulation rate change, if any, shall be initiated with

the first data symbol of the MPDU as described in 15.2.5. The PHY proceeds with MPDU transmission

through a series of data octet transfers from the MAC. At the PMD layer, the data octets are sent in lsb to msb

order and presented to the PHY layer through PMD_DATA.request primitives. Transmission can be prema-

turely terminatect by the MAC through the primitive PHY-TXEND.request. PHY-TXSTART shall be disabled

by the issuance of the PHY-TXEND.request. Normal termination occurs after the transmission of the final bit

of the last MPDU octet according to the number supplied in the DSSS PHY preamble LENGTH field. The

packet transmission shall be completed and the PHY entity shall enter the receive state (i.e., PHY-TXSTART

shall be disabled). It is recommended that chipping continue during power-down. Each PHY-TXEND.request

is acknowledged with a PHY-TXEND.confirm primitive from the PHY.

A typical state machine implementation of the PLCP transmit procedure is provided in Figure 92.

15.2.7 PLCP receive procedure

The PLCP receive procedure is shown in Figure 93

In order to receive data, PHY-TXSTART.request shall be disabled so that the PHY entity is in the recerve

state. Furthe¡ through station management via the PLME, the PHY is set to the appropriate channel and the

CCA method is chosen. Other receive parameters such as receive signal strength indication (RSSI), signal

quality (SQ), and indicated DATARATE may be accessed via the PHY-SAP.
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PHY_TXSTART.request(TXVECTOR)

length<>0

length = 0

At any stage in the above flow diagram, if a PHY-THEND. Request is received.

Figure 92-PLCP transmit state machine
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Figure 93-PLCP rece¡ve procedure
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Upon receiving the transmitted energy, according to the selected CCA mode, the PMD-ED shall be enabled

(according to 15.4.8.4) as the RSSI strength reaches the ED_THRESHOLD and/or PMD_CS shall be

enabled after code lock is established. These conditions are used to indicate activity to the MAC via PHY-

CCA.indicate according to 15.4.8.4. PHY-CCA.indicate(BUSY) shall be issued for energy detection and/or

code lock prior to correct reception of the PLCP frame. The PMD primitives PMD-SQ and PMD-RSSI are

issued to update the RSSI and SQ parameters reported to the MAC.

After PHY-CCA.indicate is issued, the PHY entity shall begin searching for the SFD field. Once the SFD

field is detected, CCITT CRC-16 processing shall be initiated and the PLCP IEEE 802.11 SIGNAL, IEEE

802.11 SERVICE and LENGTH fields are received. The CCITT CRC-16 FCS shall be processed. If the

CCITT CRC-16 FCS check fails, the PHY receiver shall return to the RX Idle state as depicted in Figure 94.

Should the status of CCA return to the IDLE state during reception prior to completion of the full PLCP

processing, the PHY receiver shall return to the RX Idle state.

If the PLCP Header reception is successful (and the SIGNAL field is completely recognizable and

supported), a PHY-RXSTART.indicate(RXVECTOR) shall be issued. The RXVECTOR associated with this

primitive includes the SIGNAL field, the SERVICE field, the MPDU length in bytes (calculated from the

LENGTH field in microseconds), the antenna used for receive (RX-ANTENNA), RSSI, and SQ.

The received MPDU bits are assembled into octets and presented to the MAC using a series of PHY-

DAIA.indicate(DATA) primitive exchanges. The rate change indicated in the IEEE 802.11 SIGNAL field

shall be initiated with the first symbol of the MPDU as described in 15.2.5. The PHY proceeds with MPDU
reception. After the reception of the final bit of the last MPDU octet indicated by the PLCP Preamble

LENGTH field, the receiver shall be retumed to the RX Idle state as shown in Figure 94. A PHY-

RXEND.indicate(NoError) primitive shall be issued. A PHY-CCA.indicate(IDlE) primitive shall be issued

following a change in PHYCS (PHY canier sense) and/or PHYED (PHY energy detection) according to the

selected CCA method.

In the event that a change in PHYCS or PHYED would cause the status of CCA to return to the IDLE state

before the complete reception of the MPDU as indicated by the PLCP LENGTH field, the error condition

PHY-RXEND.indicate(Carrierlost) shall be reported to the MAC. The DSSS PHY will ensure that the CCA
will indicate a busy medium for the intended duration of the transmitted packet.

If the PLCP Header is successful, but the indicated rate in the SIGNAL field is not receivable, a PHY-

RXSTART.indicate will not be issued. The PHY shall issue the error condition PHY-RXEND.indi-
cate(UnsupportedRate). If the PLCP Header is successful, but the SERVICE field is out of IEEE 802.11

DSSS specification, a PHY-RXSTART.indicate will not be issued. The PHY shall issue the eror condition

PHY-RxEND.indicate(FormatViolation). Also, in both cases, the DSSS PHY will ensure that the CCA shall

indicate a busy medium for the intended duration of the transmitted frame as indicated by the Length field.

The intended duration is indicated by the Length field (length x I Us).

A typical state machine implementation of the PLCP receive procedure is provided in Figure 94.
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length = 0

Figure g¿t-PLCP receive state machine

15.3 DSSS physical layer management ent¡ty (PLME)

15.3.1 PLME_SAP sublayer management primitives

Table 58 lists the MIB attributes that may be accessed by the PHY sublayer entities and intralayer of higher-

layer management entities (LMEs). These attributes are accessed via the PLME-GET, PLME-SET, and

PLME-RESET primitives defined in Clause 10.
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15.3.2 DSSS PHY MIB

Alt DSSS PHY MIB attributes are defined in Clause 12, with specific values defined in Table 58

Table 58-MlB attribute default values/ranges

Managed object Default value/range
Operational

semantics

dotl I PhyOperationComplianceGroup

dot I 1 PllYdotl 1 TempType DSSS-2.4 (02) Static

dotl lTempType Implementation dependent Sratic

dotl I RegDomainsSupported Implementation dependent Static

dotl I CurrentRegDomain Implementation dependent Static

dotl lPhyRateGroup

dot I I SupportedDataRatesTx x'02" x'04' Static

dot I 1 SupportedDataRatesRx x'02" x'04' Static

dotl I PhyAntennaComplianceGroup

dotl I CurrentTxAntenna Implementation dependent Dynamic

dotl I DiversitySupport Implementation dependent Static

dotl I CurrentRxAntenna Implementation dependent Dynamic

dotl I PhyTxPowerComplianceGroup

dot I 1 NumberSupportedPowerlevels Implementation dependent Static

dotl lTxPowerlevell Implementation dependent Static

dotl lTxPowerLeve12 Implementation dependent Static

dotl lTxPowerLevel3 Implementation dependent Static

dotl lTxPowerLeve14 Implementation dependent Static

dotl lTxPowerlevel5 Implementation dependent Static

dotl lTxPowerlevel6 Implementation dependent Static

dotl lTxPowerlevelT implementation dependent Static

dotl lTxPowerlevelS Implementation dependent Static

dotl 1 CurrentTxPowerl-evel Implementation dependent Dynamic

dot I I PhyDSSSComplianceGroup

dotl 1 CurrentChannel Implementation dependent Dynamic

dotl I CCAModeSupported Implementation dependent Static

dotl lCurrentCCAMode Implementation dependent Dynamic

dotl lEDThreshold Implementation dependent Dynamic

dotl I AntennasListGroup

dotl 1 SupportedTxAntenna Implementation dependent Static

dotl I SupportedRxAntenna Implementation dependent Static

dot I 1 DiversitySelectionRx Implementation dependent Dynamic

NOTE,-The column titled "Operational semantics" contains two types: static and dynamic.
Static MIB attributes are fixed and cannot be modified for a given PHY implementation.
MIB attributes defined as dynamic can be modified by some management entities.
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15.3.3 DS PHY characteristics

The static DS PHY characteristics, provided through the PLME-CHARACTERISTICS service primitive,
are shown in Table 59. The definitions of these characteristics are in 10.4.3.

Table 59-DS PHY characteristics

Characteristic Value

aSlotTime 20 ps

aSIFSTime 10 ¡rs

aCCATime <15 ps

aRxTxTurnaroundTime <5 ¡s

aTxPLCPDelay Implementors may choose any value for this delay as long
as the requirements of aRxTxTurnaroundTime are met.

aRxPLCPDelay Implementors may choose any value for this delay as long
as the requirements of aSIFSTime and aCCATime are met.

aRxTxSwitchTime <5 ¡rs

aTxRampOnTime Implementors may choose any value for this delay as long
as the requirements of aRxTxTumaroundTime are met.

aTxRampOffTime Implementors may choose any value for this delay as long
as the requirements of aSIFSTime are met.

aTxRFDelay Implementors may choose any value for this delay as long
as the requirements of aRxTxTurnaroundTime are met.

aRxRFDelay Implementors may choose any value for this delay as long
as the requirements of aSIFSTime and aCCATime are met.

aAirPropagationTime I ¡rs

aMACProcessingDelay 0 (not applicable)

aPreambleLength 144 ps

aPLCPl{eaderlength 48 ps

aMPDUDurationFactor 0

aMPDUMaxLength 4 sx< (213 1)

aCWmin 31

aCWmax 1023

15.4 DSSS PMD sublayer

15.4.1 Scope and field of application

This subclause describes the PMD services provided to the PLCP for the DSSS PHY. Also defined in this

subclause are the functional, electrical, and RF characteristics required for interoperability of implementa-

tions conforming to this standard. The relationship of this standard to the entire DSSS physical layer is

shown in Figure 95.
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MAC MAC
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PMD SAP

DSSS Pl\ilD Sublayer

Figure 95-PMD layer reference model

15.4.2 Overview of serv¡ce

The DSSS PMD sublayer accepts PLCP sublayer service primitives and provides the actual means by which

data shall be transmitted or received from the medium. The combined function of DSSS PMD sublayer
primitives and parameters for the receive function results in a data stream, timing information, and associ-

ated received signal parameters being delivered to the PLCP sublayer. A similar functionality shall be

provided lor data transmission.

15.4.3 Overview of interactions

The primitives associated with the IEEE 802.11 PLCP sublayer to the DSSS PMD fall into two basic

categories:

a) Service primitives that support PLCP peer-to-peer interactions, and

b) Service primitives that have local significance and that support sublayer-to-sublayer interactions.

15.4.4 Basic service and opt¡ons

All of the service primitives described in this clause are considered mandatory unless otherwise specified.

15.4.4.1 PMD_SAP peer-to-peer serv¡ce pr¡m¡tives

Table 60 indicates the primitives for peer-to-peer interactions.

Table 60-PMD_SAP peer-to-peer serv¡ce pr¡mitives

Primitive Request Indicate Confirm Response

PHY-RXSTART X

PHY-RXEND X

PHY.CCA X

PHY.TXSTART X X

PHY-TXEND X X

PHY-DATA X X X
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15.4.4.2 PMD_SAP peer-to-peer serv¡ce prim¡t¡ve parameters

Several service primitives include a parameter vector. This vector shall be a list of parameters that may vary

depending on PHY type. Table 6l indicates the parameters required by the MAC or DSSS PHY in each of
the parameter vectors used for peer-to-peer interactions.

Table 61-DSSS PMD_SAP peer-to-peer serv¡ce pr¡m¡t¡ves

Pârâmeter Associated primitive Value

LENGTH RXVECTOR, TXVECTOR oto2l3-l

DATARATE RXVECTOR, TXVECTOR 1, 2 Mbit/s

SERVICE RXVECTOR, TXVECTOR 1,2 Mbils

TXPWR LEVEL TXVECTOR 1,2 Mbils

TX-ANTENNA TXVECTOR 1,2 Mbivs

RSSI RXVECTOR 1,2 Mbils

SQ RXVECTOR 1,2 Mbit/s

RX ANTENNA RXVECTOR l, 2 Mbir/s

15.4.4.3 PMD_SAP sublayer-to-sublayer serv¡ce pr¡mit¡ves

Table 62 indicates the primitives for sublayer-to-sublayer interactions

Table 62-PMD_SAP sublayer-to-sublayer serv¡ce primitives

Primitive Request Indicate Confirm Response

PMD TXSTART X

PMD TXEND X

PMD ANTSEL X X

PMD TXPWRLVL X

PMD RATE X X

PMD RSSI X

PMD SQ X

PMD CS X

PMD ED X X
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1 5.4.4.4 P M D_SAP serv¡ce prim ¡t¡ve parameters

Table 63 indicates the parameters for the PMD primitives

Table 63-List of parameters for the PMD primitives

15.4.5 PMD_SAP detailed service specification

The following subclauses describe the services provided by each PMD primitive.

15.4.5.1 PMD_DATA.request

15.4.5.1.1 Function

This primitive defines the transfer of data from the PLCP sublayer to the PMD entity.

15.4.5.1.2 Semantics of the serv¡ce pr¡m¡t¡ve

The primitive shall provide the following parameter:

P M D_DATA. reques t(TXD_UNIT)

The TXD_UNIT parameter takes on the value of either one(l) or zero(O) for DBPSK modulation or the dibit
combination 00,01, 11, or 10 for DQPSK modulation. This parameter represents a single block of data,

which, in turn, shall be used by the PHY to be differentially encoded into a DBPSK or DQPSK transmitted
symbol. The symbol itself shall be spread by the PN code prior to transmission.

Parameter Associate primitive Value

DATA PHY-DATA.request
PHY-DATA.indicate

Octet value: X'00'-X'FF'

TXVECTOR PHY-DAIA.request A set of parameters

RXVECTOR PHY-DAIA.indicate A set of parameters

TXD UNIT PMD_DAIA.request One(l), Zero(0): DBPSK
dibit combinations
00,01,11,10: DQPSK

RXD UNIT PMD DATA.indicate One(1), Zero(O): DBPSK
dibit combinations
00,01,11,10: DQPSK

RF-STATE PMD TXE.request Receive, Transmit

ANT STATE PMD_ANTSEL.indicate
PMD_ANTSEL.request

I To 256

TXPWR LEVEL PHY-TXSTART 0,1,2,3 (max of 4 levels)

RATE PMD RATE.indicate
PMD_RATE.request

X'04'for 1 Mbit/s DBPSK
X'14'for2 Mbit/s DQPSK

RSSI PMD RSSl.indicate 0 8 bits of RSSI

SQ PMD_SQ.indicate 0-8 bits of SQ
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I 5.4.5.1.3 When generated

This primitive shall be generated by the PLCP sublayer to request transmission of a symbol. The data clock
for this primitive shall be supplied by the PMD layer based on the PN code repetition.

15.4.5.1.4 Effect of receipt

The PMD performs the differential encoding, PN code modulation, and transmission of the data.

1 5.4.5.2 P M D_DATA. ind icate

15.4.5.2.1 Function

This primitive defines the transfer of data from the PMD entity to the PLCP sublayer.

15.4.5.2.2 Semantics of the serv¡ce primitive

The primitive shall provide the following parameter:

PMD_DATA. indicate(RXD_UN IT)

The RXD_UNIT parameter takes on the value of one (1) or zero (0) for DBPSK modulation or as the dibit
00, 01, I l, or 10 for DQPSK modulation. This parameter represents a single symbol that has been demodu-

lated by the PMD entity.

15.4.5.2.3 When generated

This primitive, which is generated by the PMD entity, forwards received data to the PLCP sublayer. The data

clock for this primitive shall be supplied by the PMD layer based on the PN code repetition.

15.4.5.2.4 Effect of receipt

The PLCP sublayer either interprets the bit or bits that are recovered as part ofthe PLCP convergence proce-

dure or passes the data to the MAC sublayer as part of the MPDU.

I 5.4.5.3 PMD_TXSTART.request

15.4.5.3.1 Function

This primitive, which is generated by the PHY PLCP sublayer, initiates PPDU transmission by the PMD
layer.

15.4.5.3.2 Semantics of the service primitive

The primitive shall provide the following parameter:

PMD_TXSTART.request

I 5.4.5.3.3 When generated

This primitive shall be generated by the PLCP sublayer to initiate the PMD layer transmission of the PPDU.

The PHY-DATA.request primitive shall be provided to the PLCP sublayer prior to issuing the

PMD TXSTART command.
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15.4.5.3.4 Effect of rece¡pt

PMD_TXSTART initiates transmission of a PPDU by the PMD sublayer.

1 5.4.5.4 PMD_TXEND.request

15.4.5.4.1 Function

This primitive, which is generated by the PHY PLCP sublayer, ends PPDU transmission by the PMD layer.

15.4.5.4.2 Semantics of the serv¡ce primitive

The semantics of the primitive are as follows:

PMD_TXEND.request

I 5.4.5.4.3 When generated

This primitive shall be generated by the PLCP sublayer to terminate the PMD layer transmission of the

PPDU.

15.4.5.4.4 Effect of receipt

PMD_TXEND terminates transmission of a PPDU by the PMD sublayer.

I 5.4.5.5 PM D_ANTSEL.req uest

15.4.5.5.1 Function

This primitive, which is generated by the PHY PLCP sublayer, selects the antenna used by the PHY for
transmission or reception (when diversity is disabled).

15.4.5.5.2 Semantics of the serv¡ce primitive

The primitive shall provide the following parameter:

PMD_ANTSEL.request(ANT_STAIE)

ANT_STAIE selects which of the available antennas should be used for transmit. The number of available

antennas shall be determined from the MIB table parameters aSuprtRxAntennas and aSuprtTxAntennas.

I 5.4.5.5.3 When generated

This primitive shall be generated by the PLCP sublayer to select a specific antenna for transmission or

reception (when diversity is disabled).

15.4.5.5.4 Effect of receipt

PMD_ANTSEL immediately selects the antenna specified by ANT-STATE.
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15.4.5.6 PMD ANTSEL.indicate

15.4.5.6.1 Function

This primitive, which is generated by the PHY PLCP sublayer, reports the antenna used by the PHY for
reception of the most recenf packet.

15.4.5.6.2 Semantics of the service pr¡m¡tive

The primitive shall provide the following parameter:

PMD_ANTSEL.indicate(ANT_STAIE)

ANT_STATE reports which of the available antennas was used for reception of the most recent packet.

I 5.4.5.6.3 When generated

This primitive shall be generated by the PLCP sublayer to report the antenna used for the most recent packet

reception.

15.4.5.6.4 Effect of receipt

PMD-ANTSEL immediately reports the antenna specified by ANT-STATE.

1 5.4.5.7 PMD_TXPWRLVL.request

15.4.5.7.1 Function

This primitive, which is generated by the PHY PLCP sublayer, selects the power level used by the PHY for
transmission.

15.4.5.7.2 Semantics of the service primitive

The primitive shall provide the following parameter:

PMD_TXPWRLVL.reques(TxPWR_LEVEL)

TXPWR_LEVEL selects which of the optional transmit power levels should be used for the current packet

transmission. The number of available power levels shall be determined by the MIB parameter

dotl lNumberSupportedPowerlevels. Subclause 15.4.7.3 provides further information on the optional DSSS

PHY power-level-control capabilities.

15.4.5.7.3 When generated

This primitive shall be generated by the PLCP sublayer to select a specific transmit power. This primitive
shall be applied prior to setting PMD_TXSTART to the transmit state.

15.4.5.7.4 Effect of receipt

PMD TXPWRLVL immediately sets the transmit power level given by TXPWR-LEVEL.
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I 5.4.5.8 PMD_RATE.request

15.4.5.8.1 Function

LOCAL AND METROPOLITAN AREA NETWORKS: WIRELESS LAN

This primitive, which is generated by the PHY PLCP sublayer, selects the modulation rate that shall be used

by the DSSS PHY lor transmission.

15.4.5.8.2 Semantics of the service pr¡mit¡ve

The primitive shall provide the following parameter:

PMD RATE.request(RAIE)

The RATE parameter selects which of the DSSS PHY data rates shall be used for MPDU transmission. Sub-

clause 15.4.6.4 provides further information on the DSSS PHY modulation rates. The DSSS PHY rate

change capability is fully described in 15.2.

I 5.4.5.8.3 When generated

This primitive shall be generated by the PLCP sublayer to change or set the current DSSS PHY modulation

rate used for the MPDU portion of a PPDU.

15.4.5.8.4 Effect of rece¡pt

The receipt of PMD_RATE selects the rate that shall be used for all subsequent MPDU transmissions. This

rate shall be used for transmission only. The DSSS PHY shall still be capable of receiving all the required

DSSS PHY modulation rates.

15.4.5.9 PMD RATE.indicate

15.4.5.9.1 Function

This primitive, which is generated by the PMD sublayer, indicates which modulation rate was used to

receive the MPDU portion of the PPDU. The modulation shall be indicated in the PLCP Preamble IEEE

802.11 SIGNALING field.

15.4.5.9.2 Semantics of the serv¡ce pr¡mit¡ve

The primitive shall provide the following parameter:

PMD_RAIE. indicate(RATE)

In receive mode, the RATE parameter informs the PLCP layer which of the DSSS PHY data rates was used

to process the MPDU portion of the PPDU. Subclause 15.4.6.4 provides further information on the DSSS

PHY modulation rates. The DSSS PHY rate change capability is fully described in 15.2.

I 5.4.5.9.3 When generated

This primitive shall be generated by the PMD sublayer when the PLCP Preamble IEEE 802. I I SIGNALING
field has been properly detected.

15.4.5.9.4 Effect of receipt

This parameter shall be provided to the PLCP layer for information only.
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I 5.4.5.1 0 PMD_RSSI.ind¡cate

15.4.5.10.1 Function

This optional primitive, which is generated by the PMD sublayer, provides to the PLCP and MAC entity the

received signal strength.

15.4.5.10.2 Semantics of the serv¡ce primitive

The primitive shall provide the following parameter:

PMD_RSSI.indicate(RSSI)

The RSSI shall be a measure of the RF energy received by the DSSS PHY. RSSI indications of up to 8 bits

(256 levels) are supported.

I 5.4.5.1 0.3 When generated

This primitive shall be generated by the PMD when the DSSS PHY is in the receive state. It shall be contin-

uously available to the PLCP, whicþ, in tum, provides the parameter to the MAC entity.

15.4.5.10.4 Effect of receipt

This parameter shall be provided to the PLCP layer for information only. The RSSI may be used in conjunc-

tion with signal quality (SQ) as part of a CCA scheme.

15.4.5.11 PMD_SQ.indicate

15.4.5.11.1 Function

This optional primitive, which is generated by the PMD sublayer, provides to the PLCP and MAC entity the

SQ of the DSSS PHY PN code correlation. The SQ shall be sampled when the DSSS PHY achieves code

lock and shall be held until the next code lock acquisition.

15.4.5.11.2 Semantics of the service primitive

The primitive shall provide the following parameter:

PMD_SQ.indicate(SQ)

The SQ shall be a measure of the PN code correlation quality received by the DSSS PHY. SQ indications of
up to 8 bits (256 levels) are supported.

15.4.5.11.3 When generated

This primitive shall be generated by the PMD when the DSSS PHY is in the receive state and code lock is

achieved. It shall be continuously available to the PLCB which, in tum, provides the parameter to the MAC

entity.

15.4.5.11.4 Effect of receipt

This parameter shall be provided to the PLCP layer for information only. The SQ may be used in conjunc-

tion with RSSI as part of a CCA scheme.
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15.4.5.12 PMD CS.indicate

15.4.5.12.1 Function

This primitive, which is generated by the PMD, shall indicate to the PLCP layer that the receiver has

acquired (locked) the PN code and data is being demodulated.

15.4.5.12.2 Semantics of the service pr¡m¡tive

The PMD_CS (carrier sense) primitive in conjunction with PMD_ED provides CCA status through the

PLCP layer PHYCCA primitive. PMD_CS indicates a binary status of ENABLED or DISABLED.

PMD_CS shall be ENABLED when the correlator SQ indicated in PMD-SQ is greater than the

CS_THRESHOLD parameter. PMD_CS shall be DISABLED when the PMD-SQ falls below the correla-

tion threshold.

15.4.5.12.3 When generated

This primitive shall be generated by the PHY sublayer when the DSSS PHY is receiving a PPDU and the PN

code has been acquired.

15.4.5.12.4 Effect of receipt

This indicator shall be provided to the PLCP for forwarding to the MAC entity for information purposes

through the PHYCCA indicator. This parameter shall indicate that the RF medium is busy and occupied by a

DSSS PHY signal. The DSSS PHY should not be placed into the transmit state when PMD CS is
ENABLED.

I 5.4.5.1 3 PMD_ED.indicate

15.4.5.13.1 Function

This optional primitive, which is generated by the PMD, shall indicate to the PLCP layer that the recetver

has detected RF energy indicated by the PMD_RSSI primitive that is above a predefined threshold.

15.4.5.13.2 Semantics of the service primitive

The PMD_ED (energy detect) primitive, along with the PMD_SQ, provides CCA status at the PLCP layer

through the PHYCCA primitive. PMD_ED indicates a binary status of ENABLED or DISABLED.

PMD_ED shall be ENABLED when the RSSI indicated in PMD_RSSI is greater than the

ED_THRESHOLD parameter. PMD_ED shall be DISABLED when the PMD RSSI falls below the energy

detect threshold.

I 5.4.5.1 3.3 When generated

This primitive shall be generated by the PHY sublayer when the PHY is receiving RF energy from any

source that exceeds the ED THRESHOLD parameter.

15.4.5.13.4 Effect of receipt

This indicator shall be provided to the PLCP for forwarding to the MAC entity for information purposes

through the PMD_ED indicator. This parameter shall indicate that the RF medium may be busy with an RF

energy source that is not DSSS PHY compliant. If a DSSS PHY source is being received, the PMD-CS
function shall be enabled shortly after the PMD-ED function is enabled.
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15.4.5.14 PMD_ED.request

15.4.5.14.1 Function

This optional primitive, which is generated by the PHY PLCP, sets the energy detect ED-THRESHOLD

value.

15.4.5.14.2 Semantics of the service primitive

The primitive shall provide the following parameters:

PMD_ED.request(ED_THRESHOLD)

ED_THRESHOLD is the value that the RSSI indicated shall exceed for PMD ED to be enabled.

15.4.5.14.3 When generated

This primitive shall be generated by the PLCP sublayer to change or set the current DSSS PHY energy

detect threshold.

15.4.5.14.4 Effect of receipt

The receipt of PMD_ED immediately changes the energy detection threshold as set by the

ED_THRESHOLD parameter.

I 5.4.5.1 5 PHY-GCA.indicate

15.4.5.15.1 Function

This primitive, which is generated by the PMD, indicates to the PLCP layer that the receiver has detected RF

energy that adheres to the CCA algorithm.

15.4.5.15.2 Semantics of the serv¡ce primitive

The PHY-CCA primitive provides CCA status at the PLCP layer to the MAC.

1 5.4.5.1 5.3 When generated

This primitive shall be generated by the PHY sublayer when the PHY is receiving RF energy from any

source that exceeds the ED*THRESHOLD parameter (PMD_ED is active), and optionally is a valid corre-

lated DSSS PHY signal whereby PMD-CS would also be active.

15.4.5.15.4 Effect of rece¡pt

This indicator shall be provided to the PLCP for forwarding to the MAC entity for information purposes

through the PHY-CCA indicator. This parameter indicates that the RF medium may be busy with an RF

energy source that may or may not be DSSS PHY compliant. If a DSSS PHY source is being received, the

PMD_CS function shall be enabled shortly after the PMD-ED function is enabled.

15.4.6 PMD operating specificat¡ons, general

The following subclauses provide general specifications for the DSSS PMD sublayer. These specifications

apply to both the Receive and the Transmit functions and general operation of a DSSS PHY.
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I 5.4.6.1 Operating frequency range

The DSSS PHY shall operate in the frequency range of 2.4 GHz to 2.4835 GHz as allocated by regulatory

bodies in the USA and Europe or in the 2.47 | GHz to 2.491 GHz frequency band as allocated by regulatory

authority in Japan.

15.4.6.2 Number of operat¡ng channels

The channel center frequencies and CHNL_ID numbers shall be as shown in Table 64. The FCC (US), IC
(Canada), and ETSI (Europe) specify operation from2.4 GHz to 2.4835 GHz. For MKK (Japan), operation is

specified as 2.41I GHz to 2.497 GHz France allows operation from 2.4465 GHz to 2.4835 GHz, and Spain

allows operation from 2.445 GHz to 2.415 GHz. For each supported regulatory domain, all channels in Table

64 marked with "X" shall be supported.

Table 64-DSSS PHY frequency channel plan

Regulatory domains

CHNL ID Frequency
x'10'
FCC

x'20'
IC

x'30'
ETSI

x'31'
Spain

x'32',
France

x'40'
MKK

2412MHz X X X

2 2417 MHz X X X

3 2422MHz X X X

4 2427 MHz X X X

5 2432MÍIz X X X

6 2437 MHz X X X

'7 2442MHz X X X

I 2447 MÍIz. X X X

9 2452MHz X X X

10 2457 MHz X X X X X

11 2462MÍlz X X X X X

12 2467 MHz X X

13 2472MHz X X

14 2484MHz X

In a multiple cell network topology, overlapping and/or adjacent cells using different channels can operate

simultaneously without interference if the distance between the center frequencies is at least 30 MHz. Chan-

nel 14 shall be designated specifically for operation in Japan.

I 5.4.6.3 Spreading sequence

The following I l-chip Barker sequence shall be used as the PN code sequence

+1, -1, +1, +1, -1, +1, +1, +1, -1, -1, -1
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The leftmost chip shall be output first in time. The first chip shall be aligned at the start of a transmitted

symbol. The symbol duration shall be exactly 1l chips long.

15.4.6.4 Modulation and channeldata rates

Two modulation formats and data rates are specified for the DSSS PHY: a basic access rate and an enhanced

access rste. The basic access rate shall be based on I Mbit/s DBPSK modulation. The DBPSK encoder is

specified in Table 65. The enhanced access rate shall be based on 2 Mbit/s DQPSK. The DQPSK encoder is

specified in Table 66. (ln the tables, +jtrl shall be defined as counterclockwise rotation.)

Table 65-l MbiUs DBPSK encod¡ng table

Bit input Phase change (+j<o)

0 0

1 n

Table 66-2 MbiUs DQPSK encod¡ng table

Dibit pattern (d0,dl)
d0 is frrst in time

Phase change (+jo:)

00 0

01 n/2

1l 7t

10 3n/2 ( nl2)

15.4.6.5 Transmit and rece¡ve in-band and out-of-band spur¡ous em¡ss¡ons

The DSSS PHY shall conform with in-band and out-of-band spurious emissions as set by regulatory bodies.

For the USA, refer to FCC 15.247, 15.205, and 15.209. For Europe, refer to ETS 300-328.

1 5.4.6.6 Transm¡t-to-receive turnaround time

The TX-to-RX turnaround time shall be less than l0 ¡rs, including the power-down ramp specified in
t5.4.7.7.

The TX-to-RX tumaround time shall be measured at the air interface from the trailing edge of the last trans-

mitted symbol to valid CCA detection of the incoming signal. The CCA should occur within 25 ¡rs (10 ps for
tumaround time plus l5 ¡rs for energy detect) or by the next slot boundary occurring after 25 ¡rs has elapsed

(refer to 15.4.8.4). A receiver input signal 3 dB above the ED threshold described in 15.4.8.4 shall be present

at the receiver.

1 5.4.6.7 Receive-to-tra nsm it tu rnaro u nd time

The RX-to-TX turnaround time shall be measured at the MAC/PHY interface, using PHYTXSTART.request

and shall be <5 ¡rs. This includes the transmit power-up ramp described in 15.4.1 .7 .
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15.4.6.8 Slot time

The slot time for the DSSS PHY shall be the sum of the RX-to-TX turnaround time (5 ¡rs) and the energy

detect time (15 ¡rs specified in 15.4.8.4). The propagation delay shall be regarded as being included in the

energy detect time.

15.4.6.9 Transmit and receive antenna port ¡mpedance

The impedance of the transmit and receive antenna port(s) shall be 50 Q if the port is exposed.

15.4.6.10 Transmit and receive operating temperature range

Three temperahrre ranges for full operation compliance to the DSSS PHY are specified in Clause 13. Type I
shall be defined as 0 oC to 40 oC, and is designated for office environments. Type 2 shall be defined as -20 

oC

to *50 oC, and Type 3 shall be defined as -30 
oC to +70 "C. Types 2 and 3 are designated for industrial environ-

ments.

15.4.7 PMD transmit specifications

The following subclauses describe the transmit functions and parameters associated with the PMD sublayer.

15.4.7.l Transmit power levels

The maximum allowable output power as measured in accordance with practices specified by the regulatory

bodies is shown in Table 67 .ln the USA, the radiated emissions should also conform with the IEEE uncon-

trolled radiation emission standard (IEEE Std C95. I - I 99 I ).

Table 67-Transm¡t power levels

Maximum output power Geographic location Compliance document

1000 mW USA FCC 15.247

100 rnW (EIRP) Europe ETS 300-328

10 mWMFIz Japan MPT ordinance for Regulating Radio
Equipment, A,rlicle 49-20

15.4.7.2 Minimum transmitted power level

The minimum transmitted power shall be no less than I mW.

15.4.7.3 Transmit power level control

Power control shall be provided for transmitted power greater than 100 mW. A maximum of four power

levels may be provided. At a minimum, a radio capable of transmission greater than 100 mW shall be capa-

ble of switching power back to 100 mW or less.

15.4.7.4 Transmit spectrum mask

The transmitted spectral products shall be less than -30 dBr (dB relative to the SlNx/x peak) forf, - 22 MHz
<-f <f"-lIMHz,f"+11 MHz .f <f"+22MHz,-50 dBr îorf <f"-22MHz,andf>f"+22MHz,wheref,
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is the channel center frequency. The transmit spectral mask is shown in Figure 96. The measurements shall

be made using 100 kHz resolution bandwidth and a 30 kHz video bandwidth.

Transmit Spectrum Mask 0 dBr
Unfiltered Sinx/x

Îc -22 MHz fc -11 MHz fc fc +11 MHz fc +22 Mhz

Figure 96-Transmit spectrum mask

15.4.7.5 Transmit center frequency tolerance

The transmitted center frequency tolerance shall be +25 ppm maximum.

15.4.7.6 Chip clock frequency tolerance

The PN code chip clock frequency tolerance shall be better than +25 ppm maximum.

15.4.7.7 Transmit power-on and power-down ramp

The transmit power-on ramp for I0o/o to 90%o of maximum power shall be no greater than 2 ps. The transmit

power-on ramp is tno*ï Figure 97.

Transmit
Power
Output

Max Tx Power

90% MAX

10% MAX

0 1 2 3 4 Time ¡rs

Figure 97-Transmit power-on ramp

The transmit power-down ramp for 90o/o to 100% maximum power shall be no greater than 2 ps. The transmit

power down ramp is shown in Figure 98.

The transmit power ramps shall be constructed such that the DSSS PHY emissions conform with the spuri-

ous frequency product specification defined in 15.4.6.5.

-30 r
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Transmit
Power
Output

Max TX Power

90% MAX

O% MAX

0 2 3 4 Time ¡"rs

Figure 98-Transmit power-down ramp

15.4.7.8 RF carrier suppression

The RF carrier suppression, measured at the channel center frequency, shall be at least 15 dB below the peak

SIN(x)/x power spectrum. The RF carrier suppression shall be measured while transmitting a repetitive 0l
data sequence with the scrambler disabled using DQPSK modulation. A 100 kHz resolution bandwidth shall

be used to perform this measurement.

1 5.4.7 .9 Transm it mod ulation accuracy

The transmit modulation accuracy requirement for the DSSS PHY shall be based on the difference between the

actual transmitted waveform and the ideal signal waveform. Modulation accuracy shall be determined by

measuring the peak vector error magnitude measured during each chip period. Worst-case vector error magni-

tude shall not exceed 0.35 for the normalized sampled chip data. The ideal complex I and Q constellation points

associated with DQPSK modulation (0.70'1,0.701), (0.707, -0.101), (-0.107,0.707), (4.107, -0.707) shall be

used as the reference. These measurements shall be from baseband I and Q sampled data after recovery through

a reference receiver system.

Figure 99 illustrates the ideal DQPSK constellation points and range of worst-case error specified for modu-

lation accuracy.

Error vector measurement requires a reference receiver capable of carrier lock. All measurements shall be

made under carrier lock conditions. The distortion induced in the constellation by the reference receiver

shall be calibrated and measured. The test data error vectors described below shall be corrected to compen-

sate for the reference receiver distortion.

The IEEE 802.1 I vendor compatible radio shall provide an exposed TX chip clock, which shall be used to

sample the I and Q outputs of the reference receiver.

The measurement shall be made under the conditions of continuous DQPSK transmission using scrambled

all 1s.

The eye pattern of the I channel shall be used to determine the 1 and p sampling point. The chip clock
provided by the vendor radio shall be time delayed such that the samples fall at a ll2 chip period offset from
the mean of the zero crossing positions of the eye (see Figure 100). This is the ideal center of the eye and

may not be the point of maximum eye opening.

t\r
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Range of Worst-Case Error ldeal Constellation Point
o

Measured Pointt

'Error Vector

Figure 99-Modulation accuracy measurement example

1 Chip Period

Geometric
Center

Time
ldeal Sample Point

Vendor
Chip Clock

Figure 100-Chip clock alignment with baseband eye pattern

Using the aligned chip clock, 1000 samples of the .l and Q baseband outputs from the reference recetver are

captured. The vector error magnitudes shall be calculated as follows:

Calculate the dc offsets for land p samples.

1000

1-"un : \lt{")lttooo

A
m
p
I

i

t
u
d
e

Omean

1000

Z lQ@)lt tooo

112 Chip Period
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Calculate the dc corrected l and Q samples for all n:1000 sample pairs.

I¿"(n): I(n) - I^"un

Q¿"@): Q(n) - Q^"u"

Calculate the average magnitude of l and Q samples.

1000

I^us: I l1d"(rx )l/1000
n:I

Calculate the normalized error vector magnitude for the l¿"(n)lQ¿"(z) pairs

1000

IIQ^us 000Q*@)

v"o(n) : 
l+-({lIo"1n¡ltt^ r}2 + {lQa"(n)l/Q^ c}'))) -,"on"",ton

with Ø.or.""rion: elTor induced by the reference receiver system.

A vendor DSSS PHY implementation shall be compliant if for all ri:1000 samples the following condition

is met:

V"n(n) < 0.35

I 5.4.8 PMD receiver specificat¡ons

The following subclauses describe the receive functions and parameters associated with the PMD sublayer.

1 5.4.8.1 Receiver m ¡n¡mum input level sens¡t¡v¡ty

The frame error ratio (FER) shall be less than 8x 10 2 at an MPDU length of 1024 bytes for an input level of

-80 dBm measured at the antenna connector. This F'ER shall be specified for 2 Mbit/s DQPSK modulation.

The test for the minimum input level sensitivity shall be conducted with the energy detection threshold set

< -80 dBm.

15.4.8.2 Receiver max¡mum input level

The receiver shall provide a maximum FER of 8x 10-2 at an MPDU length of l)24bytes for a maximum input

level of -4 dBm measured at the antenna. This FER shall be specified for 2 Mbils DQPSK modulation.

15.4.8.3 Receiver adjacent channel reject¡on

Adjacent channel rejection is defined between any two channels with >30 MHz separation in each channel

group defined in 15.4.6.2.

The adjacent channel rejection shall be > 35 dB with an FER of 8x l0-2 using 2 Mbit/s DQPSK modulation

described in 15.4.6.4 and an MPDU length of 1024 bytes.
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The adjacent channel rejection shall be measured using the following method

Input a 2 Mbils DQPSK modulated signal at a level 6 dB greater than specified in 15.4.8.1. In an adjacent

channel (>30 MHz separation as defined by the channel numbering), input a signal modulated in a similar
fashion that adheres to the transmit mask specifiedin 15.4.7.4 to a level 4l dB above the level specified in

I 5.4.8.1. The adjacent channel signal shall be derived from a separate signal source. It cannot be a frequency

shifted version ofthe reference channel. Under these conditions, the FER shall be no worse than 8x10 2.

15.4.8.4 CCA

The DSSS PHY shall provide the capability to perform CCA according to at least one of the following three

methods:

CCA Mode 1.' Energy above threshold. CCA shall report a busy medium upon detection of any

energy above the ED threshold.

CCA Mode 2: Carriq sense only. CCA shall report a busy medium only upon detection of a DSSS

signal. This signal may be above or below the ED threshold.

CCA Mode -l: Carrier sense with energy above threshold. CCA shall report a busy medium upon

detection of a DSSS signal with energy above the ED threshold.

The energy detection status shall be given by the PMD primitive, PMD_ED. The carrier sense status shall be

given by PMD_CS. The status of PMD_ED and PMD_CS is used in the PLCP convergence procedure to

indicate activity to the MAC through the PHY interface primitive PHY-CCA.indicate.

A busy channel shall be indicated by PHY-CCA.indicate of class BUSY

A clear channel shall be indicated by PHY-CCA.indicate of class IDLE.

The PHY MIB attribute dotllCCAModesupported shall indicate the appropriate operation modes. The

PHY shall be configured through the PHY MIB attribute dotl lCurrentCCAMode.

The CCA shall be TRUE if there is no energy detect or carrier sense. The CCA parameters are subject to the

following criteria:

a) The energy detection threshold shall be I -80 dBm for TX power > 100 mW, -76 dBm for 50 mW <

TX power < 100 mW, and -70 dBm for TX power < 50 mW

b) With a valid signal (according to the CCA mode of operation) present at the receiver antenna within

5 ps of the start of a MAC slot boundary, the CCA indicator shall report channel busy before the end

of the slot time. This implies that the CCA signal is available as an exposed test point. Refer to Fig-

ure 47 for a definition of slot time boundary.

c) In the event that a correct PLCP Header is received, the DSSS PHY shall hold the CCA signal inac-

tive (channel busy) for the full duration as indicated by the PLCP LENGTH field. Should a loss of
carrier sense occur in the middle of reception, the CCA shall indicate a busy medium for the

intended duration of the transmitted packet.

Conformance to DSSS PHY CCA shall be demonstrated by applying a DSSS compliant signal, above the

appropriate ED threshold a), suoh that all conditions described in b) and c) above are demonstrated.
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16. lnfrared (lR) PHY specification

16.1 Overview

The physical layer for the infrared system is specified in this clause. The IR PHY uses near-visible light in
the 850 nm to 950 nm range for signaling. This is similar to the spectral usage of both common consumer

devices such as infrared remote controls, as well as other data communications equipment, such as Infrared

Data Association (IrDA) devices.

Unlike many other infrared devices, however, the IR PHY is not directed. That is, the receiver and transmit-

ter do not have to be aimed at each other and do not need a clear line-oÊsight. This permits the construction

of a true LAN system, whereas with an aimed system, it would be difficult or impossible to install a LAN
because of physical constraints.

A pair of conformant infrared devices would be able to communicate in a typical environment at a range up

to about 10 m. This standard allows conformant devices to have more sensitive receìvers, and this may

increase range up to about 20 m.

The IR PHY relies on both reflected infrared energy as well as line-of-sight infrared energy for communica-

tions. Most designs anticipate that all of the energy at the receiver is reflected energy. This reliance on

reflected infrared energy is called dffise infraredtransmission.

This standard specifies the transmitter and receiver in such a way that a conformant design will operate well
in most environments where there is no line-of-sight path from the transmitter to the receiver. However, in an

environment that has few or no reflecting surfaces, and where there is no line-of-sight, an IR PHY system

may suffer reduced range.

The IR PHY will operate only in indoor environments. lnfrared radiation does not pass through walls, and is

significantly attenuated passing through most exterior windows. This characteristic can be used to "contain"

an IR PHY in a single physical room, like a classroom or conference room. Different LANs using the IR
PHY can operate in adjacent rooms separated only by a wall without interference, and without the possibil-

ity of eavesdropping.

At the time of this standard's preparation, the only known regulatory standards that apply to the use of infra-

red radiation are safety regulations, such as IEC 60825-1: 1998 [82] and ANSI 2136.1-1993 [81]. While a

conformant IR PHY device can be designed to also comply with these safety standards, conformance with

this standard does not ensure conformance with other standards.

V/orldwide, there are currently no frequency allocation or bandwidth allocation regulatory restrictions on

infrared emissions.

Emitter (typically LED) and detector (fypically PIN diode) devices for infrared communications are rela-

tively inexpensive at the infrared wavelengths specified in the IR PHI and at the electrical operating fre-

quencies required by this PHY.

While many other devices in common use also use infrared emissions in the same optical band, these devices

usually transmit infrared intermittently and do not interlere with the proper operation of a compliant IR

PHY. If such a device does interfere, by transmitting continuously and with a very strong signal, it can be

physically isolated þlacing it in a different room) from the IEEE 802.1 I LAN.
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16.1.1 Scope

The PHY services provided to the IEEE 802.1 I wireless LAN MAC by the IR system are described in this

clause. The IR PHY layer consists of two protocol functions as follows:

a) A physical layer convergence function, which adapts the capabilities ofthe physical medium depen-

dent (PMD) system to the PHY service. This function is supported by the physical layer conver-

gence procedure (PLCP), which defines a method of mapping the IEEE 802.11 MAC sublayer

protocol data units (MPDU) into a framing format suitable for sending and receiving user data and

management information between two or more STAs using the associated PMD system.

b) A PMD system, whose function defines the characteristics of, and method of transmitting and receiv-

ing data through, the wireless medium (WM) between two or more STAs.

16.1.21R PHY functions

The IR PHY contains three functional entities: the PMD function, the physical layer convergence function,

and the layer management function. Each of these functions is described in detail below.

The IR PHY service is provided to the MAC entity at the STA through a service access point (SAP) as

described in Clause 12. For a visual guide to the relationship of the IR PHY to the remainder of the system,

refer to Figure I 1.

16.1.2.1PLCP sublayer

To allow the IEEE 802.11 MAC to operate with minimum dependence on the PMD sublayer, a physical

layer convergence sublayer is defined. This function simplifies the PHY service interface to the IEEE 802.1 I
MAC services. The PHY-specific preamble is normally associated with this convergence layer.

16.1.2.2 PMD sublayer

The PMD sublayer provides a clear channel assessment (CCA) mechanism, transmission mechanism, and

reception mechanism that are used by the MAC via the PLCP to send or receive data between two or more

STAs.

16.1.2.3 PHY management entity (PLME)

The PLME performs management of the local PHY functions in conjunction with the MAC management

entity. Subclause 16.4 lists the MIB variables that may be accessed by the PHY sublayer entities and intra-

layer of higher-layer management entities (LMEs). These variables are accessed via the PLME-GEI
PLME-SET, and PLME-RESET primitives defined in Clause 10.

16.1.3 Service spec¡fication method and notat¡on

The models represented by figures and state diagrams are intended as illustrations of functions provided. It is

important to distinguish between a model and a real implementation. The models are optimized for simplic-
ity and clarity of presentation; the actual method of implementation is left to the discretion of the IEEE

802.I I lR PHY compliant developer. Conformance to this standard is not dependent on following the model,

and an implementation that follows the model closely may not be conformant.

Abstract services are specified here by describing the service primitives and parameters that characterize

each service. This definition is independent of any particular implementation. In particular, the PHY-SAP

operations are defined and described as instantaneous; however, this may be difficult to achieve in an imple-

mentation.
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16.2 lR PLCP sublayer

While the PLCP sublayer and the PMD sublayer are described separately, the separation and distinction

between these sublayers is artificial, and is not meant to imply that the implementation must separate these

functions. This distinction is made prirnarily to provide a point of reference from which to describe certain

functional components and aspects of the PMD. The functions of the PLCP can be subsumed by a PMD sub-

layer; in this case, the PMD will incorporate the PHY-SAP as its interface, and will not offer a PMD-SAP.

16.2.1 Overview

A convergence procedure is provided by which MPDUs are converted to and from PLCPDUs. During trans-

mission, the MPDU (PLCSDU) is prepended with a PLCP Preamble and PLCP Header to create the

PLCPDU. At the receive¡ the PLCP Preamble is processed and the internal data fields are processed to aid in

demodulation and delivery of the MPDU (PSDU).

16.2.2 PLGP frame format

Figure 101 shows the format for the PLCPDU including the PLCP Preamble, the PLCP Header, and the PSDU.

The PLCP Preamble contains the following fields: Synchronization (SYNC) and Start Frame Delimiter (SFD).

The PLCP Header contains the following fields: Data Rate (DR), DC Level Adjustment (DCLA), Length

(LENGTH), and Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC). Each of these fields is described in detail in 16.2.4.

PLCP Preamble PLCP Header
PSDU

SYNC SFD DR DCLA LENGTH cRc

57 - 73 slots 4 slots 3 slots 32 slots 16 bits 16 bits variable number of octets

Figure 101-PLCPDU frame format

16.2.3 PLCP modulation and rate change

The PLCP Preamble shall be transmitted using the basic pulse defined i¡ 16.3.3.2. The PLCSDU, LENGTH,

and CRC fields shall be transmitted using pulse position modulation (PPM). PPM maps bits in the octet into

symbols: l6-PPM maps four bits into a 16-position symbol, and 4-PPM maps two bits into a 4-position

symbol. The basic L-PPM time unit is the slot. A slot corresponds to one of the L positions of a symbol and

has a 250 ns duration. The PLCSDU, LENGTH, and CRC fields are transmitted at one of two bit rates:

I Mbils or 2 Mbit/s. The Data Rate field indicates the data rate that will be used to transmit the PLCSDU,

LENGTH, and CRC fields. The I Mbit/s datarute uses I6-PPM (basic access rate), and the 2 Mbit/s data

rate uses 4-PPM (enhanced access rate). The transmitter and receiver will initiate the modulation or demod-

ulation indicated by the DR field starting with the first 4 bits (in I6-PPM) or 2 bits (in 4-PPM) of the

LENGTH field. The PSDU transmission rate is set by the DATARATE parameter in the PHY-

TXSTART.request primitive. Any conformant IR PHY shall be capable of receiving at I Mbit/s and 2 Mbitl

s. Transmission at 2 Mbit/s is optional.

A PHY-TXSTARI.request that specifies a data rate that is not supported by a PHY instance will cause the

PHY to indicate an erTor to its MAC instance. A PHY is not permitted under any circumstance to transmit at

a different rate than the requested rate.
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16.2.4 PLGP field definitions

16.2.4.1 PLGP Synchronization (SYNC) field

The SYNC field consists of a sequence of altemated presence and absence of a pulse in consecutive slots.

The SYNC field has a minimum length of 57 L-PPM slots and a maximum length of 73 L-PPM slots and

shall terminate with the absence of a pulse in the last slot. This field is provided so that the receiver can per-

form clock recovery (slot synchronization), automatic gain control (optional), signal-to-noise ratio estima-

tion (optional), and diversity selection (optional).

The SYNC field is not modulated using L-PPM, but instead consists of transitions in L-PPM slots that would
otherwise constitute an illegal symbol. See 16.3.2. I for legal symbols.

16.2.4.2 PLCP Start Frame Delimiter (SFD)field

The SFD field length is four L-PPM slots and consists of the binary sequence 1001, where I indicates a

pulse in the L-PPM slot and 0 indicates no pulse in the L-PPM slot. The leftmost bit shall be transmitted

first. The SFD field is provided to indicate the start of the PLCP Preamble and to perform bit and symbol

synchronization.

The SFD field is not modulated using L-PPM, but instead consists of transitions in L-PPM slots that would
otherwise constitute an illegal symbol.

16.2.4.3 PLCP Data Rate (DR) field

The DR field indicates to the PHY the data rate that shall be used for the transmission or reception of the

PLCSDU, LENGTH, and CRC fields. The transmitted value shall be provided by the PHY-

TXSTART.request primitive as described in Clause 12. The DR field has a length of three L-PPM slots.

The leftmost bit, as shown below, shall be transmitted first. The IR PHY currently supports two data rates

defined by the slot pattern shown for the three L-PPM slots following the SFD, where I indicates a pulse in

the L-PPM slot and 0 indicates no pulse in the L-PPM slot:

I Mbit/s:

2 Mbit/s:

000

001

00000000 I 000000000000000 I 0000000

00 I 0001 000 I 0001 000 1000 I 00010001 0

The DR field is not modulated using L-PPM, but instead consists of transitions in L-PPM slots that would
otherwise constitute an illegal symbol.

16.2.4.4 PLCP DC Level Adjustment (DCLA) field

The DCLA field is required to allow the receiver to stabilize the dc level after the SYNC, SFD, and DR

fields. The leftmost bit, as shown below, shall be transmitted first. The length of the DCLA field is 32 L-PPM

slots and consists of the contents shown, where I indicates a pulse in the L-PPM slot and 0 indicates no

pulse in the L-PPM slot:

1 Mbit/s:

2 Mbit/s:

The DCLA field is not modulated using L-PPM, but instead consists of transitions in L-PPM slots that

would otherwise constitute an illegal symbol.
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16.2.4.5 PLCP LENGTH field

The LENGTH field is an unsigned 16-bit integer that indicates the number of octets to be transmitted in the

PSDU. The transmitted value shall be provided by the PHYTXSTART.request primitive as described in

Clause 12. The lsb shall be transmitted first. This field is modulated and sent in L-PPM format. This field is
protected by the CRC described ir 16.2.4.6.

16.2.4.6 PLCP CRG field

The LENGTH field shall be protected by a l6-bit CRC-CCITT. The CRC-CCITT is the one's complement

of the remainder generated by the modulo 2 division of the LENGTH field by the polynomial:

xl6+"12+"5 + |

The protected bits will be processed in transmit order. The msb of the 16-bit CRC-CCITT shall be transmitted

first. This field shall be modulated and sent in L-PPM format. All CRC-CCITT calculations shall be made prior
to L-PPM encoding on transmission and after L-PPM decoding on reception.

16.2.4.7 PSDU field

This field is composed of a variable number of octets. The minimum is 0 (zero) and the maximum is

2500. The lsb of each octet shall be transmitted first. All the octets of this field shall be modulated and sent in

L-PPM format.

16.2.5 PLGP procedures

16.2.5.1 PLCP transmit procedure

All commands issued by the MAC require that a confirmation primitive be issued by the PHY. The confirma-

tion primitives provide flow control between the MAC and the PHY.

The transmit procedure is as follows

a) Based on the status of CCA, the MAC shall determine whether the channel is clear.

b) If the channel is clear, transmission of the PSDU shall be initiated by a PHY-TXSTART.request with
parameters LENGTH and DATARATE.

c) The PHY entity shall immediately initiate transmission of the PLCP Preamble and PLCP Header

based on the LENGTH and DATARÄTE parameters passed in the PHY-TXSTART.request. Once the

PLCP Preamble and PLCP Header transmission is completed, the PHY entity shall issue a PHY-

TXSTART.confirm.
d) Each octet of the PSDU is passed from the MAC to the PHY by a single PHY-DATA.request primi-

tive. Each PHY-DATA.request shall be confirmed by the PHY with a PHY-DATA.confirm before the

next request can be made.

e) At the PHY layer each PSDU octet shall be divided into symbols of 2 bits or 4 bits each. The

symbols shall be modulated using L-PPM and transmitted into the medium.

Ð Transmission is terminated by the MAC through the primitive PHY-TXEND.request. The PHY shall

confirm the resulting end of transmission with a PHY-TXEND.confirm.
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16.2.5.2 PLCP receive procedure

The receive procedure is as follows

a) CCA is provided to the MAC via the PHY-CCA.indicate primitive. When the PHY senses activity on

the medium, it shall indicate that the medium is busy with a PHY-CCA.indicate with a value of
BUSY. This will normally occur during the SYNC field of the PLCP Preamble.

b) The PHY entity shall begin searching for the SFD field. Once the SFD field is detected, the PHY
entity shall attempt to receive the PLCP Header. After receiving the DR and DCLA fields, the PHY

shall initiate processing of the received CRC and LENGTH fields. The data rate indicated in the DR

field applies to all symbols in the latter part of the received PHYSDU, commencing with the first
symbol of the LENGTH field. The CRC-CCITT shall be checked for correctness immediately after

its reception.

c) If the CRC-CCITT check fails, or the value received in the DR field is not one supported by the

PHI then a PHY-RXSTART.indicate shall not be issued to the MAC. When the medium is again

free, the PHY shall issue a PHY-CCA.indicate with a value of IDLE.

d) If the PLCP Preamble and PLCP Header reception is successful, the PHY shall send a PHY-

RXSTART.indicate to the MAC; this includes the parameters DATARAIE and LENGTH.

In the absence of errors, the receiving PHY shall report the same length to its local MAC, in the

RXVECTOR parameter of the PHY-RXSTART.indicate primitive, that the peer MAC presented to

its local PHY entity in the TXVECTOR parameter of its respective PHY-TXSTART.request.

e) The received PLCSDU L-PPM symbols shall be assembled into octets and presented to the MAC
using a series of PHY-DATA.indicate primitives, one per octet.

Ð Reception shall be terminated after the reception of the final symbol of the last PLCSDU octet indi-
cated by the PLCP Header's LENGTH field. After the PHY-DATA.indicate for that octet is issued,

the PHY shall issue a PHY-RXEND.indicate primitive to its MAC.

g) After issuing the PHY-RXEND.indicate primitive, and when the medium is no longer busy, the PHY

shall issue a PHY-CCA.indicate primitive with a value of IDLE.

16.2.5.3 CCA procedure

CCA is provided to the MAC via the PHY-CCA.indicate primitive.

The CCA procedure is as follows:

When the PHY senses activify on the medium, a PHY-CCA.indicate primitive with a value of BUSY
shall be issued. This will normally occur during reception of the SYNC field of the PLCP Preamble.

When the PHY senses that the medium is free, a PHY-CCA.indicate primitive with a value of IDLE
shall be issued.

At any time, the MAC may issue a PHY-CCARESET.request primitive, which will reset the PHY's
intemal CCA detection mechanism to the medium not-busy (IDLE) state. This primitive will be

acknowledged with a PHY-CCARESET.confirm primitive.

a)

b)

c)
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16.2.5.4 PMD-SAP peer-to-peer serv¡ce pr¡mitive parameters

Several service primitives include a parameter vector. This vector shall be a list of parameters that may vary

depending on PHY type. Table 68 indicates the parameters required by the MAC or IR PHY in each of the

parameter vectors used for peer-to-peer interactions.

Table 68-lR PMD_SAP peer-to-peer serv¡ce pr¡m¡tives

Parameter Associated primitive Value

LENGTH RXVECTOR, TXVECTOR 4 to2t6 - l

DATARAIE RXVECTOR, TXVECTOR PHY dependent

16.3 lR PMD sublayer

The IR PMD sublayer does not define PMD SAPs. The mechanism for communications between the PLCP

and PMD sublayers, as well as the distinction between these two sublayers, if any, is left to impleméntors. In

particular, it is possible to design and implement, in a conformant way, a single sublayer that subsumes the

functions of both the PLCP and PMD, presenting only the PHY-SAP.

16.3.1 Overview

The PMD functional, electrical, and optical characteristics required for interoperability of implementations

conforming to this specification are described in this subclause. The relationship of this specification to the

entire IR physical layer is shown in Figure I l.

16.3.2 PMD operating specificat¡ons, general

General specifications for the lR PMD sublayer are provided in this subclause. These specifications apply to

both the receive and transmit functions and general operation of a compliant IR PHY.

16.3.2.1 Modulation and channel data rates

Two modulation formats and data rates are specified for the IR PHY: a basic access rale and an enhanced

access rate. The basic access rate is based on I Mbit/s 16-PPM modulation. The 16-PPM encoding is speci-

fied in Table 69. Each group of4 data bits is mapped to one ofthe l6-PPM symbols. The enhanced access

rate is based on 2 Mbit/s 4-PPM. The 4-PPM encoding is specified in Table 70. Each group of 2 data bits is

mapped to one of the 4-PPM symbols. Transmission order of the symbol slots is from left to right, as shown

in the table, where a I indicates in-band energy in the slot, and a 0 indicates the absence ofin-band energy in

the slot.
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The data in Table 69 and Table 70 have been arranged (gray coded) so that a single out-of-position-by-one

error in the medium, caused, for example, by intersymbol interference, results in only a single bit error in the

received data, rather than in a multiple bit error.

Table 69-Sixteen-PPM basic rate mapp¡ng

Data l6-PPM symbol

0000 0000000000000001

0001_ 0000000000000010

0 011 0000000000000100

001_0 0000000000001-000

0110 0000000000010000

0 111 0000000000100000

0101 0000000001000000

010 0 0000000010000000

110 0 00000001-00000000

t-1"01- 0000001000000000

l- LL l_ 0000010000000000

1110 0000100000000000

101 0 0001000000000000

1_011 0010000000000000

1_ 001 01"00000000000000

1-000 1000000000000000

Table 70-Four-PPM enhanced rate mapping

Data 4-PPM svmbol

00 0001_

01 0 010

1l_ 010 0

10 1000

16.3.2.2 Octet partition and PPM symbolgeneration procedure

Since PPM is a block modulation method, with the block size less than a full octet, octets have to be parti-

tioned prior to modulation (mapping into PPM symbols).

Octet partition depends on the PPM order being used.

Assume anoctetis formedby eightbits numbered'l 6 5 432ll,where bit0 is the lsb. Partitionthe octetas

follows:

For 16-PPM, create lwo PPM symbols:

The symbol using bits 3 2 | 0 shall be transmitted onto the medium first.

The symbol using bits 7 6 5 4 shall be transmitted onto the medium last.
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For 4-PPM, create four PPM symbols:

The symbol using bits 1 0 shall be transmitted onto the medium first.

The symbol using bits 3 2 shall be transmitted onto the medium second.

The symbol using bits 5 4 shall be transmitted onto the medium third.

The symbol using bits 7 6 shall be transmitted onto the medium last.

I 6.3.2.3 Operating env¡ronment

The IR PHY will operate only in indoor environments. IR PHY interfaces cannot be exposed to direct sun-

light. The IR PHY relies on reflected infrared energy and does not require a line-of-sight between emitter

and receiver in order to work properly. The range and bit error rate of the system may vary with the geometry

of the environment and with natural and artificial illumination conditions.

16.3.2.4 Operating temperature range

The temperature range for full operation compliance with the IR PHY is specified as 0 oC to 40 oC.
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1 6.3.3 PMD transmit specifications

The following subclauses describe the transmit functions and parameters associated with the PMD sublayer.

1 6.3.3.1 Transmitted peak optical power

The peak optical power of an emitted pulse shall be as specified in Table 7 I .

Table 7l-Peak opt¡cal power as a function of emitter radiation pattern mask

Emitter radiation
pâttern mask

Peak optical power

Mask I 2W +20o/o

Mask 2 0.55W +20Vo

16.3.3.2 Basic pulse shape and parameters

The basic pulse width, measured between the 50o/o amplitude points, shall be 250 + l0 ns. The pulse rise

time, measured between the l0%o and 90o/o amplifude points, shall be no more than 40 ns. The pulse fall
time, measured between the l0o/o and 90o/o amplitude points, shall be no more than 40 ns. The edge jitter,

defined as the absolute deviation of the edge from its correct position, shall be no more than I 0 ns. The basic

pulse shape is shown in Figure 102.

90%

5Ùo/o

10%

<40ns -----lr l_-< 40 ns

<-250 ns +10 ns

l*rl Jitter+10 ns HJittertlO ns

Figure 102-Basic pulse shape
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16.3.3.3 Emitter rad¡at¡on pattern mask

The standard contains two emitter radiation pattern masks. Mask I is defined in Table 72 and illustrated in
Figure 103. Mask 2 is defined in Table 73 and illustrated in Figure 105.

Table 72-Definition of the em¡tter radiat¡on pattern mask I

Declination angle Normalized irradiance

cr < 60' > 3.5 x 10-6

a< 29' <2.2x l0 s

29" <a143" < -1.06 x 101 + (0.44 x 10 5) a

43" <u157" < t.l5 x 104-(7.1x 10 7¡ 
cr

57" <o.<74 <2.g8x 104 - (3.g x 10-$ a

74" <u<90" <4.05x t0 5-(¿.sx 10 7¡cr

Normalized lR-radiance, Wcm'

¡LWcm

100

80

60

40

20

0 Maximum

Minimum0o 10o 20o 30o 4oo 50o 60o 70o 80o 90o

Emitting Angle, Degrees

Figure 1O3-Emitter radiat¡on pattern mask 1

Following is a description of how to interpret the Mask I table and figure. Position the conformant Mask I
device in its recommended attitude. Define the conformant Mask 1 device axis as the axis passing through

the emitter center and having the direction perpendicular to the floor. The mask represents the irradiance nor-

malized to the total peak emitted power, as a function of the angle between the conformant Mask I device

axis and the axis from the emitter center to the test receiver center (declination angle). The distance between

emitter and test receiver is 1 m. The test receiver normal is always aimed at the emitter center. The azimuth

angle is a rotation angle on the conformant device axis.

A device is conformant if for any azimuth angle its radiation pattem as a function of declination angle falls

within the pattern mask.

Figure 104 is a description of how to interpret the Mask 2 table with reference to Figure 105
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Table 73-Definition of emitter radiation pattern mask 2

Declination angle Pitch angle Normalized irradiance

a 160 a=0 0.05 + 15ya

o(<90 a:0 0.025 t l5o/o

rr> 100 cx: 0 < 0.015

0<cr,<60 0-<cr<10 0.035<I<0.055

0<cx<60 l0<a120 0.0225 < I < 0.05

0<cr<60 o(>30 < 0.015

Pitch angle

angle

Figure 1O¿l-Mask 2 device or¡entatíon drawing

0.1

0.075

0.025

5
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2

E .... cm 
o.os

^Yi mW
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0i

deg
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Figure 1O5-Emitter rad¡at¡on pattern mask 2
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Position the conformant Mask 2 device in its recommended attitude. Define the conformant Mask 2 device

axis as passing through the emitter center and having the direction relative to the device as defined by the

manufacturer. The declination angle plane is as defined by the manufacturer. The mask represents the irradi-

ance normalized to the peak emitted power on the conformant Mask 2 device axis, as a function of the angle

between the conformant device axis and the axis from the emitter center to the test receiver center (declina-

tion angle) in the declination plane. The distance between emitter and test receiver is I m. The test receiver

normal is always aimed at the emitter center. The pitch angle is an angle relative to the conformant device

axis which is perpendioular to the declination plane.

The device is conformant if, for a pitch angle of0 degrees, at any declination angle from 0 to 100 degrees,

and if, for any declination angle from 0 to 60 degrees, at any pitch angle from 0 to 20 degrees, its radiation

pattern as a function of angle falls within the pattem mask.

Other radiation patterns are for future study.

16.3.3.4 Optical em¡tter peak wavelength

The optical emitter peak wavelength shall be between 850 nm and 950 nm.

I 6.3.3.5 Transmit spectrum mask

Define the transmit spectrum of a transmitter as the Fourier Transform, or equivalent, of a voltage (or cur-

rent) signal whose amplitude, as a function of time, is proportional to the transmitted optical po\,ver.

The transmit spectrum of a conformant transmitter shall be 20 dB below its maximum for all frequencies

above l5 MHz. The transmit spectrum mask is shown in Figure 106.

0dB

20 dB

0 MHz 15 MHz

Figure 106-Transmit spectrum mask

I 6.3.4 PMD receiver specifications

The following subclauses describe the receive functions and parameters associated with the PMD sublayer.
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The receiver dynamic range, defined as the ratio between the maximum and minimum irradiance at the plane

normal to the receiver axis that assures an FER lower than or equal to 4 x l0 s with a PLCSDU of 512 octets

and with an unmodulated background IR source between 800 nm and 1000 nm with a level of 0. I mW lcmz,

shall be >30 dB.
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16.3.4.1 Receiver sens¡t¡vity

The receiver sensitivity, defined as the minimum irradiance (in mWcm2) at the photodetector plane required

for a frame error ratio (FER) of 4x l0-5 with a PLCSDU of 5 l2 octets and with an unmodulated background

IR source between 800 nm and 1000 nm with a level of 0.1 mWcm2, shall be

lMbils: 2xlO-smWcm2
2 Mbils: 8 x 10 5mW/cm2

16.3.4.2 Receiver dynamic range

1 6.3.4.3 Receiver field-of-view (FOV)

The receiver axis is defined as the direction ofincidence ofthe optical signal at which the received optical

power is maximum.

The received optical power shall be greater than the values given in Table 74, at the angles indicated, where

"angle of incidence" is the angle of the optical signal relative to the receiver axis, and "received power" is

the received optical power as a percentage of that measured at the receiver axis.

Table 74-Definitíon of the rece¡ver field of view

Angle of incidence Received power

a< 20" > 65Vo

cr<40o > 55o/o

n<60o > JsYo

cr < 80o > ljYo

16.3.5 Energy Detect, Garrier Sense, and CCA definitions

16.3.5.1 Energy Detect (ED)signal

The ED signal shall be set true when IR energy variations in the band between 1 MHz and 10 MHz exceed

0.001 mWcm2.

The ED shall operate independently of the CS. The ED shall not be asserted at the minimum signal level

specified in 1 6.3 .4. I , which is below the level specified in this subclause.

This signal is not directly available to the MAC.

16.3.5.2 Garrier Sense (GS) signal

The CS shall be asserled by the PHY when it detects and locks onto an incoming PLCP Preamble signal.

Conforming PHYs shall assert this condition within the first l2 ps of signal reception, at the minimum signal
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level equal to the receiver sensitivity specified in 16.3.4.1, with a background IR level as specified in

16.3.4.1.

The CS shall be deasserted by the PHY when the receiving conformant device loses carrier lock.

NOTE The 12 ¡rs specification is somewhat less than the minimum length of the PLCP SYNC interval, which is 14.25 ¡ts.

The CS shall operate independently of the ED and shall not require a prior ED before the acquisition and

assertion of CS. This pennits reception of signals at the minimum signal level specified in 16.3.4.1, even

though these signals fall below the ED level.

This signal is not directly available to the MAC.

16.3.5.3 CCA

CCA shall be asserted "IDLE" by the PHY when the CS and the ED are both false, or when ED has been

continuously asserted for a period of time defined by the product of dotl lCCAWatchdogTimerMax and

dotl lCCAWatchdogCountMax without CS becoming active. When either CS or ED go true, CCA is indi-

cated as "BUSY" to the MAC via the primitive PHY-CCA.indicate. CS and DE behavior are defined in

t6.3.5.2.

Normally, CCA will be held "BUSY" throughout the period of the PLCP Header. After receiving the last

PLCP bir and the first data octet, the PHY shall signal PHY-RXSTART.indicate with the parameters

LENGTH and RATE. CCA shall be held "BUSY" until the number of octets specified in the decoded PLCP

Header are received. At that time the PHY shall signal PHY-RXEND.indicate. The CCA may remain

"BUSY" after the end of data if some form of energy is still being detected. The PHY will signal PHY-

CCA.indicate with a value of IDLE only when the CCA goes "CLEAR."

The transition of CCA from "BUSY" to "IDLE" is indicated to the MAC via the primitive PHY-CCA.indicate.

If CS and ED go false before the PHY signals PHY-RXSTART.indicate, CCA is set to "IDLE" and immedi-

ately signaled to the MAC via PHY-CCA.indicate with a value of IDLE. If CS and ED go false after the

PHY has signaled PHY-RXSTART.indicate, implying that the PLCP Header has been properly decoded,

then the PHY shall not signal a change in state of CCA until the proper interval has passed for the number of
octets indicated by the received PLCP LENGTH. At that time, the PHY shall signal PHY-RXEND.indicate

with an RXERROR parameter of Carrierlost followed by PHY-CCA.indicate with a value of IDLE.

The transition of CCA from "CLEAR" to "BUSY" resets the CCA watchdog timer and CCA watchdog

counter. dotllCCAWatchdogTimerMax and dotllCCAWatchdogCountMax are parameters available via

MIB entries and can be read and set via the LME.

Rise and fall times of CCA relative to the OR'ing of the CS and ED signals shall be less than 30 ns. CS and

ED are both internal signals to the PHY and are not available directly to the MAC, nor are they defined at

any exposed interface.

16.3.5.4 CHNL lD

For the IR PHY, CHNL_ID : X'01' is defined as the baseband modulation method. All other values are not

defined.
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16.4 PHY attributes

PHY attributes have allowed values and default values that are PHY dependent. Table 75 and Table 76 describe

those values, and further specify whether they are permitted to vary from implementation to implementation.

Table 75 does not provide the definition ofthe attributes, but only provides the IR PHY-specific values for
the attributes whose definitions are in Clause 13.

Table 75-lR PHY MIB attributes

PHY MIB object Default value
Operational

semantics
Operational behavior

dotl 1 CCAWatchdogTimerMax lmplementation
dependent

Dynamic A conformant PHY may set this via
the LME

dotl I CCAWatchdogCountMax Implementation
dependent

Dynamic A conformant PIIY may set this via
the LME

dotl 1 CCAWatchdogTimerMin 22 tts Static Identical for all conformant PHYs

dotl 1 CCAWatchdogCountMin I Static Identical for all conformant PHYs

dotl I SupportedDataRatesTx Implementation
dependent

Static All conformant PHYs must include
the value X'02'(l Mbit/s).

dotl 1 SupportedDataRatesRx Implementation
dependent

Static All conformant PHYs must include
the values X'02' (l Mbils) and
X'04'(2 Mbils).

dotl lPhyType 03 Static Identical for all conformant PHYs

dotl lPhyTempType x'01' Static Identical for all conformant PI'IYs
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The static IR PHY characteristics, provided through the PLME-CHARACTERISTICS service primitive, are

shown in Table'16. The definitions of these characteristics are in 10.4.3.

Table 76-lR PHY characteristics

Characteristic Value

aSlotTime 8 ¡rs

aSIFSTime 10 Us

aCCATime 5 ¡-rs

aRxTxTumaroundTime 0 ¡rs

aTxPLCPDelay Implementors may choose any value for this delay as long as

the requirements of aRxTxTumaroundTime are met.

aRxPLCPDelay I ¡is

aRxTxSwitchTime ops

aTxRampOnTime 0 ¡rs

aTxRampOffTime ops

aTxRFDelay Implementors may choose any value for this delay as long as

the requirements of aRxTxTurnaroundTime are met.

aRxRFDelay Implementors may choose any value for this delay as long as

the requirements of aSIFSTime and aCCATime are met.

aAirPropagationTime lps

aMACProcessingDelay 2 ¡ts

aPreambleLength 16 ps (1 Mbit/s)
20 ps (2 Mbit/s)

aPLCPHeaderlength 4l ps (1 MbiVs)
25 ps (2 Mbils)

aMPDUDurationFactor 0

aMPDUMaxLength 2s00

aCWmin 63

aCWmax r023
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Annex A

(normative)

Protocol lmplementation Gonformance Statement (PIGS)
proforma

A.1 lntroduction

The supplier of a protocol implementation that is claimed to conform to ISO/IEC 8802.11: 1999 shall com-

plete the following PICS proforma.

A completed PICS proforma is the PICS for the implementation in question. The PICS is a statement of
which capabilities and options of the protocol have been implemented. The PICS can have a number of uses,

including use

a) By the protocol implementor, as a checklist to reduce the risk of failure to conform to the standard

through oversight;

b) By the supplier and acquirer, or potential acquirer, of the implementation, as a detailed indication of
the capabilities of the implementation, stated relative to the common basis for understanding pro-

vided by the standard PICS proforma;

c) By the user, or potential user, of the implementation, as a basis for initially checking the possibility

of interworking with another implementation (note that, while interworking can never be guaran-

teed, failure to interwork can often be predicted from incompatible PICS proformas);

d) By a protocol tester, as the basis for selecting appropriate tests against which to assess the claim for
conformance of the implementation.

A.2 Abbreviations and spec¡al symbols

4.2.1 Status symbols

mandatory

optional

optional, but support ofat least one ofthe group ofoptions labeled by the same numeral <n>

is required

conditional symbol, including predicate identification

4.2.2 General abbrev¡ations

not applicable

address function capability

implementation under test (IUT) configuration

MAC frame capability

frame sequence capability

protocol capability
protocol implementation conformance statement

M
o
O.<n>

pred:

N/A
AD
CF

FR

FS

PC

PICS
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4.3 lnstructions for completing the PIGS proforma

A.3.1 General structure of the PICS proforma

The first part of the PICS proforma, Implementation identification and Protocol summary, is to be completed

as indicated with the information necessary to identifo fully both the supplier and the implementation.

The main part of the PICS proforma is a fixed questionnaire, divided into subclauses, each containing a
number of individual items. Answers to the questionnaire items are to be provided in the rightmost column,

either by simply marking an answer to indicate a restricted choice (usually Yes or No) or by entering a value

or a set or a range of values. (Note that there are some items where two or more choices from a set of possi-

ble answers may apply. All relevant choices are to be marked in these cases.)

Each item is identified by an item reference in the first column. The second column contains the question to

be answered. The third column contains the reference or references to the material that specifies the item in

the main body of ISO/IEC 8802-11 1999. The remaining columns record the status of each item, i.e.,

whether support is mandatory, optional, or conditional, and provide the space for the answers (see also

A.3.4). Marking an item as supported is to be interpreted as a statement that all relevant requirements of the

subclauses and normative annexes, cited in the References column for the item, are met by the implementa-

tion.

A supplier may also provide, or be required to provide, further information, categorized as either Additional
Information or Exception Information. When present, each kind of further information is to be provided in a

further subclause of items labeled A<^I> or X<-1>, respectively, for cross-referencing purposes, where <1> is

any unambiguous identification for the item (e.g., simply a numeral). There are no other restrictions on its
format or presentation.

The PICS proforma for a station consists of 4.4. I through 4.4.4 inclusive, and at least one of 4..4.5, A.4.6,

or A.4.7 corresponding to the PHY implemented.

A completed PICS proforma, including any Additional Information and Exception Information, is the PICS

for the implementation in question.

NOTE Where an implementation is capable of being configured in more than one way, a single PICS may be able to

describe all such configurations. However, the supplier has the choice ofproviding more than one PICS, each covering
some subset of the implementation's capabilities, if this makes for easier and clearer presentation of the information.

4.3.2 Add¡tional information

Items of Additional Information allow a supplier to provide further information intended to assist in the

interpretation of the PICS. lt is not intended or expected that a large quantity of information will be supplied,

and a PICS can be considered complete without any such information. Examples of such Additional Infor-
mation might be an outline of the ways in which an (single) implementation can be set up to operate in a
variety of environments and configurations, or information about aspects of the implementation that are out-

side the scope of this standard but have a bearing upon the answers to some items.

References to items of Additional Information may be entered next to any answer in the questionnaire, and

may be included in items of Exception Information.
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A.3.3 Exception informat¡on

It may happen occasionally that a supplier will wish to answer an item with mandatory status (after any con-

ditions have been applied) in a way that conflicts with the indicated requirement. No preprinted answer will
be found in the Support column for this. Instead, the supplier shall write the missing answer into the Support

column, together with an X<1> reference to an item of Exception Information, and shall provide the appro-

priate rationale in the Exception lnformation item itself.

An implementation for which an Exception Information item is required in this way does not conform to
ISO/IEC 8802-ll: 1999.

NOTE-A possible reason for the situation described above is that a defect in ISO/IEC 8802-ll: 1999 has been

reported, a correction for which is expected to change the requirement not met by the implementation.

A.3.4 Gonditional status

The PICS proforma contains a number of conditional items. These are items for which both the applicability
ofthe item itself, and its status ifit does apply, mandatory or optional, are dependent upon whether or not

certain other items are supported.

Where a group of items is subject to the same condition for applicability, a separate preliminary question

about the condition appears at the head of the group, with an instruction to skip to a later point in the ques-

tionnaire if the Not Applicable (N/A) answer is selected. Otherwise, individual conditional items are indi-
cated by a conditional symbol in the Status column.

A conditional symbol is of the form "<pred>:<S>", where "<pred>" is a predicate as described below, and

"<S>" is one of the status symbols M or O.

Ifthe value ofthe predicate is true, the conditional item is applicable, and its status is given by S: the support

column is to be completed in the usual way. Otherwise, the conditional item is not relevant and the N/A
answer is to be marked.

A predicate is one of the following:

a) An item-reference for an item in the PICS proforma: the value of the predicate is true if the item is

marked as supported, and is false otherwise.
b) A boolean expression constructed by combining item-references using the boolean operator oR: the

value of the predicate is true if one or more of the items is marked as supported, and is false otherwise.

Each item referenced in a predicate, or in a preliminary question for grouped conditional items, is indicated

by an asterisk in the ltem column.
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4.4 PICS proforma-lsO/lEG 8802-11 : 19997

4.4.1 lmplementat¡on identification

NOTES

l-Only the first three items are required for all implementations. Other information may be completed as appropriate in
meeting the requirement for full identification.

2 The terms Name and Version should be interpreted appropriately to correspond with a supplier's terminology (e.g.,

Type, Series, Model).

A.4.2 Prolocol summary ISO/IEC 8802-11: 1999

Date of statement (dd/mm/yy)

1 Copyright release for PICS prdbrna: Users of this standar<l may freely reproduce the PICS proforma in this annex so that it can be

used for its intended purpose and may further publish the completed PICS.

Supplier

Contact point for queries about the PICS

Implementation Name(s) and Version(s)

Other information necessary for full identification, e.9.,
name(s) and version(s) ofthe machines and/or operating
systems(s), system names

Identifi cation of protoco I standard ISO/IEC 8802-1 1: 1999

Identification of amendments and conigenda to this
PICS proforma that have been completed as part of this
PICS

Amd.

Amd.

Corr.

Corr.

Have any exception items been required?
(See 4.3.3; the answerYes means that the implementa-
tion does not conform to ISO/IEC 8802-1 1: 1999.)

YestrNotr
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Item IUT configuration References Status Support

* CFI
* CF2

What is the configuration of the IUT?

Access Point (AP)

Independent station (nol an AP)

5.2

5.2

o.1

o.l
YesüNoO

YestrNoB
* CF3

* CF4

* CF5

Frequency-Hopping spread spectrum
(FHSS) PFIY for the 2.4 GHzband

Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum
(DSSS) PHY for the 2.4 GHzband

Infrared PHY

o.2

o.2

o.2

YesONotr

YesüNotr

Yes tl No ll

MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL (MAC) AND PHYSICAL (PHY) SPECIFICATIONS ANSI/IEEE Std 802.11, 1999 Edition

4.4.3 IUT conf¡gurat¡on

A.4.4 MAC protocol

A.4.4.1 MAC protocol capabilities

Item Protocol capability References Status Support

PC1

PCI.1

PCI.2

PC1.3

Are the following MAC protocol capabilities
supported?

Authentication service

Authentication state

Open System authentication

Shared Key authentication

s.4.3.t,
5.4.3.2,
5 .7 .6, 5.7 .7 ,

8.1, Annex C

5.5

8.1. I

8.1.2, 8.3

M

M

M

PC2:M

YestrNoD

Yes ll No tr

YestrNotr
Yes ü No tl N/A tr

* PC2

PC2.1

PC2.2

PC2,3

WEP algorithm

WEP Encryption procedure

WEP Decryption procedure

Security services management

5.4.3.3,8.2,
Annex C

8.2.3,8.2.4,
8.2.5

8.2.3,8.2.4,
8.2.5

8.3

o

PC2:M

PC2:M

M

YestrNotr

YesûNotrN/AD

YestrNotrN/¡\tr

YestrNotr

PC3

PC3.1

PC3.2

PC3.3

PC3.4

PC3.5

PC3.6

PC3.7

Distributed Coordination fu nction

Net Allocation Vector (NAV)
function

lnterframe space usage and timing

Random Backofffunction

DCF Access procedure

Random Backoff procedure

Recovery procedures and
retransmit limits

RTS/CTS procedure

9.1,9.2,
Annex C

9.2.1,9.2.s,
9.3.2.2

9.2.3,9.2.s,
9.2.10

9.2.4

9.2.5.1,
9.2.5.5

9.2.5.2

9.2.5.3

9.2.5.4,
9.2.5.6,
9.2.5.7

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

Yes D No ll

YestrNotr

YestrNotr

YestrNotr
YestrNoE

YestrNotr
YestrNoO

YestrNoQ
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Item Protocol capability References Status Support

PC3.8

PC3.9

PC3.1 0

PC3.11

Directed MPDU transfer

Broadcast and multicast MPDU
transfer

MAC level acknowledgment

Duplicate detection and recovery

9.2.6

9.2.7

q) )

9.2.8

9.2.9

M

M

M

M

YesûNotr
YestrNotr

YesüNotr

YestrNotr
* PC4

PC4.1

PC4.2

x PC4.3

PC4.4

PC4.5

Point coordinator (PC)

Maintenance of CFP structure
and timing

PCF MPDU transfer from PC

PCF MPDU transfer to PC

Overlapping PC provisions

Polling list maintenance

9.1,9.3,
Annex C

9.3.1,9.3.2

9.3.3

9.3.3

9.3.3.2

9.3.4

CF'1:O

PC4:M

PC4:M

PC4:O

PC4:M

PC4.3:
M

YesDNotrN/4tr

Yes Ll No tr N/A tr

Yes t] No t] N/A tr
YestrNotrN/4tr
YesüNotrN/4tr
YestrNotrN/AD

* PC5

PC5.I

PCs.2

PC5.3

CF-Pollable

Interpretation of CFP structure
and timing

PCF MPDU transfer to/from
and CF-Pollable STA

Polling list update

9.1,9.3,
Annex C

9.3.1 , 9.3 .2

9.3.3

9.3.4

CF2:O

PC5:M

PC5:M

PC5:M

YesDNoüN/A.tr

Yes tr No D N/A tl

YesüNotrN/4tr

YesONotrN/Aú

PC6 Fragmentation 9.2,9.4,
Annex C

M YestrNoü

PC7 Defragmentation 9.2, 9 .5,
Annex C

M YestrNoD

PC8

PC8.I

PC&.2

MAC data service

Reorderable-Multicast service class

Strictlyordered service class

9.1.5, 9.8,
Annex C

9.8

9.8

M

M

o

YesONotr

YestrNoû
Yes ü No ll

PC9 Multirate support 9.6,
Annex C

M YestrNotr

* PClO

PCl0.1

Multiple outstanding MSDU support

Multiple outstanding MSDU
transmission restrictions

qR

Annex C

9.8

o

PCl0:M

Yes tr No fl

YestrNotrN/AE

PCl I

PC11.l

PCII,2

PCl 1.3

PCl 1.5

PCI 1.5

Timing synchronization

Timing in an infrastructure
network

Timing in an Independent BSS
(IBSS)

Beacon Generation function

TSF synchronization and accuracy

lnfrastructure BSS initialization

11.1,
Annex C

11.1.1.1,
tt.l .4

11.1.1.2,
1 1.1 .4

ll.l .2

11.1.2

11.1.3

M

CF-1:M

CF2:M

M

M

CFI:M

YesDNotr

Yes tr No tr N/A fl

YestrNoUN/Atr

YesENoüN/4tr
YesONotr

YestrNotrN/4tr
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Item

PCl1.6

Protocol capability

Independent BSS initialization

References

11.1.3

Status

CF2:M

Support

YesüNotrN/.A'0

PCr 1.7

PCI r.8

PCI 1.9

PCI 1.10

Passive scanning

Active scanning

Probe response

Hop Synchronization function

11.1.3

il.1.3

11.1.3

11.1.5

CF2:M

CF2:M

M

CF3:M

Yes tr No D N/A tl
YesENotrN/4tr
YestrNotr
Yes tr No û N/A lf

PC12

PCt2.t

PCt2.2

PCt2.3

PCt2.4

PCt2.5

PCt2.6

PCtz.7

Infrastruchrre power management

Station power management modes

TIM transmission

AP function during CP

AP function during CFP

Receive function during CP

Receive function during CFP

Aging function

t1 .2.1,
Annex C

l1 .2.1.1,
1 1 .2.1 .8

11.2.1.2,
1t.2.1.3

tt.2.1 .4

tt.2.1.5

11.2.1.6

11.2.1.'7

t1 .2.1.9

CFl:M

PC4:M

CF2:M

PC5:M

CFl:M

M

CF2:M

CFI:M

YesONoDN/4tr
Yes fl No tr N/A A

Yes E No t N/A L'l

Yest]NoüN/4tr
YesENoON/Aú

YestrNotr

Yes E No tr N/A tl

YesONoDN/AD

PCI3

PC 13.1

PCt3.2

PCl3.3

IBSS power management

Initialization of power
management

STA power state transitions

ATIM and frame transmission

lt.2.2.3

1t.2.2.4

11.2.2,
Annex C

11.2.2.2

CF2:M

CF2:M

CF2:M

CF2:M

YesDNoDN/AE
YestrNotrN/4tr

Yes D No ü N/A ll

YesENoDN/AD

PCI4

PC 14. I

PCt4.2

PCl4.3

PCt4.4

PCl4.s

Association and reassociation

Association state

STA association procedure

AP association procedure

STA reassociation procedure

AP reassociation procedure

5 .4, 5.7 ,
I 1.3,

Annex C

5.5

I I .3.1

11.3.2

1 1.3.3

11 .3.4

M

M

CF2:M

CF1:M

CF2:M

CFl:M

YesDNoD

Yes ff No tr
YesENotrN/An
Yes tr No ll N/A tr

YestrNotrN/4tr
YesENotrN/Aü

PCi5

PC1 5.1

* PC15.2

PC15.3

* PCl5.4

PC15.5

Management information base (MIB)

dotl lSMTbase,
dot I I SmtAuthenticationAlgorithms

dotl I SMTprivacy

dotl lMACbase, dotl lCountersGroup,
dotl 1 MacGroupAddresses

dotl lMACStatistics

dotl lResourceTypelD

Annex D

Annex D

Annex D

Annex D

Annex D

Annex D

M

M

PC2:M

M

o
M

YesDNoü

YestrNotr

Yes tr No tr N/.4, tr
YestrNotr

YestrNotr
YestrNoü
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Item MAC frame References Status Support

F'T1

FT2

FT3

FT4

FT5

FT6

FT7

FT8

FT9

FTlO

FTl1

FT12

FTl3

FT14

FTl5

FT16

FT17

FT18

FT19

FT2O

FT21

FT22

FT23

FT24

FT25

Is transmission of the following
MAC frames supported?

Association request

Association response

Reassociation request

Reassociation response

Probe request

Probe response

Beacon

ATIM

Disassociation

Authentication

Deauthentication

PS-Poll

RTS

CTS

ACK

CF'-End

CF End+CF-Ack

Data

Data + CF-Ack

Data + CF-Poll

Data + CF-Ack+CF-Poll

Null

CF-Ack (no data)

CF-Poll (no data)

CF-Ack+CF-Poll (no data)

7, Annex C

7

7

'l

'7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

CF2:M

CFl:M

CF2:M

CF1:M

CF2:M

M

M

CF2:M

M

M

M

CF2:M

M

M

M

PC4:M

PC4:M

M

(PC4 oR
PC5):M

PC4.3:M

PC4.3:M

M

(PC4 oR
PC5):M

PC4.3:M

PC4.3:M

YesONotrN/4tr
YesENotrN/A.tr
YesONoüN/Aü
YesENotrN/4tr
YesûNonN/4tr
YesDNoI
YesDNoü

YestrNotrN/AO
YestrNotr
YesüNoO

YestrNoE

YesENoüN/AD
YeslNotr
YesüNoD

YestrNoD

Yes {-l No tr N/A tr
YesONoDN/,{tr
YesDNotr

YesDNoDN/AD

YestrNoUN/Aü
YesüNotrN/4tr
YestrNoE

YesDNoDN/Aü

Yes tl No tr N/A tr
Yes fl No tr N/A tr

FR1

FR2

FR3

FR4

FR5

FR6

FR7

FR8

FR9

FRlO

Is reception of the following MAC
frames supported?

Association request

Association response

Reassociation request

Reassociation response

Probe request

Probe response

Beacon

ATIM

Disassociation

Authentication

7, Annex C

7

7

7

7

,|

'7

7

7

7

7

CFI:M

CF2:M

CF1:M

CF2:M

M

M

M

CF2:M

M

M

YesENoüN/4tr
Yes tr No Ll N/A tr
YesUNotrN/4tr
YestrNoEN/Aü
YestrNotr
YestNo{]
Yes tf No D

YestrNotrN/4tr
YestrNotr
YesONoD
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Item MAC frame References Status Support

FRl1

FR12

FRI3

FRI4

FRi5

FRI6

FRIT

FRIS

FRI9

FR2O

FR21

FR22

FR23

FR24

FR25

Deauthentication

PS-Poll

RTS

CTS

ACK

CF-End

cF End+cF--Ack

Data

Data + CF-Ack

Data + CF-Poll

Data + CF-Ack+CF-Poll

Null

CF-Ack (no data)

CF-Poll (no data)

CF-Ack+CF-Poll (no data)

"I

7

7

7

7

7

'7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

M

CFl:M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

PC5:M

PC5:M

M

(PC4 oR
PC5):M

PC5:M

PC5:M

YesDNoü

YestrNoAN/AB
YestrNoü
Yes fl No O

YestrNotr
YesDNoE

YestrNotr
YestrNotr
YesONoü

YestrNotrN/4tr
YesENoDN/,{tr
YesONotr

YesENotrN/40

YestrNoûN/Aü
YestrNotrN/AE
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A.4.4.2 MAC frames (continued)

A.4.4.3 Frame exchange sequences

A.4.4.4 MAC addressing functions

Item Frame exchange sequence References Status Support

FSI

FS2

Are the following frame sequences
supported?

Basic frame sequences

CF-Frame sequences

9.7, Annex C

9.7, Annex C

M

(PC4 oR PC5):M

YestrNotr
YesENo0N/Aû

Item MAC Address function References Status Support

ADI

AD2

AD3

Are the following MAC Addressing
functions supported?

STA universal individual
IEEE 802 address

BSS identifier generation

Receive address matching

5.3.3,
7 .1.3.3

7 .1 .3 .3,

11.1.3,
Annex C

7 .1 .3 .3,
1))
Annex C

M

M

M

YesONoD

YesüNoü

YestrNotrN/.A'tr
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Item Protocol feature References Status Support

FHI

FHI.I

FHI.2

FH1.2.l

* FHl.2.2

FH1.3

FHI.4

Which requirements and options does the
PFIY support?

PHY service primitive parameters

TXVECTOR parameter: LENGTH

TXVECTOR parameter: PLCPBITRATE

PLCPBITRATE : X'00' (1.0 Mbit/s)

PLCPBITRAIE - X' 02' (2.0 Mbit/s)

RXVECTOR parameter: LENGTH

RXVECTOR parameter: RSSI

t4.2.2.1

14.2.2.2

14.2.2.2

14.2.2.2

14.2.3.1

14.2.3.2

M

M

M

o
M

o

Yes Ll No tr
YestrNotr
YestrNoD

YesüNoD

YestNoD
Yes O No l]

FH2

FrI2.1

FH2.2

FH2.3

FHz.4

FH2.5

FH2.6

PLCP frame format

PLCP Preamble: Sync

PLCP Preamble: Start Frame Delimiter

PLCP Header: Length Word

PLCP Header: Signaling field

PLCP Header: Header Error Check

PLCP Data Whitener: Scrambling and

bias suppression encoding

14.3.2.t .1

14.3.2.1 .2

14.3.2.2.t

14.3.2.2.2

14.3.2.2.3

14.3.2.3,
14.3.3.t.1

M

M

M

M

M

M

YestrNoD

YestrNotr
YestrNotr
Yes tr No ff
Yes tr No tl
YestrNotr

FH3

FH3.1

FH3.2

FH3.3

PLCP Transmit procedure

Transmit: transmit on MAC request

Transmit: format and whiten frame

Transmit: Timing

14.3.3.1.1

14.3.3.1 .1

14.3.3.1 .l

M

M

M

YesONoü

YestrNoü
YesüNotr

FH4

FFI4.I

FH4.2.

FH4.3

FH4.4

FH4.5

FH4.6

FH4.7

PLCP CS/CCA procedure

CS/CCA: perform on a minimum of one

antenna

CS/CCA: Detect preamble starting up to
20 ps after start of slot time

CS/CCA: Detect preamble starting at

least l6 FS prior to end of slot time

CS/CCA: Detect random data

CS/CCA: Perform on antenna with
essentially same gain and pattem as

transmit antenna

CS/CCA: Detect valid SFD and PLCP
header

CS/CCA: Maintain BUSY indication
until end oflength contained in valid
PLCP header

14.3.3.2.1

14.3.3.2.1

14.3.3.2.1

14.3.3.2.1

14.3.3.2.t

14.3.3.2.1

14.3.3.2.1

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

YesüNoQ

YesDNoü

YesDNoE

YestrNot
YestrNo0

YesüNotr

YestrNotr

FH5

FH5.1

PLCP Receive procedure

Receive: Receive and dewhiten frame 14.3.3.3.1 M YesüNotr

FH6

FH6.I

FH6.2

PHY LME

PLME: Support FFI sync

PLME: Support PLME primitives

14.4.2.2

14.4.3.2

M

o
YestrNoü
YesDNotr
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Item Protocol feature References Status Support

FH7

* FH7.1

FH7. l. I

FH7.l.2

FH7.1.3

FH7.l.4

FFI7.l.5

FH7.2

FH7.3

FH7.4

FH7.5

FH7.6

FH7.7

FH7.8

Geographic area specific requirements

Geographic areas

North America

Most of Europe

Japan

Spain

France

Operating ÍÌequency range

Number of operating channels

Operating channel frequencies

Occupied channel bandwidth

Minimum hop rate

Hop sequences

Unwanted emissions

14.6.2

14.6.2

r4.6.2

t4.6.2

14.6.2

14.6.3

14.6.4

14.6.5

14.6.6

14.6.7

14.6.8

14.6.9

o.1

o.1

o.1

o.1

o.1

FH7.l:M

FH7.l:M

FH7.l:M

FH7.l:M

FH7.1:M

FH7.1:M

FH7.1:M

YesüNotr
YestrNotr
YesüNotr
YestrNotr
YestrNoO

YesüNotr

Yes t No fl
YestrNotr
YesDNoD

YestrNotr
YestrNoD

YesüNoB

FH8

FH8.1

FFI8.2

FH8.3

FH8.4

FH8.5

FH8.6

FH8.7

FH8.8

FFI8.9

FH8.l0

FH8.l 1

FH8. i2

FrI8. t 3

FH8.14

FH8.l5

FH8.16

FH8.17

FH8.18

I Mbils PMD

Modulation 2GFSK, BT=0.5, 1-positive
frequency deviation, O:negative
frequency deviation

Peak frequency deviation

Zero-Crossing error

Nominal channel data rate

Channel switching/settling time

Receive to transmit switch time

Nominal transmit power

Transmit power levels

Transmit power level control to
<100 mW

Transmit spectrum shape

Transmit center frequency tolerance

Transmitter ramp periods

Receiver input dynamic range

Receiver center frequency acceptance
range

Clear channel assessment power thresh-
old for a probability of detection of 900/o

(preamble)170%" (random data) for 100
mW units

Clear channel assessment power thresh-
old for units > 100 mW; sensitivity
threshold is 1/2 dB lower for every dB
above 20 dBm

Minimum receiver sensitivity at
FER=3% with 400 octet frames

Intermodulation protection

14.6. I 0

14.6.t5.3

14.6.10

14.6.10

14.6.11

14.6.t2

14.6.t3

14.6.t4.1

14.6.14.2

14.6.14.3

14.6.14.4

14.6.t4.5

r4.6.14.6

14.6.15.1

14.6.15.2

14.6.15.3

14.6.15.4

14.6.15.5

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

YesDNotr

YestrNoü
YestrNoû
YesüNotr
YestrNoO

YesDNoD

YestrNotr

YestrNotr
Yes tl No tr

YestrNotr
YestrNotr
YesDNoD

YestrNotr

YesûNoD

YesDNoO

Yes D No {l

Yes D No ll

Yes ll No tr
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Item Protocol feature References Status Support

FH8. r 9 Desensitization t4.6.t5.6 M YesûNotr

FH8.20

FH8.20.1

FFI8.20.2

FH8.20.3

Operating temperature range

Temperature type I

Temperature type 2

Temperature type 3

t4.6.16

14.6.16

14.6.16

14.6.16

M

o
o
o

YestrNotr
YestrNoú
YesENotr

YesENotr

FH9

FHg. I

FH9.2

FH9.3

FH9.4

FH9.5

FH9.6

FH9.7

FH9.8

2 Mbit/s PMD

All lMPMDrequirements

Modulation 4GFSK, BT:0.5

Frame structure for 2M PFIY

Nominal channel data rate

Input dynamic range

Minimum receiver sensitivity at
FER-3% with 400 octet frames

Intermodulation protecti on

Desensitization

14.7.6

14.7.7

14.7.1

14.7.2

t4.7.2.1

t4.7.3

14.7.4

14.7.5

FHl.2.2:M

FHl.2.2:M

FHl.2.2:M

FHl.2.2:M

FH1.2.2:M

FHl.2.2:M

FHl.2.2:M

FÍ[l.2.2:M

YesENotrN/AE
YestrNoüN/Aü
YesONoON/Aü
Yes ü No rf N/A tr
YesENotrN/AO
Yes ü No tl N/A tr

YestrNotrN/Aü
YesONotrN/Aü

FHlO

FH r0. I

MIB

dot I I PhyFHSSComplianceGroup,
dot I I PhyRegDomainsSupportGroup,
and
dot 1 I PhyoperationComplianceGroup

13.1,14.8,
Annex D

13.1,14.8

M

M

Yes tl No tr

YesüNotr
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4.4.5 Frequency-Hopping PHY functions (continued)

4.4.6 Direct sequence PHY functions

LOCAL AND METROPOLITAN AREA NETWORKS: WIRELESS LAN

Item PHY feature References Status Support

DSl

DSl.I

DS1.2

DS1.3

DS1.4

DS1.5

DS1.6

PLCP sublayer procedures

Preamble prepend on TX

PLCP frame format

PLCP integrity check generation

TX rate change capability

Supported data rates

Data whitener scrambler

Scrambler initialization

15.2

t5.2.1

15.2.2, 15.2.3

1s.2.3,|s.2.3.6

15.2.3.3,15.2.5

15.1,15.2.3.3

t5.2.4

r5.2.4

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

YesüNoO

YestrNoE

YestrNotr
YestrNoO

YestrNotr
YestrNotr
YestrNoE

D52

DS2.1

D52.2

D52.3

D52,4

Preamble process on RX

PLCP frame format

PLCP integrity check verify

RX Rate change capability

Data whilener descrambler

15.2.1

t5.2.2, ts.2.3

t5.2.3,15.2.3.6

15.2.3.3,15.2.s

15.2.4

M

M

M

M

YestrNotr
YestrNotr
YesüNoü
YestrNoB

D53 PN code sequence 15.4.6.3 M YesDNotr

D54 Chipping continue on power down t5.2.6 o YesDNotr
*DS5 Operating channel capability ts.2.6,1s.4.6.2
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4.4.6 Direct sequence PHY functions (continued)

Item PHY feature References Status Support

* DS5.l

DS5.l.l

DSs.1.2

DS5.l.3

DS5. t.4

DS5. 1.5

DS5. 1.6

DS5.1.7

DS5.1 .8

DSs.l.9

DS5.1.10

DS5.1 .1 I

* DS5.2

D55.2.1

DSs.2.2

D55.2.3

DS5.2.4

D55.2.5

D55.2.6

D55.2.7

D55.2.8

D55.2.9

DS5.2.10

DS5.2.11

* DS5.3

DS5.3.I

DS5.3.2

DSs.3.3

DS5.3.4

DS5.3.5

DS5.3.6

DS5.3.7

DSs.3.8

DS5.3.9

DS5.3.10

DS5.3.11

DS5.3.12

DS5.3.13

* DS5.4

D55.4.l

North America (FCC)

channel I

channel 2

channel 3

channel 4

channel 5

channel 6

channel 7

channel 8

channel 9

channel 10

channel 1 I

Canada (IC)

channel I

channel 2

channel 3

channel 4

channel 5

channel 6

channel 7

channel 8

channel 9

channel l0

channel I I

Europe (ETSI)

channel 1

channel 2

channel 3

channel 4

channel 5

channel 6

channel 7

channel 8

channel 9

channel 10

channel I I

channel 12

channel 13

France

channel 10

15.2.6,15.4.6.2

15.2.6, 15.4.6.2

t5.2.6, t5.4.6.2

t5.2.6, t5.4.6.2

15.2.6, t5.4.6.2

15.2.6, t5.4.6.2

15.2.6, 15.4.6.2

15.2.6, 15.4.6.2

15.2.6, t5.4.6.2

15.2.6, t5.4.6.2

15.2.6,15.4.6.2

15.2.6, 15.4.6.2

15.2.6,15.4.6.2

15.2.6, 15.4.6.2

ts.2.6,15.4.6.2

15.2.6, rs.4.6.2

15.2.6, 15.4.6.2

Is.2.6,1s.4.6.2

15.2.6,15.4.6.2

15.2.6, 15.4.6.2

ts.2.6,15.4.6.2

15.2.6,ls.4.6.2

15.2.6, 15.4.6.2

15.2.6,15.4.6.2

ls.2.6,15.4.6.2

15.2.6, t5.4.6.2

t5.2.6, t5.4.6.2

t5.2.6, 15.4.6.2

15.2.6, 15.4.6.2

15.2.6, t5.4.6.2

15.2.6,Is.4.6.2

15.2.6,15.4.6.2

t5.2.6, t5.4.6.2

t5.2.6, t5.4.6.2

ts.2.6,15.4.6.2

15.2.6, 15.4.6.2

15.2.6,15.4.6.2

t5.2.6, 15.4.6.2

|s.2.6, t5.4.6.2

t5.2.6,Ls.4.6.2

DS5:O.l

DS5.l:M

DS5.1:M

DS5.1:M

DS5.1:M

DS5.1:M

DS5.l:M

DS5.1:M

DS5.1:M

DS5.1:M

DS5.l:M

DS5.l:M

DS5:O.1

DS5.2:M

D55.2:M

D55.2:M

D55.2:M

D55.2:M

D55.2:M

DS5.2:M

D55.2:M

DS5.2:M

DS5.2:M

DS5.2:M

D35:O.l

D55.3:M

D55.3:M

D55.3:M

DS5.3:M

DS5.3:M

DS5.3:M

DS5.3:M

D55.3:M

D55.3:M

D55.3:M

DS5.3:M

DS5.3:M

DS5.3:M

DS5:O.1

DS5.4:M

Yes tr No ll N/A D

YestrNoDN/AD
YesüNotrN/4tr
YesENotrN/4tr
Yes O No tr N/A Lì

Yes ü No ll N/A tr

YestrNoBN/4tr
YesENotrN/4tr
YestrNotrN/AB
YestrNotrN/AE
YesENotrN/AD
Yes tr No ll N/A E

YestrNoON/Aü
YestrNoON/Aü
YesENotrN/4tr
YesENoEN/Aü
YesONotrN/Aü
YesüNotrN/4tr
YestrNotrN/AB
YesüNotrN/4tr
YesûNoDN/AD

YesENotrN/Aü
Yes ü No rf N/A tr
YestrNotrN/An
YestrNotrN/AE
Yes tr No t N/A ll
YesDNotrN/4tr
YesENotrN/4tr
YesENotrN/4tr
Yes E No D N/A lf
Yes ü No Ü N/A ll
YestrNotrN/.A'tr

YesENotrN/AD
Yes ll No tr N/A tr

Yes Ll No tr N/A û
YesENotrN/4tr
YesDNoDN/,{tr
YestrNotrN/4tr
YesENoEN/.Atr

Yes I No ü N/A {l
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A.4.6 Direct sequence PHY functions (continued)

LOCAL AND METROPOLITAN AREA NETWORKS:WIRELESS LAN

Item PHY feature References Status Support

DS5.4.2

D55.4.3

DS5.4.4

* DS5.5

D55.s.1

DS5.5.2

* DS5.6

channel 1 I

channel 12

channel 1 3

Spain

channel 10

channel 1 1

Japan (RCR)

t5.2.6, 15.4.6.2

ts.2.6, 15.4.6.2

15.2.6, 15.4.6.2

t5.2.6, 15.4.6.2

15.2.6, 15.4.6.2

15.2.6, 15.4.6.2

15.2.6,15.4.6.2

DS5.4:M

DS5.4:M

D55.4:M

DS5:O.l

DS5.5:M

DS5.5:M

D55:O.1

YesüNotrN/AE
YestrNotrN/4tr
Yes ú No tl N/A tr

YestrNotrN/Aû
YesONotN/4tr
YestrNotrN/4tr
YesBNoDN/,{tr

DS6

DS6.1

DS6.2

Bits to symbol mapping

l Mbit/s

2 Mbit/s

15.4.6.4

15.4.6.4

15.4.6.4

M

M

YestrNotr
YestrNotr

*DS7

DS7.I

DS7,2

D57.3

D57.4

DS7.5

CCA functionality

Energy Only (RSSI above threshold)

IEEE 802.I I DSSS correlation

Both methods

Hold CCA busy for packet duration of
a correctly received PLCP but carrier
lost during reception of MPDU

Hold CCA busy for packet duration of
a correctly received but out of
specification PLCP

t5.4.8.4

15.4.8.4

t5.4.8.4

15.4.8.4

15.2.7

t5.2.7

DS7:O.2

DS7:O.2

DS7:O.2

M

M

Yes ü No lf
YestrNotr
YesONoE

YestrNotr

YesDNotr

DS8 Transmit antenna selection 15.4.5.5,
15.4.5.6

o YesDNotr

D59 Receive antenna diversity 15.4.5.5,
1s.4.5.6,
t s.4.5 .7

o YestrNotr

*DS 1O

DS1 0.1

Antenna port(s) availability

50 C) impedance

15.4.6.9

15.4.6.9

o
DS10:M

YesüNotr
YesENotrN/AD

*DSIl

DSI t.1

Transmit power level support

Ifgreater than 100 mW capability

15.4.5.8,
15.4.7.3

t5.4.7.3

o

DSI l:M

YestrNotr

YesDNotrN/Aü
*DSI2

DSl2.l

DS12.2

Radio type (temperature range)

Type I

'lype 2

15.4.6. i 0

I 5.4.6. I 0

I 5.4.6. 10

DS12:O.3

DS12:O.3

YesENotrN/Au
YesINoüN/AD

DS13 Spurious emissions conformance 15.4.6.5 M Yes ü No lf

DS14 TX-RX tumaround time 15.4.6.6 M YestrNotr

DS15 RX-TX turnaround time 15.4.6.7 M YestrNotr

DS16 Slot time 15.4.6.8 M YesENoû

DS17 ED reporting time 15.4.6.8,
15.4.8.4

M Yes D No Ll

DSl 8 Minimum transmit power level 15.4.7.2 M YesONotr

DS19 Transmit spectral mask conformance 15.4.7.4 M YesüNotr

DS2O Transmitted center frequency
tolerance

15.4.7.5 M YestrNotr
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Item PHY feature References Status Support

DS21 Chip clock frequency tolerance 1s.4.7 .6 M YesENotr

DS22 Transmit power on ramp t5.4.7 .7 M Yes ü No ll
DS23 Transmit po',ver down ramp 15.4.7 .7 M YesENoE

DS24 RF carrier suppression 15.4.7 .8 M YesENotr

D325 Transmit modulation accuracy 15.4.7.9 M YesINoD

D326 Receiver minimum input level
sensitivity

1 5.4.8.1 M YesINoI

DS27 Receiver maximum input level 15.4.8.2 M YesüNoI
DS28 Receiver adjacent channel rej ection 15.4.8.3 M YesBNotr

DS29

DS29. r

MIB

dotl I PhyDSSSComplianceGroup,
dot 1 I PhyRegDomainsSupportGroup,
and
dot I 1 PhyOperationComplianceGroup

t3 .t , 15.3.2,
Annex D

13.1, 15.3.2

M

M

YesDNoO

Yes tl No E

MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL (MAC) AND PHYSICAL (PHY) SPECIFICATIONS ANSI/IEEE Std 802.11, 1999 Edition

4.4.6 Direct sequence PHY functions (continued)

A.4.7 lnfrared baseband PHY functions

Item Feature References Status Support

IRI Is the transmitted SYNC field length in the
range of required number of PPM slots, wìth
the absence ofa pulse in the last slot ofthe
field?

16.2.4.1 M Yes ll

IR2 Is the transmitted SYNC field entirely popu-
lated by altemating presence and absence of
pulses in consecutive PPM slots, with the
absence of a pulse in the last slot of the field?

16.2.4.1 M Yes E

IR3 Is the transmitted SFD field the binary
sequence 1001, where I indicates a pulse in
the PPM slot and 0 indicates no pulse in the
PPM slot?

16.2.4.2 M Yes E

IR4 Is the transmitted DR field pulse sequence
equal to the correct value for the data rate
provided by the TXVECTOR parameter
PLCP BITRATE, where I indicates a pulse
in the PPM slot and 0 indicates no pulse in
the PPM slot?

t6.2.4.3 M Yes E

IR5 Is the transmitted DCLA field 32 PPM
slots long with the specif,ed sequence for
I Mbils, where I indicates a pulse in the
PPM slot and 0 indicates no pulse in the
PPM slot?
I Mbit/s:
00000000 I 000000000000000 I 0000000

16.2.4.4 M Yes I

* IR5a Does the unit support 2 Mbit/s transmission? 16.2.4.4 o YesüNoD
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IR5b If the unit supports 2 Mbit/s transmission,
is rhe transmirted DCLA field 32 PPM
slots long with the specified sequence for
2 Mbils, where 1 indicates a pulse in the
PPM slot and 0 indicates no pulse in the
PPM slot?
2 Mbit/s:
001 0001 0001 0001 000 1000 1000 10001 0

16.2.4.4 IR5a:M YesDNoDN/AD

IR6 Is the transmitted LENGTH field the correct
PPM representation of the unsigned I 6-bit
binary integer, lsb transmitted first, equal to
the correct value provided by the TXVEC-
TOR parameter LENGTH?

16.2.4.5 M Yes E

IR7 Is the transmitted CRC field the correct PPM
representation ofthe CRC value calculated
as per reference subclause, transmitted lsb
first?

16.2.4.6 M Yes E

IR8 Is the transmitted PSDU field the correct
PPM representation of the PSDU, transmit-
ted lsb first?

16.2.4.7 M Yes D

IR9 When the CCA is false does transmission
begin based on PHYTXSTART.request?

16.2.s.1 M Yes D

IRIO Does the PI-IY issue a PHYTXSTART.con-
firm after the transmission of the PLCP
header?

16.2.s.1 M Yes E

IRI I Does the PHY accept each octet ofthe
PSDU in a PHYDATA.request and answer
with a PHYDATA.confirm?

16.2.5.l M Yes Il

IR12 Does the PHY cease transmlsslon ln
response to a PHYTXEND.request and
answer with a PHYTXEND.confirm?

16.2.5.1 M Yes fl

IR13 Does the PHY of a receiving STA send a

PHYCCA.indicate during reception of the
SYNC field?

16.2.5.2 M Yes I

IRI4 Does the PHY of a receiving STA properly
receive a transmission that changes data rate
according to the DR field?

16.2.s.2 M Yes D

tR15 Does the PHY of a receiving STA properly
reject an incorrect CRC?

16.2.5.2 M Yes D

IRI6 Does the PHY of a receiving STA properly
reject a DR field other than those specified in
reference subclause?

16.2.s.2, 16.2.4.3 M Yes E

IR17 Does the PHY of a receiving STA send
PHYRXSTART.indicate with correct RATE
and LENGTH parameters after proper recep-
tion ofPLCP preamble and PLCP header?

16.2.5.2 M Yes tr

IRIS Does the PHY of a receiving STA forward
receive octets in PHYDA1TA.indicate primi-
tives?

t6.2.5.2 M Yes tr

IRI9 Does the PHY of a receiving STA send a

PHYRXEND.indicate after the final octet
indicated by the LENGTH field?

t6.2.s.2 M Yes tr
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IR2O Does the PHY of a receiving STA send a
PHYCCA.indicate with a state value of
IDLE after the PHYRXEND.indicate?

16.2.5.2 M Yes O

IR21 Does the PIIY reset its CCA detection mech-
anism upon receiving a PHYC-
CARST.request, and respond with a
PHYCCARST.indicate?

16.2.5.3 M Yes O

TR22 When transmitting at I Mbit/s does the
PHY transmit PPM symbols according to the
16-PPM Basic Rate Mapping table, transmit-
ting from left to right?

16.3.2.1,16.3.2.2 M Yes D

IR23 When transmitTing at2 Mbils does the
PHY transmit PPM symbols according to the
4-PPM Enhanced Rate Mapping table, trans-
mitting from left to right?

16.3.2.1, 16.3.2.2 IR5a:M Yes ü

IR24 Does the PFIY operate over a temperature
range of 0 'C to 40 "C?

t6.3.2.4 M Yes E

* IR25 If the unit is conformant to emitter radiation
mask 1, is the peak optical power of an emit-
ted pulse within the specification range aver-
aged over the pulse width?

16.3.3.1 o.l YestrNoEN/Aú

* IR26 If the unit is conformant to emitter radiation
mask 2, is the peak optical power of an emit-
ted pulse within the specification range aver-
aged over the pulse width?

r ó.3.3.1 o.t YesENotrN/4tr

tR27 Does the transmitted pulse shape conform to
the description ofthe reference subclause?

16.3.3.2 M Yes E

IR28 Does the emitter radiation pattern as a func-
tion ofangle conform to the requirements of
the reference subclause as applicable based
on conformance to emitter radiation mask 1?

16.3.3.3 IR25:M YestrNotrN/4tr

IR28a Does the emitter radiation pattern as a func-
tion of angle conform to the requirements of
the reference subclause as applicable based
on conformance to emitter radiation mask 2?

16.3.3.3 IR26:M YestrNoüN/4tr

IR29 Is the peak emitter optical output as a func-
tion ofwavelength in the range specified?

16.3.3.4 M Yes ú

IR3O Does the spectrum of the transmit signal
amplitude as a voltage or current meet the
requirements of the reference subclause?

I 6.3.3.5 M Yes ü

IR31 Does the receiver sensitivity meet the
requirements of the reference subclause
for receive signals of both I Mbit/s and
2 Mbit/s?

16.3.4.r M Yes tr

IR32 Does the receiver exhibit a dynamic range as

specified in reference subclause?
t6.3.4.2 M Yes I

IR33 Does the receiver field-of-view conform to
the requirements ofthe reference subclause?

16.3.4.3 M Yes B

IR34 When it is known that the conditions are
such that the Carrier Detect Signal and the
Energy Detect Signal are false is the CCA
asserted IDLE?

16.3.5.1 M Yes tr
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IR35 When the conditions are such that Energy
Detect is true for greater than the time
defined in reference subclause, does CCA
become IDLE?

16.3.s.1 M Yes D

IR36 When conditions are such that either Carrier
Detect or Energy Detect go true, does CCA
go BUSY?

r 6.3.5.1 M Yes E

IR37 Are these compliance groups implemented?
dot I I PhylRComplianceGroup,
dot I I PhyRegDomainsSupportGroup, and
dot I I PhyOperationComplianceGroup

16.4 M Yes tr

ANSI/IEEE Std 802.11, 1999 Edition
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Annex B

(informative)

Hopping sequences

The following tables pertain to the hopping sequences for North America and ETSI.
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Table 8.1-Hopping sequence set I

index 0 J 6 9 t2 15 l8 2l 24 27 30 JJ 36

2 5 8 il t4 17 20 23 26 29 32 35 38

2 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 6l

3 64 67 70 73 76 79 3 6 9 t2 15 18 2l

4 l0 l3 l6 l9 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46

5 45 48 51 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 2

6 18 2t 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 5l 54

7 t1 76 79 J 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30

8 49 52 55 58 61 64 67 70 t5 76 79 t 6

9 2t 24 27 30 5J 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57

10 63 66 69 72 75 78 2 5 8 l1 14 t7 20

l1 78 2 5 I ll 14 t7 20 23 26 29 32 35

l2 3l 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 61 64 67

l3 6t 64 67 70 73 76 79 3 6 9 12 15 l8

t4 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60

15 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 '78 2 5 8 ll
l6 65 68 7t 74 77 80 4 7 l0 13 I6 r9 22

17 28 3l 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 61 64

18 79 3 6 9 t2 15 18 21 24 27 30
'J

36

19 33 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 63 66 69

20 4 7 l0 l3 t6 t9 22 25 28 3l 34 37 40

2l 20 23 26 29 32 35 38 41 44 47 50 53 56

22 13 l6 19 22 25 28 3t 34 40 43 46 49

23 38 41 44 47 50 5J 56 59 62 65 68 71 74

24 74 77 80 4 7 l0 l3 16 T9 22 25 28 3l

25 56 59 62 65 68 71 74 77 80 4 7 t0 i3

26 7l 74 77 80 4 '7 l0 l3 16 t9 22 25 28

27 23 26 29 32 35 38 4t 44 47 50 53 56 59

28 5 8 ll t4 17 20 z.J 26 29 JZ 35 38 4l

29 39 42 45 48 5l 54 57 60 63 66 69 '72 '75

30 t2 l5 18 21 24 27 30 JJ 36 39 42 45 48

31 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 63 66 69 72

32 68 71 74 77 80 4 7 10 l3 16 19 22 25

33 9 t2 15 t8 2t 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45

34 70 73 76 79 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27

35 77 80 4 7 10 l3 t6 19 22 25 28 3l t4

36 6 9 t2 15 l8 2l 24 2'l 30 JJ 36 39 42

37 62 65 68 71 74 77 80 4 7 l0 l3 t6 19

38 29 32 35 38 41 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65

39 l4 t7 20 23 26 29 32 35 38 4l 44 47 50
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Table 8.1-Hopping sequence setl (continued)

index 0 3 6 9 12 l5 18 2l 24 2'7 30 33 36

40 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 5l 54 5'7 60 63

41 l6 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52

42 59 62 65 68 71 '74 77 80 4 7 l0 13 t6

43 43 46 49 52 55 58 6l 64 67 70 73 '76 79

44 76 79 3 6 9 12 l5 18 2t 24 27 30 JJ

45 34 )t 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 6t 64 67 "t0

46 72 75 78 2 5 I ll 14 17 20 23 26 29

47 ll t4 l7 20 23 26 29 32 35 38 4t 44 4"t

48 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 2 5 I 1l t4 17

49 80 4 7 10 l3 r6 t9 22 25 28 31 J4 5t

50 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 7l 74 '77 80 4

5l 22 25 28 31 34 5t 40 43 46 49 52 55 58

52 75 78 2 5 8 ll 14 t7 20 23 26 29 JZ

53 66 69 72 75 78 2 5 8 ll 14 t7 20 ¿.5

54 4t 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 7l '14 '77

55 l5 18 21 24 2'7 30 JJ 36 39 42 45 48 51

5ó 35 38 4t 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 "11

57 67 70 73 76 79 3 6 9 12 t5 t8 2t 24

58 52 55 58 61 64 67 70 73 76 79 3 6 9

59 58 61 64 67 70 '73 76 79 J 6 9 t2 15

60 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 71 74 77 80

6l 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 '71 74 't7 80 4 7

62 17 20 23 26 29 32 35 38 4t 44 47 50 53

63 7 l0 l3 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 3'7 40 43

64 19 22 25 28 31 34 40 43 46 49 52 55

65 I ll 14 t7 20 23 26 29 32 35 38 41 44

66 69 72 '75 78 2 5 8 n t4 l7 20 23 26

67 51 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 "t5 78 2 5 8

68 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 63 66 69 ^t2 75 78

69 3 6 9 12 l5 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39

70 30 JJ 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 63 66

7l 5',7 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 2 5 8 ll t4

72 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 61 64 67 '70 73

t5 55 58 61 64 67 70 t3 76 79 3 6 9 t2

74 26 29 32 35 38 4l 44 47 50 53 56 59 62

'15 46 49 52 55 58 6l 64 67 '70 73 76 79 3

76 53 56 59 62 65 68 7l 74 77 80 4 7 10

77 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 6t 64 67 70 "13 76

78 32 35 38 41 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 6s 68

79 48 51 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 15 78 2 5
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Table 8.1-Hopping sequence setl (continued)

index 39 42 45 48 51 54 5',l 60 63 66 69 72 75

41 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 71 '74 77

2 64 67 70 73 76 79 3 6 9 12 15 18 2l

3 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60

4 49 52 55 58 6l 64 67 70 73 76 79 3 6

5 5 8 l1 t4 17 20 23 26 29 32 35 38 41

6 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 2 5 8 ll 14

7 33 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 63 66 69

8 9 12 l5 18 2t 24 27 30 JJ 36 39 42 45

9 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 2 5 I ll 14 17

l0 23 26 29 )L 35 38 4t 44 47 50 53 56 59

ll 38 41 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 71 74

12 70 73 76 79 3 6 9 12 15 l8 21 24 27

13 2t 24 27 30 J5 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57

14 63 66 69 72 75 78 2 5 8 1t 14 17 20

15 l4 17 20 23 26 29 32 35 38 41 44 47 50

l6 25 28 3l 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 61

17 67 70 IJ 76 79 3 6 9 l2 15 t8 21 24

t8 39 42 45 48 5l 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 /)

19 72 75 78 2 5 I ll t4 17 20 23 26 29

20 43 46 49 52 55 58 61 64 67 70 73 76 79

2l 59 62 65 68 71 74 77 80 4 7 l0 13 l6

22 52 55 58 61 64 67 70 73 76 79 J 6 9

zt "77 80 4 7 l0 13 16 l9 22 25 28 31 34

24 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 61 64 67 '70

25 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52

26 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 6t 64 67

27 62 65 68 71 74 77 80 4 7 10 13 t6 l9

28 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 7l 74 7"7 80

29 78 2 5 8 11 t4 17 20 23 26 29 32 35

30 51 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 2 5 8

3i '15 '78 2 5 8 l1 14 t7 20 23 26 29 32

28 31 34 tt 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 61 64

JJ 48 51 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 2 5

34 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 63 66

35 5t 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 6l 64 67 70 73

36 45 48 51 54 5'7 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 2

3'7 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58

38 68 7t 74 77 80 4 ^l 10 l3 l6 19 22 25

39 53 56 59 62 65 68 71 74 77 80 4 7 10
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Table 8.1-Hopping sequence set 1 (continued)

index 39 42 45 48 5l 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 't5

40 66 69 'Ì2 75 78 2 5 8 l1 l4 t7 20 23

4l 55 58 61 64 67 70 t5 76 79 3 6 9 l2

42 19 22 25 28 3l 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55

43 3 6 9 12 15 l8 2t 24 27 30 33 36 39

44 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 63 66 69 72

45 '73 76 79 3 6 9 12 15 18 2l 24 27 30

46 32 35 38 4t 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68

4'7 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 7l 74 77 80 4 7

48 20 23 26 29 32 35 38 4t 44 47 50 53 56

49 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 6l 64 67 70 73 76

50 7 10 l3 t6 l9 22 25 28 3l 34 JI 40 43

51 61 64 67 70 t5 76 79 3 6 9 t2 t5 l8

52 35 38 4l 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 71

53 26 29 32 35 38 4t 44 47 50 53 s6 59 62

54 80 4 7 l0 13 l6 t9 22 25 28 3t 34 3t

55 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 2 5 8 ll

56 '74 77 80 4 7 10 t3 I6 19 22 25 28 31

57 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 63

58 12 t5 18 21 24 27 30
'J

36 39 42 45 48

59 18 2l 24 27 30 .5J 36 39 42 45 48 51 54

60 4 7 l0 l3 16 l9 22 25 28 31 34 37 40

6t l0 l3 t6 l9 22 25 28 3l 34 37 40 43 46

62 56 59 62 65 68 7l 74 77 80 4 7 t0 13

63 46 49 52 55 58 6l 64 67 '10 73 76 ^t9 J

64 58 6l 64 67 '70 It 76 79 J 6 9 t2 l5

65 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 7l 74 '77 80 4

66 29 32 35 38 41 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65

67 t1 I4 17 20 /t 26 29 32 35 38 41 44 47

68 2 5 8 il 14 l7 20 23 26 29 32 35 38

69 42 45 48 5l 54 57 60 63 66 69 't2 75 78

"/0 69 72 75 18 2 5 8 1l 14 1'l 20 23 26

'71 l7 20 23 26 29 32 35 38 4l 44 47 50 53

'72 76 79 3 6 9 t2 15 l8 2l 24 27 30 33

73 15 l8 21 24 2'l 30 JJ 36 39 42 45 48 5l

74 6s 68 71 74 77 80 4 7 l0 13 16 l9 22

75 6 9 t2 15 18 2t 24 27 30 33 36 39 42

76 l3 16 19 22 25 28 3l 34 37 40 43 46 49

77 79 3 6 9 12 15 l8 21 24 27 30 J' 36

78 7l 74 77 80 4 '7 10 l3 16 19 22 25 28

79 8 1l 14 t7 20 23 26 29 32 35 38 4t 44
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Table 8.2-Hopping sequence set 2

index I 4 7 10 13 16 l9 22 25 28 3i 34 37

I 3 6 9 12 l5 l8 2t 24 27 30 JJ 36 39

2 26 29 32 35 38 41 44 47 50 53 56 59 62

J 65 68 '71 '74 77 80 4 '7 l0 13 16 19 22

4 ll 14 17 20 23 26 29 32 35 38 4l 44 47

5 46 49 52 55 58 6l 64 67 70 IJ 76 79 3

6 l9 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55

7 74 77 80 4
,7 l0 t3 16 l9 22 25 28 31

8 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 7t 74 77 80 4 7

9 22 25 28 3t 34 JI 40 43 46 49 52 55 58

10 64 67 70 73 76 79 3 6 9 l2 15 l8 2t

ll 79 3 6 9 12 l5 18 2l 24 27 30 33 36

t2 32 35 38 4l 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68

l3 62 65 68 7l 74 77 80 4 7 l0 13 l6 l9

14 25 28 3l 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 6l

l5 55 58 6l 64 67 70 73 76 '79 J 6 9 t2

t6 66 69 72 75 78 2 5 8 11 14 17 20 23

17 29 32 35 38 4l 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65

18 80 4 7 10 13 l6 19 22 25 28 3l 34 37

19 34 5/ 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 6t 64 67 70

20 5 8 1l t4 t7 20 23 26 29 32 35 38 4l

21 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 5t 54 57

22 14 t7 20 23 26 29 32 35 38 41 44 41 50

z.t 39 42 45 48 5l 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75

24 75 78 2 5 8 1l t4 17 20 23 26 29 5¿

25 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 2 5 8 11 t4

26 72 75 't8 2 5 8 ll 14 t7 20 23 26 29

27 24 27 30 tt 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60

28 6 9 12 15 t8 2t 24 27 30 JJ 36 39 42

29 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 61 64 67 '70 73 76

30 l3 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49

3l 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 6l 64 67 70 73

tz 69 72 75 78 2 5 8 il t4 l'7 20 23 26

33 t0 13 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 JI 40 43 46

34 7l 74 77 80 4 7 10 13 l6 19 22 25 28

35 78 2 5 8 l1 14 l7 20 ¿3 26 29 JZ 35

36 7 10 13 16 t9 22 25 28 31 34 3'7 40 43

37 63 66 69 72 75 78 2 5 8 il 14 17 20

38 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 5l 54 57 60 63 66

39 l5 18 21 24 27 30 53 36 39 42 45 48 5l
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Table 8.2-Hopping sequence set2 (continued)

index I 4 7 t0 13 16 l9 22 25 28 3l 34 37

40 28 3l 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 6l 64

4l l7 20 23 26 29 32 35 3B 4t 44 47 50 53

42 60 63 66 69 72 '75 78 2 5 u l1 t4 l7

43 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 71 74 '7'7 80

44 77 80 4 7 10 13 t6 19 22 25 28 3l 34

45 35 38 41 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 7l

46 73 76 79 3 6 9 12 l5 18 2t 24 27 30

47 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48

48 61 64 67 70 '73 /t) 79 3 o 9 12 15 18

49 2 5 8 ll 14 l7 20 23 26 29 32 35 38

50 48 5l 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 2 5

5l 23 26 29 5¿ 35 38 41 44 47 50 53 56 59

52 76 79 3 6 9 t2 15 l8 2l 24 27 30 33

53 67 70 73 76 79 3 6 9 t2 15 18 21 24

54 42 45 48 51 54 5',7 60 63 66 69 '72 75 78

55 16 19 22 25 28 3l 34 3t 40 43 46 49 52

56 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 63 66 69 72

57 68 7l 74 77 80 4 7 l0 13 t6 l9 22 25

58 53 56 59 62 65 68 7t 74 "17 80 4 '7 10

59 59 62 65 ó8 7l '14 77 80 4 7 10 13 l6

60 45 48 51 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 2

61 5l 54 5'7 60 63 66 69 72 75 '78 2 5 8

62 18 2l 24 2'/ 30 -t -t 36 39 42 45 48 51 54

63 8 1l t4 17 20 z3 26 29 32 35 38 41 44

64 20 23 26 29 32 35 38 41 44 47 50 53 56

65 9 12 l5 18 2t 24 27 30 55 36 39 42 45

66 70 73 76 79 J 6 I 12 15 18 2t 24 27

67 52 55 58 6I 64 67 70 73 '76 79 3 6 9

68 43 46 49 52 55 58 61 64 67 70 73 76 79

69 4 7 l0 13 16 t9 22 25 28 3l 34 37 40

70 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 61 64 67

71 58 61 64 67 70 I3 't6 79 3 6 9 t2 15

"12 38 41 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 7l 74

73 56 59 62 65 68 '71 74 77 80 4 7 10 13

74 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 5l 54 57 60 63

75 4'7 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 '71 74 77 80 4

76 54 5'7 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 2 5 8 11

77 41 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 71 74 77

78 3J 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 63 66 69

79 49 52 55 58 6l 64 67 70 '73 76 79 3 6
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Table B.2-Hopping sequence set2 (continued)

index 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 6l 64 6'7 70 "/3 76

I 42 45 48 5l 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78

2 65 68 7t '74 77 80 4 7 10 13 l6 19 22

3 25 28 3l 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 6l

4 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 7l 74 77 80 4 7

5 6 9 12 l5 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42

6 58 6l 64 67 70 73 76 79 3 6 9 12 l5

7 34 tt 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 6l 64 67 70

8 l0 13 t6 19 22 25 28 3l 34 37 40 43 46

9 61 64 67 70 73 76 79 3 6 9 12 l5 l8

10 24 27 30 JJ 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60

1l 39 42 45 48 5l 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75

12 71 74 77 80 4 7 10 13 I6 l9 22 25 28

13 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58

14 64 67 70 73 76 79 3 6 9 12 15 18 21

15 l5 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 51

l6 26 29 32 35 38 41 44 47 50 53 56 59 62

I7 68 71 74 77 80 4 7 l0 l3 l6 19 22 25

18 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 61 64 67 70 73 76

19 73 76 79 J 6 9 12 15 l8 2l 24 27 30

20 44 4'7 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 II 74 77 80

2l 60 63 66 69 72 "/5 78 2 5 8 ll 14 17

22 53 56 59 62 65 68 71 74 '17 80 4 7 10

23 78 2 5 8 il 14 l7 20 z3 26 29 32 35

24 35 38 41 44 47 50 53 s6 59 62 65 68 7I

25 t7 20 z5 26 29 32 35 38 4t 44 47 50 53

26 5¿ 35 38 41 44 4t 50 53 56 59 62 65 68

63 66 69 72 75 78 2 5 8 1l t4 t7 20

28 45 48 51 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 2

29 79 J 6 9 t2 15 l8 2I 24 27 30 J3 36

30 52 55 58 6t 64 67 '70 73 76 79 J 6 9

31 76 79 3 6 9 12 15 l8 2l 24 27 30 tt

32 29 J¿ 35 38 41 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65

33 49 52 55 58 61 64 67 70 73 76 79 3 6

34 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 6l 64 67

35 38 41 44 4'l 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 7l 74

36 46 49 52 55 58 61 64 67 70 73 "t6 79 J

37 23 26 29 32 35 38 4I 44 47 50 53 56 59

38 69 72 75 78 2 5 8 il t4 17 20 23 26

39 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 2 5 8 11
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Table 8.2-Hopping sequence set2 (continued)

index 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 6l 64 67 '10 73 76

40 67 70 76 79 3 6 9 l2 l5 t8 21 24

4l 56 59 62 65 68 7l 74 77 80 4 a l0 l3

42 20 23 26 29 32 35 38 4t 44 47 50 53 56

43 4 7 10 13 l6 19 22 25 28 3l 34 37 40

44 JJ 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 6l 64 67 "10 73

45 74 77 80 4 7 10 l3 l6 l9 22 25 28 3l

46 JJ 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 63 66 69

47 5l 54 5"1 60 63 66 69 72 '75 78 2 5 8

48 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 5l 54 57

49 41 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 7l 74 77

50 8 il l4 17 20 23 26 29 32 35 38 4l 44

51 62 65 68 7l 74 77 80 4 7 l0 13 16 l9

52 36 39 42 45 48 5l 54 57 60 OJ 66 69 72

53 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 63

54 2 5 8 ll 14 t7 20 ZJ 26 29 32 35 38

55 55 58 6l 64 67 70 73 76 79 3 6 9 12

56 75 78 2 5 8 l1 l4 17 20 23 26 29 32

57 28 31 34 3'l 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 6l 64

58 l3 16 19 22 25 28 3l 34 3',l 40 43 46 49

59 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55

60 5 8 1l l4 17 20 23 26 29 32 35 38 41

61 11 l4 17 20 l) 26 29 3¿ 35 38 4l 44 47

62 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 2 5 8 l1 l4

63 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 7l 74 77 80 4

64 59 62 65 68 '71 74 77 80 4 7 10 t3 16

65 48 5l 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 2 5

66 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 5l 54 57 60 63 66

67 12 15 18 2t 24 27 30 JJ 36 39 42 45 48

68 3 6 9

49

12 15 18 2l 24 27 30 tt 36 39

69 43 46 52 55 58 6l 64 6',7 70 73 76 79

70 '70 73 76 79 3 6 9 12 l5 18 2t 24 27

71 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 5l 54

72 11 80 4 7 l0 l3 l6 19 22 25 28 31 34

'73 16 l9 22 25 28 31 34 3',1 40 43 46 49 52

74 66 69 '12 75 78 2 5 8 11 l4 t7 20 23

'75 7 t0 13 t6 19 22 25 28 31 J4 l7 40 43

76 t4 t7 20 ¿5 26 29 32 35 38 4t 44 47 50

77 80 4 7 l0 13 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 37

78 72 75 78 2 5 8 1l 14 17 20 z.t 26 29

79 9 t2 15 l8 2t 24 2'7 30 33 36 39 42 45
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Table 8.3-Hopping sequence set 3

index 2 5 8 il t4 t7 20 23 26 29 32 35 38

1 4 7 l0 l3 16 19 22 25 28 3l 34 3',7 40

2 27 30 5J 36 39 42 45 48 5l 54 5'7 60 63

3 66 69 72 75 78 2 5 8 1t l4 l7 20 23

4 12 l5 18 2t 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48

5 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 7l 74 77 80 4

6 20 /,t 26 29 32 35 38 4l 44 47 50 53 56

7 75 78 2 5 8 1t t4 l7 20 23 26 29 32

8 5l 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 2 5 8

9 zt 26 29 32 35 38 41 44 47 50 53 56 59

10 65 68 7l 74 77 80 4 7 10 13 16 t9 22

11 80 4 7 l0 13 16 l9 22 25 28 3l 34 37

12 33 36 39 42 45 48 5t 54 57 60 63 66 69

13 63 66 69 72 75 78 2 5 8 11 14 1'7 20

14 26 29 32 35 38 4l 44 47 50 53 56 59 62

15 56 59 62 65 68 71 74 77 80 4 7 t0 13

16 6'7 70 IJ '76 79 3 6 9 12 15 18 2l 24

17 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 5l 54 57 60 63 66

l8 2 5 8 11 14 t7 20 23 26 29 32 35 38

l9 35 38 4l 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 7l

20 6 9 t2 l5 18 2l 24 27 30 33 Jt) 39 42

2t 22 25 28 3l 34 5t 40 43 46 49 52 55 58

22 l5 l8 21 z+ 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 51

23 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 6l 64 67 70 t5 76

24 76 79 J 6 9 l2 t5 l8 21 24 27 30 33

25 58 61 64 67 '70 73 76 '19 3 6 9 t2 15

26 73 76 79 J 6 9 12 l5 18 2I 24 2'7 30

27 25 28 3l 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 6l

28 7 10 13 l6 l9 22 25 28 3l 34 37 40 43

29 41 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 '71 74 77

30 t4 t7 20 zt 26 29 32 35 38 41 44 47 50

31 38 4t 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 71 74

32 70 73 76 79 J 6 9 12 I5 l8 21 24 2'7

.JJ 1l t4 l7 20 23 26 29 32 35 38 4l 44 4'7

34 72 75 78 2 5 8 1l 14 17 20 z3 26 29

35 79 3 6 9 t2 l5 l8 21 24 27 30 J5 36

36 I l1 l4 t7 20 ¿J 26 29 32 35 38 4l 44

)t 64 67 70 t3 76 79 .J 6 9 12 15 18 2t

38 31 34 3',l 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 6l 64 67

39 l6 I9 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52
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Table B.3-Hopping sequence set3 (continued)

index 2 5 I ii t4 t7 20 23 26 29 32 35 38

40 29 tz 35 38 41 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65

41 l8 21 24 27 30 JJ 36 39 42 45 48 51 54

42 6l 64 67 70 73 76 79 3 6 9 12 l5 18

43 45 48 51 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 2

44 78 2 5 8 1l t4 17 20 23 26 29 J¿ 35

45 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 63 66 69 72

46 74 77 80 4 7 10 13 t6 t9 22 25 28 31

47 l3 t6 l9 22 25 28 3l 34 37 40 43 46 49

48 62 65 68 7l 74 77 80 4 7 10 l3 16 19

49 3 6 9 12 15 l8 21 24 27 30 JJ 36 39

50 49 52 55 58 6t 64 67 70 'Ì6 79 3 6

51 24 27 30 3J 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 5'7 60

52 '77 80 4 7 l0 13 16 t9 22 25 28 3l 34

53 68 '71 74 77 80 4 7 l0 13 16 l9 22 25

54 43 46 49 52 55 58 61 64 67 70 73 76 79

55 I7 20 2.5 26 29 32 35 38 4t 44 4'7 50 53

56 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 61 64 67 '70 73

57 69 72 75 78 2 5 8 1l 14 17 20 23 26

58 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 2 5 8 1l

59 60 63 66 69 '72 75 78 2 5 8 ll t4 17

60 46 49 52 55 58 61 64 67 70 73 76 79 3

61 52 55 58 61 64 67 't0 73 '76 79 3 6 9

62 19 22 25 28 3l 34 J/ 40 43 46 49 52 55

63 9 t2 15 l8 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45

64 2l 24 27 30 JJ 36 39 42 45 48 5l 54 57

65 10 l3 16 19 22 25 28 3I 34 37 40 43 46

66 71 aÀ 7'7 80 4 7 l0 13 16 l9 22 25 28

67 53 56 59 62 65 68 71 74 77 80 4 7 10

68 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 71 74 77 80

69 5 8 11 l4 17 20 23 26 29 32 35 38 4t

70 32 J5 38 4l 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 6s 68

71 59 62 65 68 7l 74 77 80 4
,7

10 l3 l6

72 39 +¿ 45 48 5l 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75

t5 5',7 60 63 66 69 72 '75 78 2 5 8 ll 14

74 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 6l 64

75 48 51 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 2 5

76 55 58 6t 64 67 70 t5 76 79 J 6 9 t2

77 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 "t5 78

78 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 61 64 67 70

79 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 7l 74 77 80 4 7
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Table B.3-Hopping sequence set3 (continued)

index 41 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 '71 74 '77

43 46 49 52 55 58 61 64 67 70 73 76 79

2 66 69 72 75 78 2 5 8 11 t4 t7 20 23

3 26 29 32 35 38 41 44 47 50 53 56 59 62

4 5l 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 '78 2 5 8

5 7 t0 13 16 l9 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43

6 59 62 65 68 't1 74 77 80 4 7 10 l3 16

7 35 38 41 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 71

8 lt t4 l7 20 ¿3 26 29 32 35 38 41 44 47

9 62 65 68 71 74 77 80 4 7 10 l3 16 l9

t0 25 28 31 34 5t 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 61

ll 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 61 64 67 70 73 76

t2 72 75 78 2 5 I 11 14 t7 20 23 26 29

l3 23 26 29 32 35 38 4l 44 47 50 53 56 59

t4 65 68 7l 74 77 80 4 7 10 13 l6 19 22

l5 l6 l9 22 25 28 31 34 5t 40 43 46 49 52

t6 2'7 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 63

1'7 69 72 75 78 2 5 8 l1 14 t7 20 ¿5 26

l8 41 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 7l 74 77

19 74 77 80 4 7 l0 13 l6 t9 22 25 28 JI

20 45 48 5l 54 5'.7 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 2

21 6l 64 67 70 73 76 79 3 6 9 t2 15 18

22 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 '75 78 2 5 8 il

23 79 J 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 3J 36

24 36 39 42 45 48 5l 54 57 60 63 66 69 72

25 t8 2I 24 27 30 33 36 39 Àa 45 48 5l 54

26 JJ 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 5'7 60 63 66 69

2'7 64 67 70 73 76 '79 3 6 9 12 15 18 21

28 46 49 52 55 58 6l 64 67 70 73 76 79 3

29 80 4 7 10 13 t6 l9 22 25 28 31 34 37

30 53 56 59 62 65 68 71 74 77 80 4 7 10

31 77 80 4 7 l0 13 16 19 22 25 28 3t 34

32 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 63 66

33 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 71 74 77 80 4 7

34 32 35 38 41 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68

35 39 42 45 48 5l 54 5'7 60 63 66 69 72 '75

36 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 71 74 77 80 4

5t 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60

38 70 73 76 79 3 6 9 t2 t5 18 2l 24 27

39 55 58 61 64 67 70 73 '16 79 3 6 9 l2
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Table 8.3-Hopping sequence set3 (continued)

index 41 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 'ÌI 74 77

40 68 71 74 77 80 4 '7 l0 13 l6 l9 22 25

41 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 2 5 B ll t4

Àa 2t 24 2'7 30 JJ 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57

43 5 8 11 t4 t7 20 23 26 29 32 35 38 41

44 38 4l 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 -ll 74

45 75 78 2 5 8 t1 14 17 20 23 26 29 32

46 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 61 64 67 '70

47 52 55 58 61 64 67 70 73 76 79 3 6 9

48 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58

49 42 45 48 51 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 78

50 9 12 l5 18 21 24 27 30 JJ 36 39 42 45

51 63 66 69 "t2 75 78 2 5 8 11 t4 17 20

52 17 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 61 64 67 70 73

53 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 6l 64

54 3 6 9 l2 l5 18 2l 24 27 30 33 36 39

55 56 59 62 65 68 71 74 77 80 4 7 10 13

56 76 79 3 6 9 l2 15 l8 2l 24 27 30 33

57 29 32 35 38 41 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65

58 I4 17 20 23 26 29 32 35 38 4l 44 47 50

59 20 23 26 29 32 35 38 41 44 47 50 53 56

60 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42

6t 12 15 18 2t 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48

62 58 61 64 67 70 t5 76 79 3 6 9 t2 l5

63 48 51 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 '78 2 5

64 60 63 66 69 72 75 78 2 5 8 il l4 t7

65 49 52 55 58 6l 64 6t 70 t5 "16 '79 3 6

66 3l 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 61 64 6'1

67 13 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 3'7 40 43 46 49

68 4 7 l0 13 t6 t9 22 25 28 3l 34 37 40

69 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 71 74 77 80

'70 7l t4 77 80 4 7 l0 IJ l6 l9 22 25 28

7t I9 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55

72 78 2 5 8 11 14 l7 20 23 26 29 32 35

73 17 20 23 26 29 32 35 38 4l 44 47 50 53

74 67 70 73 '76 '79 3 6 9 l2 15 18 2l 24

75 8 1l 14 17 20 23 26 29 5Z 35 38 4l 44

76 15 18 2l 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 5l

77 2 5 8 ll 14 t7 20 23 26 29 32 35 38

78 t5 '76 '79 3 6 9 t2 l5 18 2l 24 27 30

79 10 13 16 l9 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46
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Annex G

(normative)

Formal description of MAC operat¡on

This annex contains formal descriptions of the behavior of MAC station (STA) and access point (AP) enti-

ties. These descriptions also describe the frame formats and the generation and interpretation of information
encoded in MAC frames, in the parameters of service primitives supported by the MAC, and in MIB
attributes used or generated by the MAC. The MAC is described using the 1992 version of the ITU Specifi-

cation and Description Language (SDL-92). SDL-92 is defined in ITU-T Recommendation 2.100 (03/93).

An update to 2.100 was approved in 1996 (SDL-96), but none of the SDL facilities used in this annex were

modified. An introduction to the MAC formal description is provided in Clause C.l. Definitions of the data

types and operators used by the MAC state machines are provided in Clause C.2. Ãn SDL system describing

MAC operation at an IEEE 802. ll station is contained in Clause C.3. Finally, a subset of an SDL system

describing the aspects of MAC operation at an IEEE 802.I I AP that differ from operation at a non-AP sta-

tion is provided in Clause C.4.

In Annex D, the MAC and PHY management information bases are described in Abstract Syntax Notation

One (ASN.l), defined in ISO/IEC 8824:1990 and ISO/IEC 8825: 1990. ITU-T Recommendation 2.105 (03/

95) defines the use of SDL in conjunction with ASN.1, allowing system behavior to be defined using SDL
and data types to be defined using ASN.1. Incomplete tool support precluded the use of ITU-T Recommen-

dation 2.105 in this annex. However, within the limits of ITU-T Recommendation Z. 100 (refened to subse-

quently as 2.1.00), the data types in Clause C.2 are defined in a similar manner to ITU-T Recommendation

2.105 (referred to subsequently as 2.105). Annex E contains a listing of available documentation.

NOTES

l-The SDL definitions in this annex should be usable with any SDL tool that supports the 1993 version or I 996 update

of ITU-T Recommendation 2.100. Software for generating, analyzing, verifuing, and simulating SDL system descrip-
tions is available from several sources.

2 The SDL code in this annex was generated using SDT/PC version 3.02; from Telelogic AB, Malmo, Sweden (+46-

40-l'74700; intemet: telelogic.se); USA office in Princeton, NJ (+l-609-520-1935; internet: telelogic.com). Telelogic

offers SDT for several workstation platforms in addition to SDT/PC.

3 The use ofTelelogic's product to prepare this annex does not constitute an endorsement ofSDT by the IEEE LAN
MAN Standards Committee or by the IEEE.

4--The diagrams on the next two pages show most of the symbols of SDL graphical syntax (SDL-GR) used in the MAC
formal description. The symbols in these diagrams have labels and comments that explain their meanings. These dia-
grams are intended to serve as a legend for the SDL-GR symbols that comprise most of the process interaction and state

transition diagrams. These diagrams are neither a complete SDL system, nor a complete presentation of SDL-GR sym-

bology. Also, this state machine fragment exists to illustrate the SDL graphical syntax, and does not describe any useful

behavior.
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G.1 lntroduction to the MAC formal description

This formal description defines the behavior of IEEE 802.I I MAC entities. The MAC protocol functional
decomposition used herein facilitates explicit description ofthe reference points and durations ofthe various

timed intervals; the bases for generation and/or validation of header fields, service parameters, and MIB
attributes; and the interpretation of each value in cases where enumerated data types are used in service
parameters.

C.1.1 Fundamental assumpt¡ons

The MAC protocol is described as an SDL system, which is a set of extended finite state machines. Each

state machine is a set ofindependentprocesses, all ofwhich operate concurrently. All variable data-holding
entities and procedures exist solely within the context of a single process. In SDL all interprocess communi-
cation is done with signals (there are no global variables). Signals may be sent and received explicitly, using
SDL's output and input symbols, or implicitly, using SDL's exporlimport mechanism (only if the variables

or procedures are declared "remote"). By default, signals incur delays when traversing channels between

blocks; however, only nondelaying channels and signal routes are used in the MAC state machines, and all
remote variables and procedures are declared with the "nodelay" property.

State transitions, procedure calls, and tasks (assignment statements and other algorithmic processing steps)

are assumed to require zero time. This permits the time intervals that are part of the normative MAC behav-

ior to be defined explicitly, using SDL timers. One unit of system time (a 1.0 change in the value of "now")
is assumed to represent one microsecond of real time. Usec (microsecond) and TU (time unit) data types are

defined, with operators to convert Usec and TU values to SDL time or duration when necessary.

The SDL system boundary encloses the MAC entities. The LLC, SME, PHY, and distribution system are

part of the environment. SDL generally assumes that entities in the environment operate as specified; how-

ever, the MAC state machines that communicate with the various SAPs attempt to validate inputs from the

environment, and to handle cases where a pair of communicating entities, one within the system and the

other outside the system boundary, have different local views of the medium, station, or service state. All sta-

tions in an IEEE 802.1 I service set are assumed to exhibit the behaviors described herein. Nevertheless,

because of the open nature of the wireless medium, the MAC state machines check for error cases that can

arise only when an entity on the wireless medium is transmitting IEEE 802.1 I PDUs, but is not obeying the

communication protocols specified by this standard.

C.1.2 Notation convent¡ons

When practical, names used in the clauses of this standard are spelled identically in this annex. The principal
exceptions are those names that conflict with one of SDL's reserved words (such as power management

mode "active," which is renamed "sta_active" in SDL). To help fit the SDL text into the graphic symbols,
acronyms with multiple, sequential capital letters are written with only the first letter capitalized (e.9.,

"MSDU" is written "Msdu" and "MLMEJoin.request" is written "MlmeJoin.request").

SDL reserved words and the names of variables and synonyms (named constants) begin with lowercase let-
ters. The names of sorts (data types), signals, signal routes, channels, blocks, and processes begin with
uppercase letters. The names of certain groups of variables and/or synonyms begin with a particular lower-
case letter, followed by the remainder of the name, beginning with an uppercase letter. These groups are

"aNameOfAttribute" PHY operational parameters.

"cNameOfCapability" Capability bits, also used for intemal values exported as MIB counters

"dNameOfDuration" Duration (relative time) values, declared as Usec, TU, or Duration.

"dot1 lNameOfAttribute" MIB attributes.
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"eNameOfElement" ElementlDvalues.
"mNameOfVariable" Remote variables used for intra-MAC communication, but not part of the MIB.

Most of these variables are exported from the MLME block.

"sNameOfStaticValue" Synonyms for static data values used within the MAC.
"tNameOfTime" Time (absolute time) values, declared as Usec, TU, or Time. The names of timers

begin with "T."

C.1.3 Modeling techniques

State machines are grouped according to defined function sets that are visible, directly or indirectly, at an

exposed interface. The emphasis in the organization of the state machines is explicitly to show initiation of
and response to events at the exposed interfaces, and time-related actions, including those dependent on the

absence of external events (e.g., response timeouts) and intervals measured in derived units (e.g., backoff
"time" in units of slots during which the wireless medium is idle). The operations associated with the various

state transitions emphasize communication functions. Most of the details regarding insertion, extraction, and

encoding of information in fields of the PDUs is encapsulated with the definitions of those fields. This

approach, which relies heavily on SDL's abstract data fype and inheritance mechanisms, permits the behav-

ior of the data-holding entities to be precisely defined, without obscuring process flow by adding in-line
complexity to the individual state transitions.

The modeling of PDUs and SDUs requires sorts such as octet strings, and operators such as bitwise boolean

functions, which are not predefined in SDL. These sorts and operators are defined in Package macsorts,

which appears in Clause C.2.

Protocol and service data unit sorts are based on the Bit sort. Bit is a subtype ofSDL's predefined Boolean

sort. As a result, Bit literals "0" and "1" are alternative names for "false" and "true," and have no numeric

significance. To use "0" or "1" as integer values requires a conversion operation. Items ofthe Bitstring sort

are 0-origin, variable-length strings of Bits. With Bitstring operands, operators "and," "or," "xor," and "not"
operate bitwise, with the length of the result equal to the length of the longest (or only) source string. The

Octet sort is a subtype of Bitstring that adds conversion operators to and from Integer. Each item of the

Octet sort has length:8 {by usage convention inZ.l00, enforced inZ.l05}. Items of the Octetstring sort are

O-origin, variable-length strings of Octets. The Frame sort is a subfype of Octetstring that adds operators to

extract and to modify all MAC header fields and most other MAC frame fields and elements. Most MAC
fields and elements that contain named values with specific value assignments or enumerations are defined

as subtypes of Frame, Octetstring, or Bitstring with the names added as literals or synonyms, so that the state

machines can refer to the names without introducing ambiguity about the value encodings.

Where communication at a SAP or between processes is strictly first in first out (FIFO), the (implicit) input
queue of the SDL processes is used. When more sophisticated queue management is needed, a queue whose

entries are instances of one, specified sort is created using the Queue generator. Entries on Queue sorts may

be added and removed at either the tail or the head, and the number of queue entries may be determined. The

contents of a Queue may also be searched to locate entries with particular parameter values.

Clause C.2 contains an SDL-92 Package (a named collection of SDL definitions that can be included by ref-

erence into an SDL System specification), which is a formal description of the formats and data encodings

used in IEEE 802.I I SDUs, PDUs, and the parameters of the service primitives used at each of the SAPs

supported by the IEEE 802.11 MAC. This package also contains definitions for some data structures and

operators used intemally by one or more of the MAC state machines.

The behaviors of many intra-MAC operators are part of the normative description of the MAC protocol

because results ofthe specified operations are visible, directly or indirectly, at exposed interfaces. For exam-

ple, custom operators are used to define the generation of the CRC-32value used in the FCS field (operator

crc32,page 301), the calculation of frame transmission time used as part of the value in the Duratior/lD field
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in certain types of frames (operator calcDu¡ page 3 16), the comparison of the values of particular fields of a

received MAC header with cached data values as part of the procedure for detecting duplicate frames (oper-

ator searchTupleCache, page 289), and numerous other aspects of frame formats and information encoding.

On the other hand, data structures used solely for intra-MAC storage or for transferring of information
between different state machines of a single station or access point, are only normative to the extent that they

define items of internal state and the temporal sequence necessary for proper operation of the MAC protocol.

The specific structures and encodings used for intemal data storage and communication functions in this for-

mal description do not constrain MAC implementations, provided those implementations exhibit the speci-

fied behaviors at the defined SAPs and, in conjunction with an appropriate PHI on the wìreless medium.

G.2 Data type and operator definitions for the MAG state machines

This clause is in SDL/PR þhrase notation), with the exception of procedural operators, which are defined in

SDL/GR (graphic notation). Package macsorts contains the definitions of the sorts (data fypes with associ-

ated operators and literals) and synonyms (named constants) used by the MAC state machines. Package

macmib defines data types for attributes in the MAC MIB, and portions of the PHY MIB, accessed by the

MAC state machines. Package macmib exists solely to satisfy SDL's strong type checking in the absence of
an SDL tool that fully supports Z. 105 (the combined use of SDL withASN.l).
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/- PACKAGE
Th IS package conta¡ns

ls, and synonyms
defìnitions of the custom sorts (data types)

by the MAC statelitera (named constants) used machi nes.

Package macsoÍs 3101 d\MacEnum(31)

a
I
¡

. Placeholders for Mlme/Plme GeUSet Parameter

/. MibAtrib (placeholder in MlmeGeVSet definitions) ./
syntype MibAtrib = Charstring endsyntype MibAtrib;

/- MibValue (placeholder in MlmeGelSet definitions) "/
syntype MibValue = lnteger endsyntype MibValue;

" Enumerated types used within the MAC state machines
**************t***

newtype ChangeType /. type of change due at the next boundary ./
literals dwell, /. dwell (only with FH PHY) ./

mocp; /* medium occupancy (only with PCF) "/
endnewtype ChangeType;
newtype lmed /. priority for queuing MMPDUs, relative to MSDUs ./
literals head, /. place MMPDU at head of transmit queue */

norm; /. place MMPDU at tail of transmit queue */

endnewtype lmed;
newtype NavSrc /* source of duration in SetNav & ClearNav signals "/
l¡terals rts, /* RTS frame./

cfpBss, cfendBss, /. starUend of CFP in own BSS "/
cfpOther, cfendOther, /. starUend of CFP in other BSS ./
cswitch, /* channel switch ./
misc, /. durld from other frame types ./
nosrc; /* non-reception events "/

endnewtype NavSrc;
newtype PsMode /* power save mode of a station (PsResponse signal) "/
literals sta-active, power-save, unknown; endnewtype PsMode;

newtype PsState /* power save state of this station "/
literals awake, doze; endnewtype Psstate;

newtype StateErr /* requests disasoc or deauth (Mmlndicate signal) ./

literals noerr, class2, class3; endnewtype StateErr;
newtype Stationstate /* asoc/auth state of sta (SsResponse signal) ./

literals not_auth, auth_open, auth_key, asoc, dis-asoc;
endnev'rtype StationState;
newtype TxResult /* transmission attempt status (PduConfìrm signal) */

literals successful, partial, retryLimit, txL¡fetime,
atimAck, atimNak; endnewtypeTxResult;

* Enumerated types used in PHY service primitives**...-.--.Y
newtype Ccastatus /* <state> parameter of PhyCca.indication ./
literals busy, idle; endnewtype CcaStatus;

newtype PhyRxStat /* <xerror> parameter of PhyRxEnd.indication ./

literals no_error, fmt_violation, carrier-lost, unsupt-rate;
endnewtype PhyRxStat;
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Package macsorts 31 02_d\LmeEnum(31 )

I
I

Enumerated types used in Mac and Mlme service mitives
t\

newtype AuthType /* <authentication type> parm in Mlme primitives */

inherits Octetstring operators all;
adding literals open_system, shared_key;
axioms open_svstem =- mkOS(O, 2); shared_key == mkOS(1, 2);

endnewtype AuthType;
newtype AuthTypeset powerset(AuthType); endnewtype AuthTypeSet;
newtype BssType /- <BSS type> parameter & BSS description element */

literals infrastructure, independent, any_bss; endnewtype BssType;
newtype BssTypeSet powerset( BssType); endnewtype BssTypeSet;
newtype CfPriority /* <priority> parameter of various requests */

literals content¡on, contentionFree; endnewtype CfPriority;
newtype Mibstatus /* <status> parm of Mlme/Plme GeVSet.confìrm */

literals success, invalid, write_only, read-only;
endnev'/type MibStatus;
newtype Mlmestatus /* <status> parm of Mlme operation confirm */

literals success, invalid, timeout, refused,
tomany_req, already_bss; endnewtype MlmeStatus;

newtype PwrSave /* <power save mode> parameter of MlmePowerMgt "/
l¡terals sta_active, power_save; endnewtype PwrSave;

newtype Routing /* <routing info> parameter for MAC data service "/
literals null_rt; endnewtype Routing;

newtype RxStatus /* <recept¡on status> parm of MaUnitdata indication "/
literals rx success, rx_failure; endnewtype RxStatus;

newlype ScanType /* <scan type> parameter of MlmeScan.request "/
literals active_scan, passive_scan; endnevvtype ScanType;

newtype ServiceClass /. <service class> parameter for MaUn¡tdata */

literals reorderable, strictlyOrdered; endnewtype ServiceClass;
newtype TxStatus /* <transmission status> parm of MaUnitdataStatus ./
literals successful, retryLimit, txl¡fetime, noBss,

excessiveDataLength, nonNullSourceRouting,
unsupportedPriority, unavailablePriority,
unsupportedServiceClass, unavailableServiceClass,
unavailableKeyMapping; endnewtype TxStatus;
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Package macsorts 3103_e\lntraMac(31 )

I
I

\
lntra-MAC remote variables (names of form mXYZ)

remote mActingAsAp Boolean nodelay; /- =true if STA started BSS "/
remote mAld Asocld nodelay; /. AID assigned to STA by AP -/

remote mAssoc Boolean nodelay; /. =true if STA associated w/BSS ./
remote mAtimW Boolean nodelay; /. =true if ATIM window in prog */

remote mBklP Boolean nodelay; /* =true if backoff in prog */

remote mBrates Ratestring nodelay; /* basic rate set for this sta */

remote mBssld MacAddr nodelay; /" identifier of cunent (l)BSS -/

remote mCap Octetstring nodelay; /- capability info from MlmeJoin */

remote mCfp Boolean nodelay; /- =true if CF period in progress */

remote mDisable Boolean nodelay; /- =true if not in any BSS; then -/

/. TX only sends probe_req; RX only accepts beacon, probe-rsp */

remote mDtimCount lnteger nodelay; /. =0 at Tbtt of Beacon with DTIM "/
remote mFxlP Boolean nodelay; /* =true during frame exchange seq */

remote mlbss Boolean nodelay; /. =true if STA is member of IBSS -/

remote mListenlnt lnteger nodelay; /* beacons between wake up @TBTT Y
remote mNavEnd Time nodelay; /. NAV end Time, <=now when idle */

remote mNextBdry Time nodelay; /* next boundary Time; =g if none "/
remote mNextTbtt Time nodelay; /* Time next beacon due to occur */

remote mPcAvail Boolean nodelay; /* =kue if point coord in BSS ./
remote mPcDlvr Boolean nodelay; /. =true if CF delivery only ./
remote mPcPoll Boolean nodelay; /* =true if CF delivery & polling ./
remote mPdly Usec nodelay; /" probe delay from start or join ./
remote mPss PsState nodelay; /* power save state of STA -/

remote mReceiveDTlMs Boolean nodelay; /* =true if DTIMs received */

remote mRxA Boolean nodelay; /- =true if RX indicated by PHY ./

remote mSsld Octetstring nodelay; /* name of the current (l)BSS Y
remote procedure TSF nodelay; l* read & update 64-bit TSF timer ./

fpar Integer, Boolean; returns lnteger;
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Package macsorts 31 04-d\StaticData(31 )

I
I

* Named static data values (names of form sXYZ)

synonym sMaxMsdulng lnteger = 2304; /* max octets in an MSDU ./
synonym sMacHdrlng lnteger = 24; /* octets in data header, no WEP ./
synonym sWepHdrlng lnteger = 28; /* octets in data header with WEP ./
synonym sWepAddlng Integer = 8; /* octets added for WEP "/
synonym sWdsAddlng lnteger = 6; /* octets added for WDS (addr4) -/

synonym sCrclng lnteger = 4; /* octets for crc32 (FCS, ICV) Y
synonym sMaxMpdulng lnteger = /* max octets in an MPDU */

(sMaxMsdulng + sMacHdrlng + sWdsAddLng + swepAddlng + sCrclng);
syntype FramelndexRange = lnteger /. index range for octets in MPDU -/

constants 0 : sMaxMpduLng endsyntype FramelndexRange;
synonym sTsoctet lnteger = 24; /* first octet of Timestamp field -/

synonym sMinFraglng lnteger = 256; /* min value for aMpduMaxlength "/
synonym sMaxFragNum lnteger = /* maximum fragment number */

(sMaxMsduLng / (sMinFragLng - sMacHdrlng - sCrclng));
synonym sAckCtslng lnteger = 112; l* bits in ACK and CTS frames -/

\* Station confìguration flags (static, supplementary to MIB)..*..--*--Y
synonym sVersion lnteger = 0; /. supported Protocol Version */

synonym sCanBeAp Boolean = false; /. =true if STA can operate as AP "/
synonym sCanBePc Boolean = false; /. =true if AP can be Point Coord -/

synonym sCfPollable Boolean =true; /* =true if responds to CF-polls -/
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Package macsorts 31 05_d\Usec_TU(31 )

I L
Discrete microsecond and Time Unit sorts

/* SDL does not define the relationship between its concept */

/- of Time and physical time in the system being described. "/
/" An abstraction is needed to establish this relationship, ./
/" because Time in SDL uses the semantics of Real, whereas */

/" time in the MAC protocol is discrete, with the semantics */

/* of Natural and a step size (resolution) of 1 micosecond. -/

/. Most MAC times are defined using the subtypes of lnteger -/

/* Usec and TU. These have operators for explicit conversion */

/. to SDL Time (tusec, tTU), SDL Duration (dUsec, dTU), and ./
/- from SDL Time (uTime, tuTime) as needed to comply with SDL's "/
/" strong type checking. Where the MAC state machines need to */

/* access the contents of the TSF timer, SDL's 'now' (current */

/. time) is used. This yields readable time-dependent code, */

/- but the value of 'now' cannot be modified by an SDL program, */

/* so adopting the TSF time from t¡mestamps in received Beacons */

/* or Probe Responses is shown as an informal task symbol. ./
/" Mícrosecond soÍ -- also has operators tmin and tmax */

newtype Usec inherits lnteger operators all;
adding operators

dUsec : Usec -> Duration;
tusec : Usec -> Time;
uTime : Time -> Usec;
tmax : Usec, Usec -> Usec;
tmin : Usec, Usec -> Usec;

axioms for all u, w in Usec(
u >= w ==> tmax(u, w) =- g u < w ==> tmax(u, w) == ç
u >= w ==> tmin(u, w) == e,¡' g < w ==> tmin(u, w) == u'
for all t in Time( for all r in Real(

r = float(u) ==> tUsec(u) == Time!(Duration!(r));
t = Time!(Duration!(r)) and u = fix(r) ==> u == uTime(t);));

for all d in Duration( for all r in Real(
r = float(u) ==> dUsec(u) == Duration!(r); )));

constants >= 0 /* constrain value range to be non-negative */

endnewtype Usec;
/" Time Unit sort - (1 - TU) = (1O2a. Usec) ./
newtype TU inherits lnteger operators all;
adding operators
dTU : TU -> Duration;
tTU : TU -> Time;
tuTime : Time -> TU;
u2TU : Usec -> TU;
tu2U : TU -> Usec;

axioms for all k in TU( for all t in Time( for all r in Real(
r = float(k) ==> tTU(k) == Time!(Duration!(1024 . r));
t = Timel(Duration!(r)) and k = (fix(r) I 1024) ==> r == tuTime(t);));

for all d in Duration( for all r in Real(
r = float(k) ==> dTU(k) == Duration!(102a " r);));

for all u in Usec( u2TU(u) == u I 1024: tu2u(k) == k- 1024: ));
constanls >= 0 /* constrain value range to be non-negative "/

endnewtype TU;
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:.."."."G.9ff 1?j9J.1?t.9;pJi9iLs.yit.s..ì?Í:.ç?93pJ9J.T.".T2105,Annex

/- StringO(sort, nullSymbol) can define strings of any sort. */

/- These sirings are indexed starting from 0 rather than 1. */

/. Sorts defined by String0 have the normal String operators, plus */

/- Tail (all but first item), Head (all but last item), and ./
/* aggregators 52, 53, 54, 56, SB (make fixed length strings). ./
generator String0(type ltem, literal Emptystring)

literals Emptystring;
operators

MkString : ltem -> String0; /* make a string from an item */

Length : Slring0 -> lnteger; /. length ofstring */

First : String0 -> ltem; /" first item in string */

Tail : String0 -> String0; /. all but first item in string "/
Last : Sking0 -> ltem; /. last item in string ./
head : String0 -> StringO; /" all but last item in string */

"//" : StringO, String0 -> StringO; /* concatenation */

Extract! : StringO, lnteger -> ltem; /. get item from string */

Modify! : String0, lnteger, ltem -> String0; /- modify string "/
SubStr : String0, lnteger, lnteger -> String0;

/- SubStr(s,i,j) is stringO of length j starting at stringO(i) ./
52 : ltem, ltem -> String0; 53 : ltem, ltem, ltem -> String0;
54 : ltem, ltem, ltem, ltem -> String0;
56 : ltem, ltem, ltem, ltem, ltem, ltem -> StringO;
SB : ltem, ltem, ltem, ltem, ltem, ltem, ltem, ltem -> Stringo;

/" axioms continued on next page... */

endgenerator String0;

^È

Package macsorts 3106 d\String0(31)

I
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Package macsorts 3107_a\String0(31 )

I
I

/- String0 axioms */

/. for all itemO,item1,item2,item3,item4,items,item6,¡tem7 in ltem(
for all s, s'l, 52, 53 in StringO( for all i, j in lnteger(
constructors are Emptystring, MkString, and " I l"',

equalities between constructor terms
s // Emptystring == 5; Emptystring // s == s;
(s1 // 52) // 53 == s1 // (S2 // S3);

definition of Length by applying it to all constructors
type String Length(Emptystring) == g'

type String Length(MkStrinS(item0)) == 1'
type String Length(s1 ll 32) == Length(s1 ) + Length(S2);

definition of Extract! by applying it to all constructors,
Extract!(MkString(item0), 0) == ¡¡"tO'
i < Length(s1) ==> Extractl(s1 ll s'2, il == Extract!(s1, i);
i >= Length(s1 ) ==> Extract!(s1 ll 52, i) == Extract!(S2, i - Length(s1 ));
i < 0 or i >= Length(s) ==> Extract!(s, i) == s¡¡q¡l

definition of First and Last by other operations
First(s) == Extract!(s, 0);
Lastls¡ == Extract!(s, Length(s) - 1 );

defìnition of subst(s,i,j) by induction on j,
i >= 0 and i <= Length(s) ==> SubStr(s, i, 0¡ == gtno,u.*t'nn'
i >= 0 and j > 0 and i +¡ <= ¡"nn,n,s) ==> Substr(s, i,i) ==

SubStr(s, i, j -'l\ ll Mkstr¡ng(Extract!(s, i + j - 1));
i < 0 orj < 0 or i + j > Length(s) ==> SubStr(s, i, j) == s¡¡6¡l'

definition of Modify!, Head, Ta¡|, Sx by other operations
Modify!(s, i, item0) == SubStr(s, 0, i) // MkString(item0) //

SubStr(s, i + 1, Length(s) - i - 1);
head(s) == SubStr(s, 0, Length(s) - 1);
Tail(s) == SubStr(s, 1, Length(s) - I );
S2(item0, iteml) == MkString(item0) // MkString(iteml);
S3(item0, iteml

MkString(item0)
54(itemo, item1,

MkString(item0)
MkString(item3);

S6(item0, item1, item2, item3, item4, item5¡ ==
MkString(item0) // MkString(item1) // MkSking(item2) ll
MkString(item3) // MkString(item4) // MkString(item5);

S8(item0, item1, item2, item3, item4, items, item6, itemT¡ ==
MkString (item0) // Mkstr¡ng(item 1 ) // MkString (item2) I I
MkString(itém3) // MkString(item4) // MkString(item5) //
MkString(item6) // MkString(item7); )));

item2¡ ==
// MkString(item1) // MkString(item2);
item2, item3) ==
// Mkstring(¡teml) // MkString(item2) //
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ASN.1-style BIT sort 2.105, Annex

/* Bit is a subtype of Boolean - bit values 0 and 1 are
/* not numerals and cannot be used with lnteger operators */

newtype Bit inherits Boolean
literals 0 = false, 1 = true; operators all; endnewtype Bit;

Package macsods 3108-d\Bitstring(31)

I

.......1.11j;1;?JvJx.B.[."sJn|T.9..'-9f.".J*9ff"199"11?ll.];J.9.5;,Ann""

/. Bitstrings are 0-origin strings of Bit. 2.105 uses ASN.1-style./
/* literals in binary ('101 1'B) or hexadecimal ('D3'H), but this -/

/* syntax is not accepted for 2100 string literals. Therefore, */

/" this version provides only hexadecimal literals 0x00-0xFF. "/
/. Bitstring operators'=>', 'not', 'and', 'or', and 'xor' act */

/. bitwise, with the length of the result string equal to the */

/. length of the longest (or only) source string. */

newtype Bitstring String0(Bit, ")
adding l¡terals macroHex_Literals;
operators

"not" : Bitstring -> Bitstring;
"and" : Bitstring, Bitshing -> Bitstring;
"or" : Bitstring, Bitstring -> Bitstring;
"xor" : Bitstring, Bitstring -> Bitstring;
"=>" : Bitstring, Bitshing -> Bitstring; noequality;

axioms macroHex_Axioms;
for all s, s1, 52, 53 in Bitstring(
s=s-=true; s1 =52==52 =s1
s1 /= 52 == not (s1 = S2); s1 = 52 == f¡ss ==> s1 == 52;
((s1 = 52) and (S2 = S3)) ==> s1 = 53 == true;
((s1 = 52) and (S2 /= S3)) ==> s1 = 53 == false;
for all b, b1, b2 in Bit(

not (") == "'
not (MkString(b) // s) == MkString(not (b)) // not (s);
"and"==";
Length(s) > 0 ==> " and s == MkString(0) and s;
Length(s) > 0 ==> s and " == s and Mkstr¡ng(0);
(MkString(b1) // s1) and (MkString(b2) ll S2) ==

MkString(b1 and b2) // (s1 and S2);
s1 or 52 == not (not s1 and not S2);
s1 xor 52 == (s1 or 52) and not (s1 and S2);
s1 => 52 == not (not s1 and S2);));

map for all b1, b2 in Bitstring literals(
for all bsl , bs2 in Charstring literals(

/* connection to the String generator */

for all b in Bit literals(
spelling(b1) = "" // bs t ll bs2 ll "" 

'
spelling(b2) ="" ll bs2 // "", spelling(b) = bs1

==> þ1 == Mkstring(b) llb2;))):
endnewtype Bitstring;
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Package macsorts 31 09_d\Octetstring(31 )

I
I

OCTET sort uenced 2.105, Annex A)
l\

/. Octet is a subtype of Bitsking where length always =8. "/
f ZIOS adds a "size" keyword to SDL and defìnes Octet with "/
/* "... constants size (B) ..." to impose this length constraint. "/
/. Here Octet relies on proper use maintain lengths as multiples */

/. of B. Proper length strings are created by the hexadecimal ./
/. Bitstring literals (e.9. 0xD5) and operator mkOctet: */

/. o:= mkOctet(i) converts a non-negative lnteger (mod 256) ./
l- to an Octet (exactly I bits) "/
/" i:= octetVal(o) converts an Octet to an lnteger (0:255) ./
/" o:= flip(o) reverses bit order of the Octet */

r (0<-->7, 1<-->6,2<-->5,3<-->4\-l
newtype Octet inherits Bitstr¡ng operators all;
adding operators
mkOctet : lnteger -> Octet;
octetval : Octet -> lnteger;
flip : Octet -> Octet;

axioms
for all i in lntege( for all z in Octet(

i - 0 ==> mkOctet(i) == S8(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0);
i = 1 =-> mkOctet(i) == SB(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0);
i > 1 and i <= 255 ==> mkoctet(i) ==

SubStr((First(mkOctet(i mod 2)) // mkOctet(i / 2)), 0, B);
i > 255 ==> mkOctet(i) == mkOctet(i mod 256);
i < 0 ==> mkoctet(i) == error!;
z = Mkstring(o) ==> octetval(z) == 0.
z = Mkstring(1) ==> octetval(z) == '1.

Length(z) > 1 and Length(z) <= 6 ==¡
octetVal(z) == octetval(First(z)) +

(2 " (octetVal(SubStr(2, 1, Length(z) - 1))));
Length(z) > B ==> octetVal(z) == error!;
flip(z) == s8(z(7),2(6),2(5),2$),2(3),2(2),2( 1 ),2(0)); ));

endnewtype Octet;
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Package macsorts 31 09. 1_a\Octetstring(31 )

OCTET STRING sort (somewhat influenced 2.105. Annex Å)

/. Octetstrings are 0-ORlGlN strings of Octet, NOT 1-ORlGlN Y
/* strings like Octet_String in 2.105 (hence the name change). */

/. Octetstring has conversion operators to and from Bitstring, "/
/* and integer to Octetstring. Octetstring literals are "null" */

l- andl-4,6,8 item 0x00 strings O1,02, 03, 04, 06, OB../
nevvtype Octetstring String0(Octet, null)
adding literals 01,02, 03, 04, 06, O8;
operators
B_S :Octetstring -> Bitstring; /" name changed from2105-l
O_S : Bitstring -> Octetstring; /* name changed lrom2105"l
mkOS : lnteger,lnteger -> Octetstring; /. mkOS(i1,i2) returns "/

/. mkstring(mkOctet(i1)) padded (0x00) to length i2 "/
mk2octets : lnteger -> Octetstring; f 16-bit int to 2-octets */

axioms
for all b, b1, b2 in Bitstring(

for all s in Octetstring( for all o in Octet(
B-S(null) == ¡Lr¡¡' O-S(null) == ¡u¡¡
B-S(MkString(o) // s) == o // B-S(s);
Length(b1) > 0, Length(b1) < I ==>
O-S(br ) == MkString(b1 or 0x00); /" expand b1 to 8 bits ./

b ==b1 il b2, Lengrh(b1) = $ ==>
o-S(b) == MkStrins(b1)// o-S(b2);

for all i, k in lntege(
k = I =-> mkOS(i, k) == Mkstr'ng(mkOctet(i));
k > I =-> mkOS(i, k) == mkOS( , k - 1) // Mkstring(0x00);
k <= Q -=> grrorl'
mk2octets(i) == MkString(mkOctet(i mod 256)) //

MkString(mkOctet(i / 256)); );
01 == MkString(0x00); 02 == 01 ll 01;
03 == 02 il 01: 04 == 02 ll 02:
06 == 04 ll 02: oB == 04 ll oa;Ð);

map for all O1, 02 in Octetstring literals(
for all b1 , b2 in Bitstr¡ng literals(

spelling(O1) = spelling(b1), spelling(O2) = spelling(b2)
==> 01 = 02 == b1 = b2; ));

endnewtype Octetstring;
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Package macsorts 31 1O_d\MacAdd(31 )

I
I

t)
MAC Address sorts

/. MacAddr is a subtype of Octetstring with added operators: "/
/" isGroup(m) =true if given a group address */

/" isBcst(m) =true if given the broadcast address */

/. islocal(m) =true if given a locally-administered address */

/- adrOs(m) converts MacAddr to Octetstring ./
/. MAC addresses must be defined to be exactly 6 octets long, "/
/- typically using the 56 operator or nullAddr synonym. "/
newtype MacAddr inherits Octetstring operators all;
adding operators

isGroup : MacAddr -> Boolean;
isBcst : MacAddr -> Boolean;
islocal : MacAddr -> Boolean;
adrOs : MacAddr -> Octetstring;

axioms
for all m in MacAdd(

(Length(m) = 6) and ((Extract!(m,0) and 0x01 ) = 0x01) ==> isGroup(m) == true;
(Length(m) = 6) and ((Extract!(m,0) and 0x01) = 0x00) ==> isGroup(m) == false;
(Length(m) = 6) and (m = S6(0xFF,0xFF,0xFF,0xFF,oxFF,oxFF)) =-> isBcst == true;
(Length(m) = 6) and (m /= S6(0xFF,oxFF,oxFF,oxFF,oxFF'0xFF)) ==> isBcst == false;
(Length(m) = 6) and ((Extract!(m,0) and 0x02) = 0x02) ==> isLocal == true;
(Length(m) = 6) and ((Extract!(m,0) and 0x02) = 0x00) ==> islocal == false;
Length(m) l= 6 ==> error! /* common error! term "/;
for all o in Octetstring(m = MacAddr!(o) == adrQs(m) = o; ));

endnewtype MacAddr;
newtype MacAddrSet powerset( MacAddr) endnewtype MacAddrSet;
synonym bcstAddr MacAddr = /* Broadcast Address -/

<<type MacAddr>> S6(0xFF,OxFF,0xFF,OxFF,0xFF,0xFF);
synonym nullAddr MacAddr = /. Null Address -/

<< type MacAddr>> S6(0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00);

l\
BSS description sorts

/* BssDscr is used with MlmeScan.confirm and MlmeJoin.request */

newtype BssDscr struct
bdBssld MacAddr;
bdSsld Octetstring; /- 1 <= length <=32.1
bdType BssType;
bdBcnPer TU; /* beacon period in Time Units ./
bdDtimPer lnteger; /* DTIM period in beacon periods */

bdTstamp Octetstring; /- B Octets from ProbeRsp/Beacon */

bdStartTs Octetstr¡ng; /. I Octets TSF when x Tstamp "/
bdPhyParms PhyParms; /- empty if not needed by PHY "/
bdCfParms CfParms; /" empty if not CfPollablelno PCF -l
bdlbssParms lbssParms; /" empty if infrastructure BSS ./

bdCap Capability; /. capability information */

bdBrates Ratestring; /" BSS basic rate set */

endnevútype BssDscr;
newtype BssDscrset powerset( BssDscr) endnewtype BssDscrSet;
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Package macsorts 31 1 1_d\TupleCache(31 )

I

" Duplicate filtering suppotl sorts ..--*..-*.Y
syntype FragNum = lnteger /* Range of possible fragment numbers */

constants 0:sMaxFragNum endsyntype FragNum;
syntype SeqNum = lnteger /. Range of possible sequence numbers ./

constants 0:4095 endsyntype SeqNum;
newtype Tuple struct /- for duplicate filtering & defragmentation */

full Boolean; /" =true if Tuple contains valid info ./
ta MacAddr; /" transmitting station address (Addr2) ./
sn SeqNum; /. Msdu/Mmpdu sequence number */

fn FragNum; /" most recent Mpdu fragment number */

tRx Time; /* reception time (endRx of fragment) "/
default (. false, nullAddr, 0, 0, 0 ,);

endnewtype Tupte;

operator
clea

- TupleCache support sorts

/* Number of TupleCache entries and associated index range */

synonym tupleOacheSize lnteger = 32; /" this value is an example,
TupleCache size is implementation dependent */

syntype Cachelndex = lnteger constants 1:tupleCacheSize
endsyntype Cachelndex;

/" TupleCache anay "/
/" cache:= ClearTupleCache(cache) to initialize cache "/
/* cache:= UpdateTupleOache(cache, addr, seq, frag, endRx)./
l- tf <addr,seq> is already cached, updates frag -/

/. if <addr,seq> not cached, fills an empty entry "/
l* or replaces an entry using an unspecified algorithm "/
/. SearchTupleCache(cache, addr, seq, frag) */

/* returns true if specified <addr,seq,frag> in cache */

newtype TupleCache Anay( Cachelndex, Tuple);
adding operators

ClearTupleCache : TupleCache -> TupleOache;
SearchTupleCache : TupleCache, MacAddr, SeqNum, FragNum -> Boolean;
UpdateTupleCache : TupleCache, MacAddr, SeqNum, FragNum, Time ->

TupleCache;
operator ClearTupleCache;

fpar cache TupleCache; returns TupleCache; referenced;
operator SearchTupleCache;

fpar cache TupleCache, taddr MacAddr, tseq SeqNum, tfrag FragNum;
returns Boolean; referenced;

opeÍator UpdateTupleCache;
fpar cache TupleCache, taddr MacAddr, tseq SeqNum, tfrag FragNum,
tnow Time; returns TupleCache; referenced;

endnewtype TupleCache;

t)

operator
search

operator
updateTu
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Operator clearTupleCache ClearCache_1a(1 )

i; fpã' ----------ìr
I cache TupleCache';ì
lreturns TupleCache ; I

/* This p,rocetrral operator it L
part of sort TupleCache.

cache: = clearTupleCache(cache)
marks all entries in cache as empty. ./

lMark all cache
- 

I entries as empty
I

dcl k Cachelndex

k:= 1 k:= k+1

cache(k)lfull:=
false
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Operator searchTupleCache SearchCache_1 a(1 )

I
cache TupleCachè
taddr MacAddr,
tseq SeqNum,
tfrag FragNum ;

returns Boolean ;

Search for exact I

flA,SeqNum,FragNum) | --
match at non-empty i

cache entries. i

(=tupleCacheSize)

result

/* This procedural operator is
part of sort TupleCache.

hit:= searchTupleCache(cache, addr, seq, frag)
returns hit=true ¡f an entry in cache has

(ta=addr) and (sn=seq) and (fn=frag);
else returns hit=false. ./

dcl k Cachelndex
dcl result Boolean

k:= I k:= k+1

(cache(k)!ta=
and

result

(cache(k)!sn=tseq)
and

(cache(k)!fn=tfrag )
and cache(k)!full

else

(false)

(true)
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Operator updateTupleCache UpdateCache_1 b(1 )

fpar r

cache TupleCache'
taddr MacAddr,
tseq SeqNum,
tfrag FragNum,
tnow Time :

/* This procedural operator ¡" L
part of sort TupleCache.

cache:= updateTupleCache
(addr, seq, frag, time)

First searches cache for an entry,
matching the base frame, so that

(ta=addr) and (sn=seq).
lf such an entry exists, that
entry is updated in place with

(fn:= frag) and (tRx:= time).
lf no such entry is found, a free
entry, or a non-free entry selected
using an unspecified algorithm, is
used for this frame, storing

(ta:= addr) and (sn:= seq) and
(fn:= frag) and (tRx:= time). ./

returns TupleCache ;

(true)

¡lf a match is found
- - --.1 with fiA,SeqNum),

lupdate FragNum

land tRx for that
I entry rather than
I creating a new

| (redundant) entry

Select cachelndex for new
entry if no ffA,SeqNum)
match. lf possible, use an
empty location, otheruvise
choose an entry to replace
an entry selected based
on unspecified criteria.

r--

cache

dcl k
dcl test Boolean ;

dcl temp Tuple ;

k:= k+1 k:= 1

temp:=
cache(k)

and

(false)

test

else

cache

'k:= index to
use for new

p!ta:=taddr

(false)

(=tupleCacheSize)

(true)

temp!fn:=tfrag,

cache(k):=
temp
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Package macsorts 31 12_d\Counte(31 )

I
I

sort
t)

32-bit Counter sort and lnteger stri

/. This sort used for MIB counters, needed because SDL lntegers ./

/* have no specified maximum value. inc(counter) increments the */

/" counter value by 1, with wraparound from (2^32)-1 to 0. "/

newtype Counter32 inherits lnteger operators all;
adding operators

inc : Counter32 -> Counter32;
axioms

for all c in Counter32 (

c< 4294967295 ==> inc(c) =- c + 1;

c>= 42949672$$ ==> i¡ç(s) == 0 )'
endnewtype Counte132;

/. String (1-origin) of lnteger */

newtype lntstring Sking( lnteger, nolnt); endnewtype lntstring;
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\
Generator for Queue sorts

/* The Queue generator is derived from the String0 generator */

/* to create Queues of any sort. Queues operators are: */

/. Qfirst(queue,item) adds item as the first queue element */

/" Qlast(queue,item) adds item as the last queue element */

/" and the String0 operators Length, //, First, Last, Head, Tail./
/* Because operators can only return a single value, removing an */

/* element from a queue is a 2-step process: */

/* dequeuefirst: item:=First(queue); queue:=Tail(queue);./
/. dequeuelast: item:=Last(queue); queue:=Head(queue);-/
generator Queue(type ltem, literal Emptyqueue)

literals Emptyqueue;
operators

MkQ : ltem -> Queue; /* make a queue from an item */

Length : Queue -> lnteger; /* number of items on queue */

First : Queue -> ltem; /- first item on queue */

Qfirst : Queue,ltem -> Queue; /" add item as first on queue "/
Tail : Queue -> Queue; /" all but first item on queue */

Last : Queue -> ltem; /. last item on queue */

Qlast : Queue,ltem -> Queue; /. add item as last on queue */

head : Queue -> Queue; /. all but last item on queue "/
"//" : Queue, Queue -> Queue; /* concatenation */

Extract! : Queue,lnteger -> ltem; /. copy item from queue */

Modify! : Queue,lnteger,ltem -> Queue; /- modify item in queue */

SubQ : Queue,lnteger,lnteger -> Queue;
/" Suba(q,i,j) queue of length j starting from queue(i) ./

axioms
for all itemO in ltem( for all q, q1, q2, q3 in Queue(

for all i, j in lnteger(
/" constructors are Emptyqueue, MkQueue, and"ll":*l
/" equalities between constructor terms */

q // Emptyqueue == q; Emptyqueue ll q==,
(q1 ll q2) ll q3 == q1 tt (q2 tt q3\:

/. definition of Length by applying it to all constructors */

type Queue Length(Emptyqueue) == 0'
type Queue Length(MkQueue(item0)) == I
type Queue Length(q1 ll qZ¡ == Length(q1 ) + Length(q2);

/" definition of Extract! by applying it to all constructors, */

Extract!(MkQueue(item0), 0) == item0'
i< Length(q1) ==> Extract!(91 ll q2,i)== Extract!(q1, i);
¡ >= Length(q1) ==> Extract!(q1 ll q2,i) == Exkact!(q2, i - Length(q1));
i < 0 or i >= Length(q) ==> Exkact!(9, i) == s¡¡6¡1.

/. defìnition of First and Last by other operations */

First(q) == Extract!(q,0); Last(q) == Extract!(q, Length(q) - 1);

/. definition of SubQ(q,i,j) by induction on j, -/
i >= 0 and ¡ <= Length(q) ==> SubQ(Q, i, 0) == Erno1uor"r"
i >= 0 and j > 0 and i + j <= Length(q) ==> SubQ(q, i, j) ==

SubQ(q, i, j- 1) ll MkQueue(Extract!(q, ¡ + j- 1));
i < 0 or j < 0 or i + j > Length(q) ==> SubQ(q'¡'j) == error!;

/" define Modify!, Head, Tail, Qfirst, Qlast by other ops -/

Modify!(q, i, itemo) == Suba(q, 0' l)//
MkQueue(item0)// SubQ(q, i + 1, Length(q) - i - 1);

head(q) == SubQ(', 0' Length(q) - l);
Tail(q) == SubQ(q, 1, Length(q) - 1);
Qfirst(q, itemo¡ == MkQueue(itemo) // q;
Qlast(q, itemO¡ == q // MkQueue(itemO); )));

endgenerator Queue;

Package macsorts 31 1 3_d\Queue(31 )

I
I
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Package macsorts 31 14_d\Fragment(31 )

I
I

operator
qSearch

L
Fragmentation sorts

/" Array to hold up to FragNum fragments of an Msdu/Mmpdu ./
newtype FragArray Array(FragNum, Frame); endnewtype FragArray;
/" FragSdu structure is for OUTGOING MSDUs/MMPDUS (called SDUs) ./
/. Each SDU, even if not fragmented, is held in an instance of "/
/* this structure awaiting its (re)transmission attempt(s). "/
/* Transmit queue(s) are ordered lists of FragSdu instances. "/
newtype FragSdu struct

ffot FragNum; /* number of fragments in pdus FragArray */

fCur FragNum; /. next fragment number to send */

fAnc FragNum; /* next fragment to announce in ATIM or TIM
when fAnc > fCur, pdus(fCur)+ ¡¿t be sent */

eol Time; /" set to (now + dUsec(aMaxTxMsduLifetime))
when the entry is created */

sqf SeqNum; /* SDU sequence number, set at I st Tx attempt */

src lnteger; /. short retry counter for this SDU ./
lrc lnteger; /- long retry counter for this SDU */

dst MacAddr; /* destinaton address */

grpa Boolean; /. =true if RA (not DA) is a group address */

psm Boolean; /. =true if RA (not DA) may be in pwr_save */

resume Boolean; /. =hue if fragment burst being resumed */

cnfTo Pld; /* address to which confirmation is sent */

txrate Rate; /* data rate used for initial fragment./
cf CfPriority; /* requested priority (from LLC)./
pdus FragArray; l" array of Frame to hold fragments -/

endnewtype FragSdu;
/* Queue of FragSdu */

/" for power save buffers, etc., searchable with Qsearch operator: */

/* index:= Qsearch(queue, addr) where queue is an SduQueue, */

/. index identifies the first queue entry at which -/

/" entryldst = addr; or as -1 if no match (or queue empty). -/

newtype SduQueue Queue(FragSdu, emptyQ);
adding operators
qSearch : SduQueue, MacAddr -> lnteger;

operator qSearch;
fpar que SduQueue, val MacAddr; returns lnteger; referenced;

endnewtype SduQueue;
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dcl k, I lnteger

Operator Qsearch Qsearch_1 a(1 )

fpar
que SduQueue,
val MacAddr:

lreturns result lnteger;

/* This procedural operator ir l\
part of sort SduQueue.

index:= Qsearch(queue, addr)
returns index of the first queue
entry at which (entryldst = addr);
returns -1 if no match found.
Also returns -l for empty queue. */

(true)

result

9ue =

lng:=
length(que)

k:= 0

val =

k:=k+1 result:= k

k=lng

(true (false)

result:= -1

(false)

(true)
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\* Defragmentation support sorts

/. The PartialSdu structure is for INCOMPLETE MSDUs/MMPDUS "/
/" (generically SDUs) for which at least I fragment has been */

/* received. Unfragmented SDUs are reported upward immediately, ./
/* and are never stored in instances of this structure. */

newtype PartialSdu struct
inUse Boolean; /. =true if this instance holds any fragments */

rta MacAddr; /" transmitting station (Addr2) ./
rsn SeqNum; /. SDU sequence number"/
rCur FragNum; /* fragment number of most recent Mpdu -/

reol Time; /. (now+dUsec(aMaxReceiveLifetime) @ 1st Mpdu ./
rsdu Frame; /* buffer where Mpdus are concatenated */

default (. false, nullAddr, 0, 0, 0, null .);
endnewtype PartialSdu;
newtype PartialSduKeys struct /* if aPrivacyOptionlmplemented=true */

wDeKeys Keyvector; /. default keys when 1st frag received */

wKeyMap KeyMapAnay; /. key mappings when 1st frag received */

wExclude Boolean; /* aExcludeUnencrypted @ 1st frag rx./
endnewtype PartialSduKeys;
/" Number of entries in defragmentation array at this station. */

/* The value is implementation dependent (min=3, see 9.5). "/
synonym defragSize lnteger = 6;
syntype defraglndex = lnteger constants 1:defragSize
endsyntype defraglndex;
/. Anay of PartialSdu for use defragmenting Msdus and Mmpdus. ./

/. Searchable using the ArSearch operator "/
/* index:= ArSearch(array, addr, seq, frag)./
/* where index is returned to identify the first element for which ./
/- ((inUse = true) and (entrylrta = addr) and (entrylrsn = seq)./
/* and (entrylrCur = (frag-1)); or as =1 if no match found. */

/" index:= ArFree(array) returns the index of a free entry, */

l. or -1 if no entries free. May free an entry, selected using */

/" an unspecified algorithm, to avoid returning -1. */

l* array:= ArAge(array, age) ./
/* frees where (entryleol < age), also used to clear array . * I
newtype DefragArray Anay( defrag lndex, PartialSdu) ;

adding operators
ArSearch : DefragArray, MacAddr, SeqNum, FragNum -> lnteger;
ArFree : DefragAnay -> lnteger;
ArAge : DefragArray, Time -> DefragArray;

operator ArSearch;
fpar ar DefragArray, adr MacAddr, seq SeqNum, frg FragNum;
returns lnteger; referenced;

operator ArFree; fpar ar DefragArray; returns lnteger; referenced;
operator ArAge; lpar ar DefragArray, age Time;

returns DefragArray; referenced;
endnewtype DefragArray;
nevvtype DefragKeysArray Anay( defraglndex, PartialSduKeys);
endnewtype DefragKeysArray;

Package macsorts 3'l 1 5_d\Defragment(31 )

operator
ArAge

operator
ArFree

operator
ArSearch
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Operaior ArAge ArAge 1a(1)

;fpar r\
ar DelragArray, i
age Time ; !

returns DefragArray ; I

Mark all entries ¡

with end-of-life l-
(reol) eadier
than specified
as not in use.

(=defragSize)

ar

/" This procedural operator
is part of sort DefragAnay

array:= ArAge(array, age)
frees entryleol < age. This is
used both for the aging function
and to clear the DefragArray. ./

dcl temp PartialSdu
dcl te Boolean ;

dcl k lndex ;

k:= 1 k:= k+1

te:=
inUse

te:=
temp!reol

(false)

(true)

temp!inUse:=
false,

(true)

(false)
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Operator ArFree ArFree_1b(1 )

r; fpar I

i ar DefragArray'
I returns lnteger ;

,t
I
I

/. This procedural operator ¡. l)
part of the sort DefragArray.

index:= ArFree(array)
returns index of an unused entry
in the array. lf all entries are used,
either returns -1, or selects an
arbitrary entry to free in order to
return a usable index. Decision
criteria for case of no free entries
are implementation dependent. */

=defragSize)

This decision is
-- - - - --ì implementation

I dependent.
(false)

Return index I I Select an entrv to
- -.1 re-use based ón

I unspecifìed criteria.
of a free entry
if possible.

Ir--
I
I

result

dcl temp PartialSdu ;

dcl k Defraglndex
dcl result lnteger
dcl te Boolean ;

k:= k+1k:= 1

Use

temp:=ar(k),
te:=

(hue)

result:= k result:= -1
'k:= index
of entry to
force free'

(false)

ar(k)!inUse:=
false,

result:= k

(hue)
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Operator ArSearch ArSearch_1 a(1 )

fpar /* This p-roced_ural operator ir \
part of sort DefragArray.

index:= Arsearch(array, addr, seq, frag)
where array is a DefragArray;
index is returned to identify the first element
for which (inUse=true) and (entry!rta=addr) and

(entry!rsn=seq) and (entry!rCur=frag-1 );
index is returned =1 if no match is found. "/

ar DefragAna!
adr MacAddr,
seq SeqNum,
frg FragNum ;

returns lnteger;

Search for first
element where
(inUse=true) and
(rta=adr) and
(rsn=seq) and
(rCur=(frs-1))

t-

(=defragSize)

result

dcl temp PartialSdu

dcl k Defraglndex
dcl result lnteger ;

dcl te Boolean ;

k:= 1 k:= k+1

temp:=a(k),
te:=

and

te:=
(temp!rta=

(true)

(temp!rCur
= (frs-1))

(false)

(templrsn = seq)
and

(false)

result:= k result:= -1
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Package macsorts 3116 d\Crc Wep(31)

I
I

operator

CRC-32 sorts (for FCS and

/* Crc is a subtype of Octetstring with added operators: "/
l" crc:= Crc32(crc,octet) "/
/. updates the crc value to include the new octet, and */

/- Mirro(crc), which returns a Crc value with the order./
/. of the octets, and of the bits ¡n each octet, reversed for */

/" MSb-first transmission (see 7.1.1). Crc variables must have */

/* exactly 4 octets, which is done using initCrc or 54. ./
newtype Crc inherits Octetstring operators all;
adding operators

Crc32 : Crc, Octet -> Crc;
mirror : Crc -> Octetstring;

operator Crc32; fpar crcin Crc, val Octet; returns Crc; referenced;
axioms for all c in Crc(

minor(c) == Sa(flip(c(3)),flip(c(2)),flip(c(1 )), flip(c(0))); );
endnevvtype Crc;
synonym initCrc Crc = /. lnitial Crc value (all 1s) ./

<< type Crc>> S4(0xFF,OxFF,OxFF,OxFF);
synonym goodCrc Crc = /- Unique remainder for valid CRC-32 ./

<< type Crc>> S4(0x78,0xDD,0x04,OxC7);

operator
keyLookup

\
WEP support sorts

syntype Keylndex = lnteger constants 0:3 endsyntype Keylndex;
newtype PrngKey inherits Octetstring operators all;
adding literals nullKey; /. nullKey is not any of 2^40 key values */

axioms nullKey == null; default nullKey; endnewtype PrngKey;
newtype KeyVector /* vector of default WEP keys ./
Array( Keylndex, PrngKey); endnewtype KeyVector;
/* Number of entries in awepKeyMappings afiay al this station.
/" implementation dependent value, minimum=10 (see 8.3.2). ./

synonym sWepKeyMappingLength lnteger = 1 0;
syntype KeyMappingRange = lnteger

constants 1 :sWepKeyMappingLength endsyntype KeyMappingRange;
newtype KeyMap struct /* structure used for entries in KeyMapAnay "/

mappedAddr MacAddr;
wepOn Boolean;
wepKey PrngKey;

endnewtype KeyMap;
/. KeyMapArray -- used for aWepKeyMapping table; ./
l* an array of KeyMap indexed by KeyMappingRange, with operator *

/. KeyMap := keyLookup(addr, keyMapAnay, keyMapArraylength)
/* returns the KeyMap entry for the specified addr, or -/

/. (. nullAddr, false, nullKey .) if no mapping for addr. -/

newtype KeyMapAnay Array( KeyMappingRange, KeyMap);
adding operators

keylookup : MacAddr, KeyMapArray, lnteger -> KeyMap;
operator keyLookup;
fpar luadr MacAddr, kma KeyMapArray, kml lnteger;
returns KeyMap; referenced;

endnewtype KeyMapArray;
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Operator Crc32 crc32_1a(1 )

fpar
crcin crc,
val Octet;

returns Crc ;

I
I
I
I

(=t)

result

/* This procedural operator ¡s
part of sort Crc.

crc:= Crc32(crc, octet)
generates CRC-32 polynomial
LSb-first, for the I bits of
octet into accumulator crc. */

\

k:= 0

temp:=
b s(crcin)

k:= k+1

new:=
val(k) xor

temp:=

new -- 1

temp:=
temp xor
feedback

(false) (true)

result:=
o_s(temp)

dcl k lnteger;
dcl new Bit ;

dcl result Crc ;

dcl temp Bitstring ;

/. Bitstring with 1s at bit
positions with feedback
terms in CRC-32 polynomial "/

synonym feedback Bitstring =

ù

sB(0,
s8(1,
s8(1,

1 ,1 ,0 ,1 ,',t ,0,1
0,1,l,1,0,0,0
0,0,0,0,0,1,1

s8(0,0,1 ,0,0,0,0,0)
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Operator keyLookup KeyLookup_1a(1 )

fpar I

kma
uadr MacAddr, rr
KeyMapArray,' i

kml lnteger;
returns KeyMap

dcl lk lnteger := 1

dcl result KeyMap
l\

I
I

-1
Return fìrst KeyMap
element with correct

I mappedAddr value.

(false) (true)

lf the end of the key
map array is reached
without finding addr,
indicate the lack of
a mapping by returning
nullAddr. This avoids
ambiguity between an
entry which maps to
nullKey and nullKey
being returned due
to lack of a mapping.

/* This procedural operator is
part of sort KeyMapAnay.

keyMap:= keyLookup
(addr, keyMapArray, keyMapArrayLength )

lf an entry is found with mappedAddr=addr,
keyMap is set to the value of th¡s entry.

lf no entry is found with mappedAddr=addr,
keyMap is set to (. nullAddr, false, nullKey .) ./

luadr =
kma(lk)!

result:--
kma(lk)

lk:= lk + 1

result!
mappedAddr:=

nullAddr

wepOn:=
false

result!
wepKey:=

nullKey

(false)

(true)
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\
FRAME sort basic definition of fìelds in MAC frames)

/* Frame is a subtype of Octetstring with operators for creating
/. MAC headers, extracting each of the header fìelds and some
/" management frame fields, and modifying most of these fields,
/" There are operators to create and extract management frame
/* elements, but no operators for the frame body, lV, lCV, and FCS
/. fìetds, which are handled directly as Octetstrings. */

newtype Frame inherits Octetstring operators all;
adding operators

mkFrame : TypeSubtype, MacAddr, MacAddr, Octetstring -> Frame;
mkCtl : TypeSubtype, Octetstring, MacAddr -> Frame;
protocolver : Frame -> lnteger; /* Protocol version (2 bits) ./
basetype : Frame -> BasicType; /. Type field (2 bits) "/
ftype : Frame -> TypeSubtype; /. Type & Subtype (6 bits) -/

setFtype : Frame, TypeSubtype -> Frame;
toDs : Frame -> Bit; /. To DS bit (1 b¡Ð ./
setToDs : Frame, Bit -> Frame;
frDs : Frame -> Bit; /. From DS b¡t (1 bit) Y
setFrDs : Frame, Bit -> Frame;
moreFrag : Frame -> Bit; /" More Fragments bit (1 bit) "/
setMoreFrag : Frame, Bit -> Frame;
retryBit : Frame -> Bit; /. Retry b¡t (1 bit) Y
setRetryBit : Frame, Bit -> Frame;
pwrMgt : Frame -> Bit; /* Power Management bit (1 bit) Y
setPwrMgt : Frame, Bit -> Frame;
moreData : Frame -> Bit; /. More Data bit (1 bit) Y
setMoreData : Frame, Bit -> Frame;
wepBit : Frame -> B¡t; /* WEP bit (1 bit) Y
setWepBit : Frame, Bit -> Frame;
orderBit : Frame -> Bit; /. {strictly}Orde(ed} (1 bit) "/
setorderBit : Frame, Bit -> Frame;
durld : Frame -> lnteger; /. Duration/lD field (2) -/

setDurld : Frame, lnteger-> Frame;
addrl : Frame -> MacAddr; /* Address 1 [DA/RA] field (6) -/

setAddrl : Frame, MacAddr -> Frame;
addr2 : Frame -> MacAddr; /* Address 2 [SA/TA] fìeld (6) -/

setAddr2 : Frame, MacAddr -> Frame;
addr3 : Frame -> MacAddr; /* Address 3 [Bss/DA/SA] field ./
setAddr3 : Frame, MacAddr -> Frame;
addr4 : Frame -> MacAddr; /* Address 4 [WDS-SA] field (6) -/

insAddr4 : Frame, MacAddr -> Frame;
seq : Frame -> SeqNum; /* Sequence Number (12 bits) ./
setSeq : Frame, SeqNum -> Frame;
frag : Frame -> FragNum; /* Fragment Number (4 bits) ./
setFrag : Frame, FragNum -> Frame;
ts : Frame -> Time; /* Timestamp field (8)./
setTs : Frame, Time -> Frame;
mkElem : ElementlD, Octetstring -> Frame; /" make element */

GetElem : Frame, ElementlD -> Frame; /* get element if aval ./
status : Frame -> StatusCode; /. Status Code fìeld (2) ./
setStatus : Frame, StatusCode -> Frame;
authstat : Frame -> StatusCode; /. Status Code in Auth frame./
reason : Frame -> ReasonCode; /* Reason Code field (2) ./

/* Frame operators continued on next page ...*/

Package macsorts 31 17_d\Frame_1 (31 )

I
I

element
body of

I Management

' 
frame. lf the

Itarget element
I is not present
tan Octetstring
iof length zero
lis returned.

operator
getElem
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/" ...Frame Sort Operators continued */

authSeqNum : Frame -> lnteger; /. Auth Sequence Number (2)
authAlg : Frame -> AuthType; /. Auth Algorithm field (2) -/

beaconlnt : Frame -> TU; /* Beacon lnterval fìeld (2) "/
listenlnt : Frame -> TU; /" Listen lnterval field (2) ./
Ald : Frame -> Asocld; /* Association lD field (2) -/

setAld : Frame, Asocld -> Frame;
curApAddr : Frame -> MacAddr; /* Current AP Addr fìeld (6) ./
capA : Frame, Capabitity -> Bit; /. Capability (Re)Asoc -/

setCapA : Frame, Capability, B¡t -> Frame;
capB : Frame, Capability -> Bit; /- Capability Bcn/Probe "/
setCapB : Frame, Capability, Bit -> Frame;
keyld : Frame -> Keylndex; /- Key lD subfield (2 bits) -/

setKeyld : Frame, Keylndex -> Frame;
operator GetElem;
fpar fr Frame, el ElementlD; returns Frame; referenced;

Package 1 18_d\Frame_2(31 )

I
I

/* Frame Sort Axioms
axioms

for all f in Frame( for all a, sa, da, ra, ta, bssa in MacAdd(
for all body, dur, sid, info in Octetstring(
addrl (f) == SubStr(f'4'6);
setAddrl(f,a) == SubSt(f,0,4) // a // SubStr(f,10,Length(f)-10);
addr2(f) == SubStr(f' 1 0,6);
setAddr2(f,a) == SubStr(f,0,10) // a // SubStr(f,16,Length(f)-16);
add13(f) == SubStr(f, I 6'6);
setAddr3(f,a) == SubStr(f,O,16) // a // SubStr(f ,22,Length('f)-22);
addr4(f) == SubSt(f'24'6);
insAddr4(f,a) == SubSt(f,0,24) ll a ll SubSk(f,24,Length(f)-2a);
curApAdd(f) == Substr(f ,28,6);
for all ft in TypeSubtype(

mkFrame(ft, da, bssa, body) ==
ft ll 03 llda // dotl lMacAddress ll bssa ll 02 ll body:

(ft = rts) ==> mkCtl(ft, dur, ra) ==
ft ll 01 ll dur ll ra // aStationlD;

(ft = ps-poll) ==> mkCtl(ft, sid, bssa) ==
ft ll 01 ll sid // bssa // aStationlD;

(ft = cts) or (ft = ack) ==> mkCtl(ft, dur, ra) ==
fl ll 01 ll dur ll ra:

(ft = cfend) or (ft = cfend_ack) ==> mkCtl(ft, bssa, ra) ==
ft ll 03 ll ra // bssa;

ftype(f) == Mkstring(f(0) and OxFC);
setFtype(f, ft) == tt/6f,ifyt(f, 0, Mkstring((f(0) and 0x03) or

ft)); );
for all bt in BasicType( basetype(f) == f(0) and 0x0C; );
for all i in lntege(

protocolVe(f) == octetVal(f(0) and 0x03);
authSeqNum(f) == octetVal(f(26)) + (octetVal(f(27)) " 256);
durld(f) == octetval(f(2)) + (octetVal(f(3)) - 256);
setDurld(f, ¡) == Substr(f, 0, 2) // mkOS(i mod 256, 1) ll

mkOS(i / 256, I ) // SubStr(f, 4, Length(f) - 4); );
for all e in ElementlD(

mkElem(e, info) == e // mkOS(Length(info) + 2, 1) ll info; ):

/* Frame Sort Axioms continued on next page ... */
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Package macsorts 31 1 9_d\Frame_3(31 )

I
I

/* ... Frame Sort Axioms continued "/
for all b in Bit(

toDs(f) == if (f(1 ) and 0x01) then 1 else 0 fi;
setToDs(f, b) ==

Modify!(f, 1, (f(1) and OxFE) or 58(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,b));
frDs(f) == if (f(1) and 0x02) then 1 else 0 fi;
setFrDs(f, b) ==

Modify!(f, 1, (f(1) and 0xFD) or S8(0,0,0,0,0,0,b,0));
moreFrag(f) == if (f(1) and 0x04) then I else 0 fì;
setMoreFrag(f, b) ==

Modify!(f, 1 , (f(1) and 0xFB) or SB(0,0,0,0,0,b,0,0));
retryBit(f) == if (f(1) and 0x08) then 1 else 0 fì;

setRetryBit(f, b) ==
Modify!(f, 1, (f(1) and 0xF7) or SB(0,0,0,0,b,0,0,0));

pwrMgt(f) == ¡f (f(1) and 0x10) then 1 else 0 fì;
setPwrMgt(f, b) ==

Modify!(f, 1, (f(1) and 0xFB) or S8(0,0,0,b,0,0,0,0));
moreData(f) == ¡f (f(f ) and 0x20) then 1 else 0 fi;
setMoreData(f, b) ==

Modify!(f, 1 , (f(1) and OxFB) or S8(0,0,b,0,0,0,0,0));
wepBit(f) == if (f(l ) and 0x40) then 1 else 0 fi;
setWePBit(f, b) ==

Modify!(f, 1 , (f(1) and 0xFB) or S8(0,b,0,0,0,0,0,0));
orderBit(f) == if (f(1) and 0xB0) then 1 else 0 fi;
setOrderBit(f, b) ==

Modify!(f, 1, (f(1) and OxFB) or S8(b,0,0,0,0,0,0,0));
for all c in Capability(
capA(f,c) == if (B-S(SubStr(f ,24,2)) and c) then 1 else 0 fi;
setCapA(f,c,b) == SubStr(f,0,24) // (B-S(SubStr(f ,24,2) and

(not c)) or (if b then c else 02 fì)) //
SubStr(f,26, Length(f) - 26);

capB(f,c) == if (B-S(SubStr(f ,34,2)) and c) then 1 else 0 fi;
setCapB(f,c,b) == SubStr(f,0,34) // (B-S(SubStr(f,34,2) and

(not c)) or (if b then c else 02 fi)) //
SubStr(f,36,Length(f) - 36); ));

for all sq in SeqNum(
seq(f) == (octetVal(f(22) and 0xF0)/16)+(octetval(f(23).16));
setSeq(f, sq) == Substr(f ,0,22) ll MkString((f(22) and 0x0F)

or mkOctet((sq mod 16) " 16)) // mkos(sq I 16, 1) ll
SubStr(f, 24, Length(f) - 24); );

for all fr in FragNum(
frag(f) == octetVal(f(22) and 0x0F);
setFrag(f, fr) ==

SubStr(f, 0,22) ll Mkstring((f(22) and 0xF0) or
mkOctet(fr)) // SubStr(f, 23, Length(f) - 23); );

for all tm in Time(
ts(f) == 1gtu., Usec!(octetVal(f(24)) +

(256 . (octetVal(f(25)) +
(256 . (octetVal(f(26)) +

(256 . (octetVal(f(271) +
(256 . (octetVal(f(28)) +

(256 . (octetVal(f(29)) +
(256 * (octetVal(f(30)) +

(256 . octetVal(t(st ))))))))))))))) ) );

/* Frame Sort Axioms cont¡nued on next page ... */
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/* ... Frame Sort Axioms continued "/
setTs(f, tm) == substr(f, 0,24) llmkos(fix(tm)' 1) //

mkoS((fix(tm) t 256), 1) // mkoS((fìx(tm) / 65536), 1) //
mkOS((fix(tm) I 't6777216),1\ ll

)il
256),1) il
65536), 1 ) //
16777216),1) ll

for all stat in StatusCode(
status(f) == SubStr(f, 26, 2);
setstatus(f, stat) ==

SubStr(f, 0,26) ll stat // SubSt(f, 28, Length(f) - 28);
authStat(f) == SubStr(f, 28,2); ):

for all rea in ReasonCode( reason(f) == SubStr(f, 24, \; )
for all alg in AuthType( AuthType(f) == SubStr(f, 24,2): ):
for all u in TU(

beaconlnt(f) == octetVal(f(32)) + (octetVal(f(33)) - 256);
listenlnt(f) == octetVal(f(26)) + (octetval(f(27)) - 256); );

for all sta in Assocld(
Ald(f) == octetVal(f(28)) + (octetVal(f(29)) .256);
setAld(f, sta) == 5r55,t,f, 0, 28) // mkOS(sta mod 256, 1)//

mkOs(sta I 256,1\ // SubStr(f, 30, Lensth(f) - 30); );
for all kid in KeylndexRange(

keYld(f¡ == octetval(f(27)) / 64;
setKeyld(f, kid) == M6difytif, 27, mkOS(kid .64)); ); )));

endnev'/type Frame;

mkOS((fix(tm) I 4294967 296), 1

mkos(((fix(tm) I 4294967296) I
mkOS(((fix(tm) I 4294967296) I
mkOs(((fix(tm) I 4294967296) I
SubStr(f, 32, Length(f) - 32); );

Package macsorts 3120_d\Frame_4(31 )

\* ReasonCode sort

newtype ReasonCode inherits Octetstring operators all;
adding literals unspec_reason, auth_not valid, deauth_lv_ss,
inactivity, ap_overload, class2_err, class3_err,
disas_lv_ss, asoc_not_auth;

axioms
unspec_reason == mkOS(1, 2); auth_not_valid == mkOS(2, 2);
deauth_lv_ss == mkOS(3, 2); inactivity == mkOS(4, 2);
ap_overload == mkOS(s, 2); class2_err == mkOS(6, 2);
class3_err == mkOS(7, 2); disas_lv_ss == mkOS(8, 2);
asoc_not_auth == mkOS(9, 2);

endnewtype ReasonCode;

t\* StatusCode sort

newtype Statuscode inherits Octetstring operators all;
adding literals successful, unspec_fail, unsup_cap,

reasoc_no_asoc, fail_other, unsupt-alg, auth_seq_fail,
chlng fail, auth timeout, ap_full, unsup_rate;

axioms
successful == mkOS(o, 2); unspec_failure == mkOS('1, 2);
unsup_cap == mkOS(f0, 2); reasoc_no_asoc== mkOS(11, 2);
fail_other == mkOS(12, 2); unsupt_alg == mkOS(13, 2);
auth_seq_fail == mkOS(14, 2); chlng_fail == mkOS(15, 2);
auth_timeout == mkOS(16, 2); ap_full == mkOS(17,2);
unsup_rate == mkOS(18, 2);

endnewtype StatusCode;
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Operator getElem GetElem_1a(1)

fpar
fr Frame,

dcl k, lng, n lnteger;\
dcl info Frame ; *
dcl te Boolean ;

dcl v1, v2 Octet ;

/. This is a procedural operator l)
is part of sort Frame. This
operator extracts an element
from a Management frame:

sls¡;= getElem(fr,el)
Copies the info field of element
with element lD el from frame fr
into elem. lf there is no element
with the specified element lD,
elem is set to'null'. -/

el Elementld ;

returns Frame ;

(asoc_req,
asoc_rsp,
reasoc_rsp)

(false)

info

(true)

n:= length(fr)

ftype(fr)

k:= 4k:= 0 k'.= 12 k:= 10k:= 6

(reasoc_req)(auth) (probe_req)
(beacon,
probe_rsp)

k:=k+
sMacHdrLng

te:= n >- k

else

fr(k),
rst(el)v2'.= fi

info:= null

v1=v2

v1:= Ír(k+1) v1:= f(k+1)

lng:=
octetVal(v1) +2

k:=k+
octetval

(false)

(true)

info:=
substr
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\
:......1I31?"1J.?."..'.9t1'......"....

/. TypeSubtype defines the full, 6-bit frame type identifiers. -/

/* These values are useful with ftype operator of Frame sort. */

newtype TypeSubtype inherits Octetstring operators all;
adding literals asoc_req, asoc_rsp, reasoc_req, reasoc_rsp,

probe_req, probe_rsp, beacon, atim, disasoc, auth, deauth,
ps_poll, rts, cts, ack, cfend, cfend-ack, data, data_ack,
data_poll, data_poll_ack, null_frame, cfack, cfpoll, cfpoll-ack;

axioms
asoc-req == MkString(S8(0'0'0,0'0,0'0'0));
asoc-rsp == Mkstring(sB(0,0,0,0, 1,0,0,0));
reasoc-req == Mkstring(sB(0,0,0,0,0, 1,0,0));
reasoc-rsp == MkString(s8(o,0,0,0, 1, 1,0,0));
probe-req == MkSking(S8(0,0,0,0'0'0'1'0));
probe-rsp == MkString(S8(0'0,0,0' 1'0'1'0));
beacon == MkString(SB(0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 1 ));
atim == MkString(S8(0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1));
disasoc == MkString(SB(0,0,0,0,0,1,0,1));
auth == MkString(S8(0,0,0,0,1,1,0,1));
deauth == MkString(S8(0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1));
ps_poll == MkString(SB(0,0,1,0,0,1,0,1));
rts == MkString(S8(O,0,1,0,1,1,0,1 ));
cts == MkString(SB(0,0,1,0,0,0,1,1));
ack == MkString(S8(0,0,1,0,1,0,1,1 ));
cfend == MkString(S8(0,0,1,0,0,1,1,1));
cfend ack == MkString(S8(O,0,1,0,1,1,1,1));
data == MkString(SB(0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0));
data_ack == MkString(S8(0,0,0, 1, 1,0,0,0));
data_poll == MkString(S8(0,0,0, 1,0, 1,0,0));
data_poll_ack == MkShing(SB(0,0,0, 1, 1, 1,0,0));
null_frame == MkString(S8(0,0,0,1,0,0, 1,0));
cfack == MkString(S8(0,0,0,1,1,0,1,0));
cfpoll == MkString(S8(0,0,0,1,0,1,1,0));
cfpoll_ack == MkString(S8(0,0,0, 1, 1, 1, 1,0));

endnewtype TypeSubtype;
/* BasicTypes defines the 2-bit frame type groups ./
newtype BasicType inherits Bitstring operators all;
adding literals control, data, management, reserved;
axioms

controt == 58(0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0); data == S8(0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0);
management == S8(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0); reserved == S8(0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0);

endnewtype BasicType;

Package macsorts 3121_d\Frameïype(31 )

I
I
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Package macsorts 3'1 22_d\MgmtFields(31 )

I t)
ElementlD sort

newtype ElementlD inherits Octetstring operators all;
adding literals eSsld, eSupRates, eFhParms, eDsParms,
eCfParms, eTim, elbParms, eCtext;

axioms
eSsld == mkOS(0, 1); /. service set identifier (0:32) */

eSupRates == mkOS(1 , 1); /- supported rates (1 :B) ./
eFhParms == mkOS(2, 1); /. FH parameter set (5) */

eDsParms == mkOS(3, 1); /- DS parameter set (1 ) 
./

eCfParms == mkOS(4, 1); /" CF parameter set (6) -/

eTim == mkOS(S, 1 ); /- Traffic lnformation Map (4:2541-l
elbParms == mkOS(6, 1); /- IBSS parameter set (2) */

eCtext == mkOS(16, 1); /" challenge text (128, see 8.1.2.2) *l

endnewtype ElementlD;

ù
Capability field bit assignments sort

newtype Capability inherits B¡tstring operators all;
adding literals cEss, clbss, cPollable, cPollReq, cPrivacy;
axioms

cEss == SB(1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) // 0x00; /" ESS capabitity -/

clbss == SB(0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0)// 0x00; /- IBSS capability -/

cPollable == SB(0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0) // 0x00; /. CF-pollable (sta), PC present (ap)
cPollReq == SB(0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0) // 0x00; /. not CF poll req (sta), PC polls (ap)
cPrivacy == 58(0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0) // 0x00; /- WEP required */

endnewtype Capability;

/*****************
" IBSS parameter set sort

newtype lbssParms inherits Octetstring operators all;
adding operators

atimWin : lbssParms -> TU;
setAtimWin : lbssParms, TU -> lbssParms;

axioms
for all ib ¡n lbssParms( for all u in TU(

atimWin(ib) == octetVal(ib(0)) + (octetVal(ib(1)) - 256);
setAtimWin(ib, u) == mkos(u mod 256, 1) // mkOS(u / 256, 1); ));

endnewtype lbssParms;

ù
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Package macsorts 3 1 23_d\CF_And_AsocParams(3 1 )

I
I

b
CF set sort

newtype CfParms inherits Octetstring operators all;
adding operators
cfpCount : CfParms -> lnteger; /" CfpCount field (1) -/

setCfpcount : CfParms, lnteger -> CfParms;
cfpPeriod : CfParms -> lnteger; /* CfpPeriod f¡eld (1)./
setCfpPeriod : CfParms, lnteger -> CfParms;
cfpMaxDur : CfParms -> TU; /. CfpMaxDuration field (2) -/
setCfpMaxDur : CfParms, TU -> CfParms;
cfpDurRem : CfParms -> TU; /. CfpDurRemaining field (2) ./
setCfpDurRem : CfParms, TU -> CfParms;

axioms for all cf in CfParms( for all i in lntege( for all u in TU(
cfpCount(cf) == octetVal(cf(O));
setCfpCount(cf, i) == mkOS( , 1)// Ta¡l(cf);
cfpPeriod(cf) == octetval(cf(1 ));
setCfpPeriod(cf, i) == c(0) // mkOS(i, 1) // SubStr(cf,2,4);
cfpMaxDu(cf) == octetVal(cf(2)) + (octetVal(cf(3)) " 256);
setCfpMaxDu(cf, u) == SubStr(cf, 0, 2) // mkOS(u mod 256, 1)

// mkOS(u I 256,1) // SubSt(cf, 4, 2);
cfpDurRem(cf) == octetVal(cf(4)) + (octetVal(cf(5)) - 256);
setCfpDurRem(cf, u) == SubStr(cf, 0, 4) // mkOS(u mod 256, 1)

// mkOS(u / 256, 1); )));
endnewtype CfParms;

operator
Lookup

\
Sorts for association management at AP

synonym sMaxAld lnteger = 2007; l- 2007 is largest allowable value "/
/* implementation limit may be lower */

syntype Asocld = lnteger constants 0:sMaxAld endsyntype Asocld;
/* Station Association Record - only used at APs ./

nevvtype AsocData struct
adAddr MacAddr; /* address of associated station */

adPsm PwrSave; /* power save mode of the staiion "/
adCfPoll Boolean; /* true if station is CfPollable -/

adPollRq Boolean; /" true if station requested polling ./
adNoPoll Boolean; /* true if station requested no polling -/

adMsdulP Boolean; /- true if partial Msdu outstanding to sta ./
adAuth AuthType; /* authentication type used by station -/

adRates RateSet; /. supported rates from association request */

adAge Time; /" time of association ./
endnewtype AsocData;
/* Association table - array of AsocData, only used at APs "/
/* index:= AldLookup(table, addr) ./
/* returns the index of location where table(x)ladAddr=addr./
/. or 0 if no such location found. "/
newtype AldTable Array(Asocld, AsocData);
adding operators
Aldlookup : AldTable, MacAddr -> Asocld;

operator AldLookup;
fpar tbl AldTable, val MacAddr; returns Asocld; referenced;

endnewtype AldTable;
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dcl tst AsocData

dcl k
dcl result

Operator AldLookup AldLookup_1 a(1 )

!; fpar r\
i tot Rtotante,' 'l

i val MacAddr: I

lreturns Asocld ;l

/. This is a procedural operator l)
for sort AldTable.
The association lD table is
searchable by MacAddr using

index:= AldLookup(table, addr)
where table is an AldTable.
This operator returns the
fìrst index value where the
table entry is equal to addr,
or 0 if no match found. */

Start search at 1.
AldTable index
range ¡ncludes 0
because Ald=0
is a shorthand
used to indicate
buffered broadcast
or multicast frames.

(=sMaxAld)

result

k:= k+1k:= 1

tst:=
tbr(k)

adAddr

(false)

result:= 0result:= k

(true)
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Package macsorts 3124_d\TrM(31)

I

operator
mkTim

:......]I-1ff .$.?s?Jlet.lf3?.!TJl{l"tv8p.".f.:.".4.......
/" TraffìcMap is an Array of Bit indexed by Ald. ./
/" Bits =1 in TrafficMap denote the presence of buffered frame(s) -/

/- for the station assigned that Ald. TrafficMap operators are: */

/. mkTim(trafficMap, dtimCnt, dtímPer, lowAld, highAld, bcst) ./
/* returns Octetstring to use as the info field of a TIM element */

/. The TIM will contain bits =1 for TrafficMap locations in the -/

/* range (lowAld):(highAld). Buffered broadcasts and multicasts "/
f (Ald 0) are indicated if dtimCnt=O and if bcst=true. */

/. nextAld(trafficMap,currentAld)./
/* returns index greater than currentAld at which TrafficMap=1. .¡

/* lf no locations before sMaxAld are =1, returns 0. "/
newtype TraffìcMap Array( Asocld, Bit);
adding operators

mkTim : TraffìcMap, lnteger, lnteger, Asocld, Asocld, Boolean -> Octetstr¡ng;
nextAld : TrafficMap, Asocld -> Asocld;

operator mkTim;
fpartrf TrafficMap, dtc lnteger, dtp lnteger, xlo Asocld,
xhi Asocld, bc Boolean; returns Octetstring; referenced;

operator nextAld;
fpartrf TrafficMap, xAsocld; returns Asocld; referenced;

endnewtype TrafficMap;
/. TIM is a subtype of Octetstr¡ng with operators: */

/" bufFrame(tim,Ald) returns true if the TIM info field "/
/. (obtained using getElem) is =1 at tim(Ald). -/

/. bufBcst(tim) returns true if the TIM info field ./
/* indicates buffered broadcasUmulticast traffic */

/" dtCount(tim) returns DTIM count value from TIM -/

/" dtPeriod(tim) returns DTIM period value from TIM "/
newtype TIM inherits Octetstring operators all;
adding operators

bufFrame :TlM, Asocld -> Boolean;
bufBcst : TIM -> Boolean;
dtCount : TIM -> lnteger;
dtPeriod : TIM -> lnteger;

axioms
for all el in TIM( for all a in Asocld(

bufFrame(el, a) ==
if a < (octetVal(el(2) and OxFE) - 8) then false
else
if a >= ((octetval(el(2) and OxFE).8) + ((Length(el)-3).8))
then false
else

Extract!(B S(el), (a-(octetVal(el(2) and 0xFE)-8)+24)) = 1

fifi;
bufBcst(el) == (el(2) and 0x01 ) = 0x01'
dtCount(el) == octetVal(el(0));
dtPeriod(el) == octetVal(el(1 ));

endnev'itype TIM;
));

operator
nextAld
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dcl i, j, k Asocld ;

dcl tim, tmp
Octetstring ;

Operator mkTim MkTim_1a(1)

; fpar I

trf TrafficMap,
dtc lnteger,
dtp lnteger,
xlo Asocld,
xhi Asocld,
bc Boolean;

returns Octetstring

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

.t
,l

/" This procedural operator is partl\
of sort TraffìcMap. mkTim builds-
the info field for a TIM element
from the DTIM count and DTIM
period values and the contents
of the (xlo:xhi) range of bits in
the TrafficMap. The resulting
Octetstring can be used as an
operand of mkElem (by an AP
generating a Beacon frame). -/

Start TIM
with DTIM
count and
period fìelds.

I
I
t--

5ä;h ãown frõmì
hish limit (xhi) I
for a non-zero i

tratfic map bit. i

(false)

(false)
(true)

(false)

-Froils]ãñinõ-ì

index to even i--
multiple of 8. I

(trf(o)=1¡
then 1

else 0 fi

Add starting
index to bc/mc
indicator to
get bitmap
control field
value for TlM.

(trf(0)=1¡
then 1

else 0 fì

m
m

ng

tim:= tim //
tmp // O1

)),
' lf no 1s ¡n the partial
i bitmap, generate TIM
lwith index 0 and one

loctet =0 (see 7.3.2.6).
tim:=

tim // tmp

method of calculating bitmap

Append octets ¡

in active part i'

of b¡tmap to i

the TlM. i

SB(trf(i),

index and octet count meets alignment
and length restrictions implicit in
the encoding of the TIM bitmap control
field (7.3.2.6). However, if xlo is not a
multiple of 16, or xhi is not a multiple
of B, bits outside the range (xlo:xhi)
will appear in the TIM element. Th¡s
may be of concern to implementers, but
is not a problem in the formal description
because criteria for selecting bitmap
subsets are not part of this standard.

trf(i+1 )

)

)

)

tú(i+2
trf(i+3
trf(i+4
trf(i+5)
trf(
trf(

i+6),
i+7))

(true)

tim:=
mkOS(dtc,1) //

i:= xlo,
k:= xhi

i:= i+'l

trf(i)=g
r Search uo from

--ì low limit (xlo)

I for a non-zero
lhaff¡c map bit.(true)

i=xhitrr(k)=0

if
and bc and

(i t 16). 2
k:= k-1

(true)

and bc and

j:=i+
if ((dtc=0)

tmp:=

+1

i:= i* B,
1.. -

tim:= tim //
O S( <<type

i:=i+8
k:=k-1

(false)

k=0

tim
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Operator nextAld NextAld 1a(1)

lrpã¡------ì\
trf TrafficMapl'l

/* This procedural operator l\
is part of sort TrafficMap.'
nextAld searches upward
from the specified initial
index (x) in a TrafficMap
and returns the index of
the fìrst bit =1 . lf the end
of the TraffìcMap (index=
sMaxAld) is reached with
no 1 s found, a value of 0
is returned. */

x Asocld : r

returns Asocld ;l

(true)

result

k:= x

k:= k+1

(true)

trf(k)=0

result:= 0result:= k

(false)

lse)

dcl k, result Asocld ;
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Package macsorts 31 25 d\RateAndDurationSorts(31 )

I
I

l\
1......Y yjÏ; l?j9..'.i?P.?*"'"?Í:.".

newtype Rate inherits Octet operators all;
adding operators

calcDur : Rate, lnteger -> lnteger; /" converts (rate,bitCount) to integer usec */

rateVal : Rate -> Rate; /* clears high-order bit./
basicRate : Rate -> Rate; /* sets high-order bit */

isBasic : Rate -> Boolean; /* true if high-order bit set "/
axioms

for all r in Rate( for all i in lntege( for all b in Boolean(
calcDur(r, i) == ((((10000000 + (octetval(r and 0x7F) - 1 )) /

(500 " octetVal(r and 0x7F))) . i) + 9999) / 1 0000;
rateVal(r) == r and 0x7F; basicRate(r) == r or 0xB0;
isBasic(r) == (r and 0x80) = 6*69 ¡,,'

endnevvtype Rate;
syntype RateString = Octetstring endsyntype RateString;

t)- MPDU duration factor support sort

/" These operators support the encoding used to allow */

/* an lnteger to represent the value of aMpduDurationFactor. */

/. calcDF(PlcpBits, MpduBits) returns an lnteger which is */

/* the fractional part of ((PlcpBits/MpduBits)-1)-(1e9). ./
/. stuff(durFactor, MpduBits) returns the number of PlcpBits ./
/- which result from MpduBits at the spec¡fied durFactor. "/
newtype DurFactor ¡nherits lnteger operators all;
adding operators

calcDF : lnteger, lnteger -> DurFactor;
stuff : DurFactor, lnteger -> lnteger;

axioms
for all df in DurFactor( for all mb, pb in lntege(

calcDF(pb, mb) == ((pb . 1 000000000) / mb) - 1 000000000;
stuff(df, mb) == (mb. df) + (mb - 1)) / 1000000000; ));

endnewtype DurFactor;
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Package macsorts 31 26_d\FH*DS_Params(3 1 )

I
I

t\
:...." 

"F- 

jl.pf, 
l? i."jf"t.'.11.'.?1....

newtype FhParms inherits Octetstring operators all;
adding operators
dwellTime : FhParms -> TU; /. Dwell Time fìeld (2)./
setDwellTime : FhParms, TU -> FhParms;
hopSet : FhParms -> lnteger; /" Hop Set fìeld (1) -/

setHopSet : FhParms, lnteger-> FhParms;
hopPattern : FhParms -> lnteger; /. Hop Pattern field (1) -/

setHopPattern : FhParms, lnteger -> FhParms;
hoplndex : FhParms -> lnteger; /" Hop lndex field (1) -/

setHoplndex : FhParms, lnteger-> FhParms;
axioms
for all fh in FhParms( for all i in Intege( for all u in TU(

dwellTime(fh) == octetVal(fh(0)) + (octetVal(fh(1)) - 256);
setDwellTime(fh, u) == mkos(u mod 256, 1) // mkOS(u I 256, 1) // SubStr(fh, 2, 3);
hoPSet(fh) == octetVal(fh(2));
setHopSet(fh,i) == SubStr(fh,0,2) // mkOS(i,r ) // SubStr(fh,3,2);
hopPattern (fh) == octetval(fh(3));
setHopPattern(fh, i) == SubStr(ftt,0,3) // mkOS(i,1) // Last(fh);
hoPlndex(fh) == octetval(fh(4));
setHoplndex(fh, i) == substf(fh ,0, 4) ll mkos(i' 1);)));

endnewtype FhParms;

l\
DS parameter set sort

newtype DsParms ¡nherits Octetstr¡ng operators all;
adding operators

curChannel : DsParms -> lnteger; /" Current Channel (1) -/

setCurChannel : DsParms, lnteger -> DsParms;
axioms

for all ds in DsParms( for all i in lnteger(
curChannel(ds) == octetVal(ds(0));
setCurChannel(ds, i¡ == mkos(i); ));

endnewtype DsParms;
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Package macsorts 31 27_d\PHY_Params(31 )

I
I

Generic PHY parameter set sort

/* Generic PHY parameter element for signals related to Beacons "/
/- and Probe Responses that are PHY{ype independent. */

syntype PhyParms = Octetstring endsyntype PhyParms;

NEWTYPE PhyChrstcs struct \
aSlotTime Usec;
aSifsTime Usec;
aCCAT|me Usec;
aRxTxTurnaroundTime Usec;
aTxPLCPDelay Usec;
aRxPLCPDelay Usec;
aRxTxSwitchTime Usec;
aTxRampOnTime Usec;
aTxRampOflTime Usec;
aTxRFDelay Usec;
aRxRFDelay Usec;
aAirPropagationTime Usec;
aMACProcessingDelay Usec;
aPreambleLength Usec;
aPLCPHeaderlength Usec;
aMPDU Duration Factor DurFactor;
aMPDUMaxLength lnteger;
aCWmin lnteger;
acwmax Integer;

EndNewType PhyChrstcs;
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Package macmib 320 1 _d\StationConfig(5)

I
I

/- This Package contains definitions of the MAC MIB attributes N
and the subset of the PHY MIB attributes used by the MAC state -
machines. These are needed under 2.100 to permit analysis of
the state machine definitions. ln future revisions these may
be replaced with the ASN.1 MIB definition which appears as
as Annex D, for use with a 2.1O5-compliant SDL tool is available. */

.......-s.t.1tj9jÌ9.9tJi9.I3?19..."... ..**......y
remote dotl I MediumOccupancylimit TU nodelay;
synonym dotl'l CfPollable Boolean = <<package macsorts>> sCfPollable;
remote dotl l CfpPeriod lnteger nodelay;
remote dotl l CfpMaxDuration TU nodelay;
remote dotl lAuthenticationResponseTimeout TU nodelay;
synonym dotl 1 PrivacyOptionlmplemented Boolean=true;
remote dotl 1 PowerMangementMode PwrSave nodelay;
remote dotl'1 DesiredSsid OctetString nodelay;
remote dotl 1 DesiredBssType BssType nodelay;
remote dotl'lOperationalRateSet RateString nodelay;
remote dotl l BeaconPeriod TU nodelay;
remote dotl l DtimPeriod lnteger nodelay;
remote dotl lAssociationResponseTimeout TU nodelay;

remote dotl lWepUndecryptableCount Counte132 nodelay;
remote dotl l ReceiveDTlMs Boolean nodelay;
remote dotl lAuthenticationType AuthTypeSet nodelay;

Table

synonym dotl lAuthenticationAlgorithms AuthTypeSet =
incl(open*system, incl(shared_key)) ;

/. NOTE: The members of this set are the
dotl lAuthenticationAlgorithm values of all
dotl'l AuthenticationAlgorithmsEntry instances
for which dotl lAuthenticationAlgorithmsEnable=True
Do not include shared_key in this set
unless dotl lPrivacyOptionlmplemented=truè. */

. WepDefaultKeys Table- (if dotl l PrivacyOptionlmplemented=true)
*************+/

remote dotl lWepDefaultKeys KeyVector nodelay;

t\" WepKeyMappings Table. (if dotl l PrivacyOptionlmplemented

remote dotl lWepKeyMappings KeyMapArray nodelay;
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Package macmib 3202_d\PrivOperation(5)

remote dotl l Privacylnvoked Boolean nodelay;
remote dotl lWepDefaultKeyld Keylndex nodelay;
synonym dotl'lWepKeyMappingLength lnteger =

<<package macsorts>> sWepKeyMapping Length ;

remote dotl 1 ExcludeUnencrypted Boolean nodelay;
remote dotl lWeplcvErrorCount Counter32 nodelay;
remote dotl lWepExcludedCount Counter32 nodelay;

GroupAddresses Table
\

remote dotl l GroupAddresses MacAddrSet nodelay;

l\
Operation Table

synonym dotllMacAddress MacAddr =
<<type MacAddr>> S6(0x00, 0x11 , Ox22,0x33, 0x44, 0x55);
/* each station has a unique globally administered address */

/. Value may be overwritten with locally adm¡nistered address at */

/* MlmeReset, but is always a stat¡c value during MAC operation */

remote dotl l RtsThreshold lnteger nodelay;
remote dotl l ShortRetryLimit lnteger nodelay;
remote dotl l LongRetryLimit lnteger nodelay;
remote dotl 1 FragmentationThreshold lnteger nodelay;
remote dotl I MaxTransmitMsduLifetime TU nodelay;
remote dotl l MaxReceivelifetime TU nodelay;
synonym dotl l Manufacturerld Charstring = 'name of manufacturer';
synonym dotl l Productld Charstring = 'identifìer unique to manufacturer';
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Package macmib 3203 d\Counters(5)

I
I

Counters Table

remote dotl lTransmittedFragmentcount Counte132 nodelay;
remote dotl lMulticastTransmittedFrameCount Counter32 nodelay;
remote dotl l FailedCount Counter32 nodelay;
remote dotl l RetryCount Counte132 nodelay;
remote dotl 1 MultipleRetryCount Counter32 nodelay;
remote dotl 1 RtsSuccessCount Counte132 nodelay;
remote dotl I RtsFailureCount Counter32 nodelay;
remote dotl lAckFailureCount Counter32 nodelay;
remote dotl 1 Rece¡vedFragmentCount Counter32 nodelay;
remote dotl 1 MulticastReceivedFrameCount Counter32 nodelay;
remote dotl I FcsErrorCount Counter32 nodelay;
remote dotl I FrameDuplicateCount Counter32 nodelay;
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Package macmib 3204_d\PhyOperation(5)

I

" PhyOperat¡on Table

:"-".""(y3ly."i.:f-9v.t.?r9.j*?:ilÏi."J.l.l1:IlyJ..............
synonym FHphy lnteger = 01; /* enumerated dotl I PHYType value "/
synonym DSphy lnteger = 02; /* enumerated dotl I PHYType value -/

synonym lRPhy lnteger = 03; /* enumerated dotl'l PHYType value */

synonym dotl 1 PHYType lnteger = FHphy;
remote dotl lCurrentRegDomain lnteger nodelay;
synonym dotl lTempType lnteger = 01;

:.51.v.-c.n'.lglgli:l':.:3nn-"J;'J.'.J.".1Hr.'".'-1"""YiÌ.1Ri?-Trvf 
oTFHPHY)

/" NOTE: The PhyCharacteristics are defined as synonyms because
their values are static during MAC operation. lt is assumed
that , during each initialization of MAC operation, current
values for each of these parameters are obtained from the
PHY using the PlmeCharacteristics primitive. "/

synonym aSlotTime gssç = (accaTime + aRxTxTurnaroundT¡me +

aAirPropagationTime + aMacProcessingTime);
synonym aCcaTime Usec = 27;
synonym aRxTxTurnaroundTime Usec = (aTxPlcpDelay + aRxTxSwitchTime +

aTxRampOnTime + aTxRfDelay);
synonym aTxPlcpDelay Usec = 1;

synonym aRxTxSwitchTime Usec = 10;
synonym aTxRampOnTime Usec = B;

synonym aTxRfDelay Usec = 1;

synonym aSifsTime gssç = (¿RxRfDelay + ¿p¡p¡.ODelay +
aMacProcessingTime + aRxTxTurnaroundTime);

synonym aRxRfDelay Usec = 4;
synonym aRxPlcpDelay Usec = 2;
synonym aMacProcessingTime Usec = 2;
synonym aTxRampOffTime Usec = 8;
synonym aPreamblelength Usec = 96;
synonym aPlcpHeaderlength Usec = 32;
synonym aMpduDurationFactor <<package macsorts>> DurFactor = 31250000;
synonym aMpduMaxlength lnteger = 4095;
synonym aAirPropagationTime Usec = 1;

synonym aCWmax lnteger = 1023;
synonym aCWmin lnteger = 15;
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Package macmib 3205_d\PhyRateFhss(5)

/. The MAC state mach¡nes currently do not reference any attributes in:
PhyAntennaTable, PhyTxPowerTable, PhyDsssTable, PhylrTable,
RegDomainsSupported Table, Antennaslist Table. "/

/.endpackage;./

" SupporledDataRatesTx Table (values shown are for FH PHY)

synonym asupportedRatesTx Octetstring = SB(0x82, 0x04, 0x00, 0x00,0x00, 0x00' 0x00' 0x00);

:..".-"?"y?r.îl1g?.111R?]9.tlr"T*11.!yîJy.".:":f.9vl.fl."., 
fo' FH PHY)*-....--.*.-.-.Y

synonym aSupportedRatesRx OctetstrinS = SB(0x82, 0x04, 0x00,0x00,0x00, 0x00, 0x00,0x00);

synonym aPrefMaxMpduFragmentLength lnteger = aMpduMaxLength;

PhyFHSS Table
(only used with FH PHY)

synonym dotl 1 HopTime Usec = 224:
remote dotl l CurrentChannelNumber lnteger nodelay;
synonym dotl l MaxDwellTime TU = 390;
remote dotl'lCurrentset lnteger nodelay;
remote dotl lCurrentPattern lnteger nodelay;
remote dotl lCurrentlndex lnteger nodelay;
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G.3 State mach¡nes for MAC stations

The following SDL-92 system specification defines operation of the MAC protocol at an IEEE 802.1 I STA.

Many aspects ofSTA operation also apply to AP operation. These are defined in blocks and processes refer-
enced from both the STA and AP system specifications. Blocks and processes used in both STA and AP are

identifiable by the SDL comment /* for STA &, AP */ below the block or process name. Blocks and pro-
cesses specific to STA operation are identifiable by the SDL comment /* station version */ below the block
or process name. The definitions of all blocks and processes referenced in the station system specification
appear in Clause C.3.

The remainder of Clause C.3 is the formal description, in SDL/GR, of an IEEE 802.1I STA.
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use macsorts
use macmib ;

MAC_Data_
_Seruice
/" for STA & AP "/

IVAC_lvlanagement_
_Service
/- for STA & AP ./

MPDU_Generat¡on_
_STA
/* stat¡on version */

fvrn"qu".t,l
I Pschange, I

lesnesoonsel

[umconf¡rm.l

lesrnouiv I

l

MMTX

MAC SAP

MsduReq

TSDU

MsduConfirm

MaUnitdata.indication,
MaUnitdataStatus.indication

,"at]

RSDU

[eorn"ou".t]

TPDU

MCTL

AtimW,
PduConfÌrm,
CfPolled

MLME STA
/"statioi version*/

Protocol_Control_

-STA/*station version*/

foranseruau]

RX

l-Mrtnd¡""t",
I PsmDone,
I Sslnquiry,

lswoone

[(elmeConf 
irmSionals)

f-eactofi. I

lîruïl;"",1

IRrln¿¡cate.]
lrueeoa*, I
I RxCfAck. I

In"cteott J

Lò

Transmiss¡on
/.for STA & AP./

Reception
/.for STA & AP-/

Station_1 b(3)
f(utmeConfirmSignals), I
L(Mlmelndicat¡onSignalsl

(MlmeRequestSignals)_l

f(MmgtConfirmSignats¡, I
l(MmgtlndicationSisnalsl

MIVGT

[o,anoeruav]

f 
envccareset.reouest]

SM MLME SAP

ß l

PS

l

MmgtRequestSignals)

(PhyRxSignals)

I lncludes MAC MlB,

(reld¡s)associate,
(de)authenticate,
start IBSS, and
mon¡tor of stat¡on
& power save state.

I Includes backoff
j FCS generate, and
¡t¡mestamp insert.

lncludes scan, jo¡n,
beacon/dwell and
awake/doze timing,

?}TTSAP-RX-

I
--1

I
I
I

MIB access, and
filter¡ng of MIme
request and confirm.

I
I-1
I
I
I
I

lncludes val¡date, decrypt,
address & duplicate fìlter,
defragment, channel state
(physical and virtual carr¡er
sense), and IFS & slot timing

lncludes request I

validat¡onand l--
add/remove I

MAC headers. i

lncludes encryption, I
fragmentation, "ld i---
power save queurng. I

System Station

TX

Ivrsournoicate]

I
I

lncludes DCF,
Rts/Cts, Ack &
CF-Ack, retries,
CF-poll response,
Atim handling,
and PS-Poll.

(PhyTxConfirmSig

-PFIYSAT-TX-

(PhyTxRequestSignals) l

nars)]

MLME_PLME_SAP

[(PlmeReouestsisnats)]
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use macsorts
use macmib ;
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System Stat¡on Sta signals_2d(3)

I

signal
AtimW,
Backoff(lnteger,lnieger)
BkDone(l nteger),
Busy,
Cancel,
CfPolled,
ChangeNav(Time,Duration,NavSrc),
Doze,
ldle,
MaUnitdata.indication(MacAddr,MacAddr,

Routing,Octetstr¡ng,RxStatus,
Cf Pr¡ority,ServiceClass),

MaUn¡tdata.request(MacAddr,MacAddr,
Routing,Octetstr¡ng,CfPriority,ServiceClass),

MaUnitdaiaStatus.indication(MacAddr,
l\¡lacAdd r,TxStatus, Cf Pr¡or¡ty,ServiceClass),

MlmeAssociate.confirm(MlmeStatus),
MlmeAssociate.indicat¡on(lvlacAddr),
MlmeAssociate.request(MacAddr,Kusec,Capability,lnteger),
MlmeAuthenticate.confìrm

(MacAddr,AuthType,MlmeStatus),
MlmeAuthenticate.indicat¡on(MacAddr,AuthType),
MlmeAuthenticate.request(MacAddr,AuthType,Kusec),
MlmeDeauthenticate,confirm(MacAddr,MImeStatus),
MlmeDeauthenticate.ind¡cat¡on(MacAddr,ReasonCode),
MlmeDeauthent¡cate.request(MacAddr,ReasonCode),
MlmeD¡sassociate.confirm(MlmeStatus),
MlmeDisassociate.¡ndicat¡on(MacAddr,ReasonCode),
MlmeDìsassociate.request(MacAddr,ReasonCode),
MlmeGet.confirm(MibStatus,MibAtrib,MibValue),
MlmeGet. request(MibAtrib),
MlmeJo¡n.confìrm(MlmeStatus),
MlmeJoin.request(BssDscr, lnteger, Usec,Ratestring),
MlmePowermgt.confirm(MlmeStatus),
MlmePowermgt.request(PwrSave,Boolean,Boolean),
MlmeReassociate.confirm(fVllmeStatus),
MlmeReassociate.indication(MacAddr),
MlmeReassoc¡ate.request(MacAddr,Kusec,Capab¡lity,lnteger),
lvllmeReset.conf¡rm(MlmeStatus),
[4lmeReset.request(MacAddr,Boolean),
[/lmeScan.confirm(BssDscrSet,MlmeStatus),
N4lmeScan.request(BssTypeSet,MacAddr,Octetstr¡ng,

ScanType,Usec, lntstring,Kusec,Kusec),
MlmeSet.conf irm(¡.4 ibStatus,MibAkib),
Mlmeset.request(MibAtrib,Mibvalue),
MlmeStart.conf ¡rm(MlmeStatus),
MlmeStart.request(Octetstr¡ng,BssType,Kusec,

I nteger,CfParms,PhyParms,l bssParms,Usec,
Capability,Ratestr¡ng, Ratestring) ;

signal
MmCâncel
MmConf¡rm(Frame,TxStatus),
Mmlndicate(FÍame,Time,Time,StateErr),
MmRequest(Frame, lmed,Rate),
MsduConfirm(Frame,Cf Priority,TxStatus),
Msdulndìcate(Frame,Cf Priority),
lVsduRequest(Frame,CfPriority),
NeedAck(MacAddr,T¡me,Duration,Rate),
PduConfirm(FragSdu,TxResult),
PduRequest(FragSdu),
PhyCca.indication(Ccastatus),
PhyCcarst.conf irm,
PhyCcarst.request,
PhyData.confirm,
PhyData.indication(Octet),
PhyData.request(Octet),
PhyRxEnd.indication(PhyRxStat),
PhyRxStart.indication(lnteger,Rate),
PhyTxEnd.confirm,
PhyTxEnd.request,
PhyTxStart.conflrm,
PhyTxStart.request(lnteger,Rate),
PlmeCharacterist¡cs.conf irm(PhyChrstcs),
PlmeCharacterist¡cs.request,
PlmeGet.conf irm(MibStatus,

MibAtrib, MibValue),
PlmeGet. request(MibAtr¡b),
PlmeReset.confìrm(Boolean),
PlmeReset.request,
PlmeSet.conflrm(MibStatus,MibAtrib),
PlmeSet.request(MibAtrib, MibValue),
PsmDone,
PsChange(MacAddr,PsN4ode),
Pslndicate(MacAddr,PsMode),
Pslnquiry(MacAddr),
PsResponse(MacAddr,Ps¡,4ode),
ResetMAC,
RxCfAck(MacAddr),
Rxlndicate(Frame,Time,T¡me,Rate),
Slot,
Sslnquiry(MacAddr),
SsResponse(MacAddr,

Stat¡onState,StationState),
SwChnl(lnteger,Boolean),
SwDone,
TBTT,
TxConflrm,
TxRequest(Frame,Rate),
Wake:

\
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use macsorts
use macmib ;
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System Station Sta_signal lists_3c(3)

I

s¡gnallist l\
MlmeRequestSignals=

MlmeAssoc¡ate.request,
MlmeAuthent¡cate.request,
MlmeDeauthenticate.request,
MlmeDisassociate. request,
MlmeGet.request,
MlmeJo¡n. request,
lVlmePowermgt.request,
MlmeReassoc¡ate.request,
lVlmeReset.request,
MlmeScan.request,
MlmeSet.request,
lVlmestaÍt.request ;

signallist l\
MlmeConf¡rmSignals=

MlmeAssociate.conf¡rm,
MlmeAuthenticate.conf itm,
MlmeDeauthenticate.conf¡rm,
l\¡lmeDisassociate.conf irm,
MlmeGet.confirm,
MlmeJoin.confirm,
MlmePowermgt.confirm,
MlmeReassociate.conf irm,
MlmeReset.conf¡rm,
M lmeScan.confirm,
MlmeSet.confìrm,
Mlmestart.conf¡rm ;

signall¡st N
MlmelndicationSignals=

MlmeAuthenticate.indication,
lVlmeDeauthent¡cate.indication,
lvllmeD¡sassociate.indicat¡on,
lVlmeAssociate.indication,
MlmeReassociate.indication ;

signallist l\
MmgtRequestS¡gnals=

MlmeAssoc¡ate.request,
MlmeAuthenticate. request,
MlmeDeauthenticate. request,
MlmeDisassociate. request,
MlmeJoin. request,
MlmePowermgt.request,
MlmeReassociate.request,
MlmeScan.request,
Mlmestart.request ;

slgnallist N
PhyTxConfirmSignal#

PhyTxStart.confirm,
PhyTxEnd.conf¡rm,
PhyData.confìrm ;

signallist N
PlmeRequestSignals=

PlmeCharacteristics.request,
PlmeGet.request,
PlmeSet.request,
PlmeReset.request;

signall¡st
MmgtConfirmSìgnals=

MlmeAssociate.conf irm

l\

MlmeAuthenticate.confirm,
MlmeDeauthenticate.conf ¡rm
MlmeDisassociate.confirm,
MlmeJoin.confirm,
MlmePowermgt.conf irm,
MlmeReassociate.conf irm,
MlmeScan.confirm
MlmeStart.conf¡rm

signallist
Mmgtlndicat¡onSignals=

MlmeAuthenticate.¡ndication
MlmeDeauthenticate.ind¡cation
l\4lmeDisassocìate.indication,
MlmeAssociate.indication,
MlmeReassociate.indication ;

signallist

PhyTxEnd.request,
PhyData.request ;

nallist

indication,
PhyRxEnd.¡nd¡cation,
PhyDaia.indication,
PhyCca.indicat¡on,
Phyccareset.confirm ;

signallìst
PlmeConfìrmSignals=

PlmeCharacter¡st¡cs.confirm.
PlmeGet.confirm,
PlmeReset.confirm,
PlmeSet.confirm;

t\
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MSDU_from_LLC
(1,1 )

MSDU_to_LLC
(1,1 )

fvuun¡to"t"st"tu.. I
Lindication J

Mac_Data_1 a(1 )

l\4sduReCuest]

''"]

TxMsdu

MsduConfì

MaUnitdata.reOuest]

FromLLCToLLC

Msdulndlcate]

RxMsdu

/- Th¡s block provides \
the MAC SAPfunction$
described in Clause 6,
conveying IVSDUs from
and to the LLC entity.
This block operates
identically in STA
and AP, but in STA
the TSDU s¡gnal route
connects directly to
MPDU_Generation, and
the RSDU signal route
connects directly
from Protocol_Control,
whereas in AP both of
these signal routes
connect to Distr¡bution
Service. */

Block MAC Data Service

I
I

f¡¡run¡t¿"t". I
linoication I

tl
l!
I
I
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Process |\4SDU to LLC Msdu_to_LLC_1a(1 )

I
I

I FÍom source of the RSDU channel.
--------.1 SfA source is Protocol Control,

iAP source is Distribution Serv¡ce.

Remove MAC header ¡

from beginning of I
l\ilSDU to obtain the I

LLC data octet string. I

Reception status I

always successful | - - -,
because any error r

would prevent the I

Msdulndicate i
from reaching 

i
thls PTOCêSS. I

dcl sa, da MacAddr;
dcl sdu Frarne;
dcl srv ServiceClass ;

dcl LLCdata
dcl cf

/* This process runs when
recept¡on is successfully
compleied on an IVSDU
addressed to the Iocal
LLC entity. This process
extracts the appropriate
address and status info,
removes the MAC header
from the IVISDU data field
(the FCS and lV/lCV are
removed much earlier ¡n

reception handling), and
generates the ¡ndication
to LLC. Reception status
is always "successful"
because a rece¡ve error
causes the MSDU to be
discarded before reach¡ng
MAC Data Service. "/

L

To LLC

da:= addl(sdu)

sa:= if frDs(sdu)='l
then addr3(sdu)

else addr2(sdu) fì

STV: =
if orderB¡t(sdu)=1

then strictlyordered
else reorderable fi

LLCdata:= substr
(sdu, sMacHdrLng,

length(sdu) -

sMacHdrLng)

MaUnitdata._
indication(sa, da,
null_rt, LLCdata,
fx_s u ccess , cf, s rv )
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Process MSDU from LLC

then
strictlyOrdered

else reorderable fi

then add13(sdu)
else addrl(sdu)
fi

(addr2(sdu),
da, stat,
cf, srv)

Msdu from LLC 1b(1)

/" This process runs when l\
an |\4SDU to transmit is L
presented by LLC. This
process validates fequest
parameters, and if valid
attaches a basic MAC
header and sends the MSDU
to MPDU preparation (at
STA) or to Distr¡bution
Serv¡ce (at AP). lf request
¡s ¡nvalid, or when status
is available for the valid
Tx attempt, LLC is informed
by an MaUn¡tdatastâtus._
lndication generated by
this process. */

Build frame with 24-octet
l\¡lAC header and LLCdata:
ftype:= data
toDS := 0
addrl:= da
add12:= dotl 1 lvlacAddress

(sa parameter not used)
add13:= mBssld

<other header fìelds> := 0

dotl 1 MacAddress,
import(mBssld),
LLCdata)

I
I

dcl cf CfPrior¡ty ; l\
dcl LLcdata octetstrind;
dcl rt Routing ;

dcl sa, da MacAddr ;

dcl sdu Frame ;

dcl srv Serv¡ceclass ;

dcl stat Txstatus;

(sa, da, rt,
LLCdata,
cf, srv)

successful, r

retryL¡m¡t,
txL¡fetime
or noBss

if rt /= null rt then
nonNullSourceRouting

else ¡f (length(LLCdata)
> sMsduMaxLng) or
(length(LLcdata) < 0)
then excessiveDataLength

else successful f¡ fi

(reorderable)

t-

(true)

I Reject Msdu
¡f station
not in BSS

lor IBSS

I
1
I

lse)

(contention)

(sa, da,
stat,
cf, srv)

(sa, da,
unavailable_
Prior¡ty,cf, srv)

lf no PCF I Send Msdu to
.l Mpdu preparation
| (to distr¡bution

làervice at AP)
I with bas¡c header
I Other fields are
tf¡lled in orior
I to transmission.

I

- - .l inform LLC,
rsend Msdu in
lin contention
r oeriod. 2nd

livaunitdata_
I Status reoorts
lTx result.'

imported mAssoc,
mDisable, mlbss,
mPcAvail Boolean ;

imported
dotl 1 PowerManagementlvlode PwrSave ;

¡mported
mBssld MacAddr:

L

From_LLC

lVsduConfirm
(sd u, srv
stat)

[/aUnit_
data._
request

sru:= if
orderBit
(sou¡ = 1

'validate
parameters'

stat:=

successful
da:= if

toDs(sdu) = 1

MaUnit_
dataStatus._
¡ndication

stat:=
unsupported_
ServiceClass

(strictlyOrdered)

(sta_active)

unavailable_
stat:=

ServiceClass

make_
msdu

stat:=
noBss

sdu:=
mkFrame
(data, da,

(true)
stat:=

unsupported_
Pr¡or¡ty import

MaUn¡t_
dataStatus.
ind¡cat¡on

l\ilaUnit_
dataStatus
indicat¡on

sdu:=
setOrderB¡t

(sdu, 1 )

else

cf:=
contention

uest
cf)

make_
msdu
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/" for STA & AP "/

Prepare_MPDU
(1,1 )

sta_Mpdu_gen_1a('l )

Mmpdu

frurrcontirr]

Msdu

vsduRecuest]

FraSConfirm]

FragMsdu

Frag neauest]

PI/_Filter_STA
(1,1 )

/* station version "/

fesrncuiv]

PwrMgt

Mpdu

PduReouest]

AtimW,
PduConflrm
CfPolled

fr::;:ru:""']

l

signal l\
FragConlìrm( FragSdu,TxResultÌ
FragRequest(Fragsdu) ;

/. This block converts l\
outgoing lvlsdus and Mmpdus-
¡nto l\¡pdus, fragmenting
and encrypting as necessary
lf the station is ¡n a Bss,
outgoing Msdus are d¡rected
via distÍibution service
at the AP.

The PM_Filter process queues
frames needing announcement
by Atim in an lbss; or frames
to be sent in the CF-period
at a CF-pollable station in
a Bss. */

/
Block MPDU Generation STA

I
I

r-------
lncludes encryption ¡f
dotl 1 PrivacyOption lmplemented
=true. This is a typical
location, but implementers
may use other locat¡ons
between the IVIAC_SAP
and PHY_SAP_TX as
long as they provide
the spec¡fied behavior
as observed at LLC,
MLME and the WM,
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Encrypt

Process Prepare_IVPDU prepare_1 b(2)

!Procedure used for WEP encryption.
---l lf dotl 1Pr¡vacyopt¡onlmplemented=

i false, this procedure ¡s not present.

ffir&"if"- ( ,'l'r:1, ) ,/ import \('T;i;i-2import
(mAssoc)

I All data frames
- - j in Bss sent to

r distrib. service

I All data frames
---l in lbss sent to

I destinat¡on sta.

(m*r:l) not import
(mlbss)

Mmpdus sent
even when not
in Bss/lbss.

./ not imoort \
( (.n"ti'ng- )
\ AsAp) /

sdu:=
setAddrl
(sdu,import
(mBssld)),

sdu:=
setToDs
(sdu,1 )

lnvoked) and
dotl 1 Pr¡vacy_
Option_
lmplemented

Fragment and
encrypt is
on next page.

/* This process generates
one or more Mpdus from
each outgoing Msdu or
Mmpdu. lf encryption is
needed, the Mpdus are
encrypted before be¡ng
passed to be fìltered for
possible power save or
CF queuing before tx. */

I

-l
I
I

Data frames
rejected if
no Bss/lbss.
lmplementat¡ons
may retain these
frames until a
Bss becomes
(re)available.

sMacHdrLng),
pri:= fsdu!cf

(fsdu!
pdus(0))

dotl 1 Privacy_
Option_
lmplemented
and ìf
wepBit(sdu)=1
then true
else false f¡

wepBit=true in
request for 3rd
frame of shared
key auth. seq.

Confirm Msdu to I

MAC data service, !
conf¡rm Mmodu to I

MLME sub-ôlock. I

I
I
I

I
I
I

{-

dcl bcmc, keyOk,
useWep Boolean:=

dclf FragNum;
dcl fsdu Fragsdu ;

,u,.4

dcl mpduOvhd, p,
pduSize, thld lnteger ;

dcl pri CfPriority ;

dcl rrsl TxResult;
dcl sdu, rsdu Frame;

imported mAssoc, mlbss, dot11PÍivacylnvoked Boolean ;

imported dotl l FragmentationThreshold lnteger ;

imported dotl lWepDefaultKeys Keyvector ;

imported dotl lWepDefaultKeyld Keylndex ;

imported dotllWepKeylVappings KeyMapArray ;

imported dotl 1 WepKey[/app¡ngLength KeyMapArrayLength
imported mcap Octetstring ;

ResetMAC
Mm_
Request
(sdu,pri) (fsdu,pr¡,rrsl)

Frag_
Confrm

bcmc;=
isGroup(

addrl (sdu))

rsdu:= substr
(fsdu!

pdus(0), 0,
No Bss

basetypeuseWep:=

to

MmConfirm
frag_
ment

Msdu_
Confirm
(rsdu,pri,rrsl)

else

No Bss

Prepare_
AP

Prepare_
Bss

Prepare_
lbss

l\¡lsdu_
Request
(sdu, pri)

l\4sdu_
Request
(sdu,pri)

Msdu_
Request
(sdu, pri)

sdu:=
setAddr3(sdu,
addrl (sdu)),

dotl 1 Privacy_

usewep:=
import(

frag,
ment

No Bss

No Bss

No Bss

Msdu_
Request
(sdu,pri)

Msd
(sdu,pr¡,
noBss)

No_Bss
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Process Prepare MPDU fragment-2b(2)

sMacHdrLng) //
subst(sdu,p,

pduSize)

(false)

(false)

¡mport(dot1 lWepKey_
Mappings),
import(dot1 l WepKey_
Mapp¡ngLength),
import(dot1 lWep_
DefaultKeys),
import(dot1 1 WepDefault
Keyld), import(mCap))

pduSize:= if
(p+pduSize) > length(sdu)
then (length(sdu) - p + 1)
else pdus¡ze fi

I
I

lnitialize
FragSdu
structure

t__
I

fsdu!eol:=0, fsdulsqf:=0,
fsdulsrc:=0, fsdu!lrc:=0,
fsdu!psm:=false,
fsdu!txrate:=0

L¿¡rsf.=pri,
fsdu!cnfTo:=sender
fsdu!resume:=false

I lv and lcv f¡elds
---l not counted in pre-

i fragment overhead

dotllFragmen I

tat¡onThreshold l-
(dot1 l Fragment_
ationThreshold)

length(sdu) >
pduSize

Th¡s is the typ¡cal
case, with the length
of all but the last
fragment equal to
dotl 1 Fragmentation_
Threshold (plus
swepAddLng ¡f
useWep=true). The
value selected for
pdus¡ze must be
>=25ô, even, and
<=aMpduMaxLength.

pduSize) +
if ((length(sdu) -

sMacHdrLng)
mod pduSize)

then 1

else 0 f¡

if fsdu!ffot=0
then 1

else fsdu!fTot fi

unava¡lable_
KeyMapping)

must not be
> dotl 1 Max_
MpduLength.

(true)

I Final fraoment mav
.l be shortér than
I initial/intermediate
I fragments.

I
I

Encrypt¡on expands
each pdu by
sWepAddLng,
hence Mpdus may
be longer than
dotl'l Nlax[,4pduLength
by swepAddLng.

frag_
ment

fsdu!ffot:=1,
fsdu!fCur:=0,
fsdulfAnc:=0,

fsdu!grpa:=
isGrp(

add11 (sdu)),

mpduOvhd:=
sMacHdrLng +

sCrcLng

ÞduSize:=
import

fsdu

pduSize:=
pduSize -
mpduOvhd

pduSize:=
length(sdu) -
sMacHdrLng

fsdulfTot:=
((length(sdu) -
sMacHdrlng) /

(false)

fsdulfTot:=

pdus
make

make_
pdus

f:=0
p:=

sMacHdrLng

fsdu!pdus(f):=
null,

keyOk:=false

fsdu! pdus(f):=
fsdu!pdus(f) //
substr(sdu,0,

fsdu!pdus(f):=
setFrag(

fsdu!pdus(f),f)

fsdu!pdus(f):=
setMoreFrag(
fsdu!pdus(f),1 )

(true)

useWep

(true)

Encrypt
(fsdu!pdus(f),

keyOk,

keyOk

1:-- f+1
p:= p+pduSize,

(true)

(false )

FragRequest
(fsdu)

Msdu-
Conlrm
(sdu, pri,

(false)
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Procedure Encrypt

; fpar in/out wpdu Frame, t\
in/out keyok Boolean,
in maps KeyMapArray,
in mâpLength KeyMapArrayLength,
in kvec Keyvector,
in kndx Keylndex,
in caps Octetstr¡ng ;

lcv f¡eld is
encrypted, but
this length
¡s the pre-lcv
loop count.

else

¡f iswds then
swdsAddLng
else 0 fì

I Test ¡f addr4
j field is present.
iOnly need at AP

if iswds then
swdsAddLng
else 0 fi

ICV value
calculated from
plaintext.

encrypt 1c(1)

(false)

(false)

dcl icv Crc; l)dcl encryptLng, k, n lnteger;
dcl encryptstr, newlv Octetstring;
dcl key PrngKey;
dcl kmap KeyMap;
imported procedure RC4 ;

fpar PrngKey, lnteger ;

returns Octetstring ;

¡ The lV generation algorithm
--.lis not specified, but use of

I a new lV for each Modu is
! recommended STRONGLY.

Ii
I

r Use default
- -.1 key if no

t mapping or
i group dest.

maps,
mapLength)

Encrypt by xor !

of payload with l-
encrypt string. I

I lf maooino
- - j r<eyO'n=ta"se,

r do not encrypt.

(true)

(false)

encryptLng+
sCrcLng)

ll newlY ll 01 ll
subst(wpdu, sMac_
HdrLng, encryptlng)

raw ICV is 'l's
complement of
crc32, MSb-fìrst

(icv(n )

encryptSt(k))

Encrypt ICV
octets and
attach to end
of Mpdu.

t___
¡

I

Return error
to LLC if
key is null.

Concatenate
key with lV
for encryption
PRNG seèd.

Use RC4 PRNG to
generate an encrypt
string as long as the
MPDU payload
plus the lcv field.

lnsert lV and keyld
betvveen MAC header
and data field.

I
I
I
I

xor

(false)

I

I

r
I
I
I

keyOk:=
true

Set WEP b¡t
in Frame
Control f¡eld.

I

L
I
I

isWds:=
toDs(pdu) and

frDs(pdu)

encryptLng:=
length(wpdu) -
sMacHdrLng -

'newlV:=
call genlV( x )'

kmap:=
keyLookup

(addr1 (wpdu),
(=cPr¡vacy)

(true)

no_
encrkeyOn

key:=
kmap!wepKey,

kndx:= 0

keyOk:=
true

key:=
kvec(kndx)

(true)

PrngKeyl
newlV

key:= key // keyOk:=
false

(true)

(kev,
call RC4

wpdu:=
substr(wpdu,0,
slVacHdrLng)

wpdu;=
setKeyld

(wpdu,kndx)

en_
cipher

en_
c¡pher

tcv:=
initcrc

k:= 0,

sWepHdrlng +
n:=

icv:= crc32
(icv,wpdu(n))

wpdu(n):=
wpdu(n) xor
encryptStr(k)

k:= k+1
n:= n+1

n:= 0

icv:=
mino(

not(icv))

wpdu:=
wpdu //

k:= k+1 ,

n:= n+1

(wepdu,1 ),

wepdu:=
setwepB¡t

/* The algorithm for changing
dotl lWepDefaultKeyld is not
spec¡fìed.lf all stations ¡n the Bss
have thesame values in the
{relevant subsetof}
dotl lWepDefaultKeys,
a stat¡on's DefaultKeyld algorithm

does not affect interoperab¡lity. ./
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dcl atPend, fsPend,
sentBcn Boolean:=

dcl cfQ, psQ, txQ, anQ
SduQueue:= emptyQ

dcl dpsm PsMode;
dcl fsdu, rsdu Fragsdu
dcì k, n lnteger;
dcl resl TxResult;
dcl sta MacAddr;

PIV_Bss

Frag_
Request
(fsdu)

Pdu_
Confìrm
(fsdu,resl)

fsdu!cf fsPend:=
faìse

gq.= qtast
(txQ, fsdu)

fsdu!_
resume:=

true

txe.= qfirst
(txQ, fsdu)"iq.= 

qlast
(cfQ, fsdu)

(conteni¡on_
Free)

(fsdu,resl)

Frag_
Confirm

fsdu:J¡rst(txQ),
txQ:=rail(txQ)

Pdu_
Request
(fsdu)

fsPend:=
true

Bss_Cfp

ResetMAC

anQ:=emptyQ,
cfO:=emptyQ,

PN4*ldle

Frag

(fsdu)

Process PM Filter STA sta PM Bss-1b(4)

,/ import \
\ (mDisable)/,/

psQ:=emptyQ
txQ:=emptyQ

I Station not in anv BSS.
-.lonly Mmpdus wii be sent

;down by Prepare MPDU.

(,*::*, ) ( ,'*'nl, )
I PsChange

-- j ignored when
i assoc w/BSS.

IIBSS case is
-- I t*o pages

r ahead.

lnot fsPendN
< and (length >\ (rxo) /= o) ./ ( ina;1, ) I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I Pass manaoement frames
j involved in õcan, join,
r and start.

)

Cfp handling
is on next
page.

else (partial)
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Process PN4_Filter_STA sta_PN4_Cfp_2b(4)

{
¡

("i:;r*i")
r fsPend does not need

-.1 to be checked because
I there is exactly one
I transmission opportunity
lper CfPoll.

(=o)

else ) (=o) ('o)

length(txQ)

('0)
(con_
tention

(con_
tention)

free)

(--0)

Send null SDU if
CFqueue empty. Txctl
then responds with
CfAck or Null rather
than Data or DataAck.

I

I

I
I
I
I
I

PM BsS

Bss_Cfp

rm CfPolled
Frag_
Request
(fsdu)

fsdu!cf fsPend:=
false

length
(txO)

fsdu:=
f¡rst(cfQ),

cfQ:=tail(cfQ)

txe.= qlast
(txQ, fsdu)

fsdu:=
first(txQ),

txQ:= tail(txQ)
fsdu!cf

'set moreData
b¡t in each

fsdu fragment'

cfe.= qlast
(cfQ, fsdu)

(=o)

(content¡on_
free)

uest
'set moreData

bit in each
fsdu fragment'

fsdu!_
resume:=

true

('o)

Frag_
Confìrm
(fsdu,resl)

gq.= qfìrst
(txQ, fsdu)

cfe.= qf¡rst
(cfQ, fsdu)

Request
(nullSdu)

Pdu
fsPend:=

false
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Pre Atim

AtimWPM_lbss_
Dâta

nge
psm)

Frag_
Request
(fsdu)

fsPend:=
false

n:=
qsearch

(psQ, sta)

Wait_PS_
Response

txQ:=
qlast(txQ,
psQ(n))

PsResponse
( ,dpsm)

PsQ:=
subQ(psQ,
0,n)//subQ(

dpsm

fsdu !psm:=
true

¡"q.= qlast
(txQ, fsdu)

fsdu!
resume:=

true

psQ:= qlast
(psQ, fsdu)

else

fsdu!psm
Frag_
Confìrm
(fsdu,resl)

PM lbss
_Data

txe.= qfirst
(txQ, fsdu)

ane.= qfirst
(anQ, fsdu)

fsdu:=
first(anQ),

anQ:=tail(anQ)

Pdu_
Request
(fsdu)

fsPend:=
true

fsdu:=
first(txQ),

txQ:=tail(txQ)

Pdu_
Request
(fsdu)

fsPend:=
true

Process Plvl_F¡lter_STA sta_PM_lbss_3c(4)

I
I

lbss data
transfers (not
Atim window)

I Announced queue
j has priority over
I non-PM transmit queue.

lnot fsPendN lnot fsPendN
( and import ) ( and (length >
\ lmntimw¡ ./ \(anA)/= 0),/

(not fsPend
and

(length(anQ
= 0) and

(length(txQ)
/= 0))

I Atim w¡ndow
(<0)

j is on next
r page.

PsQ,n+1,
length(psQ)
-n-1 )

êlse (part¡al)

(true) (false)
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sentBcn:=
false

PM_lbss_
_Data

fsdu:=
first(psQ),

psQ:=tail(psQ)

Pdu_
Request
(fsdu)

atPend:=
true

Pre_Atim

n:=
length(anQ)

(>0)
PsQ:=

qlast(psQ,
first(anQ)),

PM_lbss_
_AtimW

PsChange
(fsdu,resl)

Pdu_
Confìrm

Frag_
Request
(fsdu)

sentBcn atPend:=
false

Frag_
Request(fsdu)
to Self

ane.= qlast
(anQ, fsdu)

Wait_PS_
_Response

PsResponse
( ,dpsm)

sentBcn:=
truê

dpsm

psQ:= qlast
(psQ, fsdu)

fsdu!psm:=
true

gq.= qlast
(txQ, fsdu)

psQ:=
(psQ,

qlast
fsdu)

else

PN/l_lbss_
_AtimW

Process PM Filter STA sta_PM,At¡mW_4b(4)

r Wait unt¡l TxCoord

--.lsends AtimW signal
i to avoid chance that
! Beacon fsdu reaches
I Txcoord before the
I TBTT sional is

I pro""""ðd by Txcoord.

Move all
anQ entries
to psQ.

I
anQ:=tail(anQ),
n:= n-'l

lbss during
Atim window.

I I Ensure that beacon
j ¡s f¡rst fsdu sent
ldurinq Atim window.

lnot atPendN
(and (not import)
\lmntimw¡¡,/

lnot atPendN
( and (length )
\(psQ) /= 0),/

(true) (false)

else else

(station

Move fsdus
that arrive
before beacon
back onto end
of input queue.

I Handlino is
-.1 implemõntation

I dependent, can

I either re-queue
I until next atim

lwindow or retry
I during this
latim wìndow.
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[u"orrnoi"rt"]

This block performs the
DCF functions, as well as
CF-responder functions ¡f
the station ¡s CF-poilable.
Tx Coordination includes
RTS and ATIM generat¡on.
Rx_Coord¡nation generates
acknowledgements, routes
data frames to MAC data
serv¡ce and management
frames to MLME, an
indicates rece¡pt of Ack,
Cts, and CF-Poll frames
to Tx_Coordination. */

sta_CTL_1c(1 )

IPr*oone.l

fs*oon" I

Rdat

Tmgt

AtimW,
PduConfìrm,
CfPolled

I lncludes the
. --.1 cF responder

Tdat

I if station is

lcf-pollable.

lffiþ-l
Tx_Coordinat¡on_sta
(1,1)
/"station version./

[rxconnrm]lplmecet 
-ì

I .reouest. I

I prnì"s"i I

I .request, I

lPlmeReset I

l.,.eauest 
-l

[o'"no"r.r"u]

BclVgt

Rx_Coordinat¡on
(1,1)
/- for STA and AP "/Trsp

Rctl TxRx

signal
Ack(Time,Rate),
Cfend,
Cfpoll(Time,Rate),
Cts(Time,Rate),
TxCfAck(Time,Rate)

Block Protocol Control STA

[eaun"or"rt]

I
I

fskoon.. I
lrxcontiimJ

[t:lti,l

TxO

Pctl

fH¡rtno¡cate.l

lssrnoriv I

[s"n""oon""]

Rxl

Rxlndicate,
NeedAck,
RxCfAck,
RxCfPoll

þ*n"or".t]
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timer Tsifs

(RxC_ldle)

dSifsDly:=

(aSifsTime -
d[Jsec ResetMAC

aS¡fsTime +
dRsp:=dUsec(

calcDur(
reset(Tsifs)

No Bss RxC ldle

NeedAck
RxCfPoll

dAck:= dAck -
¡f dAck>0 then
dRsp else 0 fì

Ack(0,0)

rspdu:=
mkctl
(ack,

send
sifs

Tsifs)

set(endRx+
dSifsDly,

Wait_Sifs

Ts¡fs
RxCfPoll
(endRx,
rxRate)

reset
(Tsifs)

Waìt TxDone
CfPoll
(endRx
rxRate)

TxCfAck
(endRx,
rxRate)

RxC ldle RxC ldle

ProcessRx Coordination rx coord 1a(4)

I
I

aRxTxTurn_
aroundTime)

fìrst(¡mport
(mBrates)),
stuff
(aMpdu_
Durat¡on_
Factor,

sAckCtsLng
+ aPlcpHdr_
Length)

+ aPream_
bleLength))

I Duration of
--{ es-eott ano

tAck response.

I The rest of
--j No_Bss state

I is on 3rd page.

I RxC ldle state
- j continues on

I next page.

,/ import \
\(mDisable)/./

mkOs(dAck),
ackTo)

r No parameter

- -.! values because
iwithout CfPoll

lduring Cfp the
I transm¡tter
I cannot send
I after this ack.

Rece¡pt of RxCfPoll

- - -.1 while wa¡ting to
I send result of
I NeedAck cancels
¡ reqular Ack wait
I anä reports the
I need for +cfAck

Ito Txcoord, which
rwill be in a
lSifs wait when
I this signal
i arfrves.

dcl ackFrom, ackTo MacAddr ;l\
dcl dAck, dcts, dRsp,

dsifsDly Duration i
dcl endRx, strTs Time ;

dcl pdu, rspdu Frame;
dcl rxRate Rate;
dcl sas, sau Stationstate ;

¡mported mNavEnd T¡me ;
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RxC ldle

,endRx,
icate

ftype
(pdu)

Ack
(endRx,
rxRate)

(authentrcation,
deauthenticat¡on
atìm,
probe_rsp)

Cts
(endRx,
rxRate)

(cts)

Msdu
lndìcate
(Pdu'

Ack(0,0)

(cfend)

RxC ldlechk
sst

Sslnqu¡ry
(add12(pdu))

CfEnd

(beacon,
probe req)

Wait_Asoc_
_Response

endRx,strTs,
noerr)

import( (,sas,sau)

asoc

rspdu:=
mkCtl
(cts,

send_
sifs

lr4sdu_
lndicate
(pdu,

RxC ldle

Process Rx Coordinat¡on rx_coord 2b(4)

I RxC ldle state
--lis continued

I from previous page.

I Class 1 frames handled
j on this page, class 2 and
¡ 3 frames on next page.

(ack) (data)

(true) (false)

(true)

else

if import(mcfp)
then contention_free
else contention fi)

None of these
frames should
have group DA.

(rts)

mNavEnd)
> now

(true)
(false)

durld(rspdu)-dRsp,
addr2(pdu))

(true) (false)

I CïS resoone to
jnrs onty wnen
Ithe Nav is clear.

¡f ¡mport(mCfp)
then contention_free
else contention fi)
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Process Rx Coordination rx_coord_3b(4)

t\
I
I

r Beacon and probe_rsp

- - - -.1 sent to Mlme-Req-Rsp
while scan¡ng, other
types acknowledged
(¡f unicast to this
station) but ignored.

/ not import \
\ (mDisable)/./

(beacon,
probe rsp)

At station
Rx with toDs=1
discarded by
Filter_MPDU.
frDs=1 never
sent by Sta, so
explicit fromDs
test not
needed here.

(pspoll)

(data_ack,
data_poll,
data_poll_ack,
cfack, cfpoll,
cfpoll ack)else

sCfPo¡lable

(true)

(null_frame)

(false)

Signal rece¡pt
of PsPoll to
AP transmit
coordination.

I
I

r
I
I
I

PsPoll should I

not be received I
at station. I

chk_
sst

Sslnquiry
(add12(pdu))

Wait_Sst_
_Response

(,sas,sau)

ftype(pdu)

RxC_ldle authOpen)
or

ftype(pdu)
Mmlndicate
(pdu, ,

class2)

snd_
clss3

(false)

ftype(pdu)

Msdu_
lndicate
(pdu)

Mmlndicate
(pdu, , ,

noerr)

PsPoll
(pdu,endRx,
rxrate)

(data_ack,
data_poll,
data_poll_ack)

reasoc_feq,
reasoc_rsp)

else

asoc_req,
asoc rsp,

(sau =
authKey)

RxC_ldleRxC ldle RxC_ldle RxC ldle

RxC ldle

No Bss

ndicate

ftype(pdu)

Mmlndicate
(pdu,endRx,
strTs,noerr)

else

RxC ldle
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PÍocess Rx Coordinat¡on rx_coord_3.1 a(4)

I
I

(true)

snd_ ck_
auth

Mmlndicate
(pdu, , ,

class3)

Mmlndicate
(pdu, , ,

class2)

RxC ldle RxC ldle
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ResetMAC

dSifsDelay:=
dUsec

(aSifsTime -

'mmrate:=
rate to send

mmpdus'

0,
0

ssrc:=
slrc:=

import
(aCWmin),

TxC_ldle

Process Tx Coordination sta sta_tx_init_1d(10)

I
I

/. at start of frame exchange l\sequence, when setting mFxlP,
check if dotl 1 PowerManagementl\¡ode=curPsm,
¡f not, when indicating the new Psm,
also set psmChg boolean;
at end of frame exchange
sequence, when clear¡ng FxlP,
test & reset PsmChg, ¡f
true, send PsmDone to l\¡lme */

aRxTxTurn
aroundTime)

r Mmrate must be
I selected from
imBrates. Other
I selection criter¡a

I are not specified

dcfcw:= ccw,
atimcw:= ccw

dcl exported FxlP Boolean:= false ; l\dcl cTfrg exported as
dotl 1 TransmittedFragmentcount,

dcl cTfrm exported as
dot'l 1 Transm¡ttedFrameCount,

cTmcfrm exported as
dotl'l Mult¡castTransm¡ttedFrameCount,

cFail exported as dot'l 1 FailedCount,
cRtry exported as dotl 1 RetryCount,
cMrtry exported as dotl l MultipleRetryCount,
ccts exported as dotl 1 RtsSuccesscount,
cNcts exported as dotl 1 RtsFa¡lurecount,
cNack exported as dotl lAckFailureCount

Counter32:= 0 ;

f RANDOM NUMBER FUNCTTON "/l)
imported procedure Random ;

fpar lim¡t lnteger; returns lnteger ;

timer Tifs,
Trsp, Tpdly;

dcl atimcw, bstat, chan,
dcfcnt, dcfcw lnteger;

dcl ccw lnteger:= acwMin ;

dcl curPm Bit;
dcl doHop, psmchg, cont

Boolean:= false ;

dcl dSifsDelay, endRx Time
dcì fsdu FragSdu ;

dcl rtype Ftype;
dcl seqnum, ssrc, slrc, n lnteger:= 0;
dcl tpdu Frame ;

dcl txrate Rate :

t\

lmported dot'l 1 RtsThreshold,
dotl lShortRetryLimit,
dotl l LongRetryLim¡t,
dotl 1 FragmentationThreshold,
dotl 1 MaxTransmitMsduLifet¡me lnteger
mPdly Usec ;
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fsduleol

fsdu!sqf:=
seqnum,

tpdu:=
setSeq(tpdu,

fsdu !sqf)

tpdu:=
fsdu!pdus
(fsdulfCur)

send
frag

'txrate:=
selected tx
data rate'

tpdu:=
setDu¡'ld(tpdu,
calcDur(txrate,

tpdu, im

Backoff(
0,0)

mkctl(rts
rtsdu:=

send_
rts

TxC_Cfp

TxC ldle

TBTT
(endRx, )

TxCfAckPdu_
Request
(fsdu)

dcfcnt:= -1
tpdu;=

mkFrame(
Cfack,

Atw Start

BkDone
(dcfcnt)

dcfcw:=ccw,
ccw:=atimcw

AtimW

Atim
Window

Process Tx_Coordination_sta sta_tx_idle_2d(1 0)

lAck. Cfend. Cts. Wake
--land lVlmCancel ignored

iin Txc tdte state.

I These transitions are
.l only present at
I Cf-pollable stations.

-t
I
I

I
I
I

I
I'i

I

Entry when
station wakes
up to transmit.

import
(mcfp)

With FH PHY,
if next fragment
will be after a
dwell boundary,
Duration/lD
may be set to
one ACK time
plus SIFS time.

not import(
mBklP)

else

(=o)

lTestiffsdu seo
- I nmber and tx

I lifetime set.

I See 9.6 for rules
--j about selecting

r transmit data rate.

seqnum:=if seqnum=4095
then 0 else seqnum+1 f¡,

fsduleol:= now + import (dot1 l Max_
TransmitMsduLifetime)

¡mport(mBssld),
import(mBssld),

(true)

(aSifsTime + (calcDu(txrate,stuff
(aMpduDurat¡onFactor,sAckCtsLng))
+ aPlcpHeaderlength + aPreamble_
Length) + if (fsdu!ffot = (fsdu!fcur+1))

then 0 else ((2*aSifsTime)+(calcDur
(txrate,stuff(aMpduDurationFactor,
sAckCtsLng)) + aPlcpHeaderlength
+ aPreambleLength) + s¡¡61"Jt¡OOr_
Duration Factor,((length(fsdu!pdus
(fsdulfcuÍ+1)) + sCrcLng).8)) + aPlcp,
Headerlength + aPreambleLength) )))

sCrcLng) > import(dot1 lRtsThreshold))
and (not fsdulgrpa) and ((fsdulfCur=0)
or retry(tpdu) or (fsdu!resume))

r Th¡s assumes that the data

---- - ----.l r"te change (if any) is at the
r end of the Plcp header. The
Itn eHv, changes rate in the
r middle of ¡ts Plcp header, so
ìthe Duration/lD value may

I be adjusted when using lR
i PHY non-basic data rates.

(false)

stuff (al\il pd uD uration Factor,
((length(tpdu)+sCrcLng).8))+
aPlcpHeaderLength+
aPreambleLength+ (3-aS¡fsT¡me)+
(2*calcDur(txrate, stuff(aMpdu_

Duration Factor,sAckCtsLng))+
aPlcpHeaderLength+aPreamblelength) )
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Process Tx_Coordination_sta sta_tx_dcf_3d(1 0)

(false)
(kue) (false)

(false)

dotl 1 PowerMan-
agementlVlode)
then faìse
else true fi

stuff(aMpduD
urationFactor,
sAckCtsLng))+
aPlcpHeaderL_
ength+aPream_
bleLength+aSl
otTime), Trsp)

uration
sAckCtsLng))+
aPlcpHeaderL_
ength+aPream_
bleLength+aSl_
otTime), Trsp)

send_
rts

send
mpdu

Wait Mpdu_
Backoff

Wa¡t_Rts_
Backoff

BkDone(
bstat)

BkDone(
bstat)

TBTT TBTT

bstat=-2bstat=-2
PduConfirm
(fsdu,
partial)

send_
txReq

TxRequest
(tpdu,txrate)

Backoff(
ccw,-1)

fsdu!grpa TxC BackoffTxC Backoff Atw Stad

psmChg:=
if curPsm =

import(

end
fx

Wa¡t_Pdu_
_Sent

mFxlP:=kue
cTfrg:=

inc(cTfrg)
psmChg TxConf¡rm

set(now+dUsec
(aSifsTime +

calcDur(txrate,

export
(mFxlP
cTfrg)

PsmDone

(false)

Wait_AckmFxlP:=false,
psmChg:=false

Wait_Rts_
_Sent

export
(mFxlP)

Trsp

end_
fx

cNack:=
inc(cNack)TxConfirm ccw:=acwmin

export(cNack)
set(now+dUsec

(aSifsTime +
calcDu(txrate,

cnfrm
pdu

ack
failWait Cts
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Process Tx_Coordination_sta sta_tx_dcf_3.'1 d('l 0)

fsdu!lrc:=0,
fsdu!src:=0

lf (fsdulgrpa or ((toDs(tpdu) = 1)
and (isGrp(add13(tpdu)))
and (fsdulfTotlsdulfCur+1 )))
then ¡nc(cTmcfrm)
else cTmcfrm fi

(false)
(true)

(false )

(aSifsTime + (calcDur
(txrate,stuff(aMpdu_
DurationFactor,sAck_
CtsLng))+aPl6P¡s¿¿s¡-
Length+aPreambleLength)
+ ¡f (fsdutffot = (fsdu!
fcur+1))then 0 else
((2.aS¡fsTime)+(calcDur
(txrate,stuff(aMpdu_
DurationFactor,sAck_
CtsLng)) + aPlcpHeader_
Length + aPreambleLen_
gth)+st¡çl"lYoouDuration-
Factor,((length(fsdu! pdus
(fsdulfCur+1 ))+sCrcLng)-8)) + aPlcpHeaderLength
+ aPreambteLength) )))

Wait Cts

Cts
(endRx,
txrate)

Trsp

reset
(Trsp)

cNcts:=
inc(cNcts)

ssrc:=0,
fsdulsrc:=0

export(cNcts)

cts_
fail

cCts:=
inc(cCts)

export(cCts)

set(endRx
+dSifsDelay

Tifs)

tpdu:=
setDurld(tpdu,
calcDur(txrate,

Waìt_Cts_
Sifs

Tifs

send_
txReq

cnfrm_
pdu

slrc:=0,
ssrc:=0,

cTfrg:=
inc(cTfrg),
cTmcfrm:=

inc(cTfrm)
cTfrm:=

PduConfìrm
(fsdu,
success)

PduConfìrm
(fsdu,
txLife)

fsdu!fCur:=
fsdulfcur+1

TxC ldle send_
frag

TxC Backoff
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mFxlP:=false

mFxlP:=false export
(mFxlP)

ccw:= if
ccw = aCWmax

export
(mFxlP)

ccw:= if
ccw = aCWmax

(ccw,-'1)
Backoff tpdu:=

setRetry
(tpdu,1 ),

slrc:=
slrc+1

slrc = ssrc+ 1,

ssrc: =

aCwMin

fsdu!lrc =
ccw:=

aCwMin

(false)

(true)

(false)

import(dot1 l Long_
RetryLimit)

fsdu!lrc:=
fsdu!lrc+1

import(dot1 l Long_
RetryLimit)

fsdu!src =
PduConfìrm
(fsdu,
retryLimit)

cFail:=
inc(cFail),

cont:= false

(true)

cont:= trueexport(cFa¡l)

TxC_Backoff

Process Tx Coordinat¡on sta sta_retry_4d(1 0)

I
I

then aCWmax
else (2-ccw)+1fi

then aCWmax
else (2'ccw)+1

fsdulpdus (fsdulfCur):=
setRetry (fsdu!pdus(
fsdulfCur),1)

(true)
scrcLng) >
import(dot1 I RtsThreshold))

(false)
fsdu!src:=
fsdu!src+'l

import(dot1
RetryLimit)

l Short

(true)

import(dot1 l Short_.
RetryLimit)

(false)

r This shows the case where the

--.lsame pdu is retried after the
r backoff. lt is also allowable to
lreturn this fsdu to PM Filter with
i 5¡¿1us=partial, and to qo to
lTxC Bâckoff state with contlalse
lThis will allow a d¡fferent pdu

| 
(¡f ava¡lable) to. be sent as the

¡ lìêXt tIâñSrYìlSSlOfì.
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atimcw:=ccw,
ccw:=dcfcw

dcfcnt
Backoff

cont:= false cont:= true

TxC ldle TxC Backoff

atimcw:=ccw
ccw:=dcfcw

TxC ldle

Atim
W¡ndow

Pdu_
Request
(fsdu)

tpdu:=
mkFrâme

(atim,

n:= call
Random

(2-aCWmin)

lbss_Wait_
Atim

lbss_Wa¡t_
Beacon bstat)

MmCancel

fsdu!
grpa

atim
ack

dRsp:=dUsec(
aS¡fsTime +

calcDu(

Wait_Beacon_
Transmit

Wait_Beacon_
Cancel

set
(now+dRsp,

Trsp)

Wait_At¡m_
Ack

Atim_
Window

Atim
_Window

Process Tx Coordination sta sta_tx_atim_se(1 0)

I
I

rAck, ClPoll, Cts, Doze,
---l MmCancel. Tbtt, TxCfAck

iand Wake ignored in this state.

/ not import \
\ {mntimw) ,,/

I PM Filterensures that a
- - j Oeaion frame will be the

I f¡rst fìrst sent after Tbtt.

else

fsdu!dst,
dotl 1 MacAddress)

(beacon)
(>=o)

/ not import \
\ tmntimwl ,,/

txrate, stuff
(alvlpduDuration_
Factor, sAckctsLng
+ aPlcpHdrlength)
+ aPreambleLength))
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Wait_Atim_
Ack

Ack( , ) Trsp

atim
ack aCWmin

ccw:= ccw:= if
ccw = acwmax

PduConfirm
(fsdu,
at¡mAck)

ssrc+1 ,

ssrc:=

fsdu!fAnc:=
fsdulfCur+1

ccw:=
aCwMin

fsdu!src =

PduConfìrm
(fsdu,
atimNak)

PduConfìrm
(fsdu,
retryLimit)

(false)

Atim_
Window

Process Tx_Coordinat¡on_sta sta_tx_atim 5.1a(10)

then acwmax
else (2*ccw)+1
fi

fsdulsrc:=
fsdu!src+1

import(dot11
ShortRetry_
Lim¡t)

import(dot11_
ShortRetry
Limit)

(kue)
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Process Tx_Coordination_sta sta backoff 6c(10)

I

I lf cont=true.
-- jcontinue wiih

r same mpou.

(true) (true)

sends
at Tbtt

before other
signals such
as TBTT
or beacon
frame.

I
I
I

The station
may wake up
to transm¡t,
see 11.2.1.1.

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Wait for Probe
Delay interval
before starting
transmission.

I
I
lr
tl
tl
tl
Jl

I

I

I

(false) (true)

TxC Backoff

TBTT BkDone
(bstat)

TxC ldle

cont:= false

dcfcw:=ccw,
ccw:=atimcw

send
frag

At¡m
Window

Doze
SwChnl

'turn off
stuff to

save power'

'channel
change is

Phy-specif¡c'stuff)'

Asleep uest
stuff)'

Wake Wait_
Channel

Pdu_
Request
(fsdu)

(status stuff)'

'turn on
stuff that
was olf

'turn on
stuff that
was off

SwDone Backoff
-1)

'PlmeSet._
request
(wake stuff)'

'PlmeSet._
request
(wake stuff)'

doBkoffChangeNav
(0,cswitch)

SwChnl_
_Backoff

ChangeNav
(0,csw¡tch)

TxC_ldle BkDone
(bstai)

mPdly),Tpdly)

set(now+tUsec
(import(

Wake_Wa¡t_
ProbeDelay

TxC_ldle Atim_
Window

Tpdly
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Process Tx Coord¡nation sta sta_cf_respond_7c( 1 0 )

Trans¡tions on this
page are only present
if stat¡on is Cf-pollable.

("ilrm')

import(mBssld),
import(mBssld) )

cTmcfrm:=
if (fsdu!grpa or
(( toDs(tPdu) = t)
and (isGrp(add13(tpdu)))
and (fsdu!ffot=fsdu lfcur+'l
then inc(cTmcfrm)

))
seqnum:=seq_
num+1,
fsduleol:= now+
¡mport(dot11

lVaxTransm¡t
[,4sduLifetime)

else cTmcfrm fi

ftype(tpdu)
or pack)

._________--- |

I See 9.6 for rules I

--j about selecting t
I transmit data rate.

I Chânoe data to
joata+äAct< if
r aPProprlate.

TxC ldle

TxC_Cfp

CfEnd TxCfAck
(endRx)

rtype:=
cfAck

tpdu:=mkframe
(null_frame,

mBssld,mBssld)

tpdu:=
mkFÍame(

rtype,

set(endRx +
dSifsDelay,

Trsp)

CfPolled

Wait_Cfp_
Sifs

cf_
Response

Trsp
Pdu
Request
(fsdu)

Trsp

tpdu:=
setFtype

(tpdu,data_ack)

pack:=
ftype(tpdu)

(tpdu,
tpdu:=mkframe

(cfack,
mBssld,mBssld)

cTfrg:=
inc(cTfrg),

tpdu:=
fdsu!pdus
(fsdulfCur)

export
(cTfrg,

cTmcfrm)
fsdu!eol

seqnum,
fsdu !sqf:= Wait_Cfp_

TxDone
fsdu !sqf)

tpdu:=
setSeq(tpdu,

else

TxConfirm
tpdu:=

setFtype
(tpdu,

set(now+
aSifsTime,

Trsp)

'txrate:=
selected tx
data rate'

Wait CfAckWaìt Cfp
Sifs
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Wa¡t CfAck

Trsp
(endRx, )

cNack:=
inc(cNack)

reset(Trsp)

export
(cNack)

tpdu:=
setRetry
(tpdu,1 ),

PduConfirm
(fsdu,
success)

fsdu!fCur:=
fsdulfCur+1

fsdulsrc:=
fsdu!src+1

cTfrm:=
inc(cTfrm)

PduConfirm
(fsdu,
txLife)

(kue)

(true)

fsdu!src =

TxC_Cfp
PduConfìrm
(fsdu,
retryL¡m¡t)

PduConfirm
(fsdu,
partial)

cFail:=
inc(cFa¡l)

cRtry:=
inc(cRtry)

export(cRtry)export(cFail)

(true)

TxC Cfp

set(endRx
+dSifsDelay

Tìfs)

tpdu:=
setPwrMgt

(tpdu,curPm)

Wait_S¡fs

Tifs

TxRequest
(tpdu,trate)

Wait Tx_
Done

TxConfìrm

TxC ldle

Process Tx Coordinat¡on sta sta_cf_retry_8b(1 0)

I
I

fsdulfcur+1

(false)

lsend frame
-l 

at Sifs
I (false)

fsdu! pdus
(fsdu!fCur):=

setRetry
(fsdu!pdus
(fsdu!fCur),1)

import(dot1 '1 Long
RetryLimit)

(false)

I This returns the fsdu
- -.1 to tne queue. At the

r next cf-poll, either
! the same fsdu or a
ldifferent fsdu may
I be selected for
Itransmission.
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Backoff_Procedure
(1,1)

frrn"ou""t]

Txrq

FwdCs

transmit_1a(1)

[e:;::r]

Busy
ldle,
Slot

Br<Done]

Bkof

FromCsData_Pump
(1,1)

IPnyt*Start.confirm,]
I PhyTxEnd.confirm, I

LPhyData.conf¡rm J

fenytxstart.request,-l
I PhyTxEnd.request, I

lenvData.reouest I

r"t]

ToPHY

Busy, ldle, S

Block Transmission
[rxconrirm]

I
I

/" This block does octet-
level transfers of MPDUs
from the [4AC to the PHY
transmitter, generating
FCS f¡elds and inserting

t)

timestamp values where
necessary, Process Data_
Pump begins transmitting
when TxRequest arrives.
The sender of TxRequest
is assumed to have done
the appropr¡ate act¡ons
prior to transimtting onto
the WM. lf these actions
include performing random
backoff or invoking the
"backoff procedure" (see
9.2.5.2'1, a Backoff s¡gnal
is sent to process Backoff.
At the complet¡on of each
backoff, a BkDone signal
is returned to the sender
of the Backoff signal at
the correct t¡me to send
a TxRequest. The medium
state updates (busy, idle,
slot) from Channel_State
are forwarded to Backoff_
Procedure v¡a Data_Pump
to prevent decrementing
the backoff count while
transmitting Cts or Ack
frames. This block is used
¡n both station and AP../
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Process Data Pump

I
I

Delay from
Phy_Sap(tx)
to antenna.

I
I
I
I

I No TxConfirm
-- jit tx natteo

r bv ResetMAC.

I Do not wait
--jforTxEnd.-

iconfirm.

I Pass Busv. ldle and Slot sionâls
- jto eacroff-Procedure whilãTx is

I idle, but not dur¡ng transmissions.

I Plco lenoth is
-.1 Mpãu teñstn

I + Fcs length

(false)

r Send the 1's

-.1 complement
I of calculated
! FCS value,
itr,tso to t-So.

(probe rsp,
beacon)

(false) (true)

rlndic€te medium
-.1 busy to freeze

t backoff count
lduring transmit.

(txLength+
sCrcLng,
rate)

(false)

Start of t¡me I

stamp in beacon I
and probe rsp. I

At confìrm
of octet 23,
¡nsert TSF +

Phy Tx delay
into [24:31]
of beacon or
probe rsp. Txconfirm goes I

to process that l-
sent TxRequest. I

transm¡t 1a(1)

returns lnteger ;

imported
procedure Tsf
fpar lnteger,
Boolean;

(Tx_ldle)

dTx:= dUsec
(aTxRfDelay +
aTxPlcpDelay)

PhyTxEnd._

Tx_ldle

TxRequest
(pdu, rate)

Busy Slot

Busy Slotsou rce: =
sender

k:= 0,
fcs;= initcrc

txLength:=
Length(pdu)

Busy

PhyïxStart._
request

Wa¡t Txstârt

confirm

sendl

dcl fcs Crc ;

dcl dTx
Duration ;

dcl k, txLength
lnteger;

dcl pdu Frame;
dcl rate Octet i

dcl source Pld;

sendl Send Frame

PhyData._
request
(pdu(k))

PhyData._

fcs:= crc32
(fcs,pdu(k))

k.= k+1

k:= 0,
fcs:= m¡rror

(not(fcs))

Send CRC

ftype(pdu)

else

PhyTxEnd._
request

Send_Frame lnsert_
Timestamp

k:= k+1 Wait TxEnd

Send CRC PhyTxEnd._
confirm

TxConfirm
to source

pdu:=setTs
(pdu,call Tsf

(0,false)+6T¡¡

sendl Tx_ldle

/* This process sends an l\
Mpdu to the Phy while L
generat¡ng & append¡ng
the Fcs. On beacons and
probe responses inserts
(TSF + Phy TxDelay) in
the timestamp field at
confirm of octet 23.

To transmit after S¡fs,
send TxRequest at end
of the [/1 ¡nterval (see
9.2.10). For Pifs, Difs,
or any backoff slot,
TxRequest is sent at the
end of the appropriate
M2 interval. */
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Process Backoff Procedure backoff_1 b(2)

I
I

/* This process performs the l)Backoff Procedure (see 9.2.5.2),
returning Done(-1) when ïx may
begin, or Done(n>--0) if cancelled.
Backoff(cw,-1 ) starts new random
backoff. Backoff(x, n>=0) resumes
cancelled backoff. Backoff(0,0)
sends Done(-l) when WM idle. ./

cw is contention
window, cnt is
slot count from
prev¡ous BkDone.
lf cnt<O, a new
rândom count
is generated. I Save Pld from

--j request to use
I as addr of Done. /- lnput S¡gnal Summary LBUSY ¡s sent by Channel_State

when the WM changes from idle
to busy due lo CCA and/or NAV,
and by Data_Pump at Txstart.

CANCEL is sent by TxCoordination
to term¡nate a backoff and return
the residual backoff count value.

IDLE ¡s sent by Channel_State at the
end ofthe M2 interval (see 9.2.10)
that busy WM has been idle (CCA &
NAV) for DIFS (EIFS after Rx enor).

SLOT is sent by Channel_State at the
end ofeach M2 interval (see 9.2.10)
while the WM is idle.

Busy, ldle and Slot are forwarded
from Channel_State via Data_Pump
when transmit is not in progress. */

Choose random
backoff count
¡fcnt=-1.

t
I

I Resume with count
--jtrom cancelled

i backoff if cnt>=O.

At start âssume that the WM I

is busy untìl receiving a signal I
wh¡ch indicates the WM is idle. I

Trans¡tions to
Channel_ldle
also al¡gn the
Backoff signal
arrival time to
slot boundary
(M2) tim¡ng. Slot only sent

when WM idle.
This ¡s for the
case where WM
¡dle at arr¡val of
Backoff signal.

f RANDOI\4 NUI\iIBER FUNCTION Yl)
imported procedure Random ;

fpar lim¡t lnteger; returns lnteger;
/* Th¡s function returns an integer

from a uniform distr¡bution over
the range (0 <= value <= limit).
lmplementers need to be aware
that proper operat¡on of the N¡AC
protocol requiÍes stat¡stically
independent (pseudo-)random
sequences to be generated by
each station in a service area. */

Done

ResetMAC

mBklP:=
false

export
(mBklP)

No_Backoff

No Backoff

Backoff
(cw, cnt)

source:=
sender,

mBklP:=true

export
(mBklP)

slotcnt:= call
Random(cw)

slotcnt:= cnt

ChannelBusy

Busyldle

snd
BkDn

Channel_ldle cnt:='l

dcl slotcnt,
cw, cnt

lnteger;
dcl source Pld;
dcl exported
mBklP
Boolean:=
false ;
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Channel ldle

ldle Slot Busy

slotCnt:=
slotcnt - 1

ChannelBusy
BkDone
(slotcnt)
to source

Doneif cnt=O
then -2

Done

Process Backoff Procedure backoff 1.1a(2)

t\
I
I

I
I
I

I F¡nish at M2 of proper slot,
jeven if slotCnt =0
I at entry to state.

I
I
I
I
I
I

Cancel has pr¡or¡ty over other
transitions. Done(0) returned if
Cancel arrives at instant
slotcnt:=0.

I
I
I

(o*""=o)

ldle signal
not sent ¡f
WM free. This
consumes any
ldles st¡ìl on
¡nput queue.

I Go bâck and else -1 fi)
to sourceI wait for WIV

¡to become idle.

I Decrement count

I for each slot
I when WM idle.

Done sent with
value -1 when
backoff counts
down to zero.

I
I
r
I
I

I
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SM-MLME_SAP

MrB (1 ,1)

fvtmeGet.request, I
I Mlmeset.request, I

LMlmeReset.requestj

GetSei

Mres

Mlme lnd¡cations
(1,1) -Mlme_Requests

(1,1)

MlmeAssociate.confirm,
lVlmeAuthenticate.confirm,
MlmeDeauthenticate.confìrm,
MlmeD¡sassociate.confirm,
MlmeJo¡n.confirm,
[/lmePowermgt.conf ¡rm,
l\4 lmeReassociate.conf irm,
MlmeScan.confìrm,
MlmeStart.confirm

MlmeAssociate.request,
MlmeAuthenticate.request,
MlmeDeauthenticate.request,
MlmeDisassoc¡ate.request,
MìmeJoin.request,
l\il I mePowerm gt. request,
MlmeReassociate.request,
MlmeScan.request,
MlmeStart.request

MlmeAssoc¡ate.confirm,
MlmeAuthent¡cate.conf¡rm,
MlmeDeauthenticate.confirm,
MlmeDisassoc¡ate.confìrm,
MlmeJo¡n.confìrm,
MlmePowermgt.conf¡rm,
MlmeReassocìate.confìrm,
MlmeScan.confirm,
l\4lmeStart.conf¡rm

MlmeAssociate.request,
MlmeAuthenticate.request,
MlmeDeauthent¡cate.request,
MlmeDisassociale.request,
MlmeJoin.request,
MlmePowermgt. request,
MlmeReassoc¡ate.request,
MlmeScan.request,
MlmeStart.request

ReqConf¡rm

Mac_Mgmt_1a(1)

FromMgt

lndications

lVlmeAssociate._
indication,
MlmeAuthent¡cate._
indication,
MlmeDeauthenticate.*
ind¡cation,
MlmeDisassociate._
ind¡cation,
MlmeReassociate._
indication

MlmeAssoc¡ate._
indication,
MlmeAuthent¡cate._
indication,
MlmeDeauthenticate._
indicat¡on,
MlmeDisassociate._
indication,
MlmeReassoc¡ate._
indication

/* ln this block are
the MAC lVlB and
MLME_SAP serv¡ce
pr¡miiives described
in Clause 10. The
MLME services are
performed in the
MLME block. This
block is used both
in stâtion and AP.

Block MAC_Management_Service

ToMgt

I
Ir-

[nesetrvrnc]

fMlmeGet.confìrm, 
-ì

lMlmeSet.confirm. I

lvtmeneset.conf 
iiml

I
I

This process is
a summary of
MIB access.
MIB attrìbute
definitions
(¡n ASN.1 ) are
in sect¡on C.4.

MlmeResei.request
sends a ResetMAC
signal to every
process in every
block. To reduce
diagram clutter,
ResetMAC signal
routing ìs not shown
outside this block.

This process handles
requests sequentially.
Start, join, powermgt,
scan, re/dis/associate
and deauthenticate
must be sequential.
It ¡s poss¡ble to have
multiple authentication
sequences in progress
concurrently. To allow
th¡s, AuthReq_Service
in the MLME block
would have to cache
challenge text and
match responses to
cached request ¡nfo.

358
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Process Mlme_lndications Mlme indication 1a(1)

I
I

I This state machine passes indications through, unmodif¡ed, from
--l n¡rue to the MLME SAP. lvllmeAssocìate.indication and

lMlmeReassociate.indicat¡on are only generated by MLME at APs.

AuthType

MacAddr

dcl alg
dcl rsn
dcl sta

Pass_
Through_

ldle

MlmeAsso_
ciate.ind_
ication(sta)

ticate.ind_
icat¡on(sta, ication(sta,rsn

enticate.ind
l\¡lmeDeauth MlmeDisas

ication(sta

MlmeReas
soc¡ate.ind_
icat¡on(sta)

ticate.ind_
MI MI

enticâte.
ication(sta)

l\¡lmeDisas_
sociate.ind_
ication(sta)

lVlmeAsso_
ciate.ind_
ication(sta)
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Process MIB Mib access 1a(2)

I
I

I ResetMAC is sent to all processes

-.1 in all blocks. However, to reduce
I clutter and enhance readability,
lReseIMAC is omitted from signallists
I and s¡qnal routes needed solely for
Itne RãsettvtnC signal are not shown.

(true)

Reset read-write attr¡butes in the MAC
lVlB. The write-only attributes ¡n the
privacy group may also be reset.
lf there is a (non-Mlme) means to alter
any of the read-only attribute values,
they must be restored to default values.

A locally-administered MAC address
mây be used in lieu of the un¡que,
globally-administered MAC address
assigned to the stat¡on. However, the
value of dotl 1 MacAddress may not change
dur¡ng ÍvlAC operat¡on.

('invalid') ('valid') ('write_only') ('invalid') ('valid') ('read only')

dcl x Nil¡bAtr¡b ;

dcl v M¡bvalue
dcl adr MacAddr
dcl dflt Boolean :

/* This process performs
l\¡lmecet, Mlmeset,
l\4lmeReset functions.
lVlB access and update
is described informally
to avo¡d creating a full
definition of the MIB
¡n SDL (and anticipating
the integration of the
ASN.1 MIB defìn¡t¡on
using 2.105). */

MlmeRe

'reset read-wr¡te
attr¡butes to

default values'

(false)

set to adr if
âdr is non-null'

'export values
of attributes

declared here'

Mlme_
Reset.con

MIB_idle

MlmeGet._
request
(x)

MlmeSet._
request
(x, v)

'validate
x'

'validate
x'

MlmeSet._
confìrm

MlmeGet._
confirm
(invalid,x,)

here?'

MlmeGet.,
confirm(
wr¡te_only

MlmeSet._
confìrm
(invalid,x)

value(x):=v'
'set

import(x)'
'export(x)'

MlmeSet._
confìrm
(success,x)value(x)'

('yes')

l\4lmeGet._
confìrm
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Process lVllB Mib_import_export _2b(2)

I
I

/. lmport of {Read-Onlyi MIB counter
values exported from other processes */

¡mported
dotl'l AckFa¡lureCount,
dotl 1 FaììedCount,
dotl 1 FcsErrorcount,
dotl 1 FrameDuplicateCount,
dotl 1 lvlult¡castReceivedFramecount,
dotl 1 Mult¡castTransmittedFrameCount,
dotl 1 MultipleRetryCount,
dotl 1 ReceivedFragmentcount,
dotl 1 RetryCount,
dotl'l RtsFailurecount,

t)

dotl 1 RtsSuccesscount,
dotl 1 TransmittedFragmentCount,
dotl 1 WepExcludedCount,
dotl 1 WeplcvErrorcount,
dotl lWepUndecryptablecount Counte132 ;

Declarations of MIB attributes exported from
this process */

/. Read-Write attributes */

dcl exported
dotl lAuthenticationAlgorithms AuthTypeSet:=

incl(open_system, shared_key),
dotl lExcludeUnencrypted Boolean:= false,
dotllFragmentationThreshold lnteger:= 2346,
dotllGroupAddresses MacAddÍSet:= empty,
dotllLongRetryLimit lnteger:= 4,
dotl lMaxRece¡veLifetime Kusec:= 512,
dotl l MaxTransmitMsduLifetime Kusec:= 512,
dotl'lMed¡umOccupancylimit Kusec:= 100,
dotl lPrivacylnvoked Boolean:= false,
mReceiveDTlMs Boolean:= true,
dotl'lCfpPeriod lnteger:= 1,

dotl lCfpMaxDuration Kusec:= 200,
dotl lAuthenticationResponseTimeout Kusec:= 512,
dotl 1 RtsThreshold lnteger:= 3000,
dotl l ShortRetryLimit lnteger:= 7,
dotl l WepDefaultKeyld Keylndex:= 0,
dotl lCurrentChannelNumber lnteger:= 0,
dotl lCurrentset lnteger:= 0,
dotl lCurrentPattern lnteger:= 0,
dotl lCurrentlndex lnteger:= 0 ;

/" Wr¡te-Only attr¡butes */

dcl exported
dotl lWepDefaultKeys Keyvector:= nullKey,
dotl lWepKeyMappings

KeyMapArray:= (. nullAddr, false, nullKey .);

/. The following Read-Only attributes in the N
MAC MIB are defined as synonyms (named -
constants) rather than remote variables
because they describe propert¡es of the
station which are stat¡c, at least dur¡ng
any single instance of MAC operat¡on:

dot1 1 AuthenticationAlgorithms AuthTypeset,
dotl l CfPollable Boolean,
dotl lMacAddress MacAddr,
dotl 1 ManufacturerlD Octetstring,
dotl lPrivacyopt¡onlmplemented Boolean,
dotl lProductlD Octetstring,
aStationlD MacAddr,
dotl 1 WepKeyMappingLength lnteger ;

ln addition, all Read-Only attr¡butes in the
PHY MIB wh¡ch are accessed by the MAC
are defined as synonyms.

/- NOTE:
The values listed for MAC MIB attr¡butes are the
specified default values for those attributes.
The values listed for PHY MIB attributes are either
the default values for the FH PHY, or arbitrary
values within the specified range. The specific
values for PHY attributes in this SDL description
of the MAC do not have normative signifìcance.
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Process Mlme_Requests Mlme_request_1b(3)

I
I

dcl exported mActingAsAp l\
Boolean:= false ; -

imported mAssoc,
mlbss Boolean ;

/* This process tracks \
the synchronization state-
of the station as ldle
(not part of any Bss),
lbss (started or joined
an ìndependent Bss), Bss
(loined an ¡nfrastructure
Bss), or Ap (started an
¡nfrastructure Bss).
Mlme operation requests
invalid ¡n the current
state are rejected here,
while val¡d requests are
passed to the Mìme block
for processing. This
simplifìes process flow
and s¡gnal saving ¡n the
Mlme block, because only
meaningful l\4lme requests
arriveforhandling. */

newtype MRqstate l\
l¡terals idle, bss, ibss, afr
endnewtype MRqState ;

dcl rqState
MRqState:= ¡dle ;

-- I Reject Authenticate,
¡ allow Start if ¡dle

Reject Start if
not idle, allow
Auth if neither
IDLE nor AP.

lReiect as invalid
--.louô to not be¡ng

iin a BSS.

(sta,
invalid)

(sta, alg,
tmot)

(sta, alg
tmot)

(true) (false)

(ss, btype, tBcn,
dtp, cfpm, phpm,
ibpm, dly, cap,
bRate, oRate)

I Reset and
--l Deauthenticate

ialways allowed.

Deauthenticate
expunges local
authentication
record even if
there ¡s no BSS
for sending the
not¡fication.

dcl alg AuthType;
dcl bRate, oRate, ss
dcl bss BssDscr;

octetstr¡ngì

dcl bssset BssDscrSet;
dcl btype BssType;
dcl cap Capability ;

dcl cfpm CfParms ;

dcl chlist lntstring ;

dcl dtp, l¡ lntegeÍ;
dcl dly Usec ;

dcl ibpm lbssParms ;

dcl phpm PhyParms;
dcl ps Pwrsave;
dcl rs Reasoncode;
dcl scan ScanType;
dcl sta, bid MacAddr;
dcl sts Mlmestatus ;

dcl tBcn, tmax, tmin, tmot Kusec;
dcltypeset BssTypeSet ;

dcl wake, rdtm Boolean ;

export
(mActing,

ASAP)

IDLE

Mlme_
Start._
request

MlmeAuth

quest(sta, , )
,re

btype
MlmeAuth_
enticate.*
confirm

sCanBeAp

Mlme_
Start._
request

MlmeStart._
confirm
(invalid)

(¡nfrastructure)

(ss, btype, tBcn,
dtp, cfpm, phpm,
ibpm, dly, cap,
bRate, oRate)

Wait Mlme

ResetMAC
MlmeDeauth
enticate.re_
quest(sta,rs)

enticate.
rqstate:= idle,

mActing_
AsAp:= false

re
start

Wait Mlme

(rDLE, AP)

MlmeAuth

request

uest

Wait_Mlme

(rDLE)

MlmeStart.
uest(

,,,'',,')

MlmeStart._
confìrm
(alreadyBss)
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BSS

MlmeRe

requestfequest

Mlme_
Associate.

importimport

MlmeReas_

fìrm(¡nvalid)

MlmeRe

fequest

MlmeAssoc
iate.confìrm
(invalid)

Associate._
request

Wa¡t_MlmeWait Mlme

Process Mlme Requests Mlme_requesL2c(3)

I
I

I Allow Assoc¡ate
---l and Reassociate

iwhile joined Bss.

(sta, tmot,
cap,li)

(sta, tmot,
cap,li)

I Associate reouest
-- jrejected as inialid

I while associated.

I Reassociate reouest
-j rejected as invaiid

I if not assoc¡ated.

(true) (false) (false) (true)

(sta, tmot,
cap,li)

(sta, tmot,
cap,li)

I Reiect Scan. Join
-- janá Powermgt: allow

I Disassoc¡ate at AP.

I Reiect Associate and
- - I Reässociate at AP and

I at station not joined Bss.

I lf not AP. allow Join. Scan
--land Powermgt, also allow

i Disassociate if associated
^I

I

I Onlv AP mav send
j disãssociate to a
r group address.

ss, scan,
dly, chlist,
tm¡n, tmax)

I
I
I

ss, scan,
dly, chlist,
tmin, tmax)

and
oRate) not(isGroup

(sta))

oRate)

AP

MImeJoin._
request
(,,,)

mgt.request
MlmeDisas_
sociate.re_
quest(sta,rs)

MlmePower
Mgt.confìrm
(not supt)

MlmeDisas_
sociate.re_
quest(sta,rs)

MlmeScan
confirm
( ,invalid)

MlmeJoin._
confirm
(invalid)

Wait lVllme

(BSS)

MlmeRe

request(, , ,)

Mlme_
Associate._
request(, , ,)

iate.confirm
(invalid)

(AP)

M
mgt.request(

MlmeJo¡n._
request(
bss,tmot,dly

MlmeDisas_
sociate.re_
quest(sta,rs)

lvllmeScan
request
(btype,b¡d,

¡mport
MlmePower_
mgt.request(
ps,wake,rdtm

lvllmeScan._
request
(btype,bid,

MlmeDisas
sociate.con_
firm(¡nvalid)

Wa¡t lv'llme
meJoin.

Wait Mlme

Wait*MlmeWait Mlme
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Wait Mlme

MlmeReas
sociate._
conf¡rm(sts)

lvllmeDis
associate._
confirm(sts)

n.

t¡cate.confl
f¡rm(sta,sts)

MlmeAs_
sociate._
confìrm(sts)

MlmeScan._
confìrm
(bssSet,sts)(sta,âlg,sts)

enticate.con
firm(sta,sts)

MlmeAs
soc¡ate._
confìrm(sts)

MlmeReas__
sociate._
conflrm(sts)

MlmeDis_
assoc¡ate._
confìrm(sts)

rqstate:= idle

IDLE
lvllme_
Start._
confirm(sts)

MlmeJoin._
confirm
(sts)

rqState
conflrm(sts)

l\¡lme_
Start.

MlmeJoin._
confìrm
(sts)

APIDLE IBSS BSS

rqState:= idle

IDLE

else

(true)

rqState:= bss

BSS
rqState:= ap,

mAct¡ng_
AsAP:= true

rqState:= ibss

export
(mActing_

ASAP)
IBSS

AP

Process Mlme_Requests Mlme_response_3a(3)

I Wait for ÎVAC
-j management to

I process request.

Save new (request) !

s¡gnals while awaiting l---
response from IVLME. r

Return to the
state pr¡or to
Wait_Mlme.

I
t-

I
I

Scan leaves station
in ldle state because
synchronization w¡th
a previous Bss is lost.
lmplementations may
save and restore TSF
and assoc¡at¡on info
to automat¡cally re-
join a previous Bss.

(¡dle) (ibss) (bss) (ap)

(success)

(false)

(false)
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TX
Mt\4

MC
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MMGT

TL

MlmeAssociate.confirm,
MlmeAuthenticate.confìrm,
MlmeDeauthenticate.confìrm,
lvllmeDisassociate.confìrm,
MlmeJoin.conf¡rm,

MLME_1a(1)

MlmePowermgt.confirm,
MìmeReassociate.conf¡rm,
MlmeScan.confirm,
MlmeStart.confirm,
MlmeAuthenticate.indication,
l\illmeDeauthenticate.indication,
MlmeDisassociate.ind¡cation

MlmeAssoc¡ate.request,
lvllmeAuthenticate.request,
MlmeDeauthenticate.request,
MlmeDisassociate.request,
MlmeJoin.request,
MlmePowermgt. request,
MlmeReassociate.request,
MlmeScan.request,
MlmeStart.request

r This process assumes

- - - -.1 that the Mlme request
I signals have been
!validated by N/AC
i Management service.

ToRx

I
I-i
I

Records power
save mode and
station state.

lChangeNav
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Process Power_Save_Monitor ps monitor 1a(2)

I /. Each of these sets holds MAC addresses of l\
stations with a particular operational state. *
Stat¡ons are added to and removed from sets
due to MLÀ/E requests, received management
frames, and bits ¡n rece¡ved MAC headers.
Sets are not aged, as there is no requirement
for periodic act¡v¡ty, but agìng to expunge
addresses of inactive stations is permitted.

t/ dcl
awake, /* detected in sta_active mode */

asleep, /" detected in power_save mode */

authOs, /* authenticated by open system */

authKey, /" authenticated by any other alg. "/
asoc /* associated (01'l member, non-AP) "/

MâcAddrset :

Clear specifìc
authentication
info at startup
but not resel.

I
I
I
I
I
I

I Clear info on

-.1 power save and
t associated
I stations at
t startuD and
I at reset.

I
Ij
I

Pslndicate
signals from
Rx block.

I Power Save Mode and
-- jStation State mon¡toring

I here, query on next Page.

Stastate s¡onals I

from Auth, Ãsoc I
Mlme services. I

(power save)

(sta active)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

1
I
I

I

Send PsChange
when sleeping
station reports
active mode.

Association
adds asoc
state whìle
leaving auth
info intact.

Deauthenticate
of associated
station causes
disassociate
at same time.

I
I

f
I
I
I
I

dcl psm
PsMode ;

dcl psquery
Boolean ;

dcl sst, asst
StationState

dcl sta
MacAddr;

exchanges by
this station. */

/- Th¡s process
records power
save state as
indicated in the
headers of all
valid rx frames;
and auth/asoc
state from all
management

authOs:=empty,
authKey:=empty

asoc:=empty

awake:=empty,
asleep:=emptyMonitor_ldle

Monitor_ldleStaState
(sta, sst)

ResetMAC
(sta, psm)
Pslndicate

psm

authOS:=
lncl(sta,
authOs)

authKey:=
lncl(sta,

authKey)

authOS:=
Del(sta,
authOs)

awake:=
I ncl(sta,
awake)

awake:=
Del(sta,
awake)

lncl(sta,
asoc)

authOS:=
Del(sta,
authOs)

authKey:=
Del(sta,

authKey)

sta in
asleep

asleep:=
lncl(sta,
asleep)

authKey:=
Del(sta,

authKey)

(auth open) (auth key)

sta in
asoc

PsChange
(sta,
sta_active)

(de_auth)

(false)

asoc:=
Del(sta,
asoc)

asleep:=
Del(sta,
asleep)

(false)
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Process Power_Save_Monitor ps_monitor_2a(2)

I

I Power Save and Station State
---l arev and resPonse below,

I monrtonnq on prevrous page.

I Pslnquiry returns PsResponse to
--j report power mode awake, asleep,

i or unknown at the target station.

I
t

--1
I

Sslnquiry returns SsResponse to report
station state not_auth, assoc, or dis_assoc;
and authentication state not auth,

I auth_open, or auth-key at the target station.

(false)

(false)

I When there is no association
--.1 info, station state is identical

I to authentication state.

Monitor_ldle

Sslnquiry
(sta)

Pslnqu¡ry
(sta)

sta in
awake

sta in
authOs

sta in
asleep

(true)

sta inpsm:=
awake

psm:=
unknown

psm:=
asleep

(true)
(false)

(true)
(false)

asst:=
auth_open

asst:=
auth_key

PsResponse
(sta, psm)
to sender

(true)

sta in
asoc

grp_
addr

asst:=
not auth

asst:=
not auth

import

(true)

(false)

asoc
sst:= asst

dis_asoc

(true)

(true)
(false)
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Mop

To_
Mtx

Ssu

To,
Mct

AuthReqService_
Sta

Asocservice Sta

ArqDs
AsMop

AsDs

MlmeAuthent¡cate.request,
MlmeDeauthenticate.request

Signal At¡m(Frame),
AsocReq(Frame),
AsocRsp(Frame),

t)

AuthEven(Frame),
AuthOdd(Frame),
Beacon(Frame,Time,Time),
Cfend,
Cls2err(MacAddr),
Cls3er(MacAddr),
Deauth(Frame),
Disasoc(Frame),
ProbeReq(Frame),
ProbeRsp(Frame,Time,

Time),
ReasocReq(Frame),
ReasocRsp(Frame),
Send(Frame,lmed),
Sent(Frame,TxStatus),
Sst(MacAddr,

StationState),
Xport ;

/* Each of these ovals represents a l\
SERVICE. Each service contains L
the state transitions to handle a
DISJOINT SUBSET of the input
s¡gnal set of this process. Services
share local variables and the input
queue. At any instant, a state
transition can occur in, at most, one
service - the service which handles
the k¡nd of signal at the head of the
process input queue. */

Process Mlme_Sta_Services

t\

ArqMop

DsTx

MmRequestl

fMlmeAuthenticate.confi rm. I
lMlmeDeauthenticate.confirmJ

MlmeAssociate.confirm,
MlmeDisassociate.confirm,
MlmeDisassociate.indicat¡on,
MlmeReassociate.conflrm

þu"',":'l

[i'l-]

MlmeAuthent¡cate.indication,
MlmeDeauthenticate.indication

fMlmeJoin.confirm. I
I MlmePowermgt.confirm, I

lMlmeScan.confìrm. I

lMlmeStart.confirm l

Distribute_
Mmpdus

Arslnd

ArsDs

AsocReq

Sst,
Send
Xport

AsocRsp, ReasocRsp,
D¡sasoc, Cls3err

[rvr*connrrn]

DsSs

AuthRspService

StaStatel

SyMop

Send
Xport AuthOdd

Deauth

ProbeReq,
ProbeRsp,
Beacon,Cfend
Sent, Atim

SyDs
DsRx

SyCtl

[m.,"]

Ii----'r
ResetMAC
handled by
Sync service.

Synchronization_
Sta

sta Mm,svc_1b(2)

MlmeJoin.request,
MlmePowermgt. request,
lvllmescan.request,
MlmeStart.request

Doze, Wake,-l
MmCancel, I

SwChnl, Tbttl [:ru*:"]
SyRx

368
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Process Mlme_Sta_Serv¡ces sta lvm svc 1.1a(2)

Timer Tasoc,
Tauth, Tchal,
Tbcn, Tatim ;

/- lntra-MAc remote variables */

dcl exported
dotl'1 PowerManagementMode
dotl I Des¡redSsid Octetstring,

PwrSave:= sta_active

dotl 1 DesiredBssType,
dotl 1 OperationalRateset Ratestring:= mkOS(2, 1 ),
dotl 1 BeaconPeriod TU,
dotl lDtimPer¡od lnteger:= 1,

dotl lAssociat¡onResponseTimeOut TU,
mAld Asocld:= 0,
mAssoc Boolean:= false,
mAtimW Boolean:= false,
mBrates Ratestring:=mkOS(2, I ),
mBssld MacAddr:= nullAddr,
mcap Octetstring:= 02,
mcfp Boolean:= false,
mDisable Boolean:= true,
mDtimcount lnteger:= 1,
mlbss Boolean:= false,
mNextBdry Time:= 0,
mNextTbtt Time:= 0,
mPcAvail Boolean:= false,
mPcPoll Boolean:= false,
mPdly Usec:= 0,
mPss Psstate:= awake,
mSsld Octetstring:= null;
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export(
mAld,

mAssoc,

Mmpdu_
ldle

lVmConfirm
(mSpdu,
mTxstat)

l\4mlndicate

mtT,mSerr)
Xport

Sst

mSst)

Send
(mSpdu,
mlm)

'mRate:=
data rate to

send mmpdu'

MmRequest
(mSpdu,
mlm,mRate)

Sent
(mSpdu,
mTxstat)

else

Service Distr¡bute Mmpdus mmpdu svc 1a(2)

I
I

Re-export the
intrâ-MAC

mAtimW, mBssld, mcap,mcfp,
mDìsable, mlbss, mListenlnt,
mNextBdry, mNextTbtt, mPcAvail,
mPcDlvr, mPcPoll, dotl lPower_
ManagementMode, mPss, mSsld)

remote
variables to
make updates
ava¡lable.

I
I

probe_rsp)

I Mmconfìrm onlv
-.1 needed for prode

¡ responses and
I beacons.

The selectìon cr¡teria for
lVmpdu Tx data rate are
not specified. Frames
to group addresses must
use one of the basic rates.
Requests should use one of
the basic rates unless the
operational rates of the
rec¡pient station are known.
Responses must use a basic
rate or the rate at which
the request was received.

/* This service routes
mmpdu and station
update signals from and
to the mlme operat¡onal
services. Signals are
not mod¡fied, but some
superfluous parameters
are omitted in transfer. "/

dcl mAdr MacAddr
dcl mlm lmed ;

dcl pr¡ CfPr¡ority;
dcl mRate Rate :

dcl mRpdu, mSpdu Frame ;

dcl mserr StateErr;
dcl msst Stat¡onstate;
dcl mtE, mtT Time;
dcl mTxstat Txstatus:
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Service Distr¡bute_Mmpdus mmpdu svc 1.1b(2)

I

(class2) (class3)

(cfend, cfend_ack)

(auth)

1)

(atim)

chk

mSerr
Cls2Err
(addr2
(mRpdu))

Cls3Err
(add12
(mRpdu))

AsocReq
(mRpdu)Cfend

else

(asoc_req)

Mmpdu_
ldle

mTst:= mod(
authSeqNum
(mRpdu), 2)

mTst ReasocReq
(mRpdu)

ReasocRsp
(mRpdu)

(reasoc_req) (reasoc_rsp)

AuthEven
(mRpdu) (mRpdu)

AuthOdd

ProbeReq
(mRpdu)

(probe_req) (probe_rsp)

Atim
(mRpdu)

Mmpdu_
ldle

D¡sasoc
(mRpdu)

Deauth
(mRpdu)

Beacon
(mRpdu,
mtE,mtT)

(deauth)(disasoc)(beacon)

Mmpdu
ldle
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Auth_Req_
ldle

MlmeAu

request

(auAlg in

MlmeAuth

firm(invalid)

auSdu:=
mkFrame

(auth, auSta,

set(now +
dKusec(au_
Tmot),Tauth)

Wait_Auth_
_Seq_2

TauthEven

auSta=

firm(t¡meout)

MlmeAuth_

else

auth
erf

MlmeAuth
auAlg

Auth_Req_
ldle

auth
eÍ(

auth_
cont

Serv¡ce AuthReqService_Sta auth_req_1 a(2)

t\
I
I

dcl auAlg AuthType; \
dcl auCap Capability ; L
dcl auRdu, ausdu FÍame;
dcl auRsn Reasoncode:
dcl austa MacAddr;
dcl austs TxResult;
dcl auTmot Kusec;I Authenticate Reouest ¡s on

--j tnis page, Deauthenticate
I and class 2 error on next page.

(auSta,
auAlg,
auTmot)

dotl lAuthentication_
Algorithms and
(not isGroup(auSta)))

Copy challenge
text from auth
seq #2 frame.

(true)

mBss¡d,
(auAlg //
mkOS(1,2)
il 02)

mBssid,
(auAlg //
mkos(3,2) //
02 It
substr(auRdu,
31,128)) )

I
I

1
I
I

Cannot
authenticate
us¡ng group
address.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I Mark shaÍed
jkey frame #3
I for encryption

lgnore auth
frames from
other stâtions. I

I
I

(false) (false)

(2) (4)

(open_system)
else else

-kev)

lgnore response
sequence errors,
which may be from
requests that timed out.
Also, there is no
status in odd to ¡nform
the sender.

/* This seruice handles
(De)Authent¡cate requests.
This service also handles
¡ncoming the generation of
responses for class 2 errors.

This state machine handles
Mlme requests sequentially,
wh¡ch is the s¡mplest case.
It ¡s permiss¡ble to have
several authentications in
progress at once, provided
the destinat¡on stations are
all different. To support
concurrent sequences this
state machine gets collapsed
into one state, with sequence
state held in a variable. The
local variables are replicated
for each sequence, selected
by responder address. ./

t)

auth
cont

auSdu:=
mkFrame

(auth, auSta,

auSdu:=
setwepBit
(mmpdu,1)

Wait_Auth_
_Seq_4

AuthEven Tauth

MlmeAuth

else

uSta,

Auth_Req_
_ldle

MlmeAuth_

Írm

auth
err

Auth_Req-
ldle
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Serv¡ce AuthReqService,Sta deauth 2a(2)

I I Deauthenticate reouest and
.lclass 2 error are on this page.
i Authent¡cation on prev¡ous page.

(auSta,
auRsn)

auSta,
mBssid,
auRsn)

I Send notifcat¡on,
- | do not wait for

i del¡very confirmat¡on.

lUpdate local stat¡ons state
-l records. Send¡ng deauth also

i clears asoc state ¡f present.

lf deauthenticat¡ng
the current AP, or
deauthenticat¡ng
everyone, end the
association (if
any) by clearing
mBss¡d and mAssoc.

or
isGroup
(auSta)

(true)

I Don't confirm
--lclass 2 error

I notifications.
(false)

(successful)

Auth_Req_
ldle

l\4lmeDeau

request

asRsn:=
class2_err

auSdu:=
mkFrame
(deauth,

auSta=
mBssld

mAssoc:=false,
mBss¡d:=
nullAddr

(false)

MlmeDis_
associate._
confirm

(kue)
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asoc_
err

reset(Tasoc)

Asoc_ldle

MlmeDis

request

Disasoc
(asRdu)

AsocReq
(asRdu)

ReasocReq
(asRdu)

(false)

mAssoc
asRsn:=

class3 err

(false)

(true)

asSdu:=
mkFrame
(disasoc,

Send
(asSdu,
norm)

MlmeDis_
assoc¡ate._
¡nd¡cation

Sst(asSta,

asSta=
mBssld

Sst(asSta,

mAssoc:=false,
mBssld:=
nullAddr

mAssoc:=false,
mBssid:=
nullAddr

Xport

(false)

asRsn=

MlmeDis_
associate._
confirm

(true)

Service AsocService_Sta sta_disasoc_1 a(3)

I
I

/* This serv¡ce handles
Assoc¡ate, Reassociate ând

\
Disassoc¡ate requests at non-
AP stations. This service
also generates responses for
class 3 errors and incoming
(re)association requests. */

I On this page are Disassociate request, incoming
--i Disassociation frame, class 3 error, and ¡ncom¡ng

r (Re)Association request frames. More on next page.

(asSta,
asRsn)

asSta,
mBssid
asRsn)

(true)

I
I

--1
I
I
I
I
I
I

lgnore incoming
association frames
at non-AP stat¡on,
and disassociation
frames from all
but current AP.

I Local station state
(addr2(asRdu),
reason(asRdu)) --.1 updated even if

I notifìcation frame
lis undeliverable.

lUDdate station
--jstäte regarding

I this association

I lf destination
--.1 is the current

I AP clear mBssid

(true) I and mAssoc.

I Don't confirm
-- -l class 3 error

inotifications.
(false)

(successful)

dcl ascap Capability;
dcl asRsn ReasonCode
dcl assta MacAddr:

t\

dcl assts TxResult;
dcl asTmot Kusec;
dcl asRdu, assdu Frâme ;
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Service Asocservice Sta sta_asoc_2b(3)

t\
I
I

I On this page are assoc¡ate request
- i and reassociate request. More

I of this state on previous page.

(asSta,
asTmot,
asCap)

(asSta,
asTmot,
asCap)

asSta,
mBssid,
(ascap //
mkOs(mLis_
tenlnl,zl Il
mkElem
(eSsld,mSsid)
// mkElem
(eSupRates,
mBrates)) )

asSta,
mBss¡d,
(asCap //
mkOS(mLis_
tenlnt,2) //
mBssid //
mkElem
(eSsld,mSsid)
// mkElem
(eSupRates,
mBrates)) )

(false) (false)

(true)

else r) else

I

-t
I
I

Only accept
response from
request target.

I Onlv acceot
j resfonse irom

l) I request target.

Asoc ldle

Mlme-
Associate._
request request

dotl lAssoc_dotl lAssoc

export(dot1 1_
AssociationRe_
sponseTimeOut)

export(dot1 1_
AssociationRe
sponseTimeOut)

asSdu:=
mkFrame

(reasoc_Íeq,

asSdu:=
mkFrame
(asoc req,

set(now +
dKusec(as_

Tmot),Tasoc)

set(now +
dKusec(as

Tmot),Tasoc)

Wait
_Reasoc_
_Response

Wait_Asoc_
_Response

TasocTasoc

asSta= asSta=lVlmeAsso
ciate.confirm
(timeout) firm(timeout)

MlmeReas_

status asoc_
err

asoc_
efr

MlmeAsso_
ciate.confirm
(refused)

MlmeAsso_
ciate.confirm
(successful)

MlmeReas_ MlmeReas_
soc¡ate.con

asoc_
err

asoc
eÍ1

new_
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Service AsocServ¡ce Sta sta_asoc_2,1 a(3)

I
I

Remove old
association
before saving
data on new
association.

I
I
f
I
I
I
I

if (mcap and
cPollable)=cPollable
then true else false fi

¡f (mcap and
cPollReq)=cPollReq
then true else false fi

getElem(asRdu,
eSupRates)

Re-export
intra-MAC t_

I
var¡ables.

new_

Sst(mBssid,
¡s_asoc)

reset(Tasoc)

mCap:=
CapA(asRdu)

mPcPoll:=

mPcAvail:=
mPcPoll or

mAld:=
Ald(asRdu)

dotl l Operat_
ionalRateSet:=

mBssid:=
add12(asRdu)

mAsoc:=
true

Asoc_ldle
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dcl arAlg, arAlg2 AuthType ;

dcl arRdu, ausdu Frame ;

dcl arRsn ReasonCode ;

dcl arseq, arseq2 lnteger ;

dcl arsta, arsta2, arsta3 MacAddr
dcl arSC StatusCode;

t)

Service AuthRspService auth rsp 1b(2)

I

arAlg:= /" The RC4 PRNG is accessed \as a remote procedure:
prnString:= call RC4(key,length)

Th¡s procedure only present when
dotl l Privacyoption_
lmplemented=true

lmported procedure RC4 :

fpar PrngKey, lnteger ;

returns Octetstr¡ng ;

authAlg
(arRdu),
arSta:=
addt2
(arRdu)

(1)

import
(dot1 lAuthent¡_
cationAlgorithms)

imported dotl 1 AuthenticationResponse, l)T¡meout Kusec;

(true)

Optionlmplemented

(false)

I
I
I

The chKey value used to
generate challenge text ¡s

arbitrary, and does not need
to be shared. However,
implementers are advised
that the source of chKey
SHOULD NOT be one
of the WEP keys, because
the output of the PRNG
when using chKey is sent,
unencrypted, ¡n the
challenge text field.

mBssid,
(aAtg ll
mkOS(2,2) //
successful //

mBssid

mkElem(eCtxt,
arChalng)))

(arAlg //
mkOS
(arSeq+1
// arSC))

2l

dotl'l Authent¡cation,
ResponeT¡meout)), Tchal)

I Set response timeout and
I await response to challenge.
I

/* This service handles
incom¡ng Authenticat¡on
& Deauthentication frames.

L

This state mach¡ne handles
only a single shared key
authenticat¡on challenge
sequence at one time, wh¡ch
is the s¡mplest case. lt ¡s
possible to have several
authentication responses ¡n
progress at once, prov¡ded
the source stations are all
different. To allow multiple
responses this state machine
gets collapsed into one state,
w¡th sequence state held in a
var¡able. The local variables
are replicated for each
response, selected by
requester stat¡on address. */

dcl chKey Octetstring

/* Key to generate
challenge text */

Auth_Rsp_
ldle

(arRdu)
Tchal

arSeq:=
authSeqNum

(arRdu),

arSeq

arSC:=
auth seq_

fail

arAlg
in

bad
alg

arSC:=
unsupt-alg

arAlg

else

arSC:=
successful

arChalng:=
call RC4

(chKey,128)

bad
alg

Sst(arSta,
auth_open)

Sst(arSta, arsdu:=
mkFrame

(auth,arsta,

A station
is allowed
to reject an
open system
auth request
with status
unspec_fail.

(false)

arsdu:=
mkFrame

(auth, arsta,

Send
(arsdu,
norm)

set(now+
(import(

norm)

Auth_Rsp_
ldle

Wait_Chal_
_Rsp
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arSta3:=
add12

(arRdu)

Sst(arSta3,
de auth)

MlmeDeau_
thenticate._
¡ndication

arSta3=
mBssld

mAssoc:=false
mBssid:=
nullAddr

(false)

Wait_Chal_
_Rsp

(arRdu)

arSeq2:=
authSeqNum

(arRdu),

Sst(arSta,

arSeq2 Auth_Rsp_
ldle

arSta =
arSta2

arsta =
ârStâ2

else

(true)

reset
(ïchal)

arSC:=
unspec_fail unsupt_alg

arSC:= arSC:--
successful

else

(false)

arChalng= Sst(arSta2,
de_auth) open)

arSC:=
chnlg fail

arSC:=
successful

arsdu:=
mkFrame

(auth,arSta2,

Send
(arSdu,
norm)_auth)

Sst(arSta2,
auth_key)

(false)

arSdu:=
mkFrame

(auth, arsta,

Wait_Chal_
_Rsp

Send
(arSdu,
norm)

Auth_Rsp_
ldle

Service AuthRspservice auth_rsp_2b(2)

t\
I
I

Timeout while
wa¡ting ¡s a
failed attempt.

Update station
state, deauth

I clears asoc
I if present.

ln the case of
undecryptable
response, assume
Auth frame from
expected source
is sequence 3.

(1)

(false)

getElem
(eCtxt,
arRdu)

mBssid
(af¡'ts ll
mkOS(4,2)
// arSC))

arsta2:=
add12
(arRdu)

(1)

Open_system
request from a
d¡fferent station
can be handled
while awaiting
challenge rsp.

import(dot1 1 Authenti_
cationAlgor¡thms)

mBssid,
(authAlg
(arRdu))
// mkOS
(arseq2+1,
2)il
arsc))

A station
is allowed
to reject an
open system
auth request
w¡th status
unspec_fail.

(arSta3,
reason
(arRdu))

(true)

lf deauth ¡s

from current
AP, end asoc
(if any) by
clearing
mBssid and
mAssoô.

I Continue
.lto wait for
I response to
I challenge.
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Service SynchÍon¡zation_Sta sta_Powermgt_1c(8)

dcl yAtimRx, yPsm, yRdt¡m, ywake Boolean ;

dcl yAtw, yBcn, yEnr, yMocp, ystt Time;
dcl yBcnPer¡od, yDtim, ycmax, ycmin Kusec ;

dcl ybd BssDscr;
dcl ybdset BssDscrset;
dcl ybtp BssType;
dcl ybsid MacAddr;
dcl yclist lntstring ;

dcl ycx, yJto, ytemp lnteger;
dcl yDspm DsParms;
dcl yFhpm FhParms;
dcl ylbpm lbssParms ;

dcl ypdly Usec;

I
I

¡ PowerMgt requests
- - j valid in all

I top-level states.

I PsmDone sent
- -.1 oy TxCoord

r after change

(yPsm,
yWake,
yRdtim)

in power save
¡ndication is
announced in

( ".J::'" )
I frame exchange.

var¡ables
to default
values'

(mPss =
or ((yPsm =
station_active)

(rue) and (dotl l Powerl\,44n
agementMode =
power_save))

Set TSF
time to
2e10.

Setting these
timers to now
causes events
¡n each of the
multi-state
services of the
process, forcing
each serv¡ce to
¡ts idle state.

set(now,Tasoc),
set(now,Tauth),
set(not,Tchal)

dcl yPhpm PhyParms
dcl yRdu, yTdu Frame
dcl yssid Octetstring;
dcl yOrates Ratestring;
dcl ystp ScanType;
dcl ytrsl TxResult;

timer Tscan,
Tmocp, T

MlmePower
mgt.confìrm
(success)

ResetlvlAC PsmDone

'obtain Phy
charâcteristics'

'reset all
intra-MAC

remote

ytemp:=
call TSF
(0, true)

reset(Tbcn),
reset(Tatim),

No BSS

No_Bss, Bss,
lbss-Act¡ve,

lbss_ldle

request

'mReceive_
Dtims:=
yRdtim'

mPss:=
awake

Wake

(false)

dotl lPower

yPsm

Xport
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No_Bss, Bss,
lbss_Active,

lbss_ldle

MlmeScan._
request(
ybtp,ybsid,

Service Synchronization_Sta sta_Scan_2d(8)

I Scân reouests
- - j vatid in ätt

r top-level states.

yss¡d, ystp,
ypdly, yclist,
ycmin, ycmax)

Only accept
Scan request
when no frame
exchange is
in progress.

I
I
f
I
I
I
I

not import
(mFxlP)

(false)

empty,invalid)

I No loss svnc
- jif scan parms

I are invalid.

dotl 1 Desired
BssType:=ybtp

dotl 1 Desired_
BssType)

(act¡ve_scan) (pass¡ve_scan)

bcstAddr, ybsid,
mkElem(eSsld,
ySsid)//mkElem(
eSupRates,
dotl l Operat_
ionalRateSet))

valid'

ybdset:=Empty,
Ycx:= 0'

mDisable:=true

MlmeScan._
confirm(

dotl 1 Desired_
gs¡6.=yssid,

Ssid,
dotl'l

ystype

(probe req,

tpdu:=
mkFrame
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Service Synchronization__Sta sta Scan 2.1b(8)

I
I

(false) (true)

ybdset,success)

(act¡ve scan) (passive scan)

I Scan ends in

-.1 No_Bss state
r since sync lost
lwith prior Bss.
¡ lmplementations
I may save/restore
i TSF and asoc
I info to re-io¡n
I
I pnor tjss.

I Set probe
- - j oetay

Itimeout.

L¡sten for
activity
on channel. ¡

( ,'m*, )
I Set orobe

- - j respon""
| (max) timeout

I Transm¡t
- - j otoo"

I request.

I Go to next
.l channel if
I no activitv
loy min tlríre.

I Set channel
j activity
| (min) timeout.

I Receive

I responses
r on channel.

Act_Listen,
Act_Rece¡ve,
Pas_Listen

u,yrend,
Beacon

u,yrend,

'ybd:= bss
description

info from yrdu'

ybd!bd_
StartTs:=

ytstr

ybdset:=
ybdset
or ybd

Act_Receive,
Pas Listen

Tscan

ycx+1
ycx:=

ycx >

'fìlter ybdset
for ybtype

and duplicates'

ystype
confirm(
Mlmescan._

Wait_Csw_
Done

Set
(now+ycmax,

Tscan)
No Bss

Pas_Listen

set
(now+ypdly,

Tscan)

Wait_Probe_
_Delay

Send
imed)

Set
(now+ycmim

Tscan)

Act Listen

Act_L¡sten

Set
(now+ycmax,

Tscan)

Act Receive
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Service Synchronization*Sta sta_Start_lbss_3c(8)

I lStart IBSS on
-- jtris page, join

I on next Page.

yBcnPeriod,
yDtim, /. cfpm'/,
yPhpm, ylbpm,
ypdly, mCap,
mBrates, yorates)

FHphy'

(0,false)
mod yMocp))

(true) (false)

lnitialize
-t
I dwell t¡mer

| 46-bit strino needs
-- j to oe very-random,

r see 1 1.1.3.

I
I--t
I
I
I
I

Set starting
channel (FH)
or operat¡ng
channel (DS),
null for lR.

dotl l DtimPer¡od:=
yDtim,dotl l Oper
ationalRateSet:=yOrates

dotl l Operational_
RateSet)

(0,false)
mod yBcn))

Itnitiutir"- - -l 
beacon tìmer

I Activate
jRe state
l machine.

Wait probe
delay before
¡nitiating a
transmission.

I
I
I
I
I
I

I Start out as
-l tbss prooe

i responder.

No*BSS

lvllmeStart.
request
(mSsid,

vBvtp

sCanBeAp
valid'

mlbss:=true,
mPss:=awake,
mPdly:=ypdly

MlmeStart._
confìrm
(invalid)

mBssld:=
oillll

'46 random bits'

No_Bss
dotl 1 Beacon_

Period:=
yBcnPeriod,

yBcn:=
kUsec

(yBcnPeriod)
AP Active

yAtw:=kUsec
(aiimWin
(ylbpm))

'set actual
phy parameters

from phpm'

ibss
init

ibss
init

yMocp:=kUsec
(dwellTime
(yFhpm))

mNextBdry:=
¡6y¡r+(yMocp
- (call TSF

set
(mNextBdry,

Tmocp)

(false)

'yChan:=
first (or only)

channel'

mNextTbtt:=
¡ey¡+(yBcn
- (call TSF

set
(mNextTbtt,

Tbcn)

mlbss:= true,
mDisable:=

false

lnit Wait
ProbeDelay

MlmeStart._
confirm
(success)

set(now +
tUsec(ypdly)

Tpdly)
Tpdly

lbss_Active
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Service Synchronization_Sta sta Join_4c(8)

t\ I Join on this
- j oage, start on

I prevrous page

ypdly, yOrates)
I A probe response from

- - -.1 tne bss/ibss can also be
I used to establish sync.

add12(yrdu)) and
(mssld = getElem
(eSsld,yrdu))

(false) (true)

dotl 1 Beacon_
p"r¡s¿.=ybd!_
bdBcnPer

(=o)

:= ybd!bdDt¡mPer
yphpm:=ybd!_
bdPhyParms

FHphy'

(true)

mCap:= ybd!_
bdCap,mBrates:=
ybd!bdRates,
mPdly:=ypdly

(0,false)
mod yMocp))

dotl'l Oper_
rationalRateSet)

_i
I

lnitialize
dwell timer

I Set starting
-.1 channel (FH)

r or oPerating
! channel (DS),

inull for lR.

(0,false)
mod yBcn))

else (=clbss)

ybd!_
bdStartTs),

true)

lnitialize
beacon timer

_t

I

No Bss

MlmeJo¡n._
fequest
(ybd,yJto,

valid'

MlmeJo¡n._
confirm
(invalid)

n,'U..¡6.=ybd
bdBssld,mSsl

ybd!bdSsld

No Bss
lDtimPeriod

ybdlbd

dotl lOper_
at¡onalRateSet:=

yOrates

export(dot1 1

BeaconPer¡od,
dotl lDtimPeriod,

set
(now + yBcn,

Tbcn)

'seleci channel
of target Bss'

ytemp:=
call TSF(
(now -

Jo¡n_Wait_
_Beacon

Join_Wait_Bcn

, yenr,

(mBssld =
yJto:=

yJto

from yrdu'

'adopt
vâlues

set
(now + yBcn,

Tbcn)

yMocp:=kUsec
(dwellTime
(yFhpm))

MlmeJoin._
confirm
(timeout)

mNextBdry:=
now+(yÀilocp
- (call TSF

mBssld:=
nullAddr,

mSsld:=null

set
(mNextBdry

Tmocp)

(false)

'yChan:=
first (or only)

channel'
No Bss

SwChnl
(yChan,true)

mNextTbtt:=
¡6yy+(yBcn
- (call TSF

mDisable:=
false,

mlbss:=false

mDisable:=
false,

mlbss:= true

set
(mNextTbtt,

Tbcn)

MlmeStart._
confirm
(success)

Bss lbss ldle
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lbss_Act¡ve,
lbss ldle

TatimAtim
(yrdu)

Beacon

,ystt)
Tbcn

(mBssld =
mAtimW:=

false
set

(now+yBcn,
Tbcn)

yAtimRx:=
true

Wake,
ÏBTT

mPss:=
doze

ytdu:=
mkFrame
(beacon,

DozeyAtimRx;=false,
mAtimW:=true,

mPss:=awake

(true)

(false)

Xport

(ytdu,imed)

Xport,
Send

from yrdu'

'adopt
values

set
(now+atimW¡n
(ylbpm),Tatim)

ytemp:=
call TSF

Service Synchronization_Sta sta_TSF_lbss_54(8)

I I States when ioined/started lbss.
---l lbss nct¡ve rihen sent beacon this

i interval so respond to probe requests.

add12(yrdu)) and
(mSsld=getElem
(eSsld, yrdu))

(false)

= clbss) and
(mSsld=getElem
(essld, yrdu))

and (not yAtimRx)
and (ytrsl
/= successful)

(true)

bcstAddr,
mBssld, 08
/" t¡mestamp

inserted
during tx */

// mk2octets
(yBcnPeriod)

ll mCap
// mkElem

(eSsld,
mSsld)

// mkElem
(eSupRâtes,

dotl l Operational_
RateSet)
// mkElem

(ePhpm,
yPhpm)

// mkElem
(elbss,
ylbpm))

> call TSF
(0, false)

(tstamp(yrdu)
+ (now - yStt),
true)
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Service Synchronization_Sta sta_TSF_bss,6a(8)

I
I

I State when ioined Bss. receive
- -l beacons, ignore probe requests,

;adjust TSF to track AP's t¡me.

mCfp and
(now >=

import(
mNavEnd))

add12(yrdu)) and
(mSsld=getElem
(essld, yrdu))

(true)

¡f mDtìmCount=0
then
dotl l DtimPer¡od-1
else
mDtimCountl f¡

else
(tstamp(yrdu)
+ (now - yStt),
true)

=o)

then true
else false fi

if Cfpcount(
YCfPm¡=9
then CfpPer¡od(
yCfpm)-1
else Cfpcount(
yCfpm)-1 fi)

(true)

(cfpDurRem
(yCfpm),
cfp bss)

=o)

(CfpMaxDur
(yCfpm),
cfp_bss)

if yLicnt=O
then yL¡nt-1
else ylicnt-'l fi

(power save) (station active)

power_save) and
(yLicnt=0)
and (import
(mReceiveDtims))

mAld) or
(bufBcst(yTim)
(dtCount(yTim)

and
0))

Bss

Beacon
(yrdu,
yEnr, ystt)

Tbcn

(mBssld --
set

(now+yBcn,
Tbcn)

mCfp:= false

'adopt
values

from yrdu'

mDtim_
Count:=

ytemp:=
CAII TSFCount

mCfP:= if
cfpDurRem
(yCfpm) > 0

bb
done

mCfp
yCfpm:=

setCfpCount
(yCfpm,

(false)

else

yL¡cnt:=

yTim:=
getElem

(eTim, yrdu)

(yTim,
mPss:=
awake

mPss:=
awake

Doze

(true)

Bssbb
done
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Service Synchronization Sta sta TSF bss 6.1a(8)

I
I

(true) (false)

(false)
(true)

bb
done

mAsoc

mDisable:=
true

BSS

No_Bss

lbss ldle

Bss,
lbss_Active,

mNextBdry:=
mNextBdry +

yMocp

sei
(mNextBdry

Tmocp)

'yChan:=
next channel
in hop seq'

irue)

Wait_Hop_
Bss

mlbss

lbss_ldle Bss
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PSRX

CS

Defragment
(1 ,1)

/* also decrypt "/

nxvroou]

Pslndicatel

ToRx

FromSync

Rxlndicate] t

fruee¿nct.'l

fnl:n*il

[cnanservau]

FromCtl

lndAck

Defrag

[cnanoer.rau]

UpdNav

/" This block handles octet-level |\reception of MPDUS from the
PHY, and validat¡on, fìltering,
and decryption needed so higher
blocks have uniform, erroÍ-free
informat¡on from the relevant rx
events. This block also maintains
the MAC'S view of channel state,
¡ncluding the NAV (and remote
var¡able mNavEnd), rx activity
(and the remote variable mRxA),
and slot t¡ming (prov¡ding the
Busy, ldle and Slot s¡gnals to
the Transmiss¡on block). ./

Block Recept¡on

ToTx

lncludes decryption if
dot'l 1 Privacyopiionlmplemented
=true. This is a typical
locat¡on, but implementers
may use other locations
bet\iveen the PHY_SAP_RX
and MAC_SAP as long as
they prov¡de the specifìed
behavior as observed at
LLC, MLME and the WM.

Filter_MPDU
(1 ,1)

Channel_State
(1,1)

lfsCtl

RtsTimeout,
UseD¡fs,
UseEifs

Val¡date_MPDU
(1,1)

PhyCca

PhyRxStart.indication
PhyRxEnd.indication,
PhyData.ind¡cation

FromPHY

Ienvccarst.recuest]

receive_1 a(1 )

ToPs

nxrvroou]

Filter

signal ClearNav(NavSrc),
RtsTimeout,
Rxl\il pd u( Frame,T¡me,Time,

Rate,Boolean,
Keyvector, KeyMapArray),

SetNav(Time,
Duration,NavSrc),

UseDifs(Time),
UseEifs(T¡me)

IenyCca.inoication,l

lPhvCcarst.confirm J

BusV, ldle, Slot]
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Process Channel_State nav_clear_1 b(2)

dcl cs Ccastatus ; l\
dcl rxtx, slot, sifs lnteger ; -
dcl dDifs, dE¡fs, dlfs, dNav,

dRxTx, dSifs, dSlot Durat¡on ;

dcl tNew, tRel tRxEnd Time ;

dcl newsrc, curSrc NavSrc;

dRxTx:=dUsec
(aRxTxTurn_
aroundTime)

dD¡fs:=dSifs +
(2 - dslot)

calcDur(first(
¡mport(mBrates)),
stuff(aMpdu
DurationFactor,
sAckctslng) +
aPlcpHdrLength
+ aPreamble_
Length) + dD¡fs)

r Assume channel
--.lOusy unt¡l Phy

I ¡ndicates idle.

ItNavEnd is =0
I until first rx

I that sets Nav.

I Eifs based
-lon the lowest
I bas¡c rate.

I ClearNav, RtsTimeout,
--.1 tnav, Tslot ignored

r in Wait IFS state.

("",.Ë,t*,)

(idle)

I ldle sional is
.l sent ai end of
Ithe M2 interval
l(Figure 47).

I Tifs ¡gnored
lin this state.

(idle)

I PhvCcareset.
--jcontirm is -

I rgnoreo.

(busy) (idle)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Slot signal is
generated at
the end of each
lvl2 interval
(Fig. 47) while
channel is idle.

timer Tifs :

timer Tnav ;

timer Tslot ;mNavEnd Time;

dcl exported
tNavEnd as

both physical and
virtual carrier
sense, generates
slot time reference,
and provides Busy,
ldle & Slot s¡gnals
to Transm¡ssion. */

/. This process
maintains chan
stâte bâsed on

ResetMAC

Wait_lFS
f IDLE -/

dSifs:=
dUsec

(aSifsTime),

curSrc)

SetNav
,dNav,

dSlot:=
dUsec

(aSIotTime),
T¡fs

PhyCca._
¡ndicat¡on
(cs)

dEifs:=
dUsec

(aSifsTime +

Cs_noNav
f BUSY Y

dlfs:=
dEifs

PhyCca._
ind¡cation
(cs) curSrc)

SetNav
,dNav,

cs:= busy,
tNavEnd:=0

set
(now+dSlot,

Tslot)

I ClearNav, Tnav, Tifs,
---l RtsTimeout, Tslot

iignored in this state.

tNavEnd:=
tRef+dNavreset(Tnav) noCs_noNav

r IDLE Y

SetNav
(tRef,dNav,
curSrc)

set
(tNavEnd,

Tnav)

PhyCcarst._
request

set
(now+dlfs,

T¡fs)

export
(tNavEnd)

export
(tNavEnd)

PhyCca._
indication
(cs)

tNavEnd:=
tRef+dNav

Tslot

Cs_NavcurS rc:=
nosrc

set
(tNavEnd,

Tnav)
Slot Wait IFS

set
(now+dSlot,

Tslot)
Busy

Cs noNav export
(tNavEnd)

nocs Nav
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noCs*Nav
f BUSY Y

PhyCca._
indicat¡on
(cs)

Tnav

PhyCcarst._
request

Cs_Nav cursrc:=
nosrc

set
(now+dlfs,

Tifs)

Wait_lFS

Process Channel State nav_set_2c(2)

I I Tslot and Tifs
- - -l ignored in

I nocs Nav state.

I Tslot and Tifs
--l ignored in

¡cs Nav state.

(busy) (idle) (busy)

I
I

I ChanoeNav is
-lSetNa"v if not
I channel switch I

I
I

I
I
I
I

Clearing NAV on
RTS t¡meout is
optional (9.2.5.4).

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

(true)

Clear NAV and I

use EIFS after i-
channel change. I

The initial dlfs
value is dE¡fs,
set by a UseEifs
signal generated
by Validate_Mpdu
at startup and
due to ResetMAC.

tNavEnd is =0 I

until first rx i-
on new channel. ¡

Cs_Nav
/- BUSY Y

PhyCca._
¡ndication Tnav

noCs_Nav curSrc:=
nostc

set
(now+dlfs,

Tifs)

Cs noNav

noCs_Nav,
Cs_Nav

/. âll NAV -//* all states '/

Rts_
T¡meout

ClearNav
(newSrc)

UseEifs
(tRxEnd)

UseDifs
(tRxEnd)

ChangeNav
(tRef,dNav,
newSrc)

SetNav
(tRef,dNav,
newSrc)

dlfs:=
dDifs-dRxTx cswitch

tNew:=
tRef+dNav

dlfs:=
dEifs-dRxTx

set
(tRxEnd+dlfs,

Tifs)

d lfs:=
dEifs-dRxTx

tNavEnd:=
now,

curSrc:=nosrc
set(now,Tnav)

tNavEnd:=
tNew,

curSrc:=newSrc

tNavEnd:=0,
curSrc:=nosrc

set(tNavEnd,
Tnav)

Nav is cleared by setting Tnav I

to now. This causes immediate l.
Tnav signal to enable ex¡t from I

noCs-Nav or Cs_Nav state. I

export
(tNavEnd)
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Process Val¡date_MPDU start_rx_1 b(2)

I
I

/. This process receives an MPDU from the l\
PHY while calculating and checking the
FCS value. Frames with valid FCS, length
and protocol version are sent for receive
filter¡ng, along with a snapshot of the WEP
keys if dotl I PrivacyOptionlmplemented=true.

Th¡s process also provides Channel_State
w¡th Difs/Eifs and Rts timeout signals,
and maintains the mRxA remote variable. */

Calculate PHY
Rx delay that
is subtracted
from now to
get reference
point times.

I lndicate Rts
non-response
timeout.

(rxLength,
rxRate)

I lndicate that
-j a reception

I rs rn progress.

Sâve copy of
WEP keys at
Rxstart in câse
Mpdu ¡s first
fragment of
encrypted
Msdu/Mmpdu.

dotl lWep_
DefaultKeys)

t lnitialize CRC &
- -l clear pdu buffer

I (length(Pdu)=0).

dotl lWep_
KeyMappings)

Option,
lmplemented

(dot1 I Exclude_
Unencrypted)

(false) (true)

(Rx ldle)

ResetMAC
D1:= dusec

(aRxRfDelay+
aRxPlcpDelay)

reset(Trts)

cErr:=0,
mRxA:=false

export
(cErr,mRxA)

Rx ldle

Trts

RtsTimeout reset(Trts)

mRxA:=true

export(mRxA)

k:= 0,
fcs:= initCrc,

pdu:= null

Rx Frame save_
keys

dcl exported mRxA Boolean:=false,
cErr as dotl 1 FcsErrorCount Counter32:=

¡mported mBrates Ratestring,
dotl 1 WepDefaultKeys Keyvector,
dotl 1 WepKeyMappings KeyN¡apArray,
dotl 1 Excludeunencrypted Boolean ;

timer Trts ;

A

dcl fcs Crc ;

dcl D1, dRts Duration ;

dcl endRx, startTs Time ;

dcl k, rxlength lnteger ;

dcl pdu Frame;
dcl rxRate Rate:
dcl status PhyRxstat:
dcl v Octet;
dcl wDefault
dcl wKeyMap
dcl wExclude Boo¡ean

Keyvector;
KeyMapArray

t)

import(

wKeyMap:=
import(

wExclude:=
import

Rx Frame
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Process Validate MPDU validate_rx_2c(2)

I
I

I Save time of Rx
.l end as reference
i for start of lFS.

Rts timeout
based on
rate of Rts.

I Save arrival time
.l of fìrst octet of
| {what mav be a}
liimestami Reto. (rts)

(no_error)

(false) (=sversion)

PhvDâtâ.indicate I

ignôred to drop l- --
excess octets. I

(rxLength -
sCrcLng))

Save time of Rx I I Droo FCS field from
j frame before passing
I up for filtering.

end as reference I --
for start of lFS. I

Option lmplemented
and wepBit(pdu)

(true)

startTs,rxRate,
wExclude,wDefau
wKeylVap)

It,

I
I

I
E¡fs based
on the lowest
basic rate.
Assumed to
be the first
element of
mBrates.lndicate that I

recept¡on ¡. l--
not ¡n progress. I

Rx Frame

PhyRxEnd._
¡ndication
(status)

ftype(pdu)
Pdu:=
pdu ll

mkstring(v),

endRx:=
now-D1

dRts:=dUsec(
(2-aSifsTime)+
(2.aSlotTime)+

startTs:=
now-D1

k:= k+1

(true)

(false)

fcs =
set

(now+dRts,
Trts)

Rx_Error

DurationFactor,
sAckCtsLng) +
aPlcpHdrlength +
aPreambleLength))

else

calcDur(xRate,
stuff(aMpdu_

cErr:=
inc(cErr)

pdu:= substr
(pdu,0,

export(cErr) UseDifs
(endRx)

endRx:=
now-D1

I Accumulate
-loctet into Mpdu
i and CRC check.

(false)

crc32(fcs, v)

else

RxMpdu
(pdu,
endRx,

Rxl\,4pdu
(pdu'
endRx,

(endRx)
UseEifs

(false)

startTs,
rxRate,
,,)

mRxA:Jalse

export(mRxA)

Rx ldle
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Process F¡lter_MPDU pre filter 1d(4)

I
I

dcl exported cDup as dotl 1 FrameDuplicatecount, N
cMc as dotl l MulticastReceivedFrameCount,
cRx as dotl lRece¡vedFragmentcount Counter32:= 0 ;

mBrates)),
stuff(aMpduDuration_
Factor, sAckctsLng
+ aPlcpHdrlength)
+ aPreambleLength))

imported mBrates Ratestr¡ng, t)mBss¡d MacAddr
mcfp Boolean,
dotl lGroupAddresses MacAddrSet,
mlbss Boolean,
mss¡d Octetstring,
astationld lvacAddr;

I lnitialize tuple cache
-.1 for duplicate filtering.

I Cache capacity is set
I by "tupleCacheSize"
I but a spec¡f¡c s¡ze
lis not specif¡ed.

dcl cache TupleCache;
dcl dup, myBss Boolean ;

\
dcl dNav, dPsp, dAck Duration
dcl endRx, strTs Time ;

dcl pdu Frame;
dcl rxRate Rate;
dcl src Navsrc ;

dcl wDefault Keyvector ;

dcl wExclude Boolean ;

dcl wKeylVap Keyl\4apArray ;

startTs,rxRate,
wExclude,wDefault,
wKeyMap)

(durlD(pdu) > 32767)
then dUsec(durld(pdu))
else 0 fi

Power I
I
Imanagement

info from all
val¡d frames.

pwrmgt(pdu))

mActing_
AsAp)

(true)
(false)

(=o)

I AP. check
jatl iames, 2
r pages ahead.

I Non-AP,
--- - -.1 toDs=o to

! accept frame,
I next page.

(1:32767)

dPsp:=dUsec(
aSifsTime+calc_
Du(first(import(

cache:=
clearTuple_

Cache(cache)

Filter_ldle

Resetlvlac

dAck:=
¡f (moreFrag

(odu¡ = 11 uno

Pslndicate
(addr2(pdu),

dNav:=dUsec

src:= misc
(durld(pdu)),

import(

toDs(pdu)ap_
addr

durld(pdu sta_
addr

SetNav
(endRx,
dNav, src)

else

Filter_ldle

/* This process filters valid received
frames by destinat¡on address, and
Bssld for group destination addresses.
Th¡s process also maintains received
pdu counters and the tuple cache for
detect¡ng duplicated un¡cast frames.

Data and management frames which
need acknowledgement cause a
NeedAck signal to Protocol_Control
as well as an RxMpdu to Defragment.
Piggybacked CfAcks cause RxCfack
signals, and CfPolìs cause Rxcfpoll
signals to Protocol_Control. lf an
RxCfPoll is sent for a Data+CfPoll
or Data+CfPoll+CfAck, the NeedAck
has to reach Txcoord during the Sifs.
(The data frame report cannot serve
this purpose because the payload may
be a non-final fragment.)

L

Duration and Cfp duration remain¡ng
are reported to Channel_State, and
power save mode is reported to Mlme. */

lFrames with toDs=1 ¡gnored by non-APs,
- - -l 

except Duration/ld field for Nav update.
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Process Filter MPDU filter_sta_2b(4)

else

I
I

Report probe
requests only
when in lbss.

(false) (true)

and ssid(Pdu) =
import(mSsid)

and capB(Pdu)=clbss

(probe*req)

(true)

(cfack,
data_ack,
cfpoll ack,
data_poll_ack,
cfend_ack)

startTs,
rxRate,
wExclude,
wDefault,
wKeyMap)

I
I

--1

Unsolicited
RxCfAck

I sionals are
lisñoreo.

Reoort lbss beacon I

witir own Ssld but !
other Bssld. for use I

based on TSF aqe. I

lf addrl (RA) is I

group aoireôs, l- --
check the Bssld. I

(false)

I Check for
j beacon from
I another BSS.

(true)

(false)

Update Nav using
Duration/lD value
from frames to all
other stations.
Else case is for
Durld=32768
in the CF period.

= (if frDs(pdu)=1
then add12(pdu)
else add13(pdu) fÌ)

BcAddr or
import(aGro
upAddresses)

(false)

(true)

(true)

(dot1 1 Mac_
Address)

import

import
(mBssld)

I Ensure that
- jCfpoll comes

¡ from own Bss.else

Rx broadcast
or multicast,
2 pages ahead.

lgnore frames
addressed to
other groups
¡n this BSS.

I
I
I
+
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
t-

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I Uodate Nav
.ltor Ps-Poll
I Ack Dur/ld
lReto is ato.

I Onlv reoort
- j cipóu trbm

I unicast to sta.

I Rx directed
----- jframe to sta,

i 2 pages ahead.

other_
bss

Filter_ldle multi
cast

Rxlndicate
(pdu,
endRx,

(beacon)

(false)

else

dNav:=
dUsec(cfDur_

Rem(pdu))
Filter ldle

Filter ldle
SetNav

cfpOther)

sta
addr

sCfPollable

(false)

ftype(pdu)

RxCfAck
(add12(pdu))

else

src:= if rts=
ftype(pdu) then
rts else src fi

add13other_
bss

sCfPollablemulti_
câst

(false)

ftype(pdu)Filter ldle dNav:=
dPsp

SetNav
(endRx,
dNav, src)

F¡lter_ldle
RxCfPoll
(endRx,
rxRate)

unr_
cast
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cfDur

(false)

(beacon)

else

dNav:=
dUsec(cfDur

Rem(pdu))
ftype(pdu)

SetNav

cfpOther)

RxCfAck
(add12(pdu))

Fìlter ldle

else

unr_
cast

src:= if rts=
ftype(pdu) then
rts else src fì

durld(pdu)

dPsp
dNav:=

SetNav
(endRx,
dNav, src)

(4e1 53:
51 I 59)

Filter ldle

Process Filter MPDU filter ap 3a(4)

I
I

t Rece¡ve orobe
.l request át ne
t the same as at
I tbss station.

All frames to I

AP are directed i-
except probe req. I

(false) (true)

import
(dot1 1_
MacAddress) (probe req) else

(true)

(true)

(data ack,
cfend-ack,
cfack)

I Unsolicited
- - - - - - - { nxcfAck signats

I should not occur

lRx directed
-- -- - jframe to AP

I next page.

else

Nav to cover
PS-Poll Ack
when DurlD
fìeld is SlD.

Update Nav
us¡ng value
¡n Duration/lD
field of frames
directed to all
other stations.
Else case is for
Durld=32768
in the CF period
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cRx:= inc(cRx)

export(cRx)

dup:=

(=1)

(false)

searchTuplecache
(cache, add12(pdu),
seq(pdu), frag(pdu))

cDup:=
inc(cDup)

RxMpdu
(pdu,
endRx,

export(cDup)

(true)

NeedAck

cache:=

else

Filter ldle

Process Filter MPDU report_rx*4a(4)

I
I

¡ Report ¡ncoming

- ----.1 directed frames,
¡ including all
I received frames
I accepted at AP.

Report incoming
group-addressed
frames at stâtion.

I-----j

Count all valid r Count all valid

-.1 broadcast and
r multicâst frames
I to th¡s sta, even
ithose that w¡ll
t be discarded
ldue to WEP.

directed frames l.--
to this sta, even
those that will
be discarded
as duplicates
or due to WEP.

(=o)
(cfend,
cfend ack)

startTs,
rxRate,
wExclude,
wDefault,
wKeyMap)

startTs,
rxRate,
wExclude,
wDefault,
wKeyMap)

Ps-Poll is on
else path (as
control frame)
to allow ack
or data as the
response from
protocol ctl.

(data, management)

I Directed Atim frames must
---l be acknowledged, but may be

iomitted from cache. see 9.2.9.

New cache entry
¡f (add12,seq)
is not cached.
lf entry exists
for (add12,seq),
update t¡me
and fragment
number of entry.

updateTupleCache
(cache, addr2(pdu),
seq(pdu),frag(pdu),
endRx)

multi
cast

cRx:= inc(cRx),
cMc:= inc(cMc)

export
(cRx, clvc)

ftype(pdu)

ClearNav
(cfendBss)(pdu)

else

dNav:=
dUsec(cfDur_

Rem(pdu))

SetNav

(beacon)

RxMpdu
(pdu,
endRx,

Filter ldle
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Process Defragment wep fìlter 1b(3)

dcl exported clerr as dot'l l WeplcvErrorcount, l\
cUndc as dotllWepUndecryptablecount,
cExcl as dotllWepExcludedcount Counter32:= 0 ;

I

(dot1 l Max_ imported mCfp Boolean 
' 

'a
¡mported dotllMaxReceiveLifet¡me Kusec ;

imported procedure RC4 ; fpar PrngKey, lnteger;
returns Octetstring ;

Receive_
Lifetime))

I Defraomentation
-.1 bufferé forced

dcl buf DefragArray;
dcl dL¡fe Duration ;

dcl endRx, startTs Time
dcl icvok Boolean ;

ù

dcl k Defraglndex ;

dcl keys DefragKeysArray
dcl pri CfPrior¡ty ;

dcl pdu, sdu Frame;
dcl wExcl Boolean ;

dcl wDefault Keyvector ;

dcl wMap KeyMapArray ;

I empty using the
I aqinq functìon.

,/ not imoort \ I mÐ¡sable=false
( r;üäd") )--jwhen starteo
\ '"'- "*" "'./ ¡ or jo¡ned Bss.

startTs,rxRate,
wExcl,wDefâult,
wMaþ)

else
I When not in Bss

--j only pass beacon
I and probe rsp.

(,;f'::i",) wExcl,wDefault,
wMap)

startTs,rxRate)

else

(=o)
(=o)(=t )

dotl 1 Privacy_
Option_
lmplemented)

auth) and
authSeqNum
(odul=3¡ uno
import(
dot'l l Privacy_
Option_
lmplemented)

(true)

Defrag
ldle

(control)

wepB¡t
(pdu)

wepBit
(pdu)

import(

(management)

(=1 )

(false)

cUndc:=
inc(cUndc)

de
crypt

cExcl:=
inc(cExcl)

export(cExcl)de
crypt

export(cUndc)

Decrypt

dUsec(
import

export(
clerr, cUndc,

cExcl)

ArAge(buf,
now+dLife+1)

buf:=

Defrag_
lnactive

(pdu,
endRx,

ftype
(pdu)

Rxlndicate
(pdu,endRx,

probe rsp)
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Process Defragment wep_decrypL2b(3)

I
I

wlvap, sKey
MappingLength,
wDefault)

(true) (false)

I lcv errors and

-.1 certain undecryptable
I errors counted in

I Decrypt procedure.

(auth)

startTs,rxRate)

Do not report
receipt of
data frames
w¡th lcv errors.

Authenticaiion
challenge resposnes
with lcv errors
are reported, but
Decrypt removes
payload so Auth
servìce is able
to distinguish
a bad key fi'om
a non-fesponse.

de
crypt

Decrypt
(pou'

icvOk,

icvOk

ftype
(pdu)

Rxlndicate
(pdu,endRx,

else
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Rxlndicate
(pdu,endRx,

k:=
arFree(buf)

k:=
arSearch

(buf

buf:=
ArAge

(buf,now)
k>0

buf:=
arAge

(buf,now),

(true)

k>0

buf(k)!inUse:=
false

buf(k)!rCur:=
fragNum(pdu)

(false)

buf(k)lrta:=

buf(k)!inUse:=
true,

rpdu:=
buf(k)!rsdu

buf(k)!rCur:=
fragNum(pdu),

buf(k)!reol:=

buf(k)!
rsdu:=pdu,

Process Defragment defragmen!3c(3)

I

I

J
I
I

lvlpdu ¡s not fragmented
or defragmentation is

and
(fragNum
(pdu)=0))complete. (true)

(false)

startTs,rxRate)
I lntermedìate or
{fìnal Mpdu of
I fragmented Msdu.

(false)

tlnitial lvpdu
- - .l of fragmented

iMsdu. Find free
I buffer to begin
iMsdu reception.

add12(pdu),
seqNum(pdu),
fragNum(pdu))

(false)

arFree(buf)

(true)

length
(buf(k)!rsdu) -
s¡.4acHdrLng)

(true) <-- sMaxMsduLng

add12(pdu),

buf(k)!rsdu:=
buf(k)!rsdu //
substr(pdu,
sMacHdrLng,
length(pdu)-
sMacHdrLng)

buf(k)! rsn:=
seqNum(pdu) (false)

now + kusec(
import(dot11_
MaxReceive_
Lifet¡me))

buf(k)!inUse:=
false

keys(k)!
wDefKeys:=

I F¡nal fraoment
'i tt morel-rag=U,
I ¡ndicate Msdu.wDefault,

keys(k)!
wKeyMap:=
wMap,

keys(k)!
wExclude:=
wExcl
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Procedure Decrypt

fpar r\
in/out pdu Frame, '
¡n/out icvok Boolean,
¡n map KeyMapArray,
in maplength
KeyMapArrayLength,

in kvec KeyVector;

decrypt_1b(1)

I Test whether addr4
-- jfìetd is present.

r Only needed at AP.

I Use default kev
- --l setected by

¡ keyld value.

swepAddLng +
scrcLng - if iswds
then swdsAddLng else 0 f¡

if ¡swds then
sWdsAddLng
else 0 fi

(false)

(false)

Decrypt by xor I

of payload with i--
decrypt str¡ng. I

ICV test value I

calculated from l---
decrypted data. I

or
kmap!wepOn
= false

(data)

(true)

Concatenate
key with lV
from frame.

decryptLng)

Use RC4 PRNG
to generate an
decrypt string
as long as the
MPDU payload
plus the ICV
field.

(false)

// subsk(pdu,
sWepHdrLng
decryptLng -
sCrclng)

I lf calculated Remove ICV
and lV fields
from MPDU,
report decrypt
success if ICV
result correct
or selected
key value null.

-.1 lcv not vat¡d,
idiscard frame

I 
body,. and

¡ fêPOn êrror.

dcl icv Crc;
dcl iswds Boolean l\
dcl decryptLng, k, n lnteger
dcl decryptstr Octetstring ;

dcl key PrngKey;
dcl kmap KeyÀ.4ap ;

isWds:=
toDs(pdu) and

frDs(pdu)

de
c¡pher

icv:=
initCrc

sl\ilacHdrLng -

decryptLng:=
length(pdu) -

k:= 0,
n:=

swepHdrlng +

kmap:=
keyLookup

pdu(n):=
pdu(n) xor

decryptSt(k)

icv:= crc32
(icv, pdu(n))nullAddr

(true)

(add12(pdu),
map,
maplength)

k:= k+1
n:= n+1

key:=
kmap!

wepKey

key:= kvec
(keyld(pdu))

(true) (false)

(false)

decryptLngkeY =

ICV =
(pdu)

key:-- key ll
PrngKey!
lv(pdu)

cUndc:=
inc(cUndc)

clerr:=
inc(clerr)

call RC4
(kev

Þdu:=
subst(pdu,0,
sMacHdrLng)

de
cipher

export(cUndc) export(clerr)

Pdu:=
subst(pdu,0,
sMacHdrLng)

icvOk:= true

icvOk:= false
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G.4 State mach¡nes for MAG access po¡nt

The following SDL-92 system specification defines operation of the MAC protocol at an IEEE 802.114P.
Many aspects ofAP operation are identical to the STA operation. These are defined in blocks and processes

referenced from both the STA and AP system specifications. Blocks and processes used in both STA and AP

are identifiable by the SDL comment /* for STA & AP */ below the block or process name. Blocks and pro-

cesses specific to AP operation are identifiable by the SDL comment /* AP version */ below the block or
process name. Definitions for the /* AP version *l and the /+ STA & AP +/ blocks and processes appear in

this subclause.

The remainder of this clause is the formal description, in SDL/GR, of an IEEE 802. 1 I AP
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use macsorts
use macmib ;

MEDTUM ACCESS CONTROL (MAC) AND PHYSICAL (PHY) SPECIFICATIONS ANSI/IEEE 802.11, 1999 Edition

MAC_Manage_
ment Service
/. for STA & AP./

MAC Data
_Service
/. for STA & AP./

System Access_Point

roDsm]

Irr,rsourncicare]

TSDURSDU

M

AP versionDistribution-
_Seruice
/.only at AP"/

[rr,r"oun"ou""t]

MsduConfìrm]

FRDS

MMTX

MaUnitdata.indication,
MaUnitdataStatus.indication

MAC_SAP

MaUnitdata.reQuest]

r lncludes reouest
--.lvalidation aÅd

I add/remove
lvnc rreaders.

[n"cn"ng", I
I MmRequest, I

I Pscnanse, I

lesnesoonsel

MmConfirm,
Pslnquiry

lncludes encryption,
fragmentation, TIM
generat¡on, and
queuing for BC/MC,
PSM, CFP & fromDs.

I
I--ì
I
I
I
I

Msdu I lrvror- Iconfìrml 
lneauestJ

TPDU

MMDS

Dslnquiry
DsNotify

PduConfìrm
PsPolled

[eoun"or"rt]

Msdu_
lndicate

TODS Iornuroon."]

MCTL

IVLME_AP
/*AP version "/

Protocol_
_Control_AP
/'AP version*/

[cnanser.rav]

RX

Mmlndicate,
Sslnquiry,
SwDone

ffi!îi".1

ftPtmecon

làrmsisnats)

BkDone,
TxConfirm

l-Rrlno¡"rt".-ì

iu:all;l l
U5

Reception
/- for STA & AP./Transmission

/. for STA & AP ./

lncludes DCF, PC
PS-Poll response,
Acknowledgement, I

Rts/Cts, and retry. I

Ì--

DSM

FromDsmlt

TX

F,I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I [(PhvTxconfirmsionats)]

--- PÊ{¡a sÃP Tr - - - :- - - - -
l(envTxnecuestsionatsl

MLME PLME SAP

AP_1 b(3)
f(vtmeConfirmSignals), 

-l

L(Mlmel 
ndicationS¡gnalsl

[(MmgtConfirmSignats¡, I
L(Mmgtlnd¡cationSiOnalsl

[cnanseruau]

fìltering
request

MMGT

Pslndicate]

PS

(MmgtRequestSignals) l

(PhyRxsisnals)]

SM-IVLME*SAP

(MlmeRequestSignals)]

t lncludes MAC MIB,

--.1 MIB access, and
of Mlme
and confrm.

írnãlr-oes lta,t e55,- 
-

-.1 beacon, dwell, CFP
& occupancy tim¡ng,
(reldis)associate,
(de)authenticate,
probe response, and
mon¡tor of station
& power save state.

I lncludes validate, decrypt,
laddress & duplicate fìlter,

,/i defragment, channel state
/' I (physical and v¡rtual carr¡er/ 

isense), and IFS & slot timing.

I lncludes backoff.
----j rCS generate, and

itimestamp insert.

PHY SAP RX

Icnvccarst.reouest]
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use mâcsorts
use macm¡b ;
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System Access_Point AP_signals_2d(3)

I
I

newtype Dsstatus literals
assoc, disassoc, reassoc,

endnewtype DsStatus ;
signal

MmCancel,
MmConf irm(Frame,TxStatus),
Mmlnd¡cate(Frame,Time,Time,StateErr),
MmRequest(Frame, lmed,Rate),
MsduConfirm(Frame,Cf Prior¡ty,TxStatus),
Msdulnd¡cate(Frame,CfPrior¡ty),
MsduRequest(Frame,CfPriority),
NeedAck(MacAddr,Time, Durat¡on,Rate),
PduConfirm(FragSdu,TxResult),
PduRequest(FragSdu),
PhyCca.¡nd¡cation(Ccastatus),
PhyCcarst.confirm,
PhyCcarst.request,
PhyData.confirm,
PhyData.indication(Octet),
PhyData.request(Octet),
PhyRxEnd.¡ndication(PhyRxStat),
PhyRxStart.ind¡cation(lnteger,Rate),
PhyTxEnd.confirm,
PhyTxEnd.request,
PhyTxStart.confirm,
PhyTxStart.request(lnteger,Rate),
PlmeCharacter¡stics.confirm(PhyChrstcs),
PlmeCharacteristics.request,
PlmeGet.conf irm(M¡bStatus,

MibAtr¡b,Mibvalue),
PlmeGet.request(MibAtr¡b),
PlmeReset.confìrm(Boolean),
PlmeReset.request,
PlmeSet.confirm(MibStatus,MibAtrib),
PlmeSet.request(MibAtrib,Mibvalue),
PsmDone,
PsPolled(l\4acAddr,Asocld),
PsChange(MacAddr, PsMode),
Pslnd¡cate(MacAddr, Psl\4ode),
Pslnquiry(MacAddr),
PsResponse(lVacAddr,PsMode),
ResetMAC,
RxCfAck(MacAddr),
Rxlndicate(Frame,T¡me,Time,Rate),
Slot,
Sslnquiry(MacAddr),
SsResponse(MacAddr,

StationState,StationState),
SwChnl(lnteger,Boolean),
SwDone,
ToDsm(MacAddr,MacAddr,Octetstring),
TxConfirm,
TxRequest(Frame,Rate) ;

signal
AsChange(Frame,DsStatus),
Backoff(lnteger,lnteger),
BkDone(lntege0,
Busy,
Cancel,
ChangeNav(Time,Duration,NavSrc),
Dslnquiry(lVlacAddr,MacAdd0,
DsNotify(MacAddr,DsStatus),
DsResponse(MacAddr,MacAddr,DsStatus),
FromDsm(MacAddr,MacAddr,Octetstring),
ldle,
MaUnitdata.indication(MacAddr,MacAddr,

Routing,Octetstr¡ng,RxStatus,
CfPriority,ServiceClass),

MaUn¡tdata.request(MacAddr,MacAddr,
Routing,Octetstrìng,CfPr¡ority,ServiceClass),

MaUn¡tdataStatus.indication(MacAddr,
MacAddr,TxStatus,CfPriority,ServiceClass),

¡/lmeAssoc¡ate.confirm(MlmeStatus),
MlmeAssociate.indication(MacAddr),
MlmeAssociate.request(MacAddr,Kusec,Capability,lnteger),
MlmeAuthent¡cate.confìrm

(MacAddr,AuthType,MlmeStatus),
MlmeAuthent¡cate.indication(MacAddr,AuthType),
MlmeAuthenticate.request(MacAddr,AuthType,Kusec),
MlmeDeauthenticate.conflrm(lvlacAddr,MlmeStatus),
MlmeDeauthent¡cate.ind¡cation(MacAddr,ReasonCode),
MlmeDeauthenticate.request(MacAddr,ReasonCode),
MlmeDisassociate.confirm(MlmeStatus),
MlmeDisassociate.¡ndication(MacAddr,ReasonCode),
lvllmeDisassociate.request(lVacAddr,ReasonCode),
lvllmeGet.conf irm(MibStatus,MibAtrib,MibValue),
lvllmeGet.request(MibAf ¡b),
MlmeJoin.confìrm(MlmeStatus),
MlmeJoin.request(BssDscr,lnteger, Usec,Ratestring),
MlmePowermgt.confirm(MlmeStatus),
MlmePowermgt.request(PwrSave,Boolean,Boolean),
MlmeReassociate.confirm(MlmeStatus),
MlmeReassociate.indication(MacAdd4,
MlmeReassociate.request(MacAddr,Kusec,Capabil¡ty,lntege0,
MlmeReset.confirm(MlmeStatus),
MlmeReset.request,
MlmeScan.confirm(BssDscrSet,M lmeStatus),
l\4lmeScan.request(BssTypeSet,MacAddr,Octetstring,

ScanType,Usec,lntstring,Kusec,Kusec),
l\¡lmeSet.conf ¡rm(M¡bStatus,MibAtrib),
Mlmeset. request(MibAkib, MibValue),
MlmeStart.confirm(MlmeStatus),
MlmeStart.request(Octetstring,BssType,Kusec,

lnteger,CfParms,PhyParms, lbssParms,Usec,
Capabil¡ty,Ratestr¡ng, Ratestring) ;
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use macsorts ;

use macmib :
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System Access_Point AP_signallists_3b(3)

signallist l\
MlmelndicationSignals=

MlmeAuthenticate.indicat¡on,
MlmeDeauthenticate. indication,
MlmeDisassociate.indication,
MlmeAssociate.ind¡cat¡on,
MlmeReassoc¡ate.ind¡cation ;

signallist l\
SmtlndicationSignals=

lVlmeAuthenticaie.indicat¡on,
lvllmeDeauthenticate.indication,
MlmeD¡sassociate.¡ndication,
MlmeAssociate.indication,
MlmeReassociate. indication ;

signall¡st l\
PlmeRequestSignals=

PlmeCharacteristics.request,
PlmeGet.request,
PlmeSet.request,
PlmeReset.request;

signallist l\
PlmeConfirmSignals=

PlmeCharacter¡stics.confìrm,
PlmeGet.conlrm,
PlmeSet.confirm,
PlmeReset.conf¡rm;

s¡gnallist N
MlmeRequestSignals=

MlmeAssociate.request,
MlmeAuthenticate.request,
MlmeDeauthenticate.request,
MlmeDisassociate.request,
M lmeGet.request,
MlmeJo¡n.request,
MlmePowermgt.request,
MlmeReassociate. request,
MlmeReset.request,
MlmeScan.request,
MlmeSet.request,
Mlmestart.request ;

signallist
MlmeConfirmSignals=

MlmeAssociate.conf¡rm,

b

MlmeAuthenticate.confirm,
M lmeDeauthenticate.conf irm,
MlmeDisassociate.confirm,
MlmeGet.confirm,
MlmeJoin.confirm,
MlmePowermgt.confirm,
MlmeReassociate.conf irm,
MlmeReset.confirm,
Mlmescan.confirm,
MlmeSet.confìrm,
Mlmestart.confìrm ;

signallist
SmtRequestSignals=

MlmeAssociate.request,
MlmeAuthent¡cate.request,
MlmeDeauthenticate.request,
MlmeDisassociate. request,
MlmeJoin. request,
MlmeReassoc¡ate.request,
MlmeScan.request,
Mlmestart.request ;

L signallist
SmtConfirmSignals=

MlmeAssoc¡ate.confirm,
M lmeAuthenticate.conf ¡rm,
MlmeDeauthent¡cate.conf irm,
MlmeDisassociate.conf irm,
MlmeJoin.confirm,
MlmeReassociate.conf irm,
MlmeScan.conflrm,
Mlmestart.confìrm ;

L

s¡gnallist

request,
PhyTxEnd.request,
PhyData.request ;

l¡st

PhyTxStart.conf¡rm
PhyTxEnd.confirm,
PhyData.conf¡rm ;

¡cat¡on,
PhyRxEnd.indicat¡on
PhyData.ind¡cat¡on,
PhyCca.indication,
Phyccarst.confiÍm ;

signallist
PhyRxSignals=

PhyRxStart.¡nd
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MAC_SAP

TSDU

MSDU_from_LLC
(1,1 )

MSDU_to_LLC
(1,1 )

Mac_Data_'l a(1)

MaUnitdata.reOuest]

MsduConfìrml

TxMsdu

MsduRecuest]

fM"un¡tdut"st"tr.. I
linoication J

/. This block provides l\
the MAC SAP functionb
described in Clause 6,
conveying MSDUs from
and to the LLC entity.
This block operates
identically in STA
and AP, but in STA
the TSDU s¡gnal route
connects directly to
MPDU_Generation, and
the RSDU signal route
connects directly
from Protocol_Control,
whereas ¡n AP both of
these s¡gnal routes
connect to Distribution
Service. */

Block MAC_Data_Service

I
I

[ut"unito"t". I
Lindication J

ToLLC FromLLC

Msdulndicate]

RxMsdu

404

RSDU
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Process MSDU_to_LLC lVsdu to LLC 1a(1)

I

/* This process runs when l\
reception is successfully -
completed on an MSDU
addressed to the local
LLC ent¡ty. This process
extracts the appropr¡ate
address and status info,
removes the MAC header
from the N¡SDU data field
(the FCS and lV/lCV aÍe
removed much earlier in
reception handling), and
generates the indicat¡on
to LLC. Reception status
is always "successful"
because a receive error
causes the MSDU to be
discarded before reaching
MAC Data Service. */

I From source of the RSDU channel.
-l STA source is Protocol Control.
iAP source is Distribution Service.

Remove MAC header I

from beginning of I
MSDU to obtain the I

LLC data octet string. !

Receotion status r

always successful | - - -,
because any error r .
would prevent the I

Msdulnd¡cate i
from reaching 

i
thls ProceSS. I

dcl cf
dcl LLCdâtâ
dcl sa, da MacAddr;
dcl sdu Frame;
dcl srv Serviceclass

To LLC

da:= addrl (sdu)

else addrz(sdu) fì

frDs(sdu)=1
add13(sdu)

sa:= if
then

srv: =
if orderBit(sdu)=1

then strictlyOrdered
else reorderable fÌ

LLCdata:= substr
(sdu, sMacHdrLng,

length(sdu) -
sMacHdrLng)

MaUnitdata._
¡ndication(sa, da,
null_rt, LLCdata,
rx success,cf,srv)
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LLCdata
cfdcl

dcl
dcl rt Routing;
dcl sa, da MacAddr;
dcl sdu Frame;
dcl srv ServiceClass
dcl stat Txstatus:

From LLC

MaUnit_
data._
request

MsduConf¡rm
(sdu,srv,
stat)

srv:= if
orderBit
(sou¡ = 1

'validate
parameters',

stat:=

da:= if
toDs(sdu) ='1

successful

MaUnit_
dataStatus._
¡ndication

stat:=
unsupported_
SerViceClass

(sta active)

stat:=
unavailable_
ServiceClass

else

import

make_
msdu

stat:=
noBss

sdu:=
mkFrame
(data, da,

(true)
stat:=

unsupported_
Priority import

sdu:=
setOrderB¡t

(sdu, 1 )

MaUn¡t_
dataStatus.
ind¡cation

MaUnit_
dataStatus.
indication

else

MsduRequest
(sdu, cf)

cf:=
contention

make_
msdu

Process MSDU from LLC

then
str¡ctlyOrdered

else reorderable fi

then addr3(sdu)
else addrl(sdu)
fi

(add12(sdu),
da, stat,
cf, srv)

Msdu_from_LLC_1 b(1 )

/. This process runs when \
an I\¡ISDU to transmit is -
presented by LLC. This
process validates request
parameters, and if valid
attaches a bas¡c MAC
header and sends the MSDU
to MPDU preparation (at
STA) or to Distribution
Service (at AP). lf request
is invalid, or when status
is available for the valid
Tx attempt, LLC ¡s informed
by an lVaUnitdataStatus._
lndication generated by
th¡s process. */

I
I

(sa, da, rt,
LLCdata,
cf, srv)

(sa, da,
stat,
cf, srv)

successful,
retryLimit,
txL¡fetime,
or noBss

I
Ir-
I
I
I

if rt /= null_rt then
nonNullSourceRouting

else if (length(LLCdata)
> sMsduMaxLng) or
(length(LLCdata) < 0)
then excess¡veDataLength

else successful fi fi

(reorderable)

I Reject Msdu

--.1 if station
t not in BSS
lor IBSS.

r Build wìth 24-octet
MAC header and LLCdata:
ftype:= data
toDS := 0
addrl:= da
add12:= dotl 1 MâcAddress

(sa parameter not used)
add13:= mBssld

<other heâder fields> := 0

dot'l l lviacAddress,
import(mBssld)
LLCdata)

Send Msdu to

(contention)

(false)

(sa, da,
unava¡lable
Prior¡ty,cf, srv)

lf no PCF,
inform LLC,
send Msdu in
in contention
period. 2nd
lvlaUnitdata_
Status reports
Tx result.

--.1 ttpdu preparat¡on
| (to d¡str¡but¡on
lèervice at AP)
I with basic heâder
I other fields are
I filled in pr¡or

I to transmission.

imported mAssoc,
mDisabìe, mlbss,
mPcAvail Boolean

¡mported
dotl 1 PowerManagementMode PwrSave

¡mported
mBssfd MacAddr;

t\
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Dist_Service_1a(1 )

[/dDs

DsBss

Msdu I
neouãstl

DsResoonse]

Dslnquiry
DsNot¡fy

MlmeDs

[rv.orn"ou".t]

Block Distr¡bution_Service ToDsml

I
I

DsDsm DsMd

[r'omosm]

DSM_lntefface
(1,1 )

/- only at AP ./

BssDs

/. Th¡s block ¡nterfaces
between the AP function
and the Distribution

\
System Medium, hence ¡s

only present at APs.

ln orderto permit an LLC
entity colocated with an
AP to commun¡cate via
both the WM and the DSM,
MAC_Data_Service at the
AP interacts with this
block. Th¡s causes frames
originating at the station
containìng the AP to be
treated equ¡valently to
frames originating at any
of the other stations
associated w¡th that AP. ./

MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL (MAC) AND PHYSICAL (PHY) SPECIFICATIONS

DSM RSDU TSDU
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FRDS
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DS ldle

(rsdu,

FromDsm
(da, sa,
dsmData)

Msduln_
dicate(rsdu
rpri)

'to Bss ?''to Bss ?' 'to Bss ?'

tsdu:=
mkFrame

(data,

tsdu:=
mkFrame

(data,

tsdu:=
mkFrame

(data,

contention)

MsduReq
(tsdu,(tsdu,

contention)
(tsdu,
contention)

(false)(false) (false)

'to Dsm ?'
LLC ?' LLC ?'

Msduln_
dicate(rsdu,
contention)

rsdu:=
mkFrame

(data,

(false)

'to Dsm ?'
Msduln_
dicate(rsdu,
contention)

(false)
(false)

'to Wds ?''to Wds ?'
ToDsm
(add13
(rsdu),

(true)

'to Wds ?'
tsdu:=

mkFrame
(data,

tsdu:=
mkFrame

(data,
(kue)

(tsdu,
contention)

tsdu:=
mkFrame

(data,

(false)

uReq
DS ldleDS ldle

DS ldle

Process DSM lnterface

(true)

DSIV_data_1a(2)

I
I

dcl da, sa, wdsAddr MacAddr;[\
dcl dsmData Octetstr¡ng : L
dcl dss Dsstatus ;

dcl rpri, tpr¡ CfPrior¡ty ;

dcl rsdu, tsdu Frame ;

dcl trsl TxResult ;

I IVISDU
- j in trom

r DSM.

r True if da is
-.l addr of asoc

I sta or anv
I group aoâr.

íi'u; ir;; - ----
-.1 reached via

r {one or more}
| Àp(wosnoorÍ.

I state continues
I on next page.

(true)

-- jin trom
rWM.

I MSDU ¡n

-- jfrom local
r LLC ent¡ty

I MSDU

True ¡f da is
addr of asoc

¡
I

I
I

I True if da is
- -.1 addr of asoc

I sta or anv
I group aoâr

add12(rsdu),
add13(rsdu),
subst(rsdu,
sMacHdrLng,
length(rsdu) -
s[¡acHdrLng)),
tsdu:=setFrDs

(tsdu,1 )

¡ True if da is
--.lany group addr

I or addr of sta
I not asoc here.

add12(rsdu),
subst(rsdu,
sMacHdrLng,
length(rsdu) -
sMacHdrLng))

(false)

tsd u: =
insAdd14
(add12(rsdu)),

tsdu:=setFrDs
(tsdu,1 ),

tsdu:=setToDs
(tsdu,1 )

sta or
group

any
addrI

I

da, sa,
DsmData),
tsdu:=setFrDs

(tsdu,1 )

¡ True if da is
-.1 addr of this

I sta or active

(true) I group addr

da, sa,
DsmData),
rsdu:=setFrDs

(rsdu,1 )

add13(rsdu),
add12(rsdu),
substr(rsdu,
sMacHdrLng,
length(rsdu) -

(true)

(true)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

sMacHdrLng)),
tsdu:=setFrDs

(tsdu,1 )

r True if da is
addr of this
sta or active
group addr.

rTrue if da is
.lany group addr
I or addr of sta
I not asoc here.

addr2(rsdu),

(false)

wdsAddr,
add13(rsdu),
substr(rsdu,
slVacHdrLng,
length(rsdu) -
s¡.4acHdrLng)),
tsdu:=

insAdd14
(addr2(rsdu)),

tsdu:=setFrDs
(tsdu,1 ),

tsdu:=setToDs
(tsdu,1 )

I
1
I
I

I

subst(rsdu,
sMacHdrLng,
length(rsdu) -
sMacHdrLng))

(true)

wdsAddr,
da, DsmData),
tsdu:=

insAdd14(sa),
tsdu:=setFrDs

(tsdu, I ),
tsdu:=setToDs

(tsdu,1 )

True ¡f da reached via (one
or morei AP(wdsAddr).

wdsAddr
addrl (rsdu),
substr(rsdu,
sMacHdrLng,
length(rsdu) -
sMacHdrLng)),

I

t"

I

I

] True it da reached via {one
ror more] AP(wdsAddr).
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Process DSIVI_Interface DS Nil_management_2a(2 )

I

I state continued
tfrom previous page.

I Resoonse
--- jto piior

I
I

1
I
I
I

Not¡fìcation
of asoc, reasoc,
or disasoc
from Mlme.

I lnouirv about
.l existiÁg asoc
I status. Sent
lby ivllme when
r validatino
! new asoð
I of feâsoc

I MsduRequest

¡mport
(aStationld) I requests.

(true)

íp""s cõñr,rm 
---

---l of LLC request
I to Mac Data
!Service.

DS_ldle

DsNotify
(da, dss)

utry
sa)

MsduCon

trsl)

add13
'dss:=

ds status of
stat¡onldaì'

'update info
about sta[da]

w¡th status dss'

'sa:= ap
addr where
da is asoc'

MsduCon_
fìrm(tsdu,
tpri,trsl)

DS ldle

(false)

DsResponse
(da, sa, dss)DS ldle

DS ldle
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/. for STA and AP '/

Prepare lr4PDU
(1,1 )

ap_MPDU_gen_1a(1 )

[H,r,nconnr'n]

uconfirm]

Msdu

Mmpdu

Msd

lVsduReOuest]

[rv'n"cu""t]

FraOConfirm]

FragMsdu

rragnequest]

PM-F¡lter_AP
(1,1 )

/* AP version */

signal
FragConfirm(FragSdu,
FragRequest(FragSdu) ;

rxnesutl)

/" This block converts l\
outgoing Msdus and Mmpdr.!s
into Mpdus, fragment¡ng
and encrypting as necessary.

The PM_Filter_AP process
queues frames need¡ng
announcement in a TlM,
and frames to be sent
during the CF period
at an AP with an active
pointcoordinator. This
process also adds the
TIM element to outgoing
Beacon frames. ./

Block MPDU Generation_AP

t\

lncludes encryption if
dotl'l Pr¡vacyoptionlmplemented
=true. This is a typical
location, but implementers
may use other locations
between the MAC_SAP
and PHY_SAP_TX as
long as they provide
the spec¡fied behavior
as observed at LLC,
MLME and the WM.

Pslnouiv]

[n"cr'rng", I
I PsResoonse. I

fe"cn"noe J

PwrMgt

Mpdu

PduReq ,"at]

PduConfìrm,
PsPolled

ANSI/IEEE 802.'11, 1999 Edition LOCAL AND METROPOLITAN AREA NETWORKS:WIRELESS LAN
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Encrypt

Process Prepare MPDU prepare 1b(2)

I
I

!Procedure used for WEP encryption
- -l lf dotl 1Privacyoptionlmplemerited=

; fâlse, this pfocedure is not present.

ffir$"if"- ( ,'*r:r, ) ¿ ,Ji8.",,I'- \
\ AsAp) ,/

import
(mAssoc)

I All data frames
-- jin Bss sent to

r distrìb. service

lAll data frames
- - j in tbss sent to

I destination sta.

not import
(mlbss)

/ not import \
\ {mAssoc) ,./

/ not ¡mport \( lmncting_ )
\ AsAp) ,/

(sdu,import
(mBssld)),

sdu:=

sdu:=
setAddrl

setToDs
(sdu,1)

lnvoked) and
dotl 1 Pr¡vacy_
Option_
lmplemented

Fragment and
encrypt ¡s

on next page.

/* Th¡s process generates
one or more Mpdus from
each outgo¡ng Msdu or
Mmpdu. lf encryption is
needed, the Mpdus are
encrypted before being
passed to be filtered for
possible power save or
CF queuing before tx. */

I Mmpdus sent
.l even when not
i in Bss/lbss.

Conflrm l\4sdu to I

MAC data service, !.
confirm Mmodu to I

MLME sub-Ëlock. !

Data frames
rejected if
no Bss/lbss.
lmplementat¡ons
may retain these
frames until a
Bss becomes
(re)available.

sMacHdrLng),
pri:= fsdulcf

(fsdu!
pdus(0))

dotl 1 Privacy_
Option_
lmplemented
and if
wepBit(sdu)=1
then true
else false fì

weoB¡t=true in I

request for 3rd l-
frame of shared I

key auth. seq. I

dcl bcmc, keyok, N
useWep Boolean:= falsé;

dclf FragNum;
dcl fsdu Fragsdu ;

dcl mpduovhd, p,
pduS¡ze, thld lnteger

dcl pri CfPriority ;

dcl rrsl TxResult;
dcl sdu. rsdu Frame

¡mported mAssoc, mlbss, dotl l Privacylnvoked Boolean ;

imported dotl l FragmentationThreshold lnteger ;

imported dotl lWepDefaultKeys Keyvector ;

imported dotl lWepDefaultKeyld Keylndex ;

¡mported dotl lWepKeyMapp¡ngs KeyN¡apArray ;

imported dotl lWepKeyMappingLength KeyMapArrayLength ;

imported mcap Octetstr¡ng ;

ResetMAC
Mm_
Request
(sdu,pri) nsl)

bcmc:=
isGroup(

addr1 (sdu))

rsdu:= substr
(fsdu!

pdus(0), 0,
No Bss

basetypeuseWep:=

Msdu_
Confìrm
(rsdu,pri,

MmConfirm

to fsdu
(rsdu

else

Prepare_
AP

Prepare_
Bss

Prepare_
_lbss

l\4sdu_
Request
(sdu,pri)

Msdu_
Request
(sdu,pri)

Msdu_
Request
(sdu,pri)

sdu:=
setAdd13(sdu,
add11 (sdu)),

dot'l'lPrivacy_

usewep:=
import(

frag_
ment

No Bss

No Bss No_Bss

No Bss

Msdu_
Request
(sdu,pri)

(sdu, pr¡,
noBss)

No_Bss
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Process Prepare_MPDU fragment=2b(2)

sMacHdrlng) //
subst(sdu, p,

pduSize)

(false)

(false)

import(dotl lWepKey_
Mappings),
¡mport(dot1 lWepKey
MappingLength),
import(dot1 lWep_
DefaultKeys),
import(dotl'1 WepDefault_
Keyld), import(mCap))

pduSize:= if
(p+pduSize) > length(sdu)
then (length(sdu) - p +'1)
else pduSize fi

Finalfragment may
be shorter than
lnitial/intermediate
fragments.

Encryption expands
each pdu by
sWepAddLng,
hence Mpdus may
be longer than
dotl 1 MaxMpduLength
by swepAddLng.

I
I

lnitial¡ze
FragSdu
structure

dotl 1 Fragmen*
tat¡onThreshold
must not be
> dotl 1 Max_
MpduLength.

fsdu!eol:=0, fsdu!sqf:=0,
fsdu!src:=0, fsdu!lrc:=0,
fsdu!psm:=false,
fsdu!txrate:=0

fsdutcf.=pr¡,
fsdu!cnfTo:=sender,
fsdu!resume:=false

t lv and lcv fields
--.1 not counted in pre-

ifragment overhead.

(true)

(dot1 l Fragment_
ationThreshold)

length(sdu) >
pduSize

This is the typical
case, with the length
of all bui the last
fragment equal to
dotl 1 Fragmentation_
Threshold (plus
swepAddLng if
useweP=true). The
value selected for
pdusize must be
>=256, even, and
<=aMpduMaxLength.

pduSize) +
((length(sdu)
sMacHdrLng)
mod pduSize)
l=0

then 1

else 0 fì

if fsdulfTot=o
then 1

else fsdu!ffot fi

unavailable_
KeyMapping)

if

I
I

fsdu!fTot:=1,
fsdu!fCur:=0,
fsdu!fAnc:=0.

fsdulgrpa:=
isGrp(

addrl (sdu)),

mpduOvhd:=
sMacHdrLng +

sCrcLng

pduSize:=
import

fsdu!grpa)

pduSize:=
length(sdu) -
sMacHdrLng

ÞduSize:=
pduSize -
mpduOvhd

fsdulfTot:=
((length(sdu) -
sMacHdrlng) /

(false)

fsdu lfTot:=

make_
pdus

make
pdus

f:=0,
p:=

slVacHdrLng

fsdu!pdus(f):=
n ull,

keyOk:lalse

fsdu!pdus(f):=
fsdu!pdus(f) //
substr(sdu,0,

fsdulpdus(f):=
setFrag(

fsdu!pdus(f),f)

(f+'l ) <

fsdulpdus(f):=
setMoreFrag(
fsdu!pdus(fl,1 )

usewep

(true)

Encrypt
(fsdulpdus(f),

keyOk,

keyOk

f:= f+1
p:= p+pduSize,

(fue

(false)

lVsdu,
Confirm
(sdu, pri

FragRequest
(fsdu)

(false)
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¡sWds:=
toDs(pdu) and

frDs(pdu)

encryptLng:=
length(wpdu) -
sl\4acHdrLng -

'newlV:=
call genlV( x )'

kmap:=
keyLookup

(addrl (wpdu),

(true)

no*
encr

key:=
kvec(kndx)

key:=
kmaplwepKey,

kndx:= 0

keyOk:=
true

(true)

key:= key //
PrngKey!

newlV

keyOk:=
false

(kue)

(true)

(kev,

wpdu:=
substr(wpdu,0,
sMacHdrLng)

(wpdu,kndx)

wpdu:=
setKeyld

MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL (MAC) AND PHYSICAL (PHY) SPECIFICATIONS ANSIí EEE 802.11, 1999 Edition

Procedure Encrypt

; fpar in/out wpdu Frame, r \
¡n/out keyOk Boolean,
in maps KeyMapArray,
in mapLength KeyMapArrayLength,
in kvec Keyvector,
in kndx Keylndex,
in caps Octetstring ;

lcv field is
encrypted, but
th¡s length
¡s the pre-lcv
loop count.

else

dcl ìcv Crc ; Ldcl encryptLng, k, n lnteger i
dcl encryptstr, newlv Octetstring ;

dcl key PrngKey ;

dcl kmap KeyMap;
imported procedure RC4 ;

fpar PrngKey, Integer ;

returns Octetstring ;

keyOk:=
true

encrypt_1c(1 )

(false)

(false)

I
I
I
r
I
I
I

t Test if addr4
j fietd is present.
iOnly need at AP

if iswds then
swdsAddLng
else 0 fì

I
I

--1

if iswds then
swdsAddLng
else 0 f¡

The lV generat¡on algorithm
is not specified, but use of

I a new lV for each Modu is
! recommended STRöNGLY

ICV value I

calculated from l--plaintext. I

Encrypt by xor
of payload with
encrypt string.

t__
I

(false)

maps,
mapLength)

I Use default
--.lkey if no

mapprng or
g[oup dest.

(false)

encryptLng+
sCrcLng)

(true)

lf mapping
keyOnlalse,
do not encrypt.

raw ICV is 1's I

complement of l- -
crc32, Msb-first I

Return error
to LLC ¡f
key is null.

L__
I

(icv(n)
xor

encryptSt(k))

Concatenate
key with lV
for encryption
PRNG seed.

I
Ir--
I
I

I

Encrypt ICV
octets and
attach to end
of Mpdu.

Use RC4 PRNG to I

generate an encrypt l.--
str¡ng as long as the i

|\4PDU payload I

plus the lcv field. i

lnsert lV and kevld I

between MAC hêaderl-
and data lìeld. I

I
I
I
I
I
I

Il newlY ll 01 ll
substr(wpdu, sMac_
Hdrlng, encryptLng)

Set WEP bit
in Frame
Control Íeld.

/- The algorithm for chang¡ng
dotl lWepDefaultKeyld is not
spec¡fied.lf all stations in the Bss
have thesame values in the

l\

{relevant subsetof}
dotl lWepDefaultKeys,
a station's DefaultKeyld algorithm

does not affect interoperability. */

en
cipher

icv:=
initCrc

k:= 0,

swepHdrLng +
n:=

icv:= crc32
(icv,wpdu(n))

wpdu(n):=
wpdu(n) xor
encryptst(k)

k:= k+1
n:= n+1

n:= 0

rcv:=
mirro(

not(icv))

wpdu:=
wpdu //

k:= k+1
n:= n+1

wepdu:=
setWepBit
(wepdu,1),
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Process PM Filter AP ap_PM_Bss_1 b(4)

I
I

(,;;l::f,",)

psO:=emptyQ,
txQ:=emptyO

I PsChanoe
- jignored ú,nen

i assoc w/BSS.

/ ¡mport \
\ (mcto) ,,/

lnot fsPend\
< and (length )
\ (txo) /= o),/

(beacon)
else

I Cfo hândlino
jis ôn next "

r page.
else (partial)

(isGroup
(fsduldst)
= true))

(false) (kue)

(true)

dcl asTbl AldTable;
dcl atPend, fsPend, sentBcn Boolean:=
dcl cfQ, psQ, txQ SduQueue:= emptyQ
dcl dpsm PsMode;
dcl fsdu, rsdu Fragsdu ;

irf.À

dcl
dcl
dcl
dcl
dcl
dcl
dcl

lnteger;
TxResult

k,n
resl
rpdu Frame
rxAid, psx, asx, tlo, thi Asocld;
sta MacAddr;
statAs Dsstatus; dcl statPs PsMode;
tmap TrafficMap ;

mDtimCount lnteger

imported
dotl 1Dt¡mPeriod,

Frag_
Request
(fsdu)

Pslnquiry
(fsduldst)

Wail_Ps_
Response

dpsm)

fsdulcfpso:= qlast
(psQ, fsdu)

mCfptxe.= qtast
(txQ, fsdu)

tmap(Ald_
Lookup(asTbl,

addrl (fsdu))):=1

cfe.= qlast
(cfQ, fsdu)

(true)

txo.= qf¡rst
(txQ, fsdu)

.iq.= qfìrsi
(cfQ, fsdu)mCfp

Bss_Cfp bss
¡medPt\,4 Bss

Bss_Cfp
fsdu:=

first(txQ),
txQ:=tail(txo)

fsPend:=
true

anQ:=emptyQ,
cfQ:=emptyQ,

'init¡alize
all entries
in asTbl'

PM Bss

(fsdu,resl)

Pdu,
Conf¡rm

fsPend:=
false

txq.= qfìrst
(txO, fsdu)

Frag_
Confirm
(fsdu,resl)
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Process PM Filter AP ap_PM Cfp_zb(4)

I

/ not import \
\ (mcto) ,,2

or (length(txQ)
/= 0))

('0) (=o)

else (=o)

length(txQ)

('o)
(con_
tention)

(=0)

Send null SDU if I

CFqueue empty. TxCtl l.--
then responds with I

CfAck or Null rather !

than Data or DataAck. I

PIV Bss

fsdu:=
first(cfQ),

cfQ:=ta¡l(cfo)

length
(txo)

fsdu:=
first(txQ),

txQ:=tail(txQ)

'set moreData
bit in each

fsdu fragment'

(=0)

'set moreData
bit in each

fsdu fragment'

fsPend:=
true

Pdu_
Request
(fsdu)

fsPend:=
true

Bss_Cfp

Pdu_
Confirm
(fsdu,resl)

fsPend:=
false

fsdu!cf

¡q.= qfirst
(txQ, fsdu)

Frag_
Confìrm
(fsdu,resl)

.¡q = qfìrst
(cfQ, fsdu)

fsPend:=
false
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Process PM_Filter_AP ap_P[/_Asoc_3c(4)

I

I
I

--1

AsChange sent by
Asocservice AP to

I Pschange sent by

-.1 Power_Save_Monitor to
I indicate a change of power
I save mode by a station.

| ¡ndicate chanoes in

! association stätus.

(disasoc, (power_

(station active)

I
I

--1

Age-related processing
of association records

| ¡s allowed. but no such
I processing is required. (.0)

Transfer any psQ:= if asx=0
then tail(psQ)
else subQ(psQ, 0, asx-'l)fi
// if asx=length(psQ-1)
then emptyQ
else subQ(psQ, asx+1,
length(psQ)-asx-1 ) fi

queued fsdus
from psQ to txQ

r

when power save
stat¡on indicates I

change to active. I

AsChange
(rpdu,
statAs)

PsChange
(sta, statPs)

asx:=
AldLookup
(asTbl, sta)

'âsx:=
Asocld of sta

at addrl (rpdu)'

statAs statPs

asTbl(asx)
!adPsm:=

power_save

asTbl(asx)!
adAddr:=

addrl (rpdu)

asTbl(asx)!
adAddr:=
nullAddr

'clear other
values in

asTbl(asx)'

asTbl(asx)
!adPsm:=

station active

'update
asTbl(asx) with

info in rpdu'

tmap(asx):=0
'drop frames
for this sta
from psQ'

asx:=
qSearch

(psQ, sta)
tmap(asx):=0

(asoc,

asTbl(asx)!
adAge:=

now

1¡q.=qtast
(txa,psA(

asx)),

('=o)
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Process PM_Filter_AP ap PM PsPoll 4c(4)

I Th¡s page handles only PsPoll response
- j selection. Other transit¡ons from

I PM Bss state appear on other pages.

I Add Tim element
-----.1 to outgoing

r beacon frames.

I Normallv these cover
--.lthe ranje of nld values

I in use. but subsets
lare permitted.

fsdu!pdus(1 ) //
mkTim(tmap,
import(mDti
import(dot1
tlo, th¡,

mCount),
1Dt¡mPer¡od),

if qSearch(psQ,
bcstAddr)<0
then false
else true fì )

(.0) ('=o)

No response if
nothing queued
for sta. Causes

psQ:= if psx=O
then tail(psQ)
else subQ(psQ, 0, psx-1 ) fi
// ¡f psx=length(psQ-1)

then emptyQ
else subQ(psQ, psx+1,

( length(psQ)-psx-1 )) fì

lTx Coord to
I seno ncf frame.

(<0)

I

I

--1
I

Tmap bìts also are
cleared when the
last fsdu for an Ald

lis removed from
the psQ due to
TxLifetime expir¡ng.

PM BsS

(,rxAid)
PsPolled

sta:=
asocTbl(rxAid

ladAddr

(psQ, sta)

PSx:=
qSearch

psQ( psx),
fsdu:=

(psQ, sta)

PSX:=
qSearch

tmap(psx):=0
'set moreData

bit ¡n each
fsdu fragment'

(>=o)

fsPend:=
true

bcn
tn

'set tlo and thi
to range of Alds

for this T¡m'

fsdu!pdus(
r r.-

bcn
out
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Msdulndicate]

Tdat

I lncludes point

--.lcoordinator
I for use w¡th
loptional PCF.

[urc"ncel,l

LÎiu"n"'' .J

/- This block performs the
DCF functions, as well as
serving as Point Coordinator
if the AP provides a PCF.
Tx_Coord_AP includes the
PC, RTS generation and
(non-Ack) PS-Poll response.
Rx_Coord_AP generates
acknowledgements, routes
management frames to l\ilLME,
routes data frames to MAC
Data Service, and signals
Ack, Cts, and PS-Poll frames
to Tx_Coord_AP. */

L

ap_CTL_1 d(1 )

[i,xl""l,:;,1

Rdat

Tmgt

PduConflrm
PsPolled

Tx_Coordination_
AP

tl,rl
/* AP version "/

[r"conn,.n]

BcMgt

Trsp

ChangeNavt

RctI TXRX

PlmeGet_
.confirm,
PlmeSet_
.confirm,
Plme_
Reset_
.conf¡rm

Ack,
CfRsp,
Cts,
PsPoll,
TxCfAck

Rx_Coordination
(1,1)
/"for STA & AP "/

.request,
PlmeSet_
.request,
PlmeReset_
.request

signal
Ack(Time,Rate),
CfRsp(Time, Rate),
Cts(Time,Rate),
PsPoll(Frame,Time,Rate),
TxCfAck(Time,Rate) ;

t\

Block Protocol Control AP

[eoun"or""t]

I
I

[+I3:m;",]

l:::::t I
fr*n"ar""tJ

TxO

Pctl

[u:lle*r"]

[s"n""oon."]

Rxlndicate,l
NeedAck, I

RxcfAck I
Rxl

lr*n"0r"",]

ANSI/IEEE 802.11, 1999 Edition LOCAL AND METROPOLITAN AREA NETWORKS: WIRELESS LAN
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timer Ts¡fs ;

(RxC ldle)

dSifsDly:=
dUsec

(aS¡fsTime -

reset(Tsifs)
dRsp:=dUsec(
aSifsTime +

calcDur(

No Bss RxC ldle

NeedAck

dAck,rxRate)
(ackT

RxCfAck
(ackFrom)

RxCfPoll

Ack(0,0)
dAck:= dAck -
if dAck>0 then
dRsp else 0 Í

send_
sifs

rspdu:=
mkctl
(ack,

set(endRx+
dSifsDly,

Tsifs)

Wait Sifs

Tsifs

reset
(Tsifs)

Wa¡t TxDone
CfPoll
(endRx,
rxRate)

rm
TxCfAck
(endRx,
rxRate)

RxC ldleRxC ldle

ProcessRx Coordination rx_coord_14(4)

I
¡

aRxTxTurn_
aroundTime)

dcl ackFrom, ackTo l\lacAddr :l\
dcl dAck, dCts, dRsp, L

dsifsDly Duration ;

dcl endRx, strTs Time ;

dcl pdu, rspdu Frame;
dcl rxRate Rate;
dcl sas, sau Stationstate;
imported mNavEnd Time ;

first(import
(mBrates)),
stuff
(a[/pdu_
Duration_
Factor,

sAckCtsLng
+ aPlcpHdr

I Duration of
--l es-eott ano

I Ack response.

Length)
+ aPream_
bleLength))

I The rest of
---lNo Bss state

i is on 3rd page.

I RxC ldle state
-----jcontinueson

r next Page.

(,;n::i",)

mkOs(dAck)
ackTo)

r No parameter

--ivalues trecause
iwithout ClPoll

lduring Cfp the
I transmttter
I cannot send
I after this ack.

r Receipt of RxCfPoll
.lwh¡le wa¡ting to
I send resuìt of
I NeedAck cancels
rreoular Ack wait
I ani reports the
I need for +cfAck

Ito Txcoord, which
rwill be in a
lSifs wait when
I this signal
i arfrves.
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RxC ldle

icate

ftype
(pdu)

Ack
(endRx,
rxRate)

(authentication,
deauthentication
atim,
probe_rsp)

Cts
(endRx,
rxRate)

(cts)

Msdu_
lndicate
(pou,

Ack(0,0)

(cfend)

RxC_ldlechk
sst

Sslnquiry
(add12(pdu))

CfEnd

(beacon,
probe req)

Wait Asoc
_Response

Msdu_
lnd¡cate
(pdu'

endRx,strTs,
noerr)

¡mport( (,sas,sau)

SAS =
asoc

rspdu:=
mkctl
(cts,

send_
sifs

lVsdu
lndicate
(Pdu'

RxC ldle

Process Rx_Coordination rx_coord_2b(4)

t\
I
I

I RxC ldle state
- I is continued

r from previous page.

I Class 1 frames handled
j on this page, class 2 and
I 3 frames on next page.

(ack) (data)

(true) (false)

(true)

else

if ¡mport(mCfp)
then contention free
else contention fi)

I None of these

lframes should
I have group DA.

(rts)

mNavEnd)
> now

(true)
(false)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

durld(rspdu)-dRsp,
add12(pdu))

(true)

I CTS resDone to
jRts onty wnen
Ithe Nav ¡s clear.

if import(mCfp)
then contention_free
else content¡on fi)
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Process Rx_Coord¡nat¡on rx coord 3b(4)

I Beacon and probe_rsp

--- - -.1 sent to lVllme_Req-Rsp
I while scanina. other
I types acrnoúiedged
I lif un¡cast to this
| òtation) but ignored.

/ not import \
\(mDisable)/./

(beacon,
probe_rsp)

At station
Rx with toDs=1
discarded by
F¡lter_MPDU.
frDs=1 never
sent by Sta, so
explicit fromDs
test not
needed here.

I (data_ack,
data_poll,
data*poll_ack,
cfack, cfpoll,
cfpoìl ack)

(pspoll)
else

sCfPollable

(true) (true)

(null frame)

(false)

Signal receipt
of PsPoll to

¡
I
I
I
I
I

AP transmit
coordinatìon

PsPoll should I

not be received I
at station. I

chk
sst

Sslnquiry
(addr2(pdu))

Wait_Sst_
Response

(,sas,sau)

RxC ldle

Mmlndicate
(pdu, , ,

class2)
ftype(pdu)

(false)

ftype(pdu)

l\,4mlnd¡cate
(Pdu'
noerr)

PsPoll
(pdu,endRx,
rxrate)

Msdu_
lndicate
(pdu)

asoc_req, reasoc_req,
asoc_rsp, reasoc rsp)

else

(sau =
authKey)

data_poll_ack)

RxC ldle RxC ldle RxC_ldle RxC ldle chk_
auth

RxC ldle

No_Bss

icate

ftype(pdu)

Mmlndicate
(pdu,endRx,
strTs,noerr)

else

RxC ldle
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ProcessRx Coord¡nation rx_coord_3.1 a(4)

(true)

Mmlnd¡cate
(pdu' , '
class3)

Mmlndicate
(pdu, , ,

class2)

RxC_ldle RxC ldle
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ResetMAC

PlmeReset._
Request

dSifsDelay:=
dUsec

(aS¡fsTime -

'mmrate:=
rate to send

mmpdus'

ssrc:= 0,
slrc:= 0

import
(aCWmin),

Backoff
(ccw,-1)

TxC ldle

Process Tx Coord¡nation AP ap_tx_¡nit_1e(8)

I

I
I

aRxTxTurn_
aroundTime)

r Mmrate must be

--lselectedfrom
lmBrates. Other
lselect¡on criteria
I are not specified.

f RANDOM NUMBER FUNCTTON -/l\
imported procedure Random ;

fpar limit lnteger ; returns lnteger ;

timer Tifs, Trsp ;

dcl ackctstime, bstat, chan,frametime, t\frametime2 I nteger ;

aCwMinccw lnteger:=
curPm Bit;

rtype Ftype;
rxAid Assocld ;

rxrate Rate;
seqnum, ssrc, slrc, n lnteger:= 0;
tpdu, rpdu, rspdu Frame;
txrate Rate;
cont Boolean;

dcl
dcl
dcl
dcl
dcl
dcl
dcl
dcl
dcl
dcl
dcl
dcl

doHop, psmchg, cont Boolean:= false
dsifsDelay, endRx Time ;

fsdu Fragsdu;

lmported dotl I RtsThreshold,
dotl l ShortRetryLimit,
dotl lLongRetryLimit,

l\

dotl 1

dotl 1

Fragmentat¡onThreshold,
MaxTransmitMsduLifetime lnteger

dcl exported FxlP Boolean:= false
dcl cTfrg exported as

dotl I TransmittedFragmentcount,
cTfrm exported as

dot'1 1 TransmittedFrameCount,
cTmcfrm exported as

dotl 1 MulticasiTransmittedFrameCount,
cFail exported as dotl 1 FailedCount,
cRtry exported as dotl 1 RetryCount,
cMrtry exported as dotl l MultipleRetryCount,
ccts exported as dotl'l RtsSuccessCount,
cNcts exported as dotl 1 RtsFailurecount,
cNack exported as dotl I AckFailureCount

Counter32:= 0 ;
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fsdu!eol

fsdu!sqf:=
seqnum,

else

tpdu:=
setSeq(tpdu,

fsdulsqf)

tpdu:=
fdsu!pdus
(fsdulfcu0

send
frag

'txrate:=
selected tx
data rate'

setDurld
(tpdu,

(tpdu,import(
dotl 1 PowerMan

Backoff(
0,0)

rtsdu:=
mkctl(rts,

mpdu
send_ send

rts

TxC_Cfp

TxC ldle

(endRx, )

TxCfAckPdu_
Request
(fsdu)

PsPolled
(add12(rpdu)
Ald(rpdu))

tpdu:=
mkFrame(

Cfack,

set(endRx
+dSifsDelay,

Tifs)

PsPoll_
Sifs

Tifs
Pdu_

(fsdu)

(false)

add12
u)=

rsPdu:=
mkCtl(ack,O2,
add12(rpdu))

TxRequest
(rspdu,rxrate)

Sifs_Data_
_Response

Tifs

Process Tx_Coordination_AP ap tx idle 2d(8)

I
I

lAck. Cfend. Cts. Wake
--l and MmCancel ignored

iin TxC ldle state.

These transitions areI

-t
I
I

I only
with

present at APs
point coordinator

I
I

Entry when
station wakes
up to transmit.

'/ import

\ {mctol

I

J
I
I

not import(
mBklP)

(true)

(false)

import(mBssld),
import(mBssld),

seqnum:=
if seqnum=4095
then 0 else
seqnum+1 fi,

fsdu!eol:=
now + import
(dot1 l MaxTransmit_
MsduLifetime)

I Test if fsdu seo
- j nmbr and tx

ilifetime set.

I See 9.6 for rules
- j about selecting

I transm¡t data rate.

(true)

AP responds
to PsPoll after
S¡fs with Ack
ordata. Basis
for choice of
response ìs
unspecif¡ed.

addrl (

1))
(true)

(aSifsTime + (calcDu(txrate,stuff(aMpdu_
DurationFactor,sAckCtsLng)) + aPlcP_
Headerlength + aPreambleLength) +

if (fsdulfTot = (fsdulfcur+1)) then 0 else
((2-aSifsTime) + (calcDur(txrate,stuff
(aMpduDuration Factor, sAckctsLng)) +
aPlcpHeaderLength + aPreambleLength)
+ stuff(aMpduDurationFactor,((length
(fsdu!pdus(fsdulfcur+1 )) + sCrcLng).8)) +
aPlcpHeaderLength+aPreambleLength) )))

sCrclng) > import(dotl 1 RtsThreshold)) and
(not fsdu!grpa) ând ((fsdulfCur=0) or retry(tpdu)
or fsdu!resume) and (not import(mCfp))

I See correspond¡ng
-.1 page of station

I vers¡on for comments
lon usewith FH.

stuff(aMpduDurationFactor,
((length(tpdu )+sCrcLng).8))+

aPlcpHeaderLength+
aPreambleLength +(3"aSifsTime) +
(2-calcDu(txrate, stuff(aMpdu_
DurationFactor,sAckCtsLng)) +
aPlcpHeaderLength+aPreambleLength) )
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send_
rts

Wait Rts

_Backoff

BkDone(
bstat)

Backoff(mFxlP:=true,
cTfrg:=

inc(cTfrg)

export
(mFxlP
cTfrg)

TxC Backoff

uest
(rtsdu,

Wait_Rts
Sent

calcDu(txrate,

set(now+dUsec
(aSifsTime +

Wait Cts

Process Tx_Coordination_AP ap tx dcf 3d(8)

(false) (false)
(true)

Ack signal is
generated
when Ack,
CfAck, or
Data+CfAck
received.

stuff(aMpdu_
DurationFactor
sAckCtsLng))+
aPlcpHeader_

stuff(aMpdu_
DurationFactor

Length+aPre_
ambleLength+
aSlotTime), Trsp)

sAckCtsLng))+
aPlcpHeader
Length+aPre_
ambleLength+
aSlotT¡me), Trsp)

Wait_Mpdu_
Bâckôff

send_
txReq

,txrate)

fsdulgrpa TxC Backoff

Wa¡t_Pdu_
Sent

end
fx

mFxlP:=false

export
(mFxlP)

set(now+dUsec
(aSifsTime +

calcDur(txrate,

Wait Ack
aCWmin

Trspcnfrm
pdu

Ack
(endRx,
txrate)

end
fx

cNack:--
inc(cNack)

export(cNack)
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Process Tx_Coordinat¡on_AP ap_tx_dcf_3.1 d(8)

I

fsdu!lrc:=0,
fsdu!src:=0

lf (fsdu!grpa)
then inc(cTmcfrm)
else cTmcfrm fi

(false)
(true)

(false)
(true)

+ (calcDur(txrate, (false)

stuff(aMpduDurat¡onFactor,
sAckctsLng)) + aPlcpHeader_
Length + aPreambleLength) +
if (fsdulfTot = (fsdulfcur+1)) then 0
else
((2-aSifsTime) + (calcDur(txrate,

stuff(aMpduDurationFactor,
sAckctsLng)) +aPlcpHeader_
Length + aPreambleLength)+
stuff(aMpduDurationFactor,
((length(fsdu!pdus(fsdulfcur+1 )) +
sCrcLng)-8)) + aPlcpHeader_
Length+aPreambleLength)f i))

and (ftype(tpdu)=beacon)

aSlotTime, Trsp)

Wait_Cts

Trsp

reset
(Trsp)

cNcts:=
inc(cNcts)

ssrc:=0,
fsdu!src:=0

export(cNcts)

ccts:=
inc(cCts)

export(cCts)

set(endRx
+dS¡fsDelay,

Tifs)

tpdu:=
setDurld

(tpdu,

Wait_Cts_
_Sifs

Tifs

send_
txReq

cnfrm
pdu

slrc:=0,
ssrc:=0

cTfrg:=
inc(cTfrg
cTmcfrm:

),

cTfrm:=
¡nc(cTfrm)

fsdu!fCur:=
fsdulfcur+1

PduConfirm
(fsdu,
success)

PduConfìrm
(fsdu,
txL¡fe)

send_
frag

TxC ldle

set(now+
dSifsDelay+

TxC_Cfp

(ccw,-'1 )

Backoff

TxC Backoff
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mFxlP:=false

export
(mFxlP)mFxlP:=false

ccw:= ¡f
ccw = acwmax
then acwmax

export
(mFxlP)

Backoff
(ccw, -1)

ccw:= if
ccw = aCWmax

tpdu:=
setRetry
(tpdu,1 ),

(ccw, -1)
Backoff

slrc:=
slrc+ 1

ssrc+1 ,

ssfc:=

ccw:=
aCwM¡n

fsdu!lrc =
ccw:=

aCwlVlin

fsdullrc+1

(false)

(false)
(true)

import(dotl l Long
RetryLimit)

import(dot1 'l Long_
RetryL¡mit)

fsdu!src =
PduConfìrm
(fsdu,
retryLìmit)

cFail:=
¡nc(cFa¡l),

cont:= false
cont:= true

export(cFail)

TxC Backoff

Process Tx_Coordination_AP ap_.retry_4d(8)

I
I

else (z*ccw)+1

then aCWmax
else (2*ccw)+1
fì

fsdu!pdus(fsdulfCur):=
setRetry(fsdu!pdus(
fsdulfCur),1)

(true)
sCrclng) > ¡mport(
dotl 1 RtsThreshold))

(false )

(false)
fsdu!src:=
fsdu lsrc+ 1

¡mport(dot1 l Short_
RetryLimit)

(true)

(true)

import(dot1 l Short_
RetryLimit)

(false)

I
I

--l
I

lh¡s shows the case where the
same pdu is retried after the
backoff. lt is also allowable to

lreturn this fsdu to PM Filter with
i s1¿1u5=partial, and to go to
I TxC Backoff state with cont=false.
iThis will allow a different pdu
| (if âvailable) to be sent as the
lÀext transmission.
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Process Tx_Coord¡nation_AP ap_dwell_5d(8)

I

(true)

(true)

TxC Backoff

BkDone
(bstat)

TxC ldle cont:= false

send
frag

SwChnl
(chan,
doBkoff)

ChangeNav
(0,cswitch)

'channel
change is

Phy-specific'

'PlmeSet._
request
(chan stuff)'

Wa¡t_
_Channel

'PlmeSet.

stuff)'

SwDone

doBkoff

SwChnl
Backoff

BkDone
(bstat)

(false)

TxC ldle
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Process Tx Coordination AP ap_pcf_6b(8)

l
I

Transitions on this
page are only present
for po¡nt coordinator.

r Attach CfPoll
-.1 and/or generate

I CfPoll without
I data based on
I polling list if
imCfPoll=true.

/ not import \
\ trcrp¡ 7

import(
mBssld), import(mBssld),

import(mBssld) )import(
mBssld))

(=o)

seqnum:=
seqnum+1,

fsdu!eol:=
now+ import(
dotl 1 Max_
TransmitMsdu_
Lifet¡me)

I
I
I
t
I
I
I

ftype(tpdu)
or pack)

I Change data to

idata+cfAck ¡f

cTmcfrm:=
¡f fsdu!grpa
then inc(cTmcfrm)
else cTmcfrm fi

I appropriate.

I See 9.6 for rules
j about selecting
I transmit data rate

TxC_Cfp

(endRx)

Pdu_
Request
(fsdu)

set(now+
aSlotT¡me,

Trsp)

ÍyPe,=
cfAck

pack:=
ftype(tpdu)

tpdu:=
fdsu!pdus
(fsdu!fCur)

tpdu:=
mkFrame

(cfend,

tpdu:=
mkFrame(

rtype,

fsdu!eol
Mmlnd,
¡cate(tpdu,
,,noerr)

fsdu!sqf:=
seqnum,

Wait_Cfp_
Sifs

else

tpdu:=
setSeq(tpdu,

fsdu lsqf)

tpdu:=
setFtype

(tpdu,

'txrate:=
selected tx
data rate'

Wait Cfp
Sifs

Wait_Cfp_
S¡fs

Trsp

tpdu:=
setFtype

(tpdu,data*ack)

TxRequest
(tpdu,
tx rate)

cTfrg:=
inc(cTfrg),

export
(cTfrg,

cTmcfrm)

Wait_Cfp_
TxDone

TxConfirm

Trsp)

set(now+
dSifsDelay,

Wait_CfAck
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tx_
sifs

set(endRx
+dS¡fsDelay,

Tifs)

Wait Sifs

Tifs

tx
wait

Wait_Tx_
Done

TxC ldle

Wa¡t CfAck

(endRx, )

Ack Trsp

reset(Trsp)

PduConfirm
(fsdu,
success)

PduConfirm
(fsdu,
txLife)

fsdu!fCur:=
fsdulfCur+1

cTfrm:=
inc(cTfrm)

(true)

(true)

set(endRx+
dSifsDelay,

Trsp)

TxC_Cfp

cNack:=
inc(cNack)

export
(cNack)

tpdu:=
setRetry
(tpdu,1 ),

fsdu!src:=
fsdu!src+1

fsdu!src =

PduConfirm
(fsdu,
retryLim¡t)

PduConfirm
(fsdu,
partìal)

cFail:=
¡nc(cFail)

cRtry:=
inc(cRtry)

export(cRtry)export(cFail)

(true)

set(now+
aSlotT¡me,

Trsp)

TxC_Cfp

Process Ix_Coord¡nation_AP ap_cf_retry_7b(8)

(ru:lf)

fsdulfcur+1

(false)

I
jt
I
I

Send frame
at Sifs

(false)

fsdu!pdus
(fsdulfCur):=

setRetry
(fsdu!pdus
(fsdu!fCur),1)

import(dot1'l Long
RetryL¡mit))

(false)

I This returns the fsdu
- -.1 to tne queue. At the

¡ next cf-poll, either
! the same fsdu or a
ldifferent fsdu may
I be selected for
Itransmission.
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Backoff_Procedure
( 1,1)

[r*n"or".t]

Txrq

FwdCs

transmit 1a(1)

þ:::rl

aroone]

Bkof

gusy,-l

lllir 
J

FromCsData_Pump
(1 ,1)

f enyTxStart.confirm,l
I PhyTxEnd.conf¡rm, I

lPhyData.confirm J

f enyTxStart.request,l

I PhyTxEnd.request, I

LPhyData.request J

ToPHY

BusV, ldle, Slot]

Block Transmission
[rxconrirm]

I
I

i'This block does octet-
level transfers of MPDUS
from the MAC to the PHY
transm¡tter, generating
FCS fìelds and inserting
timestamp values where
necessary. ProcessData_
Pump begins transmittìng
when TxRequest arÍives.
The sender of TxRequest
is assumed to have done
the appropriate actions
prior to trans¡mtting onto
the WIVî. lf these act¡ons
incìude performing random
backoff or invoking the
"backoff procedure" (see
9.2.5.21, a Backoff signal
is sent to process Backoff.
At the completion of each
backoff, a BkDone signal
is returned to the sender
of the Backoff signal at
the correct time to send
a TxRequest. The medium
state updates (busy, idle,
slot) from ChannelSiate
are forwarded to Backoff_
Procedure v¡a Dâta_Pump
to prevent decrementing
the backoff couni while
transmitting Cts or Ack
frames. Th¡s block is used
in both stat¡on and AP. -/

t)
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TX

Uù
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Process Data_Pump

I
I

Delay from
Phy_Sap(tx)
to antennâ.

I

J
I
I

I No TxConfirm
-l ¡f rr hatted

I by ResetMAc.

I Do not wait
-{for Txeno.-

r confirm.

I Pass Busy, ldle and Slot signals
-- j to Backoff Procedure while Tx is

i ¡dle, but not dur¡ng transmissions.

I Plcp length is
---l Mpdu length

I + Fcs length

(false)

(false)

TxConfirm goes
to process that
sent TxRequest.

r Send the 'l's

-.1 complement
i of calculated
I FCS value.
lvso to lsb.

(true)(probe_rsp
beacon)

I lndicate medium
- -.1 busy to freeze

I backoff count
lduring transmit.

(txLength+
sCrclng,
rate)

(false)

Start of time I

stamp ¡n beacon I
and probe rsp. I

At confÌrm
of octet 23,
insert TSF +
Phy Tx delay
into [24:31]
of beacon or
probe rsp.

I
Ir-
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

transmit_1a(1)

returns lnteger;

imported
procedure Tsf
fpar lnteger,
Boolean;

(Tx ldle)

dTx:= dUsec
(aTxRfDelay +
aTxPlcpDelay)

Tx ldle

ldleTxRequest
(pdu, rate)

Slotsource:=
sender

Busy

k:= 0,
fcs:= initcrc

txLength:=
Length(pdu)

Busy

PhyTxStart._
request

Wait Txstart

confirm

sendl

lnteger;
dcl pdu Frame;
dcl rate Octet;
dcl source Pld ;

dcl fcs Crc;
dcl dTx

Durat¡on ;

dcl k, txlength

sendl Send Frame

PhyData._
request
(pdu(k))

PhyData._
confirm

fcs:= crc32
(fcs,pdu(k))

k:= k+1

k:= 0,
fcs:= mirror

(not(fcs))

Send CRC

ftype(pdu)

else

PhyData.
request
(fcs(k))

lnsert_
Timestamp

k:= k+1 Wa¡t TxEndSend Frame

Send CRC PhyTxEnd.PhyData._
confirm

TxConfirm
to source

pdu:=setTs
(pdu,call Tsf

(0,false)+dTx)

sendl Tx ldle

/" This process sends an
Mpdu to the Phy while
generating & appending
the Fcs. On beacons and
probe responses ¡nserts
(TSF + Phy TxDelay) in
the timestamp fìeld at
conf¡rm of octet 23.

To transmit after S¡fs,
send TxRequest at end
of the M1 interval (see
9.2.10). For Pifs, Difs,
or any backoff slot,
TxRequest is sent at the
end of the appropr¡ate
M2 interval. */

L
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Process Backoff Procedure backoff_'1b(2)

I
I

cw is contention
window, cnt is
slot count from
previous BkDone.
lf cnt<o, a new
random count
is generated. lSâve Pld from

--j request to use
i as addr of Done.

('=o)

Choose random I lResume with count
- -l from cancelled

i backoff if cnt>=O.
backoff count
¡fcnt=-1.

t___
I

At start assume that the W[/ |

is busy until receiving a signal l---
which ¡ndicates the WM is idle. r

Transitions to
Channel_ldle
also align the
Backoff signal
arrival t¡me to
slot boundary
(N42) timing.

I
f-

Slot only sent
when WM idle.
Th¡s is for the
case where WM
idle at arr¡val of
Backoff signal.

/* This process performs the
Backoff Procedure (see 9.2.5.2),
return¡ng Done(-1 ) when Tx may
begin, or Done(n>=0) if cancelled-
Backoff(cw,-1) starts new random
backoff. Backoff(x, n>=0) resumes
cancelled backoff . Backoff(O,0)
sends Done(-1) when WM idle. -/

/. lnput Signal Summary
BUSY is sent by Channel_State

when the WM chânges from idle

t\

to busy due to CCA and/or NAV,
and by Data_Pump at Txstart.

CANCEL ¡s sent by TxCoordination
to terminate a backoff and return
the residual backoff count value.

IDLE is sent by Channel_State at the
end ofthe M2 interval (see 9.2.10)
that busy WM has been idle (CCA &
NAV) for DIFS (EIFS after Rx eror).

SLOT is sent by Channel_State at the
end of each l\¡12 interval (see 9.2.10)
while the WN4 is idle.

Busy, ldle and Slot are forwarded
from Channel_State via Data_Pump
when transmit is not in progress. */

Done

ResetMAC

mBklP:=
false

export
(mBklP)

No_Backoff

No_Backoff

Backoff
(cw, cnt)

source:=
sender,

mBklP:=true

export
(mBklP)

slotcnt:= call
Random(cw)

slotcnt:= cnt

Channel_Busy

Busy

cni:=1 snd_
BkDn

Channel ldle

dcl slotcnt,
cw, cnt

lnteger ;

dcl source Pld;
dcl exported
mBklP
Boolean:=
false;

r RANDOM NUMBER FUNCTION Y
imported procedure Random ;

fpar limit lnteger ; returns lnteger i
/* This function returns an ¡nteger

from a un¡form distribut¡on over
the range (0 <= value <= limit).
lmplementers need to be aware
that proper operat¡on of the MAC
protocol requires statist¡cally
independent (pseudo-)random
sequences to be generated by
each station in a service area. */

b
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Channel ldle

BusySlot

BkDone
(slotCnt)
to source

slotcnt:=
slotcnt - 1

Channel_Busy

Doneif cnt=0
then -2

Done

Process Backoff_Procedure backoff_1.'l a(2)

I F¡nish at M2 of proper slot,

ìeven if slotcnt =0
I at entry to state.

I
I

1
I
I
I

Cancel has priority over other
transitions. Done(0) returned ¡f
Cancel arrives at instant
slotcnt:=0.

I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I

slotcnt = 0

I
I

1
I
I
I
I
I
I

ldle signal
not sent if
WM free. This
consumes any
ldles still on
input queue.

I Go back and
I wait for WM
Ito become idle.

else -1 fi)
to source

I Decrement count Done sent with
value -1 when
backoff counts
down to zero.

I
I
I
I
I
I

.lfor each slot
I when Wl\4 ¡dle.
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SM MLME SAP

MrB (1,1)

fvtmecet.request, I
lMlmeset.reouest. I

lutmeneset.iecuestJ

GetSet

Mres

Mlme_lndications
(1,1)Mlme,Requests

(1 ,1)

MlmeAssoc¡ate.confirm,
MlmeAuthenticate.confirm,
MlmeDeauthenticate.confirm,
l\4lmeDisassociate.confirm,
MlmeJoin.confìrm,
lVlmePowermgt.confirm,
MlmeReassoc¡ate.confìrm,
MlmeScan.confirm,
MlmeStart.confirm

MlmeAssociate.request,
MlmeAuthenticate.request,
lvllmeDeauthenticate.request,
lVlmeDisassociate.request,
MlmeJoin.request,
MlmePowermgt.request,
MlmeReassociate.request,
MlmeScan.request,
MlmeStart.request

MlmeAssociate.confirm,
MlmeAuthenticate.confìrm,
MlmeDeauthenticate.conf¡rm,
MlmeDisassociate.confìrm,
lVlmeJoin.confirm,
MlmePowermgt.confirm,
MlmeReassociate.confìrm,
MlmeScan.confìrm,
MlmeStart.confirm

lVlmeAssociate.request,
MlmeAuthenticate.request,
MlmeDeauthent¡cate.request,
MlmeDìsassociate.request,
MlmeJoin.request,
MlmePowermgt.request,
MlmeReassoc¡ate.request,

ReqConfirm

l\llmeScan.request,
lvlìmeStart.request

Mac Mgmt_1a(1)

lndications

Froml\ilgt

MlmeAssociate._
indication,
MìmeAuthenticate._
¡ndication,
lVlmeDeauthenticate._
indication,
MlmeDisassoc¡ate._
indication,
MlmeReassociate._
¡ndication

MlmeAssociate._
indìcation,
MlmeAuthenticate._
indication,
MlmeDeauthenticate.
indicat¡on,
MlmeDisassociate._
indication,
MlmeReassociate._
indication

/. ln th¡s block aì'e
the MAC MIB and
IVLME_SAP seru¡ce
pr¡mit¡ves described
in Clause 10. The
MLIVIE services are
performed in the
MLME block. Th¡s
block is used both
in station and AP. ./

ToMgt

fnesetH,rnc]

Block MAC_Management_Service

I
I

This process is
a summary of
MIB access.
MIB atkibute
definit¡ons
(in ASN.1) are
in section C.4.

This process handles
requests sequentially.
Start, join, powermgt,
scan, reld¡s/associate
and deauthent¡cate
musi be sequential.
It ¡s possible to have
multiple authent¡cation
sequences in progress
concurrently. To allow
th¡s, AuthReq Service
in the MLME block
would have to cache
challenge text and
match responses to
cached request info.

fMlmecet.conf¡rm. I
lMlmeset.confirm. I

lutmeReset.confiimJ

MlmeReset. request
sends a ResetMAC
signal to every
process in every
block. To reduce
diagram clutter,
ResetMAC signal
routing is not shown
outside this block.
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Process Mlme_lndications Mlme_indicat¡on_1 a( 1 )

t\
I
I

I This state machine passes indications through, unmod¡fied, Trom

-.1 MLME to the MLME SAP. MlmeAssociate.indication and
lMlmeReassociate.indication are only generated by MLME at APs.

AuthType

MacAddr

dcl alg
dcl rsn
dcl sta

Pass_
Through_

ldle

meDeauth
ind

MlmeReas_
sociate.ind_
icat¡on(sta)ication(sta, rsn

l\¡lmeDisas_
soc¡ate.ind

MlmeReas_
sociate.ind_
ication(sta)

MlmeAsso_
ciate.ind_
ication(sta) icat¡on(sta

ticate.ind_
MlmeDeauth
enticate.ind_
ication(sta)

MlmeDisas_
sociate.ind_
¡cation(sta)
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Process MIB Mib access_1a(2)

I
I

I ResetMAC is sent to all orocesses
--.1 ¡n all blocks. However, to reduce

I clutter and enhance readability,
lResetMAC is om¡tted from signallists
I and signal routes needed solely for
Itne ReietH¡nc s¡qnal are not s'hown.

/. This process performs \
Mlmecet, MlmeSet, anb
MlmeReset funct¡ons.
MIB access and update
is described ¡nformally
to avoid creat¡ng a full
definition of the MIB
in SDL (and antic¡pating
the integrat¡on of the
ASN.1 l\¡lB defìnition
using 2.105)- ./

('invalid') ('wr¡te_only') ('invalid')

Reset read-wr¡te attr¡butes in the MAC
lvllB. The write-only attributes in the
privacy group may also be reset.
lf there ¡s a (non-Mlme) means to alter
any of the read-only attribute values,
they must be restored to default values.

A locally-admin¡stered MAC address
may be used in lieu of the unique,
globally-adm¡nistered IVAC address
assigned to the station. However, the
value of dotl'1 MacAddress may not change
during N¡AC operat¡on.

('valid') ('read_only')

I
I

1
I
I
I
I
I
I

('valid')

('no')

x MibAtrib;
v M¡bvalue
adr MacAddr
dflt Boolean ;

dcl
dcl
dcl
dcl

MlmeRe-
set.request
(adr,dflt)

ResetMAC

'reset read-write
attributes to

default values'

(false)

1 MacAdd
set to adr if

adr ¡s non-null'

'export values
of attr¡butes

declared here'

Mlme_
Reset,con_

MIB ¡dle

MlmeSet._
request
(x, v)

MlmeGet.

(x)

'validate
x'

'val¡date
x'

here?'
write

MlmeGet._
confìrm(

MlmeSet,_
conf¡rm
(invalid,x)

'set
value(x):=v'

l\¡lmeSet._
confirm

MlmeGet._
confirm
(invalid,x,)

'export(x)'
import(x)'

MlmeSet._
conÍrm
(success,x)value(x)'

('ves')

MlmeGet._
confirm
(success,x,
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Process MIB N4 ib_import_export_2b(2 )

I
I

/. The following Read-Only attributes in the \
MAC lVlB are defined as synonyms (named -
constants) rather than remote variables
because they describe propert¡es of the
station which are static, at least during
any single instance of MAC operat¡on:

dot'l 1 AuthenticationAlgor¡thms AuthTypeset,
dotl l CfPollable Boolean,
dotl lMacAddress MacAddr,
dotl 1 lVanufacturerlD Octetstring,
dotl 1Pr¡vacyoptionlmplemented Boolean,
dotl 1 ProductlD Octetstr¡ng,
aStationlD MacAddr,
dotl lWepKeyMappingLength lnteger ;

ln addition, all Read-Only attrìbutes ln the
PHY MIB which are accessed by the MAC
are defined as synonyms.

/. lmport of {Read-Only} MIB counter
values exported from other processes */

imported
dotl 1 AckFailurecount,
dotl 1 Fa¡ledCount,
dotl 1 FcsErrorcount,
dotl 1 FrameDuplicateCount,
dotl 1 MulticastReceivedFrameCount,
dotl 1 MulticastTransmittedFrameCount,
dotl 1 Mult¡pleRetryCouni,
dotl'1 ReceivedFragmentcount,
dotl 1 RetryCount,
dotl 1 RtsFailureCount,

l\

dotl I RtsSuccesscount,
dotl I TransmittedFragmentcount,
dotl 1 WepExcludedCount,
dotl 1 WeplcvErrorcount,
dotl'lWepUndecryptablecount Counter32 ;

/" Declarat¡ons of MIB attributes exported from
this process "/

/" Read-Write attributes */

dcl exported
dotl'1 AuthenticationAlgorithms AuthTypeSet:=

incl(open_system, shared_key),
dotllExcludeUnencrypted Boolean:= false,
dotl lFragmentationThreshold lnteger:= 2346,
dotllGroupAddresses MacAddrSet:= empty,
dotl l LongRetryLimit lnteger:= 4,
dotl 1 MaxReceiveL¡fetime Kusec:= 512,
dotl'lMaxTransmitMsduL¡fetime Kusec:= 512,
dotl lMediumOccupancylimit Kusec:= 100,
dotl 1 Privacylnvoked Boolean:= false,
mReceiveDTlMs Boolean:= true,
dotl lCfpPeriod lnteger:= 1,

dotl lCfpMaxDuration Kusec:= 200,
dot'l lAuthenticationResponseTimeout Kusec:= 512,
dotl 1 RtsThreshold lnteger:= 3000,
dot'l l ShortRetryLimit lnteger:= 7,
dotl lWepDefaultKeyld Keylndex:= 0,
dotl lCurrentchannelNumber lnteger:= 0,
dotl'lCurrentset lnteger:= 0,
dotl lCurrentPattern lnteger:= 0,
dotl lCurrentlndex lnteger:= 0 ;

/* Write-Only attr¡butes ./
dcl exported
dotllWepDefaultKeys Keyvector:= nullKey,
dotl l WepKeyMappings

KeyMapArray:= (. nullAddr, false, nullKey .) ;

/- NOTE:
The values listed for MAC MIB attr¡butes are the
specified default values for those attributes.
The valuès listed for PHY l\4lB attrìbutes are e¡ther
the default values for the FH PHY, or arbitrary
values within the specified range. The spec¡fic
values for PHY attributes in this SDL descript¡on
of the MAC do not have normative sign¡ficance.
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Process l\4lme_Requests Mlme request 1b(3)

dcl exported mAct¡ngAsAp l\
Boolean:= false ; -

imported mAssoc,
mlbss Boolean ;

/* This process tracks N
the synchronization stateL
of the station as ldle
(not part of any Bss),
lbss (started orjoined
an independent Bss), Bss
(joined an infrastructure
Bss), or Ap (started an
infrastructure Bss).
Mlme operat¡on requests
invalid ¡n the current
state are rejected here,
while valid requests are
passed to the Mlme block
for processing. This
simplifìes process flow
and signal sav¡ng ¡n the
Mlme block, because only
meaningful Mlme requests
arrive for handling. */

dcl alg AuthType; N
dcl bRate, oRate, ss Octetstringï
dcl bss BssDscr;
dcl bssset BssDscrset;
dcl btype BssType;
dcl cap Capab¡lity ;

dcl cfpm CfParms;
dcl chlist lntstring ;

dcl dtp, li lnteger;
dcl dly Usec ;

dcl ibpm lbssParms;
dcl phpm PhyParms;
dcl ps Pwrsave;
dcl rs Reasoncode;
dcl scan ScanType;
dcl sta, bid MacAddr;
dcl sts Mlmestatus ;

dcl tBcn, tmax, tmin, tmot Kusec;
dcltypeset BssTypeSet ;

dcl wake, rdtm Boolean ;

I

newtype MRqState ,l)l¡terals idle, bss, ibss,
endnewtype MRqState

dcl rqState
MRqState:= idle ;

_i
I

Reject Authenticate,
allow Start if idle

Reject Start if
not idle, allow
Auth ¡f ne¡ther
IDLE nor AP.

I
I
I

lReiect as invalid
- - I ouó to not being

rin a BSS.

(sta,
invalid)

(sta, alg,
tmot)

(sta, alg
tmot)

(true) (false)

(ss, btype, tBcn,
dtp, cfpm, phpm,
ibpm, dly, cap,
bRate, oRate)

I Reset and
- j Deauthenticate

I always allowed.

sta, rs)

Deauthenticate
expunges local
authent¡cation
record even ¡f
there is no BSS
for sending the
not¡ficat¡on.

thenticate._
request(

rqState:= idle,
mAct¡ng_

AsAp:= false

meDeauth

Wait_Mlme

export
(mActing_

AsAP)

IDLE

Mlme_
Start._
request

MlmeAuth_
ent¡cate.re_
quest(sta, , )

btype
MlmeAuth_
enticate._
confirm

sCanBeAp

Mlme_
Start._
request

MlmeStart._
confirm
(invalid)

(infrastructure)

ibpm, dly, cap,
bRate, oRate)

btype, tBcn,
cfpm, phpm,

Wait Mlme

(IDLE, AP)

MlmeAuth_
enticate._
fequest

MlmeAuth_
enticate._
request

Wait_Mlme

(rDLE)

l\,llmeStart._
confirm
(alreadyBss)
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BSS

MlmeRe_
associate._
requestrequest

import

MlmeReas
sociate.con

MlmeRe_
associate._
request

MlmeAssoc
iate.confìrm
(invalid)

me

Wait MlmeWa¡t Mlme

Process Mlme_Requests Mlme requesl2c(3)

t\
I
I

I Allow Associate
--j and Reassociate

I while joined Bss.

(sta, tmot,
cap,li)

(stâ, tmot,
cap,li)

I Associate reouest
-j rejected as invalid

I while assoc¡ated.

I Reassociate reouest
- - j rejected as invaiid

I if not associated.
(true) (false) (false)

(sta, tmot,
cap,li)

(sta, tmot,
cap,li)

I Reiect Scan, Join
--l aniJ Powermgt; allow

iDisassoc¡ate at AP.

I Reiect Associate and
- - I Reässociate at AP and

i at station not jo¡ned Bss.

I lf not AP, allow Join, Scan
- j and Powermgt, also allow

r Disassociate if assoc¡ated.
/,\

I
I

I

J
I
I

Only AP may send
disassociate to a
group address.

ss, scan,
dly, chlist,
tmin, tmax)

I
I
I

ps,wake,rdtm)

ss, scan,
dly, chlist,
tmin, tmax)

and
oRate) not(isGroup

(sta))

oRate)

AP

MlmeJo¡n._
Íequest
(,,,)

l\¡lmePower
mgt.request
(,,)

MlmeDisas_
soc¡ate.re_
quest(sta,rs)

lVlmePower
l\lgt.confirm
(not_supt)

MlmeDisas_
sociate.re_
quest(sta,rs)

MlmeScan
confÌrm
( ,invalid)

MlmeJoin._
confirm
(invalid)

Wait Mlme

(BSS)

Mlme_
Associate._
request(, , ,)

MlmeRe

request(, , ,)

MI
ìate.confirm
(invalid)

MlmeReas_
sociate.con_
firm(invalid)

(AP)

MlmeJoin._
request(
bss,tmot,dly

MlmeDisas
fe

quest(sta,rs)

MlmePowerMlmeScan
request
(btype,bid,

import

ps

MlmePower_
mgt.request(

l\¡lmeScan._
request
(btype, b¡d,

MlmeJo¡n._
request(
bss,tmot,dly

MlmeDisas_

firm(invalid)
Wait MlmeWait [,4lme

Wait_MlmeWait Mlme
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Wait_Mlme

MlmeAuthen lvllmeReas_
sociate._
confìrm(sts)

MlmeDis_
associate._
confirm(sts)

MlmeScan.

(bssSet,sts)

meAs_

(sta,alg,sts) f¡rm(sta,sts)

lvllmeAs_
sociate._
confirm(sts)

MlmeReas_
sociate._
confirm(sts)

MlmeDis_
associate._
confirm(sts)

MlmeScan._
confirm
(bssSet,sts)

rqState:= idle

IDLE
me MlmeJo¡n._

confirm
(sts)

rqState
Mlme_
Start._
confirm(sts)

MlmeJoin._
confirm
(sts)

IDLE IBSS öùù AP

rqState:= idle

IDLE

(true)

rqState:= bss

BSS
rqState:= ap,

mActing_
ASAP:= true

rqState:= ¡bss

export
(mActing_

ASAP)
IBSS

AP

Process Mlme_Requests Mlme_response_3a(3)

I
I

I Wait for MAC
--lmanagement to

I process request.

Save new (request)
signals while awa¡ting
response from MLME.

t_

I

Return to the
state pr¡or to
Wa¡t lvllme.

I

Scan leaves station
in ldle state because
synchronization with
a previous Bss is lost.
lmplementations may
save and restore TSF
and association info
to automat¡cally re-
join a previous Bss.

t_

I
I

(idle) (bss) (ap)

(false)

(true)

(false)
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MMGT

ap_MLME_1a(1)

fMlmeDeauthenticate.request,l
lMlmeDisassociate.request, I

LMlmestart.requer, J

r This orocess assumes

- - - -.1 tnat tire Mlme request
I sionals have been
lvaiioateo oy uRc
I Management service,
! and are restr¡cted
I to those appropr¡ate
I for use at AP.

I Records oower
- j save moåe and

I station state.

ToRx

l

442
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Process Power Save Monitor ps monitor_1a(2)

I
I

/. Each of these sets holds MAC addresses of\
stat¡ons w¡th a particular operational stâte. -
Stalions are added to and removed from sets
due to MLME requests, received management
frames, and bits in received MAC headers.
Sets are not aged, as there ¡s no requirement
for periodic activity, but aging to expunge
addresses of inactive stations is permitted.-/ dcl

awake, /* detected in sta_aôtive mode */

asleep, /" detected in power_save mode */

authOs, /'authent¡cated by open system */

authKey, /. authenticated by any other alg. "/
asoc /* assoc¡ated (011 member, non-AP)./

MâcAddrset :

Clear specific
authentication
info at startup
but not reset.

I
I
r
I
I

/. This process \
records power -
save state as
¡ndicated in the
headers of all
valid rx frames;
and auth/asoc
state from all
management
exchanges by
this station. */

Clear info on

- -.1 power save and
I associated
I statìons at
I startuo and
I at res;t.

I

_t

¡

I

Pslndicate I Power Save Mode and
- j Station State monitoring

I here, query on next Page.
s¡gnals from
Rx block.

StaState signals
from Auth, Asoc
MIme services.

I

t
I

(power_save)

(sta_act¡ve)

I Send PsChanoe
.lwnen steepin{
I stâtion reoorts
lactive mode.

Association
adds asoc
state while
leaving auth
info intâct.

Deauthenticate
of assocìated
station causes
disassociate
at same time.

dcl psm
PsMode ;

dcl psquery
Boolean ;

dcl sst, asst
Stat¡onState

dcl sta
MacAddr;

authOs:=empty,
authKey:=empty

asoc:=empty

awake:=empty,
asleep:=emptyMonitor ldle

ResetMAC Monitor ldlendicate
psm)

StaState
(sta, sst)

psm

authKey:=
lncl(sta,

authKey)

authOS:=
Del(sta,
authOs)

awake:--
Del(sta,
awake)

asoc:=
lncl(sta,
asoc)

authOS:=
lncl(sta,
authOs)

awake:=
lncl(sta,
awake)

authKey:=
Del(sta,

authKey)

authKey:=
Del(sta,

authKey)

authOS:=
Del(sta,
authOs)

sta in
asleep

asleep:=
lncl(sta,
asleep)

(auth_open) (auth_key)

sta in
asoc

PsChange
(sta,
sta_active)

(de_auth)

(false)

asoc:=
Del(sta
asoc)

asleep:=
Del(sta,
asleep)

(false)
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Process Power Sâve Monitor ps_monitor_2a(2)

I
I

I Power Save and Station State
- j Query ano response below,

I monfionng on prevrous page.

I Pslnquiry returns PsResponse to
- -l report power mode awake, asleep,

I or unknown at the tarqet station.

I Sslnqu¡ry returns SsResponse to report
--.1 station state not_auth, assoc, or dis_assoc;

I and authenticat¡on state not auth,

I auth-open, or auth .key at the target station.

(false)
(false)

(false)

I When there ¡s no association
- jinfo, station state is ¡dentical

r to authentication state.

Monitor_ldle

Pslnquiry
(sta)

Sslnqu¡ry
(sta)

(sta)

sta in
awake

sta in
authOs

sta in
asleep

(kue)

psm:=
asleep

psm:=
awake

psm:=
unknown

(true)
(false)

(kue)

asst:=
auth,open

asst:=
auth_key

PsResponse
(sta, psm)
lo sender

(true)

sta in
asoc

asst:=
not_auth

import asst:=
not auth

(true)

(false)

sst: =
dis asoc asoc

sst:= asst

(true)

(true)
lse)
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Mop

To_
Mtx

To_
Mct

Ssu

To_
Ds

AuthReq_
Service AP

ArqDs

ASMop

MlmeDeauthenticate. I
request l

Asocservice AP

/* Each of these ovals represents a N
SERVICE. Each service contains -
the state transit¡ons to handle a
DISJOINT SUBSET of the input
signal set ofthis process. Services
share local var¡ables and the ¡nput
queue. At any instant, a staie
transition can occur in, at most, one
serv¡ce -- the service which handles
the kind of signal at the head of the
process input queue. */

/* lntra-MAc remote var¡ables */

dcl exported mAssoc Boolean:= true,
mBrates Octetstring:=mkOS(1 0, 1 ),
mBssld MacAddr:= dotl 1 MacAddress,
mCaP Octetstr¡ng:= 02,
mcfp Boolean:= false,
mDisable Boolean:= true,
mDtimcount lnteger:= 0,
dotl 1Dt¡mPeriod lnteger:= 1,
mlbss Boolean:= false,
mNextBdry Time:= 0,
mNextTbtt Time:= 0,
dotl 1 Operat¡onalRateset Octetstr¡ng:=

mkOS(
mPcAvail Boolean:= sCfPollable,
mPcPoll Boolean:= false,

10,1 ),

dotl 1 PowerManagementMode PwrSave:=
sta_active,

mPss Psstate:= awake,
mssld Octetstring:= null ;

MlmeDeauthent¡cate.confirmProcess Mlme AP Services t l

ArqMop

[cr.z",r]

[MlmeStart.coniirm]

fMlmeAssociate.indication. I
I MlmeDisassociate.confìrm. I

I MlmeDisassociate.indication. I

lMlmeReassociate.indication J

l\illmeAuthenticate.indication,
l\,4lmeDeauthenticate.¡ndication

lVlmeDisassociate.reAuest]

Arslnd

osnesnonse]
Is.t,
I Seno.

lxoo.t

AsDs

[;m]
DsTx

AsCt

Distribute_
_Mmpdus

ArsDs

AsocRsp, ReasocRsp,
D¡sasoc, Cls3err

Sst,
Send,
Xport

[vmconn'm]

DsSs

AuthRspSeru¡ce
Send,
Xport

lndiæte
Mm

StaStatel
DsRx

DsDs

SyCtl
Synchron¡zation_
_AP

T¡mer Tauth,
Tchal, Tbcn ;

Signal
AsocReq(Frame),
AsocRsp(Frame),
AuthOdd(Frame),
Beacon(FÍame,T¡me,
Time),
Cfend,

Cls2err(MacAddQ,
Cls3err(N4acAdd0,
Deauth(Frame),
Disasoc(Frame),
ProbeReq(Frame),
ProbeRsp(Frame,

Time,Time),
ReasocReq(Frame),
ReasocRsp(Frame),
Send(Frame,lmed ),
Sent(Frame,TxStatus),
Sst(MacAddr,

Stat¡onState),
Xport

l\

Syl\4op

ProbeReq,
ProbeRsp,
Beacon,Cfend
Sent

ap_lVlm_svc_1 b(1 )

ChangeNavl

l--------.'
¡

[s*oon"]
ResetMAC
handled by
Sync service.
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/* Th¡s service responds to
incoming Associate, and
Reassociate at the AP, and

t)

requests
This

handles Disassociate
from Mlme and WM.
service also generates
responses for class 3 errors. */

dcl assta MacAddr;
dcl assts TxResult;
dcl asstat Dsstatus;
dcl asRdu, asSdu Frame;

dcl ascap Capability ;

dcl asRsn Reasoncodeasoc
err

reset(Tasoc)

Asoc ldle

MlmeDis_
associate._
request

Disasoc
(asRdu)

asRsn:=
class3 err

asSdu:=
mkFrame
(disasoc,

Send
(asSdu,
norm)

Sst(asSta,
dis_asoc)

MlmeDis_
associate._
¡nd¡cation

Sst(asSta,
is asoc)

MlmeDis_
associate._
confìrm

(asRdu,
disasoc)

(true)

Service AsocSeruice AP ap_disasoc_1 b(2)

I
I

I On this page are Disassociate request,
--l incoming Disassociation frame, and

I class 3 error. More on next page.

(asSta,
asRsn)

asSta,
mBssid,
asRsn)

(true) (false)

I Local station state
(add12(asRdu),
reason(asRdu)) --.1 updated even if

I not¡ficatìon frame
lis undeliverable.

I Uodate station
- j stãte regarding

I this association.

I Don't conf¡rm
--lclass3error

inotifìcations.

I Remove associat¡on
(successful)- j data recorded for

I this station.
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Asoc_ldle

(asRdu)

Dslnquiry
),(add12(asRdu

mBssld)

Wa¡t_Reasoc_
Status

Wait_Asoc_
_Status

DsResponse
( , ,asstat)

asStatâsStat

'assign
Atd'

'assign
Atd'

'save
request

info(Ald)'

'save
request

¡nfo(Ald)'

'make
reasoc_fsp
(success)'

'make
reasoc_rsp

(fail)'

'make
asoc_rsp
(success)'

'make
asoc_rsp

(fail)'

(asoc)(d¡sasoc,

DsNotify(
add12(
asRdu),

AsChange
(asRdu,
asStat)

(asRdu,
asStat)

Send
(asSdu,
norm)

Send
(asSdu,
norm)

Asoc_ldle Asoc ldle

Service Asocservice AP ap_asoc_reasoc_2a(2)

I
I

I On th¡s page are response to
- j associate and reassociate requests.

¡ More of this state on previous page.

else else

asStat) reasoc)
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dcl auAlg
dcl auCap
dcl auRdu

AuthType : l\
Capability ; L

, auSdu Frame;
dcl auRsn ReasonCode
dcl auSta MacAddr;
dcl austs TxResult;
dcl auTmot Kusec;

Service AuthReqServ¡ce_AP ap auth req-1a(1)

I
I

(auSta,
auRsn)

auSta,
mBssid,
auRsn)

lSend notifìcat¡on,
--ldo not wait for

r delivery confìrmation

I Uodate local stations state
---l recorOs. Sending deauth also

i clears asoc state if present.

lf deauthenticating
the current AP, or
deauthenticat¡ng
everyone, end the
association (if

or
¡sGroup
(auSta)

any) by clearing
mBssid and mAssoc.

I Don't confirm
- - -l class 2 error

lnotifications.

(successful)

/" This service handles
DeAuthenticate requests.
This service also handles

L

incoming the generat¡on of
responses for class 2 errors.

This service does not
do authenticate requests
because APs never
¡nitiate authentication. */

Auth_Req_
ldle

MlmeDeau_
thenticate._
request

asRsn:=
class2_err

auSdu:=
mkFrame
(deauth,

norm)

_auth)

auSta=
mBssld

mAssoc:=fatse,
mBssid:=
nullAddr

Xport

(false)

MlmeD¡s_
associate._
confirm

(true)
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Serv¡ce AuthRspService auth_rsp_1 b(2)

dcl arAlg, arAlg2 AuthType ; I
dcl arRdu, auSdu Frame ;

dcl arRsn ReasonCode
dcl arseq, arseq2 lnteger;
dcl arsta, arsta2, arsta3 MacAddr
dcl arSC Statuscode

/* Key to generate l\
challenge text./

dcl chKey Octetstring ;

arAlg:=
authAlg

/- The RC4 PRNG ¡s accessed \as a Íemote procedure:
prnString:= call RC4(key,length)

This procedure only present when
dotl l Privacyopt¡on_
lmplemented=true

imported procedure RC4 ;

fpar PrngKey, lnteger;
returns Octetstring ;

(arRdu),
arSta:=
add12
(arRdu)

(1)

import
(dot1 lAuthenti_
cationAlgorithms)

imported dotl 1 AuthenticationResponse_ \Timeout Kusec:

(true)

Opt¡on lmplemented

(true)
(false)

I
I
I

The chKey value used to
generate challenge text is
arbitrary, and does not need
to be shared. However,
¡mplementers are adv¡sed
that the source of chKey
SHOULD NOT be one
of the WEP keys, because
the output of the PRNG
when us¡ng chKey ¡s sent,
unencrypted, in the
challenge text field.

mBssid,
(ar{lg ll
mkOS(2,2)
successfu I

mBssid,
(ar\lg ll
mkOS
(arSeq+1,2¡
// arSC))

mkElem(eCtxt,
arChalng)))

dotl lAuthentication_
ResponeTimeout)), Tchal)

I Set response timeout and
I await response to challenge.

/* Th¡s service handles
incoming Authentication
& Deauthentication frames.

t)

Th¡s state machine handles
only a single shared key
authentication challenge
sequence at one time, which
is the simplest case. lt is
possible to have several
authentication responses in
progress at once, prov¡ded
the source stations are all
different. To allow mult¡ple
responses this state machine
gets collapsed into one state,
with sequence state held in a
vai'¡able. The local var¡ables
are replicated for each
response, selected by
requester station address. */

Auth_Rsp_
_ldle

(arRdu)

arseq:=
authSeqNum

(arRdu),

arSeq

arSC:=
auth_seq_

fail

arSC:=
unsupt_alg

arAlg

else

arSC:=
successful

bad_
alg

arChalng:=
call RC4

(chKey,128)

arsdu:=
mkFrame

(auth,arsta,

A station
¡s allowed
to reject an
open system
auth request
with status
unspec_fail.

(false)

(open

arsdu:=
mkFrame

(auth, arsta,

Send
(arSdu,
norm)

set(now+
(import(

Wait_Chal_
Rsp

Auth_Rsp_
_ldle
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Deauth
(arRdu)

arSta3:=
addl2

(arRdu)

Sst(arSta3,

MlmeDeau_
thenticate._
ind¡cation

arSta3=
mBssld

mAssoc:=false,
mBss¡d:=
nullAddr

Xport

(false)

Wa¡t_Chal_
_Rsp

AuthOdd
(arRdu)

arSeq2:=
authSeqNum

(arRdu),

Sst(arSta,
de_auth)

arSeq2 Auth_Rsp_
ldle

arSta =
arSta2

arsta =
arSta2

else

(true)

arAlgreset
(Tchal)

arAlg
tn

arSC:=
unsupt alg

arSC:=
successful

arSC:=
unspec_fail

(false)

else

arChalng= Sst(arSta2,
de_auth)

arSdu:=
mkFrame

(auth,arSta2,

arSC:=
chnlg_fail

arSC:=
successful

Sst(arSta2
de auth)

rSta2,

(false)

arsdu:=
mkFrame

(auth, arsta,

Wa¡t_Chal_
_Rsp

Auth_Rsp_
ldle

Service AuthRspService auth rsp_2b(z)

Timeout while
waitìng is a
failed attempt.

t
I

r uôdâte station
--.1 stäte, oeautn

I clears asoc
I if present.

ln the case of
undecryptable
response, assume
Auth frame from
expected source
is sequence 3.

(true)

arSta2:=
add12
(arRdu)

(1)

(false)

rOpen system
-.1 request from a

(false)
I different stat¡on
I can be handled
I while awaitino
I challenge rspl

import(dot1'1 Authenti
cationAlgorithms)

mBssid,
(authAlg
(arRdu))
// mkOS
(arSeq2+1
2)il
arSC))

A station
is allowed
to reject an
open system
auth request
w¡th status
unspec_fail.

tf

(arSta3,
reason
(arRdu))

deauth is
from current
AP, end asoc
(if any) by
clearing
mBssid and
mAssoc.

(true) )

getElem
(eCtxt,
arRdu)

mBssid,
(ar\lg ll
mkOS(4,2)
// arSC))

Cont¡nue
.lto wait for
I resoonse to
I cnâttenge.
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export(
mAld,

mAssoc,

Mmpdu_
ldle

Sst
(mAdr
mSst)

Send
(mSpdu,
mlm)

MmConfirm
(mSpdu,
mTxstat) mtT,mSerr)

lvlmlndicate
Xport

chk'mRate:=
data rate to

send mmpdu'

ftvpeStaState
(mAdr,
mSst)

Sent
(mSpdu,
mTxstat)

MmRequest
(mSpdu,
mlm,mRate)

else

Serv¡ce Distribute_Mmpdus mmpdu_svc_1a(2)

Re-export the
¡ntra-MAC
remote
variables to
make updates
âvâ¡lâble.

mAtimW, mBssld, mCap,mcfp,
mDisable, mlbss, mListenlnt,
mNextBdry, mNextTbtt, mPcAvail,
mPcDlvr, mPcPoll, dotl I Power-
l\4anagementMode, mPss, mSsld)

I
I

I

probe_rsp)

I
I

--1

MmConfirm only
needed for probe

I resoonses and
I beäcons.

The selection criteria for
l\4mpdu Tx data rate are
not specified. Frames
to group addresses must
use one of the basic rates.
Requests should use one of
the basic rates unless the
operational rates of the
rec¡pient station are known.
Responses must use a basic
rate or the rate at which
the request was received.

/" This service routes
mmpdu and station
update signals from and
to the mlme operational
serv¡ces. Signals are
not mod¡f¡ed, but some
superfluous parameters
are omitted ¡n transfer.

dcl mAdr MacAddr;
dcl mlm Imed;
dcl pri CfPriority ;

dcl mRate Rate ;

dcl mRpdu, mSpdu Frame;
dcl mserr StateErr;
dcl msst Stat¡onstate ;

dcl mtE, mtT Time ;

dcl mTxstat TxStatus;
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Service Distribute_Mmpdus mmpdu svc 1.1b(2)

I

(class2) (class3)

(cfend, cfend ack)

(auth)

(1)

(atim)

mSerr
Cls2Err
(addr2
(mRpdu))

Cls3Err
(add12
(mRpdu))

ftype

Cfend
AsocReq
(mRpdu)

else

(asoc_req)

mTst:= mod(
authSeqNum
(mRpdu), 2)

Mmpdu
ldle

mTst ReasocReq
(mRpdu)

ReasocRsp
(mRpdu)

(reasoc_req) (reasoc_rsp)

AuthEven
(mRpdu)

AuthOdd
(mRpdu)

ProbeReq
(mRpdu)

(probe_req) (probe_rsp)

Atim
(mRpdu)

Mmpdu
ldle

(mRpdu)
D¡sasoc Deauth

(mRpdu)

Beacon
(mRpdu,
mtE,mtT)

(deauth)(disasoc)(beacon)

Mmpdu_
ldle
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Service Synchronizat¡on_AP ap_lnit_1b(3)

I
I

dcl yAtimRx, yPsm, yRdtim, ywake Boolean ;f\
dcl yAtw, yBcn, yMocp Time ;

dcl yBcnPeriod, yDtim,ycmax, ycmin Kusec ;

dcl ybd BssDscr;
dcl ybdset BssDscrset;
dcl ybtp BssType ;

dcl ybsid l\ilacAddr ;

dcl yclist lntstring ;

dcl ycx, yJto, ytemp lnteger;
dcl yDspm DsParms ;

dcl yFhpm FhParms ;

dcl ylbpm lbssParms ;

dcl ypdly Usec;

dcl yPhpm PhyParms ; l\
dcl yRdu, yTdu Frame :-
dcl yssid Octetstring ;

dcl yOrates Ratestring;
dcl ystp ScanType ;

dcl ytrsl TxResult;

var¡ables
to default
values'

Set TSF
time to
zero-

t
I

Setting these
timers to now
causes events
in each of the
multi-state
services of the
process, forcing
each service to
its idle state.

timer Tscan,
Tmocp ;

ResetMAC

'obtain PHY
characteristics'

'reset all
intra-MAC

remote

ytemp:=
call TSF
(0, true)

Xport

reset(Tbcn),
set(now,Tauth)
set(now,Tchal)

No BSS
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Serv¡ce Synchronization_AP ap_Staft_Bss_2b(3)

I Start IBSS on
- jthis page, join

I on next Paqe.

I
I
I
I
I
I

Activate
Station
state
mach¡ne.

yBcnPeriod,
yDtim,
ycfpm, yPhpm,
/. ibpm, ./ mCap,
mBrates, yOrates)

FHphy'

(true)

(independent)

(0,false)
mod yMocp))

(false)

station_active,
mPss:=awake,
dotl 1 Beacon_
ps¡¡6d;= ygçnPeriod

lrniti"rir"-- j dwell timer

dotl l Operat¡onal_
RateSet:=yOrates

r Set starting
-.1 channel (FH)

I or operatlng
I channel (DS).

lnull for lR. "

dotl l Operat¡onal_
Rateset,dotl 1 Pow_
erManagementMode)

(0,false)
mod yBcn))

(yCfpm) /= 0
then true
e¡se false fi

_ _ I rniti"t¡r"
I beacon timer

bss_
init

Type=

yMocp:=kUsec yMocp:=kUsec
(dwellT¡me
(yFhpm))

mNextBdry:=
¡61y+(yMocp
- (call TSF

set
(mNextBdry,

Tmocp)

'yChan:=
fìrst (or only)

channel'

mNextTbtt:=
¡6ry+(yBcn
- (call TSF

set
(mNextTbtt,

Tbcn)

Xport

MlmeStart._
confirm
(success)

Bss

No_BSS

MlmeStart._

(mSsid,

yBytp

valid'
Sta Active

Management_
Mode:=

MlmeStart._
confirm
(invalid)

dotl l Dtim_
p"r¡e¿.=yDtim,

No Bss
export(dot1 1_
BeaconPeriod.

yBcn:= kUsec(
yBcnPer¡od)

mCfAvail:=
if dtim_
Period

'set mCfPoll
and mcap for

operating state'

aCfPeriod
aCf lVlaxDuration

from ycfpm'

'set aciual
phy parameters

from phpm'

Xport bss
in ¡t
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Service Synchronization_AP ap TSF bss 3b(3)

I
I

bcstAddr,mBssld,
08 /*t¡mestamp
inserted by tx */

// mk2octets(

bcstAddr, mBssld,
08 /*timestamp
inserted by tx "/
// mk2octets(
yBcnPeriod)//
mCap// mkElem(
eSsld,mSsld)//
mkElem(eSupRates,
yOrates))

yBcnPeriod)//
mCap// mkElem(
eSsld,mSsld)//
mkElem(eCfp,
yCfpm)//
mkElem(eSupRates,
yOrates)//mkElem(
ePhpm,yPhpm))

(true)

mkEIem FHphy'
(eCfp,yCfpm)

(true)

if yCfCnt=0
then import (dotl lCfpPer¡od)-1
else yCfCnt-1 fi)

import
(dot1 1 CfpPer¡od))

import
(dot1 1 CfpMaxDuration))

I TIM element
--l gets added by

¡PM Filter_AP

Bss

Tbcn Cfend ProbeReq

mCfp:=false
ytdu:=

mkFrâme
(probe rsp,

mNextBdry:=
mNextBdry +

yMocp

set
(now+yBcn,

Tbcn)

(ytdu,norm)

set
(mNextBdry,

Tmocp)

ytdu:=
mkFrame
(beacon,

Xport

mDtimCount:=
mDtimCount-1

mPcAvail

Type=
ytdu:=
ytdu ll

'yChan:=
next channel
¡n hop seq'

yCfpm:=
setCfpCount

(yCfpm,

lCfpm;=
setcfpPer¡od

(yCfpm,
(,false)
SwChnl SwChnl

(yChan,true)

Wa¡t Hop
Bss

!Cfpm:=
setCfpMaxDur

(yCfpm,

SwDone
'update

cfDurRem
and mcfp'

(false)

(false)

'add proper
phy parameter
set element'

Bss

Xport,
Send
(ytdu,imed)
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PHY_SAP_RX

PSRX

CS

/* also decrypt */

Defragment
(1 ,1)

[n*rnoi""t"] tPslnd¡catel

ToRx

nxn,rñu]

FromSync

lrueeonct.l
I Rrciact. I

fnxcnort J

[cn"noeruau]

FromCtl

lndAck

Defrag

/. This block handles octetlevel \reception of MPDUS from the
PHY, and validat¡on, filtering,
and decryption needed so higher
blocks have uniform, error-free
information from the relevant rx
events. This block also mainta¡ns
the MAC'S view of channel state,
including the NAV (and remote
varlable mNavEnd), rx activity
(and the remote variable mRxA),
and slot timing (prov¡d¡ng the
Busy, ldle and Slot signals to
the Transmission block). "/

Block Recept¡on

ToTx

lncludes decryption if
dotl'l Privacyoption lmplemented
=true. This is a typicâl
location, but implementers
may use other locations
between the PHY_SAP_RX
and MAC_SAP as long as
they provide the specified
behavior as observed at
LLC. MLME and the WN4.

[cnanser.rav]

UpdNav
Filter_MPDU
(1,1)

Channel_State
(1,1 )

lfsCtl

RtsTimeout.l
UseDifs, I

UseEifs I

Validate_MPDU
(1,1 )

PhyCca

PhyRxStart.indicat¡on,
PhyRxEnd.indication,
PhyData.¡ndication

[envccarst.recuest]

receive 1a(1)

ToPs

F¡lter

RxM pdr]

FromPHY

signal ClearNav(NavSrc), l\
RtsTimeout,
RxlVlpdu(Frame,Time,Time,

Rate,Boolean,
KeyVector,KeyMapArray),

SetNav(Time,
Duration,NavSrc),

UseD¡fs(Time),
UseEifs(Time);

fenycca.inoication,l

LPhyCcarst.confirmJ

BusV, ldle, Slot]
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Process Channel State

t\
I
I

nav clear 1b(2)

dRxTx:=dUsec
(aRxTxTurn_
aroundTime)

dDifs:=dS¡fs +
(2. dSlot)

E¡fs based
on the lowest
basic rate.

I ClearNav, RtsTimeout,
--jtnav, Tslot ignored

I in Wait IFS state.

I

_t

I
I

not
active(Tifs)

calcDu(f¡rst(
import(mBrates)),
stuff(aMpdu_
Durat¡onFactor,
sAckctsLng) +
aPlcpHdrLength
+ aPreamble_
Length) + dDìfs)

I Assume channel
--.1 ousy until Phy

I indicates idle.

ItNavEnd is =0
I until first rx

I that sets Nav

(idle)

ldle s¡gnal ìs
sent at end of
the M2 interval
(Figure 47).

I

I
1
I

I
I

I RtsTimeout,
- -.1 Tnav, ClearNav,

t T¡fs ionored
lin tnið state.

(idle)

(busy)

I Phvccareset.
- - j coáfirm is -

I iqnored.

(busy) (idle)

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
Slot signal is
generated at
the end of each
M2 interval
(Fig. 47) while
channel is idle.

I
I

1
I
I
I
I
I
I

dcl cs Ccastatus;
dcl rxtx, slot, sifs lnteger;
dcl dDifs. dEifs, dlfs, dNav,

dRxTx, dSifs, dslot Duration
dcl tNew, tRef, tRxEnd Time ;

dcl newsrc, curSrc NavSrc;

Lt¡mer Tifs ;

timer Tnav ;

timer Tslot ;mNavEnd Time ;

dcl exported
tNavEnd as

This

state based on
both phys¡cal and
virtual carrier
sense, generates
slot time reference,
and provides Busy,
ldle & Slot signals
to Trânsmission. */

ResetMAC

dSifs:=
dUsec

(aSifsTime),

Wait_lFS
r IDLE "/

T¡fs
SetNav

curSrc)

dSlot:=
dUsec

(aSlotTime),

(aSifsTime +

dEifs:=
dUsec

dlfs:=
dEifs

Cs_noNav
r BUSY -/

set
(now+dSlot,

Tslot)

PhyCca._
ind¡cat¡on
(cs)

SetNav

curSrc)
,dNav,

cs:= busy,
tNavEnd:=0

I ClearNav, Tnav, Tifs,
--i RtsTimeout, Tslot

iignored in this state.

tNavEnd:=
tRef+dNavreset(Tnav) noCs_noNav

r IDLE'I

set
(tNavEnd,

Tnav)

PhyCcarst._
request

SetNav
(tRef,dNav
curSrc)

PhyCca._
indicat¡on
(cs )

tNavEnd:=
tRef+dNav

Tslot
set

(now+dlfs,
Tìfs)

export
(tNavEnd)

export
(tNavEnd)

Wait_lFS Cs NavcurSrc:--
nosrc

set
(tNavEnd,

Tnav)

Busy
set

(now+dSlot,
Tslot)

export
(tNavEnd)Cs noNav

nocs Nav
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noCs_Nav
r BUSY Y

Tnav

curSrc:=
nosrc

Cs Nav

set
(now+dlfs,

Tifs)

Wait IFS

Process Channel State nav_sel2c(2)

I
I

I Tsloi and Tifs
--l ignored in

i noCs Nav state.

I Tslot and Tifs
---l ignored in

iCs Nav state.

(busy) (idle) (busy) (idle)

I

I

I

I ChanoeNav is
jsetttãv it not
I channel switch. I

I
I

I Cleârino NAV on
-l Rts tirñeout ¡s

ioptional (g.2.5.4).

(false)

(true)

Clear NAV and I

use EIFS after i--
channel change. I

The initial dlfs
value is dEifs,
set by a UseEifs
signal generated
by Validate_Mpdu
at startup and
due to ResetlvlAc.

tNavEnd is =0 |

unt¡l first rx i-
on new channel. I

Cs_Nav
r BUSY -/

PhyCca._
ind¡cation
(cs)

Tnav

PhyCcarst._
request

cu rSrc:=
nosrc

nocs Nav

set
(now+dlfs,

Tifs)

Cs_noNav

nocs Nav

/. all NAV./
Cs Nav/. all states */

(newSrc)
ClearNavChangeNav

(tRef,dNav,
newSrc)

SetNav
(tRef,dNav,
newSrc)

RtsseD¡fs

cswitch
tNew:=

tRef+dNav
dlfs:=

dEifs-dRxTx
dlfs:=

dD¡fs-dRxTx

tNew>dlfs:=
dEifs-dRxTx

set
(tRxEnd+dlfs,

Tifs)

tNavEnd:=
now,

curSrc:=nosrc
set(now,Tnav)

tNavEnd:=
tNew,

curSrc:=newSrc

set(tNavEnd,
Tnav)

tNavEnd:=0,
curSrc:=nosrc

Nav is cleared by setting Tnav I

to now. This causes immediâte l.
Tnav sional to enable exitfÍom I

nocs Ñav or Cs Nav state. i

export
(tNavEnd)
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Process Val¡date MPDU start rx 1b(2)

I /. This process receives an MPDU from the l\
PHY while calculating and checking the
FCS value. Frames with val¡d FCS, length
and protocol version are sent for receive
fìlterlng, along with a snapshot of the WEP
keys if dotl 1 Pr¡vacyOptionlmplemented=true.

This process also provides Channel_State
with Difs/Eifs and Rts timeout s¡gnals,
and mâintâ¡ns the mRxA remote variable. */

Calculate PHY
Rx delay that
is subtracted
from now to
get reference
point times.

I lndicate Rts
j non-response
I timeout.

(rxLength
rxRate)

Save copy of
WEP keys at
Rxstart in case
Mpdu is first
fragment of

I lndicate that
- j a reception

I rs rn progress.

encrypted
Msdu/lVmpdu.

dotl lWep
DefaultKeys)

t lnitialize CRC &
- j clear pdu buffer

¡ (lensth(Pdu)=0).

dotl lWep_
KeyMappings)

Opt¡on_
lmplemented

(dot1 1 Exclude_
Unencrypted)

(false) (true)

(Rx ldle)

D1:= dusec
(aRxRfDelay+
aRxPlcpDelay)

ResetMAC

reset(Trts)

cErr:=0,
mRxA:=false

export
(cErr,mRxA)

Rx ldle

Trts
indication

RtsTimeout reset(Trts)

mRxA:=true

export(mRxA)

k:= 0,
fcs:= in¡tCrc,

pdu:= null

Rx_Frame save_
keys

dcl exported mRxA Boolean:=false,
cErr as dotl 1 FcsErrorcount Counter32:=

imported mBrates Ratestrìng,
A

dotl 1

dotl 1

dotl 1

WepDefaultKeys Keyvector,
WepKeyMapp¡ngs KeyMapArray,
ExcludeUnencrypted Boolean ;

timer Trts

dcl fcs Crc ;

dcl D1, dRts Duration ;

dcl endRx, startTs Time
dcl k, fiLength lnteger;
dcl pdu Frame;
dcl rxRate Rate ;

dcl status PhyRxstat;
dcl v Octet;
dclwDefault
dcl wKeyMap
dcl wExclude Boolean

Keyvector;
KeyMapArray

\

save
keys

import(

wKeyMap:=
import(

wExclude:=
import

Rx_Frame
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Process Validate MPDU validate_rx_2c(2)

t\ I Save time of Rx
-l end as reference
ifor start of lFS.

Rts timeout
based on
rate of Rts.

I
I

1
I
I
I

Save arrival t¡me
of fìrst octet of
{what may be a}
timestamp field. (rts)

(no_error)

(true)

(false)

PhyData.indicate
ignored to drop
excess octets.

(rxLength -
sCrcLng))

t___
I

Save time of Rx I

end as referencel---
for start of lFS. I

I Droo FCS fìeld from
.lframe before passing
iup for fìltering.

Optionlmpìemented
and wepBit(pdu)

startTs,rxRate,
wExclude,wDefault,
wKeyMap)

I
I
I

Eifs based
on the lowest
basic rate.
Assumed to
be the f¡rst
element of
mBratês.lndicate that

recept¡on is
not in progress.

L-
I

Rx,Frame

PhyRxEnd._
ind¡cation
(status)

ftype(pdu)endRx:=
now-D1

Pdu:=
pdu ll

mkstring(v),

status
dRts:=dUsec(
(2-aSifsTime)+
(2.aSlotTime)+

else

k:= k+1startTs:=
now-D1

(true)

(false)

set
(now+dRts,

Trts)
Rx Error

sAckctsLng) +

aPlcpHdrLength +
aPreambleLength))

else

calcDur(rxRate,
stuff(aMpdu_
DurationFactor

pdu:= substr
(pdu,0,

nd. cErr:=
inc(cErr)

endRx:=
now-D1

export(cEn) UseD¡fs
(endRx)

crc32(fcs, v)
fcs:=

(true)

I Accumulate
-loctet into Mpdu
i and CRC check.

else

RxMpdu
(pdu,
endRx,

UseE¡fs
(endRx)

RxMpdu
(pdu,
endRx,

(false)

startTs,
rxRate,
,,)

mRxA:=false

export(mRxA)

Rx_ldle
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Process Filter_MPDU pre_filter_1d(4)

dcl exported cDup as dotl lFrameDuplicatecount, l\
cMc as dotl l MulticastReceivedFramecount,
cRx as dotllReceivedFragmentCount Counte132:= 0 ;

mBrates)),
stuff(aMpduDuration_
Factor, sAckctsLng
+ aPlcpHdrLength)
+ aPreambleLength))

¡mported mBrates Ratestring,
mBssid MacAddr,
mcfp Boolean,
dotl 1 GroupAddresses MacAddrset,
mlbss Boolean,
mSsid Octetstring,
astat¡onld MacAddr;

t\

lnitialize tuple cache dcl cache Tuplecache Ldcl dup, myBss
dcl dNav, dPsp,

Boolean
dAck Duration

dcl endRx, strTs Time ;

dcl pdu Frame;
dcl rxRate Rate;
dcl src Navsrc;
dcl wDefault Keyvector ;

dcl wExclude Boolean ;

dcl wKeyMap KeyMapArray ;

-.1 for duplicate filtering.
Cache capacity is set
by "tupleCacheS¡ze"
but a specifìc size
¡s not specified.

startTs,rxRate,
wExclude,wDefault,
wKeylVap)

(durlD(pdu) > 32767)-
then dUsec(durld(pdu))
else 0 fi

Gather Power
management
info from all
valid frames.

r_ pwrmgt(pdu))

mActing_
AsAp)

(true)
(false)

(=o)

I AP. check
jall irames, 2
I pages ahead

r Non-AP,
- --- -..1 toos=o to

I accept frame,
I next page.

(1:32767),

lFrames with toDs=1 ignored by non-APs,
--jexcept Duration/ld field for Nav update.

dPsp:=dUsec(
aSifsTime+câlc_
Du(first(import(

cache:=
clearTuple_

Cache(cache)

F¡lter_ldle

(pdu,
endRx,

dAck:=
if (moreFrag

(oou¡=1¡ 
"no

Pslndicate
(addr2(pdu),

dNav:=dUsec
(durld(pdu)),
src:= misc

import(

toDs(pdu)

durld(pdu) sta
addr

SetNav
(endRx,
dNav, src)

else

Filter ldle

/. This process filters val¡d receìved
frames by destination address, and
Bssld for group destination addresses.
This process also maintains rece¡ved
pdu counters and the tuple cache for
detecting duplicated unicast frames.

Data and management frames wh¡ch
need acknowledgement cause a
NeedAck signal to Protocol_Control
as well as an RxMpdu to Defragment.
Piggybacked CfAcks cause Rxcfack
signals, and CfPolls cause Rxcfpoll
signals to Protocol_Control. lf an
RxcfPoll is sent for a Data+CfPoll
or Data+CfPoll+CfAck, the NeedAck

L

has to reach Txcoord dur¡ng the Sifs.
(The data frame report cannot serve
this purpose because the payload may
be a non-f¡nal fragment.)

Duration and Cfp duration remaining
are reported to Channel_State, and
power save mode is reported to N4lme. */
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Process F¡lter MPDU

I Reoort orobe
j req'uest! onty
I when in lbss.

filter_sta 2b(4)

else

I
I

lf addrl (RA) is I

group adàre3s, l-
check the Bssld. I

(false)

(true)

data_poll_ack,
cfend_ack)

and ssid(pdu) =
import(mSsid)

and capB(Pdu)=clbss

(probe_req)

(true)

startTs,
rxRate,
wExclude,
wDefault,
wKeyMap)

(cfack,
data_ack,
cfpoll ack,

RxCfAck
s¡gnals are
ignored.

Reoort lbss beacon I

with own Ssld but !
other Bssld. for use I

based on rbr age. I

(false)

(true)

(true)

(false)

Update Nav using
Duration/lD value
from frames to all
other stations.
Else case is for
Durld=32768
in the CF per¡od.

BcAddr or
import(aGro_
upAddresses)

= (iffrDs(pdu)=1
then
else

add12(pdu)
add13(pdu) fi)

(false)

(true)

(true)

ack,

import
(doÎ1 1 Mac_
Address)

¡mport
(mBssld)

I Check for
I beacon from
¡ another BSS. else

Update Nav
for PS-Poll
Ack Dur/ld
field is AlD.

I Ensure that
- jCfpoll comes

i from own Bss.

I only report
- - -l cfpoll from

I un¡cast to sta

)

Rx broadcast
or multicast,
2 pages ahead

I
I
I
+
I
I
I
I
I
t
I

I

I

1
I

I
I

lgnore frames
addressed to
other groups
in this BSS.

I

I

r
I

I
I

I Rx directed
------lframe to sta,

¡ 2 pages ahead.

other_
bss

F¡lter ldle

cfÐuRxlndicate
(pdu
endRx,

(beacon)

(false)

else

Filter_ldle
dNav:=

dUsec(cfDur_
Rem(pdu))

SetNav

cfpOthe0
Filter ldle

sCfPollable

(false)

ftype(pdu)

RxCfAck
(addr2(pdu))

else

src:= ¡f rts=
ftype(pdu) then
rts else src fi

add13other
bss

sCfPollabledurld(pd

(false)

ftype(pdu)dNav:=
dPsp

F¡lter ldle

SetNav
(endRx,
dNav, src)

RxCfPoll
(endRx,
rxRate)

Filter_ldle
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ftype
(pdu)

cfDurmulti
câst

(false)

(beacon)

else

ftype(pdu)
dNav:=

dUsec(cfDur_
Rem(pdu))

SetNav
(end
cfpOther)

Filter_ldleRxCfAck
(add12(pdu))

else

unt
cast

src:= if rts=
ftype(pdu) then
rts else src fi

dNav:=
dPsp

(1:
32767)

SetNav
(endRx,
dNav, src)

(491 53:
51 1 59)

Filter_ldle

Process Filter_MPDU fìlter_ap_3a(4)

I
I
I

Receive probe
request at AP

t the same as at
! lbss station.

All frames to I

AP are directed i--
except probe req. I

(false) (true)

import
(dot1 1_
MacAddress) (probe_req) else

(true)

(true)

(data ack,
cfend_ack,
cfack)

lUnsolic¡ted
-- ----- j nxctRck signats

I should not occur

I Rx directed
----- jframe to AP,

r next page.

else

Nav to cover
PS-Poll Ack
when DurlD
field is SlD.

I

I

r
I

I
I

Update Nav
using value
in Duration/lD
lield of frames
directed to all
other stat¡ons.
Else case is for
Durld=32768
in the CF period
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cRx:= inc(cRx)

export(cRx)

dup:=

(=1)

(false)

searchTupleCache
(cache, add12(pdu),
seq(pdu), frag(pdu))

cDup:=
inc(cDup)

export(cDup)
RxMpdu
(pdu,
endRx,

(true)

(pdu)

NeedAck
(add12(pdu

else

cache:=

Filter_ldle

Process F¡lter MPDU report rx 4a(4)

I
I

r Report incom¡ng

----.1 directed frames,
iinclud¡ng all
I received frames
I accepted at AP.

I Report ¡ncoming
----- l grouP-addressed

iframes at station.

Count all valid r

directed frames l--
I Count all valid

--.1 broadcast and
r multicast frames
! to this sta, even
ithose that w¡ll
I be discarded
ldue to WEP.

to this sta, even
those that will
be discarded
as duplicates
or due to WEP.

(=o)
(cfend,
cfend_ack)

startTs,
rxRate,
wExclude,
wDefault,
wKeyMap)

startTs,
rxRate,
wExclude,
wDefault,
wKeyMap)

Ps-Poll is on
else path (as
control frame)
to allow ack
or data as the
response from
protocol ctl.

management)

I Directed At¡m frames must
-j be acknowledged, but may be

I omitted from cache, see 9.2.9.

New cache entry
if (add12,seq)
¡s not cached.
lf entry exists
for (add12,seq),
update t¡me
and fragment
number of entry.

updateTupleCache
(cache, add12(pdu),
seq(pdu),frag(pdu),
endRx)

cRx:=
cMc:=

inc(cRx),
inc(cMc)

export
(cRx, cMc)

ftype(pdu)

ClearNav
(cfendBss)

else

dNav:=
dUsec(cfDur

Rem(pdu))

SetNav

cfpBss)

(beacon)

('o)

RxMpdu
(pdu,
endRx,

Filter_ldle
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Process Defragment wep_filter_1 b(3)

dcl exported clerr as dot'l 'l WeplcvErrorcount, N
cUndc as dotl 1 WepUndecryptableCount,
cExcl as dotllWepExcludedcount Counter32:= 0 ;

imported
imported
imported

returns

mCfp Boolean ; \
dot'llMaxRece¡veLifetime Kusec; *
procedure RC4 ; fpar PrngKey, lnteger;
Octetstring ;

iõeiãõ'ã1t"1¡""'
--.1 buffers forced

t empty using the
I aging function.

(dot1 l Max
Receive_
Lifetime))

wExcl,wDefault,
wMap)

else

(false)

dcl buf DefrâgArray;
dcl dl¡fe Duration ;

dcl endRx, startTs Time ;

dcl ¡cvok Boolean ;

ù

dcl k Defraglndex;
dclkeys DefragKeysArray ;

dcl pri CfPr¡ority ;

dcl pdu, sdu Frame;
dcl wExcl Boolean ;

dclwDefault Keyvector ;

dcl wMap KeyMapArray ;

(,mrms,) jiËili5"#]1""
startTs,rxRate,
wExcl,wDefault,
wMap)

(,;f'::f,",)

I When not in Bss
- I only pass beacon

I and probe rsp.else

dotl 1 Privacy_
Opt¡on_
lmplemented)

startTs,rxRate)

(=o)
) (=o)

auth) and
authSeqNum
(odu¡=3¡ uno
import(
dotl 1 Privacy_
Option_
lmplemented)

Defrag_
ldle

(control)

wepBit
(pdu)

import( wExcl

(management)

(false)

(ftvpe
(pou)=

de_
crypt

cExcl:=
inc(cExcl)

cUndc:=
inc(cUndc)

export(cUndc) export(cExcl)

dUsec(
import

export(
clerr, cUndc,

cExcl)

buf:=
ArAge(buf,

now+dLife+1 )

Defrag_
lnactive

(pdu,
endRx,

(pdu,endRx,
Rxlndicate

probe_rsp)
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Process Defragment wep_decrypl2b(3)

I
I

wl\rlap, sKey
Mapp¡ngLength,
wDefault)

(true)

I lcv errors and
.l certain undecryptable
I errors counted ¡n

I oecrypt procedure.

(auth)

startTs,rxRate)

Do not report
receipt of
data frames
with lcv errors.

I
I

Authenticat¡on
challenge resposnes
with lcv errors
ãre reported, but
Decrypt removes
payload so Auth
service is able
to d¡stingu¡sh
a bad key from
a non-response.

I
I
I

Decrypt
(pdu,
icvOk,

icvOk

Rxlndicate
(pdu,endRx,
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Process Defragment defragment_3c(3)

I

I
I
ì
I

Mpdu is not fragmented
or defragmentation is
complete. (true)

and
(fragNum
(pdu)=0))

lse)

startTs,rxRate)
I lntermed¡ate or
{ final Mpdu of
I fragmented Msdu.

(false)

r lnitial Mpdu
--.1 of fragmented

iMsdu. Find free
I buffer to beoin
I M"du recepion.

addr2(pdu),
seqNum(pdu),
fragNum(pdu))

(false)

arFree(buf)

(true)

length
(buf(k)!rsdu) -
sMacHdrLng)

(true) <= sMaxlvlsduLng

buf(k)lrsdu:=
buf(k)lrsdu //
substr(pdu,
sMacHdrLng,
length(pdu)-
sl/acHdrLng)

add12(pdu ),
buf(k)!rsn:=
seqNum(pdu) (false)

(true)

now + kUsec(
¡mport(dot11_
MaxReceive_
L¡fetime))

buf(k)!inUse:=
false

keys(k)!
wDefKeys:=
wDefault,

keys(k)!
wKeyMap:=
wlVap,

keys(k)!
wExclude:=
wExcl

I Final fragment
'| if moreFrag=0,
I ¡ndicate Msdu.

Rxlndicate
(pdu,endRx,

k:=
arSearch

(buf,arFree(buf)

buf:=
ArAge

(buf,now)
k>0

buf:=
arAge

(buf,now),

buf(k)linUse:=
false

buf(k)!rCur:=
fragNum(pdu),

(false)

buf(k)!inUse:=
true,

buf(k)!rta:=

rpdu:=
buf(k)!rsdu

buf(k)!rCur:=
fragNum(pdu),

buf(k)!reol:=

buf(k)!
rsdu:=pdu,
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Procedure Decrypt decrypt 1b(1)

fpar
in/out pdu Frame,
in/out ¡cvok Boolean,

I in map KeyMapArray,
; in maplength
I KeyMapArrayLength,
i in kvec Keyvector;

Concatenate
key w¡th lV
from frame-

decryptLng)

Use RC4 PRNG
to generate an
decrypt string
as long as the
MPDU payload
plus the ICV
field.

¡ Test whether add14
---lfietd is present.

I Only needed at AP.

I Use default kev
--lselected by

I keyld value.

swepAddLng +
scrcLng - ¡f iswds
then sWdsAddLng else 0 fi

(false)

(false) (true

¡f ¡swds then
swdsAddLng
else 0 fi

Decrypt by xor
of payload with
decrypt string.

ICV test value I

calculated from l'--
decrypted data. r

L-
I

or
kmaplwepOn
= false

(data)

(kue)

(false) (true)

// substr(pdu,
swepHdrLng
decryptlng -
sCrclng)

Remove ICV
and lV fields
from MPDU,
report decrypt
success if ICV
result correct
or selected
key value null.

I lf calculated
--l tcv not vat¡d,

ldiscard frame
I body, and
i report enor.

dcl decryptlng, k, n lnteger;
dcl decryptsk Octetstring ;

dcl key PrngKey;
dcl kmap Key¡ilap ;

dcl ¡cv Crc ;

dcl iswds Boolean

de_
cipheÍ

iswds:=
toDs(pdu) and

frDs(pdu)

tGv:=
in¡tCrc

decryptLng:=
length(pdu) -

sMacHdrLng

k:= 0,

swepHdrlng +
n:=

Þdu(n):=
pdu(n) xor

decryptStr(k)

kmap:=
keyLookup

icv:= crc32
(icv, pdu(n))

(true)

nullAddr

(add12(pdu),
map,
maplength)

k:= k+1 ,

n:= n+1

key:=
kmap!

wepKey

key:= kvec
(keyld(pdu))

(tÍue) (false)

(false)
key =

key:= key ll
PrngKey!
lv(pdu)

cUndc:=
inc(cUndc)

clerr:=
inc(clerr)

RC4
(kev

export(clerr)
pdu:=

substr(pdu,0,
sMacHdrLng)

de
cipher

expoÍt(cUndc)

pdu:=
subst(pdu,0,
sMacHdrLng)

icvok:= true

icvok:= false
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Annex D

(normative)

ASN.I encod¡ng of the MAC and PHY MIB

- _ **********************************************************************
-- * IEEE 802.1-l- Mâ¡agement. Information Base
_ _ **********************************************************************
IEEE802dot11-MIB DEFINITIONS : := BEGIN

IMPORTS

MODULË_ IDENTITY, OBJECT_TYPE,
NOTIFICATION-TYPE.Integer32, Courìter32 FROM SNMPV2-SMI

DisplayStrj.ng, MacAddress, Rowstatus,
Truthvalue FROM SNMPv2-TC

MODTILE _COMPLIANCE, OB.JECT-GROUP,

NOTIFICATION-GROUP FROM SNMPV2-CONF

iflndex FROM RFC1213-MIB;

**********************************************************************
* MODLILE IDNffÏTY
**********************************************************************

ieee g 02dot l- l- MODULE- IDEIüTITY
T,AST.UPDATED f 98O7O8O OOOZ II

ORGANIZATTON I EEE 8 02 . 11 II

CO\ITACT-]NFO
flWG E-mail : stds-802-11@ieee.org

Chaír
Postal

Tel:
FaX:

E-mail:

Vic Hayes
Lucent Technologíes, Inc
zadelstede 1-10
Nieuwegein, Netherl-ands
343L JZ
+31 30 609 1528
+31 30 231 6233
vichayes@lucenL. com

Editor: Bob OrHara
Postal: Informed Technology, Inc.

1750 NanLucket Circle, Suite 138

Santa Clara, CA 95054 USA

Tel: +1 408 986 9596
Fax: +1 408 727 2654

E-maiI : bob@informed-tect¡nology. com'l

DESCRIPTION

"The MIB modul-e for IEEE 802.11 entitíes.
íso (1) . member-body (2 ) .us (840) . ieee802dot11 (10036 ) "

,,={1294010036}

**********************************************************************
* Major sections
**********************************************************************
Station ManagemenT (SIvfI) ALtributes

DEFINED AS "The SIvl'I object class provides the necessary support at the
station to rnanage the processes in the station such that the
station may work cooperatively as a part of an IEEE 802.11 network.";
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doLllsmL OBJECT IDENTIFIER

dotllsmt GROUPS

dot 1 lStat ionConf igTable
dot 1" lAuthent icat ionÄ,lgori thmsTable
dot l" lWEPDef aultKeysTabIe
dotl lVlEPKeyMappingsTable
dotl 1 PrivacyTable
dotllSMInot ificat ion

MAC GROUPS

reference IEEE St.d 802.1F-1993
doL 1 loperat ionTabl-e
dot l, lCounLersTable
dot l- lGroupAddres sesTable

Resource TVpe ID
doLllres OBJECT IDENTIFIER
dotllresAttribute OBJECT IDEITTIFIER

phy GROUPS

dot 1 lPhyOperat j.onTable

dot L lPhyAntennaTable
dot llPhyTxPowerTabIe
dotllPhyFHSSTable
dotllPhyDSSSTable
dotllPhyIRTable
dot 1 lRegDomainsSupportedTable
dot. 1 lAntennasLi stTable
dot 1 lsupportedDataRatesTxTable
dot 1 lsupportedDataRatesRxTable

LOCAL AND METROPOLITAN AREA NETWORKS: WIRELESS LAN

{ieee8O2dot11 1}

MAC Attributes
DEFINED AS "The MAC object class provides the necessary support
for the access control, generation, and verífication of frame check
sequences, and proper delivery of valid data to upper layers.",'

dotllmac OBJECT IDS\TIFIER ¡;= {ieee802dot11 2}

dotllsmt 1

dotllsmt 2

doLllsmt 3

dotllsmt 4

dotlLsmt 5

dotll-smt 6

{dotrrmac r}
{dotrrmac z}
{dotrrmac:i

{íeee802dot11 3 }

tdocfrres -L Ì

PHY Attríbutes
DEFINED AS 'rThe PIry object class provides the necessary support
for required PIIY operational information that may vary from PllY

to PIry and from STA to STA to be commr:nicated to upper layers. "

dotllphy OBJECT IDEÌTTIFIER {ieee802dot11 4}

{aorrrpny ri
iaotrrptry z )

{aotrrptry : }

{aotr:-ptry a }

{aotrrprry s }

{ootrrprry e }

{aotrrphy z}
{aotrrprry e }

{aotttprry r }

{aotnprry ro }

****************************************.******************************
* Textual conventions from 802 definitions
**********************************************************************
WEPKeytype ::= OCTET STRING (SIZE (5) )

**********************************************************************
* MIB attribute OB.IECT-TYPE definítions fol-low
**********************************************************************

**********************************************************************
* SlviT Station Config Table
**********************************************************************

dot. l- l- StationConf igTable OBJECT-TYPE
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SYNTAX SEQIIENCE OF Dotl-lstationconfigEntry
MAX-ACCESS not -accessible
STATUS currenl
DESCRIPTION

"Stat.ion Config:uration attributes. In tablular form to
allow for multiple instances on an agent. "

={ dorl-i-smt1}

dot L lstationconf i gEntry OBTTECT- TYPE

SYNTAX Dot 11S Lat ionConf igEntry
MAX-ACCESS not -accessíble
STATUS current
DESCRIPTÏON

"An enLry in the dotllstationConfigTable. It is
possible for there to be multiple fEEE 802.11 interfaces
on one agent, each with its unlque MAC address. The
relaLionship between an IEËE 802.11- interface and an
interface in the context of the fnternet-standard MIB is
one-Lo-one. As such, the walue of an iflndex object
instance can be directly used to identify corresponding
instances of the objects defined herein.

iffndex - Each 802.11 interface is represented by an
ifEntry. Int.erface tables in thís MIB module are indexed
by iflndex. "

rNDEX {ifrndex}
= { dotllstationConfigTable 1 }

Dotl-lstationConfìgEntry : :=
SEQI]ENCE {
doLllStatíonID

dot L l-Mediumoccupancyl imi t
dotllCFPoIlable
dotllCFPPeriod
dotl lCFPMaxDuration
dot 1 lAuthent icat ionRe sponseTimeout
dot 1 1 Privacyopt íonlmplemented

dot 1 1 PowerManagementMode
dotllDesi-redSSID
dotllDesiredBsSType
dot 1 lOperat ionalRateSet
dotl lBeaconPeriod
dotllDTIMPeriod
dot 1 1As soc iat ionResponseTimeout

dot 1 LDisassociateReason
dotl- lDisassociateStation
dotl- LDeauthenti cateReason
dotl lDeauthent i cateStat ion
dot 1 lAuthent icateFai lStat\rs
doL l- lAuthent icateFai lStat ion

dotl-l-StationlD OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX MacAddress
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS deprecated
DESCRÏPTION

MacAddress,
]NTEGER,
TruthVal-ue,
INTEGER,
IIüTEGER,

INTEGER,
Truthvalue,
INTEGER,
OCTET STRING,
INTEGER,
OCTET STRING,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
ÏNTEGER,
INTEGER,
MacAddress,
INTEGER,
MacAddress,
INTEGER,
MacAddress ]

"The purpose of dotllstationÏD is to allow a manager to ident.ify
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a statíon for its own purposes. This att.ribute prowides
for t.hat ewentuality whj-]e keeping the true MAC address
lndependent. Its slmtax is MacAddress. The default. value
is the staLion's asslgned, unique MAC address."

3 ¡= { dotllstationconfigEnLry 1 }

dotl-lMediumOccupancylimít OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX TNTEGER (0. . IOOO)

MAX-ACCESS read-wriLe
STATUS currenl
DESCRIPTÏON

"This attribute shall indicate Lhe maximum amol:nt. of tíme,
in TU, that a point coordinator may control the usage of
the wireless medium without relinquishing control for long
enough to all-ow at least one instance of DCF access to the
medium. The default va]ue of thj-s attribute shall be 100,
and the maxímum value shall be l-000."

;;= { dotll-stationconfigEntry 2 }

dot11CFPo1lable OBJECT-TYPE
SYN:IAX TruthValue
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS curreNL
DESCRIPTION

"When this attribute is true, it shall indicate that. the STA

is able to respond to a CF-Pol-I with a data frame withín a

SIFS time. This attribute shall be fal-se if the STA is not
able to respond to a CF-PoIl with a daLa frame withln a SIFS
time,rl

t;= { dotttstationconfigEntry 3 i

dotllCFPPeriod OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX I}üTEGER (0. .255)
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"The attribute shall- describe the nunìlf,er of DTIM intervals
bet\^¡een L.he start of CFPS. It is modi-fled by
MLIqE-START. request primitive. "

= { dotllstationconfigEntry4 }

dotl lCFPMaxDuration OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX INTEGER (0. .65535)
MAX-ACCESS read-wriLe
STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTTON

"The attribute shafl describe the maximum duration of the CFP

in TU that may be generated by the PCF. It is modified by
MLME-START. request prímítive. "

= { dotllstationConfigEntry 5 }

dot 1 lAuthent icat ionResponseTimeOut OBJECT - TYPE

SYNTAX rlrrEGER (1. .4294961295)
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS current
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DESCRTPTTON

"This attribute shafl specify the number of TUs that. a
responding STA shoufd wait for the next frame in the
authent j-cation sequence . "

= { dotllstationConfigEntry e }

dot 1 1 PrivacyOpt ionlmplemented OBJECT-TYPE

SYNTAX Truthvalue
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS currenL
DESCRfPTION

"This attribute, when true, shall indícate thaL the IEEE
802.1-1 WEP option is implemented. The default value of
this attribute shall be false. "

::= i doLllstationConfigEntry ? )

dotllPowerManagementMode OBJECT-TYpE
SYNTAX TNTEGER { active(1), powersawe(2) }
MAX_ACCESS read_wriLe
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"This at.t.ribute shall specify t.he power management
mode of the sTA. when set to act.ive, it shal-l indicate
Lhat the station is not in power-save mode. V,lhen set
to powersave, it shal-l indicate that the station is
in power-save mode. The power management mode is
transmitted in all frames according t.o the rules
in 'l .L.3.1-.7.n

t r= { dotttstationconfigEntry I }

dotllDesiredssID OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..32) )

MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"This attribute reflects the Service Set TD used
in the DesiredSSID parameter of the most recent
MLMFI Scan.request. This value may be modified
by an external management entity and used by the
local SME to make decisions about the Scanning process."

::= { dotl.lstationConfigEntry 9 }

dotllDesiredBssType OBJECT- TYPE

SYNTAX INTEGER { infrastructure(1), independenL(z\, any(3) }
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTION

"This attribut.e shall specify the type of BSS the
station shall use when scanning for a BSS with which
*^ ^'-rchronize. This walue is used Lo filter ProbeLU ÞYT

Response frames and Beacons, V,lhen set to infrastructure,
the station shall only synchronize with a BSS whose
Capability Information field has the ESS subfiefd set
to 1. When set to independent, the station shall only
synchronize with a BSS \,/hose Capability Information
field has the IBSS subfield set to 1. When set to
any, the station may slmchroníze to either tlpe of
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BSS. 'I

= { dotll"StationConfigEntry 10 }

dot.lloperational-Rateset OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX OCTET STRTNG (STZE(1 . .1,26) )

MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"This at.t.ribute shall specify t.he set of data rates
at which Lhe station may transmit data. Each octet
contains a va]ue representing a rate. Each rate
shalf be within the range from 2 Lo 1-27,

corresponding to data rates in increments of
500 kb/s from 1 Mbit/s to 63.5 Mbit/s, and shall be
supported (as indicated in Lhe supported rates
table) for receiving data. This value is reported in
t.ransmitted Beacon, Probe Request. Probe Response,
Associat.ion Reguest, Association Response,
Reassociation Request, and Reassociation Response
frames, and is used to determine whether a BSS

with which the station desires to s)mchronize is
suitable. It. is also used when starting a BSS,

as specified in 10.3 . "
t;= { dotttstationConfigEntry 11 }

dotl lBeaconPeriod OB.IECT-TYPE
SY}TIAX INTEGER (1, . 65535)
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS current
DESCRTPTION

"This attribute shall specify the number of TUs that a
sLation shall use for schedufing Beacon tra¡rsmissions.
This value is transmitted in Beacon artd Probe Response
f rames.tt

; ¡= { dot.llstationconfigFjr:t'-ry 12 |

dot 1- lDTrMPeriod OBJECT-TYPE
SYNIÄX T}ÍTEGER (1. . 255)
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"This attribute shall- specify t.he number of beacon
intervafs that shall elapse between Lransmission of
Beacons frames containing a TIM element \,/hose DTfM

Count field is 0. This walue is transmitted in
the DTIM Period field of Beacon frames. rl

;;= { dotllstationConfígEntry 13 }

dotl-LAssocj-ationResponseTimeOut OBJECT-TYPE

SYNTAX TNTEGER (]. . . 4294967295)
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTION

"This attribute shall specify the number of TUs that a
requesting STA shoul-d wait for a response to a
transmj-tted association-reguest MMPDU.'l

::= { dotllstationconfigEntry 14 }

dotllDisãssociat eReason OBJECT-TYPE
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SYNTAX INTEGER (0, . 65535)
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS currenL.
DESCRIPTION

"This attribute hol-ds the most. recentl-y transmitLed
Reason Code 1n a DisassociaLion frame. If no
Disassociation frame has been transmitted,
the value of this attribute shalf be 0. "

REFERENCE "rSO/TEC 8802-11- :1999, 7.3.1.7"
::= { dotllstatíonConfigEntry 15 }

dotll-Disassociat.eStatíon OBJECT-TYPE

SYNTAX MacAddTeSS
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS currenl
DESCRTPTION

"Thi-s attribute holds the MAC address from the
Address l- fíeld of Lhe most recent]y transmitted
Disassociation frame. If no Disassoci-ation frame has
been transmitt.ed, the walue of this attribute
shal-l- be 0. "

::= { dotllstationconfigEntry 16 }

dot1LDeauthent.icateReason OBJECT-TYPE
SYTüTAX TNTEGER(0. . 65535)
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTION

'rThis attribute holds the most recenLly
transmitted Reason Code in a DeauEhentication frame.
If no Deauthentication frame has been transmiLted, the
value of this attribute sha1l be 0."

REFERENCE "rSO/rEC 8802-11 :L999, 7.3.1.7"
::= { dotllstationConfj-gEntry 17 }

dot l- lDeauthent icat.eSt.at ion OBJECT -TYPE
SY¡üIAX MacAddress
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTION

"This attribute holds the MAC address from t.he Address 1

field of the most recently transmitted Deauthentication frame
If no Deauthentícation frame has been transmitted,
the value of this attribute shall be 0. "

¡;= { dotllstationconfigEntry 18 }

dotl lAuthenLicateFailStatus OBJECT-TYPE

SY¡TTAX INTEGER ( O. . 65535)
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTION

',Thls attribute holds the most recently
transmiLted Status Code in a failed Authentication frame.
If no failed AuLhentication frame has been transmitted, the
value of this attribute shall be 0. "

REFERENCE "ISO/TEC 8802-11 :1-999, 7.3.1.9"
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{ dotrtstationConfigEntry l-9 }

dot l- 1Authent icaLeFa i IStat ion OBJECT -TYPE
SYNTAX MacAddress
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS CUTTCNL

DESCRIPTION
t'This attribute holds the MAC address from the
Address 1 field of the most recently transmitted
failed Authentication frame. If no failed Authentication
frame has been transmitted, the value of this attribute
shall be 0. "

::= { dotllstationconfigEntry 20 }

**********************************************************************
* End of dotllstationconfi-g TABLE
**********************************************************************

_ _ ** *** ** ** * ***** ** * * ******* ** *** * * * * ******* * * * *** *********** * ** * *** * * **
-- * AuthenticationAfgorithms TABLE
_ _ * * *** ** * * ****** ** * * ** **** * * * *** *** * * *** *** * *** ** * *** ***** ** * **** ** * ***
dot1lAuthenticationAlgorithmsTable OBJECT-TYPE

SYIüTAX SEQUENCE OF Dotl lAuthent icat ionAl-gorithmsEnL ry
MAX-ACCESS not -accessible
STATUS current
DESCRÏPTION

"This (concepLual) table of attributes shall be a set of
all the authenLicatíon algorithms supported by the
statíons. The following are the default values artd the
associated algoriLhm:

Value = 1: Open System
Value = 2: Shared Key"

REFERENCE'ISO/IEC 8802-11 :L999' 7.3.1'1''

',= { dotl1-smL 2 }

dot 1 lAuthent icat ionAl gorithmsEnt ry OBJECT - TYPE

SYNTAX DotllAuthenticationÄ.IgorithmsEnt.ry
MAX-ACCESS not -accessible
STATUS currenL
DESCRÏPTION

flAn Entry (conceptual row) in the Authentlcatj-on
Algorithms Tab1e.

iffndex - Each 802.L1 interface is represented by an
ifEntry. Interface tables ín this MIB modul-e are indexed
by iflndex. "

INDEX { lfrndex,
dot 1 lAuthent. icat ionÀlgorithms Index )

,,= { dotllAuLhenticatiorÀÌgorithmsTabÌe 1 }

DotllAuLhenticationÀlgorithmsEntry : := SEQUENCE {

dot l- LAuthent icat iorìÀl-gori Lhms Index
dot llAut.hent icat ionÄlgorithm

dot 1 lAuthent icat j-orÌAlgorl thmsEnable

dot 1 lAuthent icat ion Algor j- thms Tndex OBJECT - TYPE

SYIXIAX Integer32

Integer32,
INTEGER,
TruthValue
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MAX-ACCESS not -accessible
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"The ar:xiliary variable used to identify instances
of the col-umnar objeccs in the Authentication Algorithms Table

{ dotrreuthenticatiorÀlgorithmsEnLry 1 }

dot 1 lAuthent icat ionÄIgori thm OBJECT - TYPE

SYNTAX INTEGER { openSystem (1), sharedKey (z) }
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"This at.Lribute shall be a set of all the authentication
algorithms supported by the STAS. The following are the
default val-ues and the associated algorithm.
Value = 1: open System
Value = 2: Shared Key"

i dotrrnuthenticationAlgoriLhmsEntry 2 j

dot 1 lAuthent í cat i onÄ.l gor i thmsEnab I e OBLTECT - TYPE

SYNTAX TruthValue
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTION

"Thi-s attribute, when true at a statj-on,
shall enable the acceptance of the authentication
algorithm described in the corresponding table
entry in authentication frames received by the
station that. have odd authenLication sequence numbers.
The default value of this aLtribute shall be 1 for
the Open System table entry a¡rd 2 for all other tabl-e entries

{ dotttnuthenticatior:AlgorithmsEntry 3 }

**********************************************************************
* End of AuthenticationAlgorithms TABLE
**********************************************************************

_ _ ** ** ** * * * ** * *** ** ** ***** * * ** * * ** *** * ***** * * * * * * ** * *** ************ * * ***
-- * V,lEPDefaultKeys TABLE
_ _ **** *** ** ** * *** ** * ****** * * ** * * ***** *** * *** * ** * * ** * *** ** ********** * * ***
dotllwEPDefault.KeysTable OBJECT-TYPE

SYIüIAX SEQUENCE oF DotllwEPDefaultKeysEntry
MAX-ACCESS not. -accessible
STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTION

"Conceptual tabl-e for t/,lEP default keys. This table shall-
contain the four WEP defau1t secreL key values
corresponding to Lhe four possible KeyID values. The WEP

default secret keys are logically WRITE-ONLY. Attempts to
read the entries in this table shall return unsuccessful
status and values of null ot zero. The defau]t value of
each WEP default key shall be null. "

REFERENCE'rSO/rEC 8802-11:1999, 8.3.2''
{ dotllsmt 3 }

dot llWEPDef aultKeysEntry OBJECT-TYPE
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SYNTAX Dot 1 IWEPDe f aultKeysEnLry
MAX-ACCESS not -accessible
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"An Entry (conceptual row) in the WEP Default Keys Table

iflndex - Each 802.11 interface is represented by an
ifEntry. Interface tables in this MfB module are indexed
by ifIndex. "

INDEX { if Index. dotlll,ÛEPDefaultKeylndex}
, r= { dotllwgPDefaultKeysTable 1 }

DotllwEPDefaul-tKeysEntTy 2 i = SEQUENCE

dot 1 lWEPDef aultKeylndex
dot 1 IWEPDe faultKeyvalue

ÏNTEGER.
WEPKeytype i

dotlltr.tEPDefaultKeylndex OBJECT-TYPE
SY¡ITAX INTEGER (].. .4)
MAX-ACCESS not-accessible
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"The auxiliary variable used to identify instances
of the columnar objects in the WEP Default Keys Table.
The value of this variable is equal to the WEPDefaultKeyID + 1rl

r,= { dotllwEPDefaultKeysEntry 1 }

dot L l-!ùEPDe f ault.KeyValue OBJECT- TYPE

SYNTAX WEPKeytlpe
MAX-ACCESS read-wrlte
STATUS current
DESCRÏPTION

"A WEP default secret key value
r r= { dotllwEPDefaultKeysEntry 2 }

**********************************************************************
* End of WEPDefaultKeys TABLE
*+********************************************************************

_ _ * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

-- * WEPKeyMappings TABLE
_ _ ** * * ** * * * ** *** **** * *** ** ** ** * *** * ** * ** **** * ** ***** *** ** * * ** * ** ***** ***
dotllwEPKeyMappingsTable OBJECT-TYPE

SYNTAX SEQUENCE OF DotllvlEPKeyMappingsEntry
MAX-ACCESS not -access ible
STATUS current
DESCRÏPTION

"ConcepLual tabl-e for WEP Key Mappings. The MIB supports
the ability to share a separate WEP key for each RA/TA
pair. The Key Mappings Table contains zero or one entry
for each MAC address and contains two fields for each
entry: WEPOn and the corresponding WEP key. The WEP key
mappings are logically WRITE-ONLY. Attempts to read the
entries in this table shall reLurn unsuccessful status and
vafues of null- or zero. The default value for aII WEPon

fields is false."
REFERENCE "TSO/rEC 8802-11:].999, 8.3.2"

::= { dotllsmt 4 }
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dot l- lwEPKeyMappingsEnt ry OB.IECT -TYPE
SYNTAX Dot l- lüIEPKewappingsEntry
MAX-ACCESS not -accessible
STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTION

"An Entry (conceptual row) in the WEP Key Mappings Table

iflndex - Each 802.11 interface is represented by an
ifEntry. Interface tables in this MIB module are indexed
by iflndex. "

INDEX { if Index, dotl-lwEPKeyMappingÏndex}
= { dotllwEPKeyMappingsTable 1 }

Dot11tr'üEPKeyMappingsEntry : : = SEQUENCE

dot llhlEPKeyMapp inglndex
dot llWEPKeylç'lappingAddre s s

dot 1 lWEPKewappingWEPOn
doL 1 lWEPKeWappingValue

dot 1 lWEPKeyMappingstatus

Integer32,
MacAddress,
Trut.hValue,
WEPKeytype,
RowStatus )

dotllwEPKeyMappingIndex OBJECT-TYPE

SYNTAX Integer32
MAX_ACCESS not -accesSible
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"The auxj-Iiary variable used to identify instances
of the columnar objects in t.he WEP Key Mappings Table."

r r= { dotl-lwuPKeyMappingsEntry L }

dot. 1 lwEPKeyMappingAddres s OBJECT -TYPE
SYI{TAX MacAddress
MAX-ACCESS read-create
STATUS current
DESCRTPTION

"The MAC address of the STA for which the walues from this
key mapping entry are to be used.'r

,,= { dotl-lwEPKeyMappingsEntry 2 }

dotl lWEPKeyMappingIilEPOn OBJECT- TYPE

SYNTAX Truthvalue
MAX-ACCESS read- create
STATUS CUTTENI
DESCRIPTION

"Boolean as to whether vlEP ls to be used when communicating
with t.he dotllwEPKeyMappingAddress STA. "

::= { dotllwEPKeyMappingsEntry 3 }

dot 1 lwEPKeyMappingValue OB,JECT- TYPE

SYNT.AX WEPKeyt)æe
MAX-ACCESS read-create
STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTION

ilA WEP secret key value. "

',= { dotllwEPKeyMappingsEntry 4

dotllwEPKeyMappingStatus OBJECT-TYPE
SY}JTAX RowSIaTuS
MAX-ACCESS read-create
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STATUS current
DESCR]PTTON

"The status column used for creating, modifying, and
deleuing insta¡ces of the columnar objects in the WEP key
mapping Table. "

DEFVAL {activei
{ dotllwEPKeyMappingsEntry s }

**********************************************************************
* End of WEPKeyMappings TABLE
**********************************************************************

_ _ *************** *** ***** *** ***************** ** ******** *** * ** **** ** ** * * *
-- * dotllPrivacyTable TABLE
_ _ ******* * *** * ***** * ******* * ******* ** ************* **** * *** **** *** ***** **
dotllPrivacyTable OBJECT-TYPE

SYIilTAX SEQUENCE OF DotllPrivacyEntry
MAX-ACCESS not -accessible
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"Group containing attributes concerned with IEEE 802.11
Privacy. Created as a tabfe to all-ow multiple
instantiations on an agent.rl

{ dotllsmt

dotllPrivacyEntry OBJECT-TYPE
SYIüTAX Dot llPrivacyEntry
MAX-ACCESS not -accessible
STATUS current
DESCRTPTION

"An entry in the dotllPrivacyTable Table

iflndex - Each 802.11 j-nterface is represented by an
ifEntry. InLerface tables in this MIB module are indexed
by iflndex. "

rNDEX {ifrndex}
{ dotrrlrivacyTable 1 }

5)

DotllPrivacyEntry ::= SEQUENCE {

dot 1 1 Priwacylnvoked
dotl 1I¡lEPDef aultKeyID
dot 1 lWEPKeyMapp ingLengt h
dot 1 1-Exc Iudeunenc ryp L ed
dotl lWEPf CVErrorcount
dot l- LWEPExcludedcount

TruthValue,
I}TTEGER,

INTEGER,
Truthvalue,
Courlt,er32,
Cor.mter32 )

dot 1 1 Privacylnvoked OBJECT- TYPE

S\IITAX Truthvalue
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"Ì,ühen this attribute is true, it shall indicate thaL the IEEE

802.11 WEP mechanism is used for transmitting frames of type
Data. The default value of this att.ribute shall be false."

r r= { dotllPrivacyEntry I }

dotllWEPDefaul-tKeyID OBJECT-TYPE
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SY\ITAX INTEGER (0..3)
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS current.
DESCRIPTION

"This attribute shall indícate the use of the first.,
second. third, or fourth element of the WEPDefaultKeys
array when set to values of zero, one, two, or three. The
default value of this attribute shall be 0. "

REFERENCE "rSO/rEC 8802-11 2a999, 8.3.2''
,r= { dot11PrivaryEntry2 }

dotll-WEPKeyMappinglength OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX rll'TEGER (J-0. .429496'7295)
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS currenL
DESCRTPTION

"The maximum number of tuples that dotllWEPKeyMappings can hold
REFERENCE "ISO/IEC 8802-11 :1999, 8.3.2"

r,= { dotllPrivacyEntry 3 }

dotllExcludeunencrl4)ted OB,fECT-TYPE
SYNTAX TruthValue
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS currenl
DESCRIPTTON

"tr{hen this attribute is true, the STA shall not indicate at
t.he MAC serwice interface received MSDUS that have the vlEP

subfield of the Frame Control field equal to zero. V'lhen this
attribute is false, the STA may accept MSDUS that have the WEP

subfiefd of t.he Frame Control fiel-d equal to zero. The default
value of this attribute shall be false."

{ dotrreriwacyEntry 4 }

doTllWEPICVErrorco].rnT. OBJECT.TYPE
SYìffÄX Counter32
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS currenl
DESCRIPTION

"This counter shall increment when a frame is received with the
WEP subfield of the Frame Control field set to one and the value
of the fCV as received in the frame does not match the ICV val-ue
that is calculated for the contents of the received fTame.Il

, r= { dotllPrivacyEntry 5 }

dotl-1tr^lEPExcludedCount OBJECT-TYPE
SYI.IïAX Counter32
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"This counter shall increment when a frame is received with the
WEP subfield of the Frame Control field set to zero and the value
of dotllExcludeUnencrypted causes that frame to be discarded."

,,= { dotllPrivacyEntry 6 i

**********************************************************************
* End of dotllPrivacy TABLE
**********************************************************************
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SIVII not.ifi-cation ObjecLs

dotllsyffnotif ication OBJECT IDEITTIFIER { dotllsmt 5 }

dotllDisassociate NOTIFICATION-TYPE
OBJECTS { j-ffndex, dotllDisassociateReason,

dotllDisassociatestation ]
STATUS current
DESCRIPTÏON

"The disassociate notification shall be sent when the STA

sends a Disassociation frame. The value of the notífication
shall include the MAC address of the MAC to which the
Disassociation frame \n/as sent and the reason for
the disassociation.

iflndex - Each 802.LL interface is represented by an
ifEntry. Interface tables in this MIB module are indexed
by ifIndex. "

{ dotrrsvrrnotificatíon O 1 }

dotl lDeauthent icate NOTIFICATION-TYPE
OBJECTS { ifrndex, dotllDeauthenticateReason,

doLl lDeauthent, icatestation )
STATUS current
DESCRIPT]ON

"The deauthenticat.e notificaLion shall be sent when the STA

sends a Deauthentication frame. The vafue of the notification
shall include the MAC address of the MAC to which the
Deauthentication frame was sent and the reason for the
deauthentication.

iflndex - Each 802.11- interface is represented by an
ifEntry. Interface t.ables in this MIB module are indexed
by iflndex. "

{ dotrrslurnotificaLion o 2 }

dot.1 lAuthenticateFai I NOTIFICATION-TYPE
OBJECTS { iffndex, dotl-lAuthenticateFailstatus,

dot L lAuthenticateFailstation )

STATUS currenL
DESCRTPTTON

"The authenticate failure notification shalf be sent
when the STA sends an Authentication frame with a

status code other than 'successful. ' The walue of
the notification shall include the MAC address of the
MAC to which the Authentication frame \,/as sent and the
reâson for the authentication failure.

iflndex - Each 802.1-1 lnterface is represented by an
ífEnLry. fnterface tables in this MIB module are indexed
by iflndex. "
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**********************************************************************
* End of SMI notification Objects
**********************************************************************

**********************************************************************
* MAC Attribute Templates
***********t**********************************************************

_ _ * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

-- * dotlloperatíonTable TABLE
_ _ * *** * ****** **** ** * * ** ** * **** * ** ******* * *** * * ** ** ** ** ********** * *** * ** *

dot 1 loperat ionTable OBJECT-TYPE
SYÀIIAX SEQUENCE OF Dot1loperationEntry
MAX-ACCESS not -accessible
STATUS CUTTCNT

DESCRTPT]ON

"Group contains MAC attributes pertaining co the operatíon
of the MAC. This has been implemented as a table in order
to allow for mu1Liple inst.antiations on an agent'"

{ dotrrmac r }

dot 1 loperat ionEntry OBJECT-TYPE

SYNTAX Dot 1 loperatíonEntry
MAX-ÀCCESS not-accessible
STATUS CUTTCNT

DESCRIPTION

'rAn entry in Lhe dotlloperationEntry Table

iflndex - Each 802.11 interface is represenLed by an
ifEntry. Interface tables in this MIB module are indexed
by iflndex. "

rNDEX {ifrndex}
{ dotrroperationTabJ-e 1 }

DotlloperationEntry : := SEQUENCE {
dotllMACAddress
dotl-lRTSThreshol-d
dotllShortRetryLimit
dotllLongRetrYLimit
dot 1 lFragmentat ionThre shold
dot 1 lMaxTransmi LMSDULi f et ime
dotllMaxReceivel,if et ime
dot llManufacturerlÐ
dotllProductID

MacAddress,
INTEGER,
I}IEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
I}TTEGER,

DisplayString,
DisptayStríng)

dotl l-MAcAddress OBJECT-TYPE

SYNTAX MacAddress
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATtIS current
DESCRIPTION

"Unique MAC Address assigned to the STA.'l
r,= { dotllOperatìonEntry 1 }

dotllRTSThreshold OBJECT-TYPE

S\I{TAX I}.TTEGER (0. .2347)
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS CUTTCNI
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DESCRIPTION

"This attribute shalf indicate the number of octets in an MPDU,

below which an RTS/CTS handshake shal1 not be performed. An
RTS/CTS handshake shall be performed at the beginníng of any
frame exchange sequence where the MPDU is of type Data or
Management, the MPDU has an indiwíduaf address in the Addressl
fíel-d, and the lengLh of the MPDU is greater than
uhis threshold. (For addj-tional details, refer to Table 21 in
9.7.) Setting this attribut.e to be larger than the maxi-mum

MSDU size shall have the effect of turning off the RTS/CTS

handshake for frames of Data or Management L]æe transmitted by
this STA. Setting this attribute t.o zero shall have the effect
of turning on the RTS/CTS handshake for all frames of Data or
Management t)4)e transmitted by this STA. The default val-ue of
this attribute shall be 2347."

= { dotlloperationEntry2 }

dotllshortReLryLimit OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX INTEGER (1. .255)
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATTJS current
DESCRIPTION

dot lllongRetryLimit OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTÀX INTEGER (1. .255)
MAX.ACCESS read_wriTe
STATUS current
DESCRIPTTON

"This at.tribute shal-l indicate the maximum nurnber of
transmission attempts of a frame, the length of which is
greater than dotllRTSThreshold, that shall be made before a
failure condition is indicated. The default value of this
attribute shall be 4. "

= { dotlloperationEntry4 }

dotllFragmentaLionThreshold OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX I}üIEGER (256. .2346)
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"This attribute shall specify the current maximum size, in
octets, of the MPDU that may be deliwered to uhe PHY. An MSDU

shall be broken into fragments if its size exceeds the value
of this attribute after adding MAC headers and trailers. An
MSDU or MMPDU shall be fragmented when t.he resultíng frame has
an individual address ín the Addressl field, and the length of
the frame is Iarger Lhan this threshold. The default value

"This attribute shall indicate the maximum number of
transmission attenpts of a frame, the length of which is less
than or equal to dotllRTsThreshold, Lhat shall- be made before a
failure condicion is indicated. The defaul-t value of this
attribut.e shall be 7. "

= { dotlloperationEntry 3 }
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for this attribute shall be the lesser of 2346 or the
alvlPDtMaxlength of Lhe attached PHY and shall never exceed the
lesser of 2346 or the alvlpDuMaxlenglh of the attached PHY. The
walue of this attribute shall- newer be less than 256."

= { dotlloperationEntry 5 }

doLl].MaXTranSMiTMSDULifctiMC OBJECT-TYPE
SYITTAX TNTEGER (L.,42949672951
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS currenu
DESCRIPTION

"The MaxTransmitMsDüLifetime shall be the elapsed time in TU,

aft.er the initial transmission of an MSDU, after which further
attempts to transmit the MSDU shall be terminated. The default
walue of this attribute shall be 512. "

{ dotrroperationEntry 6 }

dotllMaxReceivel,i f etime OBJECT-TYPE

s\t{TAX fNTEGER (1. .4294967295)
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS CUTTENI
DESCRIPTÏON

"The MaxReceivelifetime shaÌl be the elapsed time in
after the init.ial- reception of a fragrmented MMPDU or
after which further attempts to reassemble the MMPDU

MSDU shall be terminated. The default value shall be

{ dotrroperationEntry 7 }

TU,
MSDU,

or

dot l- lManuf ac turerf D OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX DisplayStríng (SIZE (0

MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

128) )

"The ManufacturerlD shall- include, at a minimum, the name

of the manufacturer. IL may include additional
information at the manufacturer's discretion. The default
value of this attribute shall be null. "

, t= { dotlloperationEntry 8 }

doLl].ProducLID OBJECT*TYPE
SYIITAX DisplayString (SIZE (0

MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS current
DESCR]PTION

a2el )

ÛThe ProductlD shall include, at a minimum, an identifier
that is uníque to the manufacturer. rt may include
additional information at the manufacturer's discretion.
The defaul-t value of this attribute shall be nul1."

= { dotlloperaEi-onEntry 9 }

_ _ * * * * * * * * * * * **** * * * * ** * ** **** * *** * *** ** * ** * * ***** * *** ********** * ** * *** *

-- * End of doLlloperati-onEnt.ry TABLE
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_ _ **********************************************************************
-- * dotllcounters TABLE
_ _ **********************************************************************
dotllCountersTable OBJECT-TYPE

SYIITAX SEQUENCE OF Dot.L1countersEntry
MAX-ACCESS not-accessible
STATUS currenl
DESCRIPTION

"Group containing attributes that are MAC cot¡nters
Implemented as a table to aÌIow for multiple
j-nstantiations on an agent.rl

{ docrrmac z }

dot L lcountersEntry OB.IECT-TYPE
SYNTAX Dot L lcountersEntry
MAX-ACCESS not -accessible
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

DotLlcountersEntry ::= SEQUENCE {
dot 1 lTransmittedf ragmentCourlt
dot 1 1Mu1 t i cas tTransmi t tedFrameCourlt
dot 1 lFai IedCount
dotllRetryCount
dotL lMult ipleRetryCormt
dot 1 lFrameDupl icateCount
dot 1 lRTSSuccessCornt
dot 1 lRTSFaif ureCor.nt
dotL LACKFailureCount
dot 1 lRece ivedFragmentCount
dot 1 lMuI t icastReceivedFrameCount
dot 1 lFCSErrorcourlt
dot. 11-Transmi ttedFrameCount
dot 1 lWEPundecryptabl-eCount

dot 1 lTransmittedFragmentCount OBJECT -TYPE
SYIITAX Counter32
MAX-ACCESS read-on1y
STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTION

'rAn entry in the dotl-l-CountersEnt.ry Table

iffndex - Each 802.11 interface is represented by an
ifEntry. Interface t.ables in this MIB module are indexed
by ifIndex. "
rNDEX {ifrndex}
{ dotttcountersTabte 1 }

Counter32,
Counter32.
Counter32,
Counter32,
Counter32,
Counter32,
Counter32,
Counter32,
Counter32,
Counter32,
Counter32.
Counter32,
Counter32,
Counter32 )

"This counter shal-l- be incremented for an acknowledged
MPDU with an individual address in the address l- fíeld
or an MPDU wíth a multicast address in the address 1 field
of tl4)e Data or Management. rl
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dot 1 lMul EicasLTransmit tedFramecount OBJECT -TYPE
SYNTAX Counter32
MAX-ACCESS read-on1y
STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTION

"This counter shall increment only when the multicast
bj.t is set in the destination MAC address of a successfully
transmitted MSDU. when operating as a STA in an ESS, where
these frames are directed to the AP, this implies having
received an acknowledgiment to all associated MPDUS. "

= { dotllcountersEntry2 }

dot.llFailedcount OBJECT-TYPE
SYITIAX Counter32
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"This counter shall increment when an MSDU is not
transmitted successfully due to the number of
transmit. attempts exceeding either the
dotl-lshortRetryLimit or dotlll,ongRetryLimit. "

t,= { dotllcountersEntry 3 }

dotllRetryCou¡t OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX Counter32
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS current
DESCRIPTÏON

"This counter shal1 increment when an MSDU is successfully
transmitted after one or more retra¡rsmissions. "

= { dotllcountersuntrya }

dotl 1Mult ipleRetryCount OBJECT-TYPE
SYIüIAX Counter32
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"This counLer shall incremenL when an MSDU is successfully
transmitted after more Lhan one retransmission. "

, r= { dotllcounLersEntry 5 i

dotllFrameDuplicateCount OBJËCT-TYPE
SYñTAX Counter32
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"Thìs counter shall increment when a frame is received
that the Sequence Control field indicates is a
duplicate. "

{ dotrrCormtersEntry 6 }
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dotllRTssuccesscount OBJECT-TYPE
SYI$TAX Counter32
MAX-ACCESS read-on1y
STATUS currenL
DESCRTPTÏON

dotllRTSFailurecount OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX CounTer32
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS current
DESCRTPTION

dot 1 ]-ACKFai lurecount OBJECT -TYPE
SYNTAX Counter32
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATTIS current
DESCRÏPTION

dot 1 lReceivedFragment Courlt OBJECT- TYPE

SYNTAX Counter32
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTION

dot 1 lMuIt icastReceiwedFramecount OBJECT -T'YPE

SYIüTAX Counter32
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTION

dotllFCSErrorcor.mt OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX Counter32
MAx-ACCESS read-only

LOCAL AND METROPOLITAN AREA NETWORKS:WIRELESS LAN

"Thís counter shall increment when a CTS is received in
response to an RTS, "

= { dotllcountersEntry 7 i

"This counter shall increment when a CTS is not received in
response to an RTS.rr

= { dotrrCountersEntry 8 }

"This courrter shall increment when an ACK is not received
when expected. "

= t dotllcountersEntry 9 )

"This counter shall be incremented for each successfully
received MPDU of type Data or Management.rr

= { dotllCor.mtersEntry 10 }

"This counter shall increment when a MSDU is receiwed
with the multicast bit. set in the destinatìon
MAC address. "

= { dotllcountersEntry 11 i
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STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"This counter shall incremenL when an FCS error is
detected in a received MPDU. "

{ dotttcountersEntry l-2 }

dotllTransmiLLedFrameCount OB'JECT-TYPE

SYNTAX Cou¡ter32
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"This counter shall increment for each successfully trarismitted MSDU

,,= { dotll-CountersEntry 13 }

dot 1 lWEPundec4ptableCount OBJECT- TYPE

SYITTAX Counter32
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS currenl
DESCRIPTION

"This counter shall increment when a frame is received with
the wEP subfield of the Frame Control fiel-d set to one arld the
WEPon value for the key mapped to the TA's MAC address
indicates LhaL the frame should not have been encrl.pted or
that frame is discarded due to the receiwing STA not
implemenLing the privacy optíon."

{ dotrrcountersEntry 14 }

**********************************************************************
* End of dotllcountersEntry TABLE
**********************************************************************

- _ **********************************************************************
-- * GroupAddresses TABLE
_ - * **** ** ** ** * ** * ****** *** * **** * * * * *** ** ** ** * ** * ** ** *** ** * * *** ** * ** * * ***
dotl lGroupAddressesTabl-e OBJECT-TYPE

SYNTAX SEQUENCE OF Dotll-GroupAddressesEntry
MAX-ACCESS not -accessible
STATUS CUTTCNT

DESCRIPTION

"A conceptual table containing a set of MA'C addresses
identifying the multicast addresses for which this STA

will receiwe frames. The default value of Lhis attribute
shall be null. "

{ dotrrmac : }

dot.1 lcroupAddressesEntry OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX Dot 1 lcroupAddres sesEntry
MAX-ACCESS not-accessible
STATUS CUTTCNT

DESCRIPTÏON

'An Ent.ry (conceptual row) in the Group Addresses Tabl-e
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iflndex - Each 802.11 int.erface is represented by an
ifEntry. Interface tables in t.his MIB module are j-ndexed

by iflndex. "
rNDEX { if Index, dotllGroupAddresseslndex}

{ dotllcroupAddressesTable 1 }

DotlLcroupAddressesEntry : := SEQUENCE

dotllcroupAddresses f ndex
dotllAddress
dot llGroupAddres sesStatus

Integer32,
MacAddress,
Ro\^rstatus Ì

dotllcroupAddresseslndex OBJECT-ryPE
SYNTAX Integer32
MAX-ACCESS not -accessible
STATUS current.
DESCRIPTION

"The auxíliary variable used to identify instarlces
of the columnar objects in Lhe Group Addresses Tab1e."

{ dotttcroupAddressesEntry 1 }

dotllAddress OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX MacAddress
MAX-ACCESS read-create
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"MAC address identifying a multicast addresses
from which this STA will receive frames.'l

r t= { dotllcroupAddressesEntry 2 }

dot 1 lcroupAddressesStatus OBJECT-TYPE
SYI{TAX RowSTaLuS
MAX-ACCESS read-create
STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTION

"The status column used for creatíng, modifying, and
deleLing instances of the columnar objects in the Group
Addresses Table. "

DEFVAL {active}
{ dotttcroupAddressesEntry 3 }

-- * End of GroupAddress TABLE
*+********************************************************************

_ _ **********************************************************************
-- * Resource Type Attribute Templates

*+********************************************************************
dot11ResourceT\æeIDName OBJECT-TYPE

SI'I.ITAX Díspfaystring (SIzE (4) )

MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION
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"Cont.ains the name of the Resource Type ID managed object
The attribute is read-only and always contains the value
RTID. This attribute value sha1l not be used as a naming
attribute for any oLher managed objecc class."

REFERENCE '¡IEEE STd 802.
DEFVAL {"Btrl"}
{ dottrresAttribute 1 }

1F-1993. A.7',

- _ **********************************************************************
-- * dotLlResourcelnfo TABLE
_ _ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** *

dotl-l-Resourcelnf oTable OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX SEQIIENCE OF DotlLResourcelnfoEntry
MAX-ACCESS not -accessible
STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTION

"Provides a means of indicating, in data readable from a
managed object, information that identifies the source of
the implemenLation. "

REFERENCE ''IEEE STd 802.1F_1993, A.7"
{ dotttresAttribuLe 2 }

dotllResourcelnf oEntry OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX Dot 1 lResource Inf oEnt ry
MAX -ACCESS not. -accessible
STATUS current
DESCRÏPTION

"An entry in the dot1l-Resourcelnfo Tabl-e

ifrndex - Each 802.LI j-nterface is represented by an
ifEnt.ry. fnterface tables in this MfB module are indexed
by ifIndex. "

rNDEX {ifrndex}

{ dotttResourcelnfoTable 1 }

DotllResourceInfoEntry : := SEQLIENCE {
dot l- l-manuf ac turerOUf
dot llmanuf acturerName
dot llmanuf acturerProductName
dot 1 lrnanuf acturerProductVers ion

OCTET STRING,
DisplayString,
DisplayString,
DisplayString)

dotllmanuf actureroul OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE(3))
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS CUTTCNI

DESCRIPTION

dot l lnlanuf acturerName OBJECT - TYPE

SYNTAX DisplayString (SIzE (0. .128) )

MAX-ACCESS read-only

"Takes the value of an organizationally r.-:nique identifier

{ dotrtResourcelnfoEntry 1 }
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STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"A printable stríng used to idenLify the manufacturer of the
resource. Maximum string length is L28 ocLeLs."

t r= { dotllResourcelnfoEntry 2 }

dotllmanufacturerProductName OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX Displaystring (SIZE (0

MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS currenl
DESCRIPTÏON

128))

'rA print.abì-e string used to identify the manufacLurer's product
name of the resource. Maximum string length j-s 128 octets."

::= { dotllResourcelnfoEntry3 }

dot 1 lmanuf acturerProductvers ion OBJECT - TYPE

SYNTAX Displaystring (SIzE(0. . 128) )

MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS currenl
DESCRIPTION

'PrinLabl-e string used to identify the manufacturer's product
version of the resource. Maximum string length is 128 octeLs."
{ dotrrResourcernfoEnlry 4 I

**********************************************************************
* End of dotllResourcelnfo TABLE
**********************************************************************

**********************************************************************
* PHY Attribute Templates
**********************************************************************

- _ * * *** **** * ******* * **** *** * ** * ********* * * * ** ***** * * ** *** ******* *** ** * * *
-- * dotl1Phyoperation TABLE
_ - **********************************************************************
dot 1 1 Phyûperat ionTable OBJECT -TYPE

SYNTÃX SEQUENCE OF Dotl-lPhyoperationEntry
MAX-ACCESS not-accessible
STATUS current
DESCRIPTÏON

"PHY level attributes concerned with
operation. Implemented as a table indexed on
iffndex to allow for mulciple instanLiations on an
Agent. 'r

i aotrrprry r )

dot 1 1 Phyoperat ionEntry OBJECT -TYPE
SYNTAX Dot l- lPhyoperat ionEntry
MAX-ACCESS not -access ible
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION
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iflndex - Each 802.11 interface ís represented by an
ifEntry. rnterface tables in this MIB module are indexed
by iflndex. "

rNDEX {ifrndex}
',= { dotllPhyoperationTabfe 1 }

DotllPhyoperationEntry : := SEQUENCE {
dotllPHYTYpe INTEGER,

dotllCurrentRegDomain Intege132,
dotllTempTYpe IIJTEGER

I

dot:LlPHYType OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTÀX IIITEGER {fhss (r) , dsss (2) , irbaseband(¡) }

MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"This is an 8-bit integer val-ue that identífíes t.he PHY type
supported by the attached PLCP and PI\4D. Currently defined
values a-rld their corresponding Plry t]æes are:

FHSS 2.4 GHz = 01 , DSSS 2.4 GHz = 02, IR Baseband = 03"

,,= i dotllPhloperatì-onEnLry 1 )

dot L 1-CurrentRegDomain OBJECT -TYPE
SYIüIAX Integer32
IU,qX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS CUTTCNI

DESCRIPTION

"The current regulatory domain this instance of the P¡4D is
supporting. This object corresponds Lo.one of the
RegDomains listed in dotllRegDornainssupporLed. "

{ dotr:"efryoperationEnlry 2 }

dot 1 l-TempType OB'JECT -TYPE
SYNTAX TNTEGER {tempt'1pe1 (1) , tempTypez(z) |
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"There are different operatj-ng temperature requiremenLs
dependent on the anticipated envíronmental condítions. This
attribute describes the current PHY's operating temperature
range capabilì-ty. Currently defined values and their
corresponding temperature ranges are:

Type 1 = Xrol'-Commercial range of 0 to 40 degrees C,

Type 2 = XtO2'-Industrial range of -30 to 70 degrees C

{ aotrrenyoperationEntrV 3 }

**********************************************************************
* End of dotllPhyoperation TABLE
**********************************************************************
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_ _ ***** ** * * ****** ****** * * * ** ************ *** ** * * *** * ************* * * * **** *
-- * dotllPhyAntenna TABLE
_ _ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

dotl l-PhyAntennaTable OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX SEQUENCE OF DotllPhyAntenrlaEntry
MAX-ACCESS not -accessible
STATUS currenc
DESCRIPTION

"croup of attributes for PhyAntenna. Implemented as a
table indexed on iflndex to al-low for multiple lnstances on
an agent. "

{ aotrrprry z }

doL 1 1 PhyAnt ennaEntry OBJECT - TYPE

SYNTAX DotllPhyAntennaEntry
MAX-ACCESS noL -access i-ble
STATUS current
DESCRIPTÏON

DotllPhyAnLenraEntry : := SEQUENCE {
dot 1 l-CurrentTxÄnt.enna
dot 1 lDivers itysupport

dot 1 1 CurrentRx.Antenna

dot 1 lcurrentTxAntenrÌa OBJECT-TYPE
SYIIIAX Integer32 (1. .255)
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

fiAn entry ln t.he dotllPhyAntenna Table

iflndex - Each 802.Lr interface is represented by an
ifEntry. rnterface Lables in this MrB module are indexed
by iflndex. "

ÏNDEX {ifrndex}
, r= { dotl-LPhyAntennaTable t }

Integer32,
INTEGER,
Integer32 )

"The current ant.erìna being used to transmit. This value
is one of the values appearing in dotllsupportedTxAntenna
This may be used by a management agent Lo control- which
antenna is used for transmission. "

{ dotrrefryantennaEntry 1 i

dotllDiversitysupporL OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX TNTEGER {fixedlist (1) , notsupported(2) , dynamic (3) }

MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS current
DESCRIPT]ON

"This implementation's support for diversity, encoded as:

X'01'-diversity is avallable and is performed over the fixed
list of antennas defined in dotl-l-DiwersitySelectionRx.

X'02'-diversity is not supported.
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X'03'-diversiLy is supported and control of diversity is also
awaílable. in which case the attribut.e
dotllDiversitySelecLionRx carr be dlmamically modified by the
Ll4E. 'l

,,= { dotllPhyAnt.ennaEntry 2 }

dot 1 lcurrentRxAntenna OBJECT- TYPE

SY¡ITAX rnteger32 (1. .255)
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS current
DESCRIPTÏON

"The current anterma being used to receíve, if the
dot11 Diversitysupport indicates that diversity is noL
supported. The selected antenna shall be one of
the antennae marked for receive in the dotllAntennaslistTable

{ dotrrehyantennaEntry 3 }

**********************************************************************
* End of dotllPhyAnLenna T.ABLE
**********************************************************************

_ _ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * *

-- * dotllPhyTxPower TABLE
_ _ **********************************************************************
dot I lPhyTxPowerTable OBJECT - TYPE

SYNTAX SEQI'ENCE OF DotllPhyTxPowerEntry
MAX-ACCESS not -accessible
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"Group of attrlbutes for dotllPhyTxPowerTable. Implemented
as a table indexed on STA ID to al-low for multiple
insta¡rces on an Agent. "

{ aotrrpfry : }

dot 1 l-PhyTxPo\¡/erEntry OBJECT- TYPE

SYNTAX DotllPhyTxPowerEntry
MAx-ACCESS not -accessíble
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

illvr entry in the dotllPhlTxPower Table

iflndex - Each 802.11 interface is represented by an
ifEntry. Interface tables in this MfB module are indexed
by iflndex. "

rNDEX {ifrndex}
= { dot1l-PhyTxPowerTable 1 }

Dotl-lPhyTxPowerEntry : := SEQUENCE {
dot 1 lNumbersupportedPowerLeve I s
dotL LTxPowerlevell
dot 1 lTxPowerLevel2
dot 1 lTxPowerleveI 3

dot 1 LTxPowerLevel4
dot1lTxPowerlevel 5

I}TTEGER,

INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
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INTEGER,
INTEGER,
ÏNTEGER,
rlürEcER)

dot 1 lTxPowerleve 1 6

dot 1 lTxPob/erleve I 7
dot llTxPowerlevelS
dot 1 lCurrentTxPowerLevel

dot L LNumbersupportedPowerleveL s OBJECT -TYPE
SY}TTAX TNTEGER (1..8)
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"The number of power levels supported by t.he PMD

This attribute can have a value of 1 to 8. "
,,= { dotllPhyTxPowerEntry 1 }

dotllTxPowerl,evell OBJECT-TYPE

SYNTAX I}üIEGER (0. . 1OOOO)

MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS currenl
DESCRIPTION

"The transmit output power for LEVEL1 in. mW

This is also the default power level.'l
::= { dotllPhyTxPowerEntry2 }

dotllTxPowerl,evel2 OBJECT-TYPE
SY}TIAX INTEGER (0. . 1OOOO)

MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS current
DESCRTPTION

"The transmit output power for LEVEL2 in mI'ù

,,= { dotlLPhyTxPowerEnt.ry 3 }

dot 1 lTxPowerlewel 3 OB'JECT -TYPE
SYÀIIAX INTEGER (0. . IOOOO)

MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS currenL
DESCR]PTION

"The transmit output power for LEVEL3 in mW

,,= { dotllPhyTxPowerEntry 4 }

dotl l-TxPowerlevel4 OBJECT-TYPE
SY}IIAX INTEGER (0. . 1OOOO)

MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"The t.ransmit output power for LEVEL4 in mW

' '= { dotllPhyTxPowerEntry 5 }

dot llTxPowerl.evel5 OB,IECT-TYPE
SYNTAX INTEGER (0. .1-OOOO)

MAX-ACCESS read-on1y
STATUS current
DESCRTPTION

"The transmit output power for LEVELS in mfl. "
r,= { doLllPhyTxPowerEntry 6 }

dotl lTxPowerl,evel6 OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX INTEGER (0. .1.OOOO)

MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS current
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DESCRTPTION

"The transmiL outpuL power for LEVEL6 in mw.'l

{ dotl-lPhyTxPowerEntry 7 }

dot 1 lÏkPowerlevel 7 OB.TECT -TYPE
SYNTAX I}NTEGER (O . . ].OOOO)

MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"The Lransmit output power for LEVELT in mW

r r= { dotllPhyTxPowerEntry I }

dot 1 lTxPovrerl,evel- I OBJECT -TYPE
SYTTIAX INTEGER (O . .1OOOO)

MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTÏON

"The transmit outpuL power for LEVEL8 in mW

::: { dotl-lPhyTxPowerEntry 9 }

dot. 1 lcurrentTkPo\^/erlevel OBJECT-TYPE

SYÀITAX INTEGER (1..8)
MAX-ACCESS read-wríte
STATUS current
DESCRIPTTON

'rThe TxPowerlevel N current.ly being used t.o Lransmit data
Some Plrys also use this value to determine the receiver
sensitivity reguirements for CCA. "

{ aotfrefryrxPowerEntry 10 }

**********************************************************************
* End of dotllPhffxPor,rer TABLE
**********************************************************************

_ _ **********************************************************************
-- * dotl1PhyFHSS TABLE
_ _ ** ***** ***** ** * * * **** * * ******** * * ** * ** * ** * *** *** ******** * ***** * *******
dot 1 1 PhyFTISSTable OB'JECT -TYPE

SYNTAX SEQIJENCE OF DotllPhyFHSSEntry
MAX-ACCESS not -accessibl-e
STATUS currenL
DESCRTPTION

"croup of attributes for dotllPhyFHssTabl-e. Implemented as a
table indexed on STA ID to allow for multiple instances on
an Agent. rl

{ dotllphy 4 }

dot 1 1 PhyFTISSEnt ry OBJECT - TYPE

SYNTAX DoL 1 IPhyFHSSENTT
MAX-ACCESS not -accessible
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

'An entry in the dotllPhyFHSS Table

iflndex - Each 802.11- interface is represented by an
ifEntry. Interface tables in t.his MIB module are indexed
by iflndex. "
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ÏNDEX {ifrndexi
,= { dorllPhyFussTabte 1 }

Dot.ll-PhyFTISSEntry : ;= SEQLIENCE {
dotllHopTime
dotl lCurrentChanne lNumber
dotllMaxDwel- ITime
doLl lCurrentDwel lTime
doLllCurrentSet
dotl lCurrentPattern
dotll-Current Index

LOCAL AND METROPOLITAN AREA NETWORKS: WIRELESS LAN

INTEGER.
I}TIEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
INTEGER,
ÏNTEGER,
TNTEGER}

dotllHopTime OBJECT-ßPE
SY}IAX TNTEGER (224)

MAX-ACCESS read-on1y
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"The tj-me in microseconds for the PMD to change from
char:nel 2 to charinel 80'l

=i dorllPhyFHSsEnrryl)

dotllcurrentChannefNumber OBJECT-TYPE

SY}TTAX INTEGER (0. .99)
MAX_ACCESS TCAd-WTiTC
STATUS currenl
DESCRIPTION

"The current channel number of the freguency output by the RF

s)mthesizer"
r t= { dorllPhyFuSsEnrry 2 }

doI. 1 lMaxDwel ITiMC OBJECT_ TYPE

SYNTAX INTEGER (1. . 65535)
MAX-ACCESS read-on]y
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"The maximum time in TU that the transmitter
is permitted to operate on a single channel. "

',= { dorllphyFuSsEntry3 }

dotl lCurrentDwellTime OBJECT-TYPE

SY}CTAX INTEGER (1, . 65535)
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTION

"The current time in TU thaL the transmiLter sha1l operate
on a single channel, as set by the l4AC. Defaul-t is 19 TU."

t,= { dorllPhyFHSsEntrya }

dotllcurrentset OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX INTEGER (1. .255)
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"The current set of patterns the Plry
LME is using to determine the hopping sequence

' '= { dorllPhyFussEntry s }

dotl lcurrentPattern OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX TI{TEGER (0. .255)
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MAX-ACCESS read-wri-te
STATUS current
DESCRÏPTION

"The current pattern the PHY LME is
usíng to determine the hop sequence

{ dotrrlfryFHssEntry 6 }

dot 1 lcurrent Index OBJECT- TYPE

SYNTAX INTEGER (1. .255)
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTION

"The current index val-ue the PHY LME is using to determine
the CurrentChalnelNumber. "

{ dotrrlfryFHsSEntry 7 }

**********************************************************************
* End of dotllPhyFHSS TABLE
**********************************************************************

_ _ **********************************************************************
__ * doIllPhyDSSSENTry TABLE
_ _ **********************************************************************
dotllPhyDSSSTabl-e OBJECT-TYPE

SYNTAX SEQLIENCE OF DotllPhyDSSSEntry
MAX-ACCESS not -accessibìe
STATUS current
DESCR]PTION

"Entry of attributes for dotllPhyDSSSEntry. Implemented as a

table indexed on iflndex allow for multiple insLances on
an AgenL.. rl

{ aotrrprry s }

dotllPhyDSSSEntry OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX Dot l- l- PhyDSSSEntry
MAX-ACCESS not-accessible
STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTION

"An entry in the dotllPhyDSSsEntry Table

íflndex - Each 802.11 int.erface is represented by an
Interface tables in this MfB module are indexedifEntrv

by ifIndex. "
rNDEX {ifrndex}
{ dotrrehynsssrable 1 }

DotllPhyDSSSEntry ::= SEQUENCE {
dotllcurrentChannel INTEGER,

dotllCCAModeSupported IIIIEGER,
dotllCurrentccAMode IIITEGER,

dotllEDThreshold Integer32)

dot 1 lcurrentchanne I OBJECT -TYPE
SITTTAX T}TTEGER (1,. .1,4)

MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION
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"The currenL operating frequency channel of the DSSS

PHY. Va]id cha¡nel numbers are as defined aî 15.4.6.2t'
{ dorrrrhynsssEnrry 1 }

dotllccAlvlodesupported OBJECT-TYPE
S\'I[IAX INTEGER (1..7)
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTION

"dot.llccAlvlodesupported is a bit-sigrnificant walue, representing all of the
CCÀ modes supported by the PIIY. Val-id walues are:

energ:y detect only (ED_ONLY) = 0l-,
carrier sense only (CS_ONLY) = 02,
carrier sense and energy deLect (ED_and_CS) = 04

or the logical sum of any of these walues

',= { dorllPhyDsssEntry2 }

dotl lcurrentccAMode OB.TECT-TYPE

SYNTAX TNTEGER {edonly(1), csonly(2), edandcs(4) i
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS current
DESCRTPTION

"The current CCA method in operat.ion. Val-i-d values are
energiy detect only (edonlY) = or,
carrier sense only (csonly) = 02,
carrier sense and energy detect (edandcs)= 04."

',= { dorllPhyDssscnrry3 }

dotllEDThreshold OBJECT- TYPE

SYNTAX Integer32
MAX_ACCESS read-write
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"The currenL Energiy Detect Threshold being used by the DSSS PIry.'l

' '= { dotllPhyDSSSEnLry a }

**********************************************************************
* End of dotllPhyDsssEntry TABLE
**********************************************************************

_ _ **********************************************************************
-- * dot11PhylR TABLE

**********************************************************************
dotl lPhyIRTabIe OB,IECT-TYPE

SYNTAX SEQUENCE OF DOII1PhYIRENTry
MAX-ACCESS not -accessible
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"Group of att.ributes for dot1lPhylRTable. fmplemented as a
table indexed on iflndex to allow for multiple instances on
an Agent. rl

{ aotrrprry s }

dotllPhyIREntry OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTÄX DotllPhylREntry
MAX-ACCESS not -accessible
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STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTION

uAn entry in the dotllPhylR Tabl-e

iflndex - Each 802.11 interface is represented by an
ifEntry. Interface tables in L.his MIB module are indexed
by ifÏndex. "

rNDEx {ifrndex}
{ dor.llPhyrRTabre 1 }

DoLl-l-PhyIREntry ::= SEQIJENCE {
dot 1 lCCAWatchdogTimerMax
dotl- 1-CCAVùatchdogCounLMax
dot 1 lCCAWatchdogTimerMin
dotl 1 CCAWatchdogcountMin

Integer32,
Integer32,
fnteger32.
Integer32 )

dot l- lCCAV,IaLchdogTimerMax OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX Integer32
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS current
DESCRÏPTION

"This parameter, together with CcAwatchdogcountMax,
determines when energ,y detected in the channel ca¡r be
ignored. ,'

{ dotrrlfrylREntry 1 }

dot 1 lccAwatchdogCountMax OBJECT -TYPE
SYIÏTÄX fnteger32
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS current
DESCRÏPTION

"This parameter, together with CcAwatchdogTímerMax,
determines when energy detected in Lhe char:nel can be
ignored. "

{ OotrrlfryrREntry 2 }

dot 1 lCCAWatchdogTimerMin OBJECT - TYPE

SITIIAX Integer32
MÄX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTION

"The mínimum value to which CCAl'üatchdogTimerMax can be
set.rl

dotllPhylREntry 3 ]

dotllCCAWatchdogCountMin OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX Integer32
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"The minj-mum value to which CcAwatchdogcount can be set
, '= { dotllphyrREnrry a }

**********************************************************************
* End of dotl-lPhylR TABLE
**********************************************************************
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dotllRegDomainsSupported TABLE

dot 1 lRegDomainsSupportedTal¡1e oBJECT-TYPE

SYIüTAX SEQUENCE OF DocllRegDomainssupportEntry
MAX-ACCESS not -accessibf e

STATUS currenu
DESCRIPTÏON

"There are different operational requirements dependent on
the regul-atory domain. This aLtribute list describes the
regul-atory domains the PLCP and PMD support in this
implementation. Currently defined values and their
corresponding Regulatory Domains are :

FCC (USA) = X'10', DOC (Canada) = X'20', ETSI (most of
Europe) = X'30', spain = X'31r, France = x'32', MKK

(Japan) = Xr40r rr

= { dotrrphy z}

dot 1 lRegDomainsSupporLEntry OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX DotllRegDomainsSupport.Entry
MAX-ACCESS not -accessible
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"An entry in the dotllRegDomainssupport Table

iflndex - Each 802.11 interface is represented by an
ifEntry. fnterface tables in this MIB module are indexed
by iflndex. "

INDEX { i f rndex, dot 1 lRegDomainssupportlndex}
{ dotllRegDomaj.nssupportedTable 1 }

DotllRegDomainsSupportEntry : : = SEQIIBÍCE

dot 1 lRegDomainsSupport Index
dot 1 lRegDomainsSupportvalue

ïnteger32,
INTEGER}

dotllRegDomainssupportlndex OBJECT-TYpE
SYNTAX Integer32
MAX-ACCESS not -accessible
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"The ar-xiliary variable used to identify instances
of the columnar objects in the RegDomainssupport Tabl-e

rt= { dotllRegDomainssupportEntry 1 }

dotLlRegDomainsSupportValue OB,JECT-TYPE

SYNTAX INTEGER {fcc(16), doc(32), etsi(48), spain (49), france
(so). mkk (64) )

MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"There are different operational requirements dependent on
the regulatory domain. This attribute list describes the
regulat.ory domains the PLCP and PI4D support in this
implementation. Currentl-y defined values and t.heir
corresponding Regulatory Domains are:
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FCC (IISA) = Xr10'. DOC (Canada) = Xt20 '. ETSI (most of
Europe) = X'30', Spain = X'31r, France = X'32 ', K
(JaPan) = X'40' "

{ dotllRegDomainssupportEnt.ry 2 }

**********************************************************************
* End of dotllRegDomainssupported TABLE
**********************************************************************

_ _ * *** * ****** ****** ************ *** * ** *** *** * ** *** * * * ** ******* * ** * *** ****
-- * dotllAntennasl,ist TABLE

- - **********************************************************************
dot 1 lAnterirlasl-i stTabl e OBJECT -TYPE

SYNTAX SEQUENCE OF DotLlAntennaslistEntry
MAX-ACCESS not-accessible
STATUS current
DESCRIPTTON

"Thís t.able represents the list of antennae. An
antenna can be rnarked to be capabl-e of transmitting,
receiving, and/or for partj-cipatíon in receive diversity. Each

entry in this table represents a single antenna with
its properties. The maximum mrmber of antennae that can
be conLained in this tabl-e is 255."

,,= { dorllphy I }

dotL lAntennasl-istEntry OBJECT-TYPE

SYIüIAX Dot llAnLennaslistEntry
MAX-ACCESS not -accessibl-e
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"An entry in the dotllAntennasl,istTable,
representing the properties of a single anLenna

j-flndex - Each 802.11 interface is represented by an
ifEntry. Interface tables 1n this MIB module are indexed
by iflndex. "

INDEX { 
j-f Index, dotllAntennal,istfndex}

{ dotrrantennaslistTable 1 }

DotllAntennasl,istEntry : := SEQUENCE {
doLll-Antennalistlndex Int.eger32,
dotllsupportedTxl\ntema Truthval-ue,
dotll-supportedRxAntenna TruthValue,
dot.1lDíversitySelectionRx TruthValue )

dotl lAntennali stlndex OBJECT-TYPE

SYNTAX Integer32 (1..255)
MAx-ACCESS not -accessible
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"The unique index of an antenna which is
used to identify the columnar objects in
t.he dotllAntennasl,i-st Table. "

, r= { dotllAritennasI,istEntry 1 }

dot 1 lsupportedTxAntenna OB,JECT - TYPE

S\ltrlTAX Truthvalue
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS current
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DESCRIPTION
rrwhen true, this object indicates that the
anLenr¡a represented by dotllAnten¡ralndex
can be used as a transmit antenna. "

i dotrrantennaslistEnlry 2 j

dotllsupportedRxAnterìna OBJECT-TYPE
SYI,ITAX TruthValue
MAX-ACCESS read-write
STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTION

"When true, this object indicates that the
antenna represented by the dotllAntennalndex
ca¡r be used as a receive antenrra,'l

i dotllAntennasl,istEntry 3 )

dot. 1 lDivers itySelect ì.onRx OBJECT -TYPE
SYIüTAX TruthValue
MAX-ACCESS read-writ.e
STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTION

"When true, this object indícates that the
antenna represented by dotllAntennalndex ca¡
be used for receive diversity. This object
may only be true if the anLenna can be used
as a receive antema, as indicated bY
dot 1 lsupportedRxAntenna . "

{ dotrrAntennaslistEnlry 4 }

**********************************************************************
* End of dot1lÃnten¡raslist TABLE
**********************************************************************

_ _ **********************************************************************
-- * SupportedDataRatesTx TABLE
_ _ * * *** *** * ** * ******* ** * **** ** * ** ******** ********* * * *** * * **** *** * * * ** ***
doL 1 lsupportedDaLaRatesTxTable OBJECT- TYPE

SYITTAX SEQLIENCE OF DotllsupportedDataRatesTxEntry
MAX-ACCESS not-accessible
STATUS CÌrTTCNI
DESCRIPTION

'rThe Transmit bít rates supported by the PLCP and PI\4D,

represented by a count from X'O2-x'7f, corresponding to data
rates in increment.s of 50OKb/s from 1 Mbit/s to 63.5 Mbit./s subject
to limitations of each individual PHY."

{ aotrrprry o }

dot 1 lSupportedDataRat esTxEntry OBJECT - TYPE

SYI,IIAX Dot l- l-SupportedDaLaRatesTxEnt.ry
MAX-ACCESS not. -accessible
STATUS CUTTENT

DESCR]PTÏON

"An Entry (concepLual row) in the dotllsupportedDataRatesTx
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Table

Each 802.11 inLerface is represented by an
Interface tables ín this MIB module are lndexed

INDEX { if Index, dotllsupportedDataRaLesTxlndex}

{ dotr.rsupportedDataRatesTxTable

iflndex -
ifEnt.ry.
by iflndex

1

DotllsupportedDataRates'IxEnLry : := SEQUENCE {
dotLlsupportedDaEaRatesTxlndex fnteger32,
dot 1-lsupportedDaLaRatesTxValue Integer3 2 )

dot 1 lSupportedDataRatesTxlndex OBJECT - TYPE

SYIITAX Integer32 (1. .8)
MAX-ACCESS not -accessibf e

STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTION

"Tndex object which identifies which data rate to access
Range is 1. .8. rl

{ dotrrsupportedDataRatesTxEntry 1 }

dot 1 lSupportedDataRat e sTxValue OBJECT -TYPE
SYIüTAX InLeger32 (2. .'I27)
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"The Transmit bit rates supported by the PLCP and PMD.

represented by a count from X'02-X'7f, corresponding to data
rates in increment.s of 5OOKb/s from 1 Mbit/s to 63.5 Mbit/s subject
to limitations of each individual Plry. "

{ dotrrSupportedDataRatesTxEntry 2 }

**********************************************************************
* End of dotllsupportedDataRatesTx TABLE
**********************************************************************

- _ **********************************************************************
-- * SupportedDataRatesFtx TABLE
_ _ * * ** * * * * *** * *** ** * * *** ********** * * ** *** ** ** ** * ** * * *** ****** ** * * ** ** * * *

dot. 1 1 SupportedDataRatesRxTabl- e OBaIECT - TYPE

SYNTAX SEQIIENCE OF DotL lsupportedDataRatesRxEntry
MAX-ACCESS not -accessible
STATUS curreNL
DESCRIPTION

"The receive bit rates supported by the PLCP and P¡4D,

represented by a count from X'oo2-x' 7f, corresponding to data
rates in increments of 50OIÕ/s from 1 Mblt/s to 63.5 Mbit/s."

{ aotrrprry ro }

dotllSupportedDataRatesRxEntry oBJECT-TYPE
SYÀIÏAX Dotl-lSupportedDataRatesRxEnt.ry
MAX-ACCESS not -accessible
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STATUS current
DESCR.IPTION

"An Entry (conceptual row) in the
dotllsupportedDataRatesRx Table .

iflndex - Each 802.11- interface is represented by an
ifEntry. Interface tables in this MIB module are indexed
by ifIndex. "

INDEX { íf Index, dotllsupportedDataRatesRxfndex}

{ dotrrsupportedDataRatesRxTable 1 i

Dot1l-Support.edDataRatesRxEntry : := SEQUENCE {
dotllsupportedDataRatesRxlndex Integer32,
dotllsupportedDataRatesRxvalue Integer32 )

dot. llSupportedDataRaLesRxlndex OBJECT- TYPE

SYNTAX Integer32 (1. .8)
MAX-ACCESS not -accessible
STATUS current
DESCRIPTÏON

"Index object which identifies whích data rate to access
Range is 1. .8.'

,,= { dotllsupportedDataRatesRxEntry 1 }

dot 1 lSupport edDataRatesRxValue OBJECT -TYPE
SYNTAX rnteger32 (2..r27]'
MAX-ACCESS read-only
STATUS CUTTCNT

DESCRIPTION

"The receiwe bit rates supported by the PLCP and PI4D,

represented by a count from X'02-X'7f, corresponding to data
rates in increments of 500 IÕ/s from l Mbit/s to 63.5 [4bit./s

dotllsupportedDataRatesRxEnt.ry 2 )

_ _ * *** * * ** * ** * *** *** * **** * * * ** * ****** * ** * * * **** **** * ********** *** ** * * * * *

-- * End of dotllsupportedDataRatesRx TABLE
_ _ * * ******* *** ** * *** *** **** ***** ** * * * * *** ** **** **** *** * ** * * ** * ** *** * * ** *

**********************************************************************
* conformance informatlon
**********************************************************************

dot.1l-Conformance OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { íeee802dot11 5 }
dotllcroups OBJECT IDENTIFIER ;;= { dotllConformance 1 }
dotllcompliances OB.IECT IDENTIFIER , r= { dotttconforrnance 2

**********************************************************************
* compliance statements
**********************************************************************

dot 1 lcomp1 iance MODI'LE - COMPL IAITCE

STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"The compliance sLatement for SNMPV2 entities
that implement the IEEE 802.11 MIB.rl

MODULE -- this modul-e
MANDATORY-GROUPS {
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dotlLSMTbase2,
dot1lMÀCbase, dotllcounterscroup,
dot 1 lSmtAuthent icat ion Al gorithms,
dotl- lResourceT\æeID, dotll-Phyoperat.ionComplianceGroup

GROUP dot. llPhyDSSSCompI iancecroup
DESCRÏPTION

"rmplementation of this group is reguj.red when object
dotLl-PHYType has the vafue of dsss. Thís group is
mutually exclusive !'/ith the groups doLllPhylRcomplianceGroup and
dot 1 lPhyFHSSCompliancecroup . "

cRoUP dot 1 1 PhylRCompl iancecroup
DESCRIPT]ON

"Implementation of this group is required when object
dot.llPHYfype has the value of irbaseband. This group is
mutually exclusive with the groups dotllPhyDSSscompliancecroup and
dot 1 lPhyFHSSCompl ianceGroup . "

GROUP dot 1 l- PhyFT{SSCompI íanceGroup
DESCRIPTION

"Implementation of this group is required when object
dotl-]-PHYTYpe has the value of fhss. This group is
mutually exclusive with the groups dot.llPhyDssSComplianceGroup and
dot 1 l- PhylRcompl ianceGroup . "

-- OPTIONAT-GROUPS { aotrrsrmprivacy, dotllMAcstatistics,
dot 1 1- PhyAnt enlaComp I i ancecroup, dot 1 1- PhyTxPowerComp 1 i ancecroup,
dot 1 1 PhyRegDomainsSupportGroup,
dotl- lPhyAntennaslistcroup, dotl- 1 PhyRateGroup ]

= { dott-lcompti-ances 1 }

Groups - units of conformance

dotl lslvmbase OBJECT-GROUP

OBJECTS { dotffstationlD, dotllMediumoccupancylimit,
dotl-lCFPol-labl-e,
dotllCFPPeriod,
dotl lCFPMaxDurat ion,
dotl lAuL.hent icat ionResponseTimeOut,
dotl 1 Privacyopt ionlmplemented,
dotl 1 PowerManagementMode .

doLllDesiredssID, dotl lDesiredBssT\rpe.
dotlloperationalRateSet .

dotllBeaconPeriod, dotllDTlMPeríod,
dot 1 1Àssociat ionResponseTimeOut

)

STATUS deprecated
DESCRIPTION

"The SMI object class provides the necessary support at the
STA Lo manage the processes in t.he STA such that the STA may

work cooperatively as a part of an IEEE 802.11 netv,¡ork."
= {dotttcroups 1 }
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dot 1 lsMlþrivacy OBJECT -GROUP

OBJECTS { dotllPrivacylnwoked,
dot 1 lV,lEPKeyMapp inglength, dot 1 lExc ludeunencrypt ed,
dotllwEPlcvErrorcount, dotlltr.ùEPExcludedCount,
dotl lWEPDef auI tKeyID,
dotllWEPDef aultKeyvalue,
do t 1 lWEPKeyMapp ingWEPOn,
dot l- lwEPKeyMappingValue, dot 1 lwEpKeyMappingAddres s,
dotl-lwEPKeyMappingStatus )

STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTÏON

"The SlvffPrivacy package is a set of attributes that shall be
present if WEP ís implemented in the STA.'r

::= {dotllcroups z }

dotllMAcbase OBJECT-GROUP

oBJECTS { dotrrUaCaadress, dotllAddress,
dot 1 ]-croupAddre s sesStatus,
dotlLRTsThreshold, dotllshortRetryLimit,
dotl ll,ongRetryLimi t, dot 1 ]-Fragmentat ionThre shold,
dot 1 lMaxTransmitMSDtrLi f et ime,
dot 1 lMaxReceiweli f et ime, dot 1 lManuf acturerlD,
dotllProductID

Ì
STATUS currenl
DESCRIPTION

"The MAC object class provides the necessary support for the
access control, generation, and verification of frame check
sequences, and proper delívery of vafid data to upper
Iayers. "

{dotncroups : }

dot 1- LMACStat ist ic s OB.TECT-GROUP

OBJECTS { dotffRetryCount, dotllMultipleReE.ryCourlt,
dot l- l"RTssuccesscounL, dotl lRTSFal lureCount,
dotllACKFai lurecount, dot l-lFrameDuplicateCount i

STATUS current
DESCRIPTÏON

"The MAcstatistics package provides extended statistlcal
information on the operaLion of the MAC. This
package is compleLely optional. "

{dotttcroups a }

dot 1 lResourceType ID OBJECT - GROUP

OBJECTS { dotttResourceTypelDName, dotl lmanuf actureroul,
dotllmanufacturerName, dotllmanufacturerProductName,
dot1l-manuf acturerProductVersion )

STATUS current
DESCRIPTÏON

'rAttributes used to identify a STA, j-ts manufacLurer,
ald various product names and versions. "

s08

= {dotttcroups s }
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dot l- lSmtAuthenL icat ionÄlgorithms OBJECT-GROUP

OBJECTS { dotf fauthenticat j-oralgoriLhm,
dot 1 lAuthent icat ionAlgoriLhmsEnabl e

STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTTON

"Authentication Algorithm Table. "
r,= {dotttcroups 6 }

dotllPhyoperationcomplianceGroup OBJECT-GROUP

OBJECTS { aotrrlrr¡49e, dotllcurrenLRegDomain, dotllTempType
STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"PHY l-ayer operatj-ons attributes. "
; ¡= { dotllGroups 7 }

dot 1- L PhyAnt enrtaComp I i ancecroup OBJECT - GROUP

OBJECTS { dotllcurrentTxAnLenna, dotllDiversitysupport,
dotl lcurrentRxÀnterna )

STATUS currenl:
DESCRIPTION

"Attributes for Data Rates for IEEE 802.1-1.r1
¡;= { dotll"Groups I }

dotll-PhyTxPowerCompliancecroup OBJECT-GROUP

OBJECTS { dot f f uumbersupporLedPowerleve I s, dot 1 LTxPoh¡erleve I 1 .

doLllTxPowerlevel2, dotl lTxPowerlewel3, dotllTxPowerl,evel4,
doLllTxPowerl,evels, dot 1 lTxPowerlevef 6, dotl lTxPowerlewel7 .

dotllTxPo\,/erlevel8, dotllcurrentTxPowerlevef )

STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"Attributes for Control- and Management of traIlsmit power."
;;= { dotllGroups 9 }

dotllPhyFTISSCompliancecroup OBJECT-GROUP

OBJECTS { dot.llHopTime, dotllcurrentchannelNurnber. dotllMaxDwel lTime,
dot 1 l-CurrentDwel f Time, dotl- 1 Currentset, dot 11 Current Pattern,
dot 1 lcurrentlndex i

STATUS current
DESCRIPTION

"Attributes that configure the Frequency Hopping for IEEE
802 .11 . rr

;;= { dotllGroups 10 i

dotll-PhyDSSSCompliancecroup OB,IECT-GROUP

OBJECTS { dotllcurrentChanrÌel-, dotllCCA]vlodesupported,
dotllCurrentccA]Vlode, dotl-lEDThresholdi

STATUS currenL
DESCRIPTION

"Attributes that configllre the DSSS for IEEE 802.11
;;= { dotttcroups 11 }

dotllPhylRCompliancecroup OBJECT-GROUP

OBJECTS { dotr rcCawatchdogTimerMax, dotllcCAV'laLchdogcountMax,
dotl lCCAVùatchdogTimerMin, doL llCCAWatchdogCountMini
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STATUS currenl
DESCRÏPTION

"Attributes thau configrure the baseband fR for IEEE 802.11
= { dour:-croups 12 }

dotllphyRegDomainsSupportcroup OBJECT-GROUP

oBJECTS { dotllRegDomainsSupportValue}
STATUS currenl
DESCRIPTION

"Attributes that specify the supporLed Regulation Domains
::= { dotllcroups 13}

dot 1 lPhyAnt.ennasli stcroup OBJECT -GROUP

OBJECTS i dotrrsupportedTxÄntenna,
dot 1 lsupportedRxÀntenna, dot 1 lDivers ityselect ionRx i

STATUS currenl
DESCRIPTION

'rAttributes that specify the supported ReguLation Domains."
,,= { dotttcroups 14 }

dot 1 lPhyRatecroup OBJECT - GROUP

OBJECTS { dotrrsupportedDataRatesTxValue,
dot 1 lsupportedDataRatesRxValue

)
STATUS current.
DESCRIPTTON

rrAttríbutes for Data Rates for IEEE 802.11. r'

::= { dotllcroups 15 }

dot 1 lcounterscroup OB,IECT -GROUP

oB,lECrs {
dot 1 lTransmi LtedFragmentCount
dotllMulticastTransmíutedFramecount,
dot 1 lFai ledcount, dot 1 lReceivedFragmentcount,
dotl lMult ica stReceivedFrameCount
dotllFCSErrorcount,

dot 1 lV,lEPUndecryptablecount,
dotl-lTransmittedFramecount )

STATUS currenl
DESCRIPTION

"Attributes from the dotllcounterscroup t.hat are not described
in the dotl1t{AcstaListics group. These objects are
rnandatory. "

3;= {dotllGroups 16 }

dot 1 lNot i f icat ioncroup NOTI F ICATION- GROUP

NOTIFICATIONS { dotllDisassociate,
dot 1 l-Deauthenticate ,

dotllAuthenLícateFai I
STATUS current
DESCRIPTTON

"fEEE 802. L1 notifications"
::= { dotllcroups 17 i

doL ].1-SIVlTbaSe2 OBJECT-GROUP
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OBJECTS { dotrruediumOccupancylimit,
dot llCFPoll-abIe ,

dotllCFPPeriod,
dot llCFPMaxDuration,
dot 1 lAuthent icat ionResponseTimeout.,
do t 1 1 PrivacyopL ionlmplemented,
dot 1 1 PowerMarlagementMode,
dot 1l-Des j-redsSID, dotllDesiredBssType,
dotlloperat ionalRateSet,
dotllBeaconPeriod, dotllDTIMPeriod,
doL 1 1As sociaL ionResponseTimeout,
dotl 1Di sassociateReason.
dot llDisassoc j-ateStation,
dot 1 lDeauthent icateReason,
dotl lDeauthent icateStation,
dotllAuLhenL.icateFai lStatus,
dot 1 l-Authent i cateFai. lStation
)

STATUS currenl
DESCRIPTION

"The SMIbase2 object class provides the necessary support at
STA to manage the processes in the STA such t.hat the STA may
work cooperatively as a part of an IEEE 802.11 network."

;;= {dottlcroups 18 }

**********************************************************************
* End of 80211 MIB
**********************************************************************

the

END
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